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THE TAKELMA LANGUAGE OF SOUTHWESTERN
OREGON

BY EDWARD SAPIR

1. INTRODUCTION

The language treated in the following pages was spoken in the

southwestern part of what is now the state of Oregon/ along tfio

middle portion of Rogue river and certain of its tributaries. It,

together with an upland dialect of which but a few words were

obtained, forms the Takilman stock of Powell. The form &quot;Takelma&quot;

of the word is practically identical with the native name of the tribe,

Daa
gelma

f n THOSE DWELLING ALONG THE RIVER (see below, 87, 4) ;

there seems to be no good reason for departing from it in favor of

Powell s variant form.

The linguistic material on which this account of the Takelma

language is based consists of a series of myth and other texts, pub
lished by the University of Pennsylvania (Sapir, Takelma Texts,

Anthropological Publications of the University Museum, vol. n, no. 1,

Philadelphia, 1909), together with a mass of grammatical material

(forms and sentences) obtained in connection with the texts. A
series of eleven short medicine formulas or charms have been pub
lished with interlinear and free translation in the Journal of Ameri

can Folk-Lore (xx, 35-40). A vocabulary of Takelma verb, noun,

and adjective stems, together with a certain number of derivatives,

will be found at the end of the &quot;Takelma Texts.&quot; Some manu

script notes on Takelma, collected in the summer of 1904 by Mr.

H. H. St. Clair, 2d, for the Bureau of American Ethnology, have

been kindly put at my disposal by the Bureau; though these consist

mainly of lexical material, they have been found useful on one or

two points. , References like 125.3 refer to page and line of my
Takelma Texts. Those in parentheses refer to forms analogous to

the ones discussed.
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The author s material was gathered at the Siletz reservation of

Oregon during a stay of a month and a half in the summer of 1906,

also under the direction of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

My informant was Mrs. Frances Johnson, an elderly full-blood

Takelma woman. Her native place was the village of Ddk*ts!asin or

Daldani Y, on Jump-off-Joe creek (Dlp/oltsU lda), a northern affluent

of Rogue river, her mother having come from a village on the upper

course of Cow creek (Hagwal). Despite her imperfect command of

the English language, she was found an exceptionally intelligent

and good-humored informant, without which qualities the following

study would have been far more imperfect than it necessarily must

fce under even the very best of circumstances.

In conclusion I must thank Prof. Franz Boas for his valuable

.ftdvicd: in regard to several points of method and for his active

interest in the progress of the work. It is due largely to him that I

was encouraged to depart from the ordinary rut of grammatical

description and to arrange and interpret the facts in a manner that

seemed most in accordance with the spirit of the Takelma language

itself.
1

PHONOLOGY (2-24)

2. Introductory

In its general phonetic character, at least as regards relative harsh

ness or smoothness of acoustic effect, Takelma will probably be found

to occupy a position about midway between the characteristically

rough languages of the Columbia valley and the North Californian

and Oregon coast (Chinookan, Salish, Alsea, Coos, Athapascan, Yurok)

on the one hand, and the relatively euphonious languages of the

Sacramento valley (Maidu, Yana, Wintun) on the other, inclining

rather to the latter than to the former.

From the former group it differs chiefly in the absence of voice

less Z-sounds (i, I,
2
L!} and of velar stops (q, g, q!); from the latter,

i What little has been learned of the ethnology of the Takelma Indians will be found Incorporated in

two articles written by the author and entitled Notes on the Takelma Indians of Southwestern Oregon, in

American Anthropologist, n. s., ix, 251-275; and Religious Ideas of the Takelma Indians of Southwestern

Oregon, in Journal of American Folk-Lore, xx, 33-49.

s In the myths, I is freely prefixed to any word spoken by the bear. Its uneuphonious character is evi

dently intended to match the coarseness of the bear, and for this quasi-rhetorical purpose it was doubtless

derisively borrowed from the neighboring Athapascan languages, in which It occurs with great frequency.

The prefixed sibilant s serves in a similar way as a sort of sneezing adjunct to indicate the speech of

the coyote. Gwi di WHERE? says the ordinary mortal; Igwi di, the bear; ygwi di, the coyote.

2
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in the occurrence of relatively more complex consonantic clusters,

though these are of strictly limited possibilities, and hardly to be

considered as difficult in themselves.

Like the languages of the latter group, Takelma possesses clear-

out vowels, and abounds, besides, in long vowels and diphthongs;

these, together with a system of syllabic pitch-accent, give the Takel

ma language a decidedly musical character, marred only to some

extent by the profusion of disturbing catches. The line of cleavage

between Takelma and the neighboring dialects of the Athapascan stock

(Upper Umpqua, Applegate Creek, Galice Creek, Chasta Costa) is thus

not only morphologically but also phonetically distinct, despite re

semblances in the manner of articulation of some of the vowels and

consonants. Chasta Costa, formerly spoken on the lower course of

Rogue river, possesses all the voiceless Z-sounds above referred to; a

peculiar illusive qf, the fortis character of which is hardly as prominent

as in Chinook; a voiced guttural spirant f, as in North German Tage;

the sonants or weak surds dj and z (rarely) ;
a voiceless interdental

spirant p and its corresponding fortis tp!; and a very frequently oc

curring $ vowel, as in English HUT. All of these are absent from

Takelma, which, in turn, has a complete labial series (6, p*, p!, m),

whereas Chasta Costa has only the nasal m (labial stops occur appar

ently only in borrowed words, ~bo$ CAT &amp;lt;pussy).
The fortis &/, com

mon in Takelma, seems in the Chasta Costa to be replaced by ql; the

Takelma vowel u, found also in California, is absent from Chasta

Costa; r is foreign to either, though found in Galice Creek and Shasta.

Perhaps the greatest point of phonetic difference, however, between

the Takelma and Chasta Costa languages lies in the peculiar long

(doubled) consonants of the latter, while Takelma regularly simpli

fies consonant geminations that would theoretically appear in the

building of words. Not enough of the Shasta has been published to

enable one to form an estimate of the degree of phonetic similarity

that obtains between it and Takelma, but the differences can hardly

be as pronounced as those that have just been found to exist in the

case of the latter and Chasta Costa.

This preliminary survey seemed necessary in order to show, as far

as the scanty means at present at our disposal would allow, the

phonetic affiliations of Takelma. Attention will now be directed to

the sounds themselves.
2
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Vowels ( 3-11)

3. General Remarks

The simple vowels appear, quantitatively considered, in two

forms, short and long, or, to adopt a not inappropriate term, pseudo-

diphthongal. By this is meant that a long vowel normally con

sists of the corresponding short vowel, though generally of greater

quantity, plus a slight parasitic rearticulation of the same vowel

(indicated by a small superior letter) ,
the whole giving the effect of a

diphthong without material change of vowel-quality in the course

of production. The term PSEUDO-DIPHTHONG is the more justified

in that the long vowel has the same absolute quantity, and experi

ences the same accentual and syllabic treatment, as the true diph

thong, consisting of short vowel + i, u, I, m, or n. If the short

vowel be given a unitary quantitative value of 1, the long vowel

(pseudo-diphthong) and ordinary diphthong will have an approxi

mate value of 2
;
while the long diphthong, consisting of long vowe]

-f i, u, I, m, or n, will be assigned a value of 3. The liquid and

the nasals (m and n) are best considered as forming, parallel to the

semi-vowels y (i) and w (u), diphthongs with preceding vowels,

inasmuch as the combinations thus entered on are treated, similarly

to i- and u- diphthongs, as phonetic units for the purposes of pitch-

accent and grammatic processes. As a preliminary example serving

to justify this treatment, it may be noted that the verb-stem Hlw-,

bilu- JUMP becomes Hlau- with inorganic a under exactly the same

phonetic conditions as those which make of the stem Jcfemn- MAKE

Tcleman-. We thus have, for instance:

bilwaf
s jumper; Irilcfuk* he jumped

k!emnaf
s maker; /&amp;lt;?maViF he made it

From this and numberless other examples it follows that au and an,

similarly ai, al, and am, belong, from a strictly Takelma point of

view, to the same series of phonetic elements
; similarly for e, i, o,

and u diphthongs.

4. System of Vowels

The three quantitative stages outlined above are presented for

the various vowels and diphthong-forming elements in the following

table:

S 3-4
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I. Short.
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fashion to the aa and a of ?/a
attaY YOU WENT, and ysinada

5 YOU WILL

GO. On the other hand, the ou of pou
p*au- (aorist stem) BLOW is

organically a diphthong (ou), the ou of the first syllable being related

to the au of the second as the iu of Jc iuk^au- (verb stem) BRANDISH

is to its au. Similarly, the -ou- of s d u k 6p*- (verb stem) JUMP

is organic shortened ou, related to the -owo- of the aorist stem

s o wos
lc 6p*- as the -el- of liQ

fi
~x- (verb stem) BE LEFT OVER is to the

-eye- of 7i&ye
ex- (aorist stem). A similar acoustic difficulty is experi

enced in distinguishing u
&

, (u
u
) as long vowel from the u- diphthongs

of Uj (u).

Examples of unrelated stems and words differing only in the

length of the vowel or diphthong are not rare, and serve as internal

evidence of the correctness, from a native point of view, of the vowel

classification made :

gai- eat, but gdi- grow

verb-prefix dda-
ear, but da- mouth

wdaxa his younger brother, but wa xa at them

It may happen that two distinct forms of the same word differ only

in vocalic quantity; y&
ada s

t* HE WILL SWIM, y&da
s
t HE SWIMS.

It is, naturally enough, not to be supposed that the long vowels

and diphthongs always appear in exactly the same quantity. Speed
of utterance and, to some extent, withdrawal of the stress-accent,

tend to reduce the absolute quantities of the vowels, so that a nor

mally long vowel can become short, or at least lose its parasitic

attachment. In the case of the i- and u- diphthongs, such a quan
titative reduction means that the two vowels forming the diphthong

more completely lose their separate individuality and melt into one.

Quantitative reduction is apt to occur particularly before a glottal

catch; in the diphthongs the catch follows so rapidly upon the second

element (i or u) that one can easily be in doubt as to whether a full

i- or u- vowel is pronounced, or whether this second vowel appears

rather as a palatal or labial articulation of the catch itself. The

practice has been adopted of writing such diphthongs with a superior

i or u before the catch: a i
,
aus

t
eu~, and similarly for the rest. When,

however, in the course of word-formation, this catch drops off, the i

or u that has been swallowed up, as it were, in the catch reasserts

itself, and we get such pairs of forms as:

nag&
i he said

;
but naga, ida when he said

sgele
u he shouted

;
but sgele uda* when he shouted

4
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On the other hand, vowels naturally short sometimes become long

when dwelt upon for rhetorical emphasis. Thus ga THAT sometimes

appears as ga
a

:

gd
a loho t*e

e in that case I shall die

gd
/a
ga a^l for that reason

As regards the pronunciation of the vowels themselves, little need

be said. The a is of the same quality as the short a of German MANN,

while the long aa (barring the parasitic element) corresponds to the

a of HAHN.

A labial coloring of the a (i. e., 6 as in German VOLL) frequently

occurs before and after Y w
\

planted, sown
w6Y he woke him up

But there were also heard :

s2k*aJc*
w shot

malak wa he told him

The e is an open sound, as in the English LET; it is so open, indeed,

as to verge, particularly after y, toward a. 1 Also the long vowel ee

is very open in quality, being pronounced approximately like the ei

of English THEIR (but of course without the r- vanish) or the e of

French FETE; ee
, though unprovided with the mark of length, will

be always understood as denoting the long vowel (pseudo-diphthong)

corresponding to the short e; while e will be employed, wherever

necessary, for the long vowel without the parasitic
-e

. The close e,

as in German REH, does not seem to occur in Takelma, although it

was sometimes heard for i; in the words laale? HE BECAME, ldalet am
YOU BECAME, and other related forms, e was generally heard, and may
be justified, though there can be small doubt that it is morphologically

identical with the I* of certain other verbs.

The i is of about the same quality as in English HIT, while the

long I 1 is closer, corresponding to the ea of English BEAT. Several

monosyllables, however, in -i, such as gwi WHERE, di interrogative

particle, should be pronounced with a close though short vowel (cf.

French FINI) . This closer pronunciation of the short vowel may be

explained by supposing that gwi, di, and other such words are rapid

pronunciations of gwi*, di{
,
and the others; and indeed the texts

sometimes show such longer forms.

i The word yewe i* HE RETURNED, e. g., was long heard as yawc tf, but such forms as ytu RETURN! show
this to have been an auditory error.

4
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The o is a close vowel, as in German SOHN, as far as the quality is

concerned, but with the short quantity of the o of VOLL. This close

ness of pronunciation of the o readily explains its very frequent

interchange with u:

Its lo p al sharp-clawed
dets IuguY sharp-pointed

and also the u- quality of the parasitic element in the long close vowel

o&quot;. The short open o, as in German VOLL, never occurs as a primary

vowel, but is practically always a labialized variant of a. Thus in

Takelma, contrary to the parallelism one ordinarily expects to find in

vocalic systems, e- vowels are open in quality, while o- vowels are

close.

The vowel u is close, as in the English word RUDE, the long mark

over the u being here used to indicate closeness of quality rather

than length of quantity. The u is not identical with the German u,

but is somewhat more obscure in quality and wavers (to an un-

Indian ear) between the German short u of MUTZE and u of MUSS
;

sometimes it was even heard with the approximate quality of the

short o of GOTZ. The long uu is, in the same way, not exactly

equivalent to the long u of the German suss, but tends in the direc

tion of uu
j
with which it frequently varies in the texts. It is some

what doubtful how far the two vowels u and u are to be considered

separate and distinct
;

it is quite possible that they should be looked

upon as auditory variants of one sound. Before or after y or w, u is

apt to be heard as u,
- - lc!uwu s THEY RAN AWAY, uyu -s&quot; HE

LAUGHED, %guyugl
fi
sij HE KEEPS NUDGING ME, otherwise often as u.

The only short vowel not provided for in the table is fa (as in Eng
lish SUN), which, however, has no separate individuality of its own,

but is simply a variant form of a, heard chiefly before m:

7ieestte me xtim he killed us off (for -am)
xfam in water (for xam)

The absence of the obscure vowel E of indeterminate quality is

noteworthy as showing indirectly the clear-cut vocalic character of

Takelma speech. Only in a very few cases was the E heard, and in

the majority of these it was not a reduced vowel, but an intrusive

sound between m and s:

daWl)e/ce
~k ?~bagamES he tied his hair up into top-knot (in place

of -ams) .

4
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Even here it may really have been the strongly sonantic quality

of the m in contrast to the voiceless s that produced the acoustic

effect of an obscure vowel. The exact pronunciation of the diph

thongs will be better understood when we consider the subject of

pitch-accent.

5. Stress and Pitch-Accent

Inasmuch as pitch and stress accent are phonetic phenomena that

affect more particularly the vowels and diphthongs, it seems advisable

to consider the subject here and to let the treatment of the conso

nants follow. As in many Indian languages, the stress-accent of any

particular word in Takelma is not so inseparably associated with any

particular syllable but that the same word, especially if consisting

of more than two syllables, may appear with the main stress-accent

now on one, now on the other syllable. In the uninterrupted flow of

the sentence it becomes often difficult to decide which syllable of a

word should be assigned the stress-accent. Often, if the word bears

no particular logical or rhythmic emphasis, one does best to regard

it as entirely without accent and as standing in a proclitic or enclitic

relation to a following or preceding word of greater emphasis. This

is naturally chiefly the case with adverbs (such as 7ie
sne THEN) and

conjunctive particles (such as ganehi* AND THEN; agas i
s AND so, BUT

THEN) ; though it not infrequently happens that the major part of

a clause will thus be strung along without decided stress-accent until

some emphatic noun or verb-form is reached. Thus the following

passage occurs in one of the myths:

qariehi* dewenxa laale Jiono- p*ele xa
, literally translated, And

then to-morrow (next day) it became, again they went out to

war

All that precedes the main verb-form p*ele xas THEY WENT OUT TO

WAR is relatively unimportant, and hence is hurried over without any
where receiving marked stress.

Nevertheless a fully accented word is normally stressed on some

particular syllable; it may even happen that two forms differ

merely in the place of accent :

naga -sida? when he said, but

naga-ida when you said

The important point to observe, however, is that when a particular

syllable does receive the stress (and after all most words are normally

S 5
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accented on some one syllable), it takes on one of two or three musical

inflections :

(1) A simple pitch distinctly higher than the normal pitch of

unstressed speech (-).

(2) A rising inflection that starts at, or a trifle above, the normal

pitch, and gradually slides up to the same higher pitch referred to

above ( ).

(3) A falling inflection that starts at, or generally somewhat

higher than, the raised pitch of (1) and (2), and gradually slides

down to fall either in the same or immediately following syllable, to

a pitch somewhat lower than the normal (-).

The &quot;raised&quot; pitch (^) is employed only in the case of final short

vowels or shortened diphthongs (i. e., diphthongs that, owing to

speed of utterance, are pronounced so rapidly as to have a quanti

tative value hardly greater than that of short vowels; also sec

ondary diphthongs involving an inorganic a); if a short vowel

spoken on a raised pitch be immediately followed by an unac

cented syllable (as will always happen, if it is not the final

vowel of the word), there will evidently ensue a fall in pitch in the

unaccented syllable, and the general acoustic effect of the two

syllables will be equivalent to a &quot;

falling&quot; inflection (-) within one

syllable; i. e. (if be employed to denote an unaccented syllable),

(-) H =( ) The following illustration will make this clearer:

YOU SANG is regularly accented helelaY, the a x

being sung on an

interval of a (minor, sometimes even major) third above the two

unaccented e- vowels. The acoustic effect to an American ear is very

much the same as that of a curt query requiring a positive or nega

tive answer, DID HE GO? where the i of DID and e of HE correspond in

pitch to the two e s of the Takelma word, while the o of GO is equiva

lent to the Takelma a\ The Takelma word, of course, has no

interrogative connotation. If, now, we wish to make a question out

of JielelaY, we add the interrogative particle di, and obtain the

form Tielela t idi DID HE SING? (The I is a weak vowel inserted to

keep the and d apart.) Here the a has about the same pitch as

in the preceding word, but the I sinks to about the level of the e-

vowels, and the di is pronounced approximately a third below the

normal level. The Takelma interrogative form thus bears an acoustic

resemblance to a rapid English reply: so HE DID GO, the o of so and

5
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e of HE corresponding in pitch to the unaccented e- vowels of the

Takclma, the i of DID resembling in its rise above the normal pitch

the a
,
and the o of GO sinking like the i of the interrogative particle.

1

If the normal level of speech be set at A, the two forms just considered

may be musically, naturally with very greatly exaggerated tonal

effect, represented as follows :

he- le- la^t he- le- la - ft- dl

pitch (&amp;lt;^)
is found only on long vowels and short or

long diphthongs. The rising pitch is for a long vowel or diphthong
what the raised pitch is for a short vowel or shortened diphthong;

the essential difference between the two being that in the latter case

the accented vowel is sung on a single tone reached without an inter

mediate slur from the lower level, whereas in the case of the rising

pitch the affected vowel or diphthong changes in pitch in the course

of pronunciation; the first part of the long vowel and the first vowel

of the diphthong are sung on a tone intermediate between the normal

level and the raised pitch, while the parasitic element of the long

vowel and the second vowel (i or u) of the diphthong are hit by the

raised tone itself. It is easy to understand that in rapid pronuncia
tion the intermediate tone of the first part of the long vowel or diph

thong would be hurried over and sometimes dropped altogether ;
this

means that a longvowel or diphthong with rising pitch (a, al) becomes

a short vowel or shortened diphthong with raised pitch (a
v

,
a r

i).
2

Diphthongs consisting of a short vowel + Z, m, or n, and provided
with a rising pitch, ought, in strict analogy, to appear as an, al, am;
and so on for the other vowels. This is doubtless the correct repre

sentation, and such forms as:

nank&quot; he will say, do

gwalt wind

dasmayam he smiled

wulx enemy, Shasta

were actually heard, the liquid or nasal being distinctly higher in

pitch than the preceding vowel. In the majority of cases, however,

1 It is curious that the effect to our ears of the Takelma declarative hclela t is of an interrogative DID YOU
SING? while conversely the effect of an interrogative helela t ldi is that of a declarative YOU DID SING.
This is entirely accidental in so far as a rise in pitch has nothing to do in Takelma with an interrogation.

2A vowel marked with the accent =* is necessarily long, so that the mark of length and the parasitic
vowel can be conveniently omitted.

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12-2
J 5
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these diphthongs were heard, if not always pronounced, as shortened

diphthongs with raised pitch (aX aV, a^m) . The acoustic effect of a

syllable with rising pitch followed by an unaccented syllable is neces

sarily different from that of a syllable with falling pitch (-), or of a

syllable with raised pitch followed by an unaccented syllable, because

of the steady rise in pitch before the succeeding fall. The tendency
at first is naturally to hear the combination ^ as -

,
and to

make no distinction in accent between yewe ida5 WHEN HE RETURNED

and yewetfe* i RETURNED; but variations in the recorded texts

between the rising and falling pitch in one and the same form are in

every case faults of perception, and not true variations at all. The

words tfomom HE KILLED HIM and yawait e
s

i SPOKE may be approxi

mately represented in musical form as follows :

ij
&amp;lt; & i

. r i

t. o- md-um ya- wa- i- t e s

The falling pitch ( ) affects both long and short vowels as well as

diphthongs, its essential characteristic being, as already denned, a

steady fall from a tone higher than the normal level. The peak of

the falling inflection may coincide in absolute pitch with that of the

rising inflection, though it is often somewhat higher, say an interval

of a fourth above the ordinary level. The base Qowest tone) of the

fall is not assignable to any definite relative pitch, the gamut run

through by the voice depending largely upon the character of the

syllable. If the accent hits a long vowel or diphthong not immedi

ately followed by a catch, the base will, generally speaking, coincide

with the normal level, or lie somewhat below it. If the long vowel

or diphthong be immediately followed by an unaccented syllable, the

base is apt to strike this unaccented syllable at an interval of about

a third below the level. If the vowel or diphthong be immediately

followed by a catch, the fall in pitch will be rapidly checked, and the

whole extent of the fall limited to perhaps not more than a semitone.

As soon, however, as the catch is removed (as often happens on the

addition to the form of certain grammatical elements), the fall runs

through its usual gamut. The words

Tc wede i his name

yewe ida* when he returned

yewe
i he returned

will serve to illustrate the character of the falling pitch.

5
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k we- dt -
i ye- we - i - da ye -

The pronunciation of the diphthongs is now easily understood

A shortened diphthong (a
v

,
a i

) sounds to an American ear like an

indivisible entity, very much like ai and au in HIGH and HOW; a

diphthong with falling pitch (a i) is naturally apt to be heard as two

distinct vowels, so that one is easily led to write naga -idas instead of

naga ida* WHEN HE SAID; a diphthong with rising pitch (ai) is heard

either as a pure diphthong or as two distinct vowels, according to

the speed of utterance or the accidents of perception. All these

interpretations, however, are merely matters of perception by an

American ear and have in themselves no objective value. It would

be quite misleading, for instance, to treat Takelma diphthongs as

pure
&quot; and &quot;

impure,&quot; no regard being had to pitch, for such a classi

fication is merely a secondary consequence of the accentual phenomena
we have just considered.

One other point in regard to the diphthongs should be noted. It

is important to distinguish between organic diphthongs, in which each

element of the diphthong has a distinct radical or etymological value,

and secondary diphthongs, arising from an i, u, Z, m, or n with pre

fixed inorganic a. The secondary diphthongs (ai, au, al, am, an),

being etymologically single vowels or semivowels, are always unitonal

in character; they can have the raised, not the rising accent. Con

trast the inorganic au of

bil^uk* (
=

*Z&amp;gt;iZw

x

F,
x not *&iZaufc ) he jumped; cf. bilwa s JUMPER

with the organic au of

gaysiu he ate it; cf. gaysiwa
sn I ate it

Contrast similarly the inorganic an of

kfems^uk* (=*Je!emnW, not *fc/emanF) he made it; cf. Jc!emna ss

maker

with the organic am of

dasmay&m he smiled
;
cf . dasmaysna.a

fen I smiled

Phonetically such secondary diphthongs are hardly different from

shortened organic diphthongs; etymologically and, in consequence,
in morphologic treatment, the line of difference is sharply drawn.

Non-existent or theoretically reconstructed forms are indicated by a prefixed asterisk.

5
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It was said that any particular syllable, if accented, necessarily

receives a definite pitch-inflection. If it is furthermore pointed out

that distinct words and forms may differ merely in the character of

the accent, and that definite grammatical forms are associated with

definite accentual forms, it becomes evident that pitch-accent has a

not unimportant bearing on morphology. Examples of words differ

ing only in the pitch-accent are :

sefel black paint, writing; sel kingfisher

lafap* leaves; (1) lap he carried it on his back, (2) lap become (so

and so) !

sa a
t his discharge of wind; sat mash it!

will 1 his house; will house, for instance, in daYwill on top of

the house

Tie
e
l song; Tiel sing it!

Indeed, neither vowel-quantity, accent, nor the catch can be consid

ered negligible factors in Takelma phonology, as shown by the

following :

waya&quot; knife

waya
a his knife

waya
f he sleeps

wayan he put him to sleep
Jc!wa ya^ (

= Tc!wale
cf) just grass

It is impossible to give any simple rule for the determination of

the proper accent of all words. What has been ascertained in regard

to the accent of certain forms or types of words in large part seems

to be of a grammatic, not purely phonetic, character, and hence will

most naturally receive treatment when the forms themselves are dis

cussed. Here it will suffice to give as illustrations of the morphologic

value of accent a few of the cases:

(1) Perhaps the most comprehensive generalization that can be

made in regard to the employment of accents is that a catch requires

the falling pitch-accent on an immediately preceding stressed syllable,

as comes out most clearly in forms where the catch has been second

arily removed. Some of the forms affected are:

(a) The first person singular subject third person object aorist of

the transitive verb, as in:

t!omomaf n I kill him
ttomoma nda* as I killed him

5
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(6) The third person aorist of all intransitive verbs that take the

catch as the characteristic element of this person and tense, as in:

ya he went

ya
ada when he went

(c) The second person singular possessive of nouns whose ending

for this person and number is - f , as in :

tnri f your husband

ela H* your tongue

Contrast :

tllCY my husband

elaW my tongue

There are but few exceptions to this rule. A certain not very nu

merous class of transitive verbs, that will later occupy us in the treat

ment of the verb, show a long vowel with rising pitch before a catch

in the first person singular subject third person object aorist, as in:

Jc!emesn I make it

dit!ugu n I wear it

The very isolation of these forms argues powerfully for the general

correctness of the rule.

(2) The first person singular subject third person object future, and

the third person aorist passive always follow the accent of la:

dduma n I shall kill him
tlomomafn he was killed

Contrast :

zduma?n he dried it

Like Jc!emesn in accent we have also:

~k!emen it was made

(3) The first person singular possessive of nouns whose ending for

that person and number is -t&quot;Tc* shows a raised or rising pitch, according
to whether the accented vowel is short or long (or diphthongal) :

Jc wedelt Jc my name

plant* Jc* my liver

HibagwcfnVY my pancreas

Contrast :

~k wede i his name

p!a
an his liver

tlibagwa n his pancreas
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(4) The verbal suffix -aid- takes the falling pitch:

sgelewa lda n I shouted to him

sgelewa lt&quot; he shouted to him

Contrast :

gwalt* wind

Many more such rules could be given, but these will suffice at present

to show what is meant by the
&quot;fixity&quot;

of certain types of accent in

morphological classes.

This fixity of accent seems to require a slight qualification. A

tendency is observable to end up a sentence with the raised pitch, so

that a syllable normally provided with a falling pitch-accent may
sometimes, though by no means always, assume a raised accent, if it is

the last syllable of the sentence. The most probable explanation of

this phenomenon is that the voice of a Takelma speaker seeks its

rest in a rise, not, as is the habit in English as spoken in America, in

a fall.
1

Vocalic Processes ( 6-11)

6. VOWEL HIATUS

There is never in Takelma the slightest tendency to avoid the com

ing together of two vowels by elision of one of the vowels or con

traction of the two. So carefully, indeed, is each vowel kept intact

that the hiatus is frequently strengthened by the insertion of a catch.

If the words ya pla MAN and a ni NOT, for instance, should come

together in that order in the course of the sentence, the two a- vowels

would not coalesce into one long vowel, but would be separated by
an inorganic (i. e., not morphologically essential) catch yap!a

afnl . The same thing happens when two verbal prefixes, the first

ending in and the second beginning with a vowel, come together.

Thus:

de- in front

xaa- between, in two

-H- with hand

generally appear as:

de l-

xaa i-

respectively. The deictic element -a\ used to emphasize preceding

i Those familiar with Indogermanic phonology will have noticed that my use of the symbols (*), (-&quot;),
and

(^0 has been largely determined by the method adopted in linguistic works for the representation of the

syllabic pitch-accents of Lithuanian; the main departures being the use of the (-) on short as well as on

long vowels and the assignment of a different meaning to the (-).

6
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nouns, pronouns, and adverbs, is regularly separated from a pre

ceding vowel by the catch:

maf scf but you, you truly

bou a^ nowadays indeed

If a diphthong in i or u precedes a catch followed by a vowel, the i or

u often appears as y or w after the catch:

Jc!wds

ya^ just grass (= Tc!wdl + -a^)

d tycf just they (= di- they + -V)

lid wl- ( Jia-u- under +1- with hand)

If the second of two syntactically closely connected words begins

with a semivowel (w or y) and the first ends in a vowel, a catch is

generally heard to separate the two, in other words the semivowel is

treated as a vowel. Examples are:

ge woY (=ge
f +wok ) there he arrived

be e waadl fi
(
= bee + waadl fi

) day its-body all day long

ge ya
ahi (=ge+ya/a

Jii) just there indeed

Such cases are of course not to be confounded with examples like:

me woY HE ARRIVED HERE, and

me yen COME HERE !

in which the catch is organic, being an integral part of the adverb

me HITHER; contrast:

me gini V HE CAME HERE, with

ge gini
f Y HE WENT THERE.

The same phonetic rule applies even more commonly when the first

element is a noun or verb prefix:

h&*winlfida inside of him; but ha6e e6mi v

at noon

de wiliwia u
they shouted; but dexebe n he said so

Bb&iewae
yew8n7ii he returned inside with him; but abai&amp;lt;?im F he

went inside

wi wd my younger brother; but \nhcfm my father

It is interesting to note that the catch is generally found also

when the first element ends in
Z, m, or n, these consonants, as has

been already seen, being closely allied to the semivowels in phonetic

treatment :

&\ wdadide to my body; but als*owma7 to the mountain
a.l yowo he looked; but aLrZ/z

fc he saw him
&att

ge l*yo he lay belly up; but geUdiyiW he turned to face him

gwei\. wat*geits !lk*wa his (head) lay next to it; but gwerdiwila
fue

he looked back

yiwin* wo Yi (=yiwin speech -\-wo
fk i without) without speech

o
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&quot;

It goes without saying that the catch separates elements ending in

Z, m, or n from such as begin with a vowel :

s in ilats!agi
sn I touch his nose

alsit*baga t l&amp;gt;ak he struck them

7. DISSIMILATION OF u

A diphthong in u tends, by an easily understood dissimilatory

process, to drop the u before a labial suffix (-gw-, -p\ -bas
). Thus

we have:

wahawaxtfgwa fy I rot with it, for *xiugwa
sn

Compare :

Jiawaxi u he rots

waliawaxiwigwa n I shall rot with it

Similarly :

~billY w he jumped having it, for *l)iliulc*
w
(stem biliu-}

willY w he proceeded with it, for *wttiuk* w (stem wiliu-)

Observe that, while the diphthong iu is monophthongized, the orig

inal quantity is kept, i being compensatively lengthened to I*. In the

various forms of the verb yen- RETURN, such dissimilation, wherever

possible, regularly takes place :

yek*
w he returned with it, for *yetik*

w
(
= yeu- gw- )

mee

yep* come back! (pi.), but sing. me
s
yeU

ye
ebaf

let us return! for *yeuba
s

It is interesting to note how this u- dissimilation is directly respon

sible for a number of homonyms :

yek*
w bite him!

(aT)yep* show it to him!

A similar dissimilation of an -u- after a long vowel has in all proba

bility taken place in the reduplicating verb laaliwi sn i CALL HIM BY

NAME (le
ela usi HE CALLS ME BY NAME) from * lauliwi en (* leula usi) .

8. I- UMLAUT

Probably the most far-reaching phonetic law touching the Takelma

vowels is an assimilatory process that can be appropriately termed

&quot;i- umlaut.&quot; Briefly stated, the process is a regressive assimilation

of a non-radical -a- to an -i-, caused by an -i- (-I
1
-} in an immediately

following suffixed syllable, whether the -i- causing the umlaut is an

original -i-, or itself umlauted from an original -a-; the -i- of the

7-8
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pronominal endings -bi- THEE, -si- HE TO ME, -xi- HE ME, fails to

cause umlaut, nor does the law operate when the -i- is immediately

preceded by an inorganic Ji. The following forms wT
ill make the

applicability of the rule somewhat clearer :

walc!ayayini
f n I caused him to grow with it (but k!ayayana n

I caused him to grow, with preserved -a-, because of following
-a n, not -i

s
ri)

waJdeyeya nxi he caused me to grow with it

waklayaya/nxbtfn I caused thee to grow with it

lyulu yili n I rub it (from -yali-n}

lyuLu yalln he rubs it

It should be carefully noted that this i- umlaut never operates on a

radical or stem-vowel, a fact that incidentally proves helpful at tunes

in determining how much of a phonetic complex belongs to the stem,

and how much is to be considered as belonging to the grammatical

apparatus following the stem. In:

wda
giwi

f n I brought it to him (from -awi e
n; cf. wda

ga sbi n
I brought it to you)

the -a- following the g is shown to be not a part of the aoristic stem

waa
g- by the i- umlaut that it may undergo; on the other hand, the

corresponding future shows an un-umlauted -a-:

wagawi n I shall bring it to him

so that the future stem must be set down as waga-, as is confirmed by
certain other considerations.

It would take us too far afield to enumerate all the possible cases

in which i- umlaut takes place ; nevertheless, it is a phenomenon of

such frequent recurrence that some of the more common possibilities

should be listed, if only for purposes of further illustration:

(1) It is caused by the aoristic verb suffix -4*- denoting position:

s as inl he stands (cf. 8 a s ant*aa he will stand)

Hobigl he lies as if dead (cf . future t!obaga
rsdaa}

(2) By an element -i- characteristic of certain nouns, that is added

to the absolute form of the noun before the possessive pronominal

endings :

6utt&imY& my arm (cf. buul)a^n arm)

fga lt*gilixdeJc* my belly (for
*

t galt gali-)

(3) By the -common verbal &quot;instrumental&quot; vowel -i-, which, for

one reason or another, replaces the normal pre-pronominal element

8
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-a-, and often serves to give the verb an instrumental force. This

instrumental -i- may work its influence on a great number of preceding

elements containing -a-, among which are:

(a) The -a- that regularly replaces the stem-vowel in the second

member of a duplicated verb:

cdelfl)aga t*ligi n I beat him (cf. -fbagaffbak* he beat him)
ts !ele ts !ili

sn I rattle it (cf. ts-lele ts lalhi he rattles it)

lsmili smili n I swing it (cf. ismi lsmal swing it!)

(I) The causative element -an-:

vjap!d
a
gini

/sn I cause him to swim with it (cf. p!a
a
gana n I cause

him to swim)

See above:

wak!ayayini
sn I cause him to grow

(c) The element -an- added to transitive stems to express the idea

Of TOR, IN BEHALF OF :

wat!omomini *n I kill it for him with it (cf. t!omomana en I kill it

for him)

(d) The pronominal element -am-, first personal plural object:

alxlfiximi s one who sees us (cf . alxlfixam he sees us)

4. B^y the suffixed local element -dl* ON TOP OF added to the demon

strative pronoun ga THAT to form a general local postposition :

gidl* on top of it, over (so and so)

Compare the similarly formed :

gada&quot;Y above

gadcfl among
and others.

5. By the pronominal element -ig- (-He*) ,
first personal plural subject

intransitive :

Homoxinik* we kill each other (cf . t!omoxaen they kill each other)

daxinigam we shall find each other (cf . daxan t* they will find each

other)

This list might be greatly extended if desired, and indeed numerous

other examples will meet us in the morphology. Examples of a double

and treble i- umlaut are:

lohouninini
f n I caused him to die (i. e., killed him) for him (cf.

lohounana f
nlii he killed him for him)

Ikluraininini^nk 1 he will fix it for him (compare lk!uumc^n he

fixed it)
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The semivowel corresponding to i, namely y, is also capable, under

analogous circumstances, of causing the i- umlaut of a preceding non-

radical a. Examples are:

daxoyo xiya n (=-xaya n) I scare them around; daxoyo xi (=-xiy
=
-xay) he scares them around

ale
it ge

f

it giyaJc
w (=-t gay-) rolled up

alhuyu
f
lii

ix (=-Jiiyx=-hayx} he used to hunt

saniya? (=-sanaya^) to fight him
ddumk*wiya (=-k*waya) to kill him; and numerous other infini

tives in -Ywiya (=-Ywaya)

9. K- SOUNDS PRECEDED BY U- VOWELS

An u- vowel (o, u } u, and diphthongs in -u) immediately preceding a

Jc- sound (i. e., &amp;lt;/, Jc\ Jcf, x) introduces after the latter a parasitic -w-,

which, when itself followed by a vowel, unites with the Tc- sound to

form a consonant-cluster (gw, Vw, Jc!w, xw), but appears, when stand

ing after a (word or syllabic) final Y, as a voiceless -
&quot;. The intro

duction of the excrescent w simply means, of course, that the labial

rounding of the u- vowel lingers on after the articulation of the 7c-

sound, a phonetic tendency encouraged by the fact that the produc

tion of the guttural consonant does not, as in the labials and dentals,

necessitate a readjustment of the lips. A few examples will illustrate

the phonetic process:

gelgulugwa
f n I desire it

gelgulu^
w he desires it (contrast gelgvlaW he desired it, without

the labial affection of the -F because of the replacement of the

-u- by an -a-)

guxwl
* his heart

dtiPgwi fgwa her dress

dftk* w woman s garment

yo
uJc!waa his bones

As also in the upper Chinook dialects (Wasco, Wishram), where

exactly the same process occurs, the w- infection is often very slight,

and particularly before u- vowels the -w- is, if not entirely absent,

at least barely audible :

yokl
w
dya n I know it

yo lfy&n I shall know it

In one very common word the catch seems to be treated as a Jc- sound

in reference to a preceding u when itself followed by an -I- :

s u wili he sits; but

s u alt*aa he will sit

9
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The first form was, for some reason or other, often heard, perhaps

misheard, as s isull.

10. INORGANIC a

It frequently happens in the formation of words that a vowel

present in some other form of the stem will drop out, or, more accu

rately expressed, has never been inserted. Consonant-combinations

sometimes then result which are either quite impossible in Takelma

phonetics, or at any rate are limited in their occurrence to certain

grammatical forms, so that the introduction of an &quot;

inorganic&quot; -a-,

serving to limber up the consonant-cluster, as it were, becomes neces

sary. Ordinarily this -a- is inserted after the first consonant; in

certain cases, after the two consonants forming the cluster. The

theoretical future of gini Yde* i GO SOMEWHERE should be, for

example, *gink*de
e
; but, instead of this somewhat difficult form,

we really get gina Yde*. That the -a - is here really inorganic, and

not a characteristic of the future stem, as was at first believed, is

clearly shown by the imperative gVnY (all imperatives are formed

from the future stem) . Similarly :

JcliyaWde* I shall go, come; aorist, JcIiyi
f
Jc*de*

aZxikla lhik* (
= theoretical *alxik!li~k

)
he kept looking at him;

aorist first person alxik!$hi*n I keep looking at him
Ictema n make it! (

= theoretical *Jc!emn); cf. Jclemna n I shall

make it

bai iye
ewa n drive out sickness!; aorist, -yewen he drove out

sickness

sgela ut*e e I shall shout (
= theoretic *sgelwt*e

e
) ,

aorist second

person, sgelewaV you shouted

As an example of an inorganic -a- following a consonantic cluster

may be given:

wismaf
t*e

e \ shall move (stem wism-} ; aorist, wits !imt*es I moved L

The exact nature of the processes involved in the various forms given

will be better understood when stem-formation is discussed. Here

i Such an -a may stand as an absolute final; e. g., ba-imasga* START IN SINGING! (stem masg-), aorist

third person, -mats.Wk . The form masga* well illustrates the inherent difficulty of delimiting the range of

a phonetic law without comparative or older historical material to aid in determining what is due to regular

phonetic development, and what is formed on the analogy of other forms. The final cluster -sk does occur

in Takelrna; e. g., dink. a^sk (long object) [ay stretched out; so that a phonetic irregularity must exist in

one of the two forms. Either we should have *m&amp;lt;?sk , or else *dink!ostfk or *dink!asgo is to be expected.
On closer examination it is found that the -k in forms like dink.Wsk is a grammatical element added on to

the future stem dink/as-; whereas in masga* the -g- belongs in all probability to the stem, and is no added

suffix; at least is not felt as such. It seems evident, then, that the quasi-mechanical juxtaposition of

grammatical elements does not entirely follow the same phonetic lines as organic sound-complexes.

10
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it will suffice to say that there are three distinct sorts of inorganic or

secondary a- vowels : the regular inorganic a first illustrated above,

inserted between two consonants that would theoretically form a

cluster; the post-consonantal constant a of certain stems (such as

wism- above) that would otherwise end in more or less impracticable

consonant clusters (this -a appears as -i under circumstances to be

discussed below); and a connecting a employed to join consonantal

suffixes to preceding consonants (such suffixes are generally directly

added to preceding vowels or diphthongs). The varying treatment

accorded these different secondary a vowels will become clearer in

the morphology.

11. SIMPLIFICATION OF DOUBLE DIPHTHONGS

By a double diphthong is meant a syllable consisting of an ordinary

diphthong (long or short) followed by a semivowel (y, w) or by Z, ra,

or n. Such double diphthongs are, for instance, aiw, diw, any, duy,

ain, din, alw, da
lw; those with initial short vowel, like ain, have,

Like the long diphthongs (e. g. aa
ri), a quantitative value of 3 morae,

while those with initial long vowel, like din, have a quantitative value

of 4 morae and may be termed over-long diphthongs. Double diph

thongs may theoretically arise when, for some reason or other, a con

necting or inorganic a fails to lighten the heavy syllable by reducing

it to two (see particularly 65 for a well-defined class of such cases) .

Double diphthongs, however, are nearly always avoided in Takelma;

there is evidently a rhythmic feeling here brought into play, a dislike

of heavy syllables containing three qualitatively distinct sonantic

elements.

In consequence of this, double diphthongs are regularly simplified

by the loss of either the second or third element of the diphthong;
in other words, they are quantitatively reduced by one mora (the

simple double diphthongs now have a value of 2 morae, the over-

long diphthongs 3 morae like ordinary long diphthongs), while

qualitivetatly the}?- now involve only two sonantic elements. An

exception seems to be afforded by double diphthongs in -uy (e. g.

-any), wiiich become dissyllabic by vocalizing the y to i, in other

words, -any becomes -awi:

fe/awiV; he ran fast; cf. te/a-uya
/

s fast runner,

(aorist) you ran fast

yawiTe e I shall talk; cf. 7/awayaV (aorist) you talked
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The -awi- (
= theoretic -awy-} of these forms is related to the -away-

of the aorist as the -ilw- of Mlwa /

s JUMPER to the -iliw- of the aorist

MliwaY YOU JUMPED.

Such double diphthongs as end in -w (e. g. -aiw, -aalw) simply
lose the -w:

gal eat it! (=*galw~); galY he ate it (=*galw} , compare
ga-4wa n I shall eat it

Other examples of this loss of w are given in 18, 2. All other

double diphthongs are simplified by the loss of the second vowel (i, u)

or consonant (I, m, n) ,
a glottal catch, if present after the second

vowel or consonant, is always preserved in the simplified form of the

double diphthong. Examples of simplified double diphthongs with

initial short vowel are:

gelhewe htfn. (
= *-&au n) I think; compare gelhewe h&u he thinks

imi htfn. (
= *-^am n) I sent him; compare irai &am he sent him

ra0 fo raa n (=*raal n) I stir it up; rao Z raan (
= *-raaln) I shall

stir it up; compare parallel forms with connecting a: mo lo
s-

mala n, mo Z raalan, and third person aorist rao ?o mal
maanmsL / u (

= *-raan n) I count them; compare damdanmmi n
(umlauted from -man-i /

?i) I counted them up
lc!emxa t e

e
(=*~k!eirmxa t e

e
) I shall make; compare fr/emna /

s

maker and fc/ema n make it! (with inorganic a because accent

is not thrown forward)

Examples of simplified over-long diphthongs are :

dsL^ldi n (
= *dauWn) I shall go to him for food; compare

dsLit*e
e I shall go for food

el Vgelxl* (^^gellxl*) wagon (literally, rolling canoe); compare
t ge^a^lx it rolls

dat!ag&
sn (=*Z/a&amp;lt;7ai n) I build a fire; compare datfag&l he builds

a fire

fc/eme n (=*fc/eme! n) I make it; compare Jcfemel he makes it

07/6 n (
= *oyon n) I give it; compare third person oyon. he gives it

In the inferential, less frequently passive participle and impera

tive, forms of the verb, double diphthongs, except those ending
in w, generally fail to be simplified. If coming immediately
before the inferential -Y- the double diphthong is preserved, for

what reason is not evident (perhaps by analogy to other non-aorist

forms in which the last element of the double diphthong belongs to

the following syllable) :
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(but also te /ayam F) he hid it; compare ts t

shall hide it

he gave it; compare oma n I shall give it

If the inferential -F- does not immediately follow, an inorganic a

seems to be regularly inserted between the second and third elements

of the diphthong:

gelts l&ya mxamYnar since he concealed it from us

Examples of other than inferential forms with unsimplified double

diphthong are:

oin give it! (yet fe /aya m hide it! with inorganic a)

Consonants ( 12-24)

12. System of Consonants

The Takelma consonant system is represented in the following

table :
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initially. In regard to the pronunciation of the various consonants,

w, s, y t Tij I, m, and n do not differ materially from the corresponding

sounds in English.

The first two series of stops tenuis (p\ C, F) and media
(Z&amp;gt;, d, &amp;lt;/)

do not exactly correspond to the surd and sonant stops of English or

French. The aspirated tenues are, as their name implies, voiceless

stops whose release is accompanied by an appreciable expulsion of

breath. The voiceless mediae are also stops without voiced articula

tion
;
but they differ from the true tenues in the absence of aspiration

and in the considerably weaker stress of articulation. Inasmuch as

our English mediae combine sonancy with comparatively weak stress

of articulation, while the tenues are at the same time unvoiced and

pronounced with decided stress, it is apparent that a series of con

sonants which, like the Takelma voiceless mediae, combine weak stress

with lack of voice will tend to be perceived by an American ear some

times (particularly when initial) as surds, at other times (particularly

between vowels) as sonants. On the other hand, the aspirated tenues

will be regularly heard as ordinary surd-stops, so that an untrained

American ear is apt to combine an uncalled-for differentiation with a

disturbing lack of differentiation. While the Takelma tenuis and

media are to a large extent morphologically equivalent consonants

with manner of articulation determined by certain largely mechanical

rules of position, yet in a considerable number of cases (notably

as initials) they are to be rigidly kept apart etymologically. Words

and stems which differ only in regard to the weak or strong stress

and the absence or presence of aspiration of a stop, can be found

in great number:

ddan- ear
;
t*dan squirrel

bou now; p*o
u- to blow

ga that
;
Ya what

dl*- on top ;
W- to drift

boud- to pull out hair; p*o
ud- to mix

dda
g- to build fire

;
dda

g- to find
;

t*dag-to cry

gai- to eat; 1c*ai- thing, what *

i These two series of stops are not at all peculiar to Takelma. As far as could be ascertained, the same

division is found also in the neighboring Chasta Costa, a good example of how a fundamental method of

phonetic attack may be uniformly spread over an area in which far-reaching phonetic differences of detail

are found and morphologic traits vary widely. The same series of stops arc found also in Yana, in

northern California. Farther to the east the two series are apparently found, besides a series of true

sonant stops, in Ponca and Omaha (J. O. Dorsey s p, t, k, and d, j, 3). The Iroquois also (as could Le

tested by an opportunity to hearMohawk) are, as regards the manner of articulating the two series, abso

lutely in accord with the Takelma. A more accurate phonetic knowledge of other languages would doubt

less show a wide distribution in America of the voiceless media.

12
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The fortes (p!, t!, k!, ts! [
= & /], and ,

which has been put in the

same series because of its intimate phonetic and morphologic rela

tion to the other consonants) are pronounced with the characteristic

snatched or crackly effect (more or less decided stress of articula

tion of voiceless stop followed by explosion and momentary hiatus)

prevalent on the Pacific coast. From the point of view of Take!ma,

p!j t!, and &/ are in a way equivalent to p ,
t

,
and Jc

, respectively,

or rather to b
,
ds

,
and g

s
,
for the fortes can never be aspirated.

In some cases it was found difficult to tell whether a fortis, or a voice

less stop followed by a glottal stricture, was really heard:

yaplcf and yap
ea^ man

ga plinV and gafp^inP two

In fact, a final tenuis + a catch inserted, as between vowels, to pre

vent phonetic amalgamation, regularly become, at least as far as

acoustic effect is concerned, the homorganic fortis :

ok! a&quot; he indeed (=aY he 4- deictic &V cf. maf
a^ you indeed)

saktelf you shot him (= saY he shot him +( )elt* you are)

map!a* just you [pi.] (= map&quot; you [pi.] + a v

)

Nevertheless, p ,
t

,
Jc

s are by no means phonetically identical with

p!, t!, Tel] in Yana, for instance, the two series are etymologically, as

well as phonetically, distinct. One difference between the two may
be the greater stress of articulation that has been often held to be

the main characteristic of the fortes, but another factor, at least as

far as Takelma (also Yana) is concerned, is probably of greater mo
ment. This has regard to the duration of the glottal closure. In

the case of p ,
t , and ks the glottis is closed immediately upon release

of the stop-contact for p, t, and Tc. In the case of p!, t!, and 1c! the

glottis is closed just before or simultaneously with the moment of con

sonant contact, is held closed during the full extent of the consonant

articulation, and is not opened until after the consonant release; the

fortis p!, e. g., may be symbolically represented as p (or b
,
better

c

as b
j

i. e., a labial unaspirated stop immersed in a glottal catch).

As the glottis is closed throughout the whole extent of the fortis

articulation, no breath can escape through it; hence a fortis conso

nant is necessarily unaspirated. This explains why fortes are so apt

to be misheard as voiceless mediae or even voiced mediae rather than

as aspirated tenues (p!, e. g., will be often misheard as ~b rather than

p). The cracked effect of the fortes, sometimes quite incorrectly
3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 3 12
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referred to as a click, is due to the sudden opening of the closed cham
ber formed between the closed glottis and the point of consonant

contact (compare the sound produced by the sudden withdrawal of

a stopper from a closed bottle) ;
the hiatus generally heard between

a fortis and a following vowel is simply the interval of time elapsing

between the consonant release and the release of the glottal closure. 1

That the fortis consonant really does involve an initial glottal catch

is abundantly illustrated in the author s manuscript material by such

writings as:

dulti s
t!ili

en=dittti t!ili
en I stuff it

du l
et!ilin=du ltlilin I shall stuff it

leme
f
7c!ia-uda = leme lc!ia-uda as they go off

Many facts of a phonetic and morphological character will meet us

later on that serve to confirm the correctness of the phonetic analysis

given (see 13, end; also 30,4; 40,6; 40,13a, p. 113; 40,13b). Here

it is enough to point out that p!, t!, Tel, ts t are etymologically related

to &, d, g, s
m

as are i
,

u
, % m, n to i, u, I, m, n.

There is no tenuis or media affricative (ts dz; ts
,
tc dz m

t dj) corre

sponding in Takelma to the fortis ts!, ts !, though it seems possible

that it originally existed but developed to x (cf. yegwexi they bite

me [upper Takelma yegwe tci]; ts fi xi dog [from original *ts tits it 2

]).

Morphologically ts!, ts ! stand in the same relation to s, s that p!, t!,

and lc! stand in to fr, d, g. For example,

Aorist stems :

ttomom- kill, pliigug- start (war, basket), Tclolol- dig are related

to their corresponding

Future stems :

doum-, btiPg-j go
u
l-, as are the

Aorist stems:

ts tadad- mash, ts leld- paint to their corresponding

Future stems :

s da
d-, s e e

l-

Of the other consonants, only x,
- w

,
and s, s call for remark, x is

equivalent to the ch of German DACH, though generally pronounced

further forward (x). It frequently has a w tinge, even when no

it-vowel or diphthong precedes, particularly before i; examples are

Tw, px
wi CHILD and 7iaxwiycf (ordinarily haxiycf) IN THE WATER. -Y w

,

1 Doctor Goddard writes me that an examination of tracings made on the Rousselot machine leads

to substantially the same phonetic interpretation of the fortes as has been given above.

2 See Notes on the Takelma Indians of Southwestern Oregon, American Anthropologist, n. s., ix, 257.

S 12
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in which combination alone, as we have seen,
-* w

occurs, is the

aspirated tenuis V followed by a voiceless labial continuant approxi

mately equivalent to the wh of English WHICH, more nearly to the

sound made in blowing out a candle, s is the ordinary English s as

in SELL; while s
m

is employed to represent a sibilant about midway in

place of articulation between s and c (= sJi in English SHELL), the

fortes ts! and ts l corresponding, respectively, in place of articulation

to s and s\ The two sounds s and s
m have been put together, as it

is hardly probable that they represent morphologically distinct

sounds, but seem rather to be the limits of a normal range of varia

tion (both sal- WITH FOOT and s al-, e. g., were heard). The only
distinction in use that can be made out is that s occurs more fre

quently before and after consonants and after :

s a s*ane e I shall stand

ogu s i he gave it to me, but ogu sbi he gave it to you
ldus i * his plaything 110.6

llasgi n I shall touch it

le
e
psV feathers

yols steel-head salmon

Jia-uhana s it stopped (raining)

13. Final Consonants

By a &quot;final&quot; consonant will always be meant one that stands at

the end of a syllable, whether the syllable be the last in the word or

not. Such a final position may be taken only by the aspirated tenues

the voiceless spirants, the catch, the liquid (Z), and the nasals, not by
the voiceless mediae, fortes, and semivowels (y and w) ;

Ji occurs as

a final only very rarely :

la^Ti excrement

lohlahcfnV he always caused them to die

A final semivowel unites with the preceding vowel to form a diph

thong :

gayaft he ate it (cf. gayawa n I ate it)

gal grow! (cf. gaPya H* he will grow)
A final voiceless media always turns into the corresponding aspirated

surd; so that in the various forms of one stem a constant alternation

between the two manners of articulation is brought about :

se e
l&amp;gt;a n I roasted it; sep* he roasted it

xebe
f n he did it; xep*ga I did it

xuduma lda 7i I whistle to him; xuduma lt*, xuduma Wgwa he
whistles to him

t!ayaga n I found it; tlcvyaW he found it, daVna* since he
found it

S 13
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A final fortis also becomes the corresponding aspirated surd (-ts!

becoming -
s), but with a preceding catch by way of compensation

for the loss of the fortis character of the consonant. This process is

readily understood by a reference to the phonetic analysis of the fortes

given above ( 12). Final p!, for instance, really &( ), is treated in

absolutely parallel fashion to a final I; the final media implied in

the p! must become an aspirated surd (this means, of course, that

the glottal closure is released at the same time as the stop, not sub

sequently, as in the ordinary fortis), but the glottal attack of the b

still remains. Examples are:

wasgd plin I shall make it tight; wasgd^p* make it tight

Fap!a
f

Fap
f

na n I throw them under (fire, earth) ; future, Ya p -

baaxd t!an I shall win over him; bdaxo t* win over him! ~bd
axo t ga

e

I won over him
alxl lclin I shall see him; alxl

f
see him! (contrast alxlri

gi n I

saw him; altfiW he saw him)
ha wiha nts!in I shall cause it to stop (raining); lia wilia n s

make it stop raining!

no tslatfgwan next door to each other; no us
s&quot; next door

ha imifts!adan t!eimi
f
s six times 100; ~ha lmi s six

Consonant Combinations (

14. GENERAL REMARKS

Not all consonant combinations are allowable in Takelma, a cer

tain limited number of possibilities occurring initially, while a larger

number occur as finals. Medial combinations, as we shall see (17),

are simply combinations of syllabic final consonants or permissible

consonant combinations and syllabic initial consonants or permis

sible consonant combinations.

15. INITIAL COMBINATIONS

If, as seems necessary, we regard gw as a single labialized consonant,

the general rule obtains that no combinations of three or more con

sonants can stand at the beginning of a word or syllable. The fol

lowing table shows all the initial combinations of two consonants

possible in Takelma, the first members of the various combinations

being disposed in vertical columns and the second members, with

which the first combine, being given in horizontal lines. Examples
fill the spaces thus mapped out. Inasmuch as the mediae and fortes,

S 14-15
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the liquid, nasals, semivowels, and h never appear, or with very few

exceptions, as the first members of initial combinations, it was not con

sidered necessary to provide for them in the horizontal row. Simi

larly the tenues and fortes never occur as second members of initial

combinations. A dash denotes non-occurrence.
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16. FINAL COMBINATIONS

[BULL. 40

Final consonant combinations are limited in possibility of occur

rence by the fact that only aspirated tenues and voiceless spirants

(p\ t*
, F, F&quot;, s, and x) can stand as absolute finals after other con

sonants. The following table will give examples of all final combi

nations of two or three consonants that have been discovered in the

available material.
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the preceding final combinations may furthermore be complicated by

the addition of
,
which is inserted before the first tenuis or voiceless

spirant of the group, i. e., after a possible liquid or nasal:

iif^s V he laughed
o px dust, ashes.

ts !u nss (deerskin) cap

As compared to the initial combinations, the table of final clusters

seems to present a larger number of possibilities. It is significant,

however, that only those that consist of Z, m, or n + single consonant

can ever be looked upon as integral portions of the stem (such as

za
vmF and t*gweW

w
) ;

while those that end in -s can always be sus

pected of containing either the verbal suffix -s (
= t+ x), or the noun

and adjective forming element -s. All other combinations are the

result of the addition of one or more grammatical elements to the

stem (e. g., s ues
alp Y = s u al- +p + F) . Further investigation shows

that only two of the combinations, -t*p* (second personal plural sub

ject aorist) and -t Jc* (first personal singular possessive) are suffixal

units; though -fp* might be ultimately analyzed into -t* (second per

sonal singular subject aorist) + -p\ It is interesting to note that

these clusters are at the same time the only ones, except fgw- y
allowed

initially, t b- and Cg-. The constitution of the Takelma word-stem

may thus be formulated as

tenuis (or voiceless spirant) -|- media (or voiced continuant) +
vowel (or diphthong) + liquid or nasal + stop (fortis or

media tenuis) ,

any or all of the members of which skeleton may be absent except

the vowel; Ji may also be found before the vowel.

17. MEDIAL COMBINATIONS

A medial combination consists simply of a syllabically final com

bination or single consonant + an initial combination or single con

sonant, so that theoretically a very large number of such medial

combinations may occur. Quite a large number do indeed occur,

yet there is no morphologic opportunity for many of them, such as

F-Z, np*-m, and numerous others. Examples of medial combinations

are:

t!omoma n-mae when he was killed

lieW-na wlien he sang

dak*-t*gu
uba n I put hollowed object (like hat) on top (as on head)

17
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The occurrence of such clusters as -lc*n- must not for a moment be

interpreted as a contradiction of the non-occurrence of the same clus

ters initially or finally, as they are not, syllabically speaking, clusters

at all. Had such combinations as, say, -t gn- (in which -t* would be

the final of one syllable and gn- the initial of the next) occurred, we

should be justified in speaking of an inconsistency in the treatment

of clusters; but the significant thing is, that such clusters are never

found. A Takelma word can thus ordinarily be cut up into a definite

number of syllables :

gaik^ncb* when he ate it (
= galk*-na }

yo Yyan I shall know it (
= yo ~k&quot;-yan)

but these syllables have only a phonetic, not necessarily a morpho

logic value (e. g., the morphologic division of the preceding forms is

respectively gai-Y-na* and yoYy-ari). The theory of syllabification

implied by the phonetic structure of a Takelma word is therefore at

complete variance with that found in the neighboring Athapascan

dialects, in which the well-defined syllable has at least a relative

morphologic value, the stem normally consisting of a distinct syllable

in itself.

One important phonetic adjustment touching the medial combina

tion of consonants should be noted. If the first syllable ends in a

voiceless spirant or aspirated surd, the following syllable, as far as

initial stops are concerned, will begin with a media (instead of aspi

rated surd) or aspirated surd + media
;
i. e., for a cluster of stops in

medial position, the last can be a media only, while the others are

aspirated surds. As also in the case of single consonants, this adjust

ment often brings about a variation in the manner of articulation

of the final consonant in the cluster, according to whether its position

in the word is medial or final. Thus we have:

xep*ga I did it; xep*Jc* he did it

Contrast, with constant -& -:

dlxl
f a I saw it; alxl Tc^ he saw it

the -g- of the first form and the -V of the second being the same mor

phological element; the -p* of both forms is the syllabically final ~b

of the stem xe*b- DO, so that xep*ga stands for a theoretical *xebk*a
,

a phonetically impossible form. Other examples are:

i This form is distinct from alxl W LOOK AT IT!, quoted before. The imperative theoretically= *alxl kf

the text form = *alxi k!k .

17
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ga-iwaft*l)Cb ye shall eat it; gayawaYp* ye ate it

di n xga I (as long object) was stretching out; di n xk long object
was stretching

Consonant Processes ( 18-24)

18. DROPPING OF FINAL CONSONANTS

There is a good deal to indicate that the comparatively limited

number of possible final consonant-clusters is not a primary condi

tion, but has been brought about by the dropping of a number of

consonants that originally stood at the end.

1. The most important case is the loss of every final - that stood

after a voiceless spirant or aspirated surd. Its former presence in

such words can be safely inferred, either from morphologically par

allel forms, or from other forms of the same stem where the phonetic

conditions were such as to preserve the dental. Thus gwidiW HE

THREW IT represents an older reduplicated *gwidiW
w

t* (
= gwid-i-gwd-) ,

as proven by the corresponding form for the first person, gwidi
wda n

i THREW IT and gwidi Ydagwa HE THREW HIM (122.13). Similarly

all participles showing the bare verb stem are found to be phonet

ically such as not to permit of a final -t\ and are therefore historic

ally identical with the other participial forms that show the -
:

sak&quot; shooting (
= *safc O

dox gathering (
= *dox)

ha-VMV following in path (
= *t!W)

sancfp* fighting (
=

*sana?p*t*)

Compare :

ya/ncft&quot; going
lohoY dead

sebe^t roasting
ddmt* having killed

se nsant* whooping
yiW copulating with

The combinations -Ywt Y (-V
w
t g-) and -Jc*

w
t*x-, however, seem to

lose, not the -f -, but the -k*w-, whereupon -t*Jc* (-t*g-) remains, while

-t*x- regularly becomes -s- (see 20, 2) :

7ie
eegwidaW ( =*gwida,W w

t*-Jc\ mferentialofgwidik
w
d-) he lostit

7ie
e

gwida t*ga (=*gwida Fw
t*-ga ) I lost it

xamgwidi sgwide (=*gwidi lc*
w
t*-x-gw- or possibly *gwidi Jc*

w
t*-

. gwi-) I drown myself

18
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2. Somewhat less transparent is the former existence of a -w after

consonants. The following examples have been found in the material

at disposal:

lal she twined basket (
= *lalw) ;

cf . laalwa n I twine it (that -w

really belongs to the stem is shown by the forms laawa n
I shall twine it; leuxi twine it for me!)

Jctel basket bucket (
= *lc!elw) ,

cf. Tclelwl * her bucket

7c*al penis (
= *Walw} ,

cf. Jc alwlfi his penis.

sgelel (=*sgelel w) he keeps shouting; cf. sgelewaY you shout,

sgelwa lt*e
e I shall keep shouting

alsgalYa* (=*sgalwlc*a ) I turned my head to one side to look at

him; cf. alsga
alwi

fn I shall turn my head to look at him

alsgelelxi (=*sgelelwxi) he keeps turning his head to one side to

look at me; cf. alsgala
aliwi n I keep turning my head to look

at him, future alsgalwalwi n

This process, as further shown by cases like gal EAT IT! (=*ga/lw\ is

really a special case of the simplification of double diphthongs (see

11). Perhaps such &quot;dissimulated&quot; cases as laa- and le
e-

(for lau-

and leu-), see 7, really belong here.

Other consonants have doubtless dropped off under similar condi

tions, but the internal evidence of such a phenomenon is not as

satisfactory as in the two cases listed. The loss of a final -n is probable

in such forms as lJiegwe
fhak w HE WORKS, cf. lhegwe

f
Jiak wna n i WORK,

and i7iegwe hak
wnanaW WE WORK. Certain verb-forms would be

satisfactorily explained as originally reduplicated like gwidiW, if we

could suppose the loss of certain final consonants :

gini
f

Jc* he went somewheres (= 1*gin-i
-eYn)

gelguluW he desired it (= ^-gul-u&quot;-F
w
l)

In the case of these examples, however, such a loss of consonants

is entirely hypothetical.
1

19. SIMPLIFICATION OF DOUBLE CONSONANTS

Morphologically doubled consonants occur very frequently in Ta-

kelma, but phonetically such theoretic doublings are simplified into

single consonants; i. e., Tc*+g become & or g, and correspondingly

for other consonants. If one of the consonants is a fortis, the simpli

fied result will be a fortis or aspirated surd with preceding catch,

according to the phonetic circumstances of the case. If one of the

1 Many of the doubtful cases would perhaps be cleared up if material were available from the upper

dialect, as it shows final clusters that would not be tolerated in the dialect treated in this paper; e. g.

EELATIVES (cf. Takelma k winaxde MY Km).
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Jc- consonants is labialized, the resulting fc- sound preserves the labial

affection. Examples of consonant simplification are:

mo tfeY my son-in-law (
= moY- + -dele*)

lak woY he gave him to eat (
=

lag- + -k^wok*)

dek!iya lfis
if it goes on (= dekliya g- + -Yi )

IVgwa n I shall fetch them home (
= ll

l
g- + -gwan) ;

cf . aorist

ligigwa/
en

dtfJiila Jc!wemesn I make him glad (= Mla*k *
glad + k!eme n I

make him)

A good example of three ^-sounds simplifying to one is :

ginak wi if he comes (= ginag-Tc*
v-Yis

)

The interrogative element di never unites with the -t of a second

person singular aorist, but each dental preserves its individuality, a

light I being inserted to keep the two apart :

xemda ftdi do you wish to eat ? (
= xemelaY + di)

The operation of various phonetic processes of simplification often

brings about a considerable number of homonymous forms. One

example will serve for many. From the verb-stem saag- SHOOT are

derived :

1. Imperative saY shoot it!

2. Potential saY he can, might shoot it

3. Participle saF shooting (
= *safcY)

4. Inferential sak* so he shot it (
= *sag-Y}

The corresponding forms of the stem yana- GO will bring home the

fact that we are here really dealing with morphologically distinct

formations :

1. yancf go!

2. yana he would have gone
3. yanaV going
4. yanofY so he went

Another simplification of consonant groups may be mentioned

here. When standing immediately after a stop, an organic, etymo-

logically significant Ji loses its individuality as such and unites with a

preceding media or aspirated tenuis to form an aspirated tenuis,

with a preceding fortis to form an aspirated tenuis preceded by a

glottal catch (in the latter case the fortis, being a syllabic final,

cannot preserve its original form). Thus, for the fc- series, g or F +li

becomes Jc\ Jc! (or F) +7i becomes F; gw or Yw
-\-Ji becomes Yw,

(or
w

) +7i becomes e
Jc*w. Under suitable conditions of accent

19
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(see 23) the contraction product or Yw may itself become g or

gw, so that all trace of the original h seems to be lost. Examples for

the Jc- sounds are :

t gunuk i (=t*gunu~k* -fquotative -hie
) it became warm, it is said

nagand
/a

Jc i (
= naga,nd

a
Jc* +quotative -lii

s
-,
see 22) he always

said, it is said

gwen-he Ywaa
gw- (-reduplicated he gw-Ma

gw-) relate; with ac
cent thrown forward gwen-Jiegwa

a
gw-an-i- (Jiegw-7ia

a
gw-) ,

compare, with preserved A, gwen-hegwe hagw-an-i tell to

s o wo
Y6p&quot; (=s o wo Y-hap* = *s o woJc!-hap ) he jumps (o

wa] see 9) he jumps; compare s owo ~k!ana n I cause him to

jump

Similarly, d or f +li becomes t\ t! (or O +7i becomes ^; b or p* + Ji

becomes p*,p! (or
s
p*) +h becomes p* :

go/no, t*i (=gancft* + emphatic -hi) of just that sort

yo fi (=yoY being + emphatic -M) alive; compare plural

yot i hi

~he
e

sgu
fu

t&quot; 6V W
(=sgu vt!-kdk* w ) cut away; compare Jie

ee
sgo

ut!an

I shall cut it away

s
m and x also generally contract with Ji to s

m and x, e. g. :

ndus i e(=noue8 +-M ) next door, it is said.

20. CONSONANTS BEFORE x

No stopped consonant or spirant may stand before x, except p.

The dentals, guttural stops, and sibilants all simplify with x into

single sounds; the fortes (including ts!) following the example of

the ordinary stops and of the s
}
but leaving a trace in the vicarious .

1. All Jc- sounds (F, g } Jc!, Jc*w, gw, lc!w] simply disappear before x

without leaving any trace of their former existence, except in so far

as Jc! and Jc!w remain as
;

if x is followed by a vowel, the w of the

labialized ^-sounds unites with x to form xw:

alxlfixi he saw me ( =al-xlri
g-xi) ;

cf. alxl i

gi
en I saw him

wa axde I awoke (=wafa
gw-x-de }\ cf. ik*wa a

gwi
en I woke

him up
gelgulu

f
xbi n I like you (

=
-gulu gw-x-bi ri) ;

cf . -gulugwa
f n I

like him
laadini x (clouds) spread out on high ( =-dini ~k!-x) ;

cf. di niJc!a n
I stretch it out

lu xwa* to trap ( =luk! w-xa&quot;} ;
cf. lo Jdwan I shall trap (deer)

yexwinY ( =yegw-xink ) he will bite me; but yexda ( =yegw-x-da )

you will bite me
20
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2. tx always simplifies to s, t!x to s. Whether the combination tx

really spontaneously developed into s it is naturally impossible to

say; all that can safely be stated is that, where we should by mor

phologic analogy expect t + x, this combination as such never appears,

but is replaced by s. Examples are numerous:

lebe sa,
5 she sews (=lebe t-xa ) , cf., for -t* of stem, lebe^t she

sewed it, for suffix -xa
,
lobo xa? she pounds

sgelewaflsi he shouts to me (=sgelewa
f

ld-xi}\ cf. sgelewaflda n I

shout to him
da !iboddbafsa,sn they pull out each other s hair, with reduplicated
stem bodobad-- + x-

xaa
t&quot;be

e Yt ~bagams it is all tied together ( =-t*bagamt-x) ;
cf.

xaa
t bd a

gamda
sn I tie it together

hansgd
u s he cut across, lay over (road) ( =-sgo

u
t!-x} ;

cf .

Tiansgo
fut!an I shall cut it across

This change of tx to s is brought about constantly in the course of

word-formation, and will be incidentally exemplified more than once

in the morphology.

3. sx simplifies to s, ts!x (
= sx) to s. Examples are:

yimi s a he dreams ( =yimi s -xas
,
with suffix -xa as in lobo xa*

above

Tia-uhanaf
s it stopped (raining) (=*-liana sx, stem hai*ats!- +

-x)

21. DISSIMILATION OF n TO /AND m

If a (generally) final n of a stem is immediately followed, or, less

commonly, preceded by, a suffix containing a nasal, it dissimilates

to Z. The following examples have been found:

yalalanaY you lost it (cf. yalnanada
*
you will lose it, with n

preserved because it forms a consonant-cluster with Z)

ha-gwa
al-a^m in the road (cf . gwan road)

Dldalcfm Grant s Pass (probably =over [dl-] the rocks [dcfn])

my urine; xalafxame I urinate (cf. xan urine)
i lik !wi n I blow my nose, with Z due to -n of prefix

s in- nose (cf. xln mucus)
s inp i l s flat-nosed, alongside of s inp*i n s

The possibility of a doublet in the last example shows that the

prefix s-in- is not as thoroughly amalgamated with the rest of the

word as are the suffixes; probably, also, the analogy of forms in -p in s

with other prefixes not containing an n would tend to restore an

anomalous-sounding 8 injfi l
s8 to -p i n s.
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A suffixed -(a)n dissimilates to -(a)l because of a preceding m in the

stem:

s imi^l dew (cf. such nouns as pHyi^n deer)

ddk*-s duma&quot;l on the mountain (s om mountain)
doumcflY my testicles (do

um testicles)

With these compare:

dda-ts!dawa^n by the ocean (tsldu deep water)

In xda-gulma^n AMONG OAKS, the I immediately preceding the m
seems to have prevented the dissimilation of the -an to -al.

It is practically certain that the -am of Jiagwd
a
la^m, Didala^m, and

xaalcfmfk* is at bottom phonetically as well as functionally identical

with the suffix -an (-al), seen in xda
-gulma^n (gulu^m OAK) and dak -

s duma^l, and rests on a second dissimilation of the nasal lingual (n)

of the suffix to- a labial nasal (m), because of the lingual (Z) of the

stem. The history of a word like Jiagwa
ala?m is in that event as

follows : An original *hagwd
ana^n IN THE ROAD (stem gwd

an- + nominal

characteristic -an) becomes first *7iagwd
ala^n by the dissimilation of

the first n because of the following n, then hagwd
ala^m by the dissimi

lation of this second n because of the preceding I. Similarly Dldalcfm

and xaPlcfmtW would go back to *Dldana^n and *xaancfnt*Jc* respec

tively ;
with the second form compare the reduplicated verb xala xam-

(
= *xanaxan-) URINATE. The probability of such a dissimilation of

n to m is greatly strengthened by the fact that nearly all nouns with

an evidently suffixal noun-forming element -(a)m have an Z in the

stem as compared to an -(a)n of nouns not so affected. Contrast:

-m -n

/^ ela
vm board (cf. dtfhe liya ^a$a

vn turtle

sleeping on wooden platform)
river wigm red lizard

hail (cf. stem tslel- pfiypn deer (-n here as suffix

rattle) shown by pfiya^x fawn)

sick, ghost yutlu^n white duck (cf. yut!-

u yidi n I eat it greedily)

wart J

yu xgsm trout

m empty xdan eel (cf . hd -xdafa
xdagwa n

I throw something slippery
far away)

lap*am frog wdu
p!un- eyebrows

iNo other example of final -Im is known, so that this form was probably misheard for ts-. ulii m
(ct. gulu^m OAK).
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m eagle (also yulsfm is dda- n- ear

found)

gulu^m oak fre&e n rushes

Fi/lum fish (sp. ?) #a fr /an house ladder

kgrem- kidney gwitfm- wrist

It should not be concealed that a few words (such as MlUn OCEAN,

tlagcfm LAKE, and yuk!um-a- BONES) do not seem to conform to the

phonetic law implied by the table
;
but more exact knowledge of the

etymology of these and similar words would doubtless show such

disagreement to be but apparent. It is probable that in delgcfn-

BUTTOCKS, lilgcfn- BREAST, and doWin-i- ANUS, the g, (F) im

mediately following upon the Z prevented the expected dissimila

tion of n to m; in le Ywan- ANUS the dissimilation was perhaps

thwarted by a counter-tendency to dissimilate the two labials (k*
w

and m) that would thus result. *yalan-an- LOSE (tr.), dissimilated,

as we have seen, to yalal-an-, fails to be further dissimilated to *yalal-

am- because, doubtless, there is a feeling against the obscuring of

the phonetic form of the causative suffix -an-. The great probability

of the existence of a dissimilatory tendency involving the change

of n to m is clinched by the form do lYim-i- ANUS alongside of

do Win-i-.

A dissimilation of an original I to n (the reverse of the process first

described) 3 because of an I in the stem, is found in

yiltfnma^n I keep asking for it (
=

original ^yiltflma^n [ I inserted

as repetition of stem -I- in iterative formation from yilima n
I ask him])

le
e
l}CL

fnxde I am carrying (object not specified) (= original *le e-

la lxde e
) ;

cf. identical suffix -al-x-, e. g., gayawa lxde5 1 eat.

In uugwcb
fnxde I DRINK (stem ugw-), it hardly seems plausible that

-wnr-x- is at all morphologically different from the -al (-an) -x- of these

words, yet no satisfactory reason can be given here for a change
of the I to n.

22. CATCH DISSIMILATION

If to a form with a glottal catch in the last syllable is added a syn
tactic (conjunctive) element, itself containing a catch, the first catch

is lost, but without involving a change in the character of the pitch-

accent; the loss of the catch is frequently accompanied by a length

ening of the preceding vowel (or rather, in many cases, a restoration

of the original length) . This phonetic process finds its most frequent
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application in the subordinate form of the third person aorist

intransitive :

ya
ada when he went (cf . ya he went)

g%nl
rfk*dae when he went to (cf. gini

f Y he went to)

yawa ida* when he spoke (cf . yawa i he spoke)
loho ida* when he died (cf . loho ie he died)

The connectives -hie IT is SAID, and -s i
e

BUT, AND are, in regard to

this process, parallel to the -da of the preceding forms:

naga ihi* he said, it is said (cf. naga
ie he said)

nous i
f

but, so (he went) next door (cf. nofu
*s next door).

a nls i* but not (cf. a nl not)

l s is i but no matter how (often) (cf. i s i even if)

dal wlfis i but some (cf. dal wi /

sometimes; -wl fis i is related to

-wi as is yd
fada to ya )

23. INFLUENCE OF PLACE AND KIND OF ACCENT ON MANNER
OF ARTICULATION

The general phonetic rule may be laid down that an aspirated surd,

when not immediately followed by another consonant, can, with com

paratively few exceptions, be found as such medially only when the

accent immediately precedes, provided that no consonant (except in

certain circumstances Z, m, and n) intervene between the accented

vowel and the aspirated surd; under other conditions it appears

as a media. This phonetic limitation naturally brings about a con

stant interchange between the aspirated surd and the correspond

ing media in morphologically identical elements. Thus we have as

doublets -da and -fa, third person possessive pronoun of certain nouns :

&emt aa his stick

se
f e

Zt aa his writing
wilafui^o^ his arrow

&amp;lt;/a
Zt aa his bow

mo t aa his son-in-law; but

da gaxda, his head

and numerous other nouns with -x-. This consonant in itself, as we

have seen, demands a following media. Another pair of doublets is

-de5 and -t*e
,

first person singular subject intransitive aorist (-de
e

and -t
l

ee to correspond in future) :

p
l

ele xadQ I go to fight; p*elxa t*ee I shall go to war

yant e I go; yana t*ee I shall go

nagalt e I say; mz/t ee I shall say
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but:

wits !ismade I keep moving; future wits !e smadee
(contrast

wits !imt*ee I move and wisma t*ee I shall move) .

Other examples of interchange are :

sgd
u
t*sga Vi he cut them to pieces; sgo

u
t sgidi n I cut them to

pieces

ts !umumt*a n I boil it, s umt an I shall boil it (stem s uum-t a-) ;

s omoda n I boil it, s omda n I shall boil it (evidently related

stem s
m

om-d-)

s as inlp ik* we stand; e ebW we are

This phonetic rule must not be understood to mean that a media

can never appear under the conditions given for the occurrence of a

surd. The various grammatical elements involved are not all on

one line. It seems necessary to assume that some contain a surd as

the primary form of their consonant, while others contain an organic

media. The more or less mechanical changes in manner of articula

tion, already treated of, have had the effect, however, of so inextri

cably interlocking the aspirated surds and mediae in medial and

final positions that it becomes difficult to tell in many cases which

manner of articulation should be considered the primary form of the

consonant. Some of the medially occurring elements with primary

tennis are:

-ifa, third person possessive

-fa, exclusive (as in IcIwafWa young, not old; younger one)

-t e
,
first person intransitive aorist (future, -V)

-tfefc) first person singular possessive (as in ga WeY my bow)

Such elements show an aspirated consonant whether the preceding

accent be rising or falling; e. g., bemfa like 7ie
f

lt*a. Some of those

with primary media are:

-da, third person possessive with preceding preposition (corre

sponding not to first person -t*ek\ -dek\ but to -de)

-ofId- and -a
fmd- indirect object

-dae
, subordinating element

This second set regularly keep the media whether the accent imme

diately precedes or not. The first two of these generally, if not

always, require the preceding accent to be a falling one:

dak*will tda on his house

hat*ga
ada in his country

xaasa lda between his toes

xaalia mda on his back

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 4 23
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Jiawa nda under him

sgelewa lda n I shout to him
ts!elela

r-mda n I paint it

The third retains its primary character as media when the preceding
verb form has the falling accent :

yewe ida* when he returned

naga -ida when he said

baxa mda when he came
Tiele lda* when he sang
xebe nda when he did it

On the other hand it appears as an aspirate tenuis when preceded by
the rising accent :

laaleCa as it became
s-as-imt a when he stood

The rule first given, when interpreted in the light of a reconstructed

historical development, would then mean that a rising accent preserved

an immediately following aspirated surd (including always those

cases in which /, m, or n intervened), and caused the change of a

media to an aspirated surd; while a falling accent preserved a simi

larly situated media or aspirated surd in its original form. That the

change in the phonetic circumstances defined of an original media to

an aspirated surd is indeed conditioned by a preceding rising accent,

is further indicated by such rather uncommon forms as Jiadedll-t a

EVERYWHERES. Here the -t a is evidently the same as the -da of

Jiawillfida, IN HIS HOUSE, and the difference in manner of articulation

is doubtless in direct relation to the difference of accent.

A modification of the general phonetic rule as first given remains

to be mentioned. After I, m, or n an original aspirated tenuis retains

its aspiration even if the accent falls on the preceding syllable but

one; also after a short vowel preceded by Z, m, or n, provided the

accented vowel is short. Examples are:

alwe lctalVe* I shall shine; alwe Jdalp igam we shall shine; alwQ -

k!a\k\ua to shine

fc e ^ alt e
6 I shall be absent; Jc*e

f

p*a\k.*wci to be absent

wulu hamt*e I have menstrual courses for the first time

xal& xamt*e I urinate

I mfamik am he was sent off (I is short, though close in quality;
contrast domhigam he was killed)

imi hawk wit he sent himself
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ts !umu f
ts !amt a n I always boil it (cf. s omoda n I boil it)

s a s.antV I shall stand; s a, s an.p*igam we shall stand; s aVan-

^LWCL to stand

sene s(mt*ee I whoop; se nsant*e e I shall whoop
de lwifi

gank*wide I spread (it) out for myself

dasg& lit*aa
(grain) will lie scattered about

With -fda and -t*e
e above contrast the morphologically identical ele

ments -daa and -de of the following examples, in which the same

accentual condition prevails but with a consonant other than Z, m, or n

preceding the affected dental:

t*ge its !idaa (round object) will lie (there)

s u didaa
(string) will lie curled up

dak t*ek!e xade I smoke (but future -xa t*e e because of immedi

ately preceding accent)

24. INORGANIC h

Whenever two morphologically distinct vowels come together

within the word (verbal prefixes and postposed particles, such as

deictic -a\ are not considered as integral parts of the word), the first

(accented) vowel is separated from the second by an &quot;

inorganic&quot; -h-\

tt!ana hi n I hold it (aorist stem t!ana- + instrumental -i-), but

future Itlani n (stem t!an-)

dalc -da-Jiala hin I shall answer him (future stem hala- + instru

mental -i-), but aorist dak&quot;-da-ha
a
li n (stem Tiaal-}

This inorganic h is found also immediately following an m, n, or I

preceded by the accent:

wayanJia 7i I put him to sleep (cf. same form with change of

accent wa-ya
ana n)

daa aganJii n I used to hear about it (cf . -agani n I hear it)

liwlttiaut e
8 1 kept looking (cf. liwilafutfe* I looked)

xarit^glHfgaflhi he broke it in two (cf. with identical -i- suffix

xaasalfgwi
f

Wgwili he broke [somebody s arm] by stepping)
I mliaml^am he was sent off (also in aorist stem Imiham-)
wadomhiJc* he killed him with it (stem doum- + -i-)

It will be observed that the insertion of the Ms practically the same

phonetic phenomenon as the occurrence of an aspirated tenuis instead

of a media after an accented vowel. The vowel, nasal, or liquid may
appropriately enough be considered as having become aspirated under

the influence of the accent, just as in the case of the mediae.
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MORPHOLOGY ( 25-114)

25. Introductory

Takelma conforms to the supposedly typical morphology of Amer
ican languages in that it is thoroughly incorporating, both as regards

the pronominal, and, though somewhat less evidently, the nominal

object. If by &quot;polysynthetic&quot; is merely meant the introduction into

the verb-complex of ideas generally expressed by independent ele

ments (adverbs or the like), then Takelma is also polysynthetic, yet

only moderately so as compared with such extreme examples of the

type as Eskimo or Kwakiutl. The degree of intimacy with which

the pronominal objective elements on the one hand, and the nominal

objective and polysynthetic (instrumental and local) elements on the

other, are combined with the internal verb-structure is decidedly

different. The former combine as suffixes to form an indissoluble

part, as it were, of the verb-form, the subjective elements of the

transitive verb, though in themselves absolutely without independent

existence, being secondarily attached to the stem already provided

with its pronominal object. The latter vary in degree of independ

ence
; they are strung along as prefixes to the verb, but form no integral

part of its structure, and may, as far as grammatical coherence is

concerned, fall away entirely.

The polysynthetic character of the Takelma verb (and by discuss

ing the verb we touch* as so frequently in America, upon the most vital

element of the sentence) seems, then, a comparatively accidental,

superimposed feature. To use the term
&quot;polysynthetic&quot;

as a catch

word for the peculiar character of Takelma, as of many another

American language, hardly hits the core of the matter. On the other

hand, the term &quot;

incorporation,&quot; though generally of more value as a

classificatory label than &quot;polysynthesis,&quot; conveys information rather

as to the treatment of a special, if important, set of concepts, than

as to the general character of the process of form-building.

If we study the manner in which the stem unites in Takelma with

derivative and grammatical elements to form the word, and the vocalic

and consonantic changes that the stem itself undergoes for gram
matical purposes, we shall hardly be able to iind a tangible difference
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in general method; however much the details may vary, between

Takelrna and languages that have been dignified by the name &quot;inflec

tional.&quot; It is generally said, in defining inflection, that languages

of the inflectional as contrasted with those of the agglutinative type

make use of words of indivisible psychic value, in which the stem and

the various grammatical elements have entirely lost their single indi

vidualities, but have &quot;

chemically&quot; (!) coalesced into a single form-

unit; in other words, the word is not a mere mosaic of phonetic

materials, of which each is the necessary symbol of some special

concept (stem) or logical category (grammatical element) .

In support of the actual existence of this admired lack of a one-

to-one correspondence between a grammatical category and its pho
netic expression is often quoted the multiplicity of elements that

serve to symbolize the same concept; e. g., Lat. -i, -ae, -a, -es, -us, all

indicate that the idea of a plurality of subjects is to be associated

with the concrete idea given by the main body of the words to

which they are attached. Furthermore, variability of the stem or

base itself is frequently adduced as a proof of its lack of even a

relative degree of individuality apart from the forms from which

by analysis it has been abstracted; e. g., German bind-, band-, bund-,

band-, bund-. These two characteristics are very far indeed from

constituting anything like a definition of inflection, but they are

often referred to as peculiar to it, and hence may well serve us as

approximate tests.

As regards the first test, we find that just such a multiplicity of

phonetic symbols for the same, or approximately the same, concept,

is characteristic of Takelma. The idea of possession of an object by
a person or thing other than the speaker or person addressed is

expressed by -xa, -a, -da (-t a), -f, or -,all of which are best rendered

by HIS, HER, ITS, THEIR (the ideas of gender and number do not

here enter as requiring grammatical expression). Similarly, the idea

of the person speaking as subject of the action or state predicated

by the main body of the verb is expressed by the various elements

-t e
e

(-de
s
), -t e

e
(-de

e
),

-s
n, -n, -Fa (-ga

e
), all of which are best ren

dered in English by &quot;I.&quot; -t e is confined to the aorist of intransi

tive verbs; -t e e
is future intransitive; - n is aorist transitive; -n is

future transitive; and -&V is used in all inferential forms, whether

transitive or intransitive.
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As for the second test, it soon appears that the Takelma stem may
undergo even more far-reaching changes than we are accustomed to

in German or Greek. As examples may serve:

doum-, du^m-j tlomom- (t!omo
u
-), tlumil^- kill

nda
g-, ne e

-, naga^, nege- say to

The first form in each of these sets is the verb-stem, properly speak

ing, and is used in the formation of all but the aorist forms. The

second is employed in non-aorist forms when the incorporated object

of the verb is a first person singular, and in several derivative forma

tions. The third is characteristic of the aorist. The fourth is used

in the aorist under the same conditions as determine the use of the

second form of the stem in other groups of forms. It needs but a

moment s thought to bring home the general psychic identity of such

stem-variability and the
&quot;

ablaut&quot; of many German verbs, or the

Latin stem-variation in present and perfect :

frang- :freg- break

da- : ded- give

If the typical verb (and, for that matter, noun) form of Takelma is

thus found to be a firm phonetic and psychic unit, and to be charac

terized by some of the supposed earmarks of inflection, what is left

but to frankly call the language &quot;inflectional&quot; ?
&quot;

Polysynthetic&quot; and
&quot;

incorporative
&quot;

are not in the slightest degree terms that exclude

such a designation, for they have reference rather to the detailed

treatment of certain groups of concepts than to morphologic method.

Everything depends on the point of view. If chief stress for purposes

of classification is laid on the relative importance and fulness of the

verb, Takelma is polysynthetic ;
if the criterion of classification be

taken to be whether the verb takes the pronominal object within its

structure or not, it is incorporating; if, finally, stress be laid on the

general method of building up the word from smaller elements, it is

inflective. Not that Takelma is in the least thereby relegated to a

peculiar or in any way exceptional position. A more objective, un

hampered study of languages spoken in various parts of the world

will undoubtedly reveal a far wider prevalence than has been gener

ally admitted of the inflectional type. The error, however, must not

be made of taking such comparatively trivial characteristics as sex

gender, or the presence of cases, as criteria of inflection. Inflection

has reference to method, not to subject-matter.
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Grammatical Processes ( 26-32)

26. General Remarks

There are four processes employed in Takelma for purposes of

grammatical modification and word-formation : affixation (pre-, in-,

and suffixation), reduplication, vocalic change (ablaut), and censor-

nant change (consonant ablaut). Pitch-accent is of grammatical

importance, but is most probably a product of purely phonetic

causes. Of the processes mentioned, suffixation is by far the most

important, while the presence of infixation will have to be allowed or

denied according to the definition given of it.

2V. Prefixation

Prefixation is either of the loose polysynthetic type already referred

to, or of the more firmly knit inflective type. Loose prefixation is

extremely common, nominal objects, instruments, and local ideas of

one kind or another finding admittance into the word-complex, as

we have seen, in this manner. Examples of such loose prefixation are :

gwen-
ea f

l-yowo
s he looked back (gwen- in back; al- is difficult to

define, but can perhaps be best described as indicative of action

awayfrom one s self
,
here with clear implication of sight directed

outward; yowo
e he was, can be used as independent word)

s in-l-lats!agi n I touched his nose (s
m

in- nose; I- with hand;

lats!agi
f n I touched him, as independent word)

gwent ge^m black necked (gwen- nape, neck; t ge^m black)

The first example shows best the general character of loose prefixa-

tion. The prefixed elements gwen-, al-, s in-, and I- have no separate

existence as such, yet in themselves directly convey, except perhaps

al-, a larger, more definitely apperceived, share of meaning than falls

to the lot of most purely grammatical elements. In dealing with

such elements as these, we are indeed on the borderland between

independent word and affix. The contrast between them and gram
matical suffixes comes out strongest in the fact that they may be

entirely omitted without destroying the reality of the rest of the

word, while the attempt to extract any of the other elements leaves

an unmeaning remainder. At the same time, the first example well

illustrates the point that they are not so loosely attached but that

they may entirely alter the concrete meaning of the word. Pre

fixation of the inflective type is very rare. There is only one
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such prefix that occurs with considerable frequency, wi-, first person

singular possessive of nouns of relationship :

wHicfm my father

7iami t* your father

28. Suffixation

Suffixation is the normal method employed in building up actual

forms of nouns and verbs from stems. The suffixes in themselves

have for the most part very little individuality, some of them being

hardly evident at all except to the minute linguistic analyst. The

notions they convey are partly derivational of one kind or other.

In the verb they express such ideas as those of position, reciprocal

action, causation, frequentative action, reflexive action, spontaneous

activity, action directed to some one, action done in behalf of some

one. From the verb-stem such adjectival and nominal derivations

as participles, infinitives, or abstract nouns of action, and nouns of

agent are formed by suffixation. In the noun itself various suffixed

elements appear whose concrete meaning is practically nil. Other

suffixes are formal in the narrower sense of the word. They express

pronominal elements for subject and object in the verb, for the pos

sessor in the noun, modal elements in the verb. Thus a word like

tlomoxinik* WE KILL ONE ANOTHER contains, besides the aorist stem

Homo- (formed from doum-), the suffixed elements -x- (expressing

general idea of relation between subject and object), -in- umlauted

from -an- (element denoting reciprocal action [ -x-in- = EACH OTHER,

ONE ANOTHER]), and -iY (first personal plural subject intransitive

aorist). As an example of suffixation in the noun may be given

t!ibagwa^n-tW MY PANCREAS. This form contains, besides the stem

Hiba-, the suffixed elements -gw- (of no ascertainable concrete signifi

cance, but employed to form several body-part nouns; e. g., t!ibcfk w

PANCREAS 47.17), -an- (apparently meaningless in itself and appear

ing suffixed to many nouns when they are provided with possessive

endings), and -Z F (first personal singular possessive).

29. Infixation

Infixation, or what superficially appears to be such, is found only

in the formation of certain aorist stems and frequentatives. Thus

the aorist stem matslag- (from masg- PUT) shows an intrusive or
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infixed -a- between the s (strengthened to ts!) and g of the stem.

Similarly the aorist stem wits !im- (from wism- MOVE) shows an

infixed i. Infixation in frequentative forms is illustrated by:

yonoina n I always sing (aorist stem yonon-)

tslayalY he used to shoot them (cf. tslayaW he shot them)

On examination it is found that the infixed element is invariably

a repetition of part of the phonetic material given by the stem.

Thus the infixed -a- and -i- of mats lag- and wits !im- are repetitions

of the -a- and -i- of the stems masg- and wism-; the infixed -i- of

yonoin- and tslayaig- are similarly repetitions of the y- of yonon

and -y- of tslayag-. It seems advisable, therefore, to consider all

cases of infixation rather as stem-amplifications related to reduplica

tion. An infixed element may itself be augmented by a second

infixation. Thus we have:

Verb stem Aorist stem Frequentative

Tiemg- take out Jiemeg- 7iemee
mg-

ts!a-im- hide tslayam- ts!aya-im-

masg- put mats tag- mats!aasg-

yawl- talk yawa-i- ydwa-iy-
laxm- come laxam- baxaaxm-

30. Reduplication

Reduplication is used in Takelma as a grammatical process with

surprising frequency, probably as frequently as in the Salish languages.

The most interesting point in connection with it is probably the fact

that the reduplicating increment follows the base, never, as in most

languages (Salish, Kwakiutl, Indo-Germanic) ; precedes it. It is,

like the infixation spoken of above, employed partly in the formation

of the aorist, partly to express frequentative or usitative action.

Some nouns show reduplicated stems, though, as a process, redupli

cation is not nearly as important in the noun as in the verb. Some

verbs, including a number that do not seem to imply a necessary

repetitive action, are apparently never found in unreduplicated form.

Four main types of reduplication, with various subtypes, occur:

1. A partial reduplication, consisting of the repetition of the vowel

and final consonant of the stem :

aorist Jielel- (from he e
l- sing)

aorist tfomom- (from doum- kill)

The reduplicated vowel is lengthened in certain forms, e. g., 7iele
e
l-,

t!omoum-.
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1 a. A subtype of 1 is illustrated by such forms as exhibit an

unreduplicated consonant after the reduplicated portion of the word,

the second vowel in such cases being generally long

aorist te tumtiPmfor (from s ifimfa- boil)

usitative aorist tluluHg- (from verb stem t!uti

lg-, aorist ttulug-

follow trail)

usitative aorist gintfng- (from verb stem ging-, aorist ginig- go to
;

ging-, ginig- itself is probably reduplicated from gin-)

2. A complete reduplication, consisting of the repetition of the

entire base with a change of the stem-vowel to a:

aorist tleutlau- (from t!eu- play shinny)
aorist bofbad- (from boud- pull out one s hair)

aorist &amp;gt;a- sal- xo(x)xag come to a stand (pi.) ;
aorist sal-xog-V-

stand (pi.)

3. A complete reduplication, as in 2, with the addition of a con

necting vowel repeated from the vowel of the stem:

aorist yuluyal- (cf . verb stem yulyal- rub)

aorist frequentative Jiogohag- keep running (from houg- run)

aorist frequentative s wilis wal- tear to pieces; verb stem s wil-

s wal- (from aorist s wVls wal- tear; verb stem s wtfl-)

If the stem ends in a fortis consonant, the reduplicating syllable

regularly shows the corresponding media (or aspirated tenuis) :

sgotlosgad- cut to pieces (from verb stem sgoH!-, aorist sgo
ud- cut)

3 a. A subgroup of 3 is formed by some verbs that leave out the -a-

of the reduplicating syllable:

gwidik*
wd- throw (base gwid-}

4. An irregular reduplication, consisting of a repetition of the

vowel of the stem followed by -( )a- + the last and first (or third)

consonants of the stem in that order :

frequentative aorist tfomoamd-, as though instead of *t!omo-

t!am-; cf. non-aorist doumdam- (from aorist t!omom- kill)

frequentative aorist 7c!eme amg- (from lc!eme-n- make; verb stem

lc!em-n-)

frequentative aorist p!uwu aug-, as though instead of *p!uwup!aug-
(from aorist pfuwuk!- name)

It will be noticed that verbs of this type of reduplication all begin

with fortis consonants. The glottal catch is best considered a partial

representative of the initial fortis; in cases like Jc!emes
amg- an original
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-klam (i. e.,
-sgam) may be conceived of as undergoing partial meta

thesis to - amg.

Other rarer reduplications or stem-amplifications occur, and will be

treated in speaking of aorist formations and frequentatives.

31. Vowel-Ablaut

Vowel-ablaut consists of the palatalization of non-palatal stem-

vowels in certain forms. Only o and a (with corresponding long

vowels and diphthongs) are affected; they become respectively

u (u) and e. In sharp contradistinction to the i- umlaut of an

original a to i, this ablaut affects only the radical portion of the

word
;
and thus serves as a further criterion to identify the stem.

Thus we have we e
gafsl HE BROUGHT IT TO ME (from stem waa

g-,

as shown also by waa
g-iwi

sn i BROUGHT IT TO HIM), but wege sinY

HE WILL BRING IT TO ME (from stem waga-, as shown also by waga-
wi n I LL BRING IT TO HIM), both i- umlaut and stem-ablaut serving

in these cases to help analyze out the stems. Vowel-ablaut occurs

in the following cases:

1. Whenever the object of the transitive verb or subject of the

passive is the first person singular :

mele xi he told it to me 172.17, but mala xbi n I told it to you
(162.6)

nege s i he said to me 186.22, but naga sam he said to us (178.12)
dftmxina* I shall be slain (192.11), but domxbina* you will be slain

(178.15)

gel-luhuigwa si he avenges me, but -Io7ioigwa n I avengehim (1 48.3)

Not infrequently vowel-ablaut in such cases is directly responsible for

the existence of homonyms, as in yeweyagwa si HE TALKS ABOUT ME
(from yaway-talk) ,

and yeweyagwa si HE RETURNS WITH ME (from

yewei-retum) .

2. With the passive participial endings -ak w
,
-iFw :

waseegiWw wherewith it is shot (from sdag- shoot)
me xdk* w having father (from ma xa his father)
wa -l-duxi wdek my gathered ones (= I have been gathering

them) (from doux- gather)
dal -wa-p u t!iV w mixed with (from p*otl- mix) 178.5

3. In some verbs that have the peculiar intransitive-forming suffix

-x-, by no means in all:

geyewa lxde* I eat (136.15) (cf. gayawa
f n I eat it 30.11)

le
elcnx he carries 178.6 (stem laal~)
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be e k fbag-ams (= -amtx) they had their hair tied on sides

of head (from base t*bdag-) 142.17; cf. -t*lafagamda n I tie his

hair (27.1)

No satisfactory reason can be given why most verbs in -x- do not show

this stem-palatalization. It is quite possible that its occurrence is

confined to a restricted number of such verbs; at any rate, there is

some limitation in its employment, which the material at hand has

not been found extensive enough to define.

4. In nouns ending in
-x-ap&quot; (-s-ap*

=
-t-x-ap&quot;), probably derived

from such verbs in -x- as were referred to under 3 :

xdale e

sap* belt (cf. xaala ada n I put it about my waist)

Jialu u
x6p&quot; (= -xwap } shirt (cf. liald u Y she put on [her dress])

5. In verbs provided with the suffix -xa-
}
which serves to relieve

transitive verbs of the necessity of expressing the object:

lu e
xwagwadinin (

= luk!-xa~) I ll trap for him (stem lok! w-)

llu pxagwarik* she shall pound with (stone pestle) (cf. lob(fp* she

pounds them)

~k !edelxade5 1 was out picking (cf. Iclada n I pick them, Jcladdl he

picks them)

ts!eye
fmxade I hide things (cf. ts!ayama n I hide it)

6. In reflexive verbs ending in -gwi- or -Ywa- (-gwa-) :

TclZtfgwtfp* pick them for yourself! (stem 7c!dad-}

alts leyefcwit* he washed himself with it (cf. alts layap* he washed
his own face)

llets!ek wide I touch myself (cf. llats!agi
fen I touch him)

h!edeiYwa n I pick them for myself (aorist stem Icladai-]

alnu uYwa he painted his own face (stem nou
gw-)

Yet many, perhaps most, reflexive verbs fail to show the palatal

ablaut :

plaganYwit* he bathed himself

t&quot;gwa

axa nt*gwide
e I shall tattoo myself (but lu u

gwant*gwide
e I

trap deer for myself)
xda-sgo

u
t gwide I cut myself

igaxaga xgwa n I scratch myself

We have here the same difficulty as in 3. Evidently some factor or

factors enter into the use of the ablaut that it has not been founp

possible to determine.

7. Other cases undoubtedly occur, but there are not enough of

them in the material gathered to allow of the setting up of further

groups. All that can be done with those cases that do not fall
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within the first six groups is to list them as miscellaneous cases.

Such are:

gwel-lelsde
e I shall be lame (cf. gwel-lafis Tdemna n I shall make

him lame
le

e
psV wing (if derived, as seems probable, from stem laal- carry)

t!emeya nwiau people go along to see her married 178.1 (cf.

t!amayana n I take her somewheres to get her married [148.5])

Palatal ablaut, it should be noted, does not affect the -a- of the

second member of reduplicated verbs :

t*ga
a
lt*gcfl it bounced from her 140.8

ge
e

ltg*a lsi it bounced from me

The connecting vowel, however, of verbs reduplicated according to

the third type always follows the stem-vowel :

daVda-Tiele Twlxade* I am accustomed to answer (stem -7iaal-)

It is difficult to find a very tangible psychic connection between the

various cases that require the use of the palatal ablaut, nor is there

the slightest indication that a phonetic cause lies at the bottom of

the phenomenon. If we disregard the first group of cases, we shall

find that they have this in common, they are all or nearly all intransi-

tives derived from transitives by means of certain voice-forming ele

ments (-X-, -xa-, -gwi-, -Jc wa-), or else nominal passives or derivatives

of such intransitives (-a
w

, -x-ap ) ; -Ywa-, it is true, takes transi

tive pronominal forms; but it is logically intransitive in character

in that it indicates action in reference to something belonging to the

subject. The only trait that can be found in common to the first

group and the remaining is that the action may be looked upon as

self-centered; just as, e. g., a form in -xa- denotes that the (logically)

.transitive action is not conceived of as directed toward some definite

outside object, but is held within the sphere of the person of central

interest (the subject), so, also, in a form with incorporated first per

son singular object, the action may be readily conceived of as taking

place within the sphere of the person of central interest from the

point of view of the speaker. No difficulty will be found in making
this interpretation fit the other cases, though it is not conversely true

that all forms implying self-centered action undergo palatalization.

The explanation offered may be considered too vague to be con

vincing; but no better can be offered. In any event, the palatal

ablaut will be explained as the symbolic expression of some general

mental attitude rather than of a clear-cut grammatical concept.

,
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Besides these regular interchanges of non-palatal and palatalized

vowels, there are a number of cases of words showing differing vowels,

but whose genetic relationship seems evident. These vocalic varia

tions have not been brought into the form of a rule; the number of

examples is small and the process apparently touches rather the

lexical material than the morphology. Variations of this character

between a and e are :

gdl&-b-a n I twist it; ptV-wa-gele-g-i^n I drill for fire with it

(88.12), dli
al-gelegal-a

fmda n I tie his hair up into top-knot
(172.2)

daa
-dsil&-g-a mda n I pierce his ear (22.1); dda-dele-b-i n I stick

it through his ear

Za
v excrement 122.2; le -k w-an-t lc my anus

Variations between o (u) and u are :

s omoda n I boil it (58.10); ts !umumt a n I boil it (170.17)

zuraa food 54.4; xumu Jc*de
e I am sated (130.18)

An a u variation is seen in :

7iau-JiSLn& s it stopped (raining) 196.8; p!ai-hunu
ues he shrank

33.16

Variations between a and i are:

ya,w&lt*e I talk (132.3); yiwiya ufe* I keep talking, I converse

(194.5) ; yiwin talking, (power of) speech 138.4

Zafta % I shall carry it (124.5); libin news (what is carried about

from mouth to mouth[?]) 194.9

Of o (u) e variations there have been found:

loTiolt e* I die 184.18; lehelt e I drift dead ashore (75.5)

xaa-huk!u Jiak na n I breathe; xaa-hege hak*naen I breathe (79.2)
t!os o u little 180.20; al-t!ees iY little-eyed 94.3

An e i variation is found in the probably related :

p!eyent e I lie 71.5 (future p!e t*e
e
[146.9]); gwen-p!iy\

fnk watn

I lie on pillow (future gwen-p!lk*wari)
t ge^a^lx it rolls; a lr-t&quot;g\

l

yc?lx tears rolled from (his) eyes 138.25

32. Consonant-Ablaut

Consonant-ablaut, ordinarily a rare method of word-formation,

plays a rather important part in the tense-formation (aorist and non-

aorist) of many verbs. The variation is in every case one between

fortis and non-fortis; i. e., between p!, t!, ~k!, ts!, and I, d, g, s, respec

tively. Three main types of grammatical consonant change are to

be recognized:
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1. An initial fortis in the aorist as opposed to an initial media in

non-aorist forms:

aorist Jclolol- (stem go
ul- dig)

aorist tlebe- (stem de eb- arise)

aorist t!ayag- (stem dda
g- find)

2. A medial fortis followed by a vowel in the aorist as opposed to

a medial tenuis followed by a consonant in non-aorist forms :

aorist loplod- (stem lop d- rain, snow, or hail)

aorist latslag- (stem lasg- touch)

3. A medial media in the aorist as opposed to a medial fortis in

the remaining forms:

aorist nuud- (stem nuut!- drown)
aorist wl{

g- (stem wlk!- spread)

Needless to say, this consonant-ablaut has absolutely nothing to do

with the various mechanical consonant-changes dealt with in the

phonology.

A few examples of consonant-ablaut not connected with regular

grammatical changes have also been found:

s omod- boil; ts /umu^mt a- boil

hau-gwen-yut \uyad-i- swallow down greedily (like duck or hog)

126.10; Jiau-gwen-yunu yan-i- dit.

The second example illustrates an interchange not of fortis and non-

fortis (for n is related to n as is t! to d), but of non-nasal stop and

nasal.

I. The Verb ( 33-83)

33. Introductory

The verb is by far the most important part of the Takelma sen

tence, and as such it will be treated before the independent pronoun,

noun, or adjective. A general idea of the make-up of the typical

verb-form will have been gained from the general remarks on mor

phology; nevertheless the following formula will be found useful by

way of restatement :

Loosely attached prefixes + verb-stem (or aorist stem derived

from verb-stem) -f derivational suffixes + formal elements (chiefly

pronominal) + syntactic element.

This skeleton will at the same time serve to suggest an order of

treatment of the various factors entering into verb morphology.
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Before taking up the purely formal or relational elements, it seems

best to get an idea of the main body or core of the word to which

these relational elements are attached. The prefixes, though not

entering into the vital grammatical structure of the verb, are impor
tant for the part they play in giving the whole verb-form its exact

material content. They may, therefore, with advantage be taken up
first.

1. Verbal Prefixes ( 34-38)

34. GENERAL REMARKS

Verbal prefixes may be classified into four groups when regard is

mainly had to their function as determined largely by position with

respect to other prefixes: incorporated objects, adverbial (including

local) elements, incorporated instrumentals, and connective and

modal particles. These various prefixes are simply strung along as

particles in the same order in which they have been listed. Inasmuch

as the exact function of a prefix is to a considerable extent determined

by its position, it follows that the same prefix, phonetically speaking,

may appear with slightly variant meanings according as it is to be

interpreted as an object, local element, or instrument. Thus the

prefix I- always has reference to the hand or to both hands; but the

exact nature of the reference depends partly on the form of the verb

and partly on the position of the prefix itself, so that I- may be trans

lated, according to the circumstances of the case, as

HAND(S):

l-^ll
i-no u

lt w&amp;lt;i?n I warm my hands

WITH THE HAND:

l- oudini
f n I hunt for it with the hand (

= I am feeling around

for it)

IN THE HAND:

p im-l-Jiougwagwa
en I run with salmon in my hand

In the first of these three examples the I- as object precedes the

incorporated instrumental pll* FIRE, so that the form means literally

i WARM MY HANDS WITH FIRE. In the third form the I as local ele

ment follows the incorporated object p*im SALMON. Such a triplicate

use is found only in the case of incorporated nouns, particularly such

as refer to parts of the body. These incorporated elements are to

be kept distinct from certain other elements that are used in an
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adverbial sense only, and regularly occupy the second position.

The line between these two sets of prefixes is, however, difficult to

draw when it comes to considering the place to be assigned to some

of the prefixed elements. It is doubtful whether we are fully justified

in making absolutely strict distinctions between the various uses of

the body-part prefixes; at any rate, it is certainly preferable, from a

native point of view, to translate the three examples of I- incorpora

tion given above as :

I-hand-fire-warm(-as-regards-myself)
I-hand-hunt-for-it

I-salmon-hand-run-with

leaving in each case the exact delimitation in meaning of the element

HAND to be gathered from the general nature of the form. The fol

lowing examples will render the matter of position and function of the

various prefixes somewhat clearer:

Object.
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the sentence, no matter what part the word plays in the sentence.

Thus in a form like me -di-ginigaY DID YOU COME ? (
= mes- HITHER +

di- interrogative particle + ginigaY YOU WENT TO), the modal (inter

rogative) element di regularly stands nearest the verb
;
but as soon as

another word is introduced before the verb, the interrogative particle

shoves back a step, and we have a form of sentence like, e. g., 7ioida
f
s

di mef

ginigaY DID YOU COME AS SINGER, i. e., TO SING? From this

it becomes fairly evident that the di in the first example is not prop

erly a verbal prefix at all, but merely a post-positive particle depend

ing upon the preceding mef

,
in the same way that, in the second

example, it depends upon the noun Jioidaf s SINGER. This inference

is clinched by a form like giniga Mdi DID YOU GO (SOMEWHERE) ?

for here the di is evidently an enclitic element, not a prefix.

In sharp contradistinction to such movability, the body-part and

adverbial prefixes occupy rigidly fixed positions before the verb;

they therefore belong to a class quite distinct from the modal parti

cles. These latter are verbal prefixes only in so far as their post

positive tendency may force them to become embedded in the

verb-complex, in which case they seem to cut loose the incorporated

object, adverbial prefix, and instrumental element from the verb.

Diagrammatically the last form tabulated may be represented by
xa-l- [mi i wa] -sgl

fibi n. We may then dismiss the modal elements

from our consideration of verbal prefixes, to return to them when

speaking of connective and adverbial particles.

35. INCORPORATED NOUNS

It may seem strange at first sight to interpret in the examples

given above such elements as hem STICKS, gwan ROAD, and da^n ROCKS

as incorporated objects, when they occur as absolute nouns in that

form as well, though a faint suggestion of incorporation is given

by gwan-Tia-yaxa-t!uluHga
fen i KEEP FOLLOWING THE TRAIL, in that

the modal post-positive yaxa follows not gwan, but rather ha-, as

though the direct object were not quite felt to be an element inde

pendent of the verb. Without laying particular stress on this latter

point, there are, it would seem, good reasons for considering the

nouns referred to as incorporated, though in any event the incor

poration must be called a loose one, and not at all comparable with

the Iroquois usage.
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1. In the first place it is evident from such examples as l-plV-

no uVwa n i WARM MY HANDS and Jian-waya-swilswa lhi HE TORE HIM

OPEN WITH A KNIFE, that nouns (in these cases p!l* FIRE and waya

KNIFE) occur as incorporated instrumental, for such elements as l-

and Tian- can not possibly be isolated from the verb Qian- does not

occur as independent adverb, but only as prefix; I- is inconceivable

as independent noun) ; furthermore, if, in the forms just quoted, pit*

and waya be looked upon as absolutely independent nouns, they lose

all semblance of grammatical form, there being, indeed, nothing but a

definite position in a verb-complex that could here suggest the notion

of instrumentality. It is also possible to isolate waya, but that

would involve considerable readjustment of the verbal structure.

To be stamped as an instrumental, waya must in that case be fol

lowed by a postposition wa WITH, so that the sentence then reads,

Jian-swilswa llii wa ya wa&quot; (the phrase wa ya wa&quot; may also precede) .

If we wish to incorporate the instrumental idea into the verb, and

yet keep the noun outside of the verb-structure, we may let the wa,

which seems properly to denote WITH IT, occupy the place of the incor

porated waya, which, as an appositive of wa, then either precedes or

follows the verb-form, wa
f

ya lian^wa-swilswa lhi, or Jian-wa-swilswa llii

waya
&quot; HE-ACROSS-WITH-IT-TORE-HIM (it, i. e.), THE-KNIFE. This con

struction is identical with the well-known appositional structure of

Nahna or Chinook (e. g., I-IT-KILLED THE-DOG), except that the incor

porated element is here instrumental and not objective in character.

The noun and its representative can not both be incorporated in the

verb, such a form as Jian-waya-wa-swilswa lhi, for instance, being

quite impossible.

It becomes clear, therefore, that an incorporated instrumental

noun like waf

ya is quite analogous to an instrumental body-

part prefix like I- HAND, with the difference that wa ya may
be isolated in that form, while I- must, when isolated, be

provided with a possessive pronominal element. The form Jian-i-

swilswa lhi i TORE HIM OPEN WITH MY HAND is strictly analogous to

Tian-waya-swilswa lhi; the sentence luxde^Y lian-wa-swilswa Thi MY-

HAND I-ACROSS-WITH-IT-TORE-HIM corresponds to wa ya 7ian-wa-swil-

swa lhi; and, finally, Jiar^-swilswa lJii luxde Y wa &quot;

I-ACROSS-TORE-HIM

MY-HAND WITH (-IT) is parallel to Jian-swilswa lhi wa ya wa&quot;. What
ever is true morphologically of I- must be true of wa ya; the evident
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incorporation of I- involves the incorporation of wa ya in the analogous

form.

As the incorporation of the noun as an instrument seems a rather

important trait of Takelma, a number of further examples may be

given :

xaa-be e-nd uYwa n I warm my back in (really
= with) the sun

(6e
e
sun); cf. 188.20

lie
e -xi-le me Yi he destroyed them with water (xi water)

Tie^-pltf-leme ^i he destroyed them with fire (p!i* fire) 98.12

xa-dan-fgVlt ga lhi he broke it with a rock (dan rock) 24.4

gwen-waya-sgo
u
t i he cut their necks off with his knife (wayd

fa wa^

with his knife, apart from verb-structure) 144.5, 22

xaa
-~be

em-k!wouCk!widi n I broke it with a stick (be
em stick)

daa-he e

l-yebebi n I sing for him, literally, I engage (?) his ears

with song (7ie
e
l song; al-yebeb-i- show to)

dda
-t muu

gal-lewe
f
liwi n I shake my ears with twisted shells

(attached to them) (t muu
gal twisted shell) 122.1

dtf-k al-p ili p^iltfn I squash them with my penis Qc al penis) 73.14

de-ye V-baxamagwancfTc* we came crying, literally, we came hav

ing (our) mouths with tears (yet tears)

yap!a-dauya
a
-ts!aya ]c*i he shot people with his shaman s spirit

(dauya
a
Jc*

v&amp;gt;da his shaman-spirit, apart from verb-structure);

cf. 164.14

All these, except the last, begin with elements (xa
a
-, 7ie

e
-, gwen-, dda-,

dl{
-, de) that can not be isolated from the verb.

Instrumental, whether nouns or body-part prefixes, can occur

only in transitive verbs. The forms noxwa&quot; yana-wa-lobobi n i

POUND ACORNS WITH A PESTLE and noxwcf-l-loboxagwa
f n i POUND

WITH A PESTLE, as compared with lobo xade i POUND, will serve to

illustrate this. The first sentence reads, when literally translated,

PESTLE (noxwa^) I-ACORNS (yana^) -WITH-IT-POUND. The logical

instrument (noxwcf] stands outside the verb-complex and is in

apposition with its incorporated instrumental representative (wa-),

yancf being the direct (incorporated) object. The form lobo xade^

i POUND is made intransitive by the element -xa- (hence the change

in pronominal form from transitive - n to intransitive -de ), and

allows of no instrumental modification ;
a form like l-lobo xade could

hardly mean i POUND WITH THE HAND; at most it could signify

i POUND IN THE HAND. If we wish, however, to express the logical

instrument in some manner, and yet neglect to specify the object, we

must get around the difficulty by making a secondary transitive of
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the intransitive in -xa-. This is done by the suffixed element -gw-

HAVING, ATTENDED BY. The grammatical object of a transitive verb

in -gw- is never the logical object of the action, but always dependent

upon the comitative idea introduced by this suffix. Hence the sec

ond form is not provided with a true instrumental (WITH A PESTLE),

but takes the logical instrument (noxwa*) as a direct object, while

the I- is best rendered by IN THE HAND; to translate literally, the

form really means i POUND HAVING A PESTLE IN THE HAND.

It sometimes happens that a verb form has two instrumentals,

one, generally I- WITH THE HAND, expressing indefinite or remote

instrumentality, the second, a noun or demonstrative, expressing the

actual instrument by means of which the action is accomplished. In

such cases the second instrument is expressed outside of the verb-

complex, but may be represented in the verb by the incorporated wa

WITH IT following the first instrumental element (1-) . Examples of

such double instrumentals are:

gwaW ~ba
a- l-w(i-xd u

t*i wind he-up-hand-with-it-caused-them-to-

fall, i. e., he caused them to fall by means of a wind (that he
made go up) 168.2

go, l-wa-molo ma lhi that she-hand-with-it-stirs-it-up, i. e., she

stirs it up with that (incidentally, of course, she uses her hand

too) 170.16

dan (object) k!ama (instr.) p!ai- l-wa-sga
a
lc*sgigi n rocks tongs

down-hand-with-it-pick-up, i. e., I pick up the rocks with the

tongs (and put them) down

2. The noun as instrument has been shown to act in a manner

entirely analogous to the instrumental body-part prefix. The latter

can, without phonetic change, become the direct object of the verb

by occupying the proper position:

s in-l-lats!agi
/ n I touched his nose with my hand (s in- nose)

but, theoretically at least,

i-s in-lats!agi *n I touched his hand with my nose

If we bear in mind that such elements as s in- and I- are really nothing
but nouns in their stem form (with possessive pronoun: s in-i-x-da

HIS NOSE; I -u-x-da, HIS HAND), the parallelism with such noun-

objects as hem and gwdn (see examples on p. 65) becomes complete.

The fact that they may occur independently, while s in- and l-

never do, is really irrelevant to the argument, as a body-part noun

must necessarily be associated with some definite person. Entirely
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analogous to the nominal elements -ll-x- and -u-x- of s inixda and

I uxda is, e. g., the -am- of gwa
al-cfm-t*V MY ROAD. Just as they

drop off when the body-part nouns are incorporated, whether as

object or instrument, into the verb, so, also, the -am- of gwaal-am-

(
= gwd

a
n-an-) drops off when the noun is used without pronominal

or prepositional modification. That the -am- has nothing per se to

do with the pronominal affix, but is really a noun-forming element

added to the stem, is proven by forms like ha-gwa
ala^m IN THE ROAD.

Thus:

object hem, in bem-wa -i-t!oxo xi n I gather sticks, is related to

object s in-, in s in-l-lats!agi
f n I touch his nose, as

instrument hem, in xaa-le em-k!wou ~k!widien I broke it with a

stick, to

instrument s in-, in s in-t!ayagi n I find it with my nose (
= 1

smell it)

In view of the complete parallelism of noun and body-part element

and the transparent incorporation of the noun as instrument, nothing

remains but to look upon the simple noun without pronominal

affixes, when placed immediately before the local and instrumental

prefixes of the verb, as itself a loosely incorporated object. Exam

ples of noun-objects in such form and position are to be found in

great number; in fact, the regularity with which the object is put

before the verb, as contrasted with the freely movable subject, argues

further for the close relation of the noun-object to the verb.

A few further examples of incorporated noun-objects are given by

way of illustration:

7ie
e
l-gel-gulugwa

f n I desire to sing (literally , I-song-breast-desire ;

Jie
e
l song)

7ie
e

l-yununa n I sing a song (106.7)

wili-wa-l-Ha nida* you shall keep house (literally, }
Tou-house-

together-hand-will-hold ;
will house) 28.13

abai xuma-lc!emna s cook (literally, in-the-house food-maker;
xuma food) 54.3

wai-s ugu
f
s uxgwa n I am sleepy (literally, I-sleep-am-confused ?-

having; wai sleep)

pltf-da-tlagal he built a fire (p!i* fire) 96.17

p!i
i-baa-yank

w he picked up the fire (literally, he-fire-up-went-

having) 96.25

xi- ugwa^nk* he will drink water (xi water) 162.17

s lx-ligW
w he brought home venison (s lx venison) 134.4
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In none of these would the placing of the object after the verb-

form be at all idiomatic; in some (as in Tie
e
l-gel-gulugwa

sn and wai-

s ugu s uxgwa
s
n) it would be quite inconceivable. The incorporation

must be considered particularly strong in those cases in which the

object is what might be called a root-noun identical in form with a

verb-stem of corresponding significance :

wai 1

sleep, to sleep

Jie
e
l- song, to sing

se e
l- black paint, to paint

likewise where the object gives special color to the verb, deter

mining the concrete significance of the form, as in xuma-k!emna s

and wili-wa-i-t!a nida .

3. Besides being used as instrumental and direct objects, a few

incorporated nouns are found employed in set phrases, apparently as

subjects. Such are:

baa-^e e
-Jc!iyl

fiJc^da
s forenoon (literally, up-sun-going, or when-it-

goes) (6a- is never used as independent adverb, so that be e-

sun must here, be considered part of the verb-complex)
nou-be e

-k!iyl
fiYdae afternoon (literally, down-river [i. e., west]-

sun-going)
mot -woW as son-in-law he visits wife s parents (= mot - son-in-

law + woW, probably identical with woV he arrived) 17.13, in

which mot - must be considered an integral part of the verb,

because unprovided with pronominal affix (cf . mo t*aa his son-

in-law), and, further, because the whole form may be accom

panied by a non-incorporated subject (e. g., ~bo mxi mot*W(?V

Otter visited his wife s parents, literally, something like: Otter

son-in-law-arrived)

4. Several verb-forms seem to show an incorporated noun forming

a local phrase with an immediately preceding local prefix; in such

cases the whole phrase must be considered an incorporated unit, its

lack of independence being evidenced either by the fact that

it is itself preceded by a non-independent verbal prefix, or else differs

in phonetic form from the corresponding independent local phrase.

Examples are:

daa-ts !elei-sgalawi
f n I looked at them out of the corners of my

eyes (literally, I-alongside-eye-looked-at-them)
2

;
cf. dda

-ts !e-

leide alongside my eyes

^wai- indeed could not be obtained as an independent noun, its existence as substantive being inferred

from forms such as that cited above.
2 It may be, however, that this form is to be interpreted as I-ASIDE- (WITH-THE-) EYE-LOOKED-AT-THEM,

ts . elei- being in that case an incorporated instrumental noun.
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7ia-t ga
a
-gwidi^lc

w he threw it into the open (literally, he-in-earth-

threw-it) ;
cf . Jia-t gdU in the earth

ba-i-daTc*-wili-t!aadi n I ran out of the house (ba-i- out, adverbial

prefix + daY- on top of + will house) 24.13; cf. dak*-will on

top of the house

ha-yau-t*ge nets!asn I put it about my waist (literally, I-in

[under ?]-rib-put-it-about) ;
cf. ha-yawade inside my ribs

Such verbs with incorporated local phrases are naturally not to be con

fused with cases in which a local prefix is followed by an incorporated

(instrumental) noun with which it is not, however, directly connected.

Thus the Tia- of 7ia-tga
a
-gwidi^w is not directly comparable to the

ha- of a form like :

ha-pIV-ts Iu lukttfn I set it on fire (p!l* with fire) 73.9

Here Jia-pH*- cannot be rendered IN THE FIRE.

Some verb-forms show an evidently incorporated noun that has so

thoroughly amalgamated with the stem that it is difficult to make

out its exact share in the building up of the material content of the

verb. For example:

s omloJioya lda n I doctor him as s omloJio lxa s

doubtless contains the incorporated noun s om MOUNTAIN; but the

implied allusion is not at all evident, except in so far as the protecting

spirits of the s omloho lxa s are largely mountain-spirits. The verb

itself is probably a derivative of the verb-stem loho- DIE (aorist

loJioi-) .

36. BODY-PART PREFIXES

Having disposed of the modal prefixes, which on analysis turned

out to be verbal prefixes only in appearance, and of incorporated

nouns, which one would hardly be inclined to term prefixes in the

narrower sense of the term, there remain for our consideration two

important sets of genuine prefixes, body-part elements and adverbial,

chiefly local, prefixes. The former will be taken up first. By
&quot;

body-

part prefix&quot;
is not meant any body-part noun in its incorporated form

(many of these, such as ts lelei- EYE, tliba- PANCREAS, not differing

morphologically from ordinary incorporated nouns), but only certain

etymologically important monosyllabic elements that are used to indi

cate in a more general way what body-part is concerned in a particular

action, and which may be regarded as in some degree verbal classifiers.

With the exception of I- HAND and s in- NOSE, classed with the rest
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because of their very extended use, they differ fundamentally from

other body-part nouns in that they have, besides their literal, also a

more formal, local value; in this capacity they are regularly employed,

also, as the first element of noun and pronoun local phrases, and, some

of them, as the second element of local postpositions. In the fol

lowing list the second column gives the literal body-part significance;

the third, the generalized local meaning; the fourth, the correspond

ing independent noun (in a few cases, it will be observed, there is no

such corresponding noun); and the fifth column, an example of a

local phrase :

Prefix.
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with many intransitive verbs, in which the share of meaning con

tributed by the body-part prefix is apparent enough but where the

logical (syntactic) relation of its content to that of the verb proper is

hardly capable of precise definition. Thus, from yowo HE is are

formed by means of body-part prefixes :

al- yowo
/

he-eye-is, i. e., he looks 62.6

daa- yowo
f

he-ear-is, i. e., he listens, pays attention 96.9

baa-gel- yowo
s
he-up-breast-is, i. e., he lies belly up 140.5

In these cases it is obviously impossible, yowo- being an intransitive

verb not implying activity, to translate al-, daa
-, and gel- as instru-

mentals (WITH THE EYE, EAR, BREAST) ;
nor is there any clear idea of

location expressed, though such translations as AT THE EYE, EAR,

BREAST would perhaps not be too far fetched. In many verbs the

body-part prefix has hardly any recognizable meaning, but seems

necessary for idiomatic reasons. In a few cases prefixes seem to

interchange without perceptible change of meaning, e. g., al- and

daJc* in:

aldemxigam we shall assemble (186.7)

d&k*demxiau t people (indef.) will assemble (136.11)

Where two body-part prefixes occur in a verb form, they may
either both retain their original concrete significance, the first prefix

being generally construed as object, the second as instrument (e. g.,

s al- l-lats!agi n I-FOOT-HAND-TOUCH-HIM, i. e., i TOUCH HIS FOOT WITH

MY HAND); or the first prefix may have its secondary local signifi

cance, while the second is instrumental in force (e. g., de- l-wlfi
gi n

I-FRONT-HAND-SPREAD-IT, i. e., i SPREAD IT OUT); or both prefixes

may have secondary local or indefinite significance (e. g., gwel-ge l-

yowo HE-LEG-BREAST-IS, i. e., HE FACES AWAY FROM HIM); rarely

do we find that two body-part prefixes are concrete in significance and

absolutely coordinated at the same time (see footnote to 12 below).

To illustrate the various uses of the body-part prefixes it seems

preferable to cite examples under each separate prefix rather than to

group them under such morphologic headings as objective, instru

mental, and local, as by the former method the range of usage taken

up by the various prefixes is more clearly demonstrated. The

examples are in each case divided into two groups: (a) literal signifi

cation (objective, instrumental, or local) and (6) general adverbial

(local) signification.
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1.

(d) HEAD, WITH HEAD, IN HEAD:

dak*ts!ayap*de
e I washed my head (literally, I washed in

my head

dakTZ&amp;gt;a
a
#araZ he tied together (their head hair) 27.1

ds]zllats!agi
f n I touched top of his head

dak*7iagdlf e I felt thrill in my head (as when sudden cold

tremor goes through one)

aZdak samsa vm he bumped (with) his head against it 79.7

dak.Wiwif
Tc*auk*wasn I brandish it over my head

(6) ON TOP OF, ABOVE I

dakYgu ula n I put rounded scooped-out object (like hat or

canoe) on top (of head) (61.9)

dak felde xade* I smoke (literally, I raise [sc., tobacco-

smoke] over [ one s head]) (96.23)

d&l^Umlmxgwat* it (i. e., tree) falls on you (108.12)

dak*wda
ga n I finish it (literally, I bring it on top) (110.17)

will dak ya
a
ngwa n I pass house (? literally, I go with house

above me) (150.8)

dak*dahaa
li

en I answer him (61.6; 180.18)

dofctlem&xik* we assembled together (43.9; 136.11)

dak*hene eda en I wait for him

The last three or four examples can hardly be said to show a

transparent use of dak -. Evidently the meaning of the prefix

has become merged in the general verbal content, becoming

unrecognizable as such; cf. UNDER in English UNDERSTAND,

UNDERGO.

2. da-, de-

It seems possible that we have here two distinct prefixes to begin

with, da- INSIDE OF MOUTH (cf. d&tslayap* HE WASHED HIS

MOUTH) and de- LIPS (cf. dtftstayap* HE WASHED HIS LIPS and

noun de e-x- LIPS), from the second of which developed the

general local significance of IN FRONT; contrast also Aada f-

gwa IN HIS OWN MOUTH with defgwa in front of himself. The

strict delimitation of the two, however, is made difficult by
the fact that da^, alone in this respect among non-radical

verbal elements, undergoes palatal ablaut (thus becoming de-)

whenever the stem shows a palatal vowel, whether primary
or itself due to ablaut; observe also the stem-change from

da- to de- in had& tfgwa 170.2 and Tiadede IN MY MOUTH. These
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apparently secondary de- prefixes will be listed together with

and immediately following the da- prefixes, while the true,

chiefly local, de-, (da)- prefixes will be put by themselves.

(a
1

) da-, (de-) MOUTH, IN MOUTH, WITH MOUTH, LIPS, TEETH,
TONGUE :

(da o#o^ihegavehimtoeat (lit., he mouth-gave him) (186.25)

\de ugu s i he gave me to eat 186.2

da,t!aya
i he went to get something to eat 75.9

d&da FdaaF sharpen your teeth! 126.18; 128.23

da,ts!ala ts!tti n I chew it

alda,t!ele t!ili n I lick it

d&lats!agi n I taste it (literally, I mouth-touch it)

alda,p dp*iwi n I blow at it (194.1)

dadama x he was out of wind 26.5

d&smayama n I smile

7iadsi yowo
uda (creek) going into (river) (literally, in- mouth-

being)
iddoul he lied (literally, he mouth-played) 110.23; 156.14

[dMnJiixi he lied to me
da,yuwo

es he suddenly stopped (singing, talking) (literally,

he mouth-started, as in fright) 138.23

ldak*d&haaU en I answer him (180.18)

\dak dehelsi he answers me

(a
2
):

Jie
edele lek!i n I finished (story, talking) 50.4

delumu sgade* I tell truth (184.3)

dexelenaY you said it (literally, you mouth-did it) 14.10; 15.6

dldets !u luk!i n I suck it

dedets !u lulc!i n I kiss her (first de- as object, her lips; sec

ond de- as instrument, with my lips)

de7iememi/ n I taste it (cf . l-Tiemem- wrestle)

ba-idehenenaY you are through eating (literally, you are

out-mouth-done) (136.16)

deligia lda n I fetch it for him to eat (130.9)

de7ie yelc!i n I left food over

da- can not stand before I- HAND, because of the palatal timbre

of the latter. Examples of de l-:

de lda mk!ink* it will get choked

de ilats!agi n I touched his mouth (de- =da- as object; I- as

instrument. Contrast above da-lats!agi n I tasted it, with

da- as instrument)

Similarly other palatal non-radical elements cause a change of

da- to de-:
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de-7iis-gulu-gwa n I want it in my mouth ( = I desire to eat

[Us = trying])

(&) de-, (da-) IN FRONT, AHEAD, AT DOOR OF HOUSE :

dQ lJc!ala Jc!ilin (house) was scratched on door 154.1, 2, 3

d& lse eY he opened door of house (cf. alse eY he bowed to

him) 63.12

de lp*owo
e
Jc* he bent it

baadQ s
yeweyaW

w he started traveling again (literally, he

up-ahead-went-again-with it) 22.4; 24.9; 25.6

dewiliwa lsi she is fighting me 27.3

idW w he stuck (threw) it into (fire) 27.8

n I brandish it before my face (172.12)

gasa Thi de hits!aaga s fast stepper (literally, quickly ahead-

stepper)
ba-ide di nixia;u they marched by in regular order (literally,

they out-ahead-stretched) 144.14

delvft tgi n I spread it out (120.1)

t gd
a de hi k!iya Jc i if the world goes on (literally, world

ahead-goes-if) 146.4

da,mats!cfJc* he put it point foremost (into their eyes) 27.8

As in the case of daY-, so also here, not a few forms occur in which

the meaning of the prefix da-, de- is far from being clearly in

evidence :

d&t!aga n I build a fire (96.17)

he caught fire 98.3

i I caught fire

degvlu Jclalx it glows (142.1) ; 188.15

aldeit*guyu
i si (fire) blisters my face (25.11)

de it a malc!i n I put out the fire

dsit*ama x the fire goes out

da,tldbaga *n I finish it (176.6)

d&sgayana n I lie down

As the first seven of these examples show, da-, de- sometimes

imply a (probably secondary) reference to fire.

3. dan -

(a) EAR, WITH EAR (referring to hearing), IN EAR, CHEEK, SIDES

OF HEAD:

doMslayap* he washed his ear

d&*tt8 lamcfk* he squeezed his ears

d&s
lla,ts!agi

en I touched his ear, cheek
dsL*e

agani n I heard it (55.3; 108.16)
da,adaa

gi n I am able to hear it (literally, I can ear-find it)

(100.12)
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d&ale lagwa
f n I listen to him (55.1; 96.2; 146.5)

d&a
ts !emxde I hear big noise 90.21

anl ge da, yowo he did not listen to it (literally, he not there

ear-was) 96.9

d&a
sgek!eiha n I kept listening (102.3)

dof-yehel he went where he heard (noise of people singing or

gambling) 106.10.

d&^dele p i he stuck it across his ear

dsLadalag(i mt* he made holes in his ears

dli
d&H&quot;befe k t*bagams they had their hair tied on sides of head

(dVda -
probably as incorporated phrase, over ears) 142.17

da, ibo t*bidi n I pull out his hair (from side of head) (194.7)

(6) ALONG, ON SIDE:

wi lau d&^wat ba agamdina
5 arrows shall be tied along (their

length) with it (i. e., sinew) 28.1

4. s in- NOSE, IN NOSE, WITH NOSE:

s u\.
;

lgile
f

sgwa he scratched his own nose 14.11 ; 15.7

s-mt!ayagi n I smell it (literally, I nose-find it) (160.20)

s mdalaga mt* he made holes in septum (cf. under daa
-} 22.1

S ijild
fu

Jc*i he stuck it into nose

s mde le p*gwa he stuck it up into his own nose

s ingeycfn he turned away his nose

s in.yuwo s he dodged with his nose (as when fly lights; cf.

under da-)

I feel warm in my nose

de5 1 sniff

e
5 1 blow my nose

als iuldfuxa n they meet each other (24.12)

5. gwen-
(a) NECK:

gwevsgo
uda n I cut his neck (144,2, 3, 5, 22)

gweuts!ayaga n I washed his neck

7ia-ugwenyunu yini n I swallow it greedily (cf. 126.10)

gwenZo
/MFi he stuck it in his throat (cf. under s-in-) 25.4

gwen ilats!agi n I touched back of his neck

gwenwayanaganhi he swung his knife over their necks 144.2

(&) BACK, BEHIND:

gwe
f
i\. alyowo he looked back

gweuyewelt e* I went back (152.13; 188.19)

gwe Ydiwilau he looks back (on his tracks) 59.14; 94.9

gwenfiegwd
/a
gwan7ii he related it to him 17.11

In gwena-ia s GOOD SINGER, the part played by the prefix is not

clear.
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6. I- HAND, IN HAND, WITH HAND

No body-part prefix, except perhaps al-
}
is used with such fre

quency as l-
y
the scrupulousness with which verbs implying

action with the hand incorporate it seeming at times almost

pedantic. Only a small selection out of the great number of

occurrences need here be given:

Its!aydp he washed his hand

Ipl&no Wwafn I warm my hands

wila^u e

lhoyodagwa n I dance with arrow in hand

ndx ihele e
lagwa

f n I sing with pipe in hand

igl tna he took it 15.1; 31.8; 44.8; 47.9

ik*W8ifagwi
sn I woke him up 16.4

lgaxagixi
f n I scratch him

lgis igis i sn I tickle him

ihegwe Jiak*wna n I am working
xae

lts liwiy he split it open 26.6

iheme^m he wrestled with him 26.11; 27.10,11

iyono
fue

lc* he pulled it

lguyu V she pushed her 55.14

s
meleY w Uu pxagwanY she shall pound with acorn pestle 55.9

7ie
eeileme V he killed them off 55.1; 144.6.

lt!afut!iwisn I caught hold of her (29.12; 140.15)

it wPyili^n I make it whirl up
al lyulu yili n I rub it

lt gwanye
fe
git you enslaved her 16.14

In some cases one does not easily see the necessity for its use:

wl lt ge
f

ye
sxi they are round about me (48.5)

allwulu uexbi he ran away from you

7. xaa-
9 (oca-)

(a) BACK, WAIST:

&quot;x&Hslayajf he washed his back

pll* x.SL
adat guyu

i

sgwa his back got blistered 25.11

x.a,
e
llats!agi n I touched his back

xePpttfno Wwa he warmed his back 188.20

xsiala ada n I put (belt) about my waist

(&) BETWEEN, IN TWO (in reference to breaking or cutting) :

xaPpla-its*liudi n I shall split it by throwing (stone) down
on it (140.7)

xAawlsda go-between (in settling feuds) 178.11, 13, 18

x.&asgo
uda, n I cut, saw it (21.2, 4)

w
(bodies) cut through 21.2
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XAa
d(Lnfgl

fWga
r
lJii he broke it with rock 24.4

x&a
t le e

~k*t bagams it is all tied together 27.13

Xiasalt
t

gwe
f

lt*gwili he broke it by stepping on it 31.4, 5

x&abe emlc!dut*lc!idi n I broke it with stick

In JL&hege JiaYntfn I BREATHE (79.2) and

BREATHE, the xd- may refer to the heaving motion up from the

waist.

8. dV-

(a) BACK:

The local uses of xda- and dl{- (IN MIDDLE, BETWEEN, and ABOVE,

respectively) would indicate that, in their more literal signifi

cation, they refer respectively to the LOWER BACK about the

waist and the UPPER BACK, though no direct information

was obtained of the distinction.

d&tslayap* he washed himself in back of body
dVhax his back is burning
d\ l

t louk!af
lxde I have warts on my back 102.20

dl iduugwa nY she will wear it (i. e., skirt) 55.9

(&) ABOVE, ON TOP:

dVlie liya sleeping on board platform 13.2

dldda
t l)d

/a
gamt gwide I tie my hair on sides of my head (see

under da -) (140.11; 142.17)

dl i

algelegala mda
sn I tie his hair up into top-knot (172.2)

di uyu ts!amda n I fool him (aorist uyuts!- laugh)
dPJiinxd ugtfn I scare him
dPmas (earth) is lit up (78.1)

dVJiiWgwa ^n I am glad 22.2

dl*- is used in quite a number of verbs of mashing or squeezing,

the primary idea being probably that of pressing down on top

of something:

d\l

p*ili pili n I squash (yellow-jackets) (74.3); contrast

gel-lem-p*ili p*ili n I whip him on his breast (literally,

I-breast-stick-whip-him) (cf. 76.1, 2, 3)

d^tHy^si^n I mash them

ba-idlgunbl Wwap* it popped all around 27.14

d&fgumu fgimfrn I squeezed and cracked many insects (such

as fleas)

In many cases, as in some of the forms given above, the primary

signification of dl*- is greatly obscured. It is not at all certain

but that we are at times (as in di uyu ts!amda n) dealing really

with the phonetically similar prefix dle- REAR.
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9. gel-

(a) BREAST, WITH BREAST (mental activities) :

ge\ts!ayap* he washed his breast

go[
e
ilats!agi

/ n I touched his breast

baa
ge l yo lie down with belly up! (lit., up-belly-be!) 140.4

gelgulugwa
sn I desire, want it 32.5, 6, 7

geihewe hau he thought 44.11; 124.3; 142.20

gQ\loJioigwa n I avenge him (apparently = I breast-die-with

him) (146.8; 148.3)

geltla/i/cfk* they thought of it (see under s in- and dda
} 152.10

ge\yalaxaldi n I forgot him (lit., I breast-lost him) (77.10)

gelts laya mxamk* she hid (certain facts) from us 158.7

ge&amp;gt;ldulu
Jc*de

e I am getting lazy

ge\heye
f x he is stingy (literally, he breast-leaves-remaining =

keeps surplus to himself) 196.8

(&) FACING:

gelt!ana M she pushed him (? literally, she held him [away]

facing her)
1
(25.10)

gelwayan he slept with her (literally, he caused her to sleep

facing him) 26.4; (108.3; 190.2)

wa t gwan gel yowo
s

they faced each other (literally, to

each other they breast-were) 26.15

ge\Jc!iyi
e
Jc* he turned around so as to face him 170.2

10. dl -

(a) ANUS:

dls

ts!ayap* he washed his anus

ba-idi t*gats!a fgisi
en I stick out my anus (164.19; 166.1)

di hax his anus is burning 94.13

dl hagait*e I feel ticklish in my anus (as though expecting
to be kicked) (cf. under daY-) 166.1

di xd us (food) is spilling out from his anus, (acorns) spill out

from hopper 94.2, 4, 5

(b) IN REAR, BEHIND:

dl salyomo
f
Jiin I shall catch up with him in running

~be
e dl e

]c!iyi 1c* afternoon came (lit., sun went in rear) (124.15)
dafo l dl ~liiwiliut e I ran close behind

As happens more or less frequently with all body-part prefixes,

the primary meaning, at least in English translation, of dl -

seems lost sight of at times:

CLbaidleyowd
udae

coming into house to fight (dbai-into house;

yowo /lkda being) 24.14

1 Though perhaps better SHE HELD HIM WITH HER BREAST, taking gel- as instrument.

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 -12 6 36
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p!a-idi Jiana s it stopped (wind, rain, snow, hail) 152.16

In a number of verbs dl -
expresses: felling, digging under, or

erecting a tree or stick, the fundamental notion being probably
that of activity at the butt end of a long object:

di sgot!ollia hem he was always cutting down trees 108.8

dl Jc!olola n (tree) was dug under 48.5

dle
isguyu

uk!in (tree) was made to fall by being dug under

48.7, 8, 12

p!a-idl ld u
gwa n I make (stick, pestle) stand up (by placing

it on its butt end) (116.18; 176.1, 2)

p!a-idl sgimi sgam they set (house posts) down into ground
11. ha-

(a) WOMAN S PRIVATE PARTS:

h&tslayap* she washed her private parts
h& llats!agi n he touched her private parts
\\& lwesga liak*

w she spread apart her legs 26.4

(ft) IN:

(danxdagwa) h&ts!ayak* he washed inside (of his ear)

(dexda) haZo/wFi he stuck it into (his mouth)

(s inlxda) h&dele p^i he stuck it up into (his nose)

h&lohdn he caught them in trap (literally, he caused them
to die in) (100.8)

(gwdn) h&t!ulugwa
f n I follow in (trail) (96.8,9)

haZo /tt
fc she put on (her dress), they put on (their skins,

garments) 160.6

}\^ lhu
f

luulial they skinned them 160.5

h&ya-uge nets!a,
en I put on (my vest)

As the last examples show Jia- sometimes conveys the special

notion of putting on or taking off a skin or garment.

12. gwel-

(a) LEG, IN LEG, WITH LEG:

gweltslayap* he washed his legs

gwe\le ye
esde I am lame

gwelZo
/tte

fc*
w
put on (your leggings)!

gweHfi0i
/en I beat him in running (lit., I-leg-left-him) (184.14)

gwe\salt!eyesna n
1 1 have no fat in my legs and feet 102.22

(6) UNDER, AWAY FROM VIEW:

gwe\mats!aW they put (food) away (sc., under platforms)

124.22; (132.8)

gwe\ge l yowd
uda he having his back to him (literally, facing

him away from view) 122.7

i This form is an excellent example of the rather uncommon coordinate use of two body-part prefixes

(gwel- LEG and sal- FOOT).
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13. la-

(a) FRONT OF BODY (probably BELLY as contrasted with gel-

BREAST) :

l&ts!ayap* he washed himself in front of body

(6) BURST, RIP OPEN:

burst 24.17
*
you (pi.) shall rip them open (like game

after roasting) 118.5

\&salt lara
gi

en I burst it with my feet (140.22)

\& wayat*ba
fa
gi n I rip it open with knife (waya knife, as

incorporated instrument)

14. sal-

(a) FOOT, WITH FOOT:

s&\lats!agi n I stepped on it (instrument sal-: I foot-touched

it) (196.18)

s&l ilats!agi
f n I touched his foot (object sal-; instrument %-)

s&lts!ayap* he washed his feet

s&lxugi they are standing 63.2

he e
s&Wgtin kick him off! (24.17)

oZsaU &a F he kicked him 86.16,17,18

gelbam 8&lgwi t*gwat* kick it way up!

s&\yuwo
e
s he suddenly lifted up his foot (as when frightened)

(cf. under da- and s in-)

SB\.p!l
indfuJc*watn I warmed my feet

15. a I- FACE, WITH EYE, TO, AT

This is in all respects the most difficult prefix in regard to the

satisfactory determination of its exact meaning. In a large

number of cases it seems to involve the idea of sight, not infre

quently adding that concept to a form which does not in

itself convey any such implication. In most of the verb-

forms, however, many of which have already been given

under other prefixes, the al- seems to have no definitely ascer-

tainable signification at all. In some cases it may be consid

ered merely as an empty element serving as a support for a

post-positive modal particle. For example:

&\-his-gulugwa
f n I am desirous of something

where his TRYING can not occupy an initial position

&l-di-yo%joyay did you know him ?

Here &lyok!oyaY in itself hardly differs in content from

yokloyaY YOU KNEW HIM. The most satisfactory definition
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that can be given of al- in its more general and indefinite

use is that it conveys the idea of motion out from the sphere

of the person concerned, whether the motion be directed

toward some definite goal (object) or not; an approximate

translation in such cases would be TO, AT. The correctness

of this interpretation is borne out by the fact that al- at

times replaces a more definite local phrase, as though it were

a substitute for it, of the same general formal but weaker

material content.

wdada lougwa n to-him I-thrust-it, where waada definitely ex

presses a local pronominal idea TO, AT HIM.

Compare :

&lld u
gwi n I stretched it out to him

where the exact local definition of the action is not so clearly

expressed; the direct object of the verb being here not the

object thrust, but the person aimed at, while the indirectness

of the action is interpreted by means of al- as an adverbial or

local modification of the verbal content. The change of vowel

in the ending, a i, is closely connected, as we shall later see,

with this change of &quot;face&quot; in the verb. The first form may
be literally translated as TO-HIM I-IT-THRUST; the second, as

I-HIM-TO-THRUST (IT). Similarly, in &\ ilats!agi
en i TOUCHED

HIS BODY, the al- is probably best considered as a general

directive prefix replacing the more special prefixes (such as

sal-, s in-j and so on) that indicate the particular part of the

body affected, or, as one might put it, the exact limit of

motion. The use of al- in local phrases shows clearly its

general local significance: &ls duma^l AT, TO THE MOUNTAIN;

ya
e
cfl TO THAT, as postposition equivalent to TO, FOR, FROM.

(a) FACE, EYE:

&\ dudini n I look around for him (cf . ouda n I hunt for him)

(92.27)

&\xifigi n I see, look at him (-xl*g- never occurs alone) 186.7;

188.11.

a\gaycfn he turned his face

&\yebebi n I showed it to him (77.8)

SL\yowot e I looked (cf. yowofe* I was) (64.3)

o\ts!ayaga
f n I washed his face (64.5)

manx &\nu uVwa he painted his (own) face
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W he found, discovered it (literally, he eye-found it;

cf. under s in-, daa-, and gel-) 47.10; 92.27; 194.13

&lsgald
aliwi n I looked at them (moving head slightly to

side)

&\t*bdulc!a lxde I have pimples on my face (cf. 102.20)

&\t wap!a t wap*na n I blink with my eyes 102.20

&\we 1c!ala n I shine

xd & lt!anahi they watched it (literally, they-between-eye-
held it; xd- al as incorporated local phrase[?]) 136.8

(5) TO, AT:

It is at least possible, if not very probable, that al- TO, AT, and

al- EYE, FACE, are two entirely distinct prefixes. As many

preceding examples have incidentally illustrated the local use

of al-, only a few more need be given:

Silp oup auM he blew on it 15.1

&lhuyuxde I go hunting (42.1; 58.14; 70.2; 126.21)

&lgesegasa
f
lt e I was washing

alhemeW they met him 24.11

&\ lxlep!e
f

xlap* he mashed it up into dough-like mass 94.11

&lslts !o udien I touch, reach it

&\se e

gi n I bowed to him (172.10)

16. dl i al- FOREHEAD:

(\l
i

olts!ayap* he washed his forehead

dli

&\gelegala
fms he tied his hair up into top-knot 172.2

dl &[k d a
p*gwa he put (dust) on his forehead 136.28

17. gwen7ta-ii- NAPE:

I shoot off nape of neck

he has his hair tied in back of his head

It will have been noticed that several of the body-part prefixes

have developed special uses that almost entitle them, at times, to

being considered verbal in function. Thus xda- BACK, BETWEEN has

been seen to develop, from its latter local use, the more strictly verbal

one of cutting, splitting, breaking, or rending in two; the ideas of

BETWEEN and of DIVISION IN TWO are naturally closely associated.

The specialized semiverbal uses of some of the prefixes may be thus

listed :

da-, de- activity in reference to fire (burn, set on fire, glow)
xda- rend in two (cut, split, break)

dl*- crushing activity (mash, squeeze)
dl -

fell, erect (long object)
Jia- dress, undress
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la- burst, rip open
al- look, see

The resemblance between this use of the Takelma body-part prefixes

and the Siouan use of verb prefixes denoting instrumental activities

(e. g., Ponka ~ba- BY PRESSING WITH THE HAND, ma- BY CUTTING, fa-

WITH THE MOUTH, BY BLOWING) is not far to seek, although in Takelma

the development seems most plausibly explained from the local, rather

than the instrumental, force of the prefixes. Neither the employment
of Takelma body-part nor of Siouan instrumental prefixes with verb

stems is in any morphologic respect comparable to the peculiar com

position of initial and second-position verb stems characteristic of

Algonkin and Yana. The same general psychic tendency toward

the logical analysis of an apparently simple activity into its com

ponent elements, however, seems evident in the former as well as in

the latter languages.
37. LOCAL PREFIXES

The purely local prefixes, those that are not in any way associated

with parts of the body, are to be divided into two groups:

(1) Such as are used also in the formation of noun and pronoun
local phrases or of postpositions, these being in that regard closely

allied to the body-part prefixes in their more general local use; and

(2) Such as are employed strictly as verbal prefixes, and are inca

pable of entering into combination with denominating elements. The

following table gives all the common prefixes of both groups, examples

of noun or pronoun local phrases being added in the last column :

Prefix.
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Of these, the first five belong to the first group, the last nine to the

second. The position of Jiaa - and me - is somewhat doubtful; but

the fairly evident etymological connection of the former with 7iaaeya

and the correlative relation in form and meaning between me - and

he e
-, make it probable that they are to be classed with the first

group. While some of these prefixes (such as dal- and Tian-) are

inconceivable as separate adverbial elements, others (particularly

aba-i, which is apparently composed of demonstrative element a-

THIS 4- Ita-i) are on the border-land between true prefix and inde

pendent adverb. mes- and 7ie
es

-, though they are never used alone,

stand in close etymological relation to a number of local adverbs

(such as eme HERE and ge THERE), which also, though not so rigidly

as to justify their being termed prefixes, tend to stand before the

verb. The difference between local prefix and adverb is one of

degree rather than of fundamental morphologic traits; in any case,

it is rather artificial to draw the line between me - in such forms as

me yeu COME BACK! and ge in, e. g., ge yowo THERE IT is. Sometimes,

though not frequently, two local prefixes, neither of them a body-part

element, occur in a single verb form! See, e. g., p!ai-hau- under 2

below, also ab(ii-baa- 62.1.

1. han- THROUGH, ACROSS:

I swim across

iW&quot; he threw it across 120.22

he looked through it

h&nyewe
** he went back across 178.16

gwan-h&nsgd
usde I lie stretched across the trail (literally, I-

road-across-cut) (148.8)

2. ha- it- UNDER, DOWN:

harugwenyut!u yidi
en I swallow it down greedily, making grunting

noise (126.10)

ha-usafc he paddled him down river (ba
a- up river)

ha-uj/owo fe I sweat (literally, I-under-am)
ei p!a-ihsi -ut*gu

u
px canoe upset 60.8

har-uhana s it stopped (raining) 196.8

3. hee - OFF, AWAY:

he ileme F he killed them off 14.13; 110.21; 144.6

hee
sgo

uda n I cut it off (44.4); 72.10; (92.14,16)
hee

gwidiW w he threw it away
hee iuwa he went away from him (23.12; 146.18)
heQ

salt*gunt*gini n I kick him off (24.17)
37
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hQe ihu lup !i n I beat off bark (with stick)

hQe
lFap!a k ibi n I chipped them off (92.3)

hee waa
ga n I buy it (literally, I carry it off) (176.17)

hee
t*guyu

i s it is blistered

4. dal- INTO BRUSH, AMONG:

dsilyewe
/i he ran off into brush 14.6; 110.10

d&\gwidiW
w he threw it into brush

d&lp*o
udi n I mix it with it (178.5)

dsL\xabilifu he jumped between them 106.20

5. ha ya- ON BOTH SIDES:

hsL yagini
f

fc they passed each other

hsi ysiwat!emexia
u

they assemble coming from both sides 144.23

6. haas FAR OFF:

h&f!i

yewe
i
they returned going far off 146.22; (47.4; 188.1)

ha,exda/axdagwa
en I threw something slippery way off

This prefix is evidently identical with the demonstrative stem Jia
a

seen, e. g., in ha ga THAT ONE YONDER.

7. me - HITHER:

me-&amp;lt;/im F he came here 146.24 (gegini Y he went there 77. 7)

7ia nme gini ~k* they come from across (note two local prefixes;

Jiangini lc they go across)

me yeu come back! (yen return!) (23.11,12,13,14; 96.5); 59.5

me hiwili u he came running this way

Not infrequently me -
conveys the fuller idea of COME TO

,

as in:

me bep*xip* come (pi.) and chop for me! 90.16

8. wl- AROUND:

wl lt*ge
f

ye xi they are surrounding me (48.13; 190.14)

wlt*ge ye
e

Jc i they put it round about 176.14

9. liawi- IN FRONT, STILL:

fhawij/ar^V I go in front

1 h&wiyana s front dancer

ha,wibaxa m still they come, they keep coming 146.1

bou h&widegu ttclalxda? after a while it will blaze up (bo
u = now)

10. iva- TOGETHER:

wsJcloyoxinik* we go together
wa*$te*/&amp;lt;/m fc squeeze (your legs) together! (26.5)

laaw&willk* w he traveled up along (river) .(literally, he went up

having it together with him) 21.14

w&yanh
w he followed him (literally, he went having him together

with him) 23.11
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w&t!emexiau they are assembling together (110.3); 144.23

wsi lt!oxo
f
xi he gathered them together 112.6

w&t!illk*ni she gave them one each 130.4

w&himW he talked to him 59.16; 63.10

da gaxdeV w& alt*geye t*giyi n I tied it about my head (literally,

my-head I-together-to-surround-it)

p!d
as wsJc!e ewa lxgwa snow is whirling around

Sometimes wa- seems to indicate simultaneity of activity, as in :

weddala uJii she kept twining basket (while talking) 61.5

In many cases the adverbial meaning of wa- is hardly apparent, and

one is sometimes in doubt whether to look upon it as the prefix

here discussed or to identify it with the instrumental element

wa- WITH, WITH IT; the two may indeed be at bottom identical.

11. baa- UP (55.16; 59.10; 60.11; 63.6,12):

bsi
adini

f
x (clouds) were spread out in long strips (literally, they

stretched up) 13.3

b&H!ebe t e I get up 186.14; (196.1)

b&awadawayaW w he flies up with it

b&*yank*
w he picked it up 15.9; 24.3; 59.15

JcIiyVx bsL*wd1c* smoke comes out (literally, up-arrives) 29.3

(ddnxda) b& algwili^s he turned up (his ear)

(dak*will) baa
#im

/ F he went up (on top of house) 30.6

b&as df
s stand up!

bsPyewe
** he got better (literally, he-up-returned) (15.2)

baaAawa eF she dipped up (water)

12. ba-i- OUT, OUT OF HOUSE, OUT OF WATER TO LAND, FROM

PLAIN TO MOUNTAIN:

bsi-iyewe
fi

they went out again
b&-ixodo

f
xat* she took off (her garment) 13.4

b&-mli xgwa he lands with (boat) 13.5

ba-isafc w he came to land

b&-i a lyowo he looked outside

b&-iliimima n I drive him out

ba-i gwidiW&quot; he threw it out 92.15,16 ; (haxiya daf) b&-igwidW w

he threw it (from in the water) on to land (31.2)

bsL-ibiliwaY you jumped out of house 24.15; (46.6)

(hadede) b&-iyeweyini n I took it out (of my mouth) (literally,

I-out-caused-it-to-return)

b&-idehenenaY you are through eating (literally, you-out-mouth-
are-finished) (132.14)

ba,-it!ixi xi he pulled (guts) out 92.17

(dok s duma l) ba-iwoF he got up (on the mountain) 124.4; (60.9)
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In certain idiomatic turns the primary signification of la-i- is as

good as lost:

(he
e
l-)\)&-imats!aW he began to sing (lit., he-song-out-put) 102.17

bar-ikHyi W he comes 92.1, 2; 156.24; 168.13

13. p!a-i- DOWN:

pl&i lt!ana ]ii n I held him down

p\BrigwidiW
v he threw it down

p\Bf-iwaya
e he went to lie down, to sleep (lit., he down-slept) 25.9

p la-iloJiolfe* I fell down (literally, I down-died)

pl&-iyewe
i

(arrow) fell down back 22.5; 48.14

p l&-i a lyowo he looked down 26.14

p\&iyowo they sat down (literally, they down-were) 56.2

p \&-isgaya pxde I lay down

14. aba-i- IN HOUSE, INTO HOUSE

It would perhaps be best to consider this an independent adverb

(demonstrative pronoun a- THIS + ba-i-, formed analogously

to eme HERE [
= demonstrative adverb e- HERE + me

]} ;
its

correlative relation to ba-i- makes it seem advisable to give

examples of its occurrence here:

&b&igini
e
Jc* he went inside 25.8; 27.7,13; 64.3

8Lba,iMwili u he ran inside 16.12

aba-iwoF they went into house 29.6; (44.7); 160.19
*

e I stay at home
!aaYts!a Y he stepped into house 31.3

15. bam- UP INTO AIR

This prefix occurs often with preposed elements gel- or dl*- as

gelbam- or difya/m-, which would seem to mean respectively

WITH BELLY SIDE UP and WITH BACK SIDE UP, Or IN FRONT OF

and DIRECTLY OVER one :

he threw it up
F&quot; he threw it up
v he threw it up

he shot it up 22.5

he looked up
ge\bofjns i

eull he was sitting up (in tree) 48.7

16. xam- IN RIVER, INTO WATER, FROM MOUNTAIN TO PLAIN:

x&malts!ayap* he washed himself in river

x&mgwidiW&quot; he threw it into river (33.6) ;
108.5

xa,mhiwili u he ran to river 29.13; 94.16

xa mAiZaj/iawF they became in river (
= were drowned) 166.16

x&m a lyowo he looked down from top of mountain 124.4 (con

trast pl&i
ea lyowo

e he looked down from ground 26.14)
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38. INSTRUMENTAL wa

it is somewhat difficult to classify this prefix, as it does not belong

either to the bocty-part or the purely local group. Strictly speaking

it should be considered the incorporated form of the demonstrative

pronoun in its instrumental function. As was seen above, it may

represent an instrumental noun, but, while the noun may itself be

incorporated to denote the instrument, this is not the case with the

demonstrative pronoun. For example:

ga wede yapta-wa-domJiiga
5 that not I-people-with-shall-kill (

= 1

shall not kill people therewith)

In other words, it would seem likely that such a form as ga al wa-

ts!ayagi
sn i WASH HIM WITH THAT is related to an ale

wats!ayagi
sn

i WASH HIM WITH IT as, e. g., xl al wats!ayagi n i WASH HIM WITH

WATER, to the form alxits!ayagi
f n i WATER-WASH HIM, i. e., the wa

in al wats!ayagi n is to be regarded as an incorporated ga THAT, IT

(such forms as *algats!ayagi n have never been found to occur). It

will be noticed that the verb-forms with incorporated wa- are nor

mally characterized by a suffixed -i- or -Jii-
;
as soon, however, as the

verb loses its instrumental
&quot;face,&quot;

this -i- is replaced by the normal

-a-. Thus:

wilau wats!ayagi
f n arrow I-shoot 1 -him-with-it (with incorpo

rated wa-, wila^u ARROW being outside the verb-structure and
in apposition with wa-)

but:

ts!ayaga
f n wi lau wa^ I-shoot-him arrow with (in which also wa-

stands outside the verb-complex, acting as an instrumental

postposition to wila^u)

Examples of instrumental wa- are:

(salxde)sal waJ,ats!agi n I touched him with my foot (literally,

my-foot I-foot-with-it-touched-him)

(w^wtfuvgwa rihi I drink (water) with it

(yap!a)wsit!omomi n I kill (people) with it (but yap!a t!omomaf n
I kill people)

alw&ts!ey8k*wide
s I washed myself with it

ga Ids doumia gehv&gulugwi n I try to kill him with that (literally,

that trying killing-him I-with-desire-it)

se el-w&ts!elelamda n I write with it

(iuxdeW)w8igaya-iwi
sn I used to eat with (my hands)

1 Aorist ts. ayag- SHOOT and aorist ts. ayag- WASH are only apparently identical, being respectively formed
from steins saag- and ts/aig-.
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(p*im)wsLSana 7iink* they will spear (salmon) with it 28.15 (cf.

sancfnk* they will spear it)

Although, as was suggested before, the prefix wa- as instrument

may be ultimately identical with the adverbial wa- TOGETHER (the

concepts of DOING SOMETHING WITH, BY MEANS OF IT and DOING

SOMETHING TOGETHER WITH IT are not very far removed), the two

can not be regarded as convertible elements. This is clearly brought

out in such forms as Item wa,elwa,t!oxo xien i PICKED THEM TOGETHER

WITH STICK. Literally translated, this sentence reads, STICK i-

TOGETHER-HAND-WITH-IT-PICKED-THEM; the first wa- is the adver

bial prefix; v, the general instrumental idea conveyed by the

character of the verb (GATHER WITH OXE S HANDS) ;
and the second

wa-, the incorporated representative of the more specific instrument

bem STICK. If preferred, I- may be interpreted, though less prob

ably, as a local element (-iwa- = with it in hand) .

2. Formation of Verb-Stems ( 39, 40)

39. GENERAL REMARKS

By a verb-stem will be here understood not so much the simplest

possible form in which a verb appears after being stripped of all its

prefixes, personal elements, tense-forming elements, and derivative

suffixes, but rather the constant portion of the verb in all tense and

mode forms except the aorist. The verb-stem thus defined will in

the majority of cases coincide with the base or root, i. e., the simplest

form at which it is possible to arrive, but not always. Generally

speaking, the aorist is characterized by an enlargement of the base

that we shall term &quot;aorist stem,&quot; the other tense-modes showing

this base in clearer form; in a minority of cases, however, it is the

aorist stem that seems to coincide with the base, while the verb-stem

is an amplification of it. Examples will serve to render these remarks

somewhat clearer:

Aorist stem
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By far the larger number of verbal bases are monosyllabic. Where

the simplest radical element that can be analyzed out remains dis

syllabic (as in da-wi- FLY, agan- PERCEIVE, yimi- LEND), the proba

bility is always very great that we have to reckon either with ampli

fications of the base, or with suffixes that have become so thoroughly

amalgamated with the base as to be incapable of separation from it

even in formal analysis; in some cases the dissyllabic character of

the verb-stem is due to a secondary phonetic reason (thus dawi- is

for dawy-, cf. dauy-; while in agan- the second a is inorganic, the

real stem thus being *agn-) . Most bases end either in a vowel or, more

frequently, in a single consonant; such as end in two consonants (as

yalg- DIVE, s omd- BOIL, lilw- JUMP) may often be plausibly suspected

of containing a petrified suffixed element.

The few examples of verb and aorist stems already given suffice to

indicate the lack of simple, thorough-going regularity in the forma

tion of the aorist stem from the base. Given the verb-stem, it is

possible only in the minority of cases to foretell the exact form of the

aorist stem. Thus, if doum- had followed the analogy of the pho

netically parallel naa
g-, we should have in the aorist not Homom-,

but domo-] similarly, the phonetic similarity of odo- and loho- would

lead us to expect an aorist stem lduh- s and not lohoi-, for the latter.

Nor is it safe to guess the form of the verb-stein from a given aorist

stem. Thus, while the aorist lohoi- corresponds to a verb-stem loho-,

yewei- corresponds to yen- RETURN; nagai-, to na- SAY, DO; and

Jdemei-, to klemn- DO, MAKE. Mere phonetic form has, indeed, com

paratively little to do with determining the relation of the two

stems. This is clearly evidenced by the following cases of homony-
mous but etymologically distinct bases with corresponding aorist

stems.

Verb base
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The signification of the verb-stem gives almost no information

as to the form of the aorist stem, the various types of aorist forma

tion being each exemplified by a heterogeneous array of verbs, as far

as any discernible similarity of meaning is concerned. It is true that,

in a comparatively few cases, certain types of aorist formation can

be shown to be characteristic of intransitive verbs; but in these the

formation of the aorist stem involves the addition of a distinct pho
netic element that has every appearance of being a worn-down suffix.

Not the least remarkable feature of tense-formation lies in the fact

that the most frequentlyused of the tense-modes, the aorist (equivalent

to immediate future, present, and past) , generally shows the derived or

amplified form of the base; while the far less important tense-modes,

the future, inferential, potential, and present and future imperatives

employ the generally more fundamental verb-stem. In its naked

form the aorist stem appears as the third person subject third per

son object aorist transitive. For example:

Homom he killed him

nagcC
1 he said to him

-Tial he answered him
ofuf he hunted for him

The bare verb-stem appears as the second person singular (third per

son object) present imperative intransitive and transitive. For ex

ample :

doum kill him!

odo^ hunt for him!

no&quot; say ! do !

and as the first element of the periphrastic future, that will later

receive treatment.

In striking contrast to the extensive use in Athapascan of distinct

and unrelated stems for the singular and plural, only a very few such

cases have been discovered in Takelma
;
and even in these the singu

lar stem may, it seems, also be used in the plural.

Sing, verb-stem
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It is interesting to observe that, while STAND and SIT are intran

sitive in the singular, the plural stems sal-xog
w- and al-xall1- make

transitive forms with a third personal object (-ancfY first person

plural aorist transitive, -i F intransitive; cf. tlomomancfV we kill

him, but s as inlp*ik* we stand and 8 U*wifap*ik* we are seated, dwell,

stay).

The great majority of verb-stems are either necessarily transitive

or intransitive, or are made such by appropriate suffixes. Only a

few cases occur of verbs that are both transitive and intransitive,

the respective forms being kept distinct only by the varying pro

nominal suffixes. Such are:

moyugw-a n-t*es I am spoiled, and moyugw-an-a n I spoil him

ligi-n-t*e
s I rest, and ligtf-n-a^n I rest him

Jc!uwu
/

they ran away in flight, and Jctuwu he sowed, threw

them about

Certain forms are alike for both transitive and intransitive; e. g.,

second person plural subject: Jc!uwuwaYp\

40. TYPES OF STEM-FORMATION

In looking over the many examples of verb and corresponding

aorist stems obtained, it was found possible to make out sixteen types

of stem-relations. Of this large number of types about half are of

frequent occurrence, while of each of the rest but few examples have

been found. It is not claimed for a moment that all of these types

should be regarded as being exactly on a par, but merely that they

have the value of forming a convenient systematization of the some

what bewildering mass of methods of radical or base changes encoun

tered. It is very probable that some of these are ramifications of

others, while some types show more or less petrified suffixes that for

some reason or other became specialized in certain tenses. As com

parative linguistic material is entirely lacking, however, we can not

make a genetic classification of types; a purely descriptive classifi

cation must suffice.

In the following table of types of stem-formation, c means conso

nant; v, vowel; d, the fortis correspondent of c; c
l}

c
2 ,
and so on, other

consonants; vv denotes pseudo-diphthong; other letters are to be

literally interpreted.
40
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Table of Types of Stem-Formation
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verb-stem -xlkl- see; aorist Type 6 -xVg- and Type 2 -xik!i-xa-

see (without object)

verb-stem yen- return; aorist intransitive Type 4 yewei-, causa

tive Type 2 yewe
e
-n-, and, according to Type 8, yewew-ald-

go back for some one

There are few if any verbs whose verb and aorist stems absolutely

coincide. If in nothing else the two differ at least in the quantity

of the stem vowel, the aorist stem always tending to show a long

vowel. In some cases the two (dissyllabic) stems seem identical in

phonetic form because of the persistence of an inorganic a in the

second syllable of the verb-stem and the presence of a repeated

radical a in the second syllable of the aorist stem. Sometimes only

certain of the forms built on the verb-stem exhibit the inorganic a;

in such cases the secondary character of the a is directly proven by
the forms that lack it. A case in point is :

aorist stem ts Iayam- hide; verb-stem ts ! ay[a]
lm- and ts !a-im-

Other verbs, however, are phonetically so constituted as to require

the presence of the inorganic a in all forms derived from the verb-

stem. Such are:

aorist stem agan- feel, hear; verb-stem ag[a]n-
aorist stem p/aJian- be ripe, done; verb stem p!ah[a]n-

Under such circumstances ambiguous forms may result; e. g.,

w& agamY may be construed either as an aorist (YOU FELT IT) or as

a potential (YOU WOULD FEEL IT) derived from the stem ag[a]n-.

But evidence is not lacking even in these cases to prove the inor

ganic character of the second a in the non-aorist forms. One test

has been already referred to in another connection the incapability

of a secondary diphthong (a diphthong involving an inorganic a) to

have a rising accent. Thus:

aorist &amp;lt;Za

a
agaii (-aga

v

n) he heard it; but imperative cZaa ag[a ]n
hear it!

A second test is the failure of inorganic a to become ablauted to e.

Thus:

aorist plehen- a nxi he causes me to be done; but future p!eh[a]n-
ofnxinlc he will cause me to be done

The various types of stem-formation will now be taken up in the

order of their occurrence in the table.

1 Brackets indicate an inorganic element.

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 7 S 40
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TYPE 1. Verb-stem v + c; aorist v* + c. In this type are embraced

partly monosyllabic and partly dissyllabic verb-stems that either

seem to undergo no change at all in the aorist or merely lengthen

the stem-vowel. The number of verbs that follow the type does not

seem to be very great. Examples:
Verb-stein Aorist stem

woga ^ he will arrive (196.20) wouk he arrived 47.15

obo/n I shall dig it up ouba *n I dug it up (48.7)

yi
xU copulating 86.5 yPla

/ n I copulated with her 26.3

ugwa n I shall drink it (162.17) u u
gwa

en I drank it 186.3

hogwana n I shall make him run hou
gwana

f n I made him run

(138.2) (79.2)

7iin x-n.iwa s coward 76.5; Jiin
ex^i^wa/ en I was afraid (17.7)

(160.19)

wBV I shall travel (178.11) wife* I traveled (90.1)

t Wla mxade e I shall go fishing t Wla mxade6 I went fishing

yimi /mt I shall lend it to him yVmiya^n I lend it to him
(98.14) (98.15)

huli nZV I shall be tired out huu
li n$V I was tired out (102.1)

hagaWV I shall have a cold thrill hagaftVI had a cold thrill 166.1

lohona n I shall cause him to die \ohounaf n I caused him to die

(100.8)

al-ge
f

y&Tide
e I shall turn my face al- geyano/ ?i I turned my face

As regards the accent of the stem syllable, the examples show that,

whenever accented, it takes the rising pitch when long, the raised

pitch when short (and final). Compare further:

oup* he dug it up 124.5, 12 Jiin x-nlu he was afraid

UY W he drank it 162.20 al-geya^n he turned his face

TYPE 2. Verb-stem v + c; aorist v + c + v. If, as seems probable,

the second consonant of verbal bases ending in two consonants is in

many cases really a petrified suffix, a very large proportion of those

verbs that might be listed under Type 3 really belong here, thus

making Type 2 probably the most numerously represented of all types.

In some forms it is possible to detect the derivative character of the

second consonant by a comparison of etymologically related forms

that lack it; e. g., in ts ldm- RATTLE (aorist ts !elem-) r the -m- is

shown to be a suffix, though of no determinable signification, because

of its absence in the corresponding frequentative ts lelets lal-. A
corroborative phonetic test lies in the treatment of the first con

sonant of the cluster, in so far as verbs following Type 3 show a fortis

in the aorist as against a media or tenuis in the verb-stem, while those

40
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of Type 2 suffer no change in this respect; e. g., verb-stem wism-

MOVE has aorist according to Type 3, wits Urn-, as contrasted with

verb-stem t gism- GET GREEN with aorist of Type 2 fgisim- (t gism-

should therefore be analyzed as base t gis- + suffix -m-). This

criterion enables us to pick out an otherwise unsuspected suffix in

verbs like tlo/p g- FINISH, aorist tlabag- (not Type 3, *tlap fag-), but

can be applied only where the first consonant of the verb-stem is s,

I, d, or g. A more general phonetic test would seem to be the

position occupied by the inorganic vowel -a-. In those cases in

which we have most reason to consider the second consonant as

part of the base, this -a- follows the cluster as &quot;

constant&quot; a; while

otherwise, and indeed in the majority of cases, it is inserted between

the two consonants: wisma t*e
e

i SHALL MOVE (base wism-), but

t*gisa mt
l

e e
i (AS PLANT) SHALL GET GREEN. An application of these

various criteria, were sufficient material at hand, would probably
show that but a comparatively small number of verbs follow Type 3.

Examples of verbs of Type 2 are :

Verb-stem

f-t!am n I shall hold him (28.11)

wa-k \oPyafn I shall go with him

o sbin (
= ? ok-s-) I shall give ic

to you (178.15)

oina n I shall give it

y&lxaldan I shall lose it (188.18)

yo JV I shall be (33.10)

nak inF he will say to him

(94.16)

da-sg&lpxde
e I shall lie down

. t*uuga it will get hot

s omda n I shall cook it

Examples illustrating the intrusive

Verb-stem

bila ut e* I shall jump (160.17)
tmlada n I shall love her

kliya Vde* I shall come 196.1

gma Jc*de
e I shall go somewhere

14.3

duwaWde* I shall be good

Aorist stem

hi*n I held him 73.16

wa-k\oyo n I went with him

(33.15)

ogu sbi n I gave it to you 23.3

oyona n I gave it (180.20)

y&l&xaldafn I lost it (77.10)

yowotfV I was (42.1)

naga
N he said to him 180.7

da-sg&ysi 2)xde I am lyingdown
t uwu F it got hot 94.15

s omoda/
?i I cooked it (58.10)

-a- are:

Aorist stem

bilifi&V I jumped
1

(45.14)
ml\$da en I love her

-kliyi de I came (156.24)

gim Jc de5 I went somewhere
21.10

duwuk*de I was good (146.7)

Perhaps best considered as belonging to Type 3 (verb-stem bilw-).
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Verb-stem Aorist stem

xm&afV de e I shall be satiated xumu Fd&amp;lt;? I was satiated
(130.18)

wiya k de* I shall groan wiyi Fde I groaned (192.11)
xuda mZV I shall whistle xudimZV I whistled (33.16)
ts !ela ra/V I shall rattle ts !elem^e I rattled (102.13)
ts lus.a mt e* I shall make whis- ts lus umt e I made whistling

tling noise by drawing in noise (78.9,10,12)

breath between teeth and

lower lip

\i
l

ga nt*e e I shall rest liglnZV I rested (79.2,4)

y&la nfe6 1 shall be lost (cf. 14.3) yalafitfV I am lost (note differ

ence in accent between aorist

and future)

It is to be understood, of course, that this -a- is in no sense a

characterizing future or non-aorist element, as, when the phonetic

conditions allow, it drops out altogether. This takes place when the

consonant following the intrusive -a- is itself followed by a vowel.

Thus the second person singular future (-ada ] of some of the verbs

listed has no -a-: bilwadaf

, gingada ,
duugada ,

wl{

gada
/

, yalnada
5

.

Similarly the simple stem xud- WHISTLE appears in xut*ma/
s WHISTLER.

In regard to vocalic quantity it will be observed that the verbs of

this type divide themselves into two classes those with short verb-

stem vowel (such as t!an-, og-, s om-d-, gin-g- } yal-n-} and those with

long verb-stem vowel (k!o
u
y- } yal-x-ald-, ll

i

g-[a]n- }
t*uu-g-, wiil-[a]d-}.

The first and second stem vowels of the aorist of verbs of the first

class are regularly both short (t!ana-, ogo-, s omo-d-, gini-g-, yala-n-) ;

the aorists of the second class seem generally to have a short first

but long second vowel (k!oyo
u
-, yald

a
-x-ald, ligtf-n-, t*uwu

u
-g-, miltf-d-} .

The verb ndag- (aorist naga-) SAY TO and perhaps a few others (sgdi-

p-x-, aorist sgaya-p-x-} al-ts!di-g- WASH aorist al-ts!aya-g-; but

al-ts!di-p*- WASH ONESELF, aorist al-ts!aya
a
-p-*) do not follow this

rule. Of the verb yo- (aorist yowo-) forms of both accent classes are

found (yot ee as well as yo t*ee
, yowo fe? as well as yowot*e ), and

indeed a lengthening of the second vowel of aorists of the first class

seems to occur with considerable frequency. The rising for long and

the raised for final short stem vowels seem to be the normal accents

for verbs of Type 2, whether the stress falls on the first or second

(in aorists) vowel. If, however, the accented vowel is followed by a
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glottal catch or fortis consonant the accent, as generally in such a

case, is a falling one. Thus:

s o u Vopdee I shall jump (148.8)) s owo u
V6p*de I jump (48.15 ; 49.1)

Such forms as wa-Jc!oyo n are only apparently opposed oo the rule

(see 65).

TYPE 3. Verb-stem v + c + c
t ;

aorist v + c! J-
1&amp;gt; -t- or Tne most

satisfactory test of a verb of this type is the intervocalic fortis

consonant of the aorist stem as contrasted with the correspond

ing non-fortis consonant of the verb-stem. As only the minority of

base-final consonant-clusters begin with a consonant that is capable

of being changed to a fortis, there are in the material available only a

few verbs to which the test can be applied. Those showing an

intervocalic fortis (changed from non-fortis) in the aorist stem are :

Verb-stem Aorist stem

t-lasgi n I shall touch it -lats \agi n I touched it

masga/?i I shall put it (102.15) matslago/^ I put it 74.13

wismada f

you will move wits limaY you moved 148.16

yo kVcMi I shall know it (162.6) yokloya n I knew it 50.5

\op*dia
u

t* it will rain lop!odm
/M it rained 152.11

In other verbs of this type the only characteristic of the aorist

stem is the repetition between the consonants of the cluster of the

stem-vowel. The following verb-forms exemplify this group, with

the reservation that if in any case the second consonant of the

cluster be really a suffix, the form should be assigned to Type 2.

Verb-stem Aorist stem

t !amyana ?i 1 shall go to get her t !amayana ?i I went to get her

married (150.5,19) married (148.5)

ts!a-uyo/ s fast runner 138.2 ts!awaiV I ran fast

dls-uf
its lamt&quot; fool him! dl uyu

f
ts lamda n I fooled him

baxma^V 1

(
= baxm-} I shall come baxam^V I came (114.16)

ga-iwr/Ti I shall eat it 128.18 gayawa
/ n I ate it 30.11

moigwcmo/Ti I shall spoil it moyugwarwi
/ n I spoiled it

(31.12)

yo
u snan I shall scarehim (186.10) yowo sna ^ I scared him

(186.10)

malgwi n I shall tell him malagm en I told him (30.15)

ba-i-xilgwi n I shall snatch it &a-i-xiligwi
/

7i I snatched it out
out (33.4)

i This verb clearly belongs to Type 3 because of constant -a- following -xm-. Had it belonged to Type 2
it would have assumed the form *baxa mt ee.
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Verb-stem Aorist stem

gwel-leisde
e I shall be lame gwel-le ye

esdes I am lame

Jdawlf
e
e I shall fly (166.18) dawaftV I flew (166.18)

}da-uya s flyer

ba-i-hemga n :
I&quot; shall take (food) &a-i-hemega ?i I took (food)

ou-t (16/10) out (58.9; 118.12)

TiaVrgPlba n f shall put (beam) 7ian-gi\[ba
/sn I put (beam) across

tfcross
7

(176.3)

6a-i-k!aalsi 7i I shall take it out &a-i-k!ala sien I took it out

(25.4)

p elga n I shall go to war against p elego/ n I went to war against
them (124.19) them (110.4)

yamda n I shall ask him (70.6) yamada/
fn I asked him (56.3)

yi ms aldan I shall dream about jum.
f
s oMa n I dreamed about

him him 186.3

7ia^u-hafu sdda it will stop (rain- Aa-^-hana/
s it stopped (rain

ing) (198.9) ing) 196.8

yo
u
ga n I shall marry her (192.16) yowoga

f n I married her (43.3)

As long as the first consonant of the cluster is a semivowel (w, y)

or a liquid or nasal (Z, m, n) t
the question as to whether the verb

belongs to Type 2 or Type 3 is a purely etymological or historical one.

Descriptively it makes no difference whether a form like p*elega
sn

i WENT TO WAR AGAINST THEM is derived from peleg- by the inser

tion of the stem-vowel -e- between Z and g (Type 3), or from p el-g-

by the addition of the -e- to a base p*el- (Type 2). From a purely

descriptive point of view, then, the most typical aorist formation in

Takelma may be said to be characterized by the repetition of the stem-

vowel immediately after the first consonant following the stem-vowel.

From the point of view of vocalic quantity the verbs of Type 3

fall into the same two classes as those of Type 2 such as have a

short vowel in the stem (t!amy-} tslawy-, malg-, p elg-, Jiants!-) and

such as have a long vowel (uits l-, gtflb-, Jc!a
a
ls}, these latter being

apparently much less numerous than in Type 2. The quantity of

both the stem vowels of the aorist is regularly short, even when the

verb-stem vowel is long (gilib-, Jcfalas-) ; only rarely is the second

vowel of the aorist stern long (Uye
e
s-, uyifits !-} . The accent of

stressed stem vowels follows the same rules as in the case of verbs of

Type 3 (dowaVfe*, luin-gili p with rising or raised pitch; but Tiana s
s,

Tie
iex-daa HE WILL BE LEFT OVER, uyu

fii s des
i LAUGH, with falling

accent because of the glottal catch).
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TYPE 4. Verb-stem vv + c(+v); aorist v-\-c + v + i. Verbs of this

type are intransitive, the -i-, though confined to the aorist, being

evidently in some way connected with the intransitive character.

That it is really a derivative element characteristic of the aorist is

shown by its conduct in transitive forms derived from the intransitive.

In the causative in -n- it drops out:

t aga
a
ft(7/ ?i I make him cry

while in certain other transitive derivatives it is preserved :

Va.g&yagwa
en I cry having it

The contradiction in treatment is here only apparent, as the absence

or presence of the -i- would seem to depend not so much on the

transitive or intransitive form of the verb as on whether the action

expressed by the verb is logically transitive or not (in a causative the

action is necessarily directed toward an object, in a comitative the

formal object is not concerned in the action of the verb at all). Types
4a and 4& may properly be considered subclasses of Types 2 and 1

respectively, though it should be noted that the -i- occurs nowhere

except in one special tense the aorist. Examples of Type 4& are :

Verb-stem Aorist stem

ye ftfV I shall return (92.24) yeweftV I returned (58.9,13)

p!ak &amp;lt;Ze I shall bathe (58.5; 118.7) plagaftV I bathed 58.2

t ak de 6 1 shall cry (29.11) t agaif e I cried (29.13; 62.2)

naYee
(irregular)Ishallsay,do 196.5 nagaftV I said, did 126.3;180.1

Even less numerous are the examples of 4Z&amp;gt; that have been found:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

lohoY dead (98.10; 170.1; 186.21) lohoIZV I died 184.18

leheY drifting dead to land lehe i he drifted dead to land

75.5

The aorist of verbs of Type 4 regularly have the rising accent on

the i- dipthong formed by the repeated stem vowel and the i- suffix.

The stressed stem-vowel of forms built on the verb-stem regularly

has the rising (4a) or raised accent (second vowel of 4b). na-, which

is irregular also in other respects, has a short vowel in the verb-stem

and takes the raised accent in non-aorist forms under appropriate

conditions (naY saying; ncf say it!).

TYPE 5. Verb-stem v + c + v; aorist vv+ c. This type of verb is

morphologically very difficult to understand, as it is in effect the very

opposite of Type 2. Morphologically yana- GO : t!an- HOLD = yd
an- :
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tlana-; but phonetically the proportion would gain in symmetry by
reversing the positions of its first and third terms. Examples are:

Verb-stem

w&g&wi n I shall bring it to him

(45.6)

wege/smF he will bring it to me

yanaY&amp;lt;?
e I shall go 14.3

haxa JV I shall burn (92.29)
dafc-da-hal&fTiin I shall answer

him
laba carry it! (70.5); 192.8

sagwa paddle it! 112.3,9
wede fc mF he will take it from
him (16.10,11; 17.10,11)

lebe n I shall pick it up and eat it

sebe n I shall roast it (44.6)

7ie
e -iwi xink* he will go away
from me

7iawax-xiwi t*e
e I shall rot (194.8)

odo n I shall hunt for it (1 16.7, 1 1)

wooVF he will go to get it (162.8)

p uyumda n I shall smoke them
out

yomo n I shall catch up with him

(46.7; 136.12,13)

Aorist stem

I brought it to him

(176.17)

wee
ga si he brought it to me
(194.11)

yanf e I went 14.7

hax(&? I burnt (98.1,4)
dak -da-haaH / n I answered him

(122.4: 146.14; 180.18)

lap he carried it 160.9

saagwo/ 7i I paddled it (14.6)

wet ^i he took it from him 16.13;

(76.1)

leeba % I picked and ate it 94.5, 12

seeba ?i I roasted it (118.10)
7ie

e -lus i he went away from me
(184.14,15)

hawax-x.iat*e I am rotting (100.1)
ouda n I hunted for it (13.9)

woulf he went to get it 160.4

p*oyamda n I smoked them out

(76.11)

yo
u
miya

/
?i I caught up with him

(final -I1- of aorist stem unex

plained) (140.14)

The two stem vowels of the verb-stem are always short in quantity,

the second regularly having the raised accent (imperatives yancf, lebe?,

odo^, woo^} .

l The long stem vowel of the aorist, when stressed, takes

the rising accent. To this latter rule there is one curious exception.

The verb odo- HUNT FOR always has the falling accent on the OM of

the aorist (o
/wf HE HUNTED FOR IT 13.9

; 88.8, never *ottO, but the non-

aorist forms follow in everything the analogy of other verbs of this

type. This anomaly is quite unexplained. Can it be that a leveling

out of two originally distinct paradigms has taken place (*o
ud-

,
ocZ0

x- of

Type 5 and o ud-
,
*o u

tl- of Type 6)?

TYPE 6. Verb-stem v^ + c!; aorist vv + c. Most of the verbs that

follow this type have as second consonant in the aorist one capable of

1 Such forms as lebe n, with falling accent on the second vowel, are only apparently opposed to this

rule, as in these cases the falling accent regularly goes with the personal ending -n. Practically all vio

lations of the accent rules found in the examples are of this merely apparent character and will be readily

explained away when the subject of personal endings is considered.
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becoming a fortis; such as do not, introduce a catch before the second

consonant in non-aorist forms. There seem to be no primarily in

transitive verbs of this type. Examples of the type are :

Verb-stem Aorist stem

-kVa ak!wmIshallwakehimup vkVa agw 7i I woke him up
16.4; (75.6)

kVa ae
oxZe

e I shall wakeup (190.5) k wa azde I woke up (16.3, 5)

xaa-lsi
ft\an I shall put it about xaa-\& ada n I put it about my

my waist waist

Za-^-t ba k!m I shall burst it la- i-Vbsi a
gi

sn I burst it (24.17)

(118.5)

wa-sga p lin I shall make it tight wa-sga
/abienlmadeit tight (140.6)

oZ-xfk!m I shall see him (146.21) ol-xl ^n I saw him 188.9

de -l-wl
fk\in I shall spread it out de -l-wlngi

sn I spread it out

(120.1)

&amp;lt;ZaF-tV
ek!m I shall give him to cZ&F-tV e

gi riIgavehimtosmoke
smoke (170.13)

&aa-xo t Ian I shall win over him baa-xo uda n I won over him

(170.9) (168.5)

al-lo k\wan I shall thrust it al-\o u
gwa n I thrust it (152.19)

dal-p o t\in I shall mix it (178.5) dal-p*o
udi n I mixed it

de -i-nu t lin I shall drown him de -l-uu udi n I drowned him

(118.9)

de-bu klin I shall fill it de-bu
&quot;gi

n I filled it (140.3)

-gi na take it! (102.14) i-gf na he took it 15.1; 45.13

Despite the change of the second consonant from fortis to non-

fortis, it is not certain that it is always an integral part of the stem;

in de-burji

gi n the g (&/) seems to be a verbifying suffix (cf. de-bu e

FULL as adjective). The accent of the base of verbs of Type 6 differs

materially from that of verbs of types heretofore discussed. The

normal pitch-accent of most verb-bases is the rising tone for long,

the raised for final short, vowels, unless a catch immediately follows.

Thus in Type 5 dak -da-Jial HE ANSWERED HIM; Type 2 nagcf HE

SAID TO HIM; but with catch Type 4 naga
i HE SAID. The verbs,

however, of Type 6, as will have been noticed, all have the falling

accent in both aorist and non-aorist forms. This variation from the

accentual norm becomes intelligible if \ve remember that a fortis

is the equivalent of a catch + a media; e. g., cHfflflc!in i SHALL SEE

HIM; alxl Y SEE HIM! As the catch tends to bring about a falling

accent before it, the falling accent peculiar to verbs of Type 6 may
plausibly be ascribed to the fortis (i. e., glottal catch) quality of the

final consonant of the stem. Compare also, in Type 3, lie iklin
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I SHALL LEAVE IT OVER. The retention of the falling accent in the

aorist, although the presumable cause of it has been removed, is an

example of form-parallelism, and argues, at least in verbs of this

type, for the secondary origin of the aorist stem. The. relation

between xo tlan and xd uda n is, then, the same as that which obtains

between yowo
6 HE WAS and yowo

udas WHEN HE WAS 79.7.

The organic character of the fortis consonant of verbs of this type

is still further evidenced by many derivative forms (iteratives, con-

tinuatives, -xa- forms used to imply lack of object) which are reg

ularly derived from the verb-stem, not the aorist stem, even in their

aorist forms. Thus from sgd
u
tl- 45.10 (aorist sgo

ud- 72.10) CUT are

derived the derivative aorists sgot!o sgade i CUT FREQUENTATIVELY

(Q2.1),sgot!ol-7ia n i KEEP CUTTING IT (108.8), sgut!u xadee
i CUT (with

out object) (92.2). Parallel forms are derived from most other verbs

of this type, such as xiHk!-, lo u
lc!-, sgi

fi
pl- CUT, sge

etl- LIFT UP. A few

verbs of Type 6, however, form the aorists of these derivatives from

the aorist stems of the simple verbs. Such forms are the frequenta-

tives fbaga t bag- 14.12 (from t ~ba
a
1c!- 136.20) and sege sag- 172.10

(from se ek!- NOD TO, OPEN DOOR 138.18).

TYPE 7 . Verb-stem c + vv + c
x; aorist c ! + v + c + v ( -f i) . The second

sub-group (7fr) of this sparsely represented type of verbs is apparently

related to the first (7a) as are verbs of Type 4& to those of Type 2.

It is very improbable, however, that the characteristic -i- element

of the aorist is morphologically the same in both Type 4 and Type 75,

as verbs of the latter type are clearly transitive, while in Type 4 the

-i- was found to be a clearly intransitivizing element. A further

difference between the two types lies in the marked length of the

repeated vowel in verbs of Type 76. This vocalic length is perhaps

responsible for the loss of the -i- in certain forms; e. g., di-Uugul

HE WORE IT, but dl-t!ugu n i WORE IT. (See 65.)

Of Type 7a only the following examples have been found :

Verb-stem Aorist stem

baa-dep*de
e I shall arise 196.3 fca-t!ebe ZV I arose 186.14

wa-d.l\nhin I shall distribute wa-t \i\lk*ni n I have distributed

them them (130.4)

dwe e

p dwa pxda they will fly tlweple tlwapx they flew with

without lighting out lighting

The last example follows also Types 6 and 13a.
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Aorist stem

da-t!agai he built afire 96.17

^-t!ugul she wore it 96.16

t^gwasMk^wide
5 I tattooed my-

self

k!adai he picked them
swadai he beat him in gambling

To Type 7b belong:

Verb-stem

da-dak* build a fire!

(^-duUg^VF she will wear it 55.9

tfgw&^a nfgwide* I shall tattoo

myself
k!aadaViF he will pick them

(116.17)

The last three verbs happen to have stems beginning with a conso

nant or consonant-combination that does not allow of development into

a fortis, so that there is no initial modification in the aorist. A few

other transitive verbs have aorist stems like those of type 7b, but

form their non-aorist forms according to other models, as the aorists

Jclemei- MAKE (only with third personal object; otherwise Tc!eme (e)
-n-,

corresponding verb-stem k!ein-n- of Type 2) and yeJiei- HEAR SINGING

FAR AWAY (verb-stem yehi
1

-). In both aorist and non-aorist forms

the stem vowel or long i-diphthong, when stressed, bears the rising or

raised accent (Jc!af PICK THEM! l)a
a-t!eleY HE AROSE).

TYPE 8 . Verb-stem c 4- vv + c
t ;

aorist c!+v + c
l + v + cr The aorist

stem of this type is characterized by reduplication of Type 1 (see

30) combined, wherever possible, with change to fortis of the ini

tial consonant. Examples are:

Verb-stem

gaitV I shall grow (77.9)

go
uda/ft I shall bury him (118.3)

go
ula ?i I shall dig it

gu
uwaV, I shall plant it (94.10)

do uma n I shall kill him (178.14)

wa -l-dox.in I shall gather them

ba-i-dudn I shall pull (guts) out

daala n I shall crack it

&ee
gwa, ldan I shall watch for

him (116.20; 126.20)
wae-l-deemi n I shall gather
them (for war)

baaba ft, I shall chop it (90.16)

a n I shall start (war,

basket) (110.21; 170.10)
I shall mash it

Aorist stem

k!ayalfe I grew (77.9)

k\ododa n I buried him (96.16)

klo\o\a n I dug it 73.10,14
k!uwuwa/e

rz, I planted it (132.10)

t!omoma ?i I killed him 71.7

wa -l-t !oxo xi n I gathered them

(112.6,11; 192.4)

ba-i-t\ixi xi n I pulled (guts) out

(92.17)

t!alala
/ n I cracked it

t ! egwegwa lda n I watched for

him (118.2; 158.12)

wa -i-t !eme rm he gathered
them (for war) 110.3

p!ababa % I chopped it (90.11)

di-p !ugugwo/ ?i I started it

ts !adada/
?i I mashed it (130.23)
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Verb-stem Aorist stem

s Smfan I shall boil it (170.16) ts !umumfa% I boiled it

(170.17)

de -i-s il&amp;gt;in I shall close door des
-l-ts \ibibi

f n I closed door

(90.4) (90.5)

ye
e
gwa n I shall bite him (88.2) yegwegwa n I bit him (88.3)

\o ubafn I shall pound them lobobaf n I pounded them

(16.6) (16.9)

li mcW tree will fall (108.12) limi m tree fell (108.11)

hgfoV I shall sing (106.15) helefeV I sang (104.2, 5, 6)

In the transitive verbs of this type the repeated consonant of the

aorist is found only when the object is of the third person; otherwise

it is dropped, with lengthening of the preceding vowel. Thus:

tlomom he killed him 16.15; butt!omdxli n he killed you(cf. 178.12)

Before certain intransitivizing derivative suffixes, particularly -x-

(see 56) and -xa- (see 53), the same loss of the repeated consonant

of the aorist stem is to be noted. Thus:

plabcfp* he chopped it 90.11; but plebe xa* he chopped 55.6

wae-l-t!emem he gathered them together; but dak -t!emex they
are gathered together 43.9; 136.11

With -x- the preceding vowel is lengthened, with -xa- it remains

short. The second consonant of the stems of verbs of Type 8 never

involves a radical glottal catch, hence the falling accent is never

found on either the first or second stem vowel.

TYPE 9 . Verb-stem c + vv+ q ;
aorist c! + v+ y + v + cv This type is

not at all a common one. It differs from Type 7a in that the added

vowel (in every case a, as far as the material goes) is put before the

last consonant of the base, the y serving perhaps merely to connect

the stem -a- and added -a-.

Of Type 9, examples are:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

daaga^ I shall find it (110.15) t!ayaga % I found it (27.12)

saago/n I shall shoot him ts! ayaga&quot;% I shot him (45.13)

da-dsiife e
(-da

a
y-) I shall go to &amp;lt;2&-t!ayartV

I went to get

get something to eat (33.9) something to eat 1

(75.9)

da-d^ldi n (
=

d&ild-, see 11)1 da-t\aysildi
f n (

=
tlayai^-, see

shall go to get it to eat (33.9) 1 1) I went to get it to eat

(76.9)

i This verb might be considered as entirely parallel to gaay- (aorist klayai-) of Type 8. The deriva

tive in -Id-, however, seems to prove it to be of Type 9; the -Id- forms, if belonging to Type 8, would

probably appear as *da-daaya Wm, *da-tlayaya ldisn.
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fc ( -f c ) ]

TYPE 10. Verb-stem c + v ( + c) ( + c
l); aorist c + i&amp;gt; +

|

1

K+v).
[c l + c

J

This type embraces the few verbs that form their aorist stem by

merely repeating the initial consonant of the verb-stem. Of 10a,

that is, those that introduce the initial consonant immediately after

the stem-vowel, there have been found :

Verb-stem Aorist stem

loux to play 31.7; (31.6, 8, 9) lo ulf es I played

\&pde
e I shall become (25.2) laarlfe I became (also of Type

15a) 186.19

laawo/7i I shall twine basket laalwa/e
ffc I twinedbasket (61.7)

freM;-le (l)fc/mIshalllethimgo Jie
s
-i-\e \ek !i

sn I let him go

(182.20) (50.4)

The last verb differs from the others in that it repeats in the aorist

both the consonant and the vowel of the verb-stem; it is the only

verb known which shows perfect duplication of the verb-stem (as

suming the suffixed character of the -k /-) .

l

Perhaps -lek!- is misheard

for -lelk!-.

The only certain example of 10 & is:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

sancf spear it! (33.9) sans he speared it (110.20)

The verb-stem here is of Type 5. The simple base (san-) is best

seen in the fully reduplicated saansofn-sini(iue THEY ARE FIGHTING

EACH OTHEK 23.14. An aorist of Type 10 6 is probably also:

7ia-u-gwen-ynt\i
f
Jii (

=
*yut!y-[A]i)

he gobbled it down (cf. fre

quentative yutfuyad-)

See also aorist yo
umli- under Type 5. Stems of this type are more

frequent among nouns than verbs, e. g., help SWAN (see 86, 5).

TYPE 11. Verb-stem c-\-v-\-cl -\-c; aorist c + v + ^ + v + c. Verbs

belonging to this type differ in the aorist from those of the preceding

type in that they introduce before the repeated initial consonant also

the vowel of the stem, thus approaching in form the more fully

reduplicating Type 13. Only a few examples of the type occur:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

loma lfee (a is inorganic) I lomol^V I choked
shall choke

xalxo/mZV I shall urinate (cf. xala xara^V I urinated 3

xaal-am- urine)

1 There are many apparently perfect duplications of verb-stems in -a-, but the -a- of the second member
is never a repetition of the stem-vowel. See Type 12.

2 This verb is better considered as belonging to Type 13a, xalxam- and xalaxam- being respectively
dissimilated from * xanxan- and *xanaxan- (see 21).
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Verb-stem Aorist stem

yawrY e e I shall talk (cf. base yawaif e I talked (30.4; 126.2)

yiw- talk) (126.2)
da-l&amp;gt;o k\op*na n I made bub

bles (base Idle!-} 102.22

bde-al-mo \
sman I shall turn bde-al-mo \o maen I turned

things over (base mole
-) things over

e^-ye hi 1
?! I shall go to where daa

-yehel he went where there

singing is heard was singing (see Type 7&)

106.10

\egwela mda n I suck it out

of it (186.18)

laamala en I quarrel with him

(27.2)

It is quite possible that many verbs whose verb-stem ends in a con

sonant identical with their initial consonant (and that one would be

inclined to list under Type 2) really belong to Type 11. In such

cases as:

ging- go somewhere (aorist ginig-}

Jc!iy[d]g- go, come (aorist Icliyig-)

gel-gul[a]g- desire (aorist- gulug-}

it is not easy to decide whether the final -g- is a suffixed element, as

in many verbs of Type 2, or a repetition of the initial consonant of

the base. As to the genesis of the form in verbs of Type 11, it seems

clear that it is only a secondary development of the far more richly

represented Type 13. This is indicated by the existence of second

forms of Type 13 alongside those of Type 11 :

da-bok!obaf
fc*na n I make bubbles yiwiya ut e I talk (148.9)

mo lo mala n I turn things over

(170.16)

A form like mo f
lo mat YOU TURNED THINGS OVER may go back to

a *mo lo mlat* (Type 136), itself a reduced form of the fully redu

plicating mo lo mala
,
but see 65.

TYPE 1 2 . Verb-stem c + vv + q; aorist c + vv+ c
1 + c + a + c

1
. Verbs of

this type form their aorist by reduplicating the verb-stem according

to Type 2 (see 30) ;
the a of the second syllable of the aorist stem

is regularly umlauted to i by an i of the following syllable (see 8,

3a). Morphologically such aorist stems are practically identical

with the verb-stems of Type 13a, though no further deductions can

be drawn from this fact. Contrary to what one might expect, most

verbs of the type show no marked iterative or frequentative signifi-
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cation. Examples of this rather frequently recurring type are :

Verb-stem Aorist stem

sana Ti
1 I shall fight him (28.15) saansa nV I was fighting 184.13

Jie
e -sal-t gu

uni n I shall kick it 7ie
e -sal-t gunVgini n I kicked it

off off (24.17)

t!eufe e I shall play shinny t!eut!a uV I played shinny

(47.7)

vt!aawi ?i I shall catch him (33.8) vt!aut!iwi n I caught him 33.4

laa-di l

ga
fn I shall make it stand Ma-dlk*d&ga n I made it stand

up up (59.10)

Jie
eS-s wl\xF it is torn i-s wils wili^ I tore it (73.3)

ts!aaga
/ f he will step ts!aak ts!a k he stepped 32.9

dds-i-boudi n I shall pull out his dd -i-bot \)idi n I pulled out his

hair hair (194.7)

ba-i-sg&
a
gi n I shall pick it up ~ba-i-sg&k*sgigi n I picked him

up (32.12)

l^wi n I shall call him by name laaliwi/e
?i I called him by name

(foTla
a- = lau- see 7) (116.3)

There is a tendency to prevent a long u-diphthong of the first

syllable of the aorist stem from standing immediately before a

diphthong-forming semivowel or consonant (y, w, I, m, ri) of the

second syllable. In such cases the u is either lost, as in the last

example above (dissimilation is also a possible explanation) or a con

necting -4- is introduced between the it, which now becomes w, and

the following consonant. Examples are:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

\euxink* he will call me by name leewila usi 2 he calls me by name
59.7

limV I shall look (142.18) liwila uf e 3 I look (59.14)

The stem vowel of verbs of Type 12 is regularly long, and, when

stressed, as it generally is in aorist forms, receives the rising accent.

The a of the second syllable of the aorist stem is stressed only when

forming a secondary diphthong with a following repeated radical

element, in which case it receives a falling (la
ala u~hi HE CALLED HIM)

or raised accent (he
es-sal-t gu

unt ga^n).

1 The various forms of this verb seem to be made up of three distinct stems. The non-aorist forms of both

transitive and intransitive (sana p de I SHALL FIGHT) employ a stem (sane-) of Type 5. Most aorist forms,

including the reciprocal aorist, use the stem saAnsan- of Type 12 (seensa nsi HE FIGHTS ME; saansa nsinik

WE FIGHT EACH OTHER). The stem sdans- of Type 106 is probably limited to such transitive forms of the

aorist as have a third person object (sdAnsa sn I FIGHT HIM; sans HE FOUGHT HIM).
2 Parallel form, perhaps with iterative significance, to leela usi, 7.

3 This verb has a short i in the first syllable of the aorist, so that, as far as the aorist stem is concerned,
it seems to belong to Type 13a. Perhaps it is best considered a verb of mixed type (13a in aorist, 12 in

non-aorist).
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Aorist stem

i I scratched him
da-ts Jala ts \ili n I chewed it

/t6
e -i-k ap!a k ibi ?i I chipped
them off (118.11; 120.16)

TYPE 13. Verb-stem c + v + ^ + c + a + Cj/ aorist

+ cr For i- umlaut of the a see 8, 3a. This type embraces a very

large number of verbs, chiefly of iterative, usitative, or intensive sig

nification. Of these, some are the iterative or usitative derivatives

of simpler verbs
; others, again, are hardly found . in simpler form,

the action they express being of a necessarily repetitive character

(e. g., RUB, RATTLE, CHEW) ;
in still others the repetitive idea is not

strongly marked or is even absent. Of Type 13a, which covers prac

tically the whole number of type-cases, examples will be given under

the characteristic stem-vowels.

Verb-stem

(1) a:

i-gaxgixi n I shall scratch him

da-ts\a, \ts\i\in I shall chew it

7i,6
e -i-k a/

p k ibm I shall chip

them off

(2) e:

-ts*!e lts-!ilm I shall rattle it

i-hee
gwa k wrwm (see 19) I

shall work

aZ-gesgasa Zfe e I shall be wash

ing
se nsanfe

e I shall whoop
hemhamaVF he will imitate

him

(3) o (u):

di*-t gumt ga
xm squeeze and

crack (insects)!

i-yulyal rub it!

al-p !l*-ts- Ju lts
\o\Jiip&quot;

do ye

put it on fire !

(4) i:

t-smllsmilm I shall swing it

l-s-wi ls-wilm I shall tear it to

le ts*!iH% I rattled it

l-hegwe
f
h&]z wna n I worked

aZ-gesegaso/Zf e I was washing

sene saitf e I whooped (180.15)

heme ham he imitated him

24.4, 8

^-t guinu tg imi ?i I squeezed
and cracked (insects)

i-yu\u
f

yi\i n I rubbed it

aZ-^/^-ts-Iulu ts IiK^ I put it

on fire (152.20)

I swung it (72. 1 0)

vs-wili s-wiH 7i I tore it to pieces

pieces
ts-!i nts-!anzde 6 1 shall be an

gry
i-s i \s-&\Jii distribute it!

de-l^iu^SLufc^wan I shall
brandish it before my face

(172.11)

yiwiyawa
/

s one who talks

148.18

40

I was angry

(24.16; 148.15)

l-s -ili s Mi he distributed it 3 1 . 1

de-k iwi
/k auFwa ?i I bran

dished it before my face

(172.12)

yiwiya
/u he talks, makes a

sound 148.9
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The verb-stem of the last example seems at first sight identical with

the aorist stem, but the second i is to be explained as a connective

element similar to the i of leewilau- above (see under Type 12) ;

yiwiyawa
f
s is thus developed from a theoretical *yiwyawa s.

The verb Jc*a
e
pWab- above illustrates a slightly divergent subtype

of Type 13a. If the final consonant of the stem is a fortis, it appears

as a non-fortis (voiceless media or aspirated surd according to the

phonetic circumstances) when repeated. This phenomenon is best

explained as an example of catch dissimilation; *Jc&quot;ap!aJc*ap!-, i. e.,

Jc*a
e
1)
eak*ae l&amp;gt;

e- is dissimilated to Jc*a, b aTc*ab-, YaplaYab- (see 22).

In non-aorist forms, where the fortis becomes a syllabic final, it

naturally gives way to the equivalent catch aspirated surd. Further

examples of this subtype are :

Verb-stem Aorist stem

$-sgo
/
t sgidirt, I shall cut them l-sgot\o sgidi n I cut them one

one after another (21.2,4) after another (144.2,3)

ha-u-gwen-yu. t yidin I shall ha-u-gwenr-yut\u yidi
sn I gob-

gobble them all down bled them all down (126.10)

xa-e
i-sgl p sgib

/m I shall cut xa- l-sgipli sgibi n I cut them
them through (21.2) through (22.9; 138.7)

&da-tVk tVxda&quot; (
= -tag-x-) 6aa-t ek!e t ace they all bobbed

they will all bob up up
&a-i-&amp;lt;ii~-t ga

/
st ga

as stick out &a-i-&amp;lt;2i -t gats!a t gisi ?ilstuck

3^our anus! 164.19; 166.1,6 out my anus (166.8)

In regard to vocalic quantity it will be noticed that both the stem

vowel and the repeated vowel are generally short. Comparatively
few cases are found with long stem-vowel in non-aorist -forms (he

e-

gwagw-, swtflswal-, sgd
u

t sgad-). Indeed the shortness of the vowel

of the verb-stem is about the only mark of difference between verb-

stems of Type 13 and aorist stems of Type 12. Thus:

l-s wi ls wal (non-aorist of Type 13) tear it to pieces! ;
but l-s wiH-

s wcfl (aorist of Type 12) he tore it (with one tear)

A few verbs allow the repeated vowel, particularly in third personal

forms, to be long; when stressed, as it generally is, it has a falling

accent. Besides ts Unl Hs lanx- (also ts li nlHs lanx- or ts !i nits !anx-

190.19), may be mentioned:

given-hegwe
e
7iagwanhi he related it to him 57.9; cf. 59.6

plulu uplallii they marched in single file 192.3

In non-aorist forfns the vowel, if long and stressed, takes the ris

ing accent; before a glottal catch, however, we regularly have the

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 8 40
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falling accent (sgd
u
t*sgad- } sgl

i

p sgab-}. In the aorist the stress gen

erally falls on the repeated vowel.

Only two verbs have been found that at first sight conform to

Type 13 6. They are:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

deM-ge uk!iwm I shall tie (a de -i-gQwe k\iwi n I tied it bow-

salmon) bowstring-fashion string-fashion (cf. 88.5)

du ltlilw I shall stuff them into it dulu tlil^n I stuffed them into

it (122.19; 138.17)

This curious type of verb is easily explained if we assume that

the bases are not gew- and dul-, respectively, but geu - and dul -.

They are, then, strictly comparable to verbs like sgotfosgad- dis

cussed above; instead of having a fortis consonant, i. e., a stop with

glottal closure, as the final consonant of the base, they have a semi

vowel or diphthong-forming consonant (w, y, I, m, ri) as the base final.

The verb and aorist stems of geu - and dul -, formed according to Type
13 a, are theoretically *gew gau -, *gewe gau - and *duledale-,*dulu dals-

}

respectively. Allowing, as in the case of the forms like tfaplalcdb-

discussed above, for catch dissimilation, these forms are seen to be

phonetically equivalent to geulc/au-, geweklau- and dulHal-, dulutlal-,

respectively (see 12). If the initial consonant of the verb happens

not to be a media, then there is no opportunity for the development

of a fortis in the second syllable of the verb-stem. It is clear, then,

that the following verbs are further examples of Type 13 5:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

baa-sal-mo \ malan I shall turn fra a - aZ-mo lo mala n I turn

things over things over

daa-t muu
gal-\e u \iwin I shall daa-muu

gal-lewe
f
]iwi n I shook

shake shells in my ears shells in my ears 122.2

7ia-u-gwen-yu ji ymin I shall 7ia-u-gwen-juuu
f

yiui n I gob-

gobble them down bled them down (cf . yutluyad-

above)

The stem syllable of verbs of Type 13 6, when bearing the stress,

naturally have the falling accent.

Examples of Type 13 c are not common and have also by-forms of

Type 13 a:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

gwida k wdcm I shall throw it gwidi k wda ?i I threw it (122. 13);

(a inorganic) cf. $-gwidigwidi
/
7i (108.21)

lobo lp*na n I used to pound
them; cf. Iobo lap ?ia

e
7i(57.14)
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It is very probable that the -a- in the second member of redupli

cated stems (Types 12 and 13) is the inorganic -a- we have already

met with. Its persistence, even in cases where the otherwise resulting

phonetic combination is a possible one, may be ascribed to the ana

logic influence of the probably larger number of cases where its

presence is phonetically necessary.

TYPE 14. Verb-stem v + c; aorist v + c + v + n. The -n of the few

verbs that make up this class is probably a petrified derivative ele

ment, yet it must be considered as characteristic of the aorist stem

in an even more formal sense than, for example, the aoristic -i- of

Type 4. The only examples that have been found are:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

xep de 6 1 shall do so (110.22) xebenfe I did so (14.10; 168.10)

waire e

lshallsleep(71.15; 142.14) wayan^V I slept (188.22)

gwen-plik wan (
=

-p!iy-) I shall gwen-p\iyi nk wasn I lay on
lie on pillow pillow

p!e
/ ^ he will be lying down p leyen^V I was lying down 71.5

146.9

The last verb seems to insert a -y- in the aorist, between the -e- of

the verb-stem and that of the aoristic addition, in the manner of

verbs of Type 95. In regard to vocalic quantity these verbs differ

among themselves. The verb-stem of all but wai- is long in vocalism.

The first vowel of the aorist stem is short in every case, the repeated

vowel is sometimes short (xeben-, pliyin-), sometimes long (waya
a
n-)

p!eye
en-. The stressed stem vowel bears a rising accent.

The -n of wayd
an- and p!eye

en- is eclipsed before a catch in the

third person:

waya he slept 152.22; 154.6

p!eye
f he was lying down 49.5

but:

xebe en he did it 78.9; 118.14

The loss of the -n takes place also in the third person aorist of yd
an-

Go(Type5). Thus:

^/a
/ hewent 15.3,11; 59.1; 92.26

subordinate form ya
ada 58.8 and (rarely) ya

andas WHEN HE WENT.

TYPE 15. Verb-stem
|~&quot;_

1; aorist stem -I*. The ending -$*-,

found in a considerable number of verbs of position, is not, properly

speaking, a stem-forming element at all, as shown by the fact that
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suffixed elements may intervene between it and the base
; yet, being

wanting in the non-aorist forms of many verbs, it has something of

the appearance of such. The non-aoristic -as- of a few verbs has

absolutely no appreciable derivative force, and may be regarded as a

purely formal element characterizing the non-aorist forms of the

verb. As examples of Type 15 a may be given:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

s-a s-anZV I shall stand (cf. s as-intfV I stand (34.1; 77.9)

23.6)

s-u al*V I shall sit (55.11; s u wiliV I sat (21.1; 178.21)

186.21)

kVp alZV I shall be long ab- k ebilftV I was long absent

sent (124.20)

\&p*de
e I shall become (92.11; laaliV I became (see also

106.14) Type 10a) 186.19

Of examples of Type 156 may be mentioned:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

dink!a s^aa it will lie stretched dinkli it lies stretched out

out

t!obaga s&amp;lt;2a

a he will lie like one tlobigi he lay like one dead

dead (148.8)

This non-aoristic -as- seems to occur also in:

da-sma-ima soV I shall smile Ja,-smayam he smiled

which otherwise belongs to Type 2 or 3 (if the second -m- is part of

the base).

TYPE 16. Verb-stem v + c-\-c l + i; aorist v + c + v + cr This type

embraces only an inconsiderable number of verbs. They are:

Verb-stem Aorist stem

dl-k\& \side e 1 shall be lean in dvk!ala sna n I am lean in my
my rump rump 102.22

gwel-sal-t\e
f
iside e I shall be gwel-sal-t\eyGsna n I have no

lean in legs and feet flesh on my legs and feet

102.22

Several verbs of position that show an -I1- in the aorist show an -i-

in non-aorist forms. Whether this -i- is merely a shortened form of

the aoristic -4*-, or identical with the non-aoristic -i- of verbs of Type

16, is doubtful; but, in view of the absence of the -I1- in non-aoristic

forms of verbs of Type 15, the latter alternative seems more probable.

Such verbs are :
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Verb-stem Aorist stem

cZa-sga lifaa it will lie scattered da-sgall it lies scattered about

about

p ildrYd flat thing will lie p ildl flat thing lies

t ge its !i&amp;lt;2a
a round thing will lie t geits Ii round thing lies

(13824)
s einrYa it will lie with open- s-eini it lies with opening on

ing on top (like box) top
s-u k dicZa it will lie curled up s ugwidi it lies curled up
wl sk\\idda it will lie heaped wlk! idl.it lies heaped about

about

Of similar appearance, though the aorist (not the future) is transi

tive in form, is :

Verb-stem Aorist stem

daa
-sge/k!iV I shall listen ^aa

-sgek!iya 7i I listened (third

person daa
-sgek !l 102.8)

In speaking of verbs of Types 15 and 16, the terms verb-stem and

aorist stem are used in a purely relative sense, the portions of the

listed forms printed in Roman characters not being really on a par

with those similarly marked in the first fourteen classes. These last

two types have significance as such only in so far as certain elements

of an essentially derivative character (-$*-, -i-, -as-) are at the same

time formal means of distinguishing aorist from non-aorist forms.

it is not difficult to show that in several cases these elements are

themselves preceded by non-radical elements.

One or two aorists have been found in the material obtained that

can not be well classified under any of the sixteen types illustrated

above. They are :

given- xoxog[w]a n I string (salmon) together (
=
fully redupli

cated xogxog- ;
otherwise to be analyzed as xoxo-g- of Type

10 a) 74.14

sa?-s*aaxs ix he slid

This latter verb with its mysterious I1 in the repeated syllable is

absolutely without known parallel. Irregular is also the defective

verb ei- BE (see 60, fourth footnote).

3. Verbal Suffixes of Derivation ( 41-58)
41. GENERAL REMARKS

Although the absolute number of non-pronominal suffixes in the

verb is considerable (almost or quite thirty), the number of those

that have a well-defined, more or less transparent signification is not

large (hardly more than a dozen or so) when compared with what
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one is accustomed to in certain other American languages. Of these,

barely one or two (a frequentative and a comitative) can be said to

convey anything like a material notion, the rest being of the more or

less formal or relational character met with in suffixes of inflective lan

guages intransitivizing elements, causative, reflexive, passive, recip

rocal, and others of less easily described signification. Those suffixes

that have no clearly defined value may be put in a class by them

selves as
&quot;

petrified&quot; suffixes, the justification for such a classifica

tion being purely descriptive; genetically they probably form a

heterogeneous group.

42. PETRIFIED SUFFIXES

In speaking of verbs of Types 2 and 3, it was pointed out that in

a large number of cases certain consonants that one would naturally

be inclined to consider part of the verb-stem could be shown by more

careful analysis to be really of a suffixal character. The criteria for

such a suffix are partly, as was there indicated, the existence of

evidently related forms in which the consonant is lacking, partly

certain phonetic features. In a considerable number of cases dif

ferent suffixes are found joined to the same verbal base, yet hardly

ever determining so specific a meaning that their primary signification

can be detected. The following examples,

t geits Ii something round lies (138.24)

t*geyeba
/ n I roll it

ge
e
ya lxdes I run around

al-t geye t giya^n I tie it around (my head) 188.5

wi -l-t geye
e~k!in he is surrounded on all sides 48.13

evidently all contain the same radical element or base (fgey-),

which has reference to circular action or position. The suffixes

-is !-, -b-, and -&/-, however, can not be shown to be directly respon

sible for the specific meanings of the different forms, these being

determined chiefly, it would seem, by the succeeding suffixes, the

prefixes, and the general form (transitive or intransitive) of the

verb. Similarly, the forms he e
-sgaya pxde i LIE DOWN, da-sgaya-

na sn i LIE DOWN, and possibly also da-sgati IT LIES SCATTERED

ABOUT (LIKE GRAIN), contain the same radical element (sga[y]-} ; but,

as in the examples first cited, the abstracted suffixes -p-, -n-
}
and

-Z-, refuse to yield anything tangible. The stems galb- TWIST and

gelg- TWIRL FIRE-DRILL are very probably related, though neither
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the difference in vowel nor the use of different consonants can be

explained. The same difficulty is met with in di nik.1 a n i STRETCHED

IT OUT (62.1) and ~ba
a-dinlfii\a n i HUNG THEM ON LINE (59.9). In

some cases a difference of suffix is associated with a difference

of direction of verbal action, transitive and intransitive. Thus we

have :

al-ts!ayaga
f n I wash him (64.5) : al-ts!ayap*de I wash myself

(not reflexive in form)

p!alaga n I relate a myth to him: p!ala p de I relate a myth
ts!ayama n I hide it (124.23): ts!ayap de I hide

The various petrified suffixes found will be listed with examples

under each.

1. -I)-. There seem to be two quite distinct -I- suffixes, one charac

teristic of transitives, the other of a certain group of intransi-

tives. Examples of transitive -b- are:

t*geyeba n I roll it (base fgey-), with secondarily intransitive

derivative :

al-t geya^px it is round (literally, it rolls)

7ie
e

-sgaya pxde I lie down (derived, like al-t*geya^px, from some
such transitive as *Jie

e

-sgayaba
f n I lay it down flat, that,

however, does not happen to occur in the material at hand)
de -l-gene p&quot;gwa

he lay curled up like dog (also -geneuk wa)

galaba n I twist it by rolling (cf . gelg- twirl fire-drill)

sgllpx warm your back ! (seems to imply *sgi
i~OQafn I shall warm

his back) (25.8, 9)

All intransitives in -b- (-# -), whether or not secondarily derived

from transitives, belong to that class of verbs to be later dis

cussed as Intransitive Verbs, Class II. Among those with

primarily intransitive -p
- are :

al-ts!ayap*de I washed my face

ts!ayap*de I hid

p!cda ip*de
6 1 tell a myth

s in-xinixanp de5 1 sniff (cf. xln mucus)
s as-a nhap de I stand around (not trying to help anyone) (cf

s a s ant e* I shall stand)
s in-wif

lliY(r^de I blow my nose

laa-s o
fwou Vapde I jump up (48.15; 49.1)

A number of Class II intransitive verbs show a suffixed -p*- in all

forms but the aorist. It is not possible to say whether this

-_p
- is morphologically identical with the -p*- of verbs like
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ts!ayap*de
s or not, but such seems likely. Intransitives with

non-aoristic -p- are :

lap*de
e I shall become (92.11) (aorist laallt*e ) 186.19

sana pde* I shall fight (aorist sdansa nt e [184.13])

tgunp de6 1 shall be cold (aorist t guntik*de [90.3])

Finally, all Class II intransitives have a -p
- before the formal

elements in the first person plural and impersonal of the aorist

and future and in the imperative and inferential modes:

s as inip^ik* we stand

s a s anp iaue they (indef.) will stand

s d s-anp* stand!

s-a s-anp*anp* do ye stand!

s a s anp ga^m stand! (future)

s a s anpW he stood, it seems

There is small doubt, however, that this -p
- is quite distinct from

the non-aoristic -p
- of verbs like lap*de

e
,
which occurs in

the entire future. A form like lap* BECOME! is in that event

perhaps to be analyzed as laa-p -p\ the first -p
-
being the non-

aoristic element found also in lap de e
,
while the second -p- is

identical with the imperative-inferential -p
- of s-aVanp .

This analysis is purely theoretical, however, as contraction to

a single -p
- is unavoidable in any case.

2. -p!-. This consonant is evidently a suffixed element in:

ha -l-hu lup\i n I skinned them (cf. Tia^i-Jiu lu^Jial they skinned

them all 160.5)

3. -in-. Apparently as transitive element -m- appears in:

ts!ayama n I hide it (124.23) (cf. ts!ayap*de I hide [24.2])

As intransitive suffix it appears in :

t*gisi m it gets green
xudumfe* I whistle (base xud-; related to xdelt* flute [ ?]) (33.16)

ts !us-umt es I make noise by drawing in breath between teeth

and lower lip (78.9,10,12; 79.1,3,5; 96.9,10,12)

It may not be altogether accidental that the latter two verbs both

express the making of a noise. This idea is found expressed
also in:

ts-!elemt*e I rattle (102.13) (cf. $-ts !ele
f
ts !ili n I rattle it)

but the -m- of this verb may be really an older -n- dissimilated

to -m- because of the preceding -1-. The -m- corresponds to

an evidently identical suffixed -am- of the related noun ts

HAIL 152.12,16.
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4.
-&amp;lt;r^

-&amp;lt;- seems to be found only with transitive verbs:

waahimida en I speak to him (but with unexpressed object

waaliimi xade I was talking [to somebody]) (59.16; 63.10)

dak -hene edaf n I wait for him (cf. Tiene xade I wait)

k!uyumida
f nl call his name from distance, greet him (198.11)

(probably derivative of ~k!u
f

yam friend! 31.6, 8)

s omoda n I cook it (58.10) (cf. s umu xade I cook)

is-!umumt a n I cook it (170.17,19); future S Umt an l

(170.16)

(cf. s-umxi&quot; stirring paddle 170.14)

daa-minlVda n I taught him; future daa-mint*an

lawadana n I hurt him (186.12)

yamada n I ask him (70.6; 74.10; 120.16)

wiyimada n I &quot;wish&quot; to him, work supernatural power on him

(57.1)

mill*da en I love her

xa -l-ts- liwi^t he split it (26.6) (cf. i-ts liwl Hs lau he split it up)

It will be noticed that most of the verbs listed imply, not direct

physical action, but rather the direction of one s thought or

words toward another person. It is therefore highly probable

that the -d- (except possibly in s omd- COOK) is identical writh

the -d- implied in the -s
m- (= -tx-) of the indirect object ( 47).

Unlike the -d- hero discussed, however, the -s
m- of the indirect

object can be used only if the indirect object is not of the

third person. It is clear that -d- is not really quite in line

with the other suffixes that we have termed
&quot;petrified,&quot;

this being shown, among other things, by the fact that it

may be preceded by other suffixes, as in daa-minl-V-da n.

Evidently quite distinct from this indirective -d- suffix is the

-(a)d- suffix of a few intransitive class II verbs in which the

-d- is followed by -I1- in aorist, -i- in non-aorist forms (see 40,

16). This aoristic -ad- appears always umlauted to -id-.

cugwidl*-, non-aorist cuk di- lie curled up
wikUdtf-j non-aorist wl Ydi- lie heaped about

tfguplidl (box, canoe) lies bottom side up

5. -/-. This consonant has been found as an evident suffix in:

baa-di
f

7ilt\ana n I strung (dentalia) on line (59.9) (cf. dinkl-

stretch out)

fgemet\ia
ue it gets dark 188.14 (cf. t ge

e

mt*ga*mx it is quite dark

[cf. 196.7]; dlfge^m black 162.4; [196.6])

1 s om-d- and s-u^m-t a- are parallel forms of one verb that seem to be used with no difference in mean
ing, though their aorist stems are formed according to different types.
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6. -ff-? -A* -. As in the case of -&-, it seems advisable to recognize

two distinct -g- suffixes, the one appearing as a transitivizing

element, the other as a verb-making element added on to

nouns or adjectives. Examples of its transitive use are:

p!alaga
f n I tell him a myth

al-ts!ayaga n I wash him (64.5)

p. V-wa-gelegi^n I drill for fire with it (88.12)

l-klus gi xink^ he will pinch me (116.8,12) (cf. i-Tc!us&quot;ufk!
v&amp;gt;as i he

always pinches me)

da-t!abaga n I finish it (61.8; 176.6)

daa-dalaga
fmda n I put holes in his ear (22.1) (cf. daa-dele

f

p*i he

stuck it across his ear)

swaddt ga n I run after him (59.13; 75.3; 120.19, 20)

Examples of its use in adjectival intransitives are:

t*uwu 6
li he feels hot, it is hot 94.15 (cf. fu hot 57.15)

duwu k it is good, he does right 180.11 (cf. du good, beautiful

58.7,8)

fgunuk de I feel cold (90.3) (cf. t gunp*ia
u

t it will be cold)

xuma k*de e I shall be full, satiated (128.11) (cf. xu ma, food 54.4

and s lx-xu^m dried venison 43.12,13)

gel-dulu \ide I am lazy

Further examples of -F- that are difficult to classify are :

de-lumuf

sgade I tell the truth (184.3)

s
m

in-wiUk*ap*dam you blow your nose

yala k de6 I dive (connected with yd- lose [?]) (60.10,11; 61.11)

In wa-t!iMCni n i GAVE EACH ONE (130.4) (future wa-dilnhin) and

in the morphologically analogous dd
a-minlk da n i TAUGHT HIM

(future ddamint an}, the -F- is confined to the aorist. In wet gi

HE TOOK IT FROM HIM 16.13, the -g- is found only in the third

personal object of the various tense-modes (wet gin IT WAS

TAKEN FROM HIM 13.11; Wede llinV HE WILL TAKE IT FROM

HIM (17.10,11) . All other forms of the aorist stem weed- (verb-

stem wede-) lack it :

wesi (from *wet*si) he took it from me (17.3)

wede sbink* he will take it from you (16.10,11)

7. -fc/-, -fcfiv-. These elements seem to be characteristic of tran-

sitives. Examples are:

wi -l-t ge ye
ek\in he is surrounded on all sides (transitives and

passives are closely related) 48.5,13; (176.14)

al-p I^-ts- !u
f
luk\i n I burn it (73.9,12; 96.26) (cf.

ts-talUp do ye burn it! 198.10)
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di -^sgu yuk\i n I make it fall (48.7,8,12)

7ie
e -de-le lek\i n I finish talking 50.4

di nikla n I stretch it out (see under suffix -t!-) (59.9; 62. 1)^

Jie yek\i n I left it over (61.7; 196.8)

p!uwu
uk\a n I name him (158.5) (cf . p!u wup!ausi he keeps calling

me)
ts-!ini

ek* he pinched it 31.1; (32.7)

la-i-yunu k\i n I pull it out forcibly

he e
-l-le mekli n I killed them off (14.13; 43.1; 108.20)

l-go yok \i n I pushedhim (49 .2) (cf . i-goyogiyi n I kept pushing him)
ba-i-s in-xi

f
likl\\i n I blow my nose (cf. xln mucus)

p!a-i-t*gwili klwana n I spill (water, blood) (58.1; 72.8) (cf.

gwill
ri

gwal
e it keeps dropping)

-kl- seems to occur also in the perhaps only secondarily intransitive:

~ba
a-s owdfu

kap\le (
= -s owd &quot;k!-hap-) I jump up (48.15; 49.1)

(cf. s o wous au he keeps jumping [112.5,10])

8. -ts*!-. Only in a very few cases is this suffixed consonant met with :

fgeits lt round thing lies (138.24)

dtf-fgumu tcWn I squeeze and crack it (cf. dli-gumur

gimi
en I

squeeze and crack many insects)

yowo
u $ he starts 186.10; yowo

uts\ana n I cause him to start

Jia-yau-t ge nets\i n I put it about my waist

Jia w-l-ha nats\i n I made it stop (raining) (152.16)

Judging from these few examples, -ts
m

!- is characteristic, like -&-,

-g-, -p!-, -Tel-, and -t!-, of transitive verbs; t geits Il is probably
related to a transitive *t*ge yets la

e
n, as is dinkll IT LIES

STRETCHED OUT to di nik!asn.

-s- occurs as an evident suffix in:

dii-t!&ai tn I mashed them (cf. dtf-tHyl tHyafn I mashed them
one after another)

9. ~(a)l-. This suffix includes both intransitives and transitives:

al-gesegassL \t e I was washing
fc e&ilttV I was long absent (124.20)
s-u wiWe I sit (21.1); 72.9; (178.21)

yamWe I look pretty ([?]
=

fat, sleek; cf. ya^mx fat, grease 54.5)

al-we k!si\a n I shine (126.3; 128.14)

i-fwtfyM^n I make it whirl up
l-lc!e

ewi\i
f n I whirl it around

i-t ge
e

yi\i n I roll it around
al-t gl

i

y^\x (tears) roll down his face 138.25

las
-i-t gwa

al^\x (children) run about

. Jc*ewe Tc*awa,
s
l he b.arks

de-gulu Jctalx it was blazing 188.15
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The idea of unbroken continuity is fairly evidently shown by
these examples to be connected with the suffix -(d}l-.

10. ~(a)n-. Quite a number of intransitives are found that have

this element, to which no particular meaning can be assigned.

Such are :

I stand (34.1; 77.9; 144.14,17)
nfe 1* I m spoiled

hvPli nfe* I am tired (102.1) (cf. Mlu Jiilmt e I used to be tired

[48.11])

ligini*e I am resting (100.14) (cf. ligUagsfnf he kept resting 102.1)

In a large number of transitives a suffixed -n- is also found, with

out its being clearly possible to identify it either with the causa

tive -n- or the indirect objective -n(ari)- FOR:

lawad&Tia n I hurt him (186.12)

ts !ibina n I make a speech to him (146.11 ; 178.11)

wa-t!illk*m n I gave each one (130.4)

Jdemua n I shall make it (28.2,13,14) (aorist without object

lc!eme
fuxa he makes)

wa -uugwmi
f n I drink it with it (u

u
gw&

fnxde I drink)

~he
e -wa -wda

gmi
fn she, is bought with it

The last two examples are rather different in character from the

others. See 64.

11. -w-. Two apparently quite distinct -w-suffixes must be taken

account of.

(1) A suffixed -w- is found to characterize in all forms a group of

intransitives belonging to Type 2
;
it is only in certain deriv

ative forms that the -w- is lacking, and thereby possibly shown

to be a non-radical element :

hiwiliufe I ran to (24.1), but IdwUtife* I used to run to

sgeleufe* I shouted (196.1), &quot;but sgelelt e
l I kept shouting (59.3)

Examples of this group of verbs are :

Aorist Future (non-aorist)

sgele
fu he shouted 59.4; 90.8 sgelwa H* he wdll shout

hiwili u he ran to 47.1; 70.7 hiwilwa t he will run to

(136.21)

Uli u he jumped 48.9; 58.3 lttwa, f he will jump (160.16)

de-wUiwa ldasn I fight him (de- de-wilwa ldan I shall fight him

rivative of intransitive) (2 7. 3) (33.2,3)

Mli u he climbed (77.8) Mwa V he will climb

1
Still, in these frequentative (usitative) forms the absence of the -w- may be accounted for by supposing

that it dropped off as a syllabic final after a consonant (see 18). Then sgeUlt e* is for an older*sgelSlwt e*.

This supposition is greatly strengthened by the future sgelwa lt eei Li. KEEP SHOUTING (cf. sgdwada * YOU
WILL SHOUT).
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In non-aoristic forms the phonetic conditions may, as usual,

necessitate an inorganic -a-:

ge wil& n run there! (29.10)

sgel&
fue e I shall shout

friZa utfV I shall jump (160.17)

In these cases the evidence for the suffixal character of the -w- is

rather slim. In one verb, however, it has a clearly intransi-

tivizing influence:

t!emeyansi
fus

(second a inor- : t!amayana n I take her to her

ganic) he goes with woman husband (148.5)

to see her married 148.6

t!emeya
fnwmus

they (indef.) go
with her to see her married

178.1

(2) -w- (-aw- after a consonant in the aorist) is characteristic of all

tense-modes but, in some cases, the present imperative and

inferential (probably for phonetic reasons, see 11 and 18) of

a number of transitive verbs, provided the object is of the

third person. Such verbs are :

gayawa
en I eat it 30.11 (gayau he ate it 54.5); future ga-iwa n

128.18; noun of agent ga-iwa
ss eater (of it) 94.3; but impera

tive gal eat it! 32.4; gallc he ate it (inferential) 142.19

al-sgalawi n I turn my head to look at him; future sga
alwi n;

part, sgal& uk (-a - is inorganic) 144.17; but sgaTk as I looked

at him turning my head (inferential)

al-sgald
aliwi n (Type 8) I keep turning my head to look at him;

future sgalwalwi n; but sgelelxi he keeps turning his head to

look at me

ba-i-de-yc
e
giwida

f

you will drive (sickness) out of (body) 198.4,5;

imperative -ye
e
ga, u

wda
giwi

f n I brought it to him (176.17); future wagawi n; but

waa
ga sbi n I brought it to you (194.11)

laal& uhi he caused them to become (la
a
l- become) 43.1

It is very likely that the absence of the -w- is conditioned, at least

in certain forms, rather by phonetic than by morphologic mo
tives (gal from

*
galw, sgalk a5 from *sgalwJc a ). This is ren

dered plausible by a form like ga-iwawa lsbink^ THEY WILL

ALWAYS EAT YOU 26.8 (repetition of -w- in frequentative as in

al-sgalwalwi ri), in which the object is not of the third person.

The -w- seems to have been retained here because of the follow

ing vowel. The form waa
ga n i BKOUGHT IT (110.17) as com-
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pared with waa
giwi

/en i BROUGHT IT TO HIM (future waga ni

wagawi n) suggests that the signification of the -w- in transi

tive verbs is to indicate the indirect object, at least for the

third person. It is, however, almost certainly accidental that

waa
giwi

en stands by the side of wa,agafsbi
sn with -s- to indicate

the indirect object. That -w- is not the morphologic equivalent

of -s- is evidenced by the fact that it stands also by the side

of the transitive connective consonant -x- (cf. al-sgalawi
f
n:

al-sgala xbisn i TURN MY HEAD TO LOOK AT YOU) . It must be

confessed that after all no very distinct signification can be

attached to either the intransitive or transitive -w-.

12. Constant -a. A number of verbs whose stem (including

petrified suffix) ends in two consonants add to this stem

an -a that appears in all their forms, even though the con

sonant combination is one that may stand in a final position

(cf. footnote, 10). No reason can be assigned for the reten

tion of the -a in all forms, except the ruling analogy of the

aorist; in this tense-mode the -a is in all probability directly

due to the consonant-cluster, as the aorist verb-forms to be

presently given differ in this very respect from the aorist forms

of other stems ending in two consonants (e. g., non-aorist

s u^mt a- BOIL with constant -a-, though ending in a finally

permissible consonant-cluster, because of aorist ts !umuu
mt*a-;

contrast non-aorist s omd- BOIL without -a- because of aorist

s omod-}. The following are examples of verbs of the char

acter described :

Aorist Non-aorist

swadat*g& he followed him 75.3 swa t ga, follow him!

matslasga, he always put it 132.9 masga? put it ! 104.5

ts-!umtimt&quot;& he boils it 30.2 s umt a, boil it!

daa-minlk*da, he taught him dda-mint a, teach him! (con

trast waa
liimt&quot; talk to him!

with aorist -himid-}

If the verb is instrumental in vocalism (see 64), the constant a

is replaced by the instrumental i. Thus :

1-TcIos ds gi he keeps pinching him

That this constant -a is felt to be somewhat different in character

from ordinary inorganic or connective -a- (as in ts !el& mt*e e or

waagofsbi
8
n) is shown by the fact that it is changed to -i- when-
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ever the object is not of the third person, in reciprocals, in

reflexives, and in verbs with non-agentive -x-:

swedet gixi he followed me
daa-minlYdixbi he taught you

yowo
fu snixbien I cause you to start (but parallel yowd

uts!a7ixbien
with connecting a)

wayanliixbi n I put you to sleep; walnTiixigam I was put to

sleep

l-Jc!iis us gixi he keeps pinching me; frJcfus gi xirik* he will pinch
me

l-t!ene
fliisdam you hold me 86.13,14.

i-lasgi xant*p* touch one another!

l-lesgi ttwiV touching himself

bda-t*e~k!ettiixdee I keep bobbing up (60.11,13,14)

43. FREQUENTATIVES AND USITATIVES

Frequentatives, continuatives, and usitatives are formed from sim

pler verb forms in great part by various methods of repetition of all

or part of the phonetic material of the stem, to a somewhat less

extent by means of sufFixation. In many repetitive forms a distinct

tendency to use a long vowel provided with a rising pitch-accent is

observable. As it has not been found feasible to draw anything like

sharp lines between the exact significations of the various repetitive

forms, it seems best to dispose of the material from a purely formal

point of view rather than to attempt to classify it rigidly into fre-

quentatives, iteratives, usitatives, and continuatives. The methods

of forming repetitives will be taken up in order.

1. Type 13 of Stem- Formation. It was remarked before that

most verbs of this type normally employed in that form are such

as to imply a repetition of the action they express. The type

may, moreover, be freely formed from bases implying non-repetitive

action whenever it is desired to convey a general frequentative or

usitative meaning. The frequentative idea may have reference

to the repetition of the act itself (iterative or usitative) or to the

plurality of the transitive object or intransitive subject affected

(distributive) ; any sharp characterization of the manner of the

frequentative action in each case is, however, doubtless artificial

apart from the context. The following examples of repetitive with

corresponding non-repetitive forms will illustrate the general fre

quentative force:
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Non-repetitive verb-stein

lebe- pick up and eat (seeds)

loho-n- cause to die

wog- arrive

(tloxox- (aorist) gather

[do

Repetitive

le
e

p lap&quot; (non-aorist) pick
and eat many (seeds) ! 34.2

loJio lahancisn I used to kill

them

wogowa ^Y many arrived 112.2

{wa

-l-t!oxo
f
t!ixi n I used to

gather them
wa -l-ddxdcfxk* they have been

gathering them (inferential)

T\ene
f
Jianda n I always used to

wait for him
odo a she always hunted for

them 116.6

ogo alci he always gave them
112.17

ddumdcfmY he used to kill

them (inferential) 25.1;

27.15

wiyiwit*e I used to go (there)

(96.1)

p!aga p!a Y he used to swim
xa -i-ts !iwl Hs !au he split it

to pieces

sgl
i
p sga

f

p^gam they had been

all cut up (21.2; 138.7)

he e -l-hu
f
lu~hal he kept peeling

off bark (160.5)

hogo Jia~k*de I am always run

ning
Tiele lial he used to sing

al-tiuyu Tv&x he always hunted

(-hi*-
=

-hay-, 8) 86.1

It will be observed that the repetitive form is, on the whole,

built up on the verbal base, not the verb or aorist stem. Thus,

e. g., the verb-stems lebe- and loho- do not enter into the formation

of the frequentatives at all, which are formed, according to Type

13a, directly from the simple bases leb- (verb-stem le
e
p*lab-, aorist

lelelab-} and loh- (verb-stem lohlali-, aorist loholah-}. Similarly, a

form like p!aga p!a Y shows no trace of the aorist stem pfagai-

of the simplex ;
verbs of Type 6 generally show the fortis consonant

of the base in all forms of the frequentative (see 40, 6) : sgot!o sgidi n

i CUT IT TO PIECES (144.2) (cf. sgo
fuda n i CUT IT 72.10, base sgot!-
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doux- (non-aorist)

7ien-d- wait for

odo- hunt for

og- give to

doum- kill

wl*- go, travel

p!d
a
g- swim

ts !iu-d- split

sglp!- cut

Jiul-p!- skin, peel off bark

&quot;hog-
run

Jie l- sing

al-htii-x- hunt
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45.10). Suffixes with no distinct derivative signification drop off in

the frequentative (cf. ts !iu-d- and Jiul-p!- above, also 42 passim),

but, if they are functional elements, are put after the reduplicated

complex (cf . loho-n- and hen-d- above) ; frequentatives thus become,

as was indicated in the treatment of petrified suffixes, criteria for

the determination of the simple base. Some verbs, however, retain

a petrified suffix in the frequentative without apparent reason:

ts lumumt a HE BOILS IT; ts fumu ts Iamt a HE ALWAYS BOILS IT.

The only use made of the aorist stem in the formation of fre-

quentatives is in the case of such forms as have an initial fortis

in the aorist as against a media in the verb-stem, mainly verbs of

Type 8. The aorist of the corresponding frequentative also shows

the initial fortis, but is not otherwise influenced by the form of the

aorist stem of its simplex; e. g., aorist of simplex, tloxox-, but of

frequentative, t!ox-o-t!ax- with retained t!-. Such verbs as aorist

t!oxot!ax, non-aorist douxdax-, are to be considered as of mixed type

(in this case partly 8, partly 13 a).

Verbs like odo ad- and ogo ag- with a secondarily developed glottal

catch in the aorist (see 6) seem to retain this catch in non-aorist

forms, a stop + the catch resulting in a fortis:

aorist ogo
f

ag- always give to
;
non-aorist o ~k![w}ag-

A small sub-class is formed by those frequentatives that omit the

-a- of the repeated base (Type 13 c). Such are:

Verb-stem Repetitive

wa-y&nsigwa n I shall run after wa-y&n.Si-magwa
sn I used to

him run after him
waftV I shall sleep (71.15; wayafimW I used to sleep

142.14) (-Ji- conditioned by accent)
hee

l-yo
una n I shall sing a song youoma n I always sing it

(106.7)

waga r& I shall bring it wagao k ?m ^ I used to bring
it (1 = *wagawg-, but see 4,

footnote) (45.6)

A very peculiar type of frequentative formation is illustrated by:
loha lluT (a is inorganic) they used to die (inferential) (168.9);

aorist stem doubtless loholhi-

derived from aorist lohoi- die, non-aorist loho- (contrast aorist loho-

lcih-an-, non-aorist lohlah-an in the causative) . The otherwise purely
aoristic -i- of Type 4 is here dragged into the non-aorist forms.

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12 9 43
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2. Type 4 ofReduplication. This method of forming the fre

quentative seems to be but a variant of the first (the repeated initial

consonant coming last instead of immediately after the connecting

vowel, or the initial consonant not being repeated at all if there is a

petrified suffix), and is found in only a few verbs, where it takes

the place of the first method. A glottal catch generally separates

the repeated vowel of the stem from the immediately following a.

Examples are:

Aorist stem

Tclemel . Imake

tlomoni- kill

Tcluwuw- throw away (pi. obj.)

p!uwu-k!- call, name.

de-ts !ini*-x-(= -lc!-x-) die

Repetitive

~k!eme amga n I always make
it (instead of *lc!eme -

lc!ama ri) (77.5) ;
k!em a^mk*

(
= -

amg-k* he used to make
it (inferential) 122.18

t!omo amda n I used to kill

them (instead of *t!omor-

t!ama n) (13.10; 54.3)

k!uwu auga n I used to throw
them away (instead of *~k!u-

wuf
Jc!awa n) (134.6)

p!uwu
s
a-uga

sn I keep calling
his name (100.21) (instead of

*p!uwu p!auk!a n ,
cf. p!u

-

wuptaus i he keeps calling
me by name)

de-ts !inl anx he always died

(instead of *ts !inl ts !anx)
74.7

leme amV he used to take

(everything) (instead of

leme-Jc!-t&k& along (cf. 108.10)

If the initial consonant is a fortis, it becomes a media when

repeated, as illustrated in the first three examples. This may be

explained by catch dissimilation (see 22) e. g., a theoretical

*k!uwu f au lc* (from *Jc!uwu Jc!au) is dissimilated to Jc!uwu sauk\

Similarly a theoretical *
p!uwu

f au Jc* (from *p!uwu p!au
s
Jc*) is dis

similated to p!uwu
f
(iuk . The non-aorist frequentative forms of

these verbs sometimes follow the first method of formation (cf.

doumda^mk* under method 1), sometimes the second (&slc!em amg-}.

3. c+ v + c^^ + v + c. The few verbs that belong here differ from

the preceding in that they repeat only the initial consonant after

the repeated stem-vowel (Type 11). An example is:
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Aorist stem Repetitive

dl-t!ugui- wear dl-t!ugu H&quot; he keeps wearing
it, used to wear it

As in the first method, so also in the second and third, non-

radical functionless elements of the simplex disappear in the fre

quentative. Thus the suffixed -i- of Jdemel HE MADE IT and -n- of

]c!eme nxa HE MAKES, also the aorist characteristic of dl-t!ugul HE

WORE IT, are not found in their corresponding frequentative forms.

4. v -f c + vv
-\- c. The large number of verbs whose frequentatives

follow this formula (la of types of reduplication) always have another

consonant, whether part of the stem or a petrified suffix, after the non-

fortis repeated consonant characterizing the frequentative, so that

the appearance at least of infixation is often produced. Externally,

frequentatives of this type resemble aorists of verbs of Type 8, but

differ from them in the consistent length of the repeated vowel. In

signification these verbs are generally continuative or usitative rather

than properly frequentative or iterative. As examples may be given:

Aorist stem

k!os o-g- pinch

Tiimi-d- talk to

baxam- come

t!ulu-g- follow

al-sgal-aw- turn head to look at

gaya-w- eat

hene-d- wait for

pldlag- tell a myth

hem-g- take out

uyu s -
laugh

tslayag- shoot

yilim- ask for

Repetitive

l-JcIos ds gihe is always pinch

ing him
waa-himiimda en I used to talk

to him
baxaxmiau they keep coming

(194.13)

7wtr-t!ulunlga,
en I keep follow

ing in (trail)

al-sgald
aliwi

f m I keep turning

my head to look at them

gaydiwa n I used to eat it

7iene endafsn I keep waiting
for him

p!dld
a
lga n the myth is always

told

bari-heme e
mgafen I always

took them out

uyu tys-de* (dissimilated from

tuyu Wr- [?]) I keep laugh
ing

tslayalV he used to shoot them
154.14

yil&ima
f
*n I keep asking for

it (see 21)
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Aorist stem Repetitive

ts!aya-m- hide ts!aya-ima
f n I always hide it

(134.8)

gini-g go to ginlrik they went there one

after another 46.11

matslag- put matslasga they always put it

away 132.9

wits-Jim- move wits- !ismades I keep moving
sgelew- shout sgelelt e (see 18) I keep

shouting (59.3)

Tiiwiliw- run to MwiMt*ee
(see 18) I keep

running

The verb yewei- RETURN seems to form its frequentative according

to method 4, but with added -g-:

yewe ok* he used to come back 47.4; 116.2; yeweogaY you used

to come back; yeweo de ,yeweude
1 1 used to come back

There is not enough material available to determine in every case

the non-aoristic forms of the frequentatives of this group. As a gen
eral rule, however, it seems that the non-aoristic stem of the frequen

tative is formed by repeating a consonant or semi-vowel, but in such

a manner as to indicate the non-aoristic simplex back of it. Thus the

frequentative of the inferential ts lalmV HE HID IT is ts !a-imlk HE

WAS ALWAYS HIDING IT; of
Ul[a]uJc&quot;

HE JUMPED 160.17 it IS lilwallc

(?
= *bilwalwlc ) THEY ALWAYS JUMPED 160. 16. From galk* (inferential)

HE ATE IT 142.19 is formed gayaik* (if really inferential in form; per

haps third person subject aorist gayaig- in contrast to -gaydiw of other

persons, see above) HE USED TO EAT IT 54.6, wilich, though resembling

the aorist in the repetition of the stem-vowel, differs from it, probably

for phonetic reasons, in the absence of the -w-. The form wits !e s-

made e HE WILL KEEP MOVING, given as the future of wits Hsmade*,

can not, for want of parallel forms, be accounted for. From sgd
alw-.

non-aorist of sgalaw-, is formed the frequentative sgalw-alw- (perhaps

according to Type 8, Iw- being a consonatic unit).

5. Vowel lengthening. Many verbs, particularly such as be

long to Type 2, obtain a usitative signification by merely lengthening

the short repeated vowel of the stem, this vowel, when stressed, as

suming the falling accent. Examples of this simple process are :

1 It is not at all certain that the -o- (--) of these forms really represents the -w- of the stem. It is

quite probable that there is a distinct type of frequentative in repeated vowel+-og-, in which case wagao -

k na n i USED TO BEING IT (see above under 1) would be another example.
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Simplex Repetitive

yimi s a he dreams yiml^s a5 he is always dreaming
luklu xaf he sets traps luk!u/uxae he used to set traps

geyewa
f

lxdeeda ba-ik!iyi
eJc*wheTL geye

ewa lxdeeda ba-i-lc!iyl
i

lc*

I ate he came whenever I used to eat he

came

Jc*ewe lc*awael he barks fcewe eJc*awa l he is always bark

ing

As the last example shows, by this method verbs which are already

frequentative in form can be made to take on a usitative meaning.

6. v+(c + ) her. The accented vowel (v) of frequentatives con

forming to this formula is either the second vowel of the stem of the

simplex or the repeated vowel of the stem not found in the simplex,

and is followed by the last consonant (semi-vowel) of such verb-stems

as end in two consonants. The forms that belong to this group seem

in some cases to have rather a continuative than iterative force. Ex

amples are:

Simplex Repetitive

lohon he caused them to die lohonha he keeps killing them

(100.8)

liwila ut e* I looked (59.14) liwllhaut* e I kept looking (144. 19)

wouW she went for (wood) (non- wo ouJia she used to go for wood

aoristwoo-) (162.8); 186.6 43.15; 158.18

daa
-sgek!l he listened 102.8 dda-sgelc!elha he listened around

102.3

daa
-agani n I heard it (55.3) dda

-aganhi n I used to hear about

it

s u alha they always stayed (to-

S u will he sits, stays 21.1 gether) 112.2

s u aThibiV we always stay to

gether
s-as-inlt e I stand (34.1) s as a nhap de I stand around

The last two examples do not show a rising pitch-accent, because

the vowel (-a-) preceding the -I- and -n- respectively is inorganic

and therefore incapable of carrying a rising or raised accent (cf. as

parallel bila ufe* i SHALL JUMP, not *bilaut*e e
,
because of inorganic

-a-). They also illustrate the loss in the frequentative of a non-

radical element (-$*-) of the simplex; in S uf
alha the loss of the -lf-

involves also the transfer of the verb to the first class of intransitives

(second person singular, Class I, s uf
alhat YOU STAY AROUND; Class

II, s-u wiWam YOU SIT).
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7. v + Hia. It is very probable that the verbs that belong here

contain the continuative -I- treated under the head of petrified suffixes

(see 42, 9). The formula may then be considered morphologically

identical with that listed as method 5, except that the continuative

-lr is introduced before the -ha. Examples of this group are :

Aorist (or verb) stem Repetitive

tloxox- gather wa- l-t!oxollii n I always gather
them

~ba
a-ek!elhixiau they all

emerged 60.11
(oa

a
-t ek!-x emerge) , __

,&amp;lt; 7 ,_7T . 7 - T i

oaa-t eklelhixde* I keep emerging
(60.14)

(sglp!- cut) xa- l-sgip lilhi he cut them all

through 26.11

k!of~k!ad- break xa-*%-ya
a-k!odolhi he always just

broke them in two 29.1

(al-xlkl- see) al-xik!ilhi n I used to see him

gwidi(k
w
d)- throw gwidilha he kept throwing it

(164.11)

(lolc!- trap) loklolha he was always trapping
them 78.4; 100.4

The non-aoristic forms of these frequentatives dispense with the re

peated vowel (v) characteristic of the aorist, so that the introduction

of an inorganic -a - is necessitated :

gwida lhan I shall keep throwing it

al-xilda lhiY I used to see him (inferential)

The remarks made under method 1 in regard to the formation of

frequentatives directly from the verb-stem rather than the aorist

stem apply also here (sgotlolha 108.8 from verb-stem sgotl- CUT,

aorist sgo
u
d-, like sgotlo sga?}.

8. v-\-w+v+lha* Only two verbs have been found that follow

this very irregular formula for the frequentative:

Simplex Repetitive

-.
,

,
i

lawa
lliip&quot; always become! (78.5)

lap become! 25.2 7 7 _ , 77 .-,
fi

,

j-aj-\ t. 7i
dahoxa lawa Undae whenever it

became evening 44.1; 78.6

ligigwa n I fetch (game) liwi lhagwa n I always come

home (70.3,5; 164.4) home with (game) (136.2)

The latter of these shows at the same time an unaccountable loss of

the -g- of the stem; the future of the simplex, IVgwa n, probably does

not exhibit an absolute loss of the -g-, but rather a contraction of

ll
l

g-gw- to
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TRANSITIVE SUFFIXES ( 44-51)

44. General Remarks

Under this head may be conveniently listed a number of suffixes

that either transitivize intransitives (causative, comitative, indirective

-amd-, -aid-) or are characteristic of transitive verbs (indirective

-s- = -tx-TO, indirective -an (an)- FOR, indirect reflexive). It must be

confessed, however, that the various suffixes may be so thoroughly

interwoven among themselves and with the purely formal elements

that follow^ that a certain amount of arbitrariness can hardly be

avoided in treating of them. The suffixes will now be taken up in

order.

45. Causative -(a)/7-

Causatives are formed from intransitives by the addition of -Ti

to the intransitive form, minus, of course, its formal pronominal ele

ments. If the final sound preceding the -n- is a vowel, the suffix can

be directly appended, the vowel being generally lengthened; a final

consonant (or semivowel), however, generally, though not always,

requires a connective -a- (4 when umlauted) between it and the suffix;

doublets (with and without connective -a-) sometimes occur, the com
bination of consonant -f- -n- then taking a constant -a (-i) after it.

If the accented vowel (v) of the aorist immediately precedes the -n-

in all forms, an inorganic -h- must be introduced, the combination

-rih- then necessitating a following constant -a; doublets, conditioned

by the position of the accent, here also occur. Certain suffixed ele

ments (-i-, -4*-) characteristic of intransitives drop off before the caus

ative -n-, yet in some forms they are retained
; intransitivizing ele

ments naturally remain, for without them the verb would itself be

transitive and incapable of becoming a causative. The aorist and non-

aorist forms of the causative, with the qualification just made, are

built up on the corresponding tense-mode forms of the primitive verb.

Examples of causative -(a)n- are:

Intransitive Causative

yelnada you will be lost (a yalna,nada you will lose it

palatalized by preceding y
to -e-) 14.3

yowo he is 21.1 ba -i-yowoni n I woke him up
(literally, I caused him to

be up with my hand) 16.4

S 44-45
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Intransitive Causative

1)a-i-yowoi\a
f n I miss him in

shooting (?
= 1 cause him to

be out) (138.5)

ba-i-yowonha, n
t uwug&iia

sn I make him hot

ba-i-biliwanaY he ran him out

Jiaxua, he burned it 98.8

liax&nk wa he burned him up
27.16

t agd
ana en I make him cry

t egeiixi he makes me cry

Jioyodsma n I make him dance

hoid&ua n I shall make him
dance

ya
an^n. he made him go ; ya

a-

n&ua / n I made him go

2/anha (= *yan-nJia) he made
him go; yauhtfn I made
him go.

yanaujia n 1 I shall cause him
to go

Jiene n they were used up 184.6 i-henenmi n I used them up
/e i

-I
,-,-, {ydwd

uts!&n.xbi n I startled you
iiowo s he started, was startled _, _, . 7 .. ,.

J
.

i yowo uesmxln n (for change of a

he is hot 94.15

ba-i-lnliwa^t you ran out 24.15

MX it burns 94.18

t*aga
i he cries 62.2

[Jioyo
ef he dances 46.12

\7ioida e
t* he will dance

ya
an- go (aorist)

yana- go (non-aorist)

yowo
fu smxli n (for change of a

I to i see 42, 12)

yd
uts!&nan I shall startle him

186.10

yo
u sdaa he will start 186.10

i.

Hobigl he lies like dead tlobigtrihafn I make him lie

like dead

t!obaga
fsdaa he will lie like tlobaga sn&n I shall make him

lie like dead

s as inlnha, n I make him
stand

dead (148.8)

s as inl he stands 144.14

s a s ant aa he will stand s a s anh&n I shall make him
stand

de-gulu k!alx it blazes 188.15 de-gulu Jc!alxu& n I make fire

blaze

p*ele xa he goes to war 126.13 p ele xana n I make him go to

war

dak -limimxgwa (tree) falls on dak*-limlmxgwadmi n I chop
him (108.12) (tree) on to him

1 Also yana k nan I SHALL MAKE HIM GO, with inserted and unexplained suffix -k -.
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Intransitive Causative

yewe
i he returned 49.10; bae

-l-yewen he cured him (lit-

88.5 erally, he caused him with

his hand to return up) 15.2

The causative in -vriha- is sometimes usitative in meaning:

Zo^onha he used to kill them; loJion he killed them 142.9

Examples occur of transitives in -n- formed from intransitives in

which no causative notion can be detected :

da-ldnha,sn I lied to him; de-luuhixi he lied to me (intransitive

da-lofe e I shall lie [110.23])

gel-waya
ana f n I slept with her (26.4) ; gel-wa-ina n I shall sleep

with her (108.3) (intransitive wayanfe* I sleep [188.22]; walfe*

I shall sleep [188.20]); but wayanhtfn I cause him to sleep

(162.1); wainh&n I shall cause him to sleep, waftiha put him
to sleep! 106.4,8

The connective a of the causative suffix -an- in the aorist is treated

differently from the a of the non-aorist forms in so far as in the

former case the -an- diphthong, when stressed, receives a raised

accent, while in the latter the a, as a strictly inorganic element, takes

the falling accent. Thus:
Aorist Non-aorist

hougwsi\-i he made him run hogwei ii make him run!

(yewen. he caused him to return) ye
ewa, n make him return!

(plagaii he bathed him [186.25]) p!a
a
ga, n bathe him! 186.24

In other words, the phonetic relation between aorist and non-aorist

illustrated by several verb types (e. g., agan- : ag[a]n-) is reflected also

in the causative suffix (-an-: ~[a]n-). The same is true of other -[a]n-

suffixes not causative in signification (see 42, 10):

Aorist Non-aorist

l-lc!uuma &amp;lt;n he fixed it 150.13 l-lduma n fix it!

(klemenxWn I make you 27.9) ~k!emafn make it! 186.24

46. Comitative -(a) gw-

Comitatives, i. e., transitive forms with the general meaning of TO

DO SOME ACTION (expressed by verb-stem) TOGETHER WITH, AT

TENDED BY, HAVING SOMETHING (expressed by object of verb), may
be formed only from intransitives by the suffix -gw- (final -F w

, rarely

-k*wa in monosyllables) ;
after a consonant (including semivowel) a

connective -a- appears before the -gw-, though in a few cases (as in

aorist yd
an- GO) the -gw- is directly appended. Dissyllabic stems

ending in vowel + -g- or -w- often add the comitative -gw- directly, in
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which case the preceding vowel is generally lengthened; doublets,

however, are sometimes found with connecting a. The second vowel

of aorist stems is apt to be lengthened in comitative forms, yet not

as consistently as in the case of causatives. Differing in this respect

from the causative -n-, the comitative suffix does not require the loss

of a final aoristic intransitive element (e. g., -i-). From aorist lolioi-

DIE are formed Io7iou-n- CAUSE TO DIE, but lohoy-agw- DIE TOGETHER

WITH. The reason seems clear. While the action of a causative verb

is logically transitive, that of a comitative is really intransitive, and

the verb is only formally transitive. In the former case the subject

of the verb does not undergo the action that would be expressed by
the intransitive stem (loJioi-} ;

in the latter it does. Examples of the

comitative are:

Comitative

yank*
w he takes it along (lit.,

he goes having it) 17.13

yanagwcfnk* he will take it along

^
rk w he fetched game home

70.3

(= Itfg-gwa^nk* ) he

will fetch game home(130.6)

gintfgwa^n I take it to (3 1.11);

also giniysigwa n(13.12) ,
fu

ture ginagwa n (=ginag-
gwa n with inorganic a be

cause of preceding n) (146.6)

dal-yeweys^k
w he ran away

with it

twTk wa he travels around with

it 14.2

ldul&gwa n I play with him

(124.14)

~ba
a-wa-daway&^

V! he flies

with it

Tienen&gwa n I eat it all (43 .1 2)

yewey&gwa
f n I fetch them back

(30.1; 47.13)

yawaysigwa n I talk about it

(lit., I talk having it) 108.12

nax-i-7ie*l&gwa
fn I shall sing

with pipe in hand
l-Jieleelagwa

/ n I sing with it in

hand

Intransitive

yd
an- go (aorist)

yana- (non-aorist)

ligi- come home from hunt

(aorist)

ll*g- (non-aorist)

gini(g}- go to

dal-yewey- run away

wl*- travel

loul- play

daway- fly

Tienen- use up, be satiated

yewey- return

yaway- talk

\7ie
e
l- sing (non-aorist)

[helel- (aorist)
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Intransitive Comitative

t. obagas- lie like dead (non- nax-da-t!ol)aga sgwank he lies

aorist) like dead with pipe in mouth

uyu s ~ laugh uyu
es

f

gwa
en I laugh at him

baxam- come . da-yawlx bax&m&W they
came talking (literally,

mouth-talking they - came-

with) 126.2

loux tiliwsigwanaW we play at

fighting (literally, play we-

biliw- fight, jump fight-having)
I jump having

it (=*Uliugwa
e
n, see 7)

If the object of the comitative verb is other than a third person, the

suffix -gw- is followed by the indirective -d-, wiiich does not ordinarily

appear as such, but unites with the immediately following transitive

connective -x- to form -s-; a connective -a- is inserted between the

-gw- and the -s-, so that the whole comitative suffix for a first or

second personal object is -(a)gwas-. Examples are:

uyu 8 gw&si he laughs at me

henensigw& sam he ate us up (192.15)

bda
-wa-dawiy&gwa,

f

sbink* he will fly up with you

The form -gwad- of the comitative suffix appears as such preceding

-in- (umlauted from -an-) in the third personal object of indirect FOR-

forms built up on intransitive verbs derived from transitives :

lule!u xagwsidini n I trap for him (probably = I cause [-in] him
to be having [-gwad-] [some one] to trap [luk!u-xa-] [for him]) ;

but luklu xagwsLsi he traps for me
p*ele xagw&dini n I go to war for him; but p*ele xagw&si he goes

to war for me

It is highly probable, however, that in such cases the -gwad- is to be

definitely analyzed into a comitative element -gwa- + an indirective

element -d- (- -) TO, FOR; this seems to be pointed out by the fact

that when the FOR -
object becomes identical with the subject, i. e.,

when the verb becomes an indirect reflexive (FOR ONE S SELF), the -d-

immediately precedes the regular reflexive suffix -gwi-, leaving the

causative suffix -(a)n- between it and the comitative suffix -gw-:

luk!uf

xagwant*gwide I trap for myself (probably = I cause [-an-]

myself [-gwi-] to be having [-gw-] [some one] to tT&p[lulc!u-xa-]
for

[-*&amp;lt;-] [me])
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Comitatives in -gw- are formed not only from intransitivized tran-

sitivesin -xa- (e. g., l-liibu
f
xak* w SHE POUNDS WITH IT IN HAND [55.10];

56.1), but also from non-agentive intransitives in -x- (see below, 56).

Examples are:

Non-agentive Comitative

sgo
usde (

= sgo
ud-x-de ) I cut sgo

u
sgwa n I got tired 1 of it

(without implied object), (21.6)

am across (148.8)

7ie -me -f?&amp;gt;6
/wfcY&ax he lay Jie

e -wa-fbdu t baf

xgwsi he lay
down with his arms folded, down with it clasped in his

lay rolled up and put away arms 154.6

(cf. 7ie -me -Md uWbaga n I

roll it up and put it away)

fge
e
ya*lx. it runs around, rolls wa-fge

e
ya

f

lxgwa
sn I roll with it

wa-i-s ugu s uxgwa n I am
sleepy (literally, something
like: I am confused having

sleep)

ba-i-s ili x he landed ba-i-s ili
f

xgw& he landed with

(his canoe) 13.5

The obverse, as it were, of these transitive forms in -x-gwa-, is given

by certain rather curious Class I intransitive forms in -x-gwa- built

up on intransitive, not, like normal -x- derivatives, on transitive

stems; they may be literally translated as TO BE WITH (or HAVING)

(SOMETHING) DOING or BEING. Thus from the intransitive aorist

daY-limim- (TREE) FALLS ON TOP OF is formed the intransitive dak -

Iim1mxgwade IT FALLS ON TOP OF ME (108.12), in which the logical

subject (TREE) becomes an implied object, while the real object or

goal of motion (ME) is treated as the grammatical subject. The

form quoted would have to be literally translated as I AM WITH (or

HAVING) (IT) FALLING ON TOP OF (ME), i (AS TREE) FALL HAVING

IT, TOGETHER WITH IT would probably be something like *datf-

limtfmgwa^n. Morphologically similar to dak*-limimxgwade are

doubtless :

hewe hdxgwade I yawn (literally, I am having [ ? ])

yele sgw&de (
=

yelet!-x-gwa-) I am sweating (literally, I am
having it, i. e., perspiration [?])

With such an interpretation, the form dak*-limlmxgwadini
en i

CHOP IT ON TO HIM becomes readily intelligible as a causative built

i sgo usdtf and sgo usgwasn are morphologically quite clearly related, though in signification the latter form

has widely departed from what must have been its primary meaning.
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up on an intransitive in -xgwa- , literally translated it would read

i CAUSE (-in) HIM TO BE WITH (-gwad-) (IT) FALLING (limVm-x-) ON

TOP OF (dak -} (HIM) . This chimes in well with the interpretation given

above of the really very perplexing &quot;for&quot; forms in -gwadin- and

-gwanfgwi.

As will have been noticed from some of the examples already

given (yawayagw- TALK ABOUT, uyui s gwa- LAUGH AT, sgo
u
sgwa- BE

TIRED OF, henenagw- CONSUME), the primarily comitative meaning of

the -gw- suffix is sometimes greatly obscured, at times practically

lost. Other examples illustrating this weakening of the fundamental

signification are:

Intransitive Comitative

Jioyod- dance hoyod-agw- dance (a particular
kind of) dance 100.15; 102.9

baa-yd
an- go up baa-ya

a
n-gw- pick up 24.3; 59.15

ba-i-ginig- go out to, come ba-i-gintf-gw- take out (no leg

motion necessarily implied)
xeben- do (so) xebe^-agw-

1

hurt, destroy 136.23

47. Indirective -d-(-s-)

The -d- of the indirect object never appears in its naked form

(except, as we have seen, in certain forms in -gwad-; see also under

-d- in petrified suffixes) ,
but always combined into -s- with the follow

ing element -x- that serves to bind pronominal objects of the first and

second persons to the verb-stem with its derivative suffixes (see 64).

The indirect object of the third person is not normally expressed by
this -d-j but, like an ordinary direct third personal object, is left

unexpressed, the general character of the verb being impliedly indi-

rective. As a matter of fact, an incorporated pronominal indirect

object is used only when the direct object is of the third person, never

of the first or second; and, since the pronominal object of the third

person is never expressed in the verb, this means that what is trans

lated as the indirect object is in reality morphologically the direct

object of the verb. The indirective idea is merely a derivative

development; or, more correctly, certain transitive verbs with indi

rective
&quot;

face&quot; require an -s- (
= -d- + -x-) instead of -x- with an incor

porated object of the first or second person, i GIVE IT TO HIM is, then,

really rendered in Takelma by I-HIM-GIVE; i GIVE IT TO YOU, by i-

1 For the change of non-causative -TO- to -y- (- -) cf . k. emti- and k. cmetn- MAKE.
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YOU-GIVE; i GIVE HIM FOOD, by I-HIM-FOOD-GIVE, in which the

logically indirect object HIM must be looked upon as the direct object

of the verbal complex FOOD-GIVE (FOOD, not being a pronominal

object, is loosely incorporated as a prefix in the verb) ;
i GIVE YOU

FOOD, by I-YOU-FOOD-GIVE, the pronominal combination i YOU

being expressed at the end of the verb-complex in the same form as in

a simple transitive like I-YOU-SEE, except that it is preceded by -s-

instead of -x-; such combinations as i GIVE YOU TO HIM, ME and HE

GIVES ME TO YOU, HIM can not be expressed by one verb-form. In

these latter cases the grammatical object of the verb is no longer in

directly affected by the action
;
hence another, though probably ety-

mologically related, verb-stem is employed, while the indirect object

is expressed by a local phrase outside the verb : i GIVE YOU TO HIM

(-I-YOU-GIVE [not indirective &quot;face&quot;] HIM-TO), -x-, not -s-, preced

ing the combination i YOU. The idea of TO in intransitives like GO,

RUN, and so on, is regularly expressed by such an extra-verbal local

phrase. Many verbs that, from our point of view, seem ordinary

transitives, are in Takelma provided with the indirective -s-. Ex

amples illustrating the use of this -s- are :

Aorist Future

(ogoyi
/ n l I give it to him 180.11 o Vin (170.13; 180.9,16)

I ogu sbi n I give it to you 23.3 o stin (178.15)

[ (oyonxbi n I give you) (olnxbin I shall give you)

!wet

gi n (for -g- see 42, 5) I wede Fin (17.10,11)

took it from him 76.1

wesbi$n I took it from you (17. 3) wede sbin (16.10,11)

f al-da-p oup*iwi n I blew at it ( 1 5 . 1 )

\al-da-p up ausbi n I blew at you
wda

giwi
f n I brought it to him wagawi n I shall bring it to

(for -w- see 42, 11) (176.17) him
waa

ga sam* he brought it to us wege sink he will bring it tome

(194.11)

{eiyi

f n I hurt him
e?sbi n I hurt you
tgayau he ate him 54.5 ga-iwofnk 130.5

\gayausbi n I ate you gatsbink* he will eat you 26. S

f
al-yel&amp;gt;ebi

n Ishowed it tohim (77.8) al-ye
ebi n I shall show it to him

1 al-yebe psbi n I showed it to you al-yepsi show it to me!

1 The -y- is peculiar to aorist forms of this verb with a third personal object (ogoyiY YOU TO HIM; ogolhi

HE TO HIM 122.11) and to the third personal passive aorist (ogoyi n HE WAS GIVEN IT 15.2)

2 With connecting a before s. In o sbin above -g- + -s-gives --, but *wSsdam (=weeg-sdam) would be

come confused with wSsdam (=weed-sdam) YOU TOOK IT FROM ME.
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Some verbs that belong here show the -s- only in the aorist, other

forms having only -x-. Examples are :

Aorist

^-tfwi^n I went away from

him 23.12

Jie
e

-iu&amp;gt;Wn I went away from

you (184.14,15)

ytfm/tsWn I lent it to you 98.15

{i-t!aut!iwi
sn I catch him 33.4

\i-t!aut!a
f
usbi he caught you

{naga n I said to him 72.9

\naga
1

sbi n I said to you 108.4

da-da-haa
li n I answered him

(61.6)

dak -da-halsbi n I answered you
(134.20)

saansafsn I fight him (110.20)

saansaf
nsbi n I fight you

Future

Jie
e -lwi n

isa

\sd

lend it to me! 98.14, 21

l-t!aawi n (33.8)

trtlaflxbink* (140.15)

naa
gi n (15.15; 196.20)

naxbin (60.3)

dak*-da-hala Mn

dak^-da-hala xbin

sana n (28.15; 33.9)

sana xbin

48. Indirective -(a )ld-

This suffix is probably composed of the continuative -I- (see 42, 9)

and the indirective -d-, though, unlike the latter suffix, it is always

employed to transitivize intransitives, a characteristic intransitive

element of the aorist (e. g., -i-) regularly remaining. After vowels, the

suffix appears simply as -Id-; after consonants and semivowels, a con

nective -a- is generally introduced, which, when accented, receives a

falling pitch. The general idea conveyed by the suffix is that of

purposive action toward some person or object, so that it may be con

veniently translated by MOVING AT or TOWARD, IN ORDER TO REACH,
GOING TO GET. Examples of its use are :

liiliut e5 1 climb

yada tfe* I swim (yadad-)

Uli ** he jumped 32.13; 78.11

da-t!aya
fie

they went to get

(something) to eat 75.9

da-daa
ya

f

(future) (33.9)

sgde
us he shouted 59.4; 90.8

Jiiliwd lda n I climb for it (77.8)

yadadafldafn I swim for him (to

save him from drowning)

yededvJlsi he swims for me
l)iliw& \sa n they fought .(liter

ally, they jumped at, for each

other) 27.4

da-t!ayaldi
f n I went to get it to

eat; da-t!aya\t he went to get
it to eat (a shows by its accent

that it is part of stem) 76.9

da-dda\di n (future) (33.9)

sgelew& lt* he shouted to, for him

59.4; (94.1)
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wiliw- go, run

xudu/sm he whistled

lwiliwa, lda nl go and show it tohim
[de-wiliwa, \da n I fight him (27.3)

xudum& lda n I whistled to him

(33.16)W w he fetched home (game) de-ligi& lt he fetched it for him to

70.3; 128.12; ligi he came eat 126.9; 130.9

home (with game) 124.22

yonobsi lt* they held nets waiting
for fish 32.1

\n.woult HE WENT AFTER IT 29.12 the -Id- is confined to the aorist;

non-aorist forms have the stem woo- without suffix : woo n I SHALL GO

AFTER IT (162.8,10).
49. Indirective -(a )md-

There hardly seems to be any significant difference between this

and the preceding suffix, except that the indirective force of -(a )md-

seems in many cases to be much less clear and that it may be appended

to transitive as well as to intransitive stems. It is quite probable

that in some of the examples the -m- of the suffix is really the dissimi-

lated product of an original -Z- because of an -Z- of the stem (see 21) ;

yet this explanation could not be made to apply to all the cases.

Those forms that contain a radical -Z- are given first :

-(a )md-

WZa mda n I fish for (salmon)

ts !elela, mda n I paint him (
= 1

put paint s e
e
l on to him)

S in-deleg& msdam you put holes in

my nose 22.2

mdlag& msbi n I am jealous of you

yalaga, mda n I dive for it (60.10)

lagag& mda n I paid him (184.17)

legwela, mda
en I sucked it out of him

dii

-al-gelegal& mda n I tie his hair

up into top-knot (172.3)

di -uyu ts!&mda n I fool him

yamdsi mt*(go and) ask ofhim 174.10

p*oy&mda n I smoke them out

(76.11)

l&amp;gt;a

a-k!emena, mda n I make him

ready to go (76. 13)

da-t gu
fu

l&mi&quot; she covered it

(basket) over 61.9

Simple form

malagia
u

they are jealous (cf.

malag-, malagan- tell)

yala Vde I dive (61.8)

(lagag- feed)

legwe l he sucked it (186.18)

(geleg- twirl)

uyuts!- laugh
a^mt ask him! 70.6

Tclemen- make

dak -t
l

gu
uba n I put (hat-like

object) over as covering
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50. Indirective -(a)n(an)- &quot;for&quot;

From transitives, never from intransitives, are formed verbs in

-(a)n or -(a)nan- (the first -a- is the connective vowel already spoken

of) signifying TO DO (the act expressed by the verb-stem) FOR, IN

BEHALF OF (the object of the verb). No rule can be given as to when

-(a)n- or -(a)nan- is to be used, the two suffixes being frequently

found to interchange in the same form. It is not likely that -(a)nan-

is a mere duplication of the simpler -(a)n-, as no other case of suffix-

reduplication could be shown to exist in Takelma, but rather a

compound suffix consisting of two distinct elements that happen to be

homonymous. Neither of the -(a)n- elements in- (a)nan-, however,

can be identified with either the causative -(a)n- or the petrified -(a)n-

of certain transitive verbs (see 42,10), for the full -(a)nan- suffix is

found suffixed to them (e. g., lohouninini n I KILLED HIM FOE

HIM [
= i CAUSED HIM TO DIE FOR HIM]) . As in the case of the ordi

nary indirect object-suffix -s-, only the third person (and that, as far as

the pronoun is concerned, by implication) is tolerated as the logical

object, the grammatical object being always the person in whose

behalf the action is done. If the formal (i. e., indirect) object of

the verb is of the third person, the -(a)n- or -(a)nan~ is nearly always

followed by the &quot; instrumental &quot;

i (see 64), an umlaut of the suffix

to -(i)n- or -(i)nin- necessarily resulting (see 8, 3c). The longer

form of the suffix -(a)nan is apt to be limited to the aorist forms

with third personal object; non-aorist forms and aorist forms with

first or second personal object generally have the shorter form of the

suffix, -(a)n-. What was said above of a phonetic character in regard

to the causative -(a)n- applies also here. Examples are:

Transitive Indirective

wa -l-t!oxoxinisn I gather
was-l-t!oxoxi n I gather them

(192.4)

them for him
was-l-t!uxux&nxi he gathers

them for me
l-lc!uuminmmi n I fixed it for

i-lc!uuma^n he fixed it 7 V ......
iQ\ l-k!uminimm^nk he will fix
.io)

, p i

it for him

!i-~k!u

umansm xi he fixed it for

me
tr-Jdumanafiihi fix it for him!

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 10 50
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Indirective

|7d &inini/en I carry it for himfZaMnim e

o u
ga n I trap them (78.5)

BUEEAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY [BULL. 40

Transitive

laabaf n I carry it (178.4,5,6)
V.I/IX/ l/&amp;gt; J.J./I

Ze
e6a nxi he carries it for me

ldugimm n I trap them for

him
ldfugmi n

(pHyiri) lu u
g&n.xi he traps

(deer) for me
lo lclimn I shall trap them for

him

k!adaymi n I pick them for

him
Jc!addlhmi n

k!edey&
f
nxi he picks them for

him
Jc!aadmmi n I shall pick them

for him
de -l-wlri

gi n I spread it out de -l-wlfi
goxixi he spreads it

Jdaddi- pick (aorist)

lc!aad- pick (non-aorist)

(120.1)

Iclemen- make

limimana n I fell tree (cause

it to fall) (108.11)

lohduna n I cause him to die

(142.9)

out for me
7c!emenmi/ n I make it for

him
Tclemnim n I shall make it for

him
limimmmi n I fell it for him

loJiounmmi n I killed him for

him
loJidunsm.si nhi he killed him for

him
luhuuna, nxi he killed him for

me
dduma,rL& nk*wank he will kill

him for him
doum/c wanJc he will kill him

(116.18)

saagwa n I paddle it (60.1; 7ian-se e

gwsi
fusin I am paddled

112.9) across (literally, it, i. e.,

canoe, is paddled across

for me)

p!ahanana
/ n I cause it to be plahayinmiV I make it

cooked, done done for him

A number of transitive verbs in -(a)n(ari)- in which the FOR (in

behalf of) idea is not clearly apparent nevertheless doubtless belong

here. Such are:

50
1 For the change of suffixed n to y see 46, second footnote.
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al -dudmi n I look around for him

(92.27)

i
s-odoni n I shall feel around

(o
uda en I hunt for him

[116.8])

for it

malag&n& nhi he told him 30.15 (mala xbi he told you [162.6])

It not infrequently happens in verbs where the logical relation exist

ing between the subject and a first or second personal object can

hardly be other than an indirect one, that the FOR idea is expressed

by means of the simple transitive form with -x- or -s- instead of

the more explicit indirective -(a)n(an)-, as shown in the following

examples:

Ictedeisi he picks them for me (literally, he picks to me, along

side of Jdedey^nxi he picks them for me) 1

me bep*xip* come and chop out (a hole) for me (to enable me to

get out) (literally, come and chop me!) 90.16

gel-ts!eye
fmxi he hid it from me (158.7) ;

but gel-ts!ayammi
f n I

hid it from him

The idea of DOING SOMETHING FOR SOME ONE when the action is an

intransitive one can not be expressed in the verb itself, so that peri

phrases of one kind or another are resorted to; e. g., i GO FOR HIM is

expressed by i GO, HE HAVING SENT ME. In verbs that are intransi

tive only in form, but logically still transitive, that is, in transitive

verbs with unexpressed object, the FOR idea is expressed by the com

plex suffix -gwa dan- (with first or second personal object -gwas-) ,
the

analysis of which has been attempted above (see 46). Thus we

have (pliyin) lo u
gin(in)i n i TRAP (DEER) FOR HIM built up on a tran

sitive in both form and meaning (i. e., ld u
ga ri), but luklu xagwa-

dini n i TRAP FOR HIM built up on a formal intransitive (luk!u xa ).

The idea of FOR, IN BEHALF OF ONE S SELF is rendered in transitive

verbs by adding to the indirective suffix -(a)n (an)- the regular reflexive

suffix -Ywi- (-gwi-) :

doumana rik*widda he will kill them for himself

Hwnulc*wank wide5 1 kill them for myself
de -i-wlfi

gank wide I spread it out for myself
han-see

gwa nk wide I paddle myself across, really, I paddle (canoe)

across for myself

1 There must be a difference in signification, however, between k. ed&isi and kfedcya nxi. The former

probably means &quot;he picks them for me, i. e., in order to give them to me;
&quot;

the latter &quot;he picks them
in my behalf (perhaps because I am sick and can not do so myself.)&quot; Compare also deflse exi HE OPENED
THE DOOR FOR ME (i.e., in order to let me in) (63.12) with d&lse eganxi HE OPENED THE DOOR ON MY
BEH\LF (perhaps because I was unable to do so myself).
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In intransitive verbs with implied transitive force a -f- is inserted

between the indirective -(a)n(an)- and the reflexive -gwi-:

luklu xagwant gwit* he traps for himself

Also this form in -gwant gwi- was explained above.

51. Indirect Reflexive -gwa-

By indirect reflexive is here meant action in reference to something

belonging to one s self, not action in behalf of one s self. From the

latter idea (expressed, as we have seen, by -[a]n[an]k wi- and -[a\n[an]-

t gwi-} the indirect reflexive in -gwa- differs in being always found in

a transitive setting; from the comitative -(a)gw(a}- it differs phonet

ically in being formed only from transitive verbs with expressed object

and in the constancy of the final -a- (third person aorist -k wa, not

-Jc*
w
). Examples of its use are:

s-m^i-fgili^sgwa,
1 he scratched his own nose 14.11; 15.7

mdnx al-mZ Mk wa (
= gw-Ywa) he painted his own face (cf. nou gw-

i n I paint it)

i-gaxaga xgw& n I scratch myself, i. e., my own (cf. l-gaxagixi n
I scratch him)

i-2&amp;gt;/^-?i6

Mk wawarm your nands! (188.20) (cf. l-pW-no Wwtfn I

warm his hands)
s in-&amp;lt;^

e

Zeygwa he stuck it into his own nose (cf. daa-dele pi he

pierced his another s ear)

bils a\-giliga lk w& n I covered myself with moss (48. 14) (cf. bits

l-giligili n I covered him with moss)
blls l-giliga

f
lk.*wei n I covered my hands with moss

gwQn-p!iyi rik*w& he lies on pillow (probably = he causes his

neck to lie)
2

Jc!edezk*wa, n I pick them for myself (literally, I pick my own)
de-fc i#Fauk waF he brandished it before his face 172.11

i-lc!uuma nk*wei he prepared himself, got ready 172.2 (cf. i-Jc!uu-

mcfn he fixed it, got it ready 114.7)

It will be noticed that whenever what in English we are accustomed

to consider a direct reflexive is really such only in form, not in fact, the

Takelmaidiom requires the indirect -Jc*wa- form, not the direct reflexive

in -gwi-. Thus, i SEE or SCRATCH MYSELF is not logically a reflexive in

the same sense as i KILL, DROWN, or HANG MYSELF, the former involv

ing strictly action on what belongs to the subject, not on the subject

itself: i SEE or SCRATCH MY OWN (FLESH). Still such distinctions can

!The object, generally a body-part, to which the action refers is printed in Roman characters.
2
p/iwin- connected with -p. eyen- LIE?
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hardly be insisted upon; much depends on idiomatic usage. The

indirect reflexive suffix, it would seem, is employed only when the

direct object is incorporated in the verb; if the direct object is taken

out of the verb-complex and provided with a possessive pronoun, all

ambiguity as to the relation between subject and olbject is removed

and the -gwa- falls out. Thus we have daa-de e
le p*gwa HE PIERCED

HIS OWN EAR with indirect reflexive -gwa- to show the possession of

the object (da
a- EAR) by the subject; daadele p*i would mean HE

PIERCED ANOTHER S EAR. The former sentence can also be expressed

more analytically by danxdagwa 7iadele
f

p i HIS-OWN (-dagwa) -EAR HE-

IN-PIERCED-IT
;
danxda hadele p i would then have reference to the

piercing of another s ear. In other words, the reflexive idea is

expressed in the verb or in the noun according to whether the latter

is incorporated or independent.

INTRANSITIVE STJFFIXES ( 52-57)

52. General Remarks

Under this head are included such suffixes as intransitivize a transi

tive verb by removing the object (-xa-), transferring the object from

without to within the sphere of the subject (reflexive, reciprocal), or

changing the character of the action altogether (non-agentive, posi

tional). The passive intransitivizes by removing, not the ooject, but

the subject, the former remaining in exactly the same form in which

we find it in the corresponding transitive; the voice is characterized

by peculiar suffixes that differ for the various tense-modes, and which,

following as they do the pronominal elements of the verb, will receive

appropriate treatment in discussing the purely formal verbal elements.

The normal transitive, its ancillary passive, the active intransitive

(-xa-), the reflexive, the reciprocal, the non-agentive, and the posi

tional may be looked upon as the seven voices of a transitive verb, of

which only the first five (possibly also the sixth), however, can be

freely formed from any transitive stem. Of the seven voices, the

first two are provided with a distinct set of pronominal object (and

transitive subject) suffixes; the third and the fifth, with Class I

intransitive subjects; the remaining, with Class II intransitive

subjects.

Before giving examples of the intransitive suffixes, it may be useful

to rapidly follow out a particular transitive stem (dink!- STRETCH our

[
= base din- -{- transitive petrified suffix -&/-]) in its various voices. First
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of all, we may form an ordinary active transitive verb with expressed

object by attaching to the verb or aorist stem the appropriate pro

nominal suffixes: ba-i-de-di nik!a n i STRETCH IT OUT (LIKE A RUBBER

BAND or the like) (62.1). Secondly, from this may be formed a pas

sive by the addition to the stem (dinilc!-) of the pronominal object and

characteristic passive suffix: l&amp;gt;a-i-de-di nik!an IT is or WAS (ACTIVELY)

STRETCHED OUT. Thirdly, the transitive stem may be made intransi

tive by a failure to specify the object: ba-i-de-di ni xades
i STRETCH

(SOMETHING) OUT. Fourthly, a direct reflexive is formed by the

suffix -cjwi-: ba-i-de-di
f
ni wide i (actually, if such were possible)

STRETCH MYSELF OUT, in as literal a sense as in, e. g., i KILL MYSELF.

Fifthly, the transitive form may be made reciprocal by the compound
suffix -a&amp;gt;(or -s-}an-: ba-i-de-di ni xa n THEY (actively and literally)

STRETCH ONE ANOTHER OUT. Sixthly, the non-agentive voice is

formed by a suffixed -x-: ba-i-de-dini
f
x IT STRETCHES OUT (144.14),

in the sense in which a sore might be supposed to spread, without voli

tion and without apparent agency; this particular form is idiomati

cally employed to refer to the stretching out, advancing, marching, of

a single column, the figure here being evidently that of a long string-

like line moving out without distinctly sensed agency. Similarly,

laa-dinif
x (CLOUDS) SPREAD UP IN LONG STRIPS 13.3 are not actively

spread out by some one, do not spread out some unexpressed object,

are not conceived of as actually spreading themselves out, and are

not conceived of as being in the static, purely positional condition of

lying extended. Seventhly, the last, positional voice is expressed

by an aoristic -$*-, non-aoristic -as-: dink!I IT LIES SPREAD OUT,

referring to a long string or other elongated body extended on the

ground; future dink!a sdaa . A synopsis for the second person

singular (and reciprocal plural) of dink!-(dinik!~) SPREAD of the

seven voices in the six tense-modes is given in Appendix A. The

intransitive suffixes will now be taken up in order.

53. Active Intransitive -xa-

The -a- of this suffix is a constant element except before a per

sonal ending beginning with a vowel: p*ele xik* WE GO TO FIGHT.

Like other non-radical -a- vowels it may be umlauted to i: s om-lu-

Tiuixiya
u THEY (indef.) OPERATE AS s omloho lxa s (class of medicine

men) 172.14. The final consonant of the aorist stem of verbs of Type
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8 falls out before the -xa-, also an indirective d (including the -d- of

-[a]md-, [a]Id; a final radical -d-, however, unites with -xa- to form

-sa-). Verbs of Type 5 employ not the aorist, but the verb-stem,

in the aorist of the -xa- derivative (cf. the parallel phenomenon in

the formation of the frequentative, 43, 1 and 6
;
for exceptions see

40, 5), inserting the repeated stem-vowel between the fortis conso

nant of the stem and the suffix; -xa- derivatives of Type 5 verbs

thus belong to Type 2. For the vocalism of the stem of -xa- forms,

see 31, 5. Verbs in -xa- of Types 2 and 3 regularly have a short

second stem vowel, even if the quantity in the primitive verb is long ;

this short vowel may, however, be secondarily lengthened, with fall

ing accent, to express a frequentative idea. In non-aorist forms the

stress tends to fall on the -xa-. Verbs in -xa- can be formed, of

course, only from transitives, and, although in form they are strictly

intransitive, they always logically imply an object. Examples of

-xa- are:

&s she pounded 16.9; l-lu px.&gwank* she will pound having
it (pestle) 55.10 (aorist transitive lobcfp* she pounded them

16.9)

tnila
/mx.sdee I went fishing (t!l

ila mda n I fished for them)
Jc!d

awa nxai she sifts 57.15 (k!a
awa f

7ida n I sift acorn meal [16.10])

daJc -t ek!e x&s he smokes 96.23 (Type 5 da-Ce e
gi n I give him

to smoke [170.13])

plebe xtf he beat off (bark) 55.6 (plabab- chop [90.11])

lele sside I sew (leleda
sn I sew it)

sguHu xtf he is cutting 92.2 (Type 5 aorist sgo
ud- 72.10)

al-xik!i xa, he looked around 102.12 (Type 5 aorist al-xtfg- 124.8)

luk!u
f
~x&* he traps (Type 5 aorist loug

w- 78.5) ;
future Zu xwa&amp;lt;/wa-

dinin I shall trap for him
wda-liimi xade I was talking to somebody (wda-7iimida n I talked

to him [59.16])

dak*-da-Jiele Jialx&de I alwavs answer (dak -da-7iaali n I answer

him [146.14])

dak*-hene xsi he waits; future (ZaF-Tienxa tV I shall wait (daJc*-

Tieneeda f n I wait for him)

yimi s Si (= -s*-xa ) he dreams; future yims aft e 6
; imperative

In Tel erne
1 nxBdes

i WAS MAKING, WORKING (future Tc!emxaft*e e
) the

loss of the -n- in the non-aorist forms (cf. ~k!emna n i SHALL MAKE IT

[28.14]) may be-due to a purely phonetic cause (see 11)
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54. Reflexive -gwi-

The final consonant of the aorist stem of some verbs of Type 8 is

eclipsed, with lengthening of preceding vowel, also before the reflex

ive -gwi- (see 40, 8), in the case of others it is preserved. Where

the -gwi- reflexive is derived from indirect transitives in -d- (-amd-,

-gwadan-}, there is often practically no difference in signification

between it and the indirect reflexive -gwa-. Examples of -gwi- are :

t!omok*wides I kill myself (from tfomom-)

al-yebe
f

p*gwit* he showed himself (yebeb-)

al-xlfik wit* he looked at himself

p!agdnk*wide I bathed (literally, I caused myself to bathe;
cf. p!agd

ana n I bathe him)
se la mt gwide

e I shall paint myself (se
ela mdan I shall paint him)

rt*gwaxalk*wide
e I tattooed myself (t gwaxdl he tattooed him)

\t*gwd
axa nfgwide

e I shall tattoo myself (
= for myself)

l-gis iga
f
s gwide

e I tickle myself

al-wa-ts!eyek*wide I washed myself with it

dda
-delega mt*gwide

s
(
= dda-dele p*gwa ri) I pierce my ears

(ynk*) Jclemenk wit they made themselves (strong) 27.12

xuma ogol]$i*wide
e I give food to myself (

= I food-give myself)

l-lesgi k.*wide e 1 shall touch myself

Before the imperative endings -p\ -p anp* tho reflexive suffix be

comes lengthened to -gwi
1
-:

IcIefgwYp
1

pick them for yourself !

dee
gwa

f

lt*gwPp*anp* take care of yourselves! 126.20; (128.24)

The reflexive of naga- SAY TO is irregular in that is is formed not

from the transitive stem, but from the corresponding intransitive

nagai- SAY: nagallcwit* HE SAID TO HIMSELF 104.1 (cf. nagalfcwa, 62).

55. Reciprocal]
&quot; *

\-an-
[

- s
J

The -x- and -s- preceding the characteristic reciprocal -an- (umlauted

-in- ) suffix are nothing but the connective consonant of direct and in

direct transitive verbs respectively, the choice in the reciprocal form

between the two depending entirely upon which is used in the cor

responding simple transitive. A difference, however, in the use of

this -x- (-s-) between the transitive and reciprocal is found in so far

as in the latter it appears with a third as well as first and second

Indirect reflexive (for oneself) in signification, though without indirective suffix of any kind. The

form is thus analogous to such as kfedelsi mentioned above (see 59). That the reflexive action is

thought of as indirective in character seems to be indicated by the ablaut of the stem (k. aad-) ; see 31, 6.
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personal object. The phonetic form of what precedes the -x- (-s-) is the

same as in the transitive from which the reciprocal is derived. The

reciprocal element -an- is the only one of the verbal suffixes that is

placed between the connecting -x- and the personal endings, so that

it may rightly be looked upon as in a way equivalent to the incor

porated objective pronouns. Examples of -x-an- are:

fc/oi/oxinifc we go together, accompany one another (33.15)

t!euxmibasni let us play shinny!
l-lats!a xmiY we touch one another

aZ-s-m-Z0 Mxa n they meet each other (literally, they thrust noses

to one another)

Z/omoxa n they kill one another (33.10)

gel-wayan^^n they were sleeping together (literally, they caused

each other to sleep facing each other) 190.2

al-xlfix&s
i\. they looked at each other

Examples of -s-an-, i. e., of indirect reciprocals, are:

na&amp;lt;/o/sa n they said to each other 31.9 (cf. naga
f
sbi n I said to you

[100.1]); future naxan^ (cf. naxbin [60.3])

sdansa ns& n they fight one another (23.14; 184.13) (cf. saansa ns-

bis
n) ,

future semo/xan^ (23.15) (cf . sana xbiri)

7^eM/asa n they went away from one another (cf. lie -lusbi n

[184.14]); future lie
eM/wi xan^ (cf. Jie ee-lwi xbin]

la ama lsa, ii they quarreled with each other 27.2; 86.10

waa-himi s& n they talked to one another 124.14(cf . waa-himi sbi ri)

ldugwa s-imba let us play 32.5 (cf. lougwa sbin future)

t!u U!alsiml&amp;gt;a let us play at gambling-sticks (tlu^l) 31.9

al-sege sak* smile we keep nodding to one another; seWsa Tc*-

sanF they nodded to one another (inferential) 172. 10 (but unre

el uplicated al-se exmiJc* we nodded to each other)

56. Non-agentive -x-

The difference in signification between the non-agentive -x- and the

intransitive -xa- may be well brought out by a comparison with the

distinctly double signification of English intransitively used transi-

tives. If such a transitive word as SPLIT be relieved of its object, it

may be employed in two quite distinct senses, either to indicate the

same sort of action that is expressed by the transitive, but without ex

plicit direction (as, THE CARPENTER CAN SPLIT, i. e., can split beams,

boards) ;
or to indicate a spontaneous non-volitional activity resulting

in a static condition identical with that induced by the corresponding

transitive action (as, THE BEAMS, BOARDS, SPLIT, i. e., spontaneously
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undergo motion resulting in that conation which is brought about

by corresponding activity from without : THE CARPENTER SPLITS THE

BEAMS, BOARDS). SPLIT in the former case is rendered in Takelma by
xaa-ts !iwi

fxa (aorist transitive ts !iwi-d-); in the latter, by xda-

ts Hwi^s- (= -ts !iwi^d-x) . It is true that in some cases the use of -x-

does not seem to be logically justified (e. g., al-huyfixde I HUNT 136.18;

al-ho^yoiya n i HUNT THEM) ;
but something must be allowed for idio

matic, not literally translatable usage. Such petrified suffixes as

-d- do not drop out before the -x-; the repeated consonant of Type 8

verbs falls off as usual (yet cf. forms like limlm-x-gwa-, 46). Ex

amples of the non-agentive are :

Transitive Non-agentive

l-k wd/a
gwi n I awakened him wd ax.de I awoke (16.3) (future

16.4 (future l-Vwa lclwiri) ~k&quot;wd
/a xde e

[190.5])

lemef
lc* they took them along lemef x they all went 136.7

144.17

i-t ge
e
yili n I roll it t*ge

e
ya^lx it rolls

de-ts !ibi*p* he closed door de-ts !ibi*x (door) shut

p!a-i-ha-u-t gu
u
p* he upset it p!a-i-7ia-u-t*gu

u
px it upset 60.8

wa -l-t!eme^m he assembled them wa-t!emexiau
people assembled

110.3 144.23

~ha w-%-~hafnats!i n I made it stop ha-u-?iana s( = -a ts!x) it stopped

(152.15; 198.9)

dl-sgu yuk!i n I knock it down di-sgu
i xk* it fell (nobody push-

(48.7,8) ing) (59.11; 62.1)

l-gwidigwa t i he threw them 7iu^lu
fnk wa (tiredness) gwidig-

(108.21; 138.3) wa^s (= -a tx) he was plumb
tired out (probably = he tot

tered with tiredness) 120.12

l-smili smili n I swing it smili smalxde I swing
1

(73.2)

baa-fe e
gi nIHHitup (Type 5) laa-ek!e t ax it bobs up and

down (60.11,13,14)

In some verbs -alx- (
= continuative -al- + non-agentive -x-) seems

to be quite equivalent to the intransitive -xa-:

geyew& lx.de I am eating (31.3) (but, hortatory, gelx&ba let us eat)

le
elzfKxdes I carry (178.6)(la

aba n I carry it [178.3,4])

uugw& nxde I drink (see 21).

The non-agentive character of verbs in -x- may be reflected in

transitives (causatives) derived from them, in that in such causatives

i It maynot beuninteresting to note, as throwing lighten the native feeling for -x-, that this form sounded

somewhat queer to Mrs. Johnson, for, as she intimated, one can t very well be swinging without either

actively swinging one s self or being swung by some one.
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the subject is not thought of as being the direct cause of the state or

activity predicated, but is rather considered as indirectly responsible

for it. Thus, from the aorist stem t gwilik/w- (pgwUi
r
*-x WATER,

BLOOD DROPS, DRIPS 58.1) are formed:

p!a-i-t
f

gwili lc!wainasn I (voluntarily) drop, spill it

p!(b-i-fgwiW
e
xn.a,

en I have it drop (unavoidably), spill it (72.8,16)

57. Positional-/ /-

As we have already seen ( 40, 15), this suffix, though of clearly

derivational character, is generally, probably always, confined to the

aorist. A positional verb in -I1- may be defined as expressing the

state or condition resulting from the completed action of a transitive

or non-agentive ;
e. g., p!a-i-hd-u-t*gup!idl IT (BOX-LIKE OBJECT) LIES

UPSIDE DOWN is a verb expressing the result of the action defined in

p!a-i-ha-u-t gu
uba n i UPSET IT and p!a-i-Jia-u-t&quot;gu

u
px IT UPSET 60.8.

From one point of view the suffix -I1- serves to mark off a class of purely

positional verbs, a different verb-stem being used for each general

form-category of the object described. Such verbs of position are:

dirikll long, stretched out object lies (transitive aorist dinik!-)

fgeits /l round object lies (138.24) (fgeyets !-)

p iidl flat object lies

tlobigl corpse, dead-looking body lies

s eini box-like object with opening on top lies

p!a-i-7ia-u-t gup!idi box-like object with opening below lies

(t gu
u
l-)

s ugwidl curled-up object (like bundle of rope) lies

da-sgall scattered objects (like grain on floor) lie

wikHdl several objects heaped together lie (wtfg-)

s-as inl erect object is, he stands 34.1; 45.12; 77.9

s u will sitting object (person) is, he sits, dwells 21.1; 57.2

Vebill absent object is, he is long absent 124.20

Not so clearly positional are:

ldall (generally heard as ZaaZe
r

) it becomes 33.17; 45.3

yamll he looks pretty

Of these verbs those that are directly derived from transitives, it

will be observed, use in the aorist the verb-stem, not the aorist stem,

of their simplex (thus dink!-, not diniJc!-). The derivational -(d)d-

(see 42, 4) that seems to characterize a number of positional verbs

can not be explained.
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Certain Takelma place-names in -I (or -l-k
,
-i

v-F with suffix -F

characteristic of geographical names) can hardly be otherwise explained

than as positional verbs in -&-, derived from nouns and provided with

local prefixes defining the position of the noun. Such are:

Di -dam 1 Table Rock (probably = rock[daVl is [-2] west [di -]) :

west of the rock would be di -dancf (cf. danaW my rock)

Dak -t gaml-Y (cf. Dak -gamiya
fe

person from D.) (= place

where [-F] elks[t ga^m] are[?] above, on top[dalc -])

Dal-daniW (cf. Dal-daniya one from D.) (
=
place where [-F-]

in brush, away from creek [dal-] is[-l] rock[caVj)
han-xilml ghost land (

= across river [Jian-] are[-l] ghosts [xila^rn])

de-dtfwl near the falls of Rogue River (
= in front [-de-] are [-1]

falls [dm])

58. IMPERSOJTAL -iau-

Verging toward the purely formal (pronominal) elements of the

verb is the suffix -iau-. Forms in -iau- are intransitive, and may be

formed from all intransitives and all transitives with incorporated

pronominal object, the function of the suffix being to give an indefi

nite, generalized collective, or impersonal, signification (cf. German

MAN, French ON) to the always third personal pronominal (Class I

intransitive) subject. Examples are:

ya
anm u

people go 58.14; 152.5 future yanay&
u

t*

wa -l-t!emexisiu people assem- future wa -i-demxisiusf

ble 144.23

e ebi& u
people are 192.7 (cf.

e eWV we are 180.13)

tsfau yd
uy^u there was (infer

ential) deep water (cf. 188.14)

sdansa nsini&u fighting is go- future sana xinia,u t*

ing on 23.14

domxbiysi
u

t people will kill you
(intransitive; but transitive

with definite third personal

subject domxbink* they will

kill you) (33.10)

In particular, states of the weather or season, necessarily involving

indefiniteness of subject, are referred to by forms provided with the

indefinite suffix -iau-. Examples are :

!This example is due to Mr. II. II. St. Clair 2d, from whose Manuscript Notes on Takelma it was

taken. It is there written Di tanl*.
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lop!odi&
fu

it is raining, hailing, or snowing 90.1; 152.11 (but

definitely nox lop!oY it rains 90.1; (198.9); ts tdam loploY it

hails; p!a
as loploY it snows 90.2; 196.7)

lep niy^uk it has gotten to be winter

samgisi
u

t* it will be summer (92.9)

samgmugulugwa n it is about to be summer (literally, it is sum

mer-intended, see 68) (cf. 48.13)

t uwugisi
u

it is hot (i. e., it is hot weather; but t*uwu Jc it, some

object, is hot [25.10]; 94.15)

we e
gisi-uda when it is daybreak 73.6; 126.13

4. Temporal-Modal and Pronominal Elements (

59. INTRODUCTORY

Every Takelma verb except, so far as known, the defective copula

elt e
e

i AM, has forms of six tense-modes aorist, future, potential,

inferential, present imperative, and future imperative. Of these, all

but the aorist, which is built up on a derived aorist stem, are formed

from the verb-stem. A special tense or mode sign, apart from the

peculiar stem of the aorist, is found in none of the tense-modes

except the inferential, which, in all the voices, is throughout charac

terized by a -k -(-g-} following the objective, but preceding the sub

jective, pronominal elements. Each of the tense-modes except the

potential, which uses the personal endings of the aorist, is, however,

characterized by its own set of pronominal endings. It is for this

very reason that it has seemed best to use the term tense-modes for

the various modes and tenses, instead of attempting a necessarily

artificial classification into tenses (aorist and future) and modes

(indicative, potential, imperative, and inferential), the method of

distinguishing the latter being fundamentally the same as that

employed to form the former, i. e., the use of special pronominal
schemes.

The purely temporal idea is only slightly developed in the verb.

The aorist does duty for the preterite (including the narrative past),

the present, and the immediate future, as in NOW i SHALL GO; while

the future is employed to refer to future time distinctly set off from

the present, as in i SHALL GO THIS EVENING, TO-MORROW. A similar

distinction between the immediate and more remote future is made
in the imperative. The present imperative expresses a command

which, it is intended, is to pass into more or less immediate fulfill

ment, as in GO AWAY! while the command expressed by the future
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imperative is not to be carried out until some stated or implied point
of time definitely removed from the immediate present, as in COME

TO-MORROW!, GIVE HER TO EAT (when she recovers). The uses of the

potential and inferential will be best illustrated by examples given

after the forms themselves have been tabulated. In a general way
the potential implies the ability to do a thing, or the possibility of

the occurrence of a certain action or condition (i CAN, COULD GO if I

care, cared to), and thus is appropriately used in the apodosis of an

unfulfilled or contrary-to-fact condition; it is also regularly employed
in the expression of the negative imperative (prohibitive). The

peculiar form of the potential (verb-stem with aorist pronoun endings)

seems in a measure to reflect its modal signification, the identity of

its stem with that of the future indicating apparently the lack of

fulfillment of the action, while the aoristic pronominal elements may
be interpreted as expressing the certainty of such fulfillment under

the expressed or implied circumstances by the person referred to.

The inferential implies that the action expressed by the verb is not

directly known or stated on the authority of the speaker, but is only

inferred from the circumstances of the case or rests on the authority

of one other than the speaker. Thus, if I say THE BEAR KILLED THE

MAN, and wish to state the event as a mere matter of fact, the truth

of which is directly known from my own or another s experience, the

aorist form would normally be employed :

mencf (bear) yapla (man) tlomok^wa (it killed him)

If I wish, however, to imply that it is not definitely known from

unmistakable evidence that the event really took place, or that it is

inferred from certain facts (such as the finding of the man s corpse

or the presence of a bear s footprints in the neighborhood of the

house), or that the statement is not made on my own authority, the

inferential would be employed:

mena^ yapla dorrik^waY it seems that the bear killed the man;
the bear must have, evidently has, killed the man

Inasmuch as mythical narration is necessarily told on hearsay, one

would expect the regular use of the inferential in the myths; yet,

in the great majority of cases, the aorist was employed, either because

the constant use of the relatively uncommon inferential forms would

have been felt as intrusive and laborious, or because the events

related in the myths are to be looked upon as objectively certain.
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The inferential is also regularly employed in expressing the negative

future.

Not only do the pronominal elements vary for the different tense-

modes, but they change also for the two main classes of intransitive

verbs and for the transitive (subject and object), except that in the

present imperative and inferential no such class-differences are

discernible, though even in these the characteristic -p*- of Class II

intransitives brings about a striking formal, if not strictly personal,

difference. We thus have the following eleven pronominal schemes to

deal with:

Aorist subject intransitive I.

Aorist subject intransitive II.

Aorist subject transitive.

Future subject intransitive I.

Future subject intransitive II.

Future subject transitive.

Inferential subject.

Present imperative subject.

Future imperative subject intransitive I and transitive.

Future imperative subject intransitive II.

Object transitive (and subject passive).

The transitive objects are alike for all tense-modes, except that

the combination of the first person singular object and second person

singular or plural subject (i. e., THOU or YE ME) always agrees with

the corresponding subject form of intransitive II. Not all the per

sonal forms in these schemes stand alone, there being a number of

intercrossings between the schemes of the three classes of verbs. The

total number of personal endings is furthermore greatly lessened by
the absence of a dual and the lack of a distinct plural form for the

third person. The third person subject is positively characterized

by a distinct personal ending only in the aorist subject intransitive I,

the future subject intransitive I, the future subject intransitive II,

and the future subject transitive; as object, it is never characterized

at all, except in so far as the third person object, when referring to

human beings, is optionally indicated by a special suffix -k*wa-

(-gwor) . In all other cases the third person is negatively characterized

by the absence of a personal ending. The second singular subject of

the present imperative is similarly negatively characterized by the

absence of a personal ending, though the
-p&quot;

of the present imperative

intransitive II superficially contradicts this statement (see 61).

59
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The pronominal schemes, with illustrative paradigms, will now be

taken up according to the verb-classes.

60. INTBANSITIVES, CLASS I

This class embraces most of the intransitives of the language,

particularly those of active significance (e. g., COME, GO, RUN, DANCED

PLAY, SING, DIE, SHOUT, JUMP, yet also such as BE, SLEEP) ,
verbs in

-xa-, indefinites in -iau-, and reciprocals. The tense-modes of such

verbs have the following characteristic subjective personal endings:
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pronouns, 91-3) is used after consonants, -ga m after vowels. The

first form of the second person plural imperative (-a^np&quot;)
is used to

follow most consonants (-Vp* to follow a &quot;constant&quot; -a- of the stem),

-y being found only after vowels and probably m and n (e. g., yv?p*

BE YE!; yana^p* GO YE!).

In regard to the etymology of the endings, it is clear that the

second person plural aorist is derived from the corresponding singular

form by the addition of a characteristic -p* (cf. the imperative),

that the second persons of the future are differentiated from the

aorist forms by an added -a
,
and that the first person singular future

is identical with the corresponding form in the aorist, except for the

lack of a catch. The second persons of the inferential are peri

phrastic forms, consisting of the third personal form in -Y (mode-

sign, not personal ending) plus elf THOU ART, elfp&quot;
YE ARE.

As paradigmatic examples are chosen a stem ending in a vowel

(aorist yowo- BE) ,
one ending in a consonant (aorist baxam- COME) ,

a

reciprocal (aorist saansan-san- FIGHT WITH ONE ANOTHER), and an

indefinite in -iau- (aorist t uwu-g-iau- BE HOT) .

AORIST

Singular:

First person ,

Second person

Third person .

Plural:

First person

Second person

yowo Vc1 1 run
j
baxafitt tf I

come

yowo^t

yowo baxa f m

yowoyi^k

sa.ansa nsaen they
fight

sdonsa wsmik

saansa nsanVp

t uwiigia ue it is hot

FUTURE

Singular:
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Singular:
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loptoY
1

it rains 90.1, 2 (yet lop.odaY you are raining 198.9;

lop da H&quot; it will rain; lop dcfx to rain, 74, 1)

MX it burns 98.1 (yet Jtaxa C it will burn)

Several intransitive Class I usitatives seem to lack the catch of the

third person aorist also:

gininlc he always went to 46.11 (from gini Y he went to)

witdlsma he keeps moving (from witc!i em he moves 148.12)

yeweo^Y he is wont to return 47.4; 116.2 (yet yeweogcft you are

wont to return)

No explanation can be given of this irregularity.

The inferential endings, as has been already remarked, are iden

tical for all classes of verbs, so that the following applies to Class II

intransitives and to transitives as well as to Class I intransitives.

The mode-sign -F is added directly to the final vowel or consonant

of the verb-stem (or stem with its added derivative and pronominal

object suffixes) without connecting a. All combinations of conso

nants are here allowed that are at all possible as syllabically final

clusters (see 16) ;
indeed some of the final consonant clusters, as

-sic
, -p lc

j -np lc
, -lp~k , hardly occur, if at all, outside the inferential.

If the resulting consonant combination would be phonetically impos

sible an inorganic a is introduced between the two consonants that

precede the inferential -V ; secondary diphthongs with raised accent

may thus arise :

&quot;klemcfrik* he made it (verb-stem Tclemn-)

bila^uY he jumped 160.17 (verb-stem bilw-)

Double diphthongs are often allowed to stand unaltered before -Y

(e.g.,olnFHE GAVE THEM: also imperative oln GIVE THEM!) ;
sometimes

doublets, with double diphthong or with inorganic a, are found (e. g.,

tsIalmY or tslaycfmY HE HID IT; also passive participle ts!almhaYw

HIDDEN, but tslaya m HIDE IT! tsleya mxi HIDE ME! tsfaya mxamY HE

HID us [158.7]). With a final -g- or -gw- the inferential -k unites

to form -Y or -lc
w

,
but with lengthening of the preceding vowel;

-Jc!- + -Y becomes -/ F. Examples are:

TiefnaY 10
(
=

-a&quot;gw-Y) he consumed them (cf. 48.10); but 7ie
encfYw

consume them!

woryanaY (
= yancf-gw-Y) he ran after them 98. 10; but wa~

w run after them!

1 This form can not possibly have been misheard for *lop!o -f, the form to be expected, as the subor
dinate is lop. ot a*, not *lop!o udae

-, which would be required by a *lop!o H (see 70).

60
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yo
u
lc
w

(
= yogw-) she married him 192.16

Jie -l-le 7ne
lc (=lemk!-lc^ he destroyed them (146.20); 154.11;

also imperative (
= *lemk!}

61. INTRANSITIVE S, CLASS II

Most verbs of Class II intransitives, unlike those that are most

typical of Class I, are derived from transitives, the majority of

examples falling under the heads of non-agentives in -x-, reflexives

in -gwi-, positional in -4*-, and verbs with intransitivizing -p- either

in all their tense-modes or in all but the aorist (see 42, 1). Besides

these main groups there are a straggling number of not easily clas

sified verbs that also show the peculiarities of the class
;
such are :

sene sant*e I whoop (110.20; 180.15)

wife6 I go about (90.1; 92.29; 122.23)

ligint e
e I rest (48.11; 79.2, 4; 102.1)

7i&amp;gt;iMi nt*e I am tired (48.4, 11; 102.1, 8; 120.11)

In a rough way the main characteristic of Class II intransitives, as

far as signification is concerned, is that they denote conditions and

processes, while Class I intransitives are in great part verbs of action.

Following is the scheme of subjective pronominal endings character

istic of Class II :
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the first person plural of the aorist and future is evidently connected

with the -I- of e ebW WE ARE (see 60, fourth footnote) ;
the parallel

ism is made complete by the fact that impersonal forms in -iau-

derived from Class II intransitives (except non-agentives) show a -p*-

before the suffix, analogously to e elia u
:

sene
f

sanp iau there is whooping, se nsanp iau t* there will be

whooping

In the third person of the aorist, positionals in -4*-, non-agentives, and

verbs in -p
- and other consonants (except n and probably Z, m) lack

a positive ending, while reflexives and most of the miscellaneous verbs

(ending in a vowel or n, I, and m) show a final -t . There is every

reason to believe that the absence of a -f in the former group of forms

is due to phonetic conditions that brought about its loss (see 18).

As examples of verbs of this class will serve a non-agentive (aorist

Jia-u-hana s- STOP), a reflexive (aorist l-lets!eYwi- TOUCH ONE S SELF),

a positional (aorist s as inl 1- STAND), and one of the miscellaneous

verbs (wl*- GO ABOUT) .

AORIST.

Singular:
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Several non-agentives in -x- drop the -x- and become Class I intran-

sitives in the frequentative:

gwttl Wgwal
6

(water) keeps dripping down (cf. p!a-i-

fgwili
/isx it drips down 58.1)

ma
-sgot!o sga it breaks to pieces 62.1 (cf. xaa-sgo

us= -sgo
ud-x it

breaks [61. 13])

xaa-sgo
u

t sgadaH it will break to pieces (cf. xaa-sgo
u sda it will

break [148.8])

TRANSIT!VES, CLASS III ( 62-66)

62. General Remarks

The subject pronominal elements of the transitive verb combine

with the objective elements to form rather closely welded compound

endings, yet hardly ever so that the two can not separately be recog

nized as such; the order of composition is in every case pronominal

object + subject. It is only in the combinations THOU or YE -

ME that such composition does not take place ;
in these the first person

singular object is, properly speaking, not expressed at all, except in

so far as the stem undergoes palatalization if possible (see 31, 1),

while the second person subject assumes the form in which it is

found in Class II of intransitive verbs. The pronominal objects are

decidedly a more integral part of the verb-form than the subjects,

for not only do they precede these, but in passives, periphrastic

futures, nouns of agency, and infinitives they are found unaccompa
nied by them. For example :

domxbina you will be killed (178.15)

domxbiguluW&quot; he will kill you
domxbie

s one who kills you
domxbiya to kill you

are analogous, as far as the incorporated pronominal object (-hi-) is

concerned, to:

domxbinY he will kill you; t!omoxbisn I kill you

The pronominal objects are found in all the tense-modes, as far as

the meaning of these permits, and are entirely distinct from all the

subjective elements, except that the ending of the second person

plural coincides with one form of the second person singular present

imperative of the intransitive, -anp\ These elements are:

Singular: First person, -xi (with third subjective); second person,

-bi; third person,- ;
third person (human), -Fwa. Plural: First

person, -am; second person, -anp (-anb-).
62
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It does not seem that -Ic wa-, which is optionally used as the third

personal object when reference is distinctly had to a human being (or

to a mythical animal conceived of as a human being), can be com

bined with other than a third personal subject (at least no other

examples have been found) ;
nor can it be used as an indirect ob

ject if the verb already contains among its prefixes an incorporated

indirect object. These restrictions on the use of -Tc wa- enable us

effectually to distinguish it from the indirect reflexive -Ywa- which

has already been discussed, this element normally requiring an incor

porated object prefixed to the verb. Examples of the objective

-Ywa- are:

tlomoVwa1
it killed him 15.16; 28.11

7ieeS-iuk*wa he went away from him
Jidxank wa he burnt him 27. 16

sdansa nk wa he fought with him 28.10

nagaiVwa he said to him 152.3 (with very puzzling intransitive

-i-; contrast nagcf he said to him)
wet gigwa she took (it) away from him (49.6)

lak wak* (inferential) he gave him to eat

In several respects this -k wa differs fundamentally from the other

object suffixes. It allows no connective -x- to stand before it (see

64); the indirective -d- of -afld- (see 48) drops out before it:

gayawa lYwa he ate him; cf. gayawa lsbi he ate you (26.8)

and, differing in this respect from the suffixless third person object, it

allows no instrumental i to stand before it (see 64) :

l-tlana Jiagwa he held him (25.10) ;
cf. l-tlana Jii he held it 27.4

dak -da-halk wa he answered him 180.18; cf. dak*-da-7idali $n I

answered him (146.14)

It is thus evident that forms with suffixed -Vwa, approximate in-

transitives in form (cf . nagaik wa above) . With a stem-final g, gw the

suffix unites to form -Jc wa, the preceding vowel being lengthened and

receiving a rising accent
;
with a stem-final Jc! it unites to form - wa,

the preceding vowel being lengthened with falling accent. Examples

are:

tlayak wa he found him 71.14; cf. tlaycftf he found it 43.4; 134.17

maldfcwa he told him 22.8; (72.14); cf. malagana nU he told it

to him (see 50) 30.15

i The final consonant of the aoristic stem of Type 8 verbs is regularly lost before -k wa.

62
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da-Jc!os dulc wa they bit him 74.5 (aorist stem -klos og-)

Jieee-lleme fe k wcL he destroyed them (50.2) ;
cf. 7ieeS-ileme 1c!i

sn I

destroyed them (110.2)

mul u^lc wa he swallowed him 72.16; cf. mulu lclafn I swallowed

him (73.1)

Verbs that have a suffixed comitative -(a)gwa- show, in combina

tion with the objective -Vwa-, a probably dissimilated suffix -gik wa

(-gigwa) ,
the connecting a preceding this compound suffix being of

course umlauted to i:

xebeyigi Vwa he hurt him (cf. xebeyagwa
f n I hurt him [136.23])

uyu
i

sgigwa he laughed at him 27.5 (cf. uyu
/

sgwa n I laugh at

him [71.7])

It is rather interesting to observe how the objectr e -k wa- may serve

to remove some of the ambiguities that are ap\, to arise in Takelma

in the use of the third person. HE GAVE IT TO HIM is expressed in the

inferential by the forms o ViY and o Yigwak* ,
the latter of which

necessarily refers to a human indirect object. If a noun or inde

pendent pronoun be put before these apparently synonymous forms,

sentences are framed of quite divergent signification. In the first

sentence (noun + o &W) the prefixed noun would naturally be taken

as the object (direct or indirect) of the verb (e. g., ne Ydi o Vik^
HE WHO-GAVE IT ? [

= TO WHOM DID HE GIVE IT ?]) ;
in the second

(noun + o YigwaY) ,
as subject, a doubly expressed object being inad

missible (e. g., ne Fdi o VigwaY WHO GAVE IT TO HIM?). TO WHOM
DID HE BRING IT? with incorporated object ne f

di reads ne Ydi

mes-waV literally, HE-WHO-HITHER-BROUGHT-IT ? WHO BROUGHT IT

TO HIM? with subject ne k di reads (as inferential form) ne Jc di

wagawo lc wak* (-0- unexplained). HE FOUND THE ANTS is expressed

by ttibis i* tfayaW, but THE ANTS FOUND HIM by tlibis l* tlayak wa.

The usage illustrated may be stated thus: whenever the third personal

object refers to a human being and the subject is expressed as a

noun, suffixed -Jc wa must be used to indicate the object; if it is not

used, the expressed noun will most naturally be construed as the

object of the verb. An effective means is thus present in Takelma
for the distinction of a personal subject and object.

$ 62
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63. Transitive Subject Pronouns

The various tense-modal schemes of subject pronouns in the tran

sitive verb are as follows:
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FUTURE

Subjective
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carries the umlaut of -am- to -im- with it, but -am- reappears when
-i- drops out, cf. inferential domxamk!elt\ With the -i- of these

forms compare the -i- of the first person plural intransitives -ik*
,

-iga m, -ibas
( 60 and 60, second footnote).

64. Connecting -x- and -/-

It will have been observed that in all forms but those provided
with a third personal object the endings are not directly added to

the stem, but are joined to it by a connecting consonant -x- (amalga

mating with preceding -t- to -s -). This element we have seen to be

identical with the -x- (-s-) of reciprocal forms; and there is a possi

bility of its being related to the -xa- of active intransitive verbs,

hardly, however, to the non-agentive -x-. Though it appears as a

purely formal, apparently meaningless element, its original function

must have been to indicate the objective relation in which the

immediately following pronominal suffix stands to the verb. From
this point of view it is absent in a third personal object form simply

because there is no expressed pronominal element for it to objectivize,

as it were. The final aoristic consonant of Type 8 verbs regularly

disappears before the connecting -#-, so that its retention becomes

a probably secondary mark of a third personal pronominal object.

The fact that the third personal objective element -k wa- (-gwa-} does

not tolerate a preceding connective -x- puts it in a class by itself,

affiliating it to some extent with the derivational suffixes of the verb.

There are, comparatively speaking, few transitive stems ending in

a vowel, so that it does not often happen that the subjective personal

endings, the third personal object being unexpressed, are directly

attached to the verb or aorist stem, as in :

naga
sn I say to him 72.9, cf. naga^ he said to him 92.24

sebe n I shall roast it (44.6) ;
future imperative odo Jc* hunt for

him! (116.7)

Ordinarily forms involving the third personal object require a con

necting vowel between the stem and the pronominal suffix. Not all

verbs, however, show the purely non-significant -a- of, e. g., t!omoma
fe
n,

but have a to a large extent probably functional -i-. This -i- occurs

first of all in all third personal object forms of verbs that have an

instrumental prefix:

ts!ayaga n I shoot him (192.10), but wa-ts!ayagi n I shoot (him)

with it

l-lats!agiY you touched it

64
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The greater number of cases will probably be found to come under

this head, so that the -i- may be conveniently termed INSTRUMENTAL

-i-. Not all forms with -i-, by any means, can be explained, how

ever, as instrumental in force. A great many verbs, many of them

characterized by the directive prefix al- (see 36, 15), require an -i-

as their regular connecting vowel :

la,gagi n I gave him to eat (30.12)

ldaliwi n I call him by name (116.17)

louginini
f n I trap them for him (and most other FOR-indirec-

tives in -anarir-)

Examples of -i-verbs with indirect object are:

ogoyi n I give it to him 180.1 1 (contrast oyona
f n I gave it [180.20])

wda
giwi

f n I brought it to him (176.17) (contrast wda
ga n I

brought it [162.13])

A number of verbs have -a- in the aorist, but -i- in all other tense-

modes :

ytfmiya^n I lend it to him, but yimi hin I shall lend it to him

naga n I said to him (second -a- part of stem) 72.9, but naa
gi n

I shall say to him; naa
gi

f
k* say to him! (future) 196.20; naYiY

he said to him (inferential) 94.16; 170.9; 172.12

The general significance of -i- seems not unlike that of the prefixed

directive al-, though the application of the former element is very
much wider; i. e., it refers to action directed toward some person or

object distinctly outside the sphere of the subject. Hence the -i- is

never found used together with the indirect reflexive -Ywa-, even

though this suffix is accompanied by an instrumental prefix:

xaa
-p!l

i-no vk wa n I warm my own back (188.20)

In a few cases the applicability of the action of the verb can be

shifted from the sphere of the subject to that of another person or

thing by a mere change of the connective -a- to -i-, without the

added use of prefix or suffix :

xaa-la at!an I shall put it about my waist, but xda-ld at!in I shall

put it about his waist

In the form of the third personal subject with third personal object
of the aorist, the imperative with third personal object, and the

inferential with third personal object, the -i- generally appears as a

suffixed -hi- (- i-)
? incapable of causing umlaut:

malagana nhi he told him 30.15, but malagini
sn I told him (172.1)

wa-t!omomhi he killed him with it

64
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l-Tc!uumanana nki he fixed it for him
i-Jc!umana fnhi fix it for him!

i-Tdumana nhiY he fixed it for him (infer.) ,
but frJduminimnVrik

he will fix it for him

It should be noted, however, that many verbs with characteristic

-i- either may or regularly do leave out the final - i:

alxlfi he saw him 124.6, 8 (cf. al-xifi
gi n I saw him, 188.11)

1

l-lats!aW he touched him (cf. l-lats!agi
f n I touched him)

ba -l-ye
ewa n revive him! (15.2)(cf. ba -l-yewe

eni n I revived him)
lie -l-lele Y he let him go (13.6) (cf. he -l-le lek!i n I let him go

[50.4])

Jie -l-le l
f

let him go! 182.15 (cf. he -i-le llc!in I shall let him go)
la-i-di-t ga st ga

as stick out your anus! 164.19; 166.6 (cf.

~ba-i-di-t*gats!a t
(

gisi n I stuck out my anus [166.8])

l-k!uumcfn he prepared it 190.22 (cf. l-k!uumini 6n I prepared it)

It must be confessed that it has not been found possible to find a

simple rule that would enable one to tell whether an i-verb does or

does not keep a final -hi (- i} . Certain verbs, even though without

instrumental signification, show an -i- (or -Jii-) in all forms with third

personal object. Such are:

aorist ogoy- give to (ogolhi he gave it to him 156.20)

aorist wee
t*-g- take away from (wet gi he took it from him, 16.13)

aorist lagag- feed (laga k i he gave him to eat 30.12; lak i give
him to eat! lak igana^ we seem to have given him to eat)

and indirective verbs in -anan-. Irregularities of an unaccountable

character occur. Thus we have:

7iee -lu he left him (cf . JieeS-#wi sn I left him) ;
but imperative

hee -iwi hi leave him! (not *-iwi^, as we might expect)

In many cases the loss or retention of the final -hi seems directly

connected with syntactic considerations. A large class of verbs with

instrumental prefix (generally -) drop the final -hi, presumably

because the instrumentality is only indefinitely referred to (cf.

35, 1) . Examples of such have been given above. As soon, however,

as the instrument is explicitly referred to, as when an instrumental

noun is incorporated in or precedes the verb, the -hi is restored.

Thus:

i The -i- of these verbs regularly disappears, not only here but in every form in which the normal con

necting vowel -a- fails to appear in other verbs: al-xi k (inferential) HE SAW HIM (*al-xikf-k like domk HE
KILLED HIM), homonymous with al-xl k (imperative) SEE HIM! (=*alxl kt). As soon, however, as the

verb becomes distinctly instrumental in force, the -i- is a constant element: al-wa-xl k!ik (inferential) HE
SAW IT WITH IT.
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la- l-tWaF he burst it (cf. -fba a
gi n I burst it)

i-s wili s wal he tore it to pieces (cf. -s wili s wili n I tore it to

pieces)
irS wi ls wal tear it to pieces!

%-s wtfls wcfl he tore it (once)

i-7ieme^m he wrestled with him 22.10 (cf. -hememi n I wrestled

with him

despite the prefixed --; but:

la-waya-la
a
Jc*i he burst it with a knife

Jian-waya-s wils wa lhi tear it through in pieces with a knife!

(73.3)

Similarly :

fia-^-sgaWsgaW he picked him up 31.11 (cf. -sgasgigi n I picked
him up)

but:.

~k!a maa dan ~ba
a
-sga

aYsga lc i tongs rocks he-picked-them-up-with

(
= he picked up rocks with tongs) 170.17

despite the lack of an instrumental prefix in the verb. Explicit in

strumentality, however, can hardly be the most fundamental func

tion of the -hi. It seems that whenever a transitive verb that

primarily takes but one object is made to take a second (generally

instrumental or ihdirective in character) the instrumental -i- (with

retained -hi) is employed. Thus:

ma xla Jcfuwu he threw dust

but:

mafxla alk!uv)uhi dust he-threw-it-at-him (perhaps best trans

lated as he-bethrew-him-with-dust) cf. 184.5

where the logically direct object is ma xla, while the logically indirect,

perhaps grammatically direct, object is implied by the final -hi and

the prefix al-. Similarly, in:

Jc o px bababa fi waadi xda ashes he-clapped-them-over his-body

(perhaps best rendered by: he-beclapped-his-body-with-ashes)
182.9

the logically direct obiect is fco px, the logically indirect object, his-

body, seems to be implied by the - i. This interpretation of the -hi

as being dependent upon the presence of two explicit objects is con

firmed by the fact that most, if not all, simple verbs that regularly

retain it (such as GIVE TO, SAY TO in non-aorist forms, BRING TO,

verbs in -anan-) logically demand two objects.
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As soon as the verb ceases to be transitive (or passive) in form or

when the third personal object is the personal -wa, the instrumental

-i- disappears:

gel-yala
a
xalfgwit he forgot himself 77.10 (cf. gel-yald

axaldi n I

forgot him)

ogolYwa he gave it to him 96.18 (cf. ogolhi he gave it to him 188.12)

It is possible that in wet gigwa HE TOOK IT FROM HIM the -gi- is a

peculiar suffix not compounded of petrified -g- (see 42, 6) and

instrumental -i-; contrast l-t!ana
f
7ii HE HELD IT with l-t!ana liagwa

HE HELD HIM. Any ordinary transitive verb may lose its object

and take a new instrumental object, whereupon the instrumental -i-

becomes necessary. Examples of such instrumentalized transitives

are:

ga l wa-ts!ayagi n bow I-with-shoot-it (cf . ts!ayaga n I shoot him)
wa- uugwi

f n I drink with it (cf . uugwa
f n I drink it)

If, however, it is desired to keep the old object as well as the new

instrumental object, a suffix -an- seems necessary. Thus:

yap!a wa-saagimna
f

people they-will-be-shot-with-it
xlfi wa- uugwmi n water I-drink-it-with-it

It is not clear whether or not this -an- is related to either of the -an-

elements of -anan- ( 50).

A final -i is kept phonetically distinct in that it does not unite

with a preceding fortis, but allows the fortis to be treated as a syllabic

final, i. e., to become -f aspirated surd:

Jie
e
-l-le

fme 7c ihe killed them off, but -le mek!i n I killed them off

Forms without connective vowel whose stem ends in a vowel, and

yet (as instrumentals or otherwise) require an -i-, simply insert this

element (under proper phonetic conditions as -Tui-) before the modal

and personal suffixes:

wa-woo hin I shall go to get it with it (contrast woo n I shall go
to get it)

l-t!ana hi n I hold it; l-tlana lii he holds it 27.4

di-s al-yomo Jiin I shall run behind and catch up with him;

di-s-ot-yomo hi catch up with him! (contrast yomo n I shall

catch up with him)
wa-sana Tiink* they will spear them with them 28.15 (verb-stem

sana-}

A constant -a- used to support a preceding consonant combination

is, in -i- verbs, colored to -i- :

1-lasgV touch him! (cf. masga^ put it! [104.8])
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It is remarkable that several verbs with instrumental vocalism lose

the -i- and substitute the ordinary connective -a- in the frequentative.

Such are:

l-go yok!i n I nudge him; i-goyogiysi
en I keep pushing him

dtf-tltfsi^n I crush it; dtf-tHyi tHyafn I keep crushing them

It can hardly be accidental that in both these cases the loss of the

-i- is accompanied by the loss of a petrified consonant (-&/-, -s-).

The following scheme of the instrumental forms of doum- KILL

(third personal object) will best illustrate the phonetic behavior

of -i- :
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weight. The rising pitch-accent, it should be noted, is always pre

served as an integral element of the diphthong, even though a -en

follow, so that the first personal singular subject third personal

object of such verbs (-v ri) stands in sharp contrast to the corre

sponding form of the great mass of transitive verbs (-v^n).
1 The

first person plural subject third person object and the third personal

passive are always parallel in form to the first person singular sub

ject third person object in - n (k!ada
a
na&quot;Y and Jdaddn like k!ada ri).

Examples of transitives with aorist stems ending in long diphthongs

not followed by connective -a- are:

t gwax& n I tattoo him : t gwax&lt you tattoo him

dl-t!ugu n I wear it : dl-t!ugal he wears it 96.16

dda
-yeJiQ n I go where there is : dda

-yeJieit you go where there

singing is singing (106.10)

dda
-yeJiQn (third person pas

sive)

daa
-yehe

enaW (first person

plural)

~k!adei n I picked them up : Idad^l he picked them up
da-t!agsi n I built afire : da-t!agol he built a fire 88.12;

96.17

swad&n (passive) they got : swad&lsa n they are gambling
beaten in gambling with one another

oyo n I give it (= *oyon ri)

but also oyona n with con

necting -a-

Tctem&n I did it 74.13 : fc/emei he did it 92.22; 144.6;

176.1,4,5, 7,8,9, 14

In aorist ~k!emei- MAKE the -i-, actually or impliedly, appears only

when the object is of the third person (singular first, Jc!eme n; second,

Jclemelf; third, Idemei; plural first, Tc!eme*naW; second, &quot;klemetfp*);

all other aoristic and all non-aoristic forms replace the -i- by a -n-\

k!emenxbi n I make you 27.9

Jc!emenxa n they make one another; future Jdemncfrik* he will

make it 28.14

A few reduplicated transitives ending, in both aorist and verb-stems,

in a short diphthong (-al-, -am-, -an-, -aw-), lack a connective -a-

ilt may be noted in passing that the Takelma reduction of an over-long diphthong (Un to etn) offers in

some respects a remarkable parallel to the reduction of an Indo-Germanic longdiphthong to a simple long

vowel before certain consonants, chiefly -m (e. g., Indo-Germanic *d^us = Skr. dyau s, Gk. Zttf, with pre

served -u- because followed by -s, a consonant not capable of entering into diphthongal combination; but

Indo-Germanic ace. *dicm= Ved. Skr. dyam, Horn. Gk. Zftv with lost -M- because followed by -m, a consonant

capable of entering into diphthongal combination). I do not wish to imply, however, that the accent of

forms like yeh&n is, as in diem, the compensating result of contraction.
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before the personal endings, so that a loss of the final consonant

(_7_ 1

_m_
j .7^ _w_) takes place in third personal objective forms before

a consonantal personal ending. Such verbs are :

heme ha n I mocked him (
=

-Jiam ri)

imi lia n I sent him (
= -am ri)

gel-Jiewe htfn 1 I think (
= -au n)

gel-hewe hat* you think

p!a-i-di -sgimi sga n
2 1 setthem

in ground (
= -am n)

la- al-mo f
lo ma n I turned them

over (
= -al n)

bd- al-mo l man I shall turn

them over (
=

-alri)

saansa sn I fight him (
= -an n)

heme Jiam he mocked him

24.4, 5, 8; 182.6, 7

imi Jiamsin I was sent (43.2)

gel-hewe 7iau he thought 44.11 ;

142.20

p!a-i-di -sgimi sgam he set

them in ground
~ba- al-mo lo mal he turned

them over (170.16)

maanma n

(
= -an ri)

I count them

saanscfn he fights him (28.10)

(but also sans, see 40, lOb)

da-ma^nmini^n I count them

up (156.14) (but also man=
*manm he counted them

78.8; 100.8)

How explain the genesis of these two sets of contract verb forms,

and how explain the existence of doublets like mo lo ma n and mo -

lo-malcfn, mo lo ma and mo lo malat*
, oyo n and oyona

f

n, saansa^n

and sans? The most plausible explanation that can be offered is

that originally the personal endings were added directly to- the stem

and that later a connecting -a- developed whenever the preceding

consonant or the personal ending was not of a character to form a

diphthong. Hence the original paradigms may have been :

First person
Second person . .

Third person

which were then leveled out to :

oyo n

oyonaY
oyon

oyona n

mo lo ma n

mo f

lo mal

mo lo mala n

oyonat

oyon mo lo mal

because of the analogy of a vast number of verbs with connecting

-a- in both first and second persons, e. g., ts!ayaga
f

n, tsfayagaY.

Forms like mo lo mat*, saansaV, would arise from leveling to the first

iThis verb is transitive only in form, intransitive in meaning. The true transitive (THINK OF) employs
the full stem hewchaw- with connective -i- for third personal object, and -s- for other objects: gel-hew e hiwisn
i THINK OF HIM; gel-hewe haufidam YOU THINK OF ME.

2 The form sgimi sga
en is interesting as a test case of these contract verb forms. The stem must be

sgimisgam-; it can not be sgimisg-, as sg- could hardly be treated as a repeated initial consonant. No cases

are known of initial consonant clusters treated as phonetic units.
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person by the analogy of such forms as t!omoma n, t!omomcft\ The

third person generally brings out the original diphthong, yet some

times the analogy set by the first person seems to be carried over to

the third person (e. g., sans beside saansa?ri), as well as to the third

person passive and first person plural subject transitive. Such forms

as oyo
sn are best considered as survivals of an older &quot; athematic&quot; type

of forms, later put on the wane by the spread of the
&quot;

thematic&quot;

type with connecting -a- (e. g., gayawa
s
n, not *gaya n from *gayati ri).

Owing to the fact that the operation of phonetic laws gave rise to

various paradigmatic irregularities in the &quot;athematic&quot; forms, these

sank into the background. They are now represented by aorists of

Type 2 verbs like naga - n i SAY TO HIM and wa-Jc!oyo- n i GO WITH

HIM/ non-aorist forms of Type 5 verbs (e. g., odo
f

-n}, and such iso

lated irregularities as intransitive ei-t* and nagal-t* (contrast yewey-aY

and t agayaV) and transitive contract verbs like Jc!ada n and sdansa n.

66. Passives

Passives, which occur in Takelma texts with great frequency, must

be looked upon as amplifications of transitive forms with third per

sonal subject. Every such transitive form may be converted into a

passive by the omission of the transitive subject and the addition of

elements characteristic of that voice; the pronominal object of the

transitive becomes the logical, not formal, subject of the passive

(passives, properly speaking, have no subject). The passive suffixes

referred to are -(a)n for the aorist, ~(a)na for the future, and -am for

the inferential. Imperatives were not obtained, nor is it certain that

they exist. Following are the passive forms of doum-, instrumental

forms being put in parentheses :
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The connective -a-, it will be observed, is replaced by -i- when the

formal object is the first person plural (-am-) ; compare the entirely

analogous phenomenon in the second personal subjective first per

sonal plural objective forms of the transitive ( 63). It is curious

that the third person aorist of the passive can in every single case

be mechanically formed with perfect safety by simply removing the

catch from the first personal singular subjective third personal objec

tive of the transitive; the falling accent (rising accent for verbs like

Jc!eme n) remains unchanged:

l-t!a ut!iwi n I caught him : i-t!a ut!iwin he was caught 29.12

na#& ?ilsaidtohim72.7, 9 : nagafn he was spoken to 102.16

Jc!eme n I made it 74.13 : Jclem^n it was made 13.12 178.12

It is hardly possible that a genetic relation exists between the

two forms, though a mechanical association is not psychologically

incredible.

Not only morphologically, but also syntactically, are passives

closely related to transitive forms. It is the logical unexpressed sub

ject of a passive sentence, not the grammatical subject (logical and

formal object), that is referred to by the reflexive possessive in -gwa

(see 91, 92). Thus:

dlk!olola nt ga
a
p dagwanwa he-was-dug-up their-own-horns (not

his-own-horns) with (In other words, they dug him up with
their own horns) 48.5

There is no real way of expressing the agent of a passive construc

tion. The commonest method is to use a periphrasis with xebe n

HE DID so. Thus:

el salklomo lclimin p!iyin xebef n canoe it-was-kicked-to-pieces
deer they-clid-so (in other words, the canoe was kicked to pieces

by the deer) 114.5

67. VERBS OF MIXED CLASS, CLASS IV

A fairly considerable number of verbs are made up of forms that

belong partly to Class I or Class II intransitives, partly to the transi-

tives. These may be conveniently grouped together as Class IV, but

are again to be subdivided into three groups. A few instransitive

verbs showing forms of both Class I and II have been already

spoken of (pp. 162-3, 166).

1. Probably the larger number is taken up by Type 13 verbs in

-71-, all the forms of which are transitives except those with second

person singular or plural subject. These latter are forms of Class

II (i. e., aorist singular -dam, plural -cZap ;
future singular -da

, plural
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-daba } . The -n- appears only in the first person singular and plural

(aorist -na n and -nana^}, yet its absence in the other persons may,

though not probably, be due to a secondary loss induced by the pho
netic conditions. The forms, though in part morphologically transi

tive (and, for some of the verbs, apparently so in meaning), are in

effect intransitive. The object, as far as the signification of the verb

allows one to grant its existence, is always a pronominally unexpressed

third person, and the instrumental -i- can not be used before the

personal endings. Among these semitransitives in -n- are :

{gwen-sgut!u sgai\& j\ I cut necks

\gwen-sgutlu sgat&quot;
he cut necks 144.2 (cf. transitive instrumentals

I gwen-waya-sgut!u sgidi n, gwen-waya-sgutlu sgat i 144.3)

\da-boklobafVntfii I make bubbles (or da-bok!o p na n 102.22)

I da-lok!o p dam you make bubbles

n% en I hang them up in row
n I used to pound them (57.14) (or lobo lp ncfri)

you used to pound them
n I coil a basket 122.2

i-laya
aY she coils a basket*

Jc!ada
f
Jc!afna, n I used to pick them up (116.11)

dordagada^uofn I sharpen my teeth (126.18)

ugu
f ak nsi n I always drink it

wagaoWntfu I always bring it 43.16; 45.6)

Morphologically identical with these, yet with no trace of transitive

signification, are:

i-hegwe 7iak*
w
n.& u I am working

[xa-Jiege
halc n& n I breathe (78.12; 79.1, 2, 4)

\xa-huk!u Jiak iia, n. (third person xa-huJc!u
fhak )

[al-Vwaplaft wap^tfTL I blink with my eyes 102.20

\al-t*wap!a t wap*dsim you blink with your eyes

The following forms of l-hegwehagw- (verb-stem l-7ie
e

gwagw- [

-he*gwhagw-]} WORK will serve to illustrate the -n- formation:

f

\i
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but their non-aorist forms like Class II intransitives. They evidently

waver between Class II, to which they seem properly to belong, and

the semi-transitive -n- forms. Such are:

dl-lc!ala
f
si].Si n (but also : future dl-Jc!a lsidee

dl-k!ala sdes
) I am lean

in my rump
di-Jc!ala

fsd&m (second per- : future dl-7c!a
f

lsidsi
s

son)

gwel-sal-t!eyesi].si
sn I have : future-/eside e

no flesh on my legs and

feet

It may be observed that the existence of a form like *gwel-sal-t!ei-

sinan was denied, so that we are not here dealing with a mere mis

taken mixture of distinct, though in meaning identical, verbs.

3. The most curious set of verbs belonging to Class IV is formed

by a small number of intransitives, as far as signification is concerned,

with a thoroughly transitive aorist, but with non-aorist forms

belonging entirely to Class II. This is the only group of verbs in

which a difference in tense is associated with a radical difference in

class. Examples are:

ida

a
-sgeJc!iya, -n. I listened : future dd^sge Tc.We6

daa
-sgelc!iysi^ you listened

daa
-sgek !l he listened 102.8

i}. I shine : future al-ive ]c!alt*ee

al-we Jdal&t you shine
xk we shine : future oZ-^e fc/dZp igam (third

person inferential al-we
f-

al-geyan&^u I turn away : future al-ge yande
e

my face

-smayamsi
feu \r ., ,

,
,

j ~x * fl smile : future da-sma-ima sdee

da-smayamha, iij

da-smayam he smiles

-smayam&us^k. we smile

To these should probably be added also da-sgayana n I lie down

(3d da-sgayan) , though no future was obtained. Here again it may
be noted that the existence of *da-sma-ima

fn as a possible (and indeed

to be expected) future of da-smayama n was denied. 1

i There are in Takelma also a number of logically intransitive verbs with transitive forms throughout
all the tense-modes: al-xallyana^k* WE ARE SEATED (56.2; 150.20); passive al-xallya n PEOPLE ARE SEATED
152.18. Similar is sal-xogwl THEY STAND; cf. also gel-hcwe hau HE THINKS, p. 179, note 1. As these, how
ever, have nothing to mark them off morphologically from ordinary transitives, they give no occasion

for special treatment. It is probable that in them the action is conceived of as directed toward some
implied third personal object.
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5. Auxiliary and Subordinating Forms ( 08-72}

68. PERIPHRASTIC FUTURES

Periphrastic future forms are brought about by prefixing to the

third personal (unexpressed) objective forms of the aorist stem

-gulug
w- DESIRE, INTEND the verb-stem (if transitive, with its appended

pronominal object) of the verb whose future tense is desired. The

pronominal subject of such a form is given by the transitive subject

pronoun of the second element (-gulug
w
-} of the compound; while

the object of the whole form, if the verb is transitive, is coincident

with the incorporated pronominal object of the first element. The

form of the verb-stem preceding the -gulug
w- suffix is identical with

the form it takes in the inferential. Thus:

ba-i-Jiema fculuW he will take it out (cf. inferential ba-i-he-

maW =
-Jiemg-1c ), but imperative ba-i-he^mk* 16.10

but, without inorganic a:

i-hemguluW
w he will wrestle with him (cf. inferential hem1c*)

Indeed, it is quite likely that the main verb is used in the inferential

form, the -& of the inferential amalgamating with the g- of -gulug
w-

to form
&amp;lt;/

or F. This seems to be proved by the form:

loho Tc-di-gulugwcft* do you intend to die? (di= interrogative par

ticle)

Morphologically the verb-stem with its incorporated object must

itself be considered as a verb-noun incorporated as a prefix in the

verb -gulug
w- and replacing the prefix gel- BREAST of gel-gulugwa

f n

i DESIRE IT 32.5, 6, 7. Alongside, e. g., of the ordinary future

form doumafn i SHALL KILL HIM may be used the periphrastic

doum-gulugwa
f n literally, i KILL (HIM)-DESIRE, INTEND. This latter

form is not by any means a mere desiderative (i DESIRE TO KILL

HIM would be expressed by doumia^ gel-gulugwa
f n [ =TO-KILL-HIM

I-IT-DESIRE]), but a purely formal future. Similarly, dumxi-gulu
y
k w

is used alongside of the simpler dfimxinJc* HE WILL KILL ME. As a

matter of fact the third personal subjective future in -gulu
y
k w

is

used about as frequently as the regular paradigmatic forms here

tofore given:

yana -fruluW&quot; he will go (128.9)

sana p-guluW&quot; he will fight (cf. 48.10)

yomo Te waguluW she was about to catch up with him 140.18

alxl^xbi-guluW&quot; he will see you
68
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The reason is obvious. The normal futures (yana
e HE WILL GO;

sana p daa
; alxi

f

xbink*) imply a bald certainty, as it were, of the

future action of a third person, a certainty that is not in ordinary

life generally justifiable. The periphrastic forms, on the other hand,

have a less rigid tone about them, and seem often to have a slight

intentive force : HE INTENDS, is ABOUT TO GO. The difference between

the two futures may perhaps be brought out by a comparison with

the English i SHALL KILL HIM (
= dduma n) and I M GOING TO KILL HIM

(do
u
m-gulugwa

fe
ri) .

Though a form like dtimxi-guluW
w HE WILL KILL ME is in a

way analogous to s in-l-lets!e
f
xi HE TOUCHES MY NOSE, the incor

porated object dumxi- KILL-ME of the former being parallel to

s in- NOSE of the latter, there is an important difference between

the two in that the object of the periphrastic future is always asso

ciated with the logically (do
u
m-), not formally (-gulug

w
-), main verb.

This difference may be graphically expressed as follows: HE-[KILL-

ME]-INTENDS-IT, but HE-[ NOSE-HAND] -TOUCHES-ME ;
strict analogy

with the latter form would require *doum-gulu xi HE-[ KILL]-INTENDS-

ME, a type of form that is not found. It is not necessary to give a

paradigm of periphrastic future forms, as any desired form can be

readily constructed from what has already been said. The incorpo

rated pronominal object is always independent of the subject-suffix, so

that YOU WILL KILL ME, for example, is rendered by dumxi-gulugwaY ,

the ordinary YOU ME forms (singular -dam, plural -dap*) finding no

place here.

Inasmuch as all active periphrastic futures are transitive in form,

passive futures of the same type (all ending in -gulugwa n) can be

formed from all verbs, whether transitive or intransitive. When
formed from transitive stems, these forms are equivalent to the

normal future passives in -(a)na
e

:

doum-gulugwa
fn he will, is about to, is going to be killed

dtimxi-gulugwa n I am to be killed, it is intended to kill me

As the intransitive stem in the periphrastic future is never accom

panied by pronominal affixes, there is only one passive future form

that can be constructed from an intransitive verb. This form

always refers to the third person, generally to the intended or immi

nent action of a group of people :

lioida-gulugwa n (verb-stem hold- + inorganic -a-) there will be

dancing
68
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lou-gulugwa n people are going to play (literally, it is play-
intended)

The passive future in -gulugwafn can also be used with the indefinite

form in -iau-:

sana xiniau-gulugwa n it is intended, about to be that people
fight one another

;
there will be fighting

The extreme of abstract expression seems to be reached in such not

uncommon forms as :

we e
giau-gulugwa n it was going to be daylight (literally, it was

being-daylight intended) 48.13

As the suffixed pronominal objects of reciprocal forms are intran

sitive in character, the first element of a periphrastic future of the

reciprocal must show an incorporated intransitive pronoun, but of

aorist, not future form :

i-di-lasgi xant&quot;p*-gulugwaYp* are you going to touch one another?

(aorist i-lats!a xant*p ; future i-lasgi xanfba*)

69. PERIPHRASTIC PHRASES IN na(g}- DO, ACT

The verbal base na(gY (intransitive na-; transitive naa
g-} has

hitherto been translated as SAY (intransitive), SAY TO (transitive).

This, however, is only a specialized meaning of the constantly

recurring base, its more general signification being DO, ACT, BE IN

MOTION indefinitely. It is really never used alone, but is regularly

accompanied by some preceding word or phrase with which it is

connected in a periphrastic construction; the na(g)- form playing
the part of an auxiliary. As a verb of saying, na(g}- is regularly

preceded by a quotation, or else some word or phrase, generally a

demonstrative pronoun, grammatically summarizing the quotation.

Properly speaking, then, a sentence like i SHALL GO, HE SAID (TO ME)

(
= yana

f
t e e

[go] naga
ie

[or nege s i]) is rendered in Takelma by i

SHALL GO (THAT) HE DID (or HE DID TO ME), in which the quotation

yanaft e* i SHALL GO, or else its representative ga THAT, is incorpo

rated as prefix in the general verb of action.

The most interesting point in connection with periphrastic phrases

in na(g}- is the use of a number of invariable, generally monosyl

labic, verbal bases as incorporated prefixes. The main idea, logic

ally speaking, of the phrase is expressed in the prefix, the na(g)-

!Most of its forms, as far as known, are listed, for convenience of reference, in Appendix A, pp. 286-90.

It will be seen to be irregular in several respects. Examples of its forms are to be found in great number
in &quot; Takelma Texts.&quot;
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element serving merely to give it grammatical form. This usage

is identical with that so frequently employed in Chinookan dia

lects, where significant uninflected particles are joined into peri

phrastic constructions with some form of the verb-stem -x- DO, MAKE,

BECOME (e. g., Wasco lqtu 1) itciux HE CUT IT [literally, CUT HE-IT-

MADE]), except that in Takelma the particles are identical with the

bases of normally formed verbs. It is not known how many such

verb-particles there are, or even whether they are at all numerous.

The few examples obtained are :

na do (cf. na e e I shall say, do)

s as come to a stand (cf. s as inl he stands 144.14)

s il paddle canoe (cf. ei-ba-i-s ili xgwa, he landed with his canoe

13.5)

t*gel fall, drop
ts Iel rattle (cf. ts

m

ele
sm it rattles 102.13)

fbo ux make a racket (cf. t Wuxdes I make a noise)

liwa a look (cf. liwila ut e I looked [60.7])

le yas lame (cf. gwd-le ye
esdee I am lame)

pi was jumping lightly (cf. p iwits!ana/en I make it bounce)
we lclalV shining (cf. al-we

f
~k!al(i n I shine)

sgala uV look moving one s head to side (cf. al-sgalawi n I shall

look at him moving my head to side)

The last two are evidently representatives of a whole class of quasi-

adverbial -^ -derivatives from verb-stems, and, though syntactically

similar to the rest, hardly belong to them morphologically. The -Ic

of these invariable verb-derivatives can hardly be identified with

the inferential -F, as it is treated differently. Thus:

we ~k!al-V sinning 126.3; 128.14, but inferential al-we lcldl-p
-k

(Class IV, 3) he shone

Most frequently employed of those listed is na
,
which is in all

probability nothing but the base na- DO, to forms of which it is itself

prefixed; its function is to make of the base na(g)- a pure verb of

action or motion in contradistinction to the use of the latter as a verb

of saying :

ga-nak i say that to him! 55.8, but ga-na nak i do that to him!

182.4; 184.4

ga-naga
fi he said that 72.12, but ga-na naga

i he did that 58.3

gwalt a-7ia na t the wind will blow as it is blowing now (liter

ally, wmd[gwati] this [ a-]-do [ na ]-act-will [na f]) (152.8)

ga-na ne^x thus, in that way (literally, that do-acting, doing) 71.6;

110.21; but ga-ne^x that saying, to say that 184.10
69
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Examples of the other elements are :

ei-s i l-naga
i 1 he paddled his canoe (literally, he canoe-paddle-

did) 13.5

s-as -naga
^ he came to a stand 22.6; 31.14, 15; 55.12; 96.23

s as -ndagi n I shall bring him to a halt (literally, I shall s as f -

do to him)
liwd a

-nagalfe I looked (55.6; 78.10, 13; 79.5)

fge
f
l -nagaU e I fell, dropped down

t gel naga nafa he always fell down 62.8

tsle l naga
/i

(bones) rattled (literally, they did ts!el) 79.8

t ~bd
ux nagcf they made a racket so as to be heard by them 192.9

we 1c!alk -naga
i he shines

sgala
fuk -naganaf

a V he looked continually moving his head from
side to side 144.14, 17

gwelxdd
a

le yas-ncfY his leg was laming 160.17

p*i was-naga
ie he jumped up lightly 48.8

Syntactically analogous to these are the frequent examples of post

positions (see 96), adverbs, and local phrases prefixed to forms of

the undefined verb of action na(g)-, the exact sense in which the lat

ter is to be taken being determined by the particular circumstances

of the locution. Examples are:

gada
f
Jc

(

-naga
/i

they passed over it (literally, thereon they did)

190.21

ganau-nagana Jc* he went from one (trap) to another (literally,

therein he kept doing) 78.5

Tiawi-nak i tell him to wait! (literally, still do to him!)

Jiagwd
ala^m (in the road) -naga

i
(he did) (

= he traveled in the

road)

Tiaxiycf (in the water) -naga
i

(
= he went by water)

dak -s inlfida (over his nose) -naba a ha^n (let us do) (= let us

[flock of crows] pass over him!) 144.11

da Jc ddada (over him) -na&quot; (do!) (= pass over him!)

dak -yawade (over my ribs) -naga
i

( =he passed by me)

ge (there) -naga
ie (= they passed there) 144.18

he e -wila mxa-hi (beyond Mount Wila mxa) -nak w
(do having it !)

(= proceed with it to beyond Mount Wila mxa!) 196.14

These examples serve to indicate, at the same time, that the particles

above mentioned stand in an adverbial relation to the na(g)- form:

s as -naga
i he come-to-a-stand-did, like ge naga

i he there-did

Compare the similar parallelism in Wasco of:

*s-il has been found as a prefix also in the comitative ei-s-il-yaangwa
sni COME IN A CANOE (literally,

I-CANOE-PADDLING-GO-HAVING).
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Iclwafc gali xux afraid he-made-himself (= he became afraid) (see

&quot;Wishram Texts,&quot; 152.9)

~kwd
fla gali xux there he-made-himself (

= he got to be there,

came there)

Here may also be mentioned the use of verb-stems prefixed to the

forms of Jcfemn- MAKE and naa
g- SAY TO. Such locutions are causa

tive in signification, but probably differ from formal causatives in

that the activity of the subject is more clearly defined. Examples
are:

wede wcfY JcfemnaY do not let him arrive! (literally, not arrive

make-him!)
wo^Y Jcfemana nxi let me come! (literally, arrive make-me!)

gwel-lels ~k!emna!n I shall make him lame (literally, be-lame

I-shall-make-him)

yana nalc i let him go (literally, go say-to-him)

The forms involving Jcfemen- are quite similar morphologically to

periphrastic futures in -gulug
w
-, the main point of difference being

that, while Icfemen- occurs as independent verb, -gulug- is never

found without a prefix. The forms involving nd
a
g- are probably best

considered as consisting of an imperative followed by a quotative

verb form. Thus yana nak i is perhaps best rendered as &quot;GO!
&quot; SAY

IT TO HIM! The form Tioida-yo ya
ss (hold- DANCE + connective -a-)

ONE WHO KNOWS HOW TO DANCE suggests that similar compound
verbs can be formed from yoJc y- KNOW.

70. SUBORDINATING FORMS

A number of syntactic suffixes are found in Takelma, which, when

appended to a verbal form, serve to give it a subordinate or depend
ent value. Such subordinate forms bear a temporal, causal, condi

tional, or relative relation to the main verb of the sentence, but are

often best translated simply as participles. Four such subordinating

suffixes have been found:

-das
(-t a ), serving to subordinate the active forms of the aorist.

-ma
, subordinating those of the passive aorist.

-nae
, subordinating all inferential forms in -k . Periphrastic infer

ential forms in ei and elt*p* are treated like aorists, the form-giving

elements of such periphrases being indeed nothing but the second

person singular and plural aorist of ei- BE.

-k i (-gi
s
), appended directly to the non-aorist stem, forming

dependent clauses of unfulfilled action, its most frequent use being
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the formation of conditions. Before examples are given of subordi

nate constructions, a few remarks on the subordinate forms themselves

will be in place.

The aoristic -da$- forms of an intransitive verb like
Jidg&quot;-

RUN are:

Singular:
Independent Subordinate

First person . . ho lc dee I run Tio
f de fdae when I ran,

I running
Second person . Tiogwcft* Jiogwada

f

Third person . Jio
f

lid Vda*

Plural:

First person . . hogwiW Jidgwiga m
Second person . JidgwaYp* &quot;hogwa

ffia?

Impersonal . . . Jibgwlaf
u

Tidgwia -uda

Of these forms, that of the first person plural in -a m is identical,

as far as the suffix is concerned, with the future form of the cor

responding person and number. The example given above Qio-

gwiga m) was found used quite analogously to the more transpa

rently subordinate forms of the other persons (alxl
rixam Tidgwiga m

HE SAW us RUN, like alxlfixi 7io de eda HE SAW ME RUN) ;
the form of

the stem is all that keeps apart the future and the subordinate aorist

of the first person plural (thus Jiogwiga m WE SHALL RUN with short o) .

No form in -i Ydaf, such as might perhaps be expected, was found.

The catch of the first and third person singular of class I verbs dis

appears before the -das
(see 22). The falling accent of the stem,

however, remains, and the quantity of the stressed vowel is length

ened unless followed by a diphthong-forming element. Thus:

ya
ada when he went 58.8 (ya he went 96.8); cf. 188.17

ba-i-lc!iyl
fik*da when he came (ba,-i-k!iyi he came 156.24)

yawa ida as they were talking 130.13 (yawa
is
they talked)

xebe nda? when he did so 142.10 (xebe n he did so 118.14)

The subordinate form of the third person aorist of class II intransi-

tives ends in -ZV if the immediately preceding vowel has a rising

accent. Thus :

s as init a5 when he stood (s as inl he stood 120.12)

lop!ot a when it rained (lophV it rained 90.1)

In the second person singular the personal -/ and the -d- of the

subordinating suffix amalgamate to -d-. The subordinate second per

son plural in -fba is not improbably simply formed on the analogy

of the corresponding singular form in -da
,
the normal difference

TO
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between the singular and plural of the second person consisting

simply of the added -&- (-p*) of the latter; similarly, e-ida
f WHEN

THOU ART and eit*ba WHEN YE ARE. Judging by the analogy of the

subordinates of transitive forms in -dam and
-dap&quot;

the subordinate

forms of the second persons of class II intransitives end in -t a (-da )

and -aba (-daba?} :

s as inlt a5 when you stood (s as inlt am you stood)

s as inlt&quot;ba when ye stood (s as inifap* ye stood)

Note the ambiguity of the form s as inlt ae WHEN HE OR YOU STOOD;

compare the similar ambiguity in naga -idas WHEN HE SAID and

naga-ida
/ WHEN YOU SAID 130.14; 132.23.

The transitive subordinates of the aorist are also characterized by
a suffixed -da

, except that forms with a third personal subject

invariably substitute -(a)na (-ina with first person plural object),

and that the personal endings -dam (THOU ME) and -dap (YE ME)

become simply -da and -daba respectively. The latter forms are

thus distinguished from non-subordinate futures merely by the

aoristic stem (al-xl
rixda WHEN YOU SAW ME, but al-xl xda YOU

WILL SEE ME). Analogously to what we have seen to take place

in the intransitive, -t*p* becomes -t*ba . The subordinate aorists of

tlomom- KILL are: *

Subjective
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number and person only in the use of the aorist stem. Only very

few examples of subordinate -anaga m have been found :

aga lii ligigwanaga m just-these which-we-brought-home 134.18;

contrast Itfgwanaga m we shall bring them home

yewexebe
eyagwanaga m ifwe should slayhim (literally,perhaps that-

we-slay-him) 136.23; contrast xee
lagwanaga m we shall slayhim

The use of the aorist stem in the subordinate, it will be observed, is

also the only characteristic that serves to keep distinct the third

personal subjective subordinates and the future forms of the passive:

al-xlfixbina when he saw you, but al-xl xbina you will be seen

It may be noted that the third personal subjective aorist forms of

the transitive may be mechanically formed, like the passives of the

same tense, from the first person singular subject third person object

aorist by merely dropping the glottal catch of the latter form and

adding -a . Thus:

gel-hewe Jiana when he thought 45.2; 142.10, 13, 16 (cf. gel-

Jiewe Jia n I thought); but gel-hewe hau he thought 44.11

The subordinate of the form with personal object -W joa is formed by

adding -nas
:

maldwana when he told him 72.14 (maldJc wa he told him 142.4)

The aorist passive subordinates cause no trouble whatever, the

characteristic -ma being in every case simply appended to the final

-n of the passive form :

t!omoma nma when he was killed 146.22 (from Homoma n he was

killed 148.3)

t!omdxanbanma when you (plural) were killed

The complete subordinate inferential paradigm is rather motley in

appearance; -na is suffixed to the third personal subject in -k :

p!dna when he bathed

Idba Yna? when he carried it 126.5

gaik na when he ate it

dtimxik na when he killed me

The first person singular in -7c a (n) becomes -Yandcf; the first

person plural subordinate was not obtained, but doubtless has

-k anaya m as ending. The subordinate of the passive in -k am is

regularly formed by the addition of -na :

galk amna when it was eaten

domxamk*amna when we were killed
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The periphrastic forms in elf and eit p* become -Y + eida and

ett ba in the subordinate; e. g., wa*Mifmlc! eidaf* WHEN YOU

ANSWERED HIM. The active inferential subordinates of doum- with

third personal object thus are:

Singular :

First person, domk*andas

Second person, doumJc!eida

Plural:

First person, domk anaga m
Second person, doumJc!eifba

Third person, domYna?; personal, domic wale na

Impersonal ddumiaulc*na

The subordinating element -na also makes a subordinate clause out

of a -f participle (see 76):

gwi na t na,
5
ga a ldi naga n how-he-looked (gwi naV how-look

ing) that all he-was-called 60.5; (cf. 78.3)

yapla ga na t*na that number of people 110.15

Also adjectives and local phrases may be turned into subordinate

clauses by the suffixing of -na :

xilam-na
f when she was sick 188.10

aga, dd
uk gwelda-na

5 this log under-it when (
= while he was under

this log) 190.20

Examples will now be given of constructions illustrating the use

of subordinate forms. It is artificial, from a rigidly native point of

view, to speak of causal, temporal, relative, and other uses of the

subordinate; yet an arrangement of Takelma examples from the

view-point of English syntax has the advantage of bringing out

more clearly the range of possibility in the use of subordinates.

The subordinate clause may be directly attached to the rest of the

sentence, or, if its temporal, causal, or other significance needs to

be clearly brought out, it may be introduced by a relative adverb

or pronoun (WHEEE, WHEN, HOW, WHO). Both constructions are

sometimes possible; e. g., a sentence like i DO NOT KNOW WHO KILLED

HIM may be rendered either by NOT I-IT-KNOW WHO IIE-HIM-KILLING

or NOT I-WHOM-KNOW HE-HiM-KiLLiNG. Subordinate constructions

with causal signification are:

ts lolx (1) u s i (2) t!umuxda (3) give me (2) dentalia (1), for you
have struck me (3) (cf. 15.8)

a nl (1) gel-gulu xi (2) gayawa nda (3) he does not (1) like me
(2), because I ate it (3)

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12 13 70
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guxde (1) gayawana (2) goyo* (3) yap. a (4) aldl (5) he -l-

leme JcHf (6) you killed off (6) all (5) the people (4), because

shamans (3) ate (2) your wife (1) 146.11

a ntf (1) ya
s

(2) gi&amp;lt; (3) mes-wduVde eda (4) ga cfl (5) he did not

(1) go (2), because I (3) came (4); ga cfl (on account of, for)

is employed to render preceding subordinate unambiguously
causal

a ra* (1) s in-~ho Vwal (2) yu Vna (3) ga (4) ga al (5) slln a (6)

xa m-hi (7) loip Y (8) not (1) being (3) nose-holed (2), for

(5) that (4) (reason) Beaver (6) got to be (8) under water (7)

166.18

A temporal signification is found in :

haa
-yewe

i
(1) aldll (2) t!omoma nma (3) they all (2) returned

far off (1), after (many of them) had been slain (3) 146.22

goyo (1) gel-loJioigwa nma (2) when shamans (1) are avenged
(2) 148.2

la-i-k!iyi (1) p im (2) gayawa nda* (3) he came (1) when I

was eating (3) salmon (2)

al-xifi
gi n (1) gwi ne (2) ya

ada (3) I saw him (1) when (2) he

went (3)

Relative clauses of one kind and another, including indirect ques

tions, are illustrated in :

a me
(1) nek (2) yoJc!oya

f n (3) lege xina* (4) I do not (1)

know (3) who (2) gave me to eat (4) (literally, not I-whom-
know he-giving-me-to-eat)

yok!oya
en (1) neY (2) laga

fximina (3) I know (1) who (2)

gave us to eat (3)

man (1) mi xal (2) 7ia-lo7iounanaf

(3) he counted (1) how
many (2) he had trapped (3) 100.8

afnl (1) yoklol (2) gwi (3) giniyagwa nma
5

(4) he did not (1)

know (2) where (3) she had been taken to (4) 13.12

ga hi (1) duk* (2) dl-t!ugm (3) wa-Hc!ododi nma (4) they wore

(3) the same (1) garments (2) with which they had been

buried (4) 96.16

gl* (1) na nagalt* eedae
(2) na na (3) do (future imperative) (3)

what I (1) am doing (2)

l-Vwe exi (1) ulum (2) waik*anda (3) they awoke me (1) who
(or while, when I) before (2) was sleeping (3) 74.5; 75.6

Purpose may be implied by the subordinate in :

p im (1) gayawana
f

(2) laga Vi (3) he gave them (3) salmon

(1) to eat (2) 30.11

The subordinate serves very frequently as a clause of indirect dis

course after such verbs as KNOW, SEE, DISCOVER. With a regular
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verb of saying, such as na(g)-, it is nearly always necessary to report

the exact words of the speaker.

al-xlri
gi n (1) xebeyigi Ywana? (2) I saw him (1) hurt him (2)

yok!oya n (1) p im (2) galk na? (3) I know (1) that he has

been eating (3) salmon (2) (literally, I-know-him salmon he-

having-eaten)
al-xl^xi (1) t!omoxanbanda (2) he saw me (1) strike you (pi.) (2)

dL-xlfi
gi

sn (1) dal-yewe ida (2) I saw him (1) run away (2)

Not infrequently an adverb is to be considered the main predicate,

particularly when supported by the unanalyzable but probably

verbal form wala si(na ), while the main verb follows as a subordi

nate clause. Compare such English turns as IT is HERE THAT i SAW

HIM, instead of HERE i SAW HIM :

erne? (1) wata si (2) elt e
eda (3) I am (3) right (2) here (1)

(literally, here it-is really [ ? ] that-I-am)

eme (1) walaf
si (2) eida s

(3) you are (3) right (2) here (1)

ml* (I) wala si (2) $-lc!umanana nhik nas
(3) he had already

fixed it for him (literally, already (1) it-was-really (2) that-

he-had-fixed-it-for-him (3) )

Examples of subordidates depending on predicatively used adverbs

without wala si are:

a me

(1) wana (2) eme (3) ne ida? (4) fit is] not (1) even (2) here

(3) that they did (4) (probably= even they did not get here)

61.3

7u&amp;gt;p!e

en (1) p!af
as (2) M\s (3) lop!ot a (4) it used to snow long

ago (long ago [1] that snow [2] almost [3] stormed [4])

all (1) Titf-Trleme Tclinda? (2) [it is] right here (1) that I destroy
them (2) 108.20

An example of a subordinate depending on a demonstrative pro

noun is:

I daga (1) yapla (2) s as inlfa? (3) that man is standing (literally,

[it is] that [1] man [2] that is standing [3])

The form walafesinae
is in all probability a third personal aorist

transitive subordinate form in -na
,
as is shown by its use as a sub

stantive verb for the third person when following an adverb, appar

ently to supply the lack of a third person in the regular substantive

verb ei-:

erne* (1) wala sina (2) afkla (3) he (3) is right (2) here (!)

(literally, something like: [it is] here that-it-really-is he)

ge (1) walafs
s ina (2) he is over there (literally, [it is] there [1]

that-he-really-is [2])
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Most astonishing is the use of wala /
s ina as a modal prefix of a

subordinate verb (of the movable class treated above, see 34) to

assert the truth of an action in the manner of our English DID in

sentences like HE DID GO. Thus, from dak -da-Jialsbi HE ANSWERED

YOU, is formed the emphatic dak -da-walaresina -halsbina HE DID

ANSWER YOU. The only analysis of this form that seems possible

is to consider the verbal prefixes daV-da- as a predicative adverb upon
which wala sina is syntactically dependent, the main verb -Jialsbina*

itself depending as a subordinate clause on its modal prefix. The

fact that dak -da- has as good as no concrete independent existence as

adverb, but is idiomatically used with the verbal base hal- to make

up the idea of ANSWER, is really no reason for rejecting this analysis,

strange as it may appear, for the mere grammatical form of a sen

tence need have no immediate connection with its logical dismem

berment. The above form might be literally translated as (IT is)

ABOVE (dak -} WITH-HIS-MOUTH (da-} THAT-IT-REALLY-IS THAT-HE-

ANSWERED-YOU.
71. CONDITIONALS

Conditionals differ from other subordinate forms in that they are

derived, not from the full verb-form with its subject-affix, but, if

intransitive, directly from the verb-stem; if transitive, from the verb-

stem with incorporated pronominal object. In other words, the con

ditional suffix -k*ie

(-gi
s
) is added to the same phonetic verbal units

as appear in the inferential before the characteristic -F, and in the

periphrastic future before the second element -gulug
w
-. The phonetic

and to some extent psychologic similarity between the inferential

(e. g., dtimxik* HE EVIDENTLY STRUCK ME) and the conditional (e. g.,

dumxigi IF HE STRIKES, HAD STRUCK ME) makes it not improbable

that the latter is a derivative in -i of the third personal subjective

form in -F of the latter. The conditional, differing again from other

subordinates in this respect, shows no variation for pronominal sub

jects, the first and second personal subjective forms being periphras-

tically expressed by the addition to the conditional of the third per

sonal subjective of the appropriate forms of ei- BE. From verb-stem

yana- GO, for example, are derived:

Singular :

First person, yana Vi* eit e

Second person, yana ~k i elt*

Third person, yana Yi*
71
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Plural:

First person, yana Yi* e bW
Second person, yana /fc*i eit p*

Impersonal: yanayauYi

The conditional is used not merely, as its name implies, to express

the protasis of a condition, but as the general subordinate form of

unrealized activity ;
as such it may often be translated as a temporal

or relative clause, an introductory adverb or relative pronoun serving

to give it the desired shade of meaning. Examples of its use other

than as a conditional, in the strict sense of the word, are:

yok!oya
f n (1) neli (2) laxbigi* (3) I know (1) who (2) will give

you to eat (3)

dewe nxa (1) al-xl Tclin (2) gwi ne (3) yana Vi* (4) I shall see him (2)

to-morrow (1), when (3) he goes (4)

al-xl
f xinV (1) gwi ne (2) yana Vi* elt*e (3) he will see me (1)

when (2) I go (3)

gwen-t
f

ga
a-bo Vdanda (1) ts !o u

t!igi (2) ya
a

(3) Jie
ene (4) ya

a
(5)

xe e

l)agwa n (6) just (3)
A when they touch (2) the eastern

extremity of the earth (1), just (5) then (4) I shall destroy
them (6) 144.15

It has a comparative signification (AS THOUGH) in:

p!l* (1) de-gu Jc!alxgi (2) na naga
i

(3) it was (3) as though fire

(1) were glowing (2) 142.1

Conditional sentences are of two types:

(1) Simple, referring to action of which, though unfulfilled, there

yet remains the possibility of fulfillment.

(2) Contrary to fact, the hypothetical activity being beyond the

possibility of fulfillment.

Both types of condition require the conditional form in the protasis,

but differ in the apodosis. The apodosis of a simple conditional sen

tence contains always a future form (or inferential, if the apodosis is

negative) ,
that of a contrary-to-fact condition, a potential. Examples

of simple conditions are:

ga (1) na nak i elt&quot; (2) haxada (3) if you do (2) that (1), you ll

get burnt (3)

aV (1) yana fci* (2) gl* (3) Jionoe
(4) yana

f
t*e

e () if he (1) goes (2),

I (3) go (5) too (4)

wede (1) yana Yi* (2) gl* (3) Jiono (4) wede (5) yana Va? (6) if he

does not (1) go (2), I (3) won t (5) go (6) either (4)

gwalf (1) maJiai (2) wo Fi (3) ga (4) naa
gi

e
Jc* (5) if a great (2)

wind (1) arrives (3), say (5) that! (4) 196.19

1 Just when = AS SOON AS.
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The apodosis of such conditions is sometimes introduced by the de

monstrative pronoun ga THAT, which may be rendered in such cases

by THEN, IN THAT CASE I

aga (1) xaa-sgo
u
sgi (2) ga (3) loho t ee (4) if this (1) string parts

(2), in that case (3) I shall be dead (4) 59.10, (11)

Of this type are also all general conditions referring to customary
action that is to take place in time to come, such as are often intro

duced in English by words like WHENEVER, WHEREVER, and so on. 1

Examples of such general conditions are :

wi lau (1) Jclemniyatik*i
e

(2) wa-fba a
gamdina (3) whenever peo

ple will make (2) arrows (1), they (arrows) will be backed

(literally, tied) with it (3) (with sinew) 28.2

waadlfi
(1) du (2) ~ba-i-ginak*wi

2
(3) goy&amp;lt;? (4) he ne (5) dou-

manaf

(6) whenever a shaman (4) goes out with 3
(3) one

whose body (1) is good (2), then (5) he shall be slain (6) 146.6

goyo (1) gel-lohogwiauVi
e

(2) hesne (3) ya
as i (4) yapla (5)

gama xdi (6) p!e f (7) whenever one takes vengeance for (2)

a shaman (1), just (4) then (3) ordinary (6) people (5) will

lie (7) (i. e., be slain) 146.8

wede (1) hono (2) neW (3) al-xl VwaV (4) yapla (5) lohoW (6)

no (1) one (3) will see him (4) again (2), when a person (5)

dies (6) 98.10

gana ne^x (1) yo
f

t&quot; (2) yapla (3) gaik*i (4) thus (1) it shall be (2)

as people (3) grow, multiply (4) 146.15

Examples of contrary-to-fact conditions are:

aldl (1) yuYyaW elt e (2) mala xbi n (3) if I knew (2) all (1),

I should tell it to you (3) 162.5

nek* (1) yo i (2) dak*-limxgwa (3) if it were (2) anyone else (1),

it (tree) would have fallen on him (3) 108.11, 13

i daga (1) ge (2) yu Vi* (3) wede (4) douma sn (5) if that one (1)

had been (3) there (2), I should not (4) have killed him (5)

gl* (1) ge (2) yu Vi elt*e (3) bou (4) yana
/e

(5) Jiaga^ (6) if I (1)

were (3) there (2), he would have gone (5) in that event (4)

In the last example, Jiaga&quot;
is a demonstrative adverb serving to

summarize the protasis, being about equivalent to our IN THAT EVENT,

UNDER THOSE CIRCUMSTANCES. This word may be the adverbialized

1 General conditions, however, that apply to past time, or that have application without reference to

time-limit, are constructed by the use of the subordinate for the protasis, and aorist for the apodosis, both

verbs being, if possible, frequentative or continuative in form : ts- Hxi (1) k ewe tk awalda* (2) h^ne (3) yap. a

(4) aWayalk (5) WHENEVER THE DOG (1) BARKED (2), THEN (3) HE FOUND (5) A PERSON (4).

= -ginak w + -k i
f
.

8 Causes the death of.
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form of the demonstrative pronoun Jia ga THAT ONE; it is used also

with persons other than the third:

yana t*e
e
liagcf I should have gone in that event

72. USES OF POTENTIAL AND INFERENTIAL

The potential and inferential modes differ from the aorist in the

negative particle with which they may be combined. An indicative

non-future statement, such as is expressed by the aorist, is negatived,

without change of the verb-form, by means of the negative adverb

a ni :

yant e I went; a m yant e I did not go

An imperative or future form, however, can not be directly negatived,

but must be expressed by the potential and inferential respectively,

the non-aoristic negative adverb wede being prefixed. Thus we have:

Negative future:

yana
f he will go : wede yancftf he will not go

yanada you will go : wede yana lclett you will not go

yana t e
e I shall go : wede yana

f
lc a I shall not go

domxbin I shall kill you : wede domxbiga I shall not kill

178.15 you (cf. 178.15)

douma^nJc* he will kill him : wede (1) ne Y (2) yapla (3)

gama xdi (4) doumY (5) no

(1) one (2) will slay (5) a

person (3) who is no shaman

(4) 146.16

Negative imperative:

yana^ go! (sing.) : wede yancft do not go!

yana^np* go! (pi.) : wede yanaYp do not go! (156.9)

doum kill him! : wede doumaY do not kill him!

ga na ncf do that ! : wede ga na naY do not do that !

The particle wede is used with the inferential and potential, not

only to form the negative future and imperative, but in all cases in

which these modes are negatived, e. g., wede doumaf n i SHOULD NOT

HAVE KILLED HIM, i WOULD NOT KILL HIM. There is thus no morpho-

logic distinction between a prohibitive DO NOT GO ! and a second person

subject negative apodosis of a contrary-to-fact condition, YOU WOULD
NOT HAVE GONE. It is probably not a mere accident that the negative

particle wede is phonetically identical with the verb-stem wede- TAKE

AWAY. This plausible etymology of wede suggests that the origin of
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the negative future and imperative constructions lies in such peri

phrastic sentences as :

Remove (all thought from your mind) that I (inferentially) go
(i. e., I shall not go)

Remove (all thought from your mind) that }
Tou might, would

go (i. e., do not go!)

The inferential, as we have seen above (see 59), is used primarily

to indicate that the action is not directly known through personal

experience. An excellent example ofhow such a shade of meaning

can be imparted even to a form of the first person singular was given

in 70; S e
il-k*wef exi ulum walk*anda* THEY WOKE ME UP WHILE i

WAS SLEEPING! 74.5 In the myth from which this sentence is taken,

Coyote is represented as suffering death in the attempt to carry out

one of his foolish pranks. Ants, however, sting him back into life;

whereupon Coyote, instead of being duly grateful, angrily exclaims

as above, assuming, to save his self-esteem, that he has really only

been taking an intentional nap. The inferential form walYanda?

is used in preference to the matter-of-fact aorist wayant*e
edae

i

SLEEPING, because of the implied inference, i WASN T DEAD, AFTER ALL,

ELSE HOW COULD THEY WAKE ME? I WAS REALLY SLEEPING, MUST

HAVE BEEN SLEEPING. Closely akin to this primary use of the

inferential is its frequent use in rhetorical questions of anger, sur

prise, wonder, and discovery of fact after ignorance of it for some

time. Examples from the myths, where the context gives them

the necessary psychological setting, are:

geme di (1) gi* (2) wayatixagwaf (3) yu a (4) how (1) should

I (2) be (4) daughter-in-lawed (3) (i. e., how do I come to have

any daugher-in-law?) 56.10 I didn t know that you, my son,

were married !

gtf (1) dV (2) ha miVban (3) douma (4) did I (1) kill (4) your
father (3) ? (2) 158.2

s -gwi dl
r

(1) le mkliauY (2) where (1) have they all gone (2),

any way? 90.25, 27 says Coyote, looking in vain for help
6 + (l) mi* (2) di (3) s amgicfuk* (4) Oh! (1) has it gotten to

be summer (4) already (2) ? (3) says Coyote, after a winter s

sleep in a tree-trunk 92.9

ga (1) di (2) xepT (3) ga (4) di (5) gu
uxde (6) gallc&quot; (7)

so it is those (1) that did it (3) ? (2) those (4) that ate (7)

my wife (6) ? (5) 142.18

i s s- merely marks the Coyote (see footnote. 2).
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e me* (1) daba x (2) di (3) el a (4) yuW (5) are (5) canoes (4)

(to be found) only (2) here (1) ? (3) 114.7 (i. e., why do you
bother me about ferrying you across, when there are plenty of

canoes elsewhere?)

ga (1) di (2) p!a
ant* (3) galk*a

e
(4) so that (1) was their

livers (3) that I ate (4) ? (2) 120.14 says Grizzly Bear, who

imagined she had eaten not her children s, but Black Bear s

children s, livers, on discovering her mistake

A peculiar Takelma idiom is the interrogative use of gwl ne WHEN,
HOW LONG followed by wede and the inferential, to denote a series of

repetitions or an unbroken continuity of action. Examples are :

gwl ne (1) di (2) wede (3) walk* (4) he kept on sleeping

(literally, when[l] did he not [3] sleep [4] i[2]) 142.11; 152.24

gwi ne (1) di (2) wede (3) JioW (4) he ran and ran (literally,

how long [1] did he not [3] run [4] ? [2]) 78.14.

gwl ne (1) di (2) wede (3) dak*am (4) he kept on being found,

they always stumbled upon him again (literally, when[l] was
he not [3] found [4] ?[2]) 110.15

Similar psychologically is the non-negative future in:

ge me
edi (1) Jiono (2) al-daagVnV (3) they never found him

again (lit., when[l] will they find him [3] again? [2]) 190.25

6. Nominal and Adjectival Derivatives ( 73-83)

73. INTRODUCTORY

Although such derivatives from the verb-stem as infinitives and

nouns of agency should logically be treated under the denominating
rather than the predicative forms of speech, they are in Takelma, as

in most other languages, so closely connected as regards morphology
with the latter, that it is much more convenient to treat them imme

diately after the predicative verb-forms. The number of nominal

and adjectival forms derived from the Takelma verb-stem is not

very large, comprising infinitives or verbal nouns of action, active

and passive participles, nouns of agency, and a few other forms whose

function is somewhat less transparent. The use made of them, how

ever, is rather considerable, and they not infrequently play an

important part in the expression of subordinate verbal ideas.

74. INFINITIVES

Infinitives, or, as they are perhaps better termed, verbal nouns,

may be formed from all verbs by the addition of certain suffixes to

the stem or stem + pronominal object, if the verb form is transitive.
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Inasmuch as infinitives, being nothing but nouns in form, may take

possessive affixes, forms may easily result that combine a transitive

object and a possessive pronoun; e. g., domxbiyat Y MY (-t Y scheme

in 92) KILLING YOU (-5i-), FOR ME TO KILL YOU (cf. ijexbiyaxdek

MY BITING YOU 116.9; -x-de scheme n 92). The classification of

verbs into classes is reflected also in the infinitive forms, each of the

three main classes being distinguished by a special infinitive suffix.

The suffixes are:

Intransitive I -(a^)x.

Intransitive II -Ywa (-gwa).

Transitive -ia (-ya).

The peculiar sub-classes that were grouped together as Class IV

all form their infinitives in -wa (-gwa). Besides these three main

suffixes, -(d)epx- (-apx-) with possessive suffixes is employed to form

infinitives from reflexives in -gwi-, while active intransitives in -xa-

form their infinitives by employing the bare stem-form with verbal

derivative -xa. Infinitives in -xa Vwa also occur. The infinitive

often shows the stem in a purer form than the non-aorist finite

forms; in particular the non-aoristic -p*- of Class II intransitive verbs

regularly disappears before the -gwa of the infinitive.

Examples of infinitives are :

1. From Class I intransitives:

walxde your sleeping yana^x to go
baa-dawi^x to fly up hoida^x to dance

Jiogwa^x to run loux to play 31.7

t!eewa^x to play shinny na ne*x doing 94.10; 72.4;

148.13

ne*x saying 108.16; 184.10 gina^x to go (176.8) (from sim

ple base gin-; contrast third

person future ging-a H*)

Stems ending in long diphthongs either take -x or -ax. Thus we

have either ha-yeu-x-da
ada or Jia-ye

ew-a x-daada IN THEIR

RETURNING 124.15.

2. From Class II intransitives:

wa ae
xgwa to wake up (in- t gelxgwa to run around, roll

transitive)

geiwa lxgwa to eat la-i-di n xgwa to march
latfwa to become s a s ank wa to stand

plala Vwa to tell a myth sana Vwa to fight
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3. From Class IV verbs:

l-he e

gwa Vwa (= -he e

g
w
hag

w- al-we TdaWwa to shine

Jc wa) to work da-WTcla xgwa, to bubble

under water (observe verb-

suffix -x- of infinitive; but

da-boklobafYncfn I make

bubbles)

4. From -xa- verbs :

lu
f xwcf (

= luk!-xcf) to trap p e lxa to go .to war (but also

5. From reflexives:

t&quot;gwa

axaf
nt gwidepxdagwa to se ela mt*gwidepxdeV to paint

tattoo himself myself

lu xagwant&quot;gwiapxdeWtotTa,p han-se e

gwa
f

ngwiapxdek to

for myself paddle myself across

From non-reflexive verbs are derived :

gariwiapxdeW my eating wuxiapxda
a his coming to get

me

6. From transitives:

plcda xbiya, to tell you a myth i-gaxga xgwia to scratch one s

self

tl-Tc*wa alc!wia to wake him i-gi s gis ia* to tickle him

\l-k*we e
xiyatowake me (164.20) wayanagwicf to run after him

dda-agania^ to hear about it ldu
gwi&amp;lt;

to play with it

was-i-doxia to gather them domfrwia 3 to kill him

The syntactical usage of verbal nouns of action is illustrated in the

following examples:

JiuH nfcwat*F Tclemncfnk* he will make me tired (literally, my-
tiredness he-will-make-it)

t!omoxdada wiyina
sn I help him kill (literally, his-killing[no ob

ject] I-aid-it)

Jio gwax gel-gulugwa
f n I like to run (lit., running I-like-it)(196.8)

ofnls
yoklol nexdeW he does not know what I said (literally, not

he-knows-it my-saying)
xi- ugwia ga a^l in order to drink water (literally, water-drinking

for)

ba-i-lc!iyi
f

lc* al-xl xbiya ga a^l he came to see you (literally, he-

came seeing-you for)

1 Infinitives in -k wa seem sometimes to be formed from other Class I intransitives, e. g., wisma k wa
TO MOVE; haxa k wda TO BURN (also haxa xgwaa).

.

* TJmlauted from *i-gi s ga.ria.
3 -k wi- here represents objective -k wa- umlauted by infinitive ending -(y)a (see 8). Similarly s-umt ia

TO BOIL IT 170.16 from -t aya.
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The normal method of expressing purpose, as the last two examples

show, is by the use of an infinitive followed by the general locative

postposition ga a^l TO, AT. FOR. The infinitive, as its inclusion of the

object shows, preserves its verbal character almost completely, and

may itself govern another infinitive :

Tclemma? al-we
ffc!alwda to make it shine (literally, to-make-it

its-shining)

Not a few infinitives have become more or less specialized as

regular nouns, though it is extremely doubtful if the transparently
verbal origin of such nouns is ever lost sight of. Such nouns are :

plala Vwa myth 50.4; 172.17 ts !ip*ncfx speech, oration (cf.

ts H p nan I shall make a

speech to them [146.11])

t*ge
emt ga mxgwa darkness sana Ywa fight, battle

gincfx passage-way 176.9 ts !e
emcfx noise (cf. dda-ts!em-

xdes I hear a big noise 90.21)

ye l sgwix sweat (cf. ye l sgwade
e

I shall sweat [140.1])

PARTICIPLES
( 75-78)

75. General Remarks

Participles are either active or passive, and may be formed with

considerable freedom from all verbs. They have not been found with

incorporated pronominal objects, the active participles being more

adjectival than verbal in character, while the passives naturally hardly

allow of their incorporation. The passive participle is often provided

with possessive affixes that correspond to the transitive subjects of

the finite verb; the active participle, on the other hand, undergoes

no modification for person, but, like any adjective, is brought in con

nection with a particular person by the forms of the copula ei- BE.

76. Active Participle in -f

This participle is formed by simply appending a -
,
one of the

characteristic adjectival suffixes, to the verb-stem. Inferential and

imperative -p*- of Class II intransitives disappears before this ele

ment (e. g., se nsant&quot; WHOOPING), but not the non-aoristic -p*-, which

is characteristic (see 42, 1) of some of the verbs of the same class;

e. g., sana^p* FIGHTTNG (from *sana^p^) . Participles in -t* never

denote particular action, but regularly indicate that the action predi-
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cated of a person is one that in a way marks him off from others, and

that may serve as a characteristic attribute. Not infrequently, there

fore, a -- participle has the value of a noun of agency; the fact, how

ever, that it never appears with pronominal elements, but is always

treated as an adjective, demonstrates its attributive, non-substantival

character. It is possible to use it with a preceding nominal object,

so that sentences may result that seem to predicate a single act

definitely placed in time
; yet an attributive shade of meaning always

remains. For example, wihin domf eie (literally, MY-MOTHER HAV-

ING-KILLED i-AM) and wiJiin t!omomafsn both mean i KILLED MY

MOTHER, but with a difference. The latter sentence simply states

the fact, the emphasis being on the act itself; the former sentence,

on the other hand, centers in the description of the subject as a matri

cide, i AM ONE WHO HAS KILLED HIS MOTHER. The latter sentence

might be a reply to a query like WHAT DID YOU DO? the former, to

WHO ARE YOU?

Examples of -t* participles are :

(gwi-ncft*

how constituted, of what kind? (gwi- [how, where]
+ naY[from no- do, act]) 14.4, 9, 10; 15.6

ga-ncft* of that kind, so in appearance 63.12; 192.7

w&nt* k!eme n I make him old (cf. wuntint*e I grow old)

t ga
a Jiaxcft* burnt field (not passive, but really

= field that has

at one time burned) 92.29

Ti&lt* eit e
s I know how to sing (literally, singing I am)

yapta lohont* elt*e
s I have killed (many) people (literally, people

causing [ or having caused]-to-die I am)
I6ho\&quot; having died, dead 148.13

Ji-awa x-xivriSt* (it is) rotting
xuda mC elt*e

s I am whistler

ni xa yi^lt having copulated with his mother (insulting epithet

applied to Coyote) 86.5, 6, 16

Examples of participles with lost -t* have been given above (see

18).

77. Passive Participle in -(a)X -/v^ w

Nominal participial forms in -& w of passive signification can be freely

formed from all transitive verb-stems, the stem invariably undergoing

palatalization (see 31). The suffix -& w
ordinarily requires a pre

ceding connective -a- replaced, as usual, by an instrumental -i- in

such passive participles as are derived from verb-forms themselves

provided with -i-. Participles in -ok*&quot; tend to be accented on the
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syllable immediately preceding the suffix, in which case an inorganic

-h- generally appears before the -a-} -TiaYw is also regularly used with

preceding fortis (see 19). It is not unlikely that the suffix is organ

ically -liak w
,
the -ha- implying continuity (see 43, 5). Instrumental

passives in -iY v&amp;gt;

)
on the other hand, are generally accented, with raised

pitch, on the -i- of the suffix. For example, dtimkdk*
1
&quot;

(ALWAYS)

KILLED Or STRUCK PERSON, but W(L-duumW w THING WITH WHICH ONE

KILLS (literally, KILLED-WITH thing). Inasmuch as -k w-
participles,

differing in this respect from active participles in
-t&quot;,

are distinctly nom
inal in character, they may be provided with possessive suffixes; e. g.,

dumhaV w-de MY STRUCK ONE. Forms thus arise which, like -t*-par

ticiples supplemented by forms of ei- BE, have independent predicative

force. What we have seen to apply to -f-participles, however, in

regard to particularity of action, applies with equal if not greater force

&quot;to predicatively used passives in -& &amp;lt;w

. While a sentence like I daga

tlomoma n (domk am) THAT ONE WAS SLAIN, with finite passive,

implies the fulfillment of a single act, a sentence whose predicate is

supplied by a passive participle (like I daga dumhaY THAT ONE is

[REGULARLY] SLAIN, STRUCK) necessarily refers to habitual or regularly

continued activity: I daga dumhaV wde^Y THAT ONE is MY (REGU

LARLY) STRUCK ONE thus approaches in signification the finite

frequentative I daga t!omo amda n THAT ONE i (ALWAYS) STRIKE,

but differs radically in signification from both I daga t!omoma n

i KILLED THAT ONE and I daga domt&quot; elt e* i AM ONE THAT HAS KILLED

THAT ONE.

Examples of -V w-
participles are:

gwen-sgu
u

t 6k w
(those) with their necks cut off (21.2, 4, 5)

xa-l-sgl
i

p*sgiUk
w

(bodies) cut in two 21.2; 22.3

(ml*) gela p*ak
w 1

something which is (already) twisted

guJiak
w na ne^x like something planted, sown

wae-i-duxikwde I have been gathering them (literally, my
gathered ones)

datf-wa-p^ti Hik^ (manzanita) mixed with (sugar-pine nuts) 178.5

fan t gwll gut 6k^dda
squirrel has been burying (go

u
d-) hazel-

nuts (literally, squirrel hazel-nuts [ are] his-buried-ones)
2

88k*ak*wdeW I (always) shoot (sd
a
g-) him (literally, my shot one)

deV I love her (literally, my loved one)

1 Cf. galaba
sn I TWIST IT; -a - above is inorganic, hence unpalatalized to -e-.

*t gwll (HAZEI^NUTS) is the grammatical subject; gut ok wdaa predicates the subject; fan (SQUIRREL) is

outside the main core of the sentence, being merely in apposition with the incorporated -da* (HIS) of the

nominal predicate.
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As the last example shows, the indirective -s- of verbs with indirect

object is preserved in -TiaYw participles (contrast mlla^-Y HE LOVED

HER [inferential]).

Participles of instrumental signification in-W v are freely employed

to make up instrumental nouns, such as names of implements.

Examples are:

ddufc-sgu
ut!ik*

v
log-cut-with (

= saw)

se el-wa-se ela mdik w black paint (writing)
- therewith -

painted

(written) (
=

pencil)

i-smi lsmiliJc
w

(thing) swung (
= swing)

duk w
-wa-sgu

ut!ik w dress-therewith-cut (
= scissors)

~k!wal-baa-sgek s(jigiY
w
grass-up-pitched-with (

=
pitchfork)

yap!a-wa-do
umiW w

people-therewith-killed, e. g., arrow, gun
da mafxau al -wa-xlfik!ik* t far therewith-seen, e. g., telescope

iliWw something to stir (mush) up with

It is interesting to note that forms in -Tc&quot;

v may be formed from

the third person possessive of nouns, chiefly terms of relationship.

These are shown by the palatalized form of the stem to be morpholog

ically identical with passive participles in -F&quot;. Examples are:

Noun Participle

ts lele i his eye 86.7, 9 ts lele ik** eye-having 27.9

ni xa his mother 17.11
;
126.7 ni xakw he has a mother

ma xa his father 17.12; 126.6 me zak w he has a father

fcV Za j/iZ^ hkwoman (178.8) Fe^le p UcHk* he has a wife

142. 6

tn^la piklV her husband 46.1 t!i
i U p ik!ik* she has a hus

band

Such forms in -k w may well be compared to English adjectives of

participial form in -ed; e. g., LEFT-HANDED, FOUR-CORNERED. They

may be further adjectivalized by the addition of -at&quot; (see below,

108) ;
e. g., me xagwat* FATHER-HAVING.

78. Passive Participles in -xap* (-so/? )

Less common than passive participles in -(a)F
w are certain forms

in
-xap&quot; (-sap ), which, like the former, show a palatalized form of

the stem, and seem to be identical in function with them. Like

-k w-
participles, again, they may be provided with possessive pro

nominal suffixes, though these belong to another scheme of endings :

gel-gula l^ak^-de Y my liked one, I like him (
=
gel-gula xab-aY}

gel-gula alc
w-da they like him (

=
gel-gula xap*)

78
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Forms in -xap* are in particular use as names of articles of clothing.

Examples are:

gwen-wl
fis
xwp handkerchief, neckerchief 188.5 (cf. gwen-wi

fi~k!an

I shall wind it about my neck)
dak*-wl i

xa,p something wound about one s head
xda-le

e

s&p (
=

-t!-xa,p*) belt (cf. xda-ld at!an I shall put it about

my waist)

gwen-pftx&p* pillow (cf. gwen-p!lk*wan I shall lie on pillow)
/KZ-foZ

/tt

xap shirt (cf. ha-ld u
Jc!

win I shall put on shirt)

Jia-ya-u-fge n ssnp* (
=

-ts!-xap*) vest (cf. lia-ya-u-t ge ntslan I shall

put it about my middle, ribs)

s&amp;lt;/e

/e
xap man s hat

NOUNS OF AGENCY ( 79-82)

79. Introductory

Four suffixes have been found that are employed to form nouns

of agency from verb-stems, -
s, -sda

,
-si 1

,
and -xi. The first of these

is more strictly verbal in character than the other three, being capable,

unlike these, of incorporating the pronominal object. -sda and -si1

,

probably genetically related suffixes, are used apparently only with

intransitive stems (including, however, such as are partly transitive

in form, i. e., that belong to Class IV). - s and -xi are used with both

transitive and intransitive stems.

80. Nouns of Agency in -(a
x
) s

This suffix is used to form agentives with more freedom than the

others seem to be. The ending
- s is added directly to the verb-stem,

with connective -a!- (instrumental -i-} if phonetically necessary. No

examples have been found of agentives in - s from intransitives of

Class II. Examples are (49.4; 60.10) :

7ioida s dancer hdpxi-t daga s child-crier (
=

cry-baby)
Jie

ela s singer xut*ma s whistler

p!d
a
ga s bather 7c*aiwi

f wa -l-doxi s one who

gathers everything

yd
adaf

s swimmer xuma-Jc!emna/
s food - maker

(
= cook) 54.4

ts!a-uya s fast runner 138.2 domxbie
s one who kills you

ei-sdagwa
e
s canoe paddler mdla/ximie8 one who tells us

The last two examples show incorporated pronominal objects; the

first personal plural object -am- is, as usual, followed by the connec-
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tive -i-. The strongly verbal coloring of the agentive in - s is perhaps

best indicated by its employment as a final clause. Examples of

this use are :

ba-i-lc!iyi Jc*de al-xl i xbiss I came to see you (literally, as one-

seeing-you)
mes

-gini F al-xi i xi s he came to see me
Jioida s di me -giniga^ did you come to dance? (i. e., as dancer)

afnl me -gini lc*de louss I did not come to play, as player 31.6

(cf. 74 for another method of expressing this idea)

81. Nouns of Agency in -s7*, -sa&amp;lt;*

These, as already observed, are less distinctly verbal in force than

the preceding. Some verbs have agentives in both - s and -saa; e. g.,

he ela s and Jielsa
a SINGER. Not infrequently there is a distinct feel

ing of disparagement in a -saa- agentive as compared with one in -s
s;

e. g., 7iog
wa f

s GOOD RUNNER, but lio
f

saa ONE WHO ALWAYS RUNS

(BECAUSE or FEAR). Both of these suffixes are added directly to the

stem without connecting vowel. If stressed, they have the falling

accent. -saa is the regular agentive ending of Class II intransitives;

-p
- is or is not retained before it under the same conditions as in

the case of the participial -f (see 76).

Further examples of agentives in -si1 and -saa are :

l-he e
gwa

f
Jc

w
sl{ worker

da-ldsi liar (but non-disparaging lou s player)
u ^s I

1 (^u ^s -s l
1

) k!eme n I make him laugh (literally, laugher)
av t wa sl

1 blinker

go-between (settler of feud) 178.11

^-pIiyawisB,
9- one going, dancing by side of fire (

= medicine

man)
/a

(
= yims -s afa

) dreamer (
= medicine-man)

big sleeper
,* big sneezer

se nsanssi* one knowing how to whoop
sana p^ssi* one knowing how to fight
s*aV(msaa one always standing
s u^alssL9- one always sitting

notsfadam yu s&a e el)iY we are neighbors (literally, neighboring-
to-us being [ stem yu-] we-are)

tlobaga sa,* (
= -a s-saa ) eit you are always lying like dead

A few nouns in -si1
,
in which an agentive meaning can not well

be detected, nevertheless doubtless belong here: lousV PLAYTHING

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212-14 81
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(110.6,11) (cf. verb-stem lou- PLAY); less evidently, le
e

psi^ FEATHER

28.2; ala TcsV HIS TAIL (86.21, 23)

82. Nouns of Agency in -xl

Only a few verbal derivatives in -xi have been obtained. They are :

al-huyUxi (
= -x-xi) hunter

ye
e
xi&quot; needle, awl (literally [ ?], biter [cf. verb-stem ye

e

g
w-

bite])

122.8

gel-dula yS eit e
s I am lazy, one who is lazy

gel-he
* xi stingy (cf. verb-stem 7ie

isx- be left over)

S umxi&quot; paddle stirrer (cf. s u^m-t a- boil) (170.16)

el tf grgZxI
1

wagon (literally, canoe one-that-rolls)

83. FORMS IN -I ya

Two or three isolated verb-forms in -i ya
1 have been found that

appear to be of a passive participial character. There are not enough
such forms available, however, to enable one to form an idea of their

function. The few examples are:

ga
a

(1) haxani ysi (2) ml* (3) al-t!ayaW (4) then (3) he dis

covered (4) a burnt-down (2) field (1) 92.26

yapla (1) do^mi ya (2) al-t!ayaW (3) he discovered (3) killed

(2) people (1)

Both of these forms in -i ya, it will be observed, are derived from

transitive stems (haxani ya from causative Tiaxa-n- CAUSE TO BURN,

BURN), and would seem to be best interpreted as attributive passives

corresponding to the attributive actives in -t\ To these forms

belongs probably also:

dli-hefliy& (1) wa-iwl *
(2) girl (2) who sleeps on a raised board

platform (1) (literally, perhaps, up-boarded girl [cf. 7ie
ela*m

board]) 13.2

H. The Noun ( 84-102)

84. Introductory

Despite the double-faced character of some of the nominal deriva

tives of the verb-stem (e. g., the passive participles), there is formally

in Takelma a sharp line of demarcation between denominating and

predicative elements of speech. This is evidenced partly by the

distinct sets of pronominal suffixes peculiar to noun and verb, partly

by certain nominal elements appearing before the possessive affixes

and serving, perhaps, to distinctly substantivize the stem. Only a

i Not to be confused with transitive infinitives in -ia\
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small number of stems have been found that can, without the aid of

nominal (or verbal) derivative elements, be used as both nouns and

verbs. Such are:

Noun Verb

se e
l black paint, writing se el-a md-a n I paint it

Jie
e
lsoug 106.7; (164.16) Ml sing! (170.12)

liw-afa naga
i he looked (per- liwila

f
u-t*e I looked (152.17)

haps = his-look he-did) 55.6 (imperative liu 14.11; [60.2])

duV w shirt 96.16 dl-du w wear it! (55.9; 96.16)

tOTl gambling-sticks in grass- tlu ltlal-siniba? let us gamble

game at grass-game 31.9

xle
fes

p* dough-like mass of l-xlep!e xlib-i
sn I mash it into

camass or fat dough (94.11)

xan urine xala xam-t*e I urinate

A number of cases have been found of stem + suffix serving as noun

and verb (e. g., wu^lha^m MENSTRUAL &quot;ROUND&quot; DANCE 100.10, 16:

wuHliafmPe* i SHALL HAVE FIRST COURSES 162.7, 8); but in these it

is probable that the verb is a secondary derivative of the noun.

Even in the first two examples given above, a difference in pitch-

accent serves to distinguish the noun from the verb-stem: 7iel-guluW
w

HE WILL SING, but he e
l gel-gulu Y HE LIKES, DESIRES, A SONG. The

use of a stem as both noun and verb in the same sentence may
lead to such cognate accusative constructions as the English TO LIVE

A LIFE, DREAM A DREAM:

se e
l-se

ela msi write to me!

duugwi
fi dl-duugwa^nk* she shall wear her skirt 55.9

If we analyze noun forms like t!ibagwcfnY MY PANCREAS and

daanxdeW MY EAR, we find it necessary to consider five more or less

distinct elements that go to make up a noun with possessive suffix,

though all of these but the radical portion of the word may be absent.

First of all we have the stem (tliba-; dda
-) which may or may

not be similar in form to a verbal base, and which occurs either as

an absolute noun unprovided with a pronominal suffix (body-part

nouns and terms of relationship, however, do not ordinarily appear in

their naked stem-form) ,
or as an incorporated noun; e. g., tliba-wesin

I AM PANCREAS-DEPRIVED, MY PANCREAS HAS BEEN TAKEN FROM ME.

Appended to the stem are the purely derivational or formative

elements of the noun. Takelma is characterized rather by a paucity

than an abundance of such elements, a very large proportion of its

nouns being primitive, i. e., non-derivative, in character. Of the

84
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two nouns that we have chosen as types daanxdeW shows no forma

tive element in the proper sense of the word, while the -gw- of tliba-

gwa^nW is such an element (cf . from stem llu- LOOK Uu-gw-ax~deW

MY FACE) .

More characteristic of the Takelma noun than derivational suffixes

is a group of elements that are never found in the absolute form of

the noun, but attach themselves to it on the addition of a pronominal

suffix or local pre-positive. The -n- and -(a)n- of ddanxdeW and

tlibagwcfnt&quot;F, respectively, are elements of this kind (cf. 7ia-da-n-de

IN MY EAR; Jia-tlibagw-an-de IN MY PANCREAS), also the -a- of dancft Jc*

MY ROCK (cf. 7ia-dan-a^ IN THE ROCK [from da^n rock]), and the -u of

Jia-t gau IN THE EARTH 33.7 (from t gd EARTH). The function of these

elements, if they have any and are not merely older formative suffixes

that have become crystallized in definite forms of the noun, is not

at all clear. They are certainly not mere connective elements serv

ing as supports for the grammatical suffixes following, as in that

event it would be difficult to understand their occurrence as absolute

finals in nouns provided with pre-positives ;
nor can they be plausibly

explained as old case-endings whose former existence as such was

conditioned by the preceding pre-positive, but which now have

entirely lost their original significance, for they are never dependent

on the pre-positive itself, but vary solely with the noun-stem:

lia-dan-a? in the rock; dda-dan-a^ beside the rock; dal-dan-a?

among the rocks; dan-cf-fk* my rock; dak -dan-a-de over my
rock (with constant -a- from dcfn rock 16.12)

ha-gwa
al-a^m in the road 62.6; dda

-gwd
al-cfm along the road;

gwa
al-cfm-W my road (96.8) ;

dak -gwd
al-am-de over rny road

(48.6, 8) (with constant -am- from gwdn road 148.7)

For want of a better term to describe them, these apparently non

significant elements will be referred to as noun-characteristics.

Not all nouns have such characteristics :

Jia-gelcfm in the river (from gela^m river 21.14) as opposed to xda-

gulm-a^n among oaks (from gulu^m oak 22.10, 11)

Whether such nouns were always without them, or really preserve

them, but in a phonetically amalgamated form, it is, of course,

impossible to decide without other than internal evidence.

A fourth nominal element, the pre-pronominal -x-, is found in a

large number of nouns, including such as possess also a characteristic

84
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(e. g., daa-n-x-deW) and such as are not provided with that element

(e. g., sal-x-de^V MY FOOT) ;
a large number, on the other hand, both

of those that have a characteristic (e. g., tlibagw-cffr-tW) and of

those that lack it (e. g., lem-t*da HIS STICK) do without the -z-. A
considerable number of nouns may either have it between the

characteristic and the pronominal ending or append the personal

endings directly to the characteristic, no difference in signification

resulting. In such doublets, however, the pronominal suffixes be

long to different schemes:

bilg-an-x-deW and ~bilg-cfn-t V my breast

se ens-i-x-da and se ens-i -
t* your hair

waad-i -x-da (92.24) and wdad-lH his body 146.6

The characteristic -a- never tolerates a following -x-. Where doublets

occur, these two elements seem to be mutually equivalent: ey-cf-Y

(112.6) and ei-x-deW MY CANOE (from el CANOE 114.3). Such doublets,

together with the fact that nothing ever intervenes between it and the

personal suffix, make it possible that this -x- is a connective element

somewhat similar in function to, and perhaps ultimately identical

with, the connective -x- of transitive verbs. This, however, is con

fessedly mere speculation. What chiefly militates against its inter

pretation as a merely connective element is the fact of its occurrence

as a word-final in phrases in which no possessive element is found :

dagax wd Je

f

i
s head without

ha-daa-n-x molhW in-ear red (i. e., red-eared) 14.4; 15.13

If the local phrase involves a personal pronominal element, the -x-

disappears :

daa-n-x-deW my ear, but ha-da-n-de in my ear

This treatment marks it off sharply from the noun-characteristics.

Fifthly and lastly, in the integral structure of the noun, conies

the possessive pronominal suffix (the first person singular of terms

of relationship, however, is a prefixed wi-) . The following tabulated

summary shows the range of occurrence of the various elements of

the noun:

1. Stem. Occurs as absolute noun (gwan), or incorporated in verb

(&amp;lt;Za*-).

2. Derivative element. Occurs as ending of absolute form of

noun whose stem appears only in incorporation: t!ibcf-k* w

pancreas.
84
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3. Noun characteristic. Occurs with all increments of absolute

form of noun; i. e., with pronominal suffix (gwa
al-a^m-t*V},

with pre-positive (Jia-gwa
a
l-cfm) ,

and with pre-positive and

pronominal element (ha-gwa
a
l-am,-de} .

4. Pre-pronominal -x-. Occurs with pronominal suffix (dd
a-n-x-

de^Y} and pre-positive (ha-dd
a
-n-x) ,

but never with pre-positive

and pronominal element.

5. Pronominal suffix. Occurs in two distinct forms: one for

nouns without pre-positives (da
a
-n-x-deW) ,

and one for nouns

accompanied by pre-positive (Jia-da-n-de} .

A tabulated analysis of a few typical words follows:

Stem
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as the aorist naga- is formed from the verb-stem nda
g- SAY TO SOME

ONE. Similarly, the noun yele^x BURDEN-BASKET is phonetically

related to a hypothetical base *yelx-j as is the aorist leme-Jc!- to the

non-aorist lem-k!-. A small number of nouns appear in two forms,

one corresponding to the aorist stem, the other to the verb-stem of a

verb: gulu^m OAK, but with characteristic -(a)n-:gulm-an-(ihe non-

aorist gulaSm with inorganic -a- also occurs). Similarly, yulu^m and

yula^m EAGLE. In such variable nouns we have a complete morpho

logic analogy to Type 2 (or 3)) verbs like aorist xudwn- WHISTLE,

verb-stem xut m- (with inorganic -a-: xudam-) . In both gulu^m and

xudum- the -m- is almost certainly a suffixed element. It must be

carefully noted, however, that, while in the verb we very often have

both the aorist stem and the base (as verb-stem) in actual existence,

in the case of nouns we rarely can go beyond the stem as revealed in

an absolute or incorporated form. It is true that sometimes a

hypothetical noun-base phonetically coincides with a verbal base, but

only in the minority of cases can the two be satisfactorily connected.

Thus, yut!-, abstracted from yutlu^n DUCK, is very probably identical

with the yut!- of aorist yuHuyad- SWALLOW GREEDILY LIKE HOG OR

DUCK. On the other hand, little is gained by comparing the yul- of

yulu^m EAGLE with the yul- of aorist yuluyal- RUB; the p!iy- of

pli yin DEER and pli yax FAWN with the aorist -pHyin-Qc wa-) LIE

ON PILLOW (cf. gwen-p! ixap* PILLOW), unless the deer was so called,

for reasons of name-taboo, because its skin was used for the making
of pillows (or, more naturally, the reverse) ;

x the way- of waya? KNIFE
with way- SLEEP

;
or the noun-stem yaw- RIB (occurring as ya-u- when

incorporated) with the verb-stem yaw- (yiw-} TALK. It is not justi

fiable to say that noun-stems of apparently non-primitive form are

necessarily amplified from the bases that seem to lie back of them

(e. g., will- from wil-; yulu-m from yul-), but merely that there is a

strong tendency in Takelma for the formation in the noun of certain

typical sound-groups analogous to those found in the verb.

86. TYPES OF STEM FORMATION

Though it is probably impossible to duplicate all the various types
of aorist and verb stem found in the verb, most of those that are at

all frequent occur also in the noun.

^Improbable, however, if aorist p. eyen- HE and p. iyin-k wa- LIE ON PILLOW are radically connected (see 31).
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1. The most characteristic type of noun-stem in Takelma is the

monosyllabic group of consonant (less frequently consonant-cluster) +
vowel (or diphthong) + consonant (less frequently cluster). This

type may be considered as corresponding to the normal monosyllabic

verb-stem. Out of a very large number of such primitive, underived

noun-stems are taken a selection of examples.

Occurring as naked stems only when incorporated:

s-in- nose ,

dda- ear

gel- breast

gwen- neck

dag- head
S al- foot

Occurring as absolute nouns:

nox rain 90.1

p ft fire 62.10; 78.13

le sun 54.3; 122.15; 160.20

~bem tree, stick 25.5; 48.7

xi&quot; water 15.1; 57.14

fga land 49.12; 73.9

t gwa^ thunder 55.8

p!a
as snow 90.2, 3; 152.16

2&amp;gt;

i
vm salmon 17.12; 30,10

Ian salmon-net 31.2; 33.4

mat salmon-spear shaft 28.7

t gwa^n slave 13.12

gwan trail 148.7

tony
del yellow-jacket 73.7, 10

mex crane 13.1

xe m raven 162.8, 12

s-em duck 55.2; 166.10

sel kingfisher

mel crow 144.9; 162.7

yak*
w wildcat 42.1; 46.9

xcfmk&quot; grizzly bear 106.14

dip* camass 108.18; 124.12

Iclwdl grass 31.8

MX roasted camass 178.4

o u
p* tobacco 194.1

Tclwal pitch 88.13; 158.9

yup&quot;
woman s basket-cap 178.3

86

gwel- leg

yaw- rib

I- hand
xda- back

de e-
lips, mouth

Jia- woman s private parts

mo x grouse

t*gweW
w rat (sp.?)

t*l
fi8 gopher 78.4, 7

sbin beaver 112.1; 166.12

s-ux bird 22.4; 166.10

dcfn rock 13.6; 16.12

ld a
p&quot;

leaves

s lx venison 16.6; 55.1

xln mucus
Za
u
excrement 122.2

J gra raelk 158.4; 196.6

tldY mussel 26.7

boun acorn-hopper
a

x
fir 24.10; 54.6

hulk* panther 42.1

ll w skunk 164.2

fan squirrel 94.2, 4

S om mountain 43.6

xdn urine

doum testicles 130.20

doum spider
hou jack-rabbit 108.8

ga l bow
hdl cloud 13.3

llu grasshopper 92.28, 29

xnW acorn dough 16.12

gul thick brush 71.1

t gwll hazelnut 116.5, 11, 14
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Occurring generally with possessive suffix:

!
, waad- body 92 24; 130.24;

[father 17.12; 70.7; 158.3 146 6
fiam-) 7 .

xuul- brains

se en- skin
17.9; 76.10, 13; ^_ buttocks 45&amp;gt;9

.

72.10;
172 17

94.15

ife 13.2; 45.3; 64.5; 142.12 Ulg- breast

Vtf- male, husband 45.14; 126.14 Yuul- hair 24.8; 162.4

nl*- teats 30.14 (ni* found as a-is-- property 23.2; 154.13

absolute form 130.9)

p!a
an- liver 120.15 (plan found

as absolute form 57.9, 13)

These lists might be very greatly increased if desired. It will be

noticed that a considerable number of the nouns given are such as

are generally apt to be derivative or non-primitive in morphology.

In regard to accent monosyllabic nouns naturally divide themselves

into two classes: those with rising or raised accent, embracing the

great majority of examples, and those with falling accent. Of the

latter type a certain number owe their accent to a glottal catch of

the stem. Besides ga l
e

t already given above, may be cited:

t*go
/ie

leggings

fc.Wssinew27.13; (28.1)

p!e
e
l
s
basket-plate 168.15

Tc~o
ex tar-weed seeds 26.15

These offer no special difficulty. There is a fairly considerable num
ber of monosyllabic nouns, however, in which the falling accent can

not be so explained, but appears to be inherently characteristic of

the nouns. Besides d u
p , p!a

a
s, t*i

fi
s, and lafap\ may be mentioned:

ne *l song 106.7 &amp;lt;/e fc
w
yellowhammer 90. 18; 194.15

se e
l black paint, writing t*be e

~k
w
shinny-ball

ge
e
t* xerophyllum tenax a fW silver-side salmon

ye
e tears p!e

es (with derivative -sf see 87,

wa as bush (sp.?) 25.12 8) flat rock on which acorns are

pounded 74.13; 75.2; 118.17

For two of these nouns (he
e
l and se e

l) the etymology is obvious.

They are derived from the verb-stems Jieel~ SING and see
l-(amd-)

PAINT; it may well be that the falling accent here characterizes sub

stantives of passive force (THAT WHICH is SUNG, PAINTED). Possibly
lo!

a
p and o u

p* are to be similarly explained as meaning THOSE THAT

1 Most nouns of relationship show monosyllabic stems; none can be shown to be derivative in character.
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ARE CARRIED (BY BRANCHES) and THAT WHICH IS DUG UP 1

(cf. aorist

stems laa l}- CARRY and oub- DIG UP).

2. A very considerable number of noun-stems repeat the vowel of

the base, corresponding to aorist stems of Type 2 verbs. Such are:

wi li house 13.1; 14.8; 192.6 gwit!\-(n}- wrist

te /i sidog fc a&a- son 23.2; 128.5; 138.14

moxo buzzard 105.23 za#a- maternal aunt

sg\ s\ coyote 13.1; 70.1; 108.1 xli wi war-feathers 110.18

sgwini&quot;
raccoon wa?/a

r

knife 73. 3; 144.20; 172.12

&/a ma spit for roasting 170.17 #oyo
x

shaman47.11;142.7;188.7

yap/a
v

person 14.12; 96.2; 128.2 woup!u-(n)- eyebrows
yana&quot;

acorn 15.16; 16.9; 58.9

With probably derivative final consonant are :

lege^m- kidney d&g&^n turtle

Zap am frog 102.10; 196.3 te-/aza/a?i blue-striped lizard

yulu^m eagle 77.2; 122.15;164.8 wigln red lizard

gulujn oak 22. 10 li bin news 108.20; 194.9

fc uZumfish (sp.?) yi win speech 126.10; 136.12

loxo m manzanita 126.17; 178.5 te /araaZ mouse 102.10; 104.9;

142.4

yutlu^n white duck 55.5 s-imiV dew

pH yindeeT 17.1; 42.2; 54.2 (k!el}melid-l
fi basket for cook-

g& Jcl&n ladder 176.8 ing 178.4

Here again it will be observed that the rising or raised accent is

the normal one for the second syllable of the stem. But here also a

well-defined, if less numerous, group of noun-stems is found in which

the repeated long vowel bears a falling accent. Examples are:

t gw&lsi
*
hooting owl 194.9 t!iUs l

fi ant 74.4; 75.5

Mus u u chicken-hawk 142.6 da,-uysi
fashaman s spirit (? from

dawy- fly) 164.14

s uhu u
quail 70.2, 5; 71.4 maya^-fc

1 &quot;- orphan 154.5

Compare also Honors below (Type 3); ts HWk!- and t*bele s (Type

3) owe their falling accent to the presence of a glottal catch.

Very remarkable is the stem formation of the noun tluxu i DRIFT

WOOD 75.5. It is evidently formed from the verb-stem doux- (aorist

stem tloxox-} GATHER (WOOD) according to aorists of Type 7b, at the

same time with vowel ablaut (cf. theoretic t!uxU-xi HE GATHERS ME)

and falling accent, perhaps to give passive signification (see 86, 1);

its etymologic meaning would then be THAT WHICH is GATHERED.

No other noun of similar stem formation has been found.

1 If this etymology of o up is correct, Pit River dp TOBACCO must be borrowed from Takelma.
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3. It is not strictly possible to separate noun-stems corresponding

to aorists of verbal Type 2 from those that are to be compared with

aorists of Type 3. The doubt that we found to exist in the verb as

to the radical or suffixal character of certain consonants is present

also in regard to the final consonant of many dissyllabic nouns.

The following nouns with repeated vowel show final consonants that

are not thought to be elements of derivation. If this view is correct,

they are to be compared with Type 3 aorist stems.

libis crawfish 30.2 u Ziifc/- hair 27.1; 140.6; 158.1

nihwiW black bear 116.1; deges
1 -

sifting basket-pan
118.1 196.13

ts !ili
fi
lc!- elbow Jc!&ba?s porcupine-quills

S idib-i- (house) wall 176.4, 9 t gw&y& m lark 22.1; 160.3

lep!es cat-tail rushes hulun ocean 60.8; 154.14

t bele es pine-nuts olio^p&quot;
black shells (sp. ?) 55.9

tlewex flea motlo^p&quot; seed-beater

pestle 56.1 yuklum- salmon-tail 198.9
*

cricket dugv^m baby 126.9

Z/o?i6/us- humming-bird (per

haps with derivative -s)

4. Analogous to aorist stems of Type 4 verbs (e. g., yewei-) are a

few nouns with repeated vowel and following -4- to form a diphthong.

Of such nouns have been found:

ts- /eZei- eye 27.8
;
86.7 ;

92.20 da-kldo i-da-x- cheek

k wedei- name 100.21 raa/iaH (adjective) large. 196. 10

&/eZei- bark 54.6 (cf. plural mahmi 130.4 for

Jclolol storage basket 61.5; base)

138.17

That the final -i- of these nouns is not an added characteristic,

but an integral part of the noun-stem, is proven by the facts that no

examples have been found of vowels followed by noun-characteristic

-i- (ordinarily -n- or -m- is employed), and that ts lelei- has been

found incorporated in that form.

5. A few nouns are found that show a repeated initial consonant;

they may be compared to Type 10 aorist stems. Examples are:

se ens- hair 136.28 (cf. se e
^- boy alder (94.17)

skin)

lufil- throat 25.2 ( ? cf . aorist ts \u ne
s (ts- lunts /-) deer-

lomol choke) skin cap embroidered with

woodpecker-scalps

1 Absolute form dega^s 178.4; cf. yula^m 164.3 alongside olyulvfm 77.8?
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suns thick, deep (of snow) 90.3 ts \e nes (ts lents l-) wild-rose

berry 92.23

bebe^-n rushes bap seeds (sp.?) (34.1; 79.9;

94.19)
buub-a&quot;n arm 23.2, 4; (172.4) ts Ia^V 1

bluejay (onomato-

poetic) 22.14; 102. 10; 166.11

sens bug (sp.?) help*
2 swan 102.10; 104.14

Here may also be mentioned k!a mak!aa HIS TONGS (also lc!a
f
ma,a }.

6. Reduplicated nouns are not frequent in Takelma, particularly

when one considers the great importance of reduplication as a gram
matical device in the verb. Examples corresponding in form to Type
12 aorists (i. e., with -a- [umlauted to -i-] in second member) are:

gwi nt*gwin-i- shoulder (also ts !e ~k ts !ig-i- backbone 112.4;

t*gwi
fint gw-i-) 198.6

gelgcfl fabulous serpent (cf. gi xgap* medicine, poison
aorist gelegal-amd- tie hair (irreg.) 188.12

into top-knot 172.3)

stfnsa^n decrepit old woman gwi sgwas chipmunk
yuYya Yw-a (place name) p d fp id-i- salmon-liver (with

188.13 dissimilated catch) 120. 19,20
t ga Wgil-i- belly ~bo

u bid-i- orphans (also&ctf &a)

Also wa-iwlfi GIEL 55.7; 96.23 doubtless belongs here; the -wlfi of the

second syllable represents a theoretic -wi y, umlauted from -wa y, the

falling accent being due to the inorganic character of the repeated a.

A very few nouns repeat only the first consonant and add a, leaving

the final consonant unreduplicated. Such are:

ba baa red-headed woodpecker (onomatopoetic) 92.2, 6

haf

Jc
l

da
(
= *7idk!-Jiaa ) goose 102.10; 106.2, 5

bobaa
orphan 122.1, 5

A few nouns, chiefly names of animals, show complete duplication

of the radical element without change of the stem-vowel to -a- in the

second member. This type of reduplication is practically entirely

absent in the verb. Examples are:

ts !e
e
ts !e

e small bird (sp.?) aL-Tcloklo^ (adj.) ugly-faced
60.5

daldcfl dragon-fly 21.1; 28.6 bolo^p screech-owl 194.1

p abd a
p* manzanita-flour fga nt gan fly (upper dialect)

Even all of these are not certain. Those with radical -a- might

just as well have been classified with the preceding group (thus

* is felt to be equivalent to -ts ! is shown by Bluejay s song: ts- la its- !l-a gwa tca gwatca 104.7.

&amp;gt;bel-is felt as the base of this word, cf. Swan s songbeleldo+ wa inha 104.15, which shows reduplication
of bel- like aorist held- of hel- SING.
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ddldcfl may be very plausibly connected with aorist tlalatlal- from

Halal-, non-aorist daaldal from ddal- CRACK); while p*aba
a
p

l

and

may, though improbably, show Type 1 reduplication

- like p!db-ab- CHOP). This latter type of reduplica

tion seems, however, to be as good as absent in the noun (but cf.

sgwogwoW
w ROBIN; mdelx BURNT-DOWN FIELD 92.27 may be morpho

logically verbal, as shown by its probably non-agentive -x). The

fullest type of reduplication, that found exemplified in the aorists

of Type 13 verbs, has not been met with in a single noun.

2. Noun Derivation ( 8V, 88)

87. DERIVATIVE SUFFIXES

The number of derivative suffixes found in the noun, excluding

those more or less freely employed to form nominal derivatives from

the verb-stem, are remarkably few in number, and, for the most part,

limited in their range of application. This paucity of live word-

forming suffixes is, of course, due to a great extent, to the large num
ber of nominal stems in the language. The necessity of using such

suffixes is thus greatly reduced. The various derivational affixes found

in the Takelma noun will be listed below with illustrative examples.

1. (a)-. This is the only derivational prefix, excluding of course

such considerably individualized elements as the body-part prefixes

of the verb, found in Takelma. It is employed to form the words

for the female relationships corresponding to ELDER BROTHER and

YOUNGER BROTHER.

waxa his younger brother 54.1, 5 t awaxa his younger sister 55.2

wi-$obl my elder brother 46.10 wi-t oll my elder sister (55.14)

2. -la p*a(k!-). This suffix is found only in a number of nouns

denoting ranks or conditions of persons; hence it is not improbable

that it was originally a separate word meaning something like PER

SON, PEOPLE. That it is itself a stem, not a mere suffix, is shown by
its ability to undergo ablaut (for- le p*i- see 77). -k!- is added to it

in forms with possessive or plural affix. For example, homt!i
i la p*a

178.7 MALE, HUSBAND are formed t!iislafp*ik!iY MY HUSBAND

(142.7) and t!lulafp ak!an HUSBANDS, MEN (130.1, 7). The fact that

the stem preceding -la p a appears also as a separate word or with

other elements indicates that words containing -la p*a may be best

considered as compounds.
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Examples are:

J/Ma p a male, husband 178.7 (cf. ill1- husband, male)
&V la p a woman 25 9, 12; 108.4, 5 (cf. fcWo fc da girl who has

already had courses)

rao%ola p a old woman 26.14, 16; 56.3 (cf. mologo^l old woman
168.12; 170.10)

a p afc/owi orphans (cf. lot&quot;la orphan and lo^lid-i-t Y
my orphaned children)

p afc/an old men 128.11; 130.1 (cf. lomtllfi old man 24.11;

126.19)

os o^la/p a poor people

3. -& . A number of place-names with suffixed -V have been found :

La mhik Klamath river

Sblnk Applegate creek (cf. sbin beaver)

Gwen-p unk village name 114.14 (cf. p*v?n rotten 140.21)
Ha-t!onk village name
Dak -t gamlk village name (cf. fga^m elk)

Gel-yolk* village name 112.13; 114.8 (cf. yal pine)
Somolu^k *

village name
Dal-dani^k village name (cf . da^n rock)

4. -a s

(n). Nouns denoting PERSON COMING FROM are formed by

adding this suffix to the place-name, with loss of derivative -F.

Examples are:

Ha-gwd
a
lsi person from Ha-gwal, Cow creek

Lamli%i
y&

e

person from La mhik
,
Klamath river

SWns! s

person from Sbink
, Applegate creek

Dal-sa lsansf person from Dal-salsan, Illinois river

Di -lomiysi
s
person from DlMomi

Gwen-p*u n& person from Gwen-p unk

Dal-daniy&
s

person from Dal-dani vk
S omolo, 5

person from S omolu vk (see footnote)

Ha-t!ouno,/s person from Ha-t!onk

La-t*ga
awa, person from La-t gau, uplands 192.14

DaJc*-t*gamiya,
f

person from Dak -t gamik
Hor-ftfla, 6

person from Ha-t il

Gel-ya
a
lsi person from Gel-yalk

Dak*-ts!dawan& s
person from dak -ts !aawa x

n, i. e., above the

lakes (= Klamath Indian)

DaV-ts!damalsi

1 The -u*- of this word is doubtless merely the pitch-accentual peak of the -1-, the -u- resonance of the

liquid being due to the preceding -o-. The word is thus to be more correctly written as Somolk (similarly,

wulx EXEMY was often heard as wulu^x), as implied by S~omola s ONE FROM SOMOLK . In that event

s-omol-ls very probably a frequentative in v+l (see 43, 6) from s-om MOUNTAIN, and the place-name
means VERY MOUNTAINOUS REGION.
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Daa
-gelmei u person from Daa

-gela
v

m, Rogue river (
= Takelma

Indian)
Di-dalam& u person from Didalam, Grant s Pass

Judging from the material at hand, it seems that -af n is used only

when the place-name ends in -m, though the ease with which -af n

may be heard as -a s
(see first footnote 60) detracts from the cer

tainty of this generalization.

5. -yw-. This element occurs as a suiiix in a number of terms

relating to parts of the body. Examples are :

t!iba^k w
pancreas 47.17; t!ibagw-cfn-f my pancreas (47.5, 6, 7,

13) (incorporated tliba- 46.1, 9)

li ugw-ax-dek* my face (cf . verb-stem Im- look)

das
madagw-cfn-t*F my shoulder

da-uya
fa

]z
w-dek* my medicine-spirit (incorporated da-uya

a-

164.14)

Ze kV-6Mi-fY my rectum (cf. Za
v excrement 122.2)

ma p!agw-a-t*lc* my shoulder-blade

6. -(a)n- (or -m-, --). There are so many nouns which in their

absolute form end in -(a)n or its phonetic derivatives -(a)m- and -(a) l-

(see 21) that there is absolutely no doubt of its suffixal character,

despite the impossibility of ascribing to it any definite functional value

and the small number of cases in which the stem occurs without it.

The examples that most clearly indicate its non-radical character will

be conveniently listed here :

Tie
eltfiL board 176.5 (cf. dtf-he liya sleeping on board platform 13.2)

fe /eZa m hail 152.12, 16 (cf. verb-stem ts ld- rattle)

pH yin deer 13.10; 42.2 (cf. pli yax fawn 13.11; 49.11)

yi wiu speech 126.10; 138.4 (cf. verb-stem yiw- talk)

li bin. news 194.9 (? cf. verb-stem laba- carry)

yutlu^n white duck 55.5 (cf. verb-stem yut!- eat greedily)
do lk* a,m-a- anus (also do W-i- as myth form 106.4, 8)

doflim-i-

doWm-i- 106.6, 9

xdau eel (cf . reduplicated 7ia -xda a
xdagwa n I throw away some-

thing slippery, nastily wet [49.7])

s ugw^u root basket 124.5 (cf. s ugwidl it lies curled up like

bundled roots or strings)

dan ye^wald-m-l
1 rocks returning-to- them, myth name of Otter

160.10, 13 (cf. verb-stem ye
ew-ald- return to)

Other examples, etymologically untransparent, will be found listed

in 21. The difference between this derivational -n (-m) and
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noun-characteristic ~n- (-m) lies in the fact that the former is a neces

sary part of the absolute form of the word, while the latter appears

only with grammatical increments. Thus the -am of he ela*m BOARD

can not be identified with the -am of ha-gwd
ala^m IN THE ROAD, as

gwa
ala*m has no independent existence. The exact morphologic cor

respondent of gwd
al-am- is he elam-a- (e. g., 7ie

elam-a*-tW MY BOARD).

A doubt as to the character of the -n- can be had only in words that

never, or at least not normally, occur without possessive suffix:

lege^m-t Jc my kidneys
wdu

p!u?n-t* my eyebrows
1

7. -a. There are a rather large number of dissyllabic nouns or

noun-stems with final -a, in which this element is to outward ap

pearance an integral part of the radical portion of the word.

The number of instances in which it occurs, however, is considerable

enough to lead one to suspect its derivational character, though it

can be analyzed out in an even smaller number of cases than the

suffix -n above discussed. The most convincing proof of the exist

ence of a suffix -a is given by the word xu ma FOOD, DRY FOOD, 54.4;

188.1, a derivative of the adjective xu^m DRY 168.15 (e. g., p im xu^m

DRIED SALMON; cf. also xumu fcde? i AM SATED [132.1]). Other pos

sible examples of its occurrence are:

yoW fox (? cf. verb-stem yul- rub) 70.1, 4, 5; 78.2, 3, 9

mensS bear 72.3; 73.2, 3, 4, 5; 106.7, 10

pleld^ slug 105.25

noxwa? small pestle

fe lma, small pestle 62.1; 116.18, 19; 118.2

ma xla, dust 172.3; 184.5, 9

? grass for string (sp. ?)

shinny-stick (? cf. verb-stem t!eu- play shinny)

louse (? cf. verb base tlel- lick) 116.3, 6, 7, 8, 11

t!ib&- pancreas 46.1, 9; 49.7

eZa- tongue (characteristic -a-T)

dolsi&quot; old tree 24.1

yano? oak 22.11; 168.1, 2,3, 6, 7 (cf. yangwa^s oak sp.; with

-gwas cf . perhaps al-gwa s-i- yellow)

It is of course possible that some of the dissyllabic nouns in -a

listed above ( 86, 2) as showing a repeated vowel (e. g., ya pla) really

belong here.

i These seem to be parallel to gwit.Vn-t k MY WRIST, in which -n-, inasmuch as it acts as the equivalent

of the characteristic -& (cf. gwit!iuxde&quot;k MY WBIST with luxdeW MY HAND), is itself best considered

characteristic element.
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8. -s. This element is in all probability a derivational suffix in

a fairly considerable number of words, as indicated particularly by

the fact of its frequent occurrence after a consonant. Examples are:

p!e *s mortar-stone fastened in ground (cf. verb-stem p!e- lie)

74.13; 120.17

la^ps blanket (? cf. base lab- carry on shoulder) 98.14, 15, 19, 21

p!e*ns squirrel

gums (adj.) blind 26.14 (? cf. gomhaW&quot; rabbit)

bels moccasin

letups worm (? cf. verb-stem go
u
l-, aorist Tclolol- dig)

yols steel-head salmon (? cf. yolcf fox)

moss 43.16; 44.1; 47.15

sky 79.7 (cf. verb-prefix bam- up)
Mis (adj.) long 14.5; 15.12, 15 (? cf. da-balni -xa [adv.] long time)

Also some of the dissyllabic nouns in -s with repeated vowel listed

above ( 86, 3) may belong to this set.

A few other stray elements of a derivational aspect have been

found. Such are:

-ax in pti yax fawn 13.11; 16.8; 17.1, 2 (cf. pli yin deer)

-xi 1 in bomxi* otter 13.5; 17.13; 154.13; 156.14; u xi seed-pouch;
Ma

pxi^ child 13.8, 13 (cf. hap&quot;
da his child 98.13 and haa

p*-

incorporated in 7idap*-lc!emna s Children-maker 172.15)

pluralic -x- in Jiapxda his children 16.3; 118.1, 14

-x- varies with -s- in adjective Tiapsdi small; Jiaapxi Jiapsdi

little children 30.12

A large number of dissyllabic and polysyllabic nouns still remain

that are not capable of being grouped under any of the preceding

heads, and whose analysis is altogether obscure:

laxdis wolf 13.1; 16.10; 17.10

domxa^u Chinook salmon

yik aY red deer

yiba xam small skunk
bixa^l moon 196.1

lc!a
fnak!as basket cup (probably reduplicated and with deriva

tive -s)
88. COMPOUNDS

Of compounds in the narrower sense of the word there are very
few in Takelma. Outside of personal words in -ld p*a, which we

have suspected of being such, there have been found :

lomttf* old man 24.11, 12; 126.19 (cf. ill1- male)
Tc*a,

iss
mo Tc*da girl who has had courses (cf. Jc*aisla p*a woman)

i Cf. -xi above, 82.

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 15 88
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Independent nouns may, however, be juxtaposed without change of

form to make up a descriptive term, the qualifying noun preceding:

Jiapxi-t!l
ri

t aa child male-person (
= boy) 14.1, 6; 17.3,6; 156.10

liapxi-wa-iwl
ri child female-person (

=
girl) 29.7; 30.1; 71.3

Jiapxi-t a
a
ga s child crier (

=
cry-baby)

da n mologo^l rock old-woman 170.10, 15, 20; 172.1

dan ~hapxi-t!i
fi

t da rock boy 17.8

dan wtfll * his rock knife 142.20

gwa s will brush house (for summer use) 176.14

ydx wili graveyard house 14. 8, 9; 15.5, 6

will* lie
ela?m house boards 176.5

xamV wa-iwifi
grizzly-bear girl 124.10; 130.6, 7, 26

mena dap!a la-ut*an bear youths 130.11

yap!a goyo^ Indian doctor 188.12

Examples of compounds in which the first element is modified by a

numeral or adjective are:

wili Tia lgo
f

yaplc? house nine people (
= people of nine houses)

150.16

yapla alt gu
ies goyo^ person white doctor

(
= white doctor) 188. 1 1

A certain number of objects are described, not by a single word,

but by a descriptive phrase consisting of a noun followed by an

adjective, participle, or another noun provided with a third personal

possessive suffix. In the latter case the suffix does not properly indi

cate a possessive relation, but generally a part of the whole or the

fabric made of the material referred to by the first noun. Such are :

lasgu m-luxgwaY snake handed (
= lizard) 196.4

fgvD&ts HfWda hazel its-meat (
= hazel-nut)

t gwa he elama a thunder its-board (
= lumber) 55.8, 10

pliyin sge
e xabda deer its-hat (not deer s hat, but hat of deerskin)

pfiyin ts lu nts W deer its-cap-embroidered-with woodpecker-

scalps

Tcai mologold p*axda
a what its-woman (

= what kind of woman?)
122.3

wi li gwala* houses many (
=

village)

ts li xi malia^i dog big (
= horse).

p*im s inlxdc, salmon its-nose (
= swallow) (perhaps so called

because the spring run of salmon is heralded by the coming of

swallows)

mena* alt guna^px bear + ? (
= dormouse [ ? ])

xi lam sebeY dead-people roasting (
= bug [sp. ?])

x

98.13, 15

p un-yiW rotten copulating-with (
= Oregon pheasant)

i See Appendix B, note 2 of first text.
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89. 3. Noun- Characteristics and Pre-Pronominal -x-

As noun-characteristics are used four elements: -(a)n (including

-am and -aT), -a-, -i-, and -u-. Although each noun, in so far as it

has any noun-characteristic, is found, as a rule, to use only one of

these elements, no rule can be given as to which of them is to be

appended to any given noun. Nouns in suffixed -(a)n, or -(a)m, for

example, are found with characteristic -i- (bu
ubin-i- [from l&amp;gt;u

u-l)cfn

ARM]), -a- (he
elam-a- [from lie

ela?m BOARD]), ~(a)n (gulm-an- [from

gula^m OAK]), and without characteristic (bo Ydan-x-dek MY NECK

[homlo Vdan 15.12, 15]).

1. ~(a)n. Examples of this characteristic element are :

gwit!i-n- wrist (cf. variant gwit!l-u-)

tlibagw-an- pancreas 45.15; 46.5 (absolute t!ibaWw 47.17)

das
madagw-&n- shoulder

leJc w-an- rectum

daa-Ji-x- ear 14.4; 15.13 (incorporated dda-)
ts!daw-sm- lake, deep water 59.16 (absolute ts!au 162.9; 166.15)

gulm-&u- oak (absolute gula^m)
&o&-in- * alder 94.17 (absolute bo^p*)

Its phonetic reflexes -al and -am occur in :

s-dum-al- mountain 124.2; 152.2 (absolute s-om 43.6; 122.16)

do um-al- testicles 130.8 (absolute doum 130.20)

ts!aam-&\- (in Dak -ts!aamala s Klamath Indian, parallel to

Dak -is !dawanaf

)

gwa
al-a,m- trail 48.6, 8; 96.8, 9 (absolute gwan 148.7)

xaa/-am- urine (absolute xan)

-am- is also found, though without apparent phonetic reason, in xda-

Jiam- BACK (incorporated xda-) . Certain nouns add -g- before taking

-an- as their characteristic:

wax-gun- creek (absolute wa^x)

dd-gan-(x-) anus 45.9; 72.10; 94.15

bil-gan-(x-) breast

gel-gan- breast (cf . variant gel-x-)

2. -a-. More frequently occurring than -(a)n- is -a-, examples of

which are:

dan&- rock (absolute da^n 17.8; dal-am- as possible variant in

place-name Dl-dala^m over the rocks [?])

ey-&- canoe 112.6; 114.5, 13; 156.2 (cf. variant ei-x-)

t gwan-o,- slave (absolute t gwa^n 13.12)

Jie
elam-&- board 55.8, 10 (absolute Jie

ela^m 176.5)

bone 186.1; 196.17 (absolute yo
u w

)

i This word happened to occur with following emphatic ya a, so that it is probably umlauted from bob-an-.
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p im-a,- salmon 31.1; 32.4 (absolute p^m 30.10, 11; 31.3.)

do lam-Si- rectum (cf. variant do f

lk im-i-}

ma p!agw-&- shoulder blade (absolute maf

p!alc*
w
)

yaw-a,- rib 194.10 (incorporated ya-u-}

xiy-Si- water 58.6; 156.19; 162.13 (absolute xi&quot; 162.7, 8, 14)

p.!iy-a- fire 118.4; 168.19 (absolute p!l 88.12, 13; 96.17)

All nouns in -xab- take -a- as their characteristic, e. g., sge
f e xab-a-W

MY HAT (from sge
fe

xap* HAT)
3. -i-. Examples of nouns with -i- as their characteristic are:

duugw-i- shirt 13.4; 96.26; 192.4 (absolute duY w
96.16)

luulin-i- arm 31.4; 172.4, 5, 6 (absolute luulcfn 23.2, 4, 9)

t gwi
r

nfgwin-\- shoulder

ts !ugul-\- rope (cf. absolute ts fufr)

Yuul-i- hair, skin 24.8; 160.6

uluk!-\- hair 27.1, 4; 126.11; 136.20; 158.1; 188.4, 5; 194.7.

Jc!alts!-i- sinew 28.1 (absolute Jc!a
f
l s 27.13)

laal-\- seeds (sp.?) 34.1; 79.9; 94.19 (absolute lap}
Jc!elw-i- basket bucket 170.14, 16, 18, 19 (absolute Jcle^l 186.17)

maal-i- spear-shaft 156.1 (absolute mat 28.7, 9, 10)

duul-\- spear-point (absolute dul 28.8, 9; 156.19, 20)

luH-\-(x-} throat 25.2

muu
l-i- lungs

t!egilix-i- skull 174.3

t*galt gil-\-(x-} belly
ts !ek*ts !ig-\-(x-} backbone 112.4

Jiam-i- father 158.3 (e. g., Jiam-i - t* your father, but wi-ha^m my
father 138.19)

A number of terms of relationship show an -i- not only in the second

person singular and plural and first person plural but also, unlike

Jiam-i- FATHER, in the first person singular, while the third person in

-xa(-a) and the vocative (nearly always in -a) lack it. They are:

wi-k abal my son (23.2, 3)

\wi -oll my elder brother

(46.10)

[wi-t obi my elder sister

wi-k!af
si my maternal

grandparent 14.2; (15.12)

wi-xddl my paternal uncle

wi-Jiasi
1

my maternal uncle

wi-t adi&quot; my paternal aunt

22.14

wi-xagal my maternal aunt

wi-ts!al my (woman s)

his son 138.16

o ^-xa his elder brother 48.3; 62.2

for

&amp;gt;-xahiseldersister55.14;56.6

fc/a s-a his maternal grandparent
16.1, 2; (154.18)

his paternal uncle

ha s-& his maternal uncle

t a d-a, his paternal aunt (63.9;

77.14)

xaga -x& his maternal aunt

fe/a -xa her brother s child; his

brother s child 22.1
; 23.8, sister s child

10; my (man s) sister s

child 148.19; 150.4
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Still other terms of relationship have an -i- in all forms but the voca

tive. It is probable, though not quite so certain for these nouns, that

the -i- is not a part of the stem, but, as in the preceding group, an

added characteristic element. Such nouns are:

Vocative

gamdi -xa his paternal grand- gamdd

parent (170.21; 188.13)

siwi -xa her sister s child; his siwa

brother s child

wad\ -xa his mother s broth- wak dd 77A
er sson77.6;88.14; (188.9)

t!omxi -xa l his wife s parent tlomxd

lamts!\ -xa her brother s wife lamtsld

yidi -xa her husband s sister yidd
nanbif-xa his brother s wife; nanbd

his wife s sister

ximni -xa his relative by mar- ximnd

riage after linking member
has died

The -i- has been found in the vocative before the -a (but only as a

myth-form) \nobiya o ELDER BROTHER! 59.3; 62.4 (alongside of o&a),

so that it is probable that the vocative -a is not a mere transfor

mation of a characteristic vowel, but a distinct element that is

normally directly appended to the stem. Other examples of myth
vocatives in -d appended to characteristic -i- are tslayd o NEPHEW!

23.1 (beside ts!a) and wo Ydicf o COUSIN! 88.14, 15 (beside wok&quot;da).

The stem ham- with its characteristic -i- is used as the vocative:

Jiaml o FATHER! 70.5; 71.7; also o SON! Quite unexplained is the

not otherwise occurring -i- in the vocative of mot&quot;- SON-IN-LAW:

mot la&quot; 166.6, 7. As already noted (see 88, 2), nouns in -la p a

regularly take an -i- after the added -Jc!- of possessive forms: -la p*ik!-i-.

4. -u-. Only a few nouns have been found to contain this element

as their characteristic. They are :

i-u-x- hand 58.2; 86.13 (incorporated 1-)

gwit!i-u-x- wrist 2
(cf. variant gwit!i-n-)

Jia-u-x- woman s private parts 108.4; 130.8 (incorporated Jia-)

t gd-u- earth, land 55.3, 4; 56.4 (absolute t gd 73.9, 11, 13)

-Homxa^u wife s parent (cf. Homxi xa his wife s parent 154.16;

164.19; see footnote, sub 3).

1 The first person singular shows -u as characteristic: wi-t!omxefu.
2 It is highly probable that this word has been influenced in its form by lux- HAND, which it resembles in

meaning, if it is not indeed a compound of it.
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The pre-pronominal element -x- is in some words appended directly

to the stem or stem + derivational suffix; in others, to one of the

noun-characteristics -(a)n, -i, and -u (never -a) . A considerable num
ber of words may or may not have the -x- after their characteristic;

a few show variation between -a- and -x-; and but a very small

number have -x- with or without preceding characteristic (e. g., gel-x-,

gel-gan-, and gel-gan-x- BREAST) . Examples of -x- without preceding
characteristic are:

(%-ax-head
1

90.12, 13; 116.8; 188.4, 5 (incorporated
s&amp;lt;zZ-x- foot 120.18 (incorporated sal-)

gwel-x- leg 15.15; 86.18; 122.10; 160.17 (incorporated form

gwel-)

de -x- lips (incorporated^
6
-) 186.18

gwen-ha-u-x.- nape (incorporated gwen-ha-u-)
ei-x- canoe (absolute el)

dl mo-x- hips (incorporated dffmo-)

liugw-SiX.- face

boJc*dan-x- neck (absolute lo k^dari)

Man-x-2 brothers 136.7

Rather more common than nouns of this type seem to be ex

amples of -x- with preceding characteristic, such as have been

already given in treating of the noun-characteristics. A few body-

part nouns in -x- seem to be formed from local third personal pos

sessive forms (-da) ;
e. g., di alda-x-deJc MY FOREHEAD from dl alda

AT HIS FOREHEAD (but also dli cfl-Y with first personal singular pos

sessive ending directly added to stem or incorporated form dli
al-) ;

da-lclolo ida-x-deY MY CHEEK is evidently quite parallel in formation.

Body-part nouns with pre-pronominal -x- end in this element when,

as sometimes happens, they occur absolutely (neither incorporated

nor provided with personal endings). Examples of such forms fol

low:

TiaUx woman s private parts 130.19

da gax head

yu lclalx teeth 57.4

dayawa ntfixi m^x other hand 86.13

gwelx dayawa ntHxi other leg 86.18

i-ai- contains inorganic -a-, and is not to be analyzed as characteristic -a- + -x- (parallel to -i- + -x-).

This is shown by forms in which -x- regularly disappears; e. g.,dak -de OVER ME (not *dag-a-de as parallel

to-s-in-i-dS&quot;).

2 Perhaps with pluralic -x- as in hdflp-x- CHILDREN, p. 225.
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4. Possessive Suffixes ( 90-93)

90. GENERAL REMARKS

The possessive suffixes appended to the noun embrace elements

for the first and second persons singular and plural and for the third

person; the form expressing the latter is capable of further ampli

fication by the addition of an element indicating the identity of the

possessor with the subject of the clause (corresponding to Latin suus

as contrasted with eius). This element may be further extended to

express plurality. Altogether four distinct though genetically related

series of possessive pronominal affixes are found, of which three are

used to express simple ownership of the noun modified; the fourth is

used only with nouns preceded by pre-positives and with local adver

bial stems. The former set includes a special scheme for most terms

of relationship, and two other schemes for the great mass of nouns, that

seem to be fundamentally identical and to have become differentiated

for phonetic reasons. None of these four pronominal schemes is

identical with either the objective or any of the subjective series

found in the verb, though the pronominal forms used with pre-

positives are very nearly coincident with the subjective forms found

in the future of Class II intransitives :

Tia-wilide in my house, like s afs-anVe* I shall stand

ha-willfida in his house, like s afs anaa he will stand

The following table gives the four possessive schemes, together with

the suffixes of Class II future intransitives, for comparison:
*
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It will be observed that the main difference between the last two

schemes lies in the first person plural; the first scheme is entirely

peculiar in the first person singular and third person. The first person

plural possessive suffix (-da m) resembles the endings of the sub

jective future of the same person (-iga m, -anaga m) in the falling

accent; evidently there is a primary element -a m back of these

various endings which has amalgamated with other suffixes. As

seen from the table, reflexive suffixes exist only for the third person.

The plural reflexive in -gwan has often reciprocal significance :

wu lxdagwan their own enemies
(
= they are enemies)

The suffixes of the first and second person plural may also have

reciprocal significance :

wulxda m eebiW we are enemies (lit., our enemies we are) cf.

180.13

91. TERMS OF RELATIONSHIP

ham- (ma-) FATHER, Jiin- (ni-) MOTHER, Idas- MATERNAL GRAND

PARENT, and beyan- DAUGHTER may be taken as types of the nouns

that form this group.
1

Singular:
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Of the other words belonging to this group, only that for FRIEND

shows, or seems to show, a double stem: wik!u*ya?m MY FRIEND

and fc/tZ yam o FRIEND! 31.6, 8; 32.4, 6 but lc!uuya pxa HIS FRIEND

190.2, 4 and Tcluyaba H&quot; (with inorganic rather than characteristic a)

YOUR FRIEND 198.2. Irregular is also wi-k!ouxa t MY SON S WIFE S

PARENTS: Jc!duxa m-xa HIS SON S WIFE S PARENTS 178.9, in which

we have either to reckon with a double stem, or else to consider

the -m- of the latter form a noun-characteristic. Other terms of

relationship which, like hin~, append all the personal endings

without at the same time employing a characteristic are:

waa- younger brother 42.1; 64.4 (also t awaa- younger sister

58.1, 5; 188.10)

Jc!e
eb- husband s parent

wayau- daughter-in-law ([ ?] formed according to verb-type 11

from way- sleep) 56.8, 9

S iya
s

p*- woman s sister s husband or husband s brother

Jiasd- 1 man s sister s husband or wife s brother 152.22

Tc!uya^
l
~\ friend 180.13; 196.19; 198.2

beyan- DAUGHTER 13.2; 70. 1, 4; 118.1, 4 belongs, morphologically

speaking, to the terms of relationship only because of its first per

sonal singular form; all its other forms (the vocatives really belong

to Jiin~) are built up according to Scheme III.

As far as known, only terms of relationship possess vocative forms,

though their absence can not be positively asserted for other types of

nouns. The great majority of these vocatives end in -a, which, as in

wa o YOUNGER BROTHER! may be the lengthened form with rising

accent of the final vowel of the stem, or, as in Jcfasa o GRANDMOTHER!

16.3, 5, 6; 17.2; 154.18 added to the stem, generally with loss of the

characteristic -i-, wherever found, wayau- and s-iya
s

p*-, both of which

lack a characteristic element, employ as vocative the stem with rising

accent on the a- vowel: wayau o DAUGHTER-IN-LAW! and s iya p*

o BROTHER-IN-LAW ! (said by woman) . This method of forming the

vocative is in form practically equivalent to the addition of -a. S na 2

MAMMA! and Jiaik!a o WIFE! HUSBAND! are vocatives without corre

sponding noun-stems provided with pronominal suffixes, beyan-

DAUGHTER and Jc aba- SON, on the other hand, have no vocative

1 wiha^st MY WIFE S BROTHER is the only Takelma word known that terminates in -st .

3 Inasmuch as there is hardly another occurrence of s
in- in Takelma, it is perhaps not too far-fetched to

analyze s~na into s -
(cf. second footnote, p. 8) +na (vocative of ni- in ni xa HIS MOTHER).
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derived from the same stern, but employ the vocative form of MOTHER
and FATHER respectively. Of other vocatives, klu yam l o FRIEND!

31.6, 8; 32.4, 6 is the bare stem; tiaml 70.5; 71.7, the stem with

added characteristic -i-
; Jiinde o MOTHER! DAUGHTER! 56.7; 76.10,

13; 186.14 is quite peculiar in that it makes use of the first personal

singular ending (-de) peculiar to nouns with possessive suffix and pre

ceding pre-positive. Only two other instances of a nominal use of

-de without pre-positive or local adverb have been found: mo ee MY
SON-IN-LAW! (as vocative) 164.19; and lc*wi

fnaxde MY FOLKS, RELA

TIONS, which otherwise follows Scheme II (e. g., third person

The normal pronominal suffix of the third person is -xa; -a is found

in only four cases, Ida sa HIS MATERNAL GRANDPARENT, Jia sa HIS

MATERNAL UNCLE, t*a da HIS PATERNAL AUNT, and Tld sda HIS BROTHER-

IN-LAW. The first two of these can be readily explained as assimi

lated from *Jc!a sxa and *Jia sxa (see 20, 3); *t adxa and *liasdxa,

however, should have become *t*a sa and * Jia sa respectively. The

analogy of the first two, which were felt to be equivalent to

stem + -a, on the one side, and that of the related forms in -d-

(e. g., Vadd and Jiasda) on the other, made it possible for t a da and

Tiafsda to replace *t a sa and * Jia sa, the more so that a necessary

distinction in form was thus preserved between Jia sa HIS MATERNAL

UNCLE and Jia sda (instead of *ha sa) HIS BROTHER-IN-LAW.

The difference in signification between the third personal forms in

-xa and -xagwa (similarly for the other pronominal schemes) will be

readily understood from what has already been said, and need not be

enlarged upon:

ma xa waa-JiimiV he spoke to his (some one else s) father

ma xagwa wafi-lwrnV he spoke to his own father

There is small doubt that this -gwa is identical with the indirect

reflexive -gwa of transitive verbs with incorporated object. Forms

in -gwan seem to refer to the plurality of either possessor or object

possessed:

Tc dba xagwan their own son or his (her) own sons

elxdagwan their own canoe or his own canoes

The final -n of these forms is the indefinite plural -an discussed

below ( 99). Plural (?) -gwan is found also in verb forms (144.12;

150.24).

i k. uyam- is perhaps derived, by derivational suffix -(a)m, from verb-stem k. duy- GO TOGETHER WITH ONE.
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92. SCHEMES II AND III

1

As examples may be taken dagax- HEAD, which follows Scheme II,

and wili- HOUSE, dana- ROCK, tlibagwan- LIVER, and xaaham- BACK,

which follow Scheme III.

Singular:
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MY FOREHEAD [from diis
al-]) . The third person is, at least super

ficially, without ending in all nouns of this group whose pre-pro-

nominal form is not monosyllabic. The third personal form is

characterized by a falling accent on the final syllable, -a- and -i-

being lengthened to -a a and -lri respectively. Other forms are :

ts-lele i his eye 27,8; 86.7, 9; (cf. 54.6)

doumaf
l his testicles 130.8; 136.5

xdala
fm his urine

gwitli n his wrist

There is no doubt, however, that these forms without ending origi

nally had a final
-&amp;lt;*,

as indicated by the analogy of third personal

forms in -da in Scheme II, and as proved by the preservation of the

- - before the reflexive suffix -gwa and in monosyllabic forms :

p!a
anf his liver 120.2, 15

nl H* her teats 30.14; 32.7

t!l
fi

t* her husband ( 17.13)

sa a
t&quot; his discharge of wind 166.8

Though the conditions for the loss of a final -f are not fully under

stood, purely phonetic processes having been evidently largely inter

crossed by analogic leveling, it is evident that the proportion will *

HIS HOUSE: nlfi
t* HER TEATS = s-as-ini HE STANDS: wit HE TRAVELS

ABOUT represents a by no means accidental phonetic and morphologic

correspondence between noun and verb (Class II intransitives) .

The falling pitch is peculiar to the noun as contrasted with the verb-

form (cf. Tie
e
l SONG, but Jiel SING!). Monosyllabic stems of Scheme

III seem to have a rising accent before -t gwa as well as in the first

person. Thus:

Idt gwa his own excrement 77.1

t!tfgwa her own husband (despite tWH*) 45.14; (59.16; 60.2);

128.22

Nouns with characteristic -i- prefer the parallel form in -4 -x-dagwa

to that in -i -t gwa. Thus:

buubini xdagwa his own arm, rather than buubini t*gwa, despite

&tt&quot;&miYfc
t MY ARM

The limitation of each of the two schemes to certain definite pho

netically determined groups of nouns (though some probably merely

apparent contradictions, such as gafl-H ek* MY BOW and diiecfl-fk*

1 -t k always requires preceding rising or raised accent. As gal- BOW seems to be inseparably connected

with a falling accent (very likely because of the catch in its absolute form), it is, after all, probably a phonetic

reason that causes it to follow Scheme II rather than III.
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MY FOREHEAD, occur), together with the evident if not entirely sym

metrical parallelism between the suffixes of both, make it practi

cally certain that they are differentiated, owing to phonetic causes,

from a single scheme. The -a- of -da (-dagwa) and -daba n (as con

trasted with -t* and -*t
l

ban) may be inorganic in origin, and intended

to support phonetically difficult consonant combinations :

guxda his wife (from *gftx-f) 13.2; 43.15; 49.6, like l-lasgcf touch

it (from stem lasg-}

The -e-j however, of -dek* 32.6 and -des 31.1; 59.3 can not be thus

explained. It is not improbable that part of the endings of Scheme

III are due to a loss of an originally present vowel, so that the

primary scheme of pronominal suffixes may have been something like:

Singular: First person, -d-ek*; second person, -d-e ; third person, -t\

Reflexive : Third person, -t*-gwa. Plural : First person, -d-a m; second

person, -t*-baen.

It can hardly be entirely accidental that all the suffixes are char

acterized by a dental stop; perhaps an amalgamation has taken place

between the original pronominal elements and an old, formerly

significant nominal element -d-.

93. POSSESSIVES WITH PBE-POSITIVES

As examples of possessive affixes attached to nouns with pre-

positives and to local elements may be taken dak - OVER, wa-1
TO,

Jiaw-an- UNDER, and ~ha- iu- IN HAND.

Singular:
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-dagwa and -dabasn on the one hand, and of -t gwa and - t*ban on the

other, is determined by the same phonetic conditions as differentiate

Schemes II and III. A third personal plural in -fan (apparently = -d-

+ -Tian) is also found: de et*an IN FRONT OF THEM 190.13 (but de eda

BEFORE HIM 59.14); xaa-s ogwl
fi

t an BETWEEN THEM (see below, p.

240); wa at*an TO THEM 160.15. A form in -xa seems also to occur

with third personal plural signification : wa xa ts !inlfits !anx HE GOT

ANGRY AT THEM; dlhdUXO, AFTER THEM, BEHIND THEIR BACKS 132.13.

The number of local elements that directly take on possessive suf

fixes seems fairly considerable, and includes both such as are body-

part and local prefixes in the verb (e. g., dak*-) and such as are used

in the verb only as local prefixes (e. g., wa-, dal-)] a few seem not to

be found as verbal prefixes. Not all adverbially used verbal pre

fixes, however, can be inflected in the manner of dak de and wade (e. g.,

no *hade can be formed from Tia-} . A number of body-part and local

stems take on a noun-characteristic:

Jiaw-an- under (from Jia-u-)

xau-ham-de 1 about my waist (from xda
-}

The local elements that have been found capable of being followed

by pronominal affixes are :

dak*de over me (56.9; 110.18); 186.4, 5

wade to me (56.15; 60.1; 63.14; 88.13; 150.18; 194.1)

xdaliamde about my waist

gwelda&quot;
under it 190.17

gwe nda (in Gwenda yu saa = being at its nape, i. e., east of it)

dlrida close in back of him, at his anus 138.2

dinde behind me ( ? = verb-prefix dl - anus, behind + noun-char

acteristic -n-) (86.9; 138.3; 170.1)

Jiawande under me (71.1, 5, 12)

gelde in front of me, for (in behalf of) me
dede in front of me (59.14; 124.20)

Jid^yade around me
he esdaada beyond him 148.9

lia nda across, through it

da lt gwan among themselves 98.2

gwen-Tm-ude at my nape; gwen-Tiaufgwa in back of his own neck
75.2

di-Jia-ude after I went away, behind my back (132.10; 186.8;

192.4)

i It is only the different schemes of personal endings that, at least in part, keep distinct the noun xaaham-

BACK and the local element xaaham- ON BACK, ABOUT WAIST: xdaJia m HIS BACK, but xaaha mda ON HIS

BACK, AT HIS WAIST; xaoha mdam OUR BACKS and ON OUR BACKS,
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dli -a lda over his eyes, on his forehead (172.3)

no tsladam neighboring us (= stem note!- next door + noun-

characteristic -a-) (98.13)

When used as local pre-positives with nouns, these local stems drop

their characteristic affixes, and thus appear in the same form in which

they are found in the verb (e. g., xda-gwelde BETWEEN MY LEGS),

except that ha-u- UNDER as pre-positive adds an -a-: Tiawa- (e. g.,

Jiawa-salde UNDER MY FEET). The various pre-positives found pre

fixed to nouns with possessive suffixes are :

ha- in *

Tiawa- under

dak - over

dtf- above

dda-
alongside

al- to, at

de-j da- in front of

xaa- between, in middle of

gwen- at nape, east of

dls- at rear end, west of

dal- away from

Tian- across (?)

gel- facing

gwel- under, down from

The noun itself, as has already been seen, appears with its charac

teristic, t*ga EARTH, however, perhaps for some unknown phonetic

reason, does not retain its characteristic -u- before the possessive

suffixes (Jia-t gdu IN THE COUNTRY 33.7, but 7ia-t*ga
ade IN MY COUNTRY

194.4) Examples of forms of the type Jia
slude IN MY HAND are:

Jia-dl ^gwa in back of him, in his anus (incorporated dl -) 94.11

daa
-yawade

* aside from me (literally, alongside my ribs)

dak*-s-aide on top of my feet 198.6; (cf. 44.8)

hawa-lifilide under my throat

dalc*-S inlfida over his nose 144.11

al-guxwida m wdk* we have enough of it (literally, to-our-hearts

it-has-arrived) 128.1

ha-wilide in my house (64.2; 88.18; 120.14)

7ia-ye
ewaxde in my returning (= when I return) (124.15)

dl-delga n gwa behind himself, at his own anus (72.10)
al-waadi t*gwan at one another (literally, to each other s bodies;
wdad-i- body) (96.22; 146.2; 190.19)

1 Also dal-yawadS ASIDE; FROM ME (with verb of throwing) (=literally, AWAY FROM MY RIBS).
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ha-sa lda (thinking) of her (literally, in her footsteps) 142.13

dV-dande over my ear

dV-ts leleide over my eyes
ha-dede in my mouth (170.2; 182.17)

gwen-boJc dande at my nape
xda-S inide resting on my nose (like spectacles)

gwel- waadide down from my body 198.4

Several such forms with apparently simple local signification contain

after the pre-positive a noun stem not otherwise found :

xda-S ogwida m between us

7ia- winide inside of me (73.1; 92.17)

di-bouwide at my side

da oldide close to me (124.9) (cf. adverb da o^l near by 102.6)

Such a non-independent noun is probably also Jia-u- in gwen-ha-u-

and di-Jia-u-, both of which were listed above as simple local elements.

Instances also occur, though far less frequently, of pre-positives

with two nouns or noun and adjective; the first noun generally

stands in a genitive relation to the second (cf., 88, the order in

juxtaposed nouns), while the second noun is followed by the third

personal possessive -da. Such are :

gwen-t gd
a-bo k dan-da at nape of earth s neck (= east) 79.6;

102.4

di-t ga
a
-yu k!umd

a-da at rear of earth s tail (= west) 146.1; 198.9

Jia-t*ga
a
-yawa

a-da in earth s rib (= north) (cf. 194.9)
daa-xi-ts-!ets !igl

fi-da alongside water s backbone (= not far

from shore)

xaa-xi-ts !ek*ts !igi
Hda in middle of water s backbone (== equally

distant from either shore) 112.4

Ha-ya
al-ba ls-da l in its long (i. e., tall) (bals) pines (yal) (== place-

name) 114.9

Dl-p!ol-ts!i
f
l-da over (dl

l
) its red (tsliT) bed (plol ditch)

(
= Jump-off Joe creek)

Al-dan-JcIolo i-da 1 to its rock (da^n) basket (klolol) (
= name of

mountain)

Rather difficult of explanation is de-de-willfi-da DOOR, AT DOOR OF

HOUSE 63.11; 77.15; 176.6, which is perhaps to be literally rendered

IN FRONT OF (first de-) HOUSE (will) ITS (-da) MOUTH (second de-)

(i. e., IN FRONT OF DOORWAY). The difficulty with this explanation

is that it necessitates the interpretation of the second noun as a

genitive in relation to the first.

1 Observe falling accent despite rising accent (bals, k!olol)ol independent noun, -da with pre-positives,

whether with intervening noun or noun and adjective, consistently demands a falling accent before it.
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5. Local Phrases ( 94-96)

94. GENERAL REMARKS

Local phrases without possessive pronouns (i. e., of the type IN THE

HOUSE, ACROSS THE RIVER) may be constructed in three ways.

A local element with third personal possessive suffix may be used

to define the position, the noun itself appearing in its absolute form

as an appositive of the incorporated pronominal suffix:

dafn gwelda^ rock under-it (i. e., under the rock)

dafn handa through the rock

dan.ha ae
ya

ada around the rock

dan dasoldlfida near the rock

dan ge lda in front of the rock

dan di nda behind the rock

There is observable here,, as also in the method nearly always employed
to express the objective and genitive relations, the strong tendency

characteristic of Takelma and other American languages to make the

personal pronominal affixes serve a purely formal purpose as substi

tutes for syntactic and local cases.

The second and perhaps somewhat more common method used to

build up a local phrase is to prefix to the noun a pre-positive, the

noun itself appearing in the form it assumes before the addition of

the normal pronominal suffixes (Schemes II and III) . Thus some of

the preceding local phrases might have been expressed as :

gwel-dana^ under the rock

Jian-dana^ through the rock

Jia a
ya-dana^ around the rock

gel-dana* in front of the rock

dl -dana^ behind the rock

These forms have at first blush the appearance of prepositions fol

lowed by a local case of the noun, but we have already seen this

explanation to be inadmissible.

A third and very frequent form of local phrase is the absolute

noun followed by a postposition. The chief difference between

this and the preceding method is the very considerable amount

of individual freedom that the postposition possesses as contrasted

with the rigidly incorporated pre-positive. The majority of the

postpositions consist of a pre-positive preceded by the general

demonstrative ga- THAT, dafn gadcfk* OVER THE ROCK is thus really

to be analyzed as ROCK THAT-OVER, an appositional type of local

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12 16 94
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phrase closely akin in spirit to that first mentioned: dan daf~k ddada

ROCK OVER-IT, drik*-dancf
, according to the second method, is also

possible.
95. PRE-POSITIVES

The pre-positives employed before nouns without possessive suf

fixes are identical with those already enumerated ( 94) as occurring

with nouns with possessives, except that Jiawa- UNDER seems to be

replaced by gwel-. It is doubtful also if Tie
cs- BEYOND (also han-

ACROSS ?) can occur with nouns followed by possessive affixes.

Examples of pre-positives in local phrases are :

Jian-gela^m across the river

Jian-waxga^n across the creek

Jian-pHya&quot; across the fire 168.19

ha -waxga^n in the creek

Jia-xiya&quot;
in the water 58.6; 60.3; 61.11; 63.16

tia-UnV in the middle 176.15 (cf. de-Wn first, last 150.15)

Jia-plolcf in the ditch

7ia-gwd
ala^m in the road 62.6; 158.19

Jia-s-ugwan in the basket (cf. 124.18)

xa -s-ouma^l halfway up the mountain

xda
-gulma^n among oaks

xaa-xo (ya
a
} (right) among firs (cf . 94.17}

gwel-xi ya under water 156.19

gwel-t gdu clown to the ground 176.8

dda-ts!dawa^n by the ocean 59.16

dda
-t*gau alongside the field

gwen-t gdu east of the field 55.4; 56.4

gwen-waxgcfn east along the creek

Gwen-p unk place-name (
= east of rotten [p u^n]) 114.14

de-will in front of the house (
= out of doors) 70.4

dak*-s dumcfl on top of the mountain 188.15

daV-will over the house 59.2; 140.5

dak^-pliycf over the fire 24.6, 7

7ie
e -s-duma&quot;l beyond the mountain 124.2; 196.13

al-s-dumaV at, to the mountain 136.22; 152.8; 192.5,7,8
Jia ya-p!iya* on both sides of the fire 176.12

7id
f

ya-s duma^l on both sides of the mountain 152.2

di-t gdu west of the field 55.3

dl-waxga^n some distance west along the creek

dl-s duma^l at foot ([ ?] =in rear) of the mountain
Dlil -ddla^m place-name (

= over the rock [ ? ])

Gel-yaW place-name (
= abreast of pines) 112.13

1 Perhaps really Di--daWm WEST OF THE ROCK (?).
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A few cases of compound pre-positives occur :

ha-gwel-p !iya? under the ashes (literally, in-under-the-fire)

118.4

Tia-gwd-xiya* at bottom of the water 60.12, 14

Jia-gwel-t ge
emt*gam down in dark places 196.7

An example of a pre-positive with a noun ending in pre-pronominal

-x is afforded by Tia-daanx molliiY IN-EAR RED 14.4; 15.13; 88.2

(alongside of daamolJiiY RED-EARED 15.12; 86.6). It is somewhat

doubtful, because of a paucity of illustrative material, whether local

phrases with final pre-pronominal -x can be freely used.

96. POSTPOSITIONS

Not all pre-positives can be suffixed to the demonstrative ga- to

form postpositions; e. g., no *gaha^, *gaha*n, *gagwe&quot;l are found in

Takelma. Very few other words (adverbs) are found in which what

are normally pre-positives occupy the second place: me al TOWARD

THIS DIRECTION 58.9; ye Ydal IN THE BRUSH 71.3. Instead of -Jia IN,

-na^u is used, an element that seems restricted to the postposition

gana^u IN. The ^-postpositions that have been found are:

gadaW on 48.15; 49.1

gid-i* (= ga-dV) on, over 49.12

gidl
f

(=ga-dl
f

) in back

gana^u in 47.2 ; 61.13; 64.4; 110.9

gada^l among 94.12

ga a&quot;l to, for, at, from 43.6; 44.4; 55.6; 58.11

gadd
a
by, along 60.1

gaxd
a between

gede in front (?) 28.8, 9

arid possibly :

gasal in adverb gasa lhi quickly 28.10; 29.14; 160.1

Examples of their use are :

wi li gadcflc* on top of the house 14.9; 15.5

da n gadcfY on the rock

t gd
a
gidl upon the land 49.12

p!l* gadcfl in between the fire 94.12

da n gadcfl among rocks

da n gada alongside the rocks (cf. 60.1)

wu^lJiam-Tioidigwia gada
a
gini Jc* he went right by where there

was round-dancing (literally, menstruation-dancing-with by
he-went) 106.13

el gana^u in the canoe 96.24; 112.3
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dola gana^u in the old tree 24.1

wa-iwlHt a ga a^l to the female 15.14

ga ga a&quot;l for that reason 50.2; 124.6; 146.20, 21; 188.6; 194.11
Uxal wi in-wi ga al ya

f he goes every month (literally, month
different-every at he-goes)

dafn gaxd
a between the rocks

din gede* right at the falls 33.13

YuYya Ywa, gede
1

right by Yuk ya k wa 188.17

Postpositions may be freely used with nouns provided with a pos
sessive suffix; e. g., ela fk* gadcfV ON MY TONGUE; will 1

gana^u IN

HIS HOUSE, cf. 194.7. There is no ascertainable difference in significa

tion between such phrases and the corresponding pre-positive forms,

dak -elade and Jia-willfida. Sometimes a postposition takes in a

group of words, in which case it may be enclitically appended to the

first:

Tcliyl x gan^au ba-igina xdda smoke in its- going- out (
=

[hole] in

which smoke is to go out) 176.7

Although local phrases involving a postposition are always pro
nounced as one phonetic unit, and the postpositions have become,

psychologically speaking, so obscured in etymology as to allow of

their being preceded by the demonstrative with which they are them

selves compounded (cf. ga ga a^l above), they have enough individu

ality to render them capable of being used quasi-adverbially without

a preceding noun :

gada Y s u willt*e I sat on him

gadaV ts!aaVts!a Vde I step on top of it (148.17)

gidi
1

galxgwa thereon eating (
= table)

gidl
f
-hi closer and closer (literally, right in back)

gadd
a yeweyaW he got even with him (literally, alongside he-

returned-having-him) 17.5

mat yaxa aba^i dul gede^ salmon-spear-shaft only in-house, spear-

point thereby 28.7, 9

gl
l
gana^u I am inside

ga nau naga
i wiliYJc* he went through my house (literally, in

he-did my-house[for naga
is see 69]) cf. 78.5

Other postpositions than those compounded with ga- are :

da o^l near (cf . da ol- as pre-positive in da oldide near me) :

wili t lc* da o^l near my house

wa with (also as incorporated instrumental wa-, 38) 25.5; 47.5

1 Yuk ya k wa gadawas said to be preferable, whence it seems possible that gede is not really equivalent
to g-i THAT + de- IN FRONT, but is palatalized as adverb (see below, 104) from gadaa.
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ha-bini^ in the middle: will ha -bini^ 1 in the middle of the house;

ha-le e-tini^ noon (literally, in-sun [
= day]-middle) 126.21;

186.8

-di^s away : emef
dis away from here

;
dedewillfidadi^s (

? outside of)

the door 176.6

It is peculiar that mountain-names generally have a prefix al- and

a suffix -dis:

al-dauya
a
lc wa-dis (cf. daw/a W&quot; supernatural helper) 172.1

al-wila mxa-dis

al-sawenfa-dis

That both al- and -dis are felt not to be integral parts of these

mountain-names is shown by such forms as hee -wila mxa BEYOND

Alwila mxadis 196.14 and al-dauya
aY w

. In all probability they are

to be explained as local phrases, AT, TO (al-) . . . DISTANT (-dis),

descriptive of some natural peculiarity or resident supernatural

being.

Differing apparently from other postpositions in that it requires

the preceding noun to appear in its pre-pronominal form (i. e., with

final -x if it is provided with it in Scheme II forms) is wa Jc*i WITH

OUT, which would thus seem to occupy a position intermediate

between the other postpositions and the pre-positives. Examples are :

ts lelei wafk*i& without eyes 26.14; 27.6

dagax wa Yi without head

yuklalx wa Yi without teeth 57.4

nixa wa Jc i* motherless

As shown by the last example
1
,
terms of relationship whose third

personal possessive suffix is -xa (-a) use the third personal form as

the equivalent of the pre-pronominal form of other nouns (cf. also

108, 6), a fact that casts a doubt on the strictly personal character

of the -xa suffix. No third personal idea is possible, e. g., in maxa

wa Yi elt*e i AM FATHERLESS. wak*i is undoubtedly related to wa

WITH; the -Yi may be identical with the conditional particle (see 71).

On the border-line between loosely used preposition and inde

pendent adverb are nogwa^ BELOW, DOWN RIVER FROM (? =nou DOWN
RIVER + demonstrative ga THAT) : nogwa will BELOW THE HOUSE

76.7; arid Jiinwa&quot; ABOVE, UP RIVER FROM (cf. Jiina^u UP RIVER) : Jd nwa

will ABOVE THE HOUSE 77.1.

i Properly speaking, ha-bini* is a pre-positive phrase from noun-stem 6m- (cf. de-bin FIRST, LAST, and

[?] bilgan-x- BREAST f ? = middle part of body-front]) with characteristic -i-. bee-bin- SUN S MIDDLE is

compounded like, e. g., t g&a- bok dan- EARTH S NECK above ( 93).
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6. Post-nominal Elements ( 97-102}

97. GENERAL REMARKS

Under the head of post-nominal elements are included a small

group of suffixes which, though altogether without the distinct indi

viduality characteristic of local postpositions, are appended to the

fully formed noun, pronoun, or adjective, in some cases also adverb,

serving in one way or another to limit or extend the range of appli

cation of one of these denominating or qualifying terms. The line

of demarcation between these post-nominal elements and the more

freely movable modal particles discussed below ( 114) is not very

easy to draw; the most convenient criterion of classification is the

inability of what we have termed POST-NOMINAL elements to attach

themselves to verb-forms.

98. EXCLUSIVE -fa

The suffix -fa is freely appended to nouns and adjectives, less fre

quently to pronouns, in order to specify which one out of a number

is meant; the implication is always that the particular person, object,

or quality mentioned is selected out of a number of alternative and

mutually exclusive possibilities. When used with adjectives -t a has

sometimes the appearance of forming the comparative or superlative ;

e. g.,aga (1) t!os d u
t a (2) THIS (1) is SMALLER (2), but such an inter

pretation hardly hits the truth of the matter. The sentence just

quoted really signifies THIS is SMA^L (NOT LARGE LIKE THAT) . As a

matter of fact, -t a is rather idiomatic in its use, and not susceptible

of adequate translation into English, the closest rendering being

generally a dwelling of the voice on the corresponding English word.

The following examples illustrate its range of usage :

hapxit /i *t a child male (not female) (i. e., boy) 14.1; 156.8

wa-iwlfit si ga al yewe
i the-woman to he-turned (i. e., he now

proceeded to look at the woman, after having examined her

husband) 15.14

maha ii a, q!nl* gwl na naga
i

the-big (brother) not in-any-way
he-did (i. e., the older brother did nothing at all, while his

younger brother got into trouble) 23.6; (58.3)

aga waxat*& xebe n this his-younger-brother did-it (not he him

self)

k.wa lt a, younger one 24.1; 58.6
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d fc da cMt a gtf-s i
8

l
f

lts!a w
elt e he (ok*) (is) handsome (du)

I-but ugly I-am

yfs-i naxdek&quot; al-ts!i
f

li*&
3-

give-me my-pipe red-one (implying

others of different color)

waga
f
t ~&

a di which one?

aga t!os d/ut*B, I daga yaxa maha it si this (is) small, that but

large (cf 128.7)

I daga s ou maJia it*& that-one (is) altogether-big (
= that one

is biggest)

It seems that, wherever possible, -t a keeps its intact. To prevent

its becoming -da (as in a Yda above) an inorganic a seems to be

added in:

t aa soft 57.9 (cf. Jclu^ls worm; more probably directly from

JcfulsaY 130.22)

99. PLURAL (-fan, -han, -k!an}

As a rule, it is not considered necessary in Takelma to specify the

singularity or plurality of an object, the context generally serving to

remove the resulting ambiguity. In this respect Takelma resembles

many other American languages. The element -(a)n, however, is

not infrequently employed to form a plural, but this plural is of

rather indefinite application when the noun is supplied with a third

personal possessive suffix (compare what w^as said above, 91, in

regard to -gwan). The fact that the plurality implied by the suffix

may have reference to either the object possessed or to the possessor

or to both (e. g., beya nhan HIS DAUGHTERS or THEIR DAUGHTER,
THEIR DAUGHTERS) makes it very probable that we are here dealing,

not with the simple idea of plurality, but rather with that of reci

procity. It is probably not accidental that the plural -(a)n agrees

phonetically with the reciprocal element -an- found in the verb. In

no case is the plural suffix necessary in order to give a word its full

syntactic form; it is always appended to the absolute noun or to the

noun with its full complement of characteristic and pronominal affix.

The simple form -(a)n of the suffix appears only in the third per

sonal reflexive possessive -gwa-n (see 91) and, apparently, the third

personal possessive -t an of pre-positive local phrases (see p. 238).

Many absolute nouns ending in a vowel, or in Z, m, or n, also nouns

with personal affixes (including pre-positives with possessive suffixes)

other than that of the third person, take the form -Jian of the plural
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suffix; the -Ti- may be a phonetically conditioned rather than mor

phologically significant element. Examples are:

Noun Plural

slnsan decrepit old woman slnsanhan

ts li xi dog ts lixi h&n

ya p!a person 176.1, 12 yap/o/han 32.4

el canoe 13.5; 112.3, 5 ertian

wik!uuycfm my friend wi7:/wM?/1//mhan

wits !al my nephew 22.1 wits Ialhan 23.8, 10; 150.4

bdufbidifk* my orphan child bdufbidifhnn
no ts lade neighboring to me nd ts!ade e

\i&T].

Mnde O mother! 186.14 Tiindeh&n O mothers! 76.10, 13

A large number of chiefly personal words and all nouns provided
with a possessive suffix of the third person take -fan as the plural

suffix; the -fan of local adverbs or nouns with pre-positives has

been explained as composed of the third personal suffix -f and the

pluralizing element -Jian: nd ts!aafannis NEIGHBORS. In some cases,

as in wa-wl tfan GIRLS 55.16; 106.17, -fan may be explained as

composed of the exclusive -fa discussed above and the plural -n.

The fact, however, that -fan may itself be appended both to this

exclusive -fa and to the full third personal form of nouns not pro
vided with a pre-positive makes it evident that the -fa- of the plural

suffix -fan is an element distinct from either the exclusive -fa or

third personal -f. -faafa-n is perhaps etymologically as well as

phonetically parallel to the unexplained -ddada of da Tc*daada OVER
HIM (see 93). Examples of -fan are:

Noun Plural

lomtll * old man 112.3, 9; 114.10; ZoraWt an

126.19

molog&amp;lt;fl
old woman 168.11; mologo lt*an

170.10

wa-iwlri
girl 124.5, 10 wa-iwlHi ax\ 55.16; 60.2;

106.17

a i-hP just they (cf.49.11; 138.11) a it an they
ts

m Hxi-maTwfi horse ts !ixi-maha it*&u

louslfi his plaything 110.6, 11 Z6&quot;sS *Van

mo *faa his son-in-law mo ^ aH an their sister s

husband 1
150.22; 152.4, 9

tlek? louse (116.3, 6) */eZa t an

7iapxi-t!l
/ifda

boy 14.6; 156.8, 10 Jiapxi-t!i
fi aai*&n 160.14

\dap!a la-u youth 132.13; 190.2 dap!a la-ut*&u 132.12

wala^u young lala ut*&n

wouna Vw old 57.1; 168.2 wd*na lc*
wd&n

1 mot - seems to indicate not only the daughter s husband, but also, in perhaps a looser sense, the rela

tives gained by marriage of the sister.
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The plural form -klan is appended to nouns in -la
f

p*a and to the

third personal -xa(-a) of terms of relationship. As -Jc!-
1
is appended

to nouns in -la p^a also before the characteristic -i- followed by a

possessive suffix, it is clear that -klan is a compound suffix consisting

of an unexplained -Jc!- and the plural element -(a)n. Examples of

-klan are:

ttfla paklsLU men 128.11; 130.1,7,25; 132.17

fcV a p ak!an women 184.13

mologold p akl&ii old women 57.14; 128.3, 10 (also mologo lfari)

o pxak\an her elder brothers 124.16, 20; 134.8; 138.7

Jc aba xakl&u his, their sons 132.10; 156.14

raa mklan their father 130.19, 21; 132.12

Vawaxakl&n their younger sister 148.5

Jcla saklan their maternal grandmother 154.13; 156.8, 15, 18, 21

100. DUAL -fit

The suffix -dll(-dl^l) is appended to a noun or pronoun to indicate

the duality of its occurrence, or to restrict its naturally indefinite or

plural application to two. It is not a true dual in the ordinary sense

of the word, but indicates rather that the person or object indicated

by the noun to which it is suffixed is accompanied by another person

or object of the same kind, or by a person or object mentioned before

or after; in the latter case it is equivalent to AND connecting two

denominating terms. Examples illustrating its use are:

&amp;lt;7d

umdf1 we two (restricted from go
um we)

gadll go
um ihemxinigam we two, that one and I, will wrestle

(literally, that-one-and-another [namely, I] we we-shall-

wrestle) 30.5

sgi
f
si&amp;lt;\\ two coyotes (literally, coyote-and-another [coyote])

waxad?\ two brothers (lit., [he] and his younger brother) 26.12

sgisi m xadri Coyote and his mother 54.2

The element -dll doubtless occurs as an adjective stem meaning

ALL, EVERY, in oldll ALL 134.4 (often heard also as aldl 47.9; 110.16;

188.1); Jiadedllt a EVERYWHERE 43.6; 92.29; and hat ga
adilt a, IN

EVERY LAND 122.20.
101. -wi s every

This element is freely appended to nouns, adjectives, and adverbs,

but has no independent existence of its own. Examples are :

&e ewi every day (literally, every sun) 42.1; 158.17

xuf nwi every night (xu
f

n, xuf
ne^ night, at night)

1 It was found extremely difficult, despite repeated trials, for some reason or other, to decide as to whether
-ft/- or -g- was pronounced. -k!i- and -k!an may thus be really -gi- and -gan.
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bixdl wi inwi/
~ba-i-wili ue month comes after month (literally,

moon different-each out-goes)

gwel- wak*wiwi every morning (gwel- wak*wi morning 44.1)

da-Jiouxawi every evening
7ia-l)e

e-l)iniwi
/

every noon

lc*aiwi e
everything, something (k a-, Yai- what, thing) 180.5, 6

ada t wi* everywhere, to each 30.12; 74.2; 120.13

As illustrated by 7c aiwi
,
the primary meaning of -wi is not so

much EVERY as that it refers the preceding noun or adverb to a

series. It thus conveys the idea of SOME in:

dal wi sometimes, in regard to some 57.12

xa newi f sometimes 132.25

With pronouns it means TOO, AS WELL AS OTHERS:

&amp;lt;7$

lwi /e I too

raaawi /

you too 58.5

Like -dll, -wi may be explained as a stereotyped adjectival stem

that has developed into a quasi-formal element. This seems to be

indicated by the derivative wi i^n EVERY, DIFFERENT 49.1; 160.20;

188.12.

102. DEICTIC -e^

It is quite likely that the deictic - cr is etymologically identical

with the demonstrative stem a- THIS, though no other case has been

found in which this stem follows the main noun or other word it

qualifies. It differs from the exclusive -t a in being less distinctly a

part of the whole word and in having a considerably stronger con-

trastive force. Unlike -fa, it may be suffixed to adverbs as well as

to words of a more strictly denominative character. Examples of

its occurrence are extremely numerous, but only a very few of these

need be given to illustrate its deictic character:

roaV you ([I am ,] but you -
) 26.3; 56.5; (cf. 49.8, 13)

maha i a,^ big indeed

ga a,^ ge will 1 that one s house is there (literally, that-one there

his-house [ that house yonder belongs to that fellow Coyote, not

to Panther, whom we are seeking]) 55.4; cf. 196.19

&o tt a
v but nowadays (so it was in former days, but now things

have changed) 50.1; 194.5

ge -hi gl
i a? yok!oya n that-far I-for-my-part know-it (others may

know more) 49.13; 154.7

p i m sf gayau he ate salmon (nothing else.
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in. The Pronoun ( 103-105)

103. Independent Personal Pronouns

The independent personal pronouns of Takelma, differing in this

respect from what is found to be true of most American languages,

show not the slightest etymological relationship to any of the various

pronominal series found incorporated in noun and verb, except in so

far as the second person plural is formed from the second person sin

gular by the addition of the element -p* that we have found to be

characteristic of every second person plural in the language. The

forms, which may be used both as subjects and objects, are as

follows :

Singular: First person, gl 56.10; 122.8; second person, ma
x

(maa )

26.7; 98.8; third person, d 27.5; 156.12. Plural: First person,

go
um 30.5; 150.16; second person, map ]

third person di 49.11;

xilamana? 27.10; 56.1

Of the two third personal plural pronouns, di is found most fre

quently used with post-positive elements; e. g., dyd
a JUST THEY

(= ai yd
a
) 160.6; a e

ya? THEY (= di-V) 49.11. When unaccom

panied by one of these, it is generally pluralized: ofit*an (see 99).

The second, xilamana^, despite its four syllables, has not in the

slightest yielded to analysis. It seems to be but little used in normal

speech or narrative.

All the pronouns may be emphasized by the addition of -wie
(see

101), the deictic -V (see 102), or the post-positive particles yd
a

and enclitic -Tii and -s i (see 114, 1, 2, 4):

mayd
a
just you 196.2

ma hi you yourself

aih? they themselves 104.13 (cf. 152.20)

gtfs i
* I in my turn 47.14; 188.8; (cf. 61.9)

A series of pronouns denoting the isolation of the person is formed

by the addition of -da x or -da xi (
= -da x + -hi) to the forms given

above :

gtfda
/s
x(i) only I

maada e
x(i) you alone

dVda x(i) all by himself 61.7; 90.1; 142.20; 144.6

go
umda x(i) we alone

mdp das
x(i) you people alone

dida e
x(i) they alone 138.11
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The third personal pronouns are not infrequently used with pre

ceding demonstratives:

hd ga (or I dago) ak dcfx that one by himself (a used here

apparently as a peg for the suffixed element -da x by one s self)

hd d it an and vdafa ifan those people

Tid - and Ida-, it should be noted, are demonstrative stems that occur

only when compounded with other elements.

The independent possessive pronouns (IT is) MINE, THINE, HIS,

OURS, YOURS, are expressed by the possessive forms of the substan

tival stem ais - HAVING, BELONGING, PROPERTY: a-is deW IT is MINE

23.2; 154.18, 19, 20; a-is de
f

YOURS; a -is da HIS 23.2, 3; (156.7)

and so on. These forms, though strictly nominal in morphology,

have really no greater concreteness of force than the English transla

tions MINE, THINE, and so on.

104. Demonstrative Pronouns and Adverts

Four demonstrative stems, used both attributively and substan-

tively, are found: a-, ga, Ida-, and ~hda~-. Of these only ga THAT

occurs commonly as an independent word ;
the rest, as the first ele

ments of composite forms. The demonstratives as actually found

are:

Indefinite, ga that 60.5; 61.2; 110.4; 194.4,5
Near first, a!go, this 44.9; 186.4; all this here 110.2; 188.20

Near second. I daga that 116.22; Idall that there 55.16

Near third. lid a
ga that yonder 186.5; 7ia

e
ll that over there

a- has been found also as correlative to ga- with the forms of na(g}~

DO, SAY:

ana ne^x like this 176.13 (ga-na
ene*x that way, thus 114.17;

122.20)

ana na H it will be as it is now cf. 152.8 (ga-na na t it will be

that way)

perhaps also in:

ada t wi everywhere C = adcft this way, hither [see 1 12, 1] + -wi

every) 30.12; 74.2; 120.13

Ida- (independently 46.5; 47.5; 192.6) seems to be itself a compound

element, its first syllable being perhaps identifiable with I- HAND.

ida d it*an and hda d it
f

an, referred to above, are in effect the sub

stantive plurals of I daga and Jid a
ga. Tid

a - as demonstrative pro

noun is doubtless identical with the local hda - YONDER, BEYOND,

found as a prefix in the verb.
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By far the most commonly used of the demonstratives is that of

indefinite reference, ga. It is used as an anaphoric pronoun to refer

to both things and persons of either number, also to summarize a pre

ceding phrase or statement. Not infrequently the translation THAT

or THOSE is too definite; a word of weaker force, like IT, better

serves the purpose. The association of I daga and Jia a
ga with spa-

cial positions corresponding to the second and third persons respec

tively does not seem to be at all strong, and it is perhaps more accu

rate to render them as THAT RIGHT AROUND THERE and THAT YONDER.

Differing fundamentally in this respect from adjectives, demonstra

tive pronouns regularly precede the noun or other substantive ele

ment they modify:

a ga sgi si this coyote 108.1

I daga yapla&quot; that person

ga aldll all that, all of those 47.12

A demonstrative pronoun may modify a noun that is part of a local

phrase :

I daga Jiee s oumd&quot;l beyond that mountain 122.22; 124.1

Corresponding to the four demonstrative pronoun-stems are four

demonstrative adverb-stems, derived from the former by a change
of the vowel -a- to -e-\ e-, ge, ide-, and Tie

e
-. Just as ga THAT was

found to be the only demonstrative freely used as an independent

pronoun, so ge THERE, alone of the four adverbial stems, occurs outside

of compounds, e-, Ide-, and 7ie
e

-, however, are never compounded
with ge, as are a-, Ida-, and Jida - with its pronominal correspondent

ga; a fifth adverbial stem of demonstrative force, me (HITHER as

verbal prefix), takes its place. The actual demonstrative adverbs

thus are:

Indefinite, ge there 64.6; 77.9; 194.11

Near first. eme here 112.12, 13; 194.4; me - hither

Near second. l deme right around there 46.15

Near third. he e me yonder 31.13

Of these, me -, the correlative of 7ie
e

-, can be used independently
when followed by the local -al : me al ON THIS SIDE, HITHERWARDS

58.9; 160.4. he e - AWAY, besides frequently occurring as a verbal

prefix, is found as a component of various adverbs :

lie
edada

,
Jieeda over there, away from here, off 46.8; 194.10

Jie ne&quot; then, at that time 120.2; 146.6; 162.3

Jie daY on that side, toward yonder 104
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me - can be used also with the adverb ge of indefinite reference pre

ceding ; the compound, followed by di, is employed in an interroga
tive sense: geme di WHERE ? WHEN? 56.10; 100.16; 190.25. The
idea of direction in the demonstrative adverbs seems less strong
than that of position: he e me baxa m HE COMES PROM OVER THERE,
as well as Tie

e me gini Y HE GOES OVERTHERE. me - and Tie
e -

(lia
a

-} ,

however, often necessarily convey the notions of TOWARD and AWAY
FROM the speaker: me -yewe

i Jia a
-yewe

i HE CAME AND WENT BACK
AND FORTH.

Demonstrative adverbs may take the restrictive suffix -da x or

-daba x (cf. -da x with personal pronouns, 103):

eme da x 114.4, 5

.-,,,, , here alone
eme ddba x 114.14]

lOo. Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns

As independent words, the interrogative and indefinite stems occur

with adverbs or adverbial particles, being found in their bare form

only when incorporated. The same stems are used for both inter

rogative and indefinite purposes, a distinction being made between

persons and things:

ne who? some one 86.2, 23; 108.11

Vai what? something 86.5; 122.3; 128.8

As independent adverb also PERHAPS:

Itai HumUxi perhaps he ll strike me 23.3

As interrogatives, these stems are always followed by the interroga

live enclitic particle di, Yai always appearing as Ya- when di imme

diately follows :

nefV-di who? 46.15; 86.4; 142.9

Fa -^what? 47.9; 60.11; 86.8

Jc a i . . . di occurs with post-positive ga
s
a^l:

Va iga aldV what for? why? 71.15; 86.14; 98.8

As indefinites, they are often followed by the composite particle

-8 i
ewa Jc*di:

neV-s i wa Vdi I don t know who, somebody 22.8

Yai-s i wa Ydi I don t know what, something 96.10

As negative indefinites, neV and Yai are preceded by the negative

adverb a ni or wede, according to the tense-mode of the verb (see

72):
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a ntfne^V nobody 63.4; 90.8, 25

a ntflcVinothing 58. 14; 61.6; 128.23

we de nek* u s iY nobody will give it to me (cf. 98.10)

we de 7c*ai u s dam do not give me anything

With the post-nominal -wif

EVERY, Vai forms Yaiwi EVERYTHING,

SOMETHING. No such form as *nek*wi
, however, occurs, its place

being taken by aldll, aldl ALL, EVERYBODY. In general, it may be

said that Jc ai has more of an independent substantival character

than neY
;

it corresponds to the English THING in its more indefinite

sense, e. g., Fo/i gwala MANY THINGS, EVERYTHING 96.15; 102.11;

108.8

The adverbial correspondent of Yai is gwi HOW? WHERE? 46.2;

78.5. In itself gwi is quite indefinite in signification and is as such

often used with the forms of na(g}- DO, ACT 47.11 ; 55.7:

gwi di nagalt* how are you doing? (e. g., where are you going?)

86.17; (138.25)

As interrogative, it is followed by di:

gwi dihow
1

* where? 44.5; 70.6; 73.9; 190.10

as indefinite, by -s tfwa Ydi (cf. 190.4) :

gwis i
swafVdi in someway, somewhere 54.7; 96.8; 120.21 (also

gwi liap* somewhere)

as negative indefinite, it is preceded by a ni or wede:

afnle

gwi
1 in no way, nowhere 23.6; 62.11; 192.14

we de gwi naY do not go anywhere!

As indefinite relative is used gwl Tia WHERESOEVER 140.9, 13, 15, 19.

IV. The Adjective ( 106-109)

106. General Remarks

Adjectives can not in Takelma without further ado be classed as

nouns or verbs, as they have certain characteristics that mark them
off more or less clearly from both; such are their distinctly adjectival

suffixes and their peculiar method of forming the plural. In some

respects they closely approach the verb, as in the fact that they are

frequently preceded by body-part prefixes, also in the amplification

of the stem in the plural in ways analogous to what we have found

in the verb. They differ, however, from verbal forms in that they
can not be predicatively used (except that the simple form of the

adjective may be predicatively understood for an implied third per

son), nor provided with the pronominal suffixes peculiar to the verb;
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a first or second personal relation is brought about by the use of

appropriate forms of the copula ei- BE. They agree with the noun
and pronoun in being frequently followed by the distinctly denomi
native exclusive suffix -fa (see 98) and in the fact that, when

forming part of a descriptive noun, they may take the personal end

ings peculiar to the noun:

ts Iixi-maha ifeY dog-big-my (
=my horse)

As adjectives pure and simple, however, they are never found with

the possessive suffixes peculiar to the noun; e. g., no such form as

*ma&quot;ha iek* alone ever occurs. It thus appears that the adjective

occupies a position midway between the noun and the verb, yet with

characteristics peculiar to itself. The most marked syntactic feature

of the adjective is that, unlike a qualifying noun, it always follows

the modified noun, even when incorporated with it (see 93) . Ex

amples are:

woriwl 1 du girl pretty 55.7; 124.5

yap!a daldi^ person wild 22.14

sgi si da-sga xif Coyote sharp-snouted 86.3, 20; 88.1, 11

p im xu&quot;m yele^x debufs salmon dry burden-basket full (
= burden-

basket full of dry salmon) 75.10

Rarely does it happen that the adjective precedes, in which case

it is to be predicatively understood :

gwa la yaplcf many (were) the people 180.16 (but ya p!a gwalcf

people many 194.10)

Even when predicatively used, however, the adjective regularly fol

lows the noun it qualifies. Other denominating words or phrases

than adjectives are now and then used to predicate a statement or

command :

yu lclalx (1) wa tfi* (2), ga (3) ga al (4) deligia Wi (5) gwas (6) [as

they were] without (2) teeth (1), for (4) that (3) [reason] they
brought them as food (5) intestines (6) 130.22

masi s
(1) al-naana sn (2) naga-ida

f

(3) [do] you in your turn (1)

[dive], since you said (3)
&quot; I can get close to him &quot;

(2) 61.9

107. Adjectival Prefixes

Probably all the body-part prefixes and also a number of the

purely local elements are found as prefixes in the adjective. The

material at hand is not large enough to enable one to follow out the

prefixes of the adjective as satisfactorily as those of the verb; but
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there is no reason to believe that there is any tangible difference of

usage between the two sets. Examples of prefixes in the adjective

are:

1. dak -.

ds^L-maJia^i big on top
da,k*-dii l s big-headed

2. da&quot;-.

daa-moZMY red-eared 14.4; 15.12; 96.13

d&^-ho k wal with holes in ear 166.13, 19

dvf-mahcfi big-cheeked

3. S in-.

s m-ho 7c wal with holes in nose 166.13, 18

s-ia-M s gdl big-nosed 25.1; 27.5, 13; 28.6

s m-p i l s flat-nosed

4. de-.

de-ts !uguY, de-ts !iigu
u
sharp-pointed 74.13; 126.18

de-t ulu e

p* dull

de- winiY proceeding, reaching to 50.4

5. da-.

darsga xi(t ) long-mouthed 15.13; 86.3; 88.1, 11

i^ short 33.17

l holed 176.7

^i big-holed 92.4

d&-t!os d u small-holed

6. gwen-.

gwen-xdi l s slim-necked

gwen-fge^m black-necked 196.6

7. 1-.

l-ts !o p*al sharp-clawed 14.4; 15.13; 86.3

l-ge wa x crooked-handed

I-lc!oJc!oW ugly-handed

8. ocaa-.

xaa-ma^a v

i big-waisted, wide
x&a-xdi l s slim-waisted, notched 71.15; 75.6

9. dl 1 -.

dP-klelix conceited

10. dls
-.

dl -maJia^i big below, big behind

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 17 107
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di -k!cfls lean in rump
11. gwel-.

ha-gwe\-lila^m empty underneath, like table (cf. Jia-lila^m

empty)
gwel-ho lc wal holed underneath 43, 9.

12. ha-.

ha-Z&amp;gt;iZa
vm empty (literally, having nothing inside, cf. bilcfm

having nothing 43.6, 8, 14)

13. sal-.

s&\-t!a i narrow
sal-te luna^px straight

14. al-. (Referring to colors and appearances)

al-^ m black 13.3; 162. 4

B\-ts !i^l red

&\-t&amp;lt;gu

i s- white 55.2
;
188. 1 1

&\-sgenJiiY black 92.19

&\-gwa si yellow

&\-gisa\nt* green (participle of t*gisi
em it gets green)

al-ldiyl x-nat* blue (literally, smoke-doing or being)
8l-lc!o7c!oW ugly-faced 47.2; 60.5

&\-t!e es iY little-eyed 94.3; (94.6, 14)

&\-t*geya px round
al-fmila^px smooth

15. han-.

h&n-hogwa^l with hole running through 56.9, 10

A few cases have been found of adjectives with preceding nouns in

such form as they assume with pre-positive and possessive suffix:

da 7c!oloi-ts !il red-cheeked

gwit!lu-t!a i slim-wristed

An example of an adjective preceded by two body-part prefixes has

already been given (ka-gwel-bilcfm}. Here both prefixes are coordi

nate in function (cf. ha-gwel-p!iya\ 95). In:

xaa-sal-gwa si between-claws-yellow (myth name of Sparrow-
Hawk) 166.2

the two body-part prefixes are equivalent to an incorporated local

phrase (cf. 35, 4)

108. Adjectival Derivative Suffixes

A considerable number of adjectives are primitive in form, i. e.,

not capable of being derived from simpler nominal or verbal stems.

Such are:
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lio s au getting older

mahtfi big 23.1; 74.15; 146.3

bus wiped out, destroyed, used up 42.2; 140.19

da good, beautiful 55.7; 58.7; 124.4; 146.6

t u hot 57.15; 186.25

p u^n rotten 140.21

yo t i alive ([?] yoY being + enclitic -hi) (128.16)

and many others. A very large number, however, are provided with

derivative suffixes, some of which are characteristic of adjectives

per se,
1 while others serve to convert nouns and pre-positive phrases

into adjectives. Some adjectival stems seem capable of being used

either with or without a suffix (cf. da-sgafxi and de-ts !uguY above,

107) :

maha^i and mahaW big

al-gwa si and al-gwafsi yellow
r

1. -(/) . Probably the most characteristic of all adjectival suffixes

is -
,

all -f participles (see 76) properly belonging here.

Non-participial examples are:

al-gwa siV yellow

al-sgenhW black 92.19

al-t!e es-iV little-eyed 94.3

(?) Jia nV half ([?] cf. Jian- through) 146.22; 154.9; 192.7

tlolV one-horned 46.7; 47.7; 49.3.

daa-molMV red-eared 14.4; 15.12; 88.2; 96.13

de-ts lug&t* sharp-pointed 126.18

UulsaV soft (food) (cf. TcWls worm) 130.22

p!ala, 1c wa-goyd
/ut elt e I am story-doctor (cf. goyo^ shaman)

2. -al. Examples of adjectives with this suffix are:

l-ts to p &l sharp-clawed 14.4; 86.3(cLde-ts !iigu^t sharp-pointed;
for -p -: -g- cf. 42, 1, 6)

tll fd thin

(?) dth&l five ([ ?]
= being in front 2

) 150.19, 20; 182.21

s in-ho Vwsil with holes in nose 166.13, 18; (56.9; 166.19; 176.7)

s in-hu s-gsl big-nosed 25.1; 27.5, 13; 28.6

hi
f

p*a\ flat

Imi

xal how much, howmany (used interrogatively and relatively)

100.8; 182.13

mix& llia numerous, in great numbers Q2.28; 94.1

1 A few adjectives in -am (= -an) are distinctly nominal in appearance; bila^m HAVING NOTHING; xiltfm

SICK (but also as noun, DEAD PERSON, GHOST). It hardly seems possible to separate these from nouns like

^m BOARD; ts-Seldom HAIL.
2 Cf. American Anthropologist, n. s., vol. 9, p. 266.
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3. -di. A few adjectives have been found with this suffixed element:

hapsdi&quot;
little 192.6; M pdi 24.12; 60.15; 61.5 (cf. Ma

pxi* child

128.16)

yapla daldi^ wild man (cf. dal- in the brush) 22.14

^ama zdiraw 94.3, 6; 144.5; 182.4

gweldi&quot;
finished (cf . gwel- leg) 34.1; 79.8; 94.18

4. -ts!- (- s). In a small number of adjectives this element is doubt

less to be considered a suffix:

I ltslaV&quot; bad, ugly 182.1; 186.22; 198.4 (cf. pi. Wa lsdk w
)

s in-p
f

i
f

l
e
s flat-nosed

xaa-xdi l s slim-waisted 71.15; 75.6 (cf. inferential passive xd-l-

xdi lxdalk*am they have been notched in several places)

A few adjectives in -s, evidently morphologically connected with

the scattering nouns in -s, also occur:

gums blind 26.14

ftoZslong 14.5; 33.16; 158.1

s uns thick 90.3

5. -(a)x. This suffix disappears in the plural (see below, 109),

so that no room is left for doubt as to its non-radical character.

Whether it is to be identified with the non-agentive -x of the

verb is somewhat uncertain, but that such is the case is by no

means improbable; in some cases, indeed, the adjective in -x

is connected with a verb in -x. The -cfpx of some of the

examples is without doubt composed of the petrified -b- found

in a number of verbs (see 42, 1) and the adjectival (or non-

agentive) -x.

al-t geys^p^ round (cf. al-t geye^px it rolls)

sal-ts /ima^px straight
(Zo-fe /amxsick 90.12, 13, 21; 92.5; 150.16

al-t mila?px smooth

da-p o a x crooked (cf. p owo x it bends)

l-ge wafx. crooked-handed

More transparently derivational in character than any of those

listed above are the following adjectival suffixes:

6. -gwat* HAVING. Adjectival forms in -gwaY are derived partly

by the addition of the adjectival suffix -(a)Z to third personal

reflexive possessive forms in - t gwa (-xagwa), or to palatalized

passive participial forms in -W w
,
themselves derived from

nouns (see 77), partly by the addition of -gwaY to nouns in
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their pre-pronominal form (-x) . The fact that these various

-gwa t forms, despite their at least apparent diversity of origin,

clearly form, a unit as regards signification, suggests an ultimate

identity of the noun reflexive -gwa (and therefore verbal

indirect reflexive -gwa-) with the passive participial -V
w

. The

-gwa- of forms in -x-gwat is not quite clear, but is perhaps to

be identified with the comitative -gwa- of the verb. An

adjective like yu k!al-x-gwat TEETH-HAVING presents a parallel

ism to a verbal participle like dak -llm-x-gwat* WITH (TREE)

FALLING OVER ONE (from aorist dak*-limlm-x-gwa~de i AM WITH

IT FALLING OVER ME, see 46) that is suggestive of morphologic

identity. Examples of -gwaV adjectives are:

waya uxagwsit having daughter-in-law 56.10 (cf. waya uxagwa
her own daughter-in-law)

t gwa,na t*gw&,t* slave-having (cf. t gwana t gwa his own slave)

Da-t*dn-ela a
t*gwa,t

x

Squirrel-Tongued (literally, in-mouth squirrel

his-tongue having [name of Coyote s daughter]) 70.6; 72.4;

75.11

m jcagwat* mother-having (cf. ni xak w
mothered)

me xagw&t* father-having (cf. me
f
xalc

w
fathered)

k*eiele
f

p*igigw&t* wife-having (cf. Jc e i Uf

p igik
w wived 142.6)

gvPxgwsft* wife-having 128.4 (cf. gu
u-x-deW my wife 142.9)

dagaxgweft* head-having (cf. da g-ax-dek* my head 90.13)

te /tt Zxgwat* having Indian money (cf. ts lu^lx Indian money
14.13)

A form with -gwat and the copula ei- (for persons other than the

third) takes the place in Takelma of the verb HAVE:

is- tu lxgwat elt e
s I have money (literally money-having or

moneyed I-am
ts !ulx-gwcft* he has money

Aside from the fact that it has greater individuality as a distinct

phonetic unit, the post-positive wa ~k*
is WITHOUT is the mor

phologic correlative of -gwat HAVING:

dagax wa k*i elt* head without you-are

da gaxgwat elt&quot; head-having you-are

Similarly :

nixa wa Jc i
8
elt e mother without I-am

ni xagwaC elt e mother-having I-am

1 The fact that this form has a body-part prefix (da- MOUTH) seems to imply its verbal (participial)
character, -t gwat in it, and forms like it, may have to be analyzed, not as -t gwa HIS OWN+ -f, but rather

as -t ius+-gwa- HAVING-)--* . In other words, from a noun-phrase fan ela a (older eld
at&quot;) SQUIRREL HIS-

TONGUE may be theoretically formed a comitative intransitive with prefix: *da-t dn-eld at -gwade
e I AM

HAVING SQUIRREL S TONGUE IN MY MOUTH, of which the text-form is the participle. This explanation has
ihe advantage over the one given above of putting forms In - t gwat and -xgwat onone line; cf. also 73.15.

108
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7. -imikH. A few adjectives have been found ending in this suffix

formed from temporal adverbs:

hop!e nimik\i (men) of long ago 168.1 (hop!e n long ago 58.4, 7, 1 1)

&ott
i mik!i (people) of nowadays (lo

u now 188.8; 194.5)

8. -(i)7e!i. This suffix, evidently closely related to the preceding

one, forms adjectives (with the signification of BELONGING TO,

ALWAYS BEING) from local phrases. Examples are:

ha-wili yikli belonging to good folks, not
&quot;

common&quot; (homTia-will
in the house)

m-&emik!i being between sticks

lia-bami sik !i dwelling in air

xaa-da nik\i belonging between rocks (e. g., crawfish)

dak -p!i
f

yak\i
s
staying always over the fire

7ia-p!i
f

yak\i
s
belonging to fire

9. - xi. A few adjectival forms in -
xi, formed from local phrases,

seem to have a force entirely coincident with adjectives in-(i)fc/i:

ha-p!i ya xi belonging to fire

Tia-xi ya^i mink (literally, always staying in the water [from

lia-xiycf in the water 33.4])

10. - lfixi. This suffix seems to be used interchangeably with

-(i)~k!i and - xi. Examples are:

Jia-lami sa l
fixi belonging to the air, sky

xaa-da/nis
i
/ixie belonging between rocks

Jia-wili i
fixi belonging to the house

ha-xi ya l
fixi belonging to the water

ha-pliya
5
! ^! belonging to fire

The following forms in -%?, not derived from local phrases, doubt

less belong with these:

ge l
nxi belonging there 160.24

goyo l
nxi belonging to shamans (used to mean: capable of wish

ing ill, supernaturally doing harm, to shamans) 170.11

109. Plural Formations

A few adjectives form their plural or frequentative by reduplica

tion:
Singular Plural

de-M te full 49.14; 116.5 de-lu la?x (dissimilated from
-M la x) 122.17

l lts!a
w bad 182.1; 198.4 ll a lsak fw (dissimilated from

ll alts!-)

maJia i large 23.1; 74.15 mahml 32.15; 49.10; 130.4
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Of these, the first two are clearly verbal in type. The probably non-

agentive -x of de-bu ba*x (also singular de-bu fiisx from ^de-bu ^Tcl-x [cf.

de-bu tiJdin i SHALL FILL ITJ) and the apparently passive participial

-aY w of l
f
lts!ak w

strongly suggest that the first two of these adjec

tives are really adjectivally specialized verb-forms, mahml is alto

gether irregular in type of reduplication. t!os o u LITTLE 56.15
;
74.16

forms its plural by the repetition of the second consonant after the

repeated vowel of the singular: dak!oloi-t!os u s gwa HE HAS SMALL

CHEEKS. In regard to t&quot;Ut&quot; 170.18. the plural of t U HOT 57.15, it

is not certain whether the -t&quot; is the repeated initial consonant, or

the -t&quot; characteristic of other adjective plurals.

Most adjectives form their plural by repeating after the medial

consonant the vowel of the stem, where possible, and adding to the

amplified stem the element -it&quot; (probably from -hit&quot;
,
as shown by

its treatment with preceding fortis), or, after vowels, -fit&quot;;
a final

non-radical -(a)x disappears in the plural. Jio s au GETTING BIGGER

(with inorganic -a-} forms its plural by the repetition of the stem-

vowel alone, Jios du 156.11; 158.11; similar is dusv? 58.10 which seems

to be the plural of du PKETTY 58.8. yo t&quot;i ([?] yot -hi) ALIVE forms

the plural yofi Tii ([?] yot i-hi) 128.16. Examples of the peculiarly

adjectival plural in ~(t&quot;)it&quot; are:

Singular Plural

al-t geya^px round al-t*geye p*ii*

al-t mila^px smooth al-fmili p^it
sal-ts luncfpx straight sal-ts !u nup*ik*
sal-t!a i narrow soU-tlafy&Vii*

da-p o a x crooked (= -ak!-x) gwit*-p*o o*Jc*it&quot; crooked-
armed

l-ge wa x crooked-handed l-ge we
e

fc it

(= -ak!-x; cf. aorist gewe-
k!aw- carry [salmon] bow-

fashion)

de-ts !uguY sharp-pointed 126. 18 de-ts !uguhit&quot;

de-ulu p dull de-t&quot;ulu
e

p&quot;it&quot;

al-ts- /iV red da JcIoloi-te Ii liVit he has red

cheeks

al-t gu
iss white 55.2; 188.11 da Jcloloirfguyn s-it* he has

white cheeks
al-t ge m black 13.3; 162.4 da Jdoloi-t ge met it* he has

black cheeks

long 14.5; 15.12,15 s inlxdaH an ~baal& s\i* then-

noses are long
109
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1

2.

Adverbs

n once 182.20; 188.13

ga miin twice

gamga man
delialdan

licflmi tsladcfn

~ha lga
f mada*n

That these plurals are really frequentative or distributive in force

is illustrated by such forms as da Tdoloi-ts li lit it RED-CHEEKED,
which has reference not necessarily to a plurality of persons affected,

but to the frequency of occurrence of the quality predicated, i. e., to

the redness of both cheeks.

V. Numerals ( 110, 111)

110. Cardinals
Cardinals

mi i
sga I3.2; 192.8; mlf

s

188.9

tga
f m 22.7; 110.11 i

\ga p!ini^ 55.7
; 12; 116.1J

3. xi linV 150.8

4. gamga m 148.5; 184.17

5. dehal 150.19, 20; 182.21

6. lia lml f
s 150.12

7. ha lgd
/ m

8. JiaHxi^n

9. ha igo* 150.14

10. i xdll 13.1; 150.5; 182.22

11. i xdll mlfis
sga gadcfY

ten one on-top-of
12. i xdll gd m gadcfV
20. yap!ami

f
s 182.23

30. xi n ixdll

40. gamgafmtin ixdl^l

50. deJialdan ixdl^l

60. ha lmi ts!adan ixdl^l

70. Jia lgd
f madan ixdl^l

80. Jia lxi ndan ixdl^l

90. Jia lgogada n ixdl^l

100. t!eimi
f
s 23.2, 4, 9, 12, 13

200. ga mtin t!eimi s

300. xin t!eimi
/
s

400. gamga mtin t!eimi cs

1,000. i xdildant!eimi s

2, 000. yap!ami ts!adan t!eimi es

mlfi
sga is the usual uncompounded form of ONE. In compounds

the simpler form mlf
s (stem mlts!-} occurs as the second element:

Jia lmi f
s six (

= one[fingerl in the hand)

yap!ami s twenty (
= one man)

ixdlldcfn

HO
i Often heard as ga p^ini^ 5o.2, 5.
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t!eimifs
s one hundred (probably = one male[W-])

me e
l t ga

a^mi ~s crows earth-one (
= land packed full of crows)

144.9, 11, 12, 13

de emlf
s in-front-one (

= marching in single file)

almi s
s all together 92.23, 24; 190.17

Of the two forms for TWO, gafplinV seems to be the more frequently

used, though no difference of signification or usage can be traced.

gafplinV TWO and xi binV THREE are evident compounds of the

simpler gaf
sm and xFn (seen in 7ia

eixFn EIGHT) and an element -binV

that is perhaps identical with -bini* of Jia -bini* IN THE MIDDLE.

gamgafm FOUR is evidently reduplicated from ga m TWO, the falling

accent of the second syllable being probably due to the former

presence of the catch of the simplex. An attempt has been made 1

to explain delial FIVE as an adjectival form in -al derived from de e-

IN FRONT. The numerals six, SEVEN, EIGHT, and NINE are best con

sidered as morphologically verbs provided with the compound prefix

Twr Z- IN THE HAND (see 35, 4), and thus strictly signifying ONE

(FINGER) is IN THE HAND; TWO, THREE, FOUR (FINGERS) ARE IN THE

HAND. No explanation can be given of -#O
N

in Jia
s
lgo^ NINE, except

that it may be an older stem for FOUR, later replaced, for one reason

or another, by the composite ga/rngofm TWO + TWO. i xdll TEN is

best explained as compounded of l-x- HAND (but why not lux- as in

lux-de F MY HAND?) and the dual -d/l, and as being thus equivalent

to TWO HANDS.

It thus seems probable that there are only three simple numeral

stems in Takelma, ml/iss ONE, gd m TWO, and xi^n THREE. All the

rest are either evident derivations from these, or else (delial probably
and i xdll certainly) descriptive of certain finger-positions. While the

origin of the Takelma system may be tertiary or quinary (if -&amp;lt;/0

N
is

the original stem for FOUR and delial is a primary element), the

decimal feeling that runs through it is evidenced both by the break

at ten and by the arrangement of the numerals beyond ten.

The teens are expressed by TEN ONE ABOVE (i. e., ten over one), TEN
TWO ABOVE

;
and so on. gafcfl THERETO may be used instead of gadcfk*

OVER. Twenty is ONE MAN, i. e., BOTH HANDS AND FEET. One hun

dred can be plausibly explained as equivalent to ONE MALE PERSON. 2

The other tens, i. e., thirty to ninety inclusive, are expressed by
i American Anthropologist, loc. cit., where FIVE is explained as BEING IN FRONT, on the basis of the

method of fingering used by the Takelma in counting.
Loc. cit.

no
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multiplication, the appropriate numeral adverb preceding the word for

ten. xi n ixdll THIRTY, however, uses the original cardinal xin, instead

of the numeral adverb xint\ The hundreds (including two hundred

and one thousand) are similarly expressed as multiplications of one

hundred (t!eimi s), the numeral adverbs (xin instead of xFnt* in

three hundred) preceding t!eimi
/
s. Numerals above one thousand

(
= 10X100) can hardly have been in much use among the Takelma,

but can be expressed, if desired, by prefixing the numeral adverbs

derived from the tens to t!cimi s; e. g., dehaldan ixdlldan t!eimi s

5X10X100 = 5,000.

As far as the syntactic treatment of cardinal numerals is concerned,

it should be noted that the plural of the noun modified is never em

ployed with any of them :

wa-iwl *
gaplini girl two (i. e., two girls) 55.2, 5, 7, 12 (wa-iwl

fi-

t&quot;a7igirls56.il)

mologola p*aga p!ini old-woman two 26.14 (mologola
f

p^ak!an old

women 138.10)

Tia p da ga pHni his child two 154.17 (ha pxda his children)

Like adjectives, attributive numerals regularly follow the noun.

111. Numeral Adverts

The numeral adverbs denoting so AND so MANY TIMES are derived

from the corresponding cardinals by suffixing -an (often weakened

to -tin) to ga
em TWO and its derivative gamga m FOUR; -f, to xin

THREE; -dcfn, to other numerals (-adcfn, to those ending in - m and

-is!- = -
s). 7ia iga m SEVEN and Jia

elxi^n EIGHT, it will be observed,

do not follow ga m and xin in the formation of their numeral adverbs,

but add -(a)dcfn.

It is not impossible that mu^x- in mu^xdcfn ONCE is genetically

related and perhaps dialectically equivalent to mli
s-, but no known

grammatic or phonetic process of Takelma enables one to connect them.

7ia lgd
u
gada^n NINE TIMES seems to insert a -go- between the cardinal

and the adverbial suffix -dan. The most plausible explanation of the

form is its interpretation as NINE (Jia lgo^) THAT (go,) NUMBER-OF-TIMES

(-dcfn), the demonstrative serving as a peg to hang the suffix on.

From the numeral adverbs are derived, by prefixing Jia- IN, a

further series with the signification of IN so AND so MANY PLACES :

Jia-gd
f mtin in two places

Jia-gamgama^n 176.2, 3 in four places
Jia-Jia ;

igd
u
gada^n in nine places

HI
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Cardinals with prefixed ha- are also found, apparently with an

approximative force, e. g., Jia-deJial ABOUT FIVE 194.2.

No series of ordinal numerals could be obtained, and the prob

ability is strong that such a series does not exist. debVn occurs

as FIRST (e. g., will debi n-Jii FIRST HOUSE), but may also mean LAST

49.2; 150.15, a contradiction that, in view of the probable etymology
of the word, is only apparent, debi^n is evidently related to ha-bini*

IN THE MIDDLE, and therefore signifies something like IN FRONT OF

THE MIDDLE; i. e., AT EITHER END of a series, a meaning that com

ports very well with the renderings of both FIRST and LAST C It is

thus evident that no true ordinal exists for even the first numeral.

VI. Adverbs and Particles ( 112-114)

A very large number of adverbs and particles (some of them simple

stems, others transparent derivatives, while a great many others still

are quite impervious to analysis) are found in Takelma, and, particu

larly the particles, seem to be of considerable importance in an idio

matically constructed sentence. A few specifically adverbial suffixes

are discernible, but a large number of unanalyzable though clearly

non-primitive adverbs remain; it is probable that many of these are

crystallized noun or verb forms now used in a specialized adverbial

sense.

112. Adverbial Suffixes

Perhaps the most transparent of all is :

1. -da^t\ This element is freely added to personal and demonstra

tive pronouns, adverbs or verbal prefixes, and local phrases, to

impart the idea of direction from or to, more frequently the former.

Examples of its occurrence are :

grl daV in my direction (gl I)

waded&t from my side (wade to me)
adaY on, to this side 112.17; 144.2

V in that direction, from that side (Ida- that)

Y from yonder (hd
ae- that yonder)

in which direction? 190.18 (gwi how? where?)
gredaY from there 144.8

erae^dat* from here

me daY hitherwards 32.10, 11; 55.3 (me - hither)

thitherwards (fie
s- away)

Y from down river 23.9 (no
u down river)

112
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Y (going) across (han- across) 30.4; 31.16

~haandad&\* from across (the river) Qia nda across it) 112.17; 114.17

/kz&amdaV from above (ha- in -f 6am- up)

Jiaxiya d&t* from water on to land
(lia-xiya&quot; in the water)

dak -wUl tdskt from on top of the house (daY-will over the house)

27.5; 62.5

gwen-t*ga
a- bo k dandads^t* from the east (gwen-t* ga

a-bo lc da?ida

east) 144.23; (cf. 146.1)

More special in use of -daf are :

honoxd&t* last year (Tionox some time ago)
dewe nxad&^t* day after to-morrow (dewe nxa to-morrow)
deedaY first, before others 110.5

2. -xa. A fairly considerable number of adverbs, chiefly temporal
in signification, are found to end in this element. Such are:

yesterday 76.9; 98.21

x&&quot; this evening 13.3; 16.15; 63.8; 78.4

dabalni ^s, for a long time (cf. bal-s long and lep*ni xci in winter)

54.4; 108.16

2/a xa continually, only, indeed (cf. post-positive yd
a
just) 54.5;

63.3; 78.10

dewe nxa, to-morrow 77.14; 112.15; 130.17; 194.1

dapla xa, toward daylight, dawn 45.4

cZe
exa henceforth (cf. de- in front of) 196.5

samo/xa in summer (cf. sa ma summer 188.13; verb-stem sam-g-
be summer 92.9) 162.16; 176.13, 15

Ze/m xa in winter 162.20; 176.15

de-bixi mssi ([ ? ] =-t-xa) in spring ([ ? ] cf. ~bi xal moon)

da-yd
u
ga mx& in autumn 186.3

fe /i s a ([1]=-t-xa) at night 182.20

xamlfix& by the ocean (cf. xam- into water) 21.1; 55.1

(?) bdu-nex.&-da soon, immediately (cf. 6o tt now and ne e well! or

na- 1
do) 90.10; 108.2

(?)da raa
rxau far away (foroV-cf. (?a -oVnear) 14.3; 188.21; 190.6

In lep ni^x 90.6, a doublet of lep ni xa, -xa appears shortened to -x;

this -x may be found also in Jwnox SOME TIME AGO (cf. Jiono
f

AGAIN).

Here perhaps belongs also da-yawa nt!i-xi (adjectival?) IN HALF,

ON ONE SIDE (OF TWO) 94.3.

It will be noticed that a number of these adverbs are provided

with the prefix da- (de- before palatal vowels, cf. 36, 2), the appli

cation of which, however, in their case, can not be explained.

3. -ne&quot;. A number of adverbs, chiefly those of demonstrative

signification, assume a temporal meaning on the addition of -ne*, a

i See Appendix A, p. 2&0.
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catch intervening between the suffix and the stem. Etymologi-

cally -ne may be identical with the hortatory particle ne
e
WELL, LET

(us) .

Adverb Temporal

Jie
e - there yonder &e

/ ne N

then, at that time 45.6;

49.14

ge there 14.3; 15.5, 12 ^ ne v

so long 92.10; 198.9

me - hither rae nee at this time 24.14 (cf. also

maenai around this time 178.4)

e me* here 31.3; 192.9 eme ue (yd
fa
-U) (right) here ([?]

=

now) 190.23

gwi how? 46.2; 78.5 gwi
f ne some time (elapsed), how

long? 44.2; 48.9; 148.7

To this set probably belong also :

xu n,xii
f u^ at night, night 45.3; 46.12; 48.10; 160.22

6een by day 166.2 (cf. be sun, day)

7iop!e n long ago 58.4; 86.7,9; 192.15; 194.4

xa uewif sometimes 132.25

5one now, yet 130.23 (cf. bou now)

i des
ne*j which the parallelism of the other forms in -ne^ with de,

monstrative stems leads one to expect, does not happen to occur-

but probably exists. Curiously enough, he ne not infrequently may
be translated as LIKE, particularly with preceding Jc ai

( 105):

k a i he ne ~bem something like wood 186.11

Ic ai gwala 7ie
ene like various things 196.3

A number of other adverbial suffixes probably occur, but the

examples are not numerous enough for their certain determination.

Among them is -adcf :

nougwada^ some distance down river 54.2 (cf. nou down river and
nougwa^ down river from 75.14)

Mnwada? some distance up river 56.4; 100.18; 102.4 (cf. hina^u

up river and Jiinwcf up river from 77.1)

Jia nt ada across the river 98.5; 192.3; (cf. Ticfnt* across, in half)

Several adverbs are found to end in -(da)da , perhaps to be identified

with the -das of subordinate verb-forms :

bou-nexada immediately 90.10, 12; 108.2

he e
(da)da away from here 92.5; 172.5; 194.10; 196.11

gwel- wdwi EARLY IN THE MORNING 44.1; 63.9; 77.14; 190.1 seems

to be a specialised verb-form in -Fi IF, WHENEVER. It is possible
that there is an adverbial - suffix:

gwe^nt* in back, behind 94.15

ftaW across, in half 146.22; 154.9; 192.7 112
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It may be that this -t&quot; has regularly dropped off when final in poly

syllables :

doVZnear 100.15; but da o Wi (=da
eoW]+-M) 136.7

113. Simple Adverbs

The simple adverbs that are closely associated with demonstrative

stems have been already discussed ( 104). A number of others,

partly simple stems and partly unanalyzable derivatives, are listed

here, such as have been already listed under adverbial suffixes not

being repeated.

1. Local adverbs:

nou down river 17.9; 63,1; 124.15

nofue
s- next door ([?] related to nou} 17.4; 188.2

hincfu up river ([?] compounded with nou) 22.7; 23.1; 61.13;

192.14

dae
-o*l near (cf. ~t

, 112, and see 93) 100.15; 102.6; 126.2

dihau(yd
a
) last of all (see 93) 120.18

gi
i wa f&r off 48.8; 192.1

aba i in the house (cf. 37, 14) 28.8; 43.13; 140.5

M as
ya^ on both sides, mutually (cf. 37, 5) 172.10; 176.6

2. Temporal adverbs :

lou now, to-day 49.13; 50.1; 56.11; 61.11

Jia wi still, yet (cf. 37, 9) 78.1; 126.21; 192.8; 198.11

boune Jiawi
T ,

- -L-, ^ soon 128.18
hawi ooune

o/oVi (ulu^ni) formerly, up to now 43.11; 63.1; 71.15; 166.2

Jiemdi^ when? 132.24; a nls hem never

ml1 now, already (often proclitic to following word) 22.4; 63.1;

190.9

gane then, and then (often used merely to introduce new state

ment) 47.14; 63.1, 2, 16

A noteworthy idiomatic construction of adverbs or phrases of tem

poral signification is their use as quasi-substantives with forms of

laPli*- BECOME. Compare such English substantivized temporal

phrases as AFTERNOON. Examples are:

sama xa la,p k* in-summer it-has-become 92.11

Jiaye
ewa xdaa

d(i ldale^ in-their-returning it-became (
= it became

time for them to return) 124.15

Jidblbini diJia -uda ldallt a noon after-it when-it-became (
= when

it was afternoon) 186.8

H3
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3. Negative and affirmative adverbs:

Tilt&quot; no 134.19, 21

Tia -u yes 24.13; 64.1; 170.12

a nl not (with aorist) 23.3, 6; 64.3; 78.1

ofndi not? 56.10; 90.26 (e. g., a ndi Vai are there not any?) 56.8

ni* not? (with following subordinate): s -nl *
naga sbinda didn t

I tell you? 136.10

naga-di&quot; do (you) not? 116.12

wede not (with inferential and potential) 25.13; 122.22, 23

4. Modal adverbs:

hono (rarely heard as Jionosn 74.8
;
this is very likely its origi

nal form, cf. - n for -
ne, 112, 3) again, too, also 22.4; 58.5;

134.1

ganga only 54.4; 94.5; ganga -hi anyhow 94.8
; 142.13; gangu-s i

just so, for fun

wancf even 47.10; 61.3; 71.8; 76.4; 186.2

yaxa
awa however (cf. yaxa, 114, 9; for -wacf.gi

ie
wa, 113, 1)

72.11; 74.15

Jia ga explanatory particle used with inferential 28.10; 45.11

(e. g., ga haga wa laf- yuW so that one was really he 170.8)

ndkla? in every way, of all sorts (e. g., Yadi nakla, a nl lgl
finan

what kind was not taken?, i. e., every kind was taken 60.11)

yewe perhaps 136.23; 180.8; 196.18

s-o
s

,
s-ou perfectly, well 136.20; 166.1 (e. g., s o

f

detgwa WgwVp&quot;

take good care of yourself! 128.24)

amadi (s i
s
) would that! 142.10 (e. g., amadi s i* t!omomaf n I

wish I could kill him; amadi loho ie would that he died! 196.2)

wi sa m (cf. wis, 114, 8) I wonder if 150.2, 3 (e. g., ml* wif
sa m

ya I wonder if he went already)

It is a characteristic trait of Takelma, as of many other American

languages, that such purely modal ideas as the optative (WOULD

THAT!) and dubitative (i WONDER IF) are expressed by independent
adverbs without modification of the indicative verb-form (cf . further

wi obilia^n ye
ewo/ f wi sa m MY-ELDER-BROTHERS THEY-WILL-RETURN

I-WONDER-IF 150.2, 3).

Several of the adverbs listed above can be used relatively with

subordinates, in which use they may be looked upon as conjunctive

adverbs :

bdu-gwan
1

(1) yd
ania -udas

(2) bai-yeweyaW
w

(3) as soon as(l)

they went (2), she took him out again (3) 128.20

yewe (1) xebee
yagwanaga m (2) yewe (3) wd ada (4) 7iiwili u

(5)

perhaps (1) that we destroy him (2), perhaps (3) he runs (5)

i Probably compounded of 68&quot; NOW and gan(i) NOW, THEN, AND THEN.

113
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to her (4) (
= should we destroy him, perhaps he would run to

her)

wayof (1) Tie
s
ne&quot; (2) de-tfiwi Yaulcwanma1

(3) ga (4) na^naYilc

(5) just as (2) a knife (1) is brandished (3), that (4) he did

with it (5) 172.12 (cf. 7ie
sne^ in its meaning of LIKE, 112, 3)

114. farticles

By particles are nere meant certain uninflected elements that have

little or no meaning of their own, but that serve either to connect

clauses or to color by some modal modification the word to which

they are attached. They are never met with at the beginning of a

clause or sentence, but occur only postpositively, generally as enclitics.

Some of the elements listed above as modal adverbs
( 113, 4) might

also be considered as syntactic particles (e. g., wana, ha ga, nalcla?,

which never stand at the beginning of a clause); these, however,

show no tendency to be drawn into the verb-complex. Whenever

particles qualify the clause as a whole, rather than any particular

word in the clause, they tend to occupy the second place in the sen

tence, a tendency that, as we have seen (p. 65), causes them often

to be inserted, but not organically incorporated, into the verb-

complex. The most frequently occurring particles are those listed

below:

1. ya n JUST. This element is not dissimilar in meaning to the

post-nominal emphasizing
-sa* ( 102), but differs from it in

that it may be embedded in the verb-form :

i-yd
a
-sge

e

sga^ he just twisted it to one side 31.5

It only rarely follows a verb-form, however, showing a strong

tendency to attach itself to denominating terms. Though

serving generally to emphasize the preceding word, it does not

seem to involve, like - a\ the idea of a contrast :

xda-xo yd
a
right among firs (cf. 94.17)

he neya a
just then, then indeed 63. 13; 128.22; 188.1,18

doumxbin ya
a I shall just kill you 178.15

It has at times a comparative force :

gl* yd
fa na nada you will be, act, just like me (cf. 196.2)

2. hi. This constantly occurring enclitic is somewhat difficult to

define. With personal pronouns it is used as an emphatic

particle:

ma hi you yourself (cf. 104.13; 152.20
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Similarly with demonstratives :

go! hi just that, the same 64.6; 96.16; 144.3; 190.21

In such cases it is rather difficult to draw the line between it

and ya ,

1 to which it may be appended:

ga ya
a

7ii gweldcf just under that 190.17

Jian-ya
a-hi baa-t*e ex just across the river she emerged 58.3

As emphasizing particle it may even be appended to sub

ordinate verb forms and to local phrases:

yant e*dae 7iV just as I went (cf. 138.23; 152.5, 7)

diha-ude hi&quot; right behind me, as soon as I had gone

It may be enclitically attached to other particles, ya
a
-Jii

192.1 being a particularly frequent combination:

gl* yaxa -Tii I, however, indeed 71.8

Its signification is not always, however, so specific nor its

force so strong. All that can be said of it in many cases

is that it mildly calls attention to the preceding word with

out, however, specially emphasizing it; often its force is prac

tically nil. This lack of definite signification is well illustrated

in the following lullaby, in the second line of which it serves

merely to preserve the rhythm - -
:

mo xo wa inha buzzard, put him. to sleep !

s- 1 mhi wa inha (?) put him to sleep!

p e lda wa inha slug, put him to sleep!

The most important syntactic function of hi is to make a verbal

prefix an independent word, and thus take it out of its proper

place in the verb :

de -hi ahead (from de- in front) 33.15; 64.3; 196.1; 198.12

7ia n-hi ei-sak w across he-canoe-paddled

but:

ei-Jian-saV w he-canoe-across-paddled 112.9, 18; 114.11

where Tian-, as an incorporated local prefix, takes its place after

the object el. A number of adverbs always appear with suffixed

hi; e. g., gasa Thi QUICKLY 16.10. Like -sa\ fromwhich it differs,

however, in its far greater mobility, Tii is never found appended
to non-subordinate predicative forms. With Jii must not be

confused:

1 The various shades of emphasis contributed by -Ec\ya o, hi, and-s-zs
, respectively, are well illustrated

in masa^ YOU, BUT YOU (as contrasted with others); ma yd &quot;- JUST YOU, YOU INDEED (simple emphasis with
out necessary contrast); ma M YOU YOURSELF; mas r

i AND YOU, YOU IN YOUK TURN (108.13)

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12 18 114
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3. -7iis
. This particle is found appended most frequently to intro

ductory words in the sentence, such as ml*, gane, and other

adverbs, and to verb-forms:

mi*-hie
t aga

i then he returned 62.2; (cf. 188.15)

gane-7ii dba-i-gini
fe and then he went into the house 55.16

naga -i-hi = naga
i he said + -M (see 22) 22.6; 57.1; 128.15;

192.9

As no definite meaning can be assigned to it, and as it is found

only in myth narration, it is highly probable that it is to be

interpreted as a quotative :

ga naga sa n-hi that they said to each other, it is said 27. 1, 3
;
31 .9

-Jii is also found attached to a verbal prefix (22.1; 140.8, 22, 23).

4. -$ i AND, BUT. This is one of the most frequently occurring par

ticles in Takelma narration, its main function being to bind

together two clauses or sentences, particularly when a contrast

is involved. It is found appended to nouns or pronouns as

deictic or connective suffix:

aks i* he in his turn 61.11; (cf. 47.14; 104.8, 13) .

JiuW sgi sidM mexs i Panther and Coyote, also Crane

An example of its use as sentence connector is :

ga naganhan ha-t*ga
ade Jiop!e n, bou-s i

f emef af
nl ga naga n that

used-to-be-said in-my-country long-ago, now-but here not that

is-said 194.4; (cf. 60.9; 118.3; 122.17)

-S i is particularly frequently suffixed to the demonstratives ga

THAT and aga THIS, gas i and agas i serving to connect two

sentences, thesecond of which is the temporal or logical resultant

or antithesis of the second. Both of the connected or con

trasted sentences may be introduced by gas i
, agas i

s
,
or by a

word with enclitically attached -s i . In an antithesis agas i

seems to introduce the nearer, while gas i is used to refer to

the remoter act. Examples showing the usage of gas i and

agas i are:

gas i de e
l Tia-de-dllt a dl-buma W (I smoked them out), and-

then (or so-that) yellow-jackets everywhere swarmed 73.10

aiwi t!omoma ndas
gas i gayawaYp* something I-having-

killed-it, thereupon you-ate-it 90.8

gas i guxda hulu^n wa-iwlH t!omxi xas i aba^i on-one-hand his-

wife (was a) sea woman, her-mother-in-law-but (lived) in-the-

house 154.15

114
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agas-i yo
uk!wat F ya

a xu ma-s i a nl de ugii s i now my-bones

just (I was) (i. e., I was reduced to a skeleton), food-and not

she-gave-me-to-eat 186.1

agas i
s a fnl mlf wa al-t!eye xi naga

is
yulum a^ aga s i* xamY wa-

iwlfi rtn1
al-t!ayak wa on-one-hand &quot;Not probably she-has-dis-

covered-me/ lie-said Eagle-for-his-part, but Grizzly-Bear girl

now she-had-discovered him 124.9

gas i and agas i as syntactic elements are not to be confused

with the demonstratives ga and ago, to which a connective -s i

happens to be attached. This is shown by:

ga-s i ga al that-so for
(
= so for that reason)

where ga al is a postposition to ga. . There is nothing to pre

vent post-nominal -s&quot;i from appearing in the same clause:

aga
f
s i mels i but Crow-in-her-turn 162.14

When suffixed to the otherwise non-occurring demonstrative l-

(perhaps contained in Ida- THAT) it has a concessive force,

DESPITE, ALTHOUGH, EVEN IF 60.1:

*l s i
s
-lii s om ga al 7ia-de-dllt a wit ofnls

al-t!ayaW pfiyi^n

although-indeed mountain to everywhere he-went, not he-

found deer 43.6

i s i tsIayaW a nl tfomom guxdagwa although he-shot-at-her, not

he-killed-her his-own-wife 140.17

-7ii (see no. 3) or connective -s i may be added to l s i
s
,
the

resulting forms, with catch dissimilation (see 22), being l s ihi

and l s is i
e
47.11; 148.12. When combined with the idea of

unfulfilled action, the concessive e
ls i

e
is supplemented by the

conditional form in -k i of the verb:

e
l s i

e Ya i gwala naxbiyauk*i ,
wede ge ItfwaY even-though things

many they-should-say-to-you (i. e., even though they call you
names), not there look! 60.3

Compounded with -s i is the indefinite particle:

5. -8 iswa h*&amp;lt;li 64.5. When appended to interrogatives, this parti

cle brings about the corresponding indefinite meaning (see

105), but it has also a more general syntactic usage, in

which capacity it may be translated as PERCHANCE, IT SEEMS,
PROBABLY :

ma s i wak di JienenagwaY perhaps (or probably) you ate it

all up 26.17

H4
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The uncompounded wak di also occurs :

ulu^m wo Vdi Tc*ai nak am formerly I-guess something it-was said

to him 166.1

ga wa k di hogwa sdaa that-one, it-seems, (was) their-runner 49.3

Similar in signification is :

6. mliswa PROBABLY, PERHAPS 45.8; 63.15. This enclitic has a con

siderable tendency to apparently be incorporated in the verb :

i-ml iswa-t!dut!iwin maybe he was caught (l-t!dut!iwin he was

caught)
xas-l-mi is

wa-sgl
fi

ibi
sn mu^xdcfn hi I ll-probably-cut-him-in-two

once just 31.13

7. his, hits NEARLY, ALMOST, TRYING 44.7; 56.14. This element

implies that the action which was done or attempted failed of

success :

ml1 7iono HomoYwa-hismal then also he-killed-him nearly spear-
shaft (personified), i. e., spear-shaft almost managed to kill

him, as he had killed others 28.11; (cf. 188.20)

A frequent Takelma idiom is the use of M*s with a form of the

verb of .SAYING na(g}- to imply a thought or intention on the

part of the subject of the na(g)- form that fails to be realized:

&quot;Jia-xiya

f ml wa sgd
a
fap*de

&quot;

naga
i -M^s &quot;in-the-water probably

I-shall-jump,&quot; he thought (but he really fell among alder-

bushes and was killed) 94.17

Sometimes Tiis seems to have a usitative signification; prob

ably the main point implied is that an act once habitual has

ceased to be so:

dak-his-t*ek!e exadee I used to smoke (but no longer do)

8. wis9 wl^s IT SEEMS, DOUBTLESS. This particle is used to indicate

a likely inference. Examples are:

mtf-wis dap d la-u moyugwana n now-it-seems youth he s-to-be-

spoiled (seeing that he s to wrestle with a hitherto invincible

one) 31.12

ml1 wleis ak!a Homoma n now apparently he-for-his-part he-has-

been-killed (seeing that he does not return) 88. 9, (6)

9. yaxa CONTINUALLY, ONLY. The translation given for yaxa is really

somewhat too strong and definite, its force being often so weak

as hardly to allow of an adequate rendering into English. It

H4
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often does not seem to imply more than simple existence or

action unaccompanied and undisturbed. It is found often

with the scarcely translatable adverb ganga ONLY, in which

case the idea of unvaried continuance comes out rather

strongly, e. g. :

ga -Tii yaxa ganga naga
is that-indeed continually only he-said

(i. e., he always kept saying that) 24.15

From ganga it differs in the fact that it is often attracted into

the verb-complex:

ganga ge l-yaxa-hewe Jiau only he-is-continually-thinking (i. e., he

is always thinking) (cf. 128.18; 146.15)

10. wala s(sinas
) REALLY, COME TO FIND OUT 45.11; 170.8. As

indicated in the translation, wala indicates the more or less

unexpected resolution of a doubt or state of ignorance:

ga liaga wala
fs will was-l-t!a nik* that-one so really house he-kept-

it (i. e., it was Spear-shaft himself who kept house, no one else)

28.10

Certain usages of walaf

si(na ) , evidently an amplification of

wala/

,
have been already discussed ( 70).

11. (II INTERROGATIVE. The interrogative enclitic is consistently

used in all cases where an interrogative shade of meaning is

present, whether as applying to a particular word, such as an

interrogative pronoun or adverb, or to the whole sentence.

Its use in indirect questions is frequent :

man t lfis mixal di^ t!omomanaf he-counted gophers how-many
had-been-killed

The use of the interrogative is often merely rhetorical, imply

ing an emphatic negative:

Jc a-di ma wili wa -l-t!a nidas
literally, what you house you-will-

keep? (-you shall not keep house) 27.16; (cf. 33.1; 47.9)

Ordinarily di occupies the second place in the sentence, less fre

quently the third :

yu
f

Jc!alxdee ml1 d? sa nl fcVi your-teeth now (inter.) not any
(i. e., have you no teeth?) 128.23

Besides these syntactically and modally important enclitic par

ticles, there are a few proclitics of lesser significance. Among these

are to be included ml* NOW and gane THEN, AND THEN, which, though

they have been included among the temporal adverbs and may
114
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indeed, at times, convey a definite temporal idea, are generally weak

unaccented introducers of a clause, and have little determinable force:

gane ya then he went 92.26; 118.19; 152.7

ml* lo?io i then he died 71.13; 98.19; 122.13

The proclitic ne e WELL! is used chiefly as introductory to a hor

tatory statement:

ne e
go

um-s i da-S inlrida naba a ticfn let us-in-our-turn over-

his-nose let-us-do (i. e., let us pass over him!) 144.11

nee t!omoma / n let me kill him. (cf. 96.4)

115. VII. Interjections

Of interjections and other words of an emotional character there

are quite a number in Takelma. Some of them, while in no sense

of definite grammatical form, are based on noun or verb stems. Not

a few involve sounds otherwise foreign to the language (e. g., nasal

ized vowels [expressed by n
], a as in English BAT, a as in SAW, dj as

in JUDGE, voiceless palatal I [written t\, final fortis consonant); pro

longation of vowels and consonants (expressed by + ) and repetition

of elements are frequently used.

The material obtained may be classified as follows:

1. PARTICLES OFADDKESS:

amaf* come on! 96.24

Tiene away from here! get away! 148.8, 10, 11, 13, 14

difgwalam O yes! (with idea of pity) 29.13; dit gwa a lam wi wa

my poor younger brother! 64.4

Jia-i&quot; used by men in talking to each other

Jia ikfd^ used by women in talking to each other (cf . ha-ik!a wife!

husband!)

2. SIMPLE INTERJECTIONS (expressing fundamental emotions):

d+ surprise, generally joyful; weeping 28. 5; 58.2; 150.2

a; a; d; a sudden surprise at new turn; sudden resolve 28.6
; 29.7;

55.7; 78.9

a sudden halt at perceiving something not noticed before 26.12

o doubt, caution 136.23

o+ sudden recollection; admiration, wonderment; call 92.9;

138.19; 188.17, 19

a+ fear, wonder 17.3

ee; V displeasure 27.16; 32.9; 33.6; 122.12

e; Jie+ (both hoarsely whispered) used by mythological char

acters (crane, snake) on being roused to attention 122.10;

148.17, 18
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] e+ call 59.2; 73.7; 75.10; 76.8

ew
;

en disapproval, &quot;what s
up?&quot;,

sarcasm 28.11; 32.10

tf* En protest 112.6, 11
; 114.3, 6, 13; Efn

,
s n decided displeasure

198.2

hen scorn, threat 140.9; 152.14

en
&quot;

sniffing suspiciously 160.20

En
&quot;

En
*

En
*

En
*

smelling suspiciously 124.23

dja* disapproval, warning 156.18

m+ m+ gentle warning, pity 29.8; 31.11, 14

hm+ hm + reviving hope (?) 32.3

wd + wd+ (loudly whispered) cry for help 29.12

Jiari alas! 62.4, 7

An + groan 182.11

7io
f

(hoarsely whispered) on being wounded 190.24

Jia Tid Jid groans on being wounded 192.10

lie lie lie Tie laughter 118.22; 120.6

Those that follow have a prefixed s
m-
frequently used by Coyote.

They are probably characteristic of this character (see also

71.14; 90.12).

s e hehehe derisive laughter 71.7; 72.11; 73.15; 74.15

s &eV sharp anger 86.6, 22, 24

s be + u call for some one to come 92.1

c a i say there, you! 92.18, 21

s gd+ sorrow 100.3

3. SET CALLS (including cries in formulas and myths) :

p d+ (loudly whispered) war-whoop 190.15

6a+ ba + (loudly whispered and held out long) war-whoop
136.26 bd wd f

tiu wo! du ..... (loudly whispered) war-whoop
110.19 gwd

f
Id Id Id Id (loudly whispered) war-whoop on slaying

one of enemy
wd wd wd cry to urge on deer to corral

&o-f yelling at appearance of new moon 196.5

Tia+ ; bd+ (both loudly whispered) urging on to run 46.5, 7
;
47.6

;

48.1, 3, 9; 49.3

hw+ blowing before exercising supernatural power 96.19, 20, 22;
198.7

p* + blowing in exercising supernatural power 77.9

p*
w+ blowing water on person to resuscitate him 170.3

M blowing preparatory to medicine-formula addressed to wind
198.4

do do do do do do cry (of ghosts) on catching fire 98.4 (cf . Yana du
du du du du du}

ximl + ximi cry of rolling skull 174.5, 6
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o -f da da da da da cry of people running away from rolling skull

174.9, 10

do lhi dolhi&quot; taunt (of Pitch to Coyote) 86.2, 8, 10, 17, 21, 23;
88. 1, 2

da ldalwaya da Idalwaya da ldalwaya formula for catching craw
fish (explained in myth as derived from daUa^l dragon-fly)

29.14, 16

wi liklisi &quot;cut off!&quot; (cf. wtfli * his stone knife 142.21) Chicken-

Hawk s cry for revenge 144.1

sgilbibl -\-*x &quot;come warm yourself!&quot; 25.7 (cf. sgili
f

pxde
s I warm

myself 25.8)

gewe
e~k!ewee

(cf. gewe
f

Jc!iwi n I hold [salmon] bow-fashion) said

by Pitch when Coyote is stuck to him 88.5, 9, 11, 12

p!icM-p
l

a&quot;i

t

p
l

idif1c* &quot;O my liver!
&quot;

(cf. p*a
s
t*p*id-i- salmon liver)

cry of Grizzly Bear on finding she has eaten her children s

livers 120.19, 20

The last three show very irregular types of reduplication, not other

wise found.

4. ANIMAL CRIES AND IMITATIVE SOUNDS:

wa yanl cry of Jack-Rabbit 108.9, 14, 17

(s )ha u, ha u cry of Grizzly Bear 106.12, 19; 140.12

wa r

-\-
u
(hoarse) death-cry of Grizzly Bear woman 142.3

Mu Bear s cry 72.15

plalc plaY
&quot; bathe! bathe!&quot; supposed cry of crow

bale bak* bak bale bak* bale* sound made byWoodpecker 90. 11
;
92.2

(cf. ba Jc baa red-headed woodpecker 92.2)

plan plan plan p!aup!au plan sound made by Yellowhammer 90. 19

bum-}- burner noise made by rolling skull 174.4

tcle lelelele (whispered) sound of rattling dentalia 156.24 (cf. aorist

stem tclelem- rattle)

t&quot;ul t*ul t ul noise made by Rock Boy in walking over graveyard
house 14.8

dEm,+ dEm + dsm+ noise of men fighting 24.1

xa -u (whispered) noise of crackling hair as it burns 24.8

fgi l imitating sound of something breaking 24A(cf.xa-daan-t gil-

t ga lhi he broke it in two with rock 24.4)

Put* t ut&quot; t*uf noise of pounding acorns 26.12

l)Ak! &quot;pop!

&quot;

stick stuck into eye 27.8

tiunjr confused noise of people talking far off 190.7

~k!i didididi sound of men wrestling 32.14

5. SONG BURDENS:

wa yawene lo uwana medicine-man s dance 46.14

waintia round dance; lullaby (cf. walnha put him to sleep!)

104.15; 106.4, 8; 105 note
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IcH xinhi round dance (said by Frog) 102.18

o cu o cu round dance (said by Frog) 102.23

gwa tca gwalca round dance (said by Blue] ay) 104.7

tda itdw, round dance (play on tc!a iec bluejay) 104.7

be bebiniWa round dance (said by Mouse; play on bebe^n rushes)

104.10

beleldo round dance (play on help* swan) 104.15

bi gi bi gi bi
f

gl+ Skunk s medicine-man s dance ([?] play on

6^ &amp;lt;w skunk) 164. 18, 22; 166.5

hd s
gwatci hd gwatci said by s*omloho lxa s in doctoring

116. CONCLUSION

The salient morphologic characteristics of Takelma may be summed

up in the words INFLECTIVE and INCORPORATING, the chief stress

being laid on either epithet according as one attaches greater impor

tance to the general method employed in the formation of words and

forms and their resulting inner coherence and unity, or to the par

ticular grammatical treatment of a special, though for many Ameri

can languages important, syntactic relation, the object. Outside of

most prefixed elements and a small number of the post-nominal

suffixes, neither of which enter organically into the inner structure

of the word-form, the Takelma word is a firmly knit morphologic

unit built up of a radical base or stem and one or more affixed (gen

erally suffixed) elements of almost entirely formal, not material,

signification.

It would be interesting to compare the structure of Takelma with

that of the neighboring languages ;
but a lack, at the time of writing,

of published material on the Kalapuya, Coos, Shasta, Achomawi,
and Karok makes it necessary to dispense with such comparison.

With the Athapascan dialects of southwest Oregon, the speakers of

which were in close cultural contact with the Takelmas, practically

no agreements of detail are traceable. Both Takelma and Atha

pascan make a very extended idiomatic use of a rather large num
ber of verbal prefixes, but the resemblance is probably not a far-

reaching one. While the Athapascan prefixes are etymologically

distinct from the main body of lexical material and have reference

chiefly to position and modes of motion, a very considerable number

of the Takelma prefixes are intimately associated, etymologically

and functionally, with parts of the body. In the verb the two lan

guages agree in the incorporation of the pronominal subject and

116
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object, but here again the resemblance is only superficial. In

Athapascan the pronominal elements are phonetically closely com
bined with the verbal prefixes and stand apart from the follow

ing verb-stem, which never, or very rarely, loses its monosyllabic

individuality. In Takelma the pronominal elements, together with

the derivative affixes, enter into very close combination with the

preceding verb-stem, but stand severely aloof from the verbal

prefixes. The radical phonetic changes which the verb-stem under

goes for tense in both languages is perhaps the most striking

resemblance between the two; but even in this regard they differ

widely as to the methods employed. Neither the very extended

use of reduplication in Takelma, nor the frequent use in Atha

pascan of distinct verb-stems for the singular and plural, is shared

by the other. Add to this the fact that the phonetic systems of

Athapascan and Takelma are more greatly divergent than would

naturally be expected of neighboring languages, and it becomes clear

that the opinion that has generally been held, though based on

practically no evidence, in regard to the entirely distinct character

istics of the two linguistic stocks, is thoroughly justified.

The entire lack of nominal cases in Takelma and the lack of pro

nominal incorporation in Klamath indicate at the outset the funda

mental morphologic difference between these stocks. In so far as

nominal cases and lack of pronominal incorporation are made the

chief morphologic criteria of the central Californian group of linguistic

families, as represented, say, by Maidu and Yokuts, absolutely no

resemblance is discernible between those languages and Takelma. As

far, then, as available linguistic material gives opportunity for judg

ment, Takelma stands entirely isolated among its neighbors.

In some respects Takelma is typically American, in so far as it is

possible at all to speak of typical American linguistic characteristics.

Some of the more important of these typical or at any rate wide

spread American traits, that are found in Takelma, are: the incor

poration of the pronominal (and nominal) object in the verb; the

incorporation of the possessive pronouns in the noun; the closer

association with the verb-form of the object than the subject; the

inclusion of a considerable number of instrumental and local modifi

cations in the verb-complex; the weak development of differences of

tense in the verb and of number in the verb and noun; and the

impossibility of drawing a sharp line between mode and tense.
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Of the more special grammatical characteristics, some of which are

nearly unparalleled in those languages of North America that have

been adequately studied, are : a system of pitch-accent of fairly con

siderable, though probably etymologically secondary, formal sig

nificance; a strong tendency in the verb, noun, adjective, and adverb

toward the formation of dissyllabic stems with repeated vowel (e. g.,

aorist stem yowo- BE; verb-stem loJio- DIE; noun moxo^ BUZZARD;

adjective ~hos ou [plural] GETTING BIG; adverb oZo
ym FORMERLY); a

very considerable use of end reduplication, initial reduplication being

entirely absent
;
the employment of consonant and vowel changes as a

grammatical process; the use in verbs, nouns, and adjectives of pre

fixed elements, identical with body-part noun stems, that have refer

ence now to parts of the body, now to purely local relations; the

complicated and often irregular modifications of a verbal base for

the formation of the most generalized tense, the aorist; the great

differentiation of pronominal schemes according to syntactic rela

tion, class of verb or noun, and tense-mode, despite the comparatively

small number of persons (only five two singular, two plural, and

one indifferent) ;
the entire lack in the noun and pronoun of cases

(the subjective and objective are made unnecessary by the pronominal
and nominal incorporation characteristic of the verb; the possessive,

by the formal use of possessive pronoun affixes; and the local cases,

by the extended use of pre-positives and postpositions) ;
the existence

in the noun of characteristic suffixes that appear only with pre-

positives and possessive affixes; the fair amount of distinctness that

the adjective possesses as contrasted with both verb and noun; the

use of a decimal system of numeration, tertiary or quinary in origin;

and a rather efficient though simple syntactic apparatus of subordi

nating elements and well-modulated enclitic particles. Altogether
Takelma has a great deal that is distinct and apparently even isolated

about it. Though typical in its most fundamental features, it may,
when more is known of American languages as a whole, have to

be considered a very specialized type.
H6
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APPENDIX B

THE ORIGIN OF DEATH

xi lam 1 sebeY 2

hap da 3 loho k .
4

sgi sidfl 5 no tslat gwan
8

Roasting-Dead-People his child it died. He and Coyote neighboring each
other

yuV. 7
ga-s-i

8 nak ik :
9

&quot;laps
10

yimi xi 11
hap dek 12 loho ida

,

13

they were. And that he said to &quot; Blanket lend it to me my child since it died,
him:

kps
10

yimi xi,&quot;

11
naga -ihi 14 xilam 1 sebeY. 2

&quot;am
e15

laps
10

blanket lend it to me,&quot; he said, it is said. Roasting-Dead-People. &quot;Not blanket

i xi lam. Used indifferently for SICK, DEAD (as noun), and GHOST, -am (= -an) is probably noun-forming
suffix with inorganic -a- (cf. han-xilml ABODE OF GHOSTS, literally ,

ACBOSS-RIVEE ARE GHOSTS as verb with

positional -!). As base is left xil- or xin- (-n- of radical syllable dissimilates to -I- before nasal suffix); xi lam

from * xin-an or * xil-an. This xin- isperhaps etymologically identical with xin mucus (verb-base xin- SNIFF).

sebeV. Participle in -t of verb seeba en Type 5 1 ROAST IT; aorist stem seeb-, verb-stem sebe-. ROAST

ING-DEAD-PEOPLE is Takelma name for species of black long-legged bug. He is supposed to be so called

because responsible for death, as told in this myth.

*hap da. Base Mop - SMALL, CHILD (cf. Jiap-s-d? SMALL). This is one of those comparatively few nouns

that add possessive pronominal suffixes of Scheme II directly to stem. With suffixed ([?] pre-pronominal)
-x- it becomes plural in signification: hapxda ras CHILDREN. This sort of plural formation stands, as far as

known, entirely isolated in Takelma. In its absolute form Map - takes on derivative suffix -xi, Mpzi v

CHILD.

*loho*k . Third personal inferential of verb loholt e* Type 4b i DIE; aorist stem lohoi-, verb-stem

loho-. -k inferential element. Inferential mode used because statement is here not made on personal

authority, but only as tradition or hearsay. According to this, all myth narrative should employ inferential

forms instead of aorist. This myth employs partly inferentials and partly aorists; but in most other

myths aorists are regularly employed, probably because they are more familiar forms, and perhaps, also,

because myths may be looked upon as well-authenticated fact.

s
sgi sidW. sgi si COYOTE, formed by repetition of base-vowel according to Type 2. -dri is dual suffix

sgi sidW by Itself might mean TWO COYOTES, but -dVl is never properly dual in signification, meaning rather

HE (indicated by preceding noun) AND SOME ONE ELSE (indicated by context).

no ts!at gwan. From local adverbial stem notsl- NEXT DOOR, NEIGHBORING; it is formed by addition

ofcharacteristic -a- and third personal plural reflexive pronominal suffix -t gwan (= -t - [third person]-f-gwa-

[reflexive] + -n [plural]). First person singular nots. adZ; second person singular notsfada *.

i yu^k . Third personal inferential of verb yowo t tP Type 2 i AM; aorist stem yowo-, verb-stem yo-

(yu-). -fc* inferential element as in ZoftoT. Corresponding aorist, yowo e
.

gas i*. ga is general demonstrative THAT, here serving to anticipate quotation: &quot;laps (2) ... yimi xi-

(3). -s i as general connective indicates sequence ofnak ik upon ZoftoT (1).

o nak ik . Third personal inferential of verb naga sn Type 2 i SAY TO HIM; aorist stem naga-, verb-stem

naag-. Corresponding aorist, nagtf. Non-aoristic forms of this transitive verb show instrumental -i- (see

64).

10
Zaps. Noun of uncertain etymology, perhaps from base lab- CARRY ON ONE S BACK, -s nominal deriva

tive suffix of no known definite signification.

n yimi xi. Present imperative second person singular subject, first person singular object (-it) of verb

ylimiya
sn Type 1 1 LEND IT TO HIM; aorist stem ylimii-, verb-stem yimi-. Non-aoristic formsshow instru

mental -i- as in nak ik , e. g., yimi hin i SHALL LEND IT TO HIM.
i* hap tick . SeeMp da(l). -de*k first personsingularpossessivepronominalsuffixaccording to Scheme II.

i3 loho ida*. Subordinate form, with causal signification, of loho if HE DEED. Aorist stem lohoi- = verb-

stem loho- + intransitive element -i- characteristic of aorist of Type 4;
-f

, third personal aorist subject intran

sitive Class I
,
dissimilated because of catch in subordinating suffix -das . Syntactically lohofidae is subordi

nated to yimi xi.

unaga -ihis . =naga i* HE SATO+ quotative enclitic -hie . naga tf third person aorist of irregular verb

nagalt e Type 4a i SAY; aorist stem nagai-, verb-stem no-. Both transitive and intransitive forms of na(g~)-

SAY incorporate object of thing said; ga in gas~i
e
(2) is incorporated as direct object in nak ik (it would be

theoretically more correct to write ga[-s-i
f
}-nak ik y, while quotation &quot;Zap* . . . yimi

f
xi&quot; is syntactically

direct object of naga -ihis which, as such, it precedes, ga-nak ik anticipates &quot;Zap* . . . yimi xi&quot; naga -

ihi*. Observe use of aorist instead of inferential from naga -ihi* on.
is a, nV. Negative particle with following aorist. True negative future would be wede yimi hixbiga*.

291
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yl mlsbtti 16
gwidi -s i

17
yo t

18 xila m 1

yeuk iV
19

naga -ihi 14

I lend it to you for where they will be dead people if they return? &quot; he said, it is said,

sgi si.
5 nou

s-i
2

yewe
ie21 xilam 1 sebe t .

2 klodoY 22
hap dagwa

28

Coyote. And next door ne returned Roasting-Dead-People. He buried it his own child

loho idaV4
ganehi

525 dabalni xa 26 laale\ 27 mPhi* 28
sgi si

5

hap da3

who had died. And then, it long time it became. Now, it is Coyote his child
is said, said,

xi lam 1 laale\ 27 ml1 28 loho i
.
29 ml128 no uV 20

gini k 30 xilam 1 sebet 2

sick it became. Now it died. Now next door lie went Roasting-Dead-People

5 wa ada. 31
laps

10
yimi xi haap deV 12 loho ida*.

&quot; 13 u k adi 32

to him. &quot;Blanket lend it to me my child since it died.&quot; &quot;What

nagait ,&quot;

33 xilam 1 sebe t
2

ga
8

naga
i

.

14 u houxaV 34 maea 35

you said?&quot; Roasting-Dead-People that he said. &quot;Last time you

yiimlsbi n. First person singular subject (-
sn) second personal singular object (-K-) of verb yHmiya en

(see yimi xi above), -s- indirect object used only in aorist of this verb, elsewhere -z-; e. g., future yimi xbin

I SHALL LEND IT TO YOU. Aorist is used because idea offuturity is here immediate; i. e., time of action is not

put definitely forward.
&quot; gwidi -s-is . gwi- general interrogative and indefinite adverb WHERE? SOMEWHERE, di interrogative

enclitic serving to give gwi- distinct interrogative signification. -s-i hashereslightcausal tinge: FORWHERE
WOULD THEY ALL BE, IF THEY RETURNED?

i yo H . Third personal future of verb yowo t e? i AM (see yuW above). -*t third personal subject

future intransitive Class I.

Uy&uk ie. Third personal conditional (-fc i*) of verb yewelt e*- Type 4a i RETURN; aorist stem yewei-,

verb-stem ylu- (yetw-).
so no s i . =no w -

(stem nots!- NEXT DOOR) 4- connective -s-i-. no vfs- may best be considered as local

adverbial prefix to yewe tf.

&quot; yewe i1 . Third person aorist of verb yewelt t? (see yluk i
e above

(-&quot;
and -f as in loho i* and naga tf above)

&quot; k. odoV. Third personal subject, third personal object aorist of verb k!ododa n Type 8 I BURY HIM

aorist stem k/odod-, verb-stem goud-.

&quot;hap dagwa. See hap da (1). -gwa reflexive suffix. Jfc/odoT hap da would have meant HE (Roasting-

Dead-People) BURIED HIS (Coyote s) CHILD.

24 loho ida1 . In this case subordinate form serves merely to explain hap dagwa, and may thus be rendered

as relative, WHO HAD DIED.

K ganehi
s
. =-gane AND THEN (compound of demonstrative ga}, used to introduce new turn in narrative,

+ quotative -hie .

M dabalni xa. Temporal adverb LONG TIME. Like many other adverbs, it is difficult of satisfactory

analysis, da- is local body-part prefix, as in several other temporal adverbs; but its application here is

quite obscure, bal- radical element, cf. adjective bal-s LONG, -xa adverbial (chiefly temporal) suffix-

-ni- = ? (cf. lep ni xa WINTER).
lSaK\ Third person aorist intransitive Class II of verb laaHt e? Types lOa and 15a i BECOME; aorist

stem laale-, verb-stem lda-p -. -e- = li- of positional verbs. Corresponding inferential lap k .

M mUUs
.
= mii weak temporal adverb NOW, THEN, serving generally to introduce new statement, + quo

tative -At*.

loho V. See loho ida* (2).

&amp;gt;

gini W. Third person aorist of verb gini k de? Type 2 i GO (somewhere); aorist stem ginig-, verb-stem

ging-, ginag- (present imperative gink ; future gina k de ).
-e third person aorist intransitive Class I. Inas

much as forms occui derived from base gin- (e. g., reduplicated giniginia tf), -g- must be considered as either

petrified suffix, or as trace of older reduplication with vanished vowel in second member: gin-i-g- from

(?) gin-i-gvr. ginig- can be used only with expressed goal of motion (in this case no ^s- and wa ada). HE

WENT without expressed goal would have been ya ^ Similarly: baxam- COME, m&amp;lt;*-ginig- COME HERE;

hogw- RUN, hiwiliw- RUN (somewhere); s-owSWap - JUMP, biliw- JUMP AT.

wa ada. Formed, like no ts. at gwan (1), by addition of third personal pronominal suffix - da to local

stem wa-; first person wad?. These forms are regularly used when motion to some person or persons is

meant: if goal of motion is non-personal, postposition ga
ca*l TO, AT is employed.

z k adi . k a (before di, otherwise fc ai) is substantival indefinite and interrogative stem (THING), WHAT,

corresponding to adverbial gwi- (4). di serves also here to give k a distinct interrogative force.

M nagait . Second person singular aorist of verb nagalt e* (see naga -ihi above). This is one of those

few intransitives that take personal endings directly after stem ending in semi-vowel (nagay-), without

connective -a- (see 65 end).
*&amp;lt; ftoxaa\ = fcoza x

YESTERDAY, (here more indefinitely as) LAST TIME, FORMERLY + deictic -sa : -xa is

adverbial (temporal) suffix (cf. dabalni xa above). -o v serves to contrast LAST TIME with NOW.

ma a. -ma second person singular independent personal pronoun + deictic - a\ which here contrasts

TOU (as former object of supplication) with i (as present object of supplication).
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ga
36

nege s dam 37
laps

10
yimi xi 11

naga sbinda :
38 c

yap!a
39

that you said to me Blanket lend it to me when I said to you: People

gwidl
117
yo t

18
yeuk i .

19 ml128 hawa xiu 40 haa
p de k\&quot;

12

naga -ihi 14

where ttieywillbe ifthey return? Now it is rotting my child,&quot; he said, it is said,

xilam 1 sebeV. 2 no us i
2

sgisi
5

yewe
i

.
21

&quot;sga

41
+&quot; t aga

i
.
42

ga
8

Roasting-Dead-People. And next Coyote he returned. &quot;

Sga +&quot;

door

ga al 43 bou44 a m 15
yapla

39
yewe

1621 loho ida6
.
13

because of nowadays not people they return when they die.
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HOW A TAKELMA HOUSE WAS BUILT

klemei. 8 bem 4
p!a-idl lo uky eme s i

6 hono 7

&amp;gt;ple
house they make it. Post they set Jt down, and here again

p!a-idl l6 uk ,he
ffme 8 hono/

p!a-idi lo uk
, hagamgama n 9

p!a-idi lo uk\
they set it down, yonder again they set it down. m four places they setthem down.

he ne 10 hono hangili p
&quot; gadaV 12

hagamgama
N

n, gada kVi 13

Then also they place (beams) on top thereof in four places, and on top thereof
across

mu xda nhi 14
hangiliy. he ne ya

as i
15 wi li s idibi 116

klemei;
just once they place Then and just house its wall they make it;

(beam) across.

5he ne gada kVi
6 matslaV 17 will* heela m,

18
t ga l

19
ga

20 heela m
then and on top they put them house boards. sugar-pine those boards

thereof

klemel, gane
21 dak da t

22
datlabaV,

23 ha ya
24 datlabaV. gane

they make And then from on top they finish it, on both sides they finish it. And then
them.

dedewili tfadi s
25 klemei dak datVi 28 daho k wal 27 klemei kliyl x

28

dooi they make it, and from on top holed they make it smoke

gana^u
29

ba-i-gina xda
a

.
30

ganes i
531

ga klan 32 klemel. xa Isgip!i
-

theiein its going out. And then ladder they make it, they notch it in
several

J See note 39 of first text; 86, 2. yapta is to be understood as subiect of all following finite verb

forms.
8

86, 2; quantity of final vowel varies between -i and -I*. Directly precedes verb as object.

Third personal subject, third personal object aorist of verb k. emSen Type 3 i MAKE IT; 63; 65.

86, 1; object of following verb.
s
p. a-i- DOWN 37, 13; dZ -

36, 10- Zo fc third personal subject, third personal object aonst of verb

lo ugwtfn Type 6 1 SET IT; 63; 40, 6.

eme s HERE 104; -yi* enclitic particle 114, 4.

i Modal adverb 113, 4.

8 104.

9 Numeral adverb from gamga m FOUE 111.

i Temporal adverb 113, 3.

han- ACROSS 37, 1. -giWp third personal subject, third personal object aorist of verb -giliba^n

Type 3; 63; 40, 3.

Postposition with force of independent local adverb 96.

s See note 12; -s-i 114, 4.

&quot; muVfxda^n numeral adverb ONCE 111; -hi enclitic particle 114, 2.

is ya a post-positive particle JUST 114, 1; -s-is 114, 4.

i s-idib- (HOUSE) WALL 86, 3; ~l i third personal possessive form of noun-characteristic -i- 89,3;

92 III. HOTJSE ITS-WALL is regular periphrasis for HOUSE S WALL.
&quot; Third personal subject, third personal object aorist of verb mats!aga sn Type 3 1 PUT IT; 63; 40, 3.

18 Noun stem heel- with nominal suffix -am dissimilated from -an 87, 6; 21. will* heeltfm is com

pound noun 88.

19
86, 1. Predicate appostive to he ela^m: THEY MAKE THOSE BOARDS OUT OF SUGAR-PINE.

20 Demonstrative pronoun of indifferent number modifying heeltfm 104.

21 Temporal or connective adverb compounded of demonstrative ga and element ~ni (?=ne) of unknown

meaning 113, 2; 114 end.

Adverb in -dot from local element dak - ABOVE 112, 1.

do- 36, 2 end; -t.abaW third personal subject, third personal object aorist of verb -t/abaga^n Type 3

! FINISH IT; 63; 40,3.

2&amp;lt; Local adverb 113, 1.

Kdedewill ida DOOR, local phrase with pre-positive de- IN FRONT OF and third personal possessive suffix

-da 93 end. -dix
* postposition 96 of unclear meaning here.

See note 22; -s-ie 114, 4.

do- 107, 5; -ho k wal adjective with suffix -al 108, 2.

86, 3.

Postposition with ktiyl x ba-igina xdaa 96.

ao Third personal possessive form in -daa of infinitive ba-igina^x. ba-i- OUT 37, 12; gin- verb stem Type
2 or 11 QO TO 40, 2, 11; -ax infinitive suffix of intransitive verbs of class I 74, 1.

See note 21; -* 114, 4.

86, 2; suffix -, 21; 87, 6.
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sgapV
3
gwelt gau

34
gina x35

klemei; will s idibits i
36 klemel. gane

places, down to the earth going they make house its wall and they make And
it; it. then

datlabaV ha^t bu xt bixikX 37
gane leples

38 hahuwu u k i,
39
gana t

40

they finish it all cleaned inside. And rush they spread them of that kind
then mats out inside,

gidi
41 alxall 42

yapla ; p!l
i43

yoga
* 44 has s 5u

,

45
gas i

48
alxallyana

47

thereon they sit people; fire its place in the center, so that they being seated

ha ya-p!iya\
48

gana ne x 49
hop!e n 50

yap!a a 51 wi li
1

;

52
lep ni xa 53

on both sides of the In that way long ago people, for their house; in winter
fire. their part,

will 152
gana

v
t
53

. sama xas i
54 ana ne x 55

alxall, a m 56 wi li gana
r
u. 57

5
their of that But in summer in this way they sit, not house therein
house kind.

gwaV 58 will yaxa
59 wit ge ye

e k i,
60

gas i p!P yoga
a k!emei

Brush house just they set it around, so that fire its place they make it

habini\ 61
gana nex sama xa alxall, am lep ni xa nat 62 wi li gana^u.

inthemiddle. In that way in summer they dwell, not in winter like house therein.

33 id- 36, 7b; -I- instrumental 36, 6; xasl- with e to mark hiatus 6. -sgip. isgap third personal sub

ject, third personal object aorist of verb -sgip!isgibi n Type 13a I CUT IT UP TO PIECES iterative of

verb-ssrI &if Type6; 63; 4n,l3; 43,1.

M Local phrase with pre-positive gwel DOWN TO 95 and noun-characteristic -u 89, 4; t ga 86, 1.

85 See note 30; infinitive used as noun 74 end.
3 See note 16; -s-ie 114, 4. *-ie is appended to s-idibl i rather than will, as will s-idibi i is taken as unit.

8* ha- IN 36, 11 b; -I- instrumental 36, 6; hasl- 6. -t biixt bix-ik w passive participle with instru

mental -i- in -ik tv 77 from verb -t boxot bax- Type 13a, verb stem -t boxt bax-; -t box- ablauted to -t biix-

31, 2; -t bax- umlauted to -t bix- 8, 3a.

38
86, 3.

&amp;gt;fto- IN 36, lib. -huwuWi = -huwuuk!-hi 19 end; third personal subiect, third personal object
aorist of instrumental verb -huwu uk!i*n Type 3 1 SPREAD (MAT) OUT 64.

40 Compounded of demonstrative ga THAT and naY participle in - 76 of verb nagai- Type 4 a DO, BE,
verb stem na-; see Appendix A.

41 Postposition 96; gi- umlauted from ga- 8, 4.

42 al- 36, 15b, here with uncertain force; -xall third personal subject, third personal object aorist Type
1 in form, though intransitive in meaning 67 footnote.

86, 1.

44 Third personal possessive of noun yog- (?) 86, 1 with noun-characteristic -a 92 III. FIRE ITS-PLACE

is regular pariphrasis for FIRE S PLACE.
45 Local phrase with pre-positive ha- IN; --5&quot; 86, 1 does not seem otherwise to occur.
46 Connective compounded of demonstrative ga THAT and enclitic particle -s-i s 114,4.
47 Subordinate form of alxaFi, note 42; 70 (see transitive paradigm).
48 Local phrase with pre-positive Jiu ya- ON BOTH SIDES OF and noun-characteristic -a 95; -p/fy-a

r from

p.1 FIRE.

49 Modal adverb compounded of demonstrative ga THAT and nasne^x infinitive of verb nafnagai-, verb
stem na na- 69; 74, 1; Appendix A.

Temporal adverb in -n 112, 3.

vyap. a see note 1; -^a deictic post-nominal element 102 (people of long ago contrasted with those of

to-day).
62 wi lU or will i third personal pronominal form 92 III of noun wi li HOUSE see note 2. PEOPLE THEIR-

HOUSE regular periphrasis for PEOPLE S HOUSE. Observe that predicate verb (third personal aorist of

TO BE) is not expressed in this sentence.
w Temporal adverb in -xa 112, 2.

64 sama xa cf. note 53; -s-ie 114, 4.

65 Modal adverb compounded of demonstrative stem a- THIS 104 and na*ne^x see note 49.
66 Negative adverb of aorist 113, 3.

w Postposition with wi li 96.

68
86, 1. gwa s- will BRUSH HOUSE form compound noun 88.

69 Particle in -xa 112, 2; 114, 9.

80 wi- 37, 8. -t ge yeeWi = -t geyeek. -hi 19 end; third personal subject, third personal object aorist of

instrumental verb -t ge yeck. i*n Type 2 1 PUT IT AROUND 64; -k!- petrified suffix 42, 7.

Local adverb with pre-positive ha- IN 95, noun stem -bin- not freely occurring 86, 1, and noun-
characteristic -i 89, 3.

Participle in -t 76; see note 40.
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[Translation]

The people are making a house. A post they set in the ground,
and here again they set one in the ground, yonder again they set one

in the ground, in four places they set them in the ground. Then
also they place beams across on top in four places, and above (these)

they put one across just once. And just then they make the house

wall; and then on top they place the house boards, those they make
out of sugar-pine lumber. Then they finish it on top, on either side

they finish it. Then they make the door, and on top they make a

hole for the going out of the smoke. And then they make a ladder,

they notch out (a pole), for going down to the floor they make it;

and the house wall they make.

Then they finish it, all cleaned inside. Now rush mats they spread
out inside, on such the people sit. The fireplace is in the center, so

that they are seated on either side of the fire. In that way, indeed,

was the house of the people long ago ;
in winter their house was such.

But in summer they were sitting like now,
1 not in the house. Just

a brush shelter they placed around, so that the fireplace they made
in the middle. Thus they dwelt in summer, not as in winter in a

house.

1 We were sitting out in the open when this text was dictated.
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INTRODUCTION

The material on which this account of the Coos language is based

was collected at the Siletz reservation, Oregon, during the summer of

1909. I obtained nineteen complete myths and other texts with inter

linear translations, and linguistic material consisting chiefly of forms,

phrases, and sentences. 1 have also had at my disposal a number of

texts and grammatical notes collected by Mr. H. H. St. Clair, 2d,

during the summer of 1903, which were of great assistance on many

points.

This material was obtained chiefly from James Buchanan and Frank

Drew, both of whom proved to be intelligent and reliable informants.

To the former especially I am indebted for the complete and rich

collection of myths and texts, while the latter was my chief source of

information on points of grammar and lexicography. Frank Drew s

untiring efforts and almost perfect command of English made him a

very valuable interpreter, in spite of the fact that this advantage was

offset in a great many cases by his knowledge of the Hanis and Miluk

dialects of the Coos, and by his inability to draw a dividing-line

between the two dialects. Hence his information was very often con

tradictory, and showed many discrepancies; but, on the whole, he

was found trustworthy and reliable.

In conclusion I wish to express my deep gratitude to my teacher,

Professor Franz Boas, for the many valuable suggestions made in

connection with this work, and for the keen and unceasing interest

which he has taken in me during the many years of our acquaintance.

It was at his suggestion that this work was undertaken; and its com

pletion is due mainly to the efforts and encouragement received from

him. He it was who first imbued me with an enthusiasm for the

primitive languages of the North American continent, and the debt

which I owe him in this and in a great many other respects will be of

everlasting duration.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,

April, 1910.
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coos

By LEO J. FRACHTENBERG

1. DISTRIBUTION AND HISTORY

The Kusan stock embraces a number of closely related dialects

that were spoken by the people inhabiting (until 1857) Coos bay and

the region along the Coos river. Their neighbors were Siuslauan,
1

Kalapuyan, and Athapascan tribes. On the north they came in con

tact with the Umpqua
1

Indians, on the east they bordered on the

Kalapuya, while on the south they were contiguous to the Rogue
river tribes, especially the Coquelle.

2 In 1857, when the Rogue river

war broke out, the United States Government, acting in self-defence,

removed the Coos Indians to Port Umpqua. Four years later they

were again transferred to the Yahatc reservation, where they

remained until 1876. On the 26th day of April, 1876, Yahatc was

thrown open to white settlers, and the Indians of that reservation

were asked to move to Siletz; but the Coos Indians, tired of the

tutelage of the United States Indian agents, refused to conform with

the order, and emigrated in a body to the mouth of the Siuslaw river,

where the majority of them are still living.

Of the two principal dialects, Hanis and Miluk,
3 the latter is now

practically extinct; while the former is still spoken by about thirty

individuals, whose number is steadily decreasing. As far as can be

judged from the scanty notes on Miluk collected by Mr. St. Clair in

1903, this dialect exhibits only in a most general way the character

istic traits of the Kusan stock. Otherwise it is vastly different from

Hanis in etymological and even lexicographical respects.

The name &quot;Coos&quot; is of native origin. It is derived from the redu

plicated stem ku kwis SOUTH, which appears very often in phrases like

xkukwVsume FROM WHERE SOUTH is, MsEmi tcitc SOUTHWARDS, etc.

1 Erroneously classified by Powell as part of the Yakonan family. My recent investigations show
Siuslaw to form an independent linguistic group consisting of two distinct dialects, Lower Umpqua
and Siuslaw. A grammatical sketch of the former dialect will be found in this volume.

2An Athapascan tribe living on the upper course of the Coquelle river.

Spoken oh the lower part of the Coquelle river, and commonly called Lower Coquelle.

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 20 305
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The Coos call their own language kd nis L/e yis THE HANTS TONGUE.

The present work deals with this dialect only, as sufficient material

could not be obtained for the purpose of writing a grammar of the

Miluk dialect.

Texts of myths and tales were collected by Mr. H. H. St. Clair, 2d,

and by the author of the present sketch, and were published by Colum

bia University.
1 All references accompanying examples refer to page

and line of that publication.
&amp;gt;

PHONOLOGY ( 2-14)

2. Vowels

The phonetic system of Coos is rich and fully developed. Clusters

of consonants occur very frequently, but are void of difficult compli

cations. The vowels show a high degree of variability, and occur in

short and long quantities. The obscure vowel E is very frequent,

and seems to be related to short e and a. Resonance vowels occur

very often, and are indicated in this work by superior vowels. The

diphthongs are quite variable. Long e is not a pure vowel, but glides

from e to 1; it can hardly be distinguished from long 1
9
to which

it seems to be closely related. In the same manner long o glides

from o to -5, and was heard often as a long -w-vowel.

The following may be said to be the Coos system of vowels and

diphthongs:
Vowels Semi-vowels Diphthongs

E

a e i % o u u w, y ai, au
,

eu

a a e 1 o u e* ou

Short e is pronounced like e in the English word HELMET, while the

umlauted a corresponds to the open 0-vowel in German WAHLEN. It

very often occurs as the umlauted form of long a. i represents the

short y-vowel so commonly found in the Slavic languages; while tf,

indicates exceedingly short, almost obscure u. o can not occur after

the palatal surd k and fortis k!.

3. Consonants

The consonantic system of Coos is characterized by the prevalence

of the sounds of the k and I series, by the frequent occurrence of

1 Coos Texts, Columbia University Contributions to Anthropology, vol. 1.

2-3 I--.-;.
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aspiration, by the abundance of long (double) consonants Z, m, n, and y,

and by the semi-vocalic treatment of the nasals m, n, and of the lateral

sounds (indicated in this sketch by a circle under the consonant).

Surds and sonants were not always pronounced distinctly, especially

in the alveolar series. No aspirated consonants were found besides

the aspirated and k\ The fortis is pronounced with moderate air-

pressure and glottal and nasal closure.

The system of consonants may be represented as follows:

Sonant Surd Fortis Spirant Nasal

Velar ................ - - (g f) q q! y,x
Palatal _________________ gl g(w) k, k(w) k!, k! (w)

Anterior palatal ________ g k k ! x

Alveolar __________ ..... d t, tf t! s, c n, n
Affricative _______________ (dzf), dj & te ts!, tc!

Labial _____ _______ ..... J p p! m,m
Lateral ________ ..... _.. L L L! 1,1,1

Glottal stop ____________

Aspiration ....... ...... xx

y,% h w

The glottal stop, when not inherent in the stem, may occur inde

pendently only before Z, m, n, and w. It always disappears before

velar and palatal sounds. The aspiration is always accompanied by a

stricture corresponding to the quality of the vowel preceding it.

After a,o, and u (and u diphthongs) it is of a guttural character; while

when following e, ^-vowels, or the ^-diphthongs, it becomes palatal.

It disappears before a following w or y.

Tihau xts I make it 10.4 QhaPweVwot I have it 18.4

is scFtUafnl we two trade mu
tually 15.6

^lo
ux
ta!ya I am watching it IdwUl yeqEm he took care 66.3

26.11

pl
x
pl he went home 28.2 xplye etc backwards, homewards

42.7

qai
x
qa ydnafya he became

afraid of it 42.3

4. Sound Groupings

As has been stated before, clusters of consonants are extensive, but

present few complications. Whenever difficulties arise in pronoun

cing them, there is a strong tendency, inherent in the language, to

4
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simplify them. Thus, combinations of more than two consonants are

rare, except in cases where one of the component elements (fre

quently the middle consonant) is ra, n, or one of the lateral series.

Such combinations are made possible through the semi-vocalic charac

ter of these consonants. I have also found xpq,

helq- to arrive halqtsd
u wat she would bring it

to him 72.8

a lqas fear 66.4 aqalqs%td
u wat he scared him

92.20

ds msit prairie 22. 12 dsmste tc through a prairie 22. 11

In the same mariner initial clusters, of which m, ?i, or I is the first

element, are syllabified by vocalization of the first consonant either

initially or terminally. A similar process takes place in clusters con

sisting of two consonants that belong to the same group.

The only consonantic combinations that are inadmissible are those

of a t, ts or s -fm or n.

Terminal clusters of three consonants are admissible only in cases

where one of the component elements is a consonant easily subject to

vocalization (a lateral, m or n).

I nq 7.5 qa mlt 102.16

yixa ntcqts 60.3 tqa nLts 28.1

Terminal clusters of two consonants are confined to the combina

tions of m + t, ra+ s, m-\-x; n + alveolar or affricative, n + k
,

?I + L;

1+ alveolar or affricative (excepting l+ n), 1+ m; l + t and l + tc. All

other combinations are inadmissible (see 11).

The following examples of terminal sound groupings may be given:

L.fe x simt 74.19 i lt 7.8

hata yims 20.14 milt! 76.12

yi xumx 122.22 toils

k /int 5.2 lefi
ldj

xwwndj 6.8 he wilts 140.14

k/wints 96.11 tcfiltc! 26.26

Ldwe entc 6.1 fk dm 136.7 (St. Clair)

denk- 82.9 xalt 10.9

hanL 7.1 qe ltc 6.4

An exceptional instance of a usually inadmissible sound grouping

was found in wyi helq 20.21.

4
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All inadmissible terminal clusters are avoided through the insertion

of a (weak) vowel between the two final consonants.

d&mst- ds msit prairie 22.12

helq- ke laq he arrived 20.18

Lhinp- L/ii nap he went through 22.11

mttx- mi lax lunch 28.15

alq, 4. -s ( 25) aflqas fear 66.4

-s ( 25) mi nqas mat, spider 58.5

Inadmissible medial clusters are avoided through the insertion of a

weak vowel or vowels:

winq- + -xEm winafqaxEm it is spread out 32. 14

helq- + -xsm hela qaxsm it is the end 44. 14

Inq- -f -a ux Indqa they two went down
8.4

5. Accent

With the exception of the monosyllabic particles, that are either

enclitic or proclitic, each word in Coos has its stress accent, designated

by the acute mark ( )
or by the rising tone rendered here by -^. The

former accent is not inseparably associated with any particular sylla

ble of a word. It may, especially in cases of polysyllabic stems, be

shifted freely from one syllable to another, although it is very possi

ble that this apparent shifting of accent may be largely due to the

rapidity with which the words in question were pronounced by the

natives. The circumflex accent appears mostly on the last syllable,

and may best be compared with the intonation given to the word so

in the English interrogative sentence Is THAT so ?

The accent very often modifies the syllable on which it falls by

lending a specific coloring to the vowel, or by making it appear with

a long quantity. This is especially the case in syllables with the

obscure vowel, which, under the influence of accent, may be changed
to an a or an e.

A very peculiar use of the accent is found in connection with the

verbal stem helaq. This stem expresses two different ideas, that are

distinguished by means of the two kinds of accent. When occurring

with the stress accent ( ), he laq denotes TO GET, TO ARRIVE; while

kelaq with the rising tone of a expresses the idea TO CLIMB UP.

5
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Phonetic Laws ( 6-14)

6. Introductory

The phonetic laws are quite complex, and in a number of instances

show such appalling irregularities that they defy all attempts at

systematization. This is especially true of the contraction of two or

more vowels into one, and of the law of hiatus. Broadly speaking,

the phonetic processes may be said to be due to contact phenomena

and, in rare instances, to the effects of accent.

Vocalic Processes ( 7-11)

The processes treated in this division may be classified as follows:

(1) Vocalic Harmony.

(2) Consonantization of i- and ?/- diphthongs.

(3) Contraction.

(4) Hiatus.

(5) Processes due to change from terminal to medial position.

7. VOCALIC HAHMONY

The most important phonetic law in the Coos language is the law of

vocalic harmony. This tendency towards euphony is so strongly

developed in the language, that it may safely be said to be one of its

chief characteristics. Its purpose is to bridge over as much as possi

ble the difficulties that would arise in trying to pronounce in quick

succession syllables with vowels of widely different qualities. The

process ma}r be of a retrogressive or progressive character; that is to

say, the suffix may change the quality of the stem-vowel, or vice versa.

Only the vowels of the a- and e- series are affected by this phenomenon,

which is not always purely phonetic.

The following suffixes cause a change from a to
,
a process called

the a-umlaut:

-I neutral 31 -1l pronominal 46 -lye transitional 35

nha wUs I make it grow ha wl he grew up 64.24

ntsxau wat I kill him 26.22 ytsxewe il she kills me 24.14

f

%ha k!utUs I draw it up il hdk!utl ye they were drawn

up 30.1

6-7
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A change of ^-vowels into ^-vowels due to other causes is effected

by the pronominal suffixes -u ( 46), -em ( 30), and by the imperative

-* ( 43).

nha k!uttts I draw it up
f

%ha k!utUsu he draws me up
kJafwat he pecks at it 20.14 i^k e wUu he pecks at me
kwaa mya he knows it 26.18 kwee myem they know it 24.22

pafyat he shouted 32.1 L psl tE you must shout 32.2

tsxau- to kill tsxe wE kill him! 68.3

The following suffixes change the e-vowels of the stem into a-vowels:

-ami, -dfo pronominal 46

-ayam distributive 37

-anaya 50

tdnefhenl he is thinking 24.13, e?tc%nahanafm/i I am thinking
14 of you

he wes a lie efhawasanafls you are lying to

me
wne et it is on top 10.1 tyx naata ya I am riding (a horse)

k/le es black k/laa yam blackish (black here

and there)

wa ms sick 42.18 xa nanafya he made him feel

sorry 42.18

pLpd wis hat 136.14 pLpa wisanaya he made a hat

out of it

[NOTE. The suffix -anaya is composed of -enl + -aya. The long a

of -aya affects the e of -em, and the compound suffix changes the

quality of the stem-vowel.]

Here may also belong the qualitative change of yiscie* ONE and yu xwd

TWO into ylxaM nob ONE EACH and yuxwaJn na TWO EACH (see p. 374),

and changes like

is we ldnl hanL we two fight will 116.11 (wtt- to fight)

qamelam we he commenced to swim around (mil- to swim)

[Compare also the change of the possessive pronoun Id, llye, into la,

llya, when preceding stems with a-vowels (see 98).]

Progressive assimilation occurs very frequently, and affects almost

all suffixes that have ^-vowels. The following suffixes change their

e-vowels under the influence of an a-vowel of the stem:

-e auxiliary 44

-enl verbal 45

-lye transitional 35

-^adverbial 68

-lyawa nominal 62 7
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nwVtlne with blood it is (wi- lau nk/afha they with ropes are

tin blood) 20.6 (Jc!a rope) 46.9

ft ntc/wafle they with fire are mm laqa with an arrow he is (mi
f -

(tcfwd lfaQ) 42.12 laq arrow) 20.18

hatctfeni yeqEm the story is ft qanatcanl waq they began to

being told (ha tc&t! story) make fun (qafnatc joke) 50.12

44.14, 15

tc hewese nl you two are lying ffl kwa xaLam they are making
28.13, 14 (he wes lie) bows (kwa xaL a bow)

qatiml ye morning it got 20.4 tykainahd ya I active became (hai
f
-

(qaMm- morning) na active)

afyu vx l ye surely a canoe it tydowayakafya I happened to want
was (ix canoe) 126.10 it (dowa- to desire)

dEinste tc LMnap through a iFJc/wVl xa a
patc he dove into the

prairie he went 22. 11 (ds m- water (xa
ap water) 26. 27

sU prairie)

yfaa wExetc la into the house L/ta atc tsxawl yat on the ground
he went (yixa wEx house) he put it down (L/td earth,

28.10, 11 ground) 36.20, 21

The same progressive assimilation may have taken place in the

change of the transitive suffix -e*wat into -ouwat (see p. 337) whenever

suffixed to stems ending in w-diphthongs.

t
EkwlLeirwal he is following fytsxau watlkill him (tazM- to kill)

him 22.2 26.22

i}tointcine
ifwat I am thinking ^w^lo^ivat you are looking for it

(of him) (wtt- to look for something) 54.3

Another assimilatory process of this type is the change of the par

ticle U into el (hel) after a preceding n or L (see p. 388).

Is yl U good, indeed 5.3 in hel not so! 42.23

Is yl yu Lei good it would be

indeed 70.5

In spite of this great tendency towards euphony, numerous instances

will be found showing an absolute lack of vocalic harmony. Whether

these cases are the result of imperfect perception, due to the rapid

flow of speech or to other causes, cannot be ascertained with any

degree of certainty.

8. CONSONANTIZATION OF I- AND 17- DIPHTHONGS

The i and u of diphthongs are always changed into the semi-vocalic

consonants y and w when they are followed by another vowel.
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The only exception to this rule occurs in cases where the diphthong

is contracted with the following vowel (see 9).

pEnLd wai whale 30.10 psnLd wayztc a whale with 88.30

ux tUa qai they two are living he laq IE ma ttla qayetc he came

24.1 to the people (who) lived (there)

36.12, 13

t!EcVtau flint point nt!Ec$tauwe IE rm laq flint points

have the arrows 62.27

LOU- to eat Ldwa was food 22.14

xwVluxu head 30.14 XL Its xwi luxwltc she hit him over

the head 66.5, 6

ku perhaps + & we two kwfo let us two 26.15

9. CONTRACTION

In Coos the contraction of two vowels immediately following each

other is so uncertain that it is difficult to formulate any rule that

would cover all irregularities. The main difficulty lies in the fact

that contraction of vowels, and hiatus, seem constantly to interfere

with each other. The following rules may be said to apply in all

cases:

(1) Two vowels belonging to the w-series are contracted into a long u.

xtcl tcu+ uL xtcl tcuL how would (it be) 5.2

yilcu+ uL yVkuL perhaps it would (be) 17.7

(2) Two long 7-vowels are contracted into a long 1.

JiaJ~k!
ut1 -\--1ye U ha k!utl ye they were drawn up

30.1

herii -\--vye Kenvye a while 42.17 (lie- when

many times 88.1)

(3) Long e or I are contracted with a following a into long a or e.

-eni- -\--aya -anaya (see 50)

pLpafwfaem he is making a pLpawisa naya he is making a hat

hat out of it

-ne^-dwas -n&was (see 59)

(4) Vowels of very short quantities are usually contracted with the

following vowels of longer quantities, regardless of quality. The

quality of the longer vowel predominates in such amalgamations. In

the process of contraction, an h preceding the second vowel disappears.

cE +hanL canL a particle denoting certain

expectation (see 90)

tsanL only then shall . . . 78.15

9
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An exception to this rule is found in the case of the u-vowels, which

change a following h into a w.

yu + he yuwe whenever 16.6

tso then tsowef as soon as 52.14

An interesting case of contraction is presented by the amalgamation
of the personal pronouns and the negative particle In.

n I -+- In NOT is contracted into nl.

THOU + In NOT is contracted into en.

xynn WE TWO -j- In NOT is contracted into xwftn.

tin WE + m NOT is contracted into Ifin.

&amp;lt;$n YOU -f- In NOT is contracted into ctfn.

nl tcltc lau tsxau wat not I how that one (to) kill it 62.21

en hanL (Ml you not will (be) something 10.5

xwfin kwaa nlya we two not know it 120.23

W-n canL xtcl^tc sqats we (can) not seize her 56.18

c$n k dl& wat you not forget it 40.18

Following are examples of uncontracted negative forms:

fax In kwaafnlya they two (did) not know it 22.9, 10

U In k tto vnt they (did) not see it 32.3

10. HIATUS

The same uncertainty^that exists in the case of contraction of vowels

is found in the law of hiatus. Broadly speaking, it may be said that

the coming-together of two vowels of like quantities and qualities is

avoided by means of infixing a weak h between them. Two vowels of

dissimilar quantities and qualities are kept apart by means of the

accent.

Examples of insertion of h:

kwaa nlya+ -aya Jcwaa nlyaha ya (they) came to

know it 102.29

n ne -f -lye nnehl ye I came to be (the one)

slL
fnef+ -lye siL nehl ye joined together it be

came 13.4

ts!xa+ -a ntsfxa ha IE kwa xaL (covered)

with skin is the bow 62.27, 28

huuma!~k*e+ -e tix nhuuma k ehe they two with

wives are 42. 15

helml -\--1s helrm hls next day 6.7

10
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Examples of division by means of accent:

IE -\--Uc xle Uc L/dts with it he spoke 16.2

Lftd + -atc L/tafatc leml yat into the ground
he stuck it 64.1

11. PROCESSES DUE TO CHANGE FROM TERMINAL TO MEDIAL
POSITION

Terminal consonantic clusters are avoided by inserting a weak vowel

between two consonants standing in final position (see 4). But as

soon as a suffix is added to a stem thus expanded, changing the cluster

from a terminal to medial position, the inserted vowel is dropped, and

the consonants are combined into a cluster.

rm lax lunch 28.15 rMxafnEm lunch make me 114.5

dtfms&t prairie 22.12 dwinste tc Lhi nap to the prairie
he came 22.11

Lhtfnap he went through 22. 11 ux LMnpi ye they two came

through 112.1

a lqas fear 66.4 ux alqsa ya they two are afraid of

it 7.5

ha tc&t! story 20.2 hatct!em yeqE7n a story is being
told 44.14, 15

tcftflats he was astonished tc& lts
EXEm he was astonished 128.

22.28 15

JcwafxaL bow 60.14 ux nkwafxLa they two have bows

12.9

mVlat he swam 30.7 mVUEqEm he swam (out) 100.16

On the whole, Coos shows a marked tendency toward clustering of

consonants in medial position. Thus, when a suffix beginning with a

long vowel is added to a stem that has already been amplified by
means of a suffix whose initial vowel is weak, the vowel of the first

suffix is dropped, and its consonants are combined with the final con

sonants of the stem into a cluster.

ha Late elder brother 72.27 hdLtcl yas elder brothers

e l^Latc father 20. 25 ekuLtcl yas fathers

lafxLfe mud 52.10 tflLsafEtc with mud 52.13
r

%huufmfotts I marry her kuu?mstsou wat he married 26.14

This change from a terminal to a medial position effects sometimes

the dropping of a whole syllable.

m&Lfajft ydtc younger brother U m%Lkwl tainl they are younger
72.1 brothers (mutually) 84.20

11
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Uuwe xtds heart 5.3 Uu tdsitc lo
f

g
utats in his heart she

was boiling 108.27

pllfyat he took him home xw$n e
e
putd

fmi hanL we two thee

30.13 take home will 126.19, 20

Another effect due to this law is the weakening of the vowel of the

syllable immediately preceding the suffix. This change takes place

regularly when two or more suffixes have been added to one and the

same stem.

he takes him i^Lhinptso
1

vntu he takes me
through through

huumistsbu wat he is marrying e huumistsountdfm$ hanL I marry
them 26.14 thee will 184.6

Consonantic Processes
( 12-14)

12. TYPES OF CONSONANTIC PROCESSES

Consonantic changes are few in number, and due to contact phe
nomena. The following are the processes affecting consonants :

(1) Consonautic euphony.

(2) Simplification of doubled consonants.

13. CONSONANTIC EUPHONY

This -law affects the palatal sounds only, and results from a strong

tendency, inherent in the language, to assimilate, whenever possible,
%

the consonants of the -^-series to the character of the preceding or

following vowels. As a consequence of this tendency, ^-vowels are

invariably followed or preceded by the anterior palatals, while u-

vowels change a following palatal into a &-sound with a w-tinge (a

labialized k).

la nlk river 14.6 tsafyux
u small 20.5

wix lflls food 14.7 ma luku paint 10.2

taha Uk quiver 66.26 xwi luxu head 30.14

x nek hair 50.3 mela kuk &quot; salmon heart 34.25

g img tfmis rain go
us all 9.3

Instances are not lacking where actual palatalization has taken

place, or where an anterior k has been changed into a palatal Jc, so as

to conform to the character of the vowel following it.

k!aflat he shouted 36.7 qak elenl we $ mZn they began to

shout 24.22

k/afwat he pecks at it 20.9 k fe wU&m some one is pecking

S 12-13
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ha kat he crawled 32.12 xha k Uc crawlingly 32.10

tka lmUs he sinks it t*k e lrrtixEm (a) deep place 84.24

k/xa ye es he is talking k /xe Em ye es talk to me
to him 30.23

pkdk grandfather 28.19 pkafkatc grandfather 30.6

taha Uk quiver G6.26 taha Ukatc into the quiver 116.19

ax l axatc uncle axa x uncle 34.9

kuma x* horn 86.25 nkuma xa it has a horn 88. 7

The only cases of consonantic assimilation that occur in Coos are

the changes of sonants into surds, under the influence of a following

surd.

ya bas maggots 40.12 xya bas yapti!tsa la . . . maggots
ate up his . . . (literally, mag-
goted his . . . ) 40.6

Muk e tcyi xumx he had it (the pEsifk a tsem a cup give me 68.17

water) in a cup 128.25

14. SIMPLIFICATION OF DOUBLED CONSONANTS

Doubled consonants are simplified in consequence of the tendency

to avoid the clustering of too many consonants. The process consists

in the simplification of a long (doubled) consonant, when followed by
another consonant. Owing to the fact that only I, ra, n, and y appear
in doubled (long) quantities, they are the only consonants that are

aifected by this law.

milat he swam 30.7 mVltEqEm he swam (out) 100.16

td lats he was astonished tcVUsExEm he was astonished 128.

22.28 15

iM nap he went through 22. 11 Lhinptso
u wat he took him through

nma henet it is (crowded) with %?nd hentltc like a person 30. 22, 23

people 20.1

15. GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

All grammatical categories and syntactic relations in Coos are

expressed by means of one of the five following processes:

(1) Prefixation.

(2) Suffixation.

(3) Reduplication.

(4) Syntactic particles.

(5) Phonetic changes.

SS 14-15
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The number of prefixes is very small, and by far the majority of

grammatical ideas are expressed by means of suffixes and syntactic

particles. Reduplication, although frequently resorted to, is used to

express only a limited number of categories; while the phonetic

changes are very rare, and exhibit a decidedly petrified character.

16. IDEAS EXPRESSED BY GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

All stems seem to be neutral, and their nominal or verbal character

depends chiefly upon the suffixes with which they are used. Conse

quently two different suffixes one of a verbal and the other of a

nominal character may be added to the same stem, nominalizing or

verbalizing it, according to the requirements of the occasion. In the

following pages a distinction is made between verbal and nominal

stems, which is based solely upon the sense in which the stem is used.

All prefixes express ideas of an adverbial character.

By far the majority of verbal suffixes indicate ideas of action and

such concepts as involve a change of the subject or object of the

verb. Hence ideas indicating causation, reciprocity, reflexive action,

the passive voice, the imperative, etc.
,
are expressed by means of suf

fixes. The pronouns denoting both subject and object of an action

are indicated by suffixes. Only semi-temporal ideas, such as the

inchoative, frequentative, and transitional stages, are expressed by

means of suffixes; while the true temporal concepts are indicated

by syntactic particles. Instrumentality and agency are also indicated

by suffixes.

All local relations are expressed by nominal suffixes. Abstract

concepts are formed by means of suffixes.

Ideas of plurality are very little developed, and, with the exception

of a few suffixes, are expressed by different verbal and nominal stems.

Distributive plurality occurs very often, especially in the verb, and

is indicated by suffixes or by reduplication. Reduplication expresses,

furthermore, continuation, duration, and repetition of action.

A great variety of concepts are expressed by syntactic particles,

especially ideas relating to emotional states and to degrees of certainty.

In the pronoun, three persons, and a singular, dual, and plural, are

distinguished. Grammatical gender does not exist. The first person

dual has two distinct forms, one indicating the inclusive (I AND THOU)

and the other the exclusive (I AND HE).

16
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The demonstrative pronoun shows a variety of forms, but does not

distinguish sharply between nearness or remoteness in relation to the

three pronominal persons.

The numeral is very well developed, exhibiting special forms for the

ordinal, multiplicative, and the distributive, which are indicated by

means of suffixes.

The syntactic structure of the Coos sentence is very simple, and is

characterized by the facility with which the different parts of speech

may shift their position without changing in the least the meaning of

the sentence. Incorporation and compound words are entirely absent,

and the varicuisjarts of speech are easily recognizable through their

suffixes.

MORPHOLOGY ( 17-95)

Prefixes ( 17-24)

The number of prefixes is small. Three of the six prefixes found

in this language namety, the local, discriminative, and modal x- -

must have originally expressed one general idea incorporating these

three concepts, because the phonetic resemblance between these suf

fixes is too perfect to be a mere coincidence. In addition to these

prefixes, the article and the personal pronouns may be treated in this

chapter, as they are loosely prefixed to the nominal (or verbal) stems,

and in a great many cases form a phonetic unit with the words that

follow them.

17. The Articles IE and hE

The article IE, or JIE, is used in the singular and plural alike, and

may denote a definite or indefinite object. The definite article

indicates an object that actually exists or that is intimately known

to the speaker. No fixed rules can be given for the occurrence of

the two different forms IE and tis, but the following general prin

ciple may be said to hold good: JIE tends to occur at the beginning of

a sentence and after words ending in vowels, dentals, and sibilants;

while IE occurs in all other cases.

hE hatafyvms (1) mto 8d
r

w&(%) ~k!a!wat (3) hs to qmas (4) the wood

pecker (4) is pecking at (3) the lucky (2) money (1) 20.15

hi ni stouq IE dl lol there stood the young man 22.27

wdndj tcme henl JIE da lol thus was thinking the young man
24.13, 14

e nefc IE L/td sticking out was the earth 6.7 17
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The article very often performs the function of the personal pro

noun of the third person singular, and in such cases is to be rendered

by HE, SHE, or IT.

he tt IE he laq IE wi nqas u tend snatc (in order) to gamble he

arrived, the spider s grandson 66.20, 21

JIE tsu tsu he was killed 96.14

The article has a general nominal izing function, and when prefixed

to adverbs, adjectives, etc., gives them the force of nouns.

JIE go
us dtfl k t/Eai s tsxawl yat everything separately he put down

48.18, 19

go
us dil

l lai x tset JIEX kw$nautc (of) everything was started the

appearance (i. e., everything began to have its present appear

ance) 12.7

JIE qa LtEs the length
ma U IE ehe ntc ma ya lanl surely, (whatever) the far-off people
were talking 66.13

lau he ll Jcwi leL IE e k $ Lduts that (was) their sweat-house, which

you found 62.25

ty ne ItE IE e dowayExta is qa
u wa I am the one whom you wanted

last night 50.25, 26

In some instances the article is prefixed to the personal pronoun of

the third person singular for the sake of emphasis.

ta IE XO, lau qats VriiEx and he, he was just alone 68.2

ta IE Vlxa lau psnLo wai U Ldweirwat and they, they whale are

eating 130.13

It is also prefixed for the same purpose to the demonstrative pro

noun lau .

lslau qaL/axex l ioe these began to flop around 17.6

qantc lslau loafyam wherever these went 22.17, 18

In certain local phrases the article prefixed to the whole and fol

lowed by the local term very often expresses local relation.

JIE ds msU ntc&ne nis hau til
E
qtw at the edge (of) the prairie they

sat down 22.15

tiE tsJcwa xLis nhaL/ sto waq at the lower part (of) the fir-tree he

stood up 26.17

(For the article as a possessive prefix, see 98.)

17
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18. The Personal Pronouns

The following are the personal pronouns in Coos:

321
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xle Uc Mpll yap Id a, U Id k e la, U la kxla with it she painted their

faces, their hands, their feet 122.7

The numerical particle I k l BOTH very often precedes the dual pro
nouns in order to emphasize the idea of duality.

tso I k l qaxa ntc ux x Vntset now both (of them) got on top 14.1

In the same way the particle go
us ALL is placed before the plural

forms in order to bring out the idea of plurality.

lau go
us wdndj U L/d xEm these all that way are talking 50.9, 10

As has been remarked before, the pronouns are loosely prefixed

enclitics. They form no integral part of the word, although with a

few exceptions they precede immediately the noun or verb to which

they belong. They are always placed before the prefixes enumerated

in 19-24.

l
fk l ux nkwafxLa both of these have bows (literally, both they
two [are] with bows) 12.9

tso nqaLdwl we now I commence to eat

w xqantcu wis you two from what place (are)? 126.14

U k !axa a
2} they have no water (literally, they [are] without

water) 38.2

The personal pronouns are contracted with the negative particle In

into nl i NOT, en THOU NOT, etc. (see 9). The prefixed personal pro

nouns are also used in the formation of transitive subject and object

pronouns (see 46).

19. Inchoative qa-

This prefix denotes the commencement of an action. The verb to

which it is prefixed takes, with a few exceptions, the suffixes -woe or

-lye (see 32, 35).

a yu qaLdwl we indeed (she) commenced to eat 24.11

qatdnehenl we (he) began to think 20.7

ux qaweldnl we they two commenced to fight

tso ux qayuwatl ye now they two commenced to travel 12.6

qambll ye (he) commenced to swim 30.3

When prefixed to an impersonal verb or to a noun with a verbal

force, the suffix is omitted.

Id L!aha was lau qa xtou her garments (these) commenced to get

stiff 110.3

qayixumata is (he) commenced to travel around (literally, [he] com
menced the traveling) 32.10

19
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20. Privative k !a-

It has the same function as the English suffix -LESS. With the

possessive pronoun, it expresses ABSENCE (p. 399).

U k ldtdwd l they (have) no fire 38.1

k !a tetc mi lat (she) swam around naked (lit., without clothes) 86.1

k /dhuwd was mitsltttl ye suddenly she became pregnant (literally,

without delay she became pregnant) 10. 7

21. Adverbial n-

This prefix may be rendered by IN, AT, TO, ON, WITH. When pre

ceded by the article or those pronouns that end in a vowel, it is suf

fixed to them, and the unit thus obtained is loosely prefixed to the

noun. The same rule applies to the discriminative and modal x-.

ai wit IE ma nL/tafyas he killed (all) the people in the village

112.9, 10

d yu yu kive Ian yfacd wEX surely he came ashore at his house (and
not Idnyixd wEx] 36.6

Lowi tat TIE di lol Idl nrm k e ran the young man to that basket

28.27

nxalofwls lau ke laq with heat she arrived 24. 9

n- in the sense of WITH very often exercises the function of our

auxiliary verb TO HAYE, TO BE. In such cases the noun to which it is

prefixed takes the verbal suffix -e or -a (see 44).

nwi ttne Id kuhd yeq his excrements are bloody (literally, with

blood [are] his excrements) 20. 6, 7

w nhumd k ehe we two have wives (literally, we two with wives

are) 10.9

ndant ma lau tc!pa!ya
u nk/d ha many people have braided ropes

(literally, many people those braided with ropes are) 46.8, 9

ntda ha dtfl animals (lit., with &quot;walkers&quot; something [that is]) 46.1

22. Locative x-

The prefix x- signifies FROM.

xqantc lau sl x
t
E
tsa from where that one scented it 22.24

xqal tqanLts from below he strikes it 28.1

When prefixed to nouns, the nouns usually take the adverbial suffix

-&tc IN (see 67).

xkwlle i&tc ndjl I came from the sweat-house (literally, from in

the sweat-house I came)

20-22
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In some cases the nouns take, instead of the suffix -e
l

tc, the adver

bial prefix n- (see 21).

ha lkvtit TIE k!a hdx nkfwtfnts he took the rope off his neck 98.23

(literally, he took off the rope his from on neck)

23. Discriminative x-

The prefix x- occurs very often with the subject of transitive verbs,

and denotes the performer of the action. (For x- preceded by the

article or pronoun, see 21.)

Mas to Mts hEx dlflol almost hit it the young man 20.20, 21

TgufiujP ha
u xts IEX mltcL tsinatc ice made the father-in-law 26.27,28

xyi xe* da mil lau ha lqait one man to him came 15.5

In hwaafnlya IEX wtfnqas huu mik not knew it the Spider-Old-
Woman 58.9, 10

x- is always prefixed to the subject of the sentence when the

sentence contains both subject and object, or when the person

spoken to may be in doubt as to which noun is the subject of the

sentence.

huurmstsdu wat IEX dl lol Isyu xwti huuma/k e married the young
man the two women 26.14

Jc Uo ffunt JIE unx l lls IEX Jiuutm%s saw the food the woman 64.16, 17

k tto ivtt IEX da!mil IE xd nis saw the husband the sick (man)

128.11, 12

sqa ts hal huu mik IEX swat seized that old woman grizzly bear

102.21, 22

x- is never omitted as a prefix when the subject of the sentence

is an animal, an inanimate object, or any part of speech other than a

noun.

xcx iml nk Uo witu the *bear saw me (but cx iml nk llo vnt I saw

the bear)

xyafbas yapttftsa Idpi ti& is maggots ate up his anus 40.6, 7

atia nak herilta IIEX x dwafyas sticking out is (the) tongue the snake

42.1, 2

xqaine ss kaas tsxau wat cold (weather) nearly killed him 32.7

xvnt nto Mtsu some one hit me
nl kwaa nlya xwit I don t know who (it is)

xifnlEx x L/o iint Ldjn tetc alone (they) got into (the) basket

34.19, 20

xlalau louxtd ya that is the one (who) watched it 94.6

23
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In IE YI xkwi nautc it does not look good (literally, not good [the

manner of] looking 34.18

xnaant lau LduxLOu wax many (persons) her were clubbing 80.4, 5

x- is always prefixed to the vocative cases of nouns when they

are used with the possessive pronouns. This is due to the desire on

the partof the speaker to avoid ambiguity or obscurity of meaning.

ta l HEX huu mis halloo, my wife ! 54.2

#djl nsx dd mU you come, my husband ! 70. 16

e louxtlyExt(l iS hanL HEX di tla you shall take care of me, oh, my
pet! 86.20.21

e djl HEX temafmis you come, my grandsons 82.12, 13

e Lduku HEX h/o la sit down, my father

While the vocative cases (especially for nouns expressing terms of

relationship) have special forms, the omission of the discriminative

prefix could nevertheless obscure the meaning of the sentence, as the

possessive pronoun coincides with the form for the personal pronoun.

Thus, if in the sentence e Lduku HEX Jc/o la, the HEX Ic/o la were

deprived of its discriminative prefix, it might mean YOU SIT DOWN. I

(AM THE) FATHER. Since, however, the action is to be performed by
the person addressed (in this particular instance, &quot;the father&quot;), it is

discriminated by the prefix x-. Such an ambiguity can not occur in

sentences where the vocative is used without the possessive pronoun,
where the prefix is consequently omitted.

e Ldukupka k you sit down, grandfather! 108.14

milxa nE-m L u ma make me (necessarily) lunch, grandmother !

114.5

24:. Modal and Instrumental x-

This prefix may be best translated by IN THE MANNER OF. Its

function is the same as that of our English suffix -LY. There is an

etymological relation between this suffix and the discriminative and

locative a?-, although I was unable to ascertain its exact nature. The

suffix -tc is frequently added to stems preceded by the modal prefix

x (see 36).

XLdwe ente hlwtfnts entirely Ldwe entc LOWftat all (seals) ran

he swallowed her 102.23
*

(into the water) 56.9, 10

xtci tcu e xa lal how are you? tci tcu ye
s $luwe xtc%s what do you

(literally, in what way you think? (literally, what your
do?) 36.13 heart?) 6.9; 7.1

xqa lyeqeHc U kw%na e iwat as salmon they look upon it (literally,

in the manner of salmon they see it [qa lyeq salmon]) 130.14

24
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xpiyefetc qalnuwam iue backwards she commenced to pull them

(literally, in the manner of going home [plf
x
pl he goes home])

80.8, 9

in xa yuwitc a tsa a small amount she gave her (literally, not in

the manner of enough \_afyu sure enough]) 64.21

iiafwits JIEX t!
Ed tc I finished shoving (literally, I

finishe^ in the

manner of . . .)

This prefix is used frequently to express the idea of instrumen

tality. The noun is then usually followed by the adverbial suffix

-Etc (see 70). The idea of instrumentality is here so closely inter

woven with that of modality, that the instrumental use of a modal

prefix is very natural.

Itlwfont xmVlaqEtc he shot at him with an arrow (literally, he shot

at him in the manner of an arrow) 22.16

pad! lilt TIE Ldjnt xqa lyeqEtci\i\\ (was) the basket with salmon 36.1

IEX tsfynafJiEtc L lofts with the thunder language he spoke 18.9

xmik e Etc tountim ye by means of a basket he was dropped down

28.9,10

Suffixes (25-80)

2&. General Remarks

The number of suffixes in Coos is quite small when contrasted with

the numerous suffixes found in some of the neighboring languages.

This number appears even smaller when we take into consideration

the compound suffixes that consist of two, and in some cases of three,

independent suffixes. A still more sweeping reduction may be obtained

through an etymological comparison between the different suffixes.

There can be little doubt that if the language, in its present status,

would lend itself to an etymological analysis, many suffixes, appar

ently different in character and even in form, could be shown to

be derived from one common base. Thus it is safe to say that the

suffix -t primarily had a general verbal character, and that all the

other suffixes ending in -t are derived from this original form. This

assertion is substantiated by the fact that the present transitive suffix

-ts is added to a number of stems that have already been verbalized by

the general verbal -t suffix, and that the causative passive suffix -et is

always preceded by the transitive -t or -ts (see 26).

In the same manner it may be said that -s was the general suffix

indicating nouns, and that all nominal suffixes ending in -s eventually

go back to this nominal suffix.

25
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This theory of a close etymological connection between the different

suffixes is practically proven by a comparison of the various adverbial

suffixes ending in -tc. Such a comparison will show that all these suf

fixes must have been derived from one universal form, which may be

reconstructed as *tc. Furthermore, all the suffixes expressing distri

bution have the element n- in common, which consequently may be

regarded as the original suffix conveying the idea of distributive plu-

ralitjr; the more so, as in the following instances n- actually denotes

distribution.

Tf e la hand 48.17 k e lnatc Udu x its he rubbed her

in his hands (literally, with each

of his hands he rubbed her)

108.20, 21

djl it came 52.8 Isdjt f&t they came (singly) 52.17

k tsas ashes Jc ^tsftsnstc lepi tit tet with ashes

he marked himself [all over]
28.16

c&neF ti k E you stand! 122.10 tsEL ne1 ux li Tdne side by side they
two were standing 62.22

There also seems to be an etymological connection between the suf

fix denoting neutral verbs and the suffixes expressing the passive

voice, although in this case the relation is not as transparent as in the

instances mentioned above; and there may have also existed an original

relation between the verbal suffixes that end in -u.

The following list will serve to illustrate better the theory set

forth in the preceding pages. The forms marked with an asterisk (*)

represent the reconstructed original suffixes, while the other forms

indicate the suffixes as they appear to-day.

VERBAL SUFFIXES

*-t general verbal -ne*, -nl distributive

*-t transitive -anl distributive

-ts transitive -to distributive

-eet causative passive -Mna distributive

-et causative passive *_u modal (?)

-, el neutral -u transitional

-ayu, -tfyu, -lyu passive -u present passive
-aya

u
passive participle -u transitive subject and object

-iyawa (?) agency pronoun
*-n general distributive -u reflexive plural

25
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NOMINAL SUFFIXES

*-s general nominal *-tc general adverbial

-is nominal -tc modal verbal

-E8
9
-tss abstract -dtc ( ?) suffix of relationship

-enis abstract -etc local

-a/was abstract -eHc, -Itc local and modal nominal

-neiwas abstract -ewttc local

-oums verbal noun -Etc instrumental

-si verbal noun

-is local

-is ordinal

All suffixes may be classified into two large groups as verbal and

nominal suffixes; that is to say, as suffixes that either verbalize or

nomirialize a given neutral stem. I have included adverbial suffixes

in the latter group, on account of the intimate relation between nom

inal and adverbial forms.

Verbal Suffixes ( 26-55)

TRANSITIVE SUFFIXES ( 26-27)

26. Transitive -t, -ts

-t. This suffix may have been originally the verbal suffix par
excellence. It points out not only the active, transitive idea, but also

presence of the object of a transitive action. It has frequently a

causative meaning. It transforms impersonal or passive verbs into

transitives, and verbalizes any other part of speech. It is usually

suffixed to the bare verbal stems whenever these end in a vowel, nasal

(m, n), or lateral; in all other cases it is preceded by a or
?,, making the

suffix -at or -it. No phonetic rule has been discovered that will show

when -at or -tt ought to be used. It may, however, be suggested that

-at denotes transitive actions not yet completed, while -U designates

a finished, transitive action. These connectives disappear when other

suffixes are added to the transitive -t.

np
E
ci t I blow it away pEcl /IE dl lol blew away the young

man 26.21

nk!u Xfunt 1 lose it k!uxwl le ux dd m^t got lost their

(dual) husband 22.9

tyx pit I burned it xpi it burned down 58.12

nqa ltcU I slacken it xqeHtc slowly 17.7

tcl L/lcwU lalhuu?m lc ca there L/kwl blanket 84.8

covered (them) that old wo
man (with blankets) 82.14

26
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xara
patc Lowa hait into the

water she runs 56.8

eHo kwU hanLawe you will

make lightning 18.7

lau qano tca I nuwit IE ofla

that one outside (it) pulled,

the child 11.1, 2

U nya alt I am talking about

them

Lowafhai IE d^lol ran the young
man 78.27

lo waku lightning 18.5

I nuwl very much 98.28

wandj yaflanl thus the}
7 are talk

ing 56.18

qamlt he bit her 100.16

yVxen L/x ltnt once she examined it 86.18

k!waant he heard it 24.8

nL.fndut HE tcH ls I opened the door 74.9

qai cltc hau U yu wttt into small pieces that thing they divided it

130.26

nha mLt I float it

mu xwU la Jcxla she felt for nmu xwat 1 am feeling it

her foot 80.21

iitdpat I am braiding a rope
nwtflat I am looking (around)

I braided a rope
/IE tsEtse kwwi he

looked for the cane 28.18

wi luwtt

aufqat /IE k!ula was he took off the shirt 78.11, 12

There are a few stems denoting intransitive ideas that occur with

this suffix.

pi nat IE we hel shaking was the stomach 58.24

kwllat (the bow) was bent 64.3

&quot;ts. This suffix has the same function as the previously discussed

-t. Not the slightest difference could be detected in the use of these

two phonetically different suffixes.

-ts is either suffixed directly to stems ending in a vowel, nasal (m, n),

or a lateral, or it is connected with the stem by means of a or t. The

only phonetic law that I was able to observe in reference to the two

connecting vowels, is that t can never serve as a connective between

the suffix -ts and a verbal stem ending in the velar surd q.

ntsou xLts I greased it tsowe xL grease 122.6

nqai nts I cool it nqai na I am cold

1 made him warm xafifla she became heated 1Q8.26
IE tcld mffi I grew ha wl /IE tclci m/il (it) grew up, the

spruce-tree
L/k i it spilled 172.14

po
u kims slave

26

the spruce-tree
L/k its she poured it 102.12

npd
u kwUs I made him a slave
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nhuu m%sUs I marry (her)

tdwd letc tsl x Us in the fire

he held him down 106.5

In Vlxats not he looked at it

40.17

ux la ats IE huuma k e they
two went over (the water)
the women 128.4

np!l xats I scatter it

1 ti lqats opposite
one another he set them
down 112.12

nlta ts 1 am painting it

Tiuu m?is woman 70.3

tsix- here 106.8

tso efttx now you look 17.3

la he went (intransitive) 22.18

go
us qantc lau p!l yEx everywhere
it is scattered 46.16

ft, tila qai they were living (liter

ally, sitting) 84.20

nltVts I painted it

There are a few stems that, in spite of this transitive suffix, are

sometimes translated as intransitive verbs.

In Lowa kats she was not home (literally, not she was sitting)

(Ld
uku- to sit [down]) 58.7

kat*E
fm%s qa lyeq la ats Ian Ldpit five salmon got into his basket

34.23 (but k!a hanL ye?n kfun nts nla ats a rope I ll put around

thy neck 94.12)

pa
ats ts q

Ema tis full (is) that fish-basket 36.7
(but^&amp;gt;a

az^ IE yixa wsx
IEX tc!lafya

u
qa lyeqEtc he filled the house with dried salmon

36.3,4)

go
us mi late he qa

f

ya
uts he always becomes afraid (of it) 126.1

That the transitive -t was originally a general verbal suffix, may best

be demonstrated by the circumstance that in a number of instances

neutral stems are verbalized by means of the suffix -te, after they had

previously been changed into verbs by means of the -t suffix. This

double verbalization may be explained as due to the fact that the verbal

function of the -t suffix was so conventionalized that it had become

entirely forgotten.

mu xunt she felt for it 80.21

nyfifxwit I rub it

ux In ni x itlm those two no

one touched 122.25

nha kfwat I draw it up
li cat hs L/td shaking is the

earth 16.2

26

e^muxtitsa m/i lian I want to feel of

you 108.18

U yu xtits he iltet they rub them

selves 52.13

ni x tits he touched him 106.20

nha k!utUs I draw it up
nli ctits I shake it
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27. Causative -iyat

This suffix is always added to the bare stem of intransitive or neutral

verbs. Stems ending in the palatal surd Jc or palatal spirant x pala

talize these final consonants (see 13).

a yupil yat hat to miL indeed, pL
x
pl he went home 56.11

he took home that old man
30.13

L/ta atc tsxawi yat on the tsxu he lies 20.12

ground he laid (them) down

36.20,21

tyfaMi yat tE kfwa sis I roll ~k,wU
E
la!nl IE ~baltl m%s continually

that ball rolling is the ocean 6.2

a yu L/twfyat JIE a la surely L/eHc he went out 20.4

he took out the child 12.1

dVlnlal yat something I start la he went 22.18

lin helaqal yat we took him up helaq he climbed up 13.10

There is practically no difference between this causative suffix and

the transitive -*ts, except for the fact that -ts seems to be regularly

suffixed to stems ending in velar or palatal consonants. There is only

one verbal stem ending in a velar surd (q) that takes the causative

suffix -Iyat; namely, the stem helaq- TO CLIMB. This stem infixes an

a between its final consonant and the causative suffix, as shown by the

last example above.

The reason why the causative -Iyat is suffixed to this stem, and not

the transitive -&s, may lie in the fact that there are two stems helaq-

differentiated by accent only (see 5); namely, he lay TO ARRIVE,

and helaq TO CLIMB UP.

Since the transitive -ts has been suffixed to he laq TO ARRIVE (com

pare hataywns halqtsd
u wat SHE BROUGHT THE MONEY 78.13, 14), the

causative -Iyat may have been suffixed to helaq TO CLIMB because

confusion is thus avoided.

When followed by the pronominal suffixes, -Iyat is contracted with

them into -Ita mi, -Ita is, -i tu, and I ta (see 9, 11).

xwm ffpffitSfmA hanL we two will take you home 126.19, 20

e^tsxawlta fe you laid me down

tyhelaqa ltu he took me up
27
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INTRANSITIVE SUFFIXES (28-31)

28. Intransitive -aai

This suffix signifies that a verb usually transitive is without an

object. It is consequently employed in the formation of intransitive

verbs. With the exception of one or two sporadic instances, it is

always suffixed to the reduplicated form of the verbal stem, thus

denoting a repetitive action.

Lqafai lot to rmL he believes that, old man 28.16

1 nta dll
l kexwinne Uc yoyo

swaai bad something with us is

stopping 24.3

yuwe yVmat hau go
us mfllatc lokuld kwaai whenever he twinkles

(his eyes), there always is lightning 16.6, 7 (lo waku lightning)

go
us ml late tsssLofqaai le tt sLaqa ewat she bathed him 60.6

kwe neL always bathing
was their sister 84.21, 22

akta laai IE huu m^s shout- h!aflat he shouted 36.7

ing is the woman 56.5

sUsa ataai he lal huum/i k ca sa at murder-dance

she was usually dancing the

murder -
dance, that old

woman 116.26, 27

inl naai (it is) nothing 122.27 In not 10.8

Tvwltkvia taai he was dream- kwaa t$s dream 98.7

ing 98.6

29. Reciprocal me1

-meu is usually preceded by the transitive suffix -t or -ts. Owing
to the fact that the consonantic combination of t or ts + m is not per

missible, this suffix appears as -smeu (see 4).

il sqa tsEmeu they seize one another

a yu ux hditiftEmeu surely they two gambled together 38.23

$1 tsi xtsEmeu IE nou sk %11 hata yims they divided among them
selves the Giant-Woman s money 80.29; 82.1

$ I nlye Jcweenl
f

yExtEme
u
they no longer know one another 46.9

ux wi lEmeu they two fight (together) 48.16

30. Suffixes Defining the Subject: qEm, -

-qEm (-xEm). This suffix serves a double purpose. The stem

to which this suffix is added must have a singular subject. There is

another suffix, -tZ, which expresses the same idea for plural subjects.

This suffix will be treated in 52 (p. 357).

28-30
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(1) When preceded by the transitive suffix -t or -fe, it assumes a

reflexive character, indicating that the subject of the action is at the

same time its object.

han k e la la atsxsm IE x owafyas into her hand came the snake

(literally, put herself in) 86.4

Compare m^k e etc nla ats IE x owafyas into the basket I put
the snake

yuwe hV me alwanl waq lau td he e i k t
ExEm whenever children

played, she there would go among them (literally, put herself

among them) 70.19, 20

tqa UsEtc panafqtsxEm in the sun he is warming himself 32.8

tsxafyat LO U&amp;gt;

qtsxEm in the morning he got up (literally, got him

self up) 34.22

ntc!ou tsxEm hanL I will go to bed (literally, I lay myself down

will)

Compare tcl U tc!du there they went to bed 50.12

dl LolntsqEm hot td miL is making himself young that old man 22.7

yiqantce witc tctd tsqEm back she drew (herself) 64.29, 30

tso Ihe tqsm now it rested 88.16

tso Llha tsqEm IE hvPnifa then dressed (herself) the woman 86.6

Compare UL!hafts IE ofla I dress the child

hi nl t
Ek e lni/itsqEm there it let itself down 90.6

(2) When suffixed to the bare verbal stem, especially to intransitive

stems or to stems expressing motion, it conveys the idea TO BE IN A

POSITION, TO BE IN A CONDITION, TO BE IN THE ACT OF. For this last-

named purpose the suffix -xEin is mostly used.

vjofndj Lla xEm that way he a yu Lldts indeed he spoke 16.2

is talking 15.8,9
ai wa In Jcwl l

EXEm still not kwltlt he bends it 62.29

bent (it is) 62.29

tseml x EXEm Jclwi nts IE Jc!af- tcl he tsimix tdu wat IE ix there

hat the neck is fastened with (they) fastened the canoes 46. 6, 7

a rope (literally, fastened

condition, neck, with a rope)
92.4

lifk EXEm there he may be among them 94.28

hats Jcwa u yu lau wmaf

q
aXEm just like a rainbow (it is) spread

out 32.14

tso be ltcFxEm now he is warming his back 32.18

In tdle xEm ts la mk not in a dry condition is that river 14.6

(tdlis dry 166.2)

30
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tso le tix he lkwEXEm now from there she came out 108.28 (ha l-

kwit she took it out 60.1)

hats he nlhen ti wixEm % lau tsxu just many times it coiled up
as it lay 88.1

In some instances the suffix -XETTI is used to express the place of a

certain action. This use of the suffix is in perfect accordance with

its general function of indicating the condition, or position of an

occurrence.

qantc IE tdwe xEm where the lltc!du they went to bed 50.12

bed was (literally, sleeping-

place or place of lying

down) 86.7

hi nl t
Ek e limxEm there was In t

E
~k elm it did not sink 136.7

a deep place (literally, the

place of sinking something
into the water) 84.24

tf yHcxEm a circle (literally, nciyitctou wat I surround it

it is clear around [it])

(See also 40.)

-em. This suffix indicates that an indefinite person, unknown to

the speaker, is the subject of an action. It is always added to stems

expressing transitive ideas, or to stems that have already been verbal

ized by means of the transitive suffixes -t or -ts (see 26). The

pronominal objects of actions performed by an indefinite subject are

expressed by prefixing the personal pronouns (see 18) to the verb.

ux kwee myem those two some

body knows 19.10

ux In ni x item those two

Jcwaa nlya he knows it 26.19

nixt- touch

latsa ya he goes after it 94.7

Jia Jc!
u
t- to draw up

not

somebody touched 122.25

latsotem somebody went after it

92.13

hd JdwUem somebody draws him

up 92.9

31. Neutral -3,,-eiff

-1 (-& ) is employed in the formation of neutral verbs,

the a-vowels of the stem to e (see 7).

yo qe IE ka wtt it split, the bas

ket 8.1

kaas kwa tdhet almost as if it

went out (the light) 128.19

Ldwe entc x tl the whole thing

(wholly) slid down 26. 19

31

It changes

fax yo qat they two split it 7. 9

to/hats he put it out 128.26

nx tU I slide it down
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Jcwa kwVms pE &amp;lt;n IE dl lol like np
Ed t I blow it away

(a) feather blew away the

young man 26.21

go
us dll

l hafwl everything nha ivits I grow it

grew up 9.3, 4

x pl IE ylxafwEx it burned x pVtsl debris 58.19

down, the house 58.12, 13

w%tcwehe x
t&amp;lt;yi la a la it took wahafxtcas sickness

sick, his child 42. 17

e*pi ctcl hanL you will get pi ctdtstethv warmed himself 32.8

warm 100.27

In a few instances verbs having this suffix were rendered by the

passive voice, which may have been due to the fact that my informant

could not express in English the intransitive neutral idea implied in

the suffix.

a yu ha Jc!utl xqa wax indeed, nha k!utUs I draw it up
he was drawn up from

above 98.2

mawuxa kl u xwi luxu was mau xat he chewed him up 68.10

chewed up his head 124.3

7c!u xwl IE hiiu mis was lost Jc!u xwit he lost it

the woman 54.19

SEMI-TEMPORAL SUFFIXES ( 32-35)

32. Inchoative -Iwe

~^we indicates the commencement of an action, and is suffixed to

verbal stems expressing active or transitive ideas. If the stem to

which it is to be suffixed does not express such an idea, it is preceded

by the verbal -em ( 45), but never by -t or -ts. It may also be pre

ceded by the distributive -am (see 37). The verbal stem must always

be preceded by the prefix qa (see 19).

a yu qaLowl we indeed (she) begins to eat 24.11

tso hanL qac
Ealcti we now (he) will begin to work 26.18

qalnl we (he) commenced to hunt 106.16

U qaskweyanl we they begin to talk (among themselves) 66.21

qateinehenl we (he) began to think 20.7

qax intetam-we (he) began to jump about 102.15

qak elanl we ft, men began to shout at each other, the people

(literally, mutually) 24.22

qamelanl we (he) began to swim around 176.16

32
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33. Frequentatives -ehva(t), -o^wa(t)

-e l

wa(t) indicates repetition, frequency or duration of action. The

verbal stem to which it is suffixed is very often reduplicated, thus

bringing out more clearly the frequentative idea. It is added to stems

regardless of whether they express real transitive actions or not.

tkwlLei wat tE to qmas he is ntEkwlLts I followed him

following that woodpecker
22.2

aso llnet wat again he is set- iillnts I set the basket

ting the basket 34.23

xqafwax lau kwina etwat from qe ltc ux kwi nait down thej^ two

above these are looking at looked 6.4

it 6.4

gd
usdlilaiwei wat everything ai wit he killed (them all) 112.9

he is killing 68. 23

a yuxwandjha
uweirwat surely yixd wsx hauxts a house he built

that way he has been doing 32.18

it 92.8

tci Uk ix L!oweifwat IE Wme t^x L/oH I put it in

there they are putting in

the children 52.9

Leheu nei lau hUhitowei watsidQ lau M touts she put them down

by side she put them down 60.4

60.4

k&quot; UnJc fine* wat JIE pdL/afye ux k fint they two try it 7.4

he was trying the weight
78.18

This suffix appears sometimes as -iwat. For an explanation of this

seeming irregularity, see 2.

fax Jcwishwl wat they two are nskwl wat hanL I will inform

informing him 20.25 him 74.4

TixL/l wat I am hitting him XL Its he hit her with a club

with a club 64.28

Instead of an initial reduplication, the verbal stem very often

appears with a reduplication of the final consonant, denoting continuity

and distribution of action (see 83).

%t/
Ecicl wat I am shoving it t/cits he shoved it 32.24

(back and forth)

ttpictcatci wat they are warm- pi ctdts tet he warmed himself

ing (themselves singly) 32.8

J33
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tcl t&affa l wat there he was holding him (for a long time)

104.15, 16 (tsix- here 24.4)

-ouwa(t) exercises the same function as -etwat. The only differ

ence between the two suffixes is, that -ouiuat is added to the verbs

already amplified by the transitive suffixes -t or -ts, while -1lwat can

be suffixed only to the stem.

tsouxtkuyiLtsdu wat now they two

follow him 9. 9

tde etc hU!Etsou wat /IE pEn- hi yet! he came ashore 32.5

Lo wai ashore it broughfra whale

88.22, 23

tcl halqtso
u wat there she is bring- hdlaq he arrived 22.22

ing it to him 72. 8

aqalqsito
u wat he is frightening a lqas fear 66.4

him frequently 100.24

In a few cases -ouwat is suffixed to the verbal stem.

ltlslou wat IE te* L/ta he recognizes this (here) land 30.28

k!iven$ya
u
T^wUo

u wat food I am looking for 54.4

ntsxau wat hanL I will kill him 26.22

The suffixation of -ouwat instead of -e^wat in these instances may
have been caused by the law of euphony, as these stems end in a

w-diphthong. Thus, the stem of tsxau wat is tsxau-, as shown by the

form tsxawl yat (36.21) HE LAID HIM DOWN, consisting of the stem

tsxau- and the causative suffix -iyat.

Whenever the pronouns expressing both subject and object are

suffixed to verbs ending in -ouwat, this suffix changes to -ouwU
(see 11).

fi hanL I will marry you 184.6
r

$halqtsd
u iwtu he brought me frequently

34. Frequentative Causative -a&wat

There can be little doubt that the -etwat in -a&wat is identical with

the frequentative suffix -e{wat, discussed on p. 336. Owing to the

fact that a number of verbal stems ending in a take the suffix -e*wat,

there is a good deal of confusion between these two suffixes.

xaap lau laa elwat water car- la he went 22.18

ried them away 46.16, 17

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2125-22 34
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w sLfiaf(fioat you two are hid- ux sLni yat they two hide him

ing him 24.11 24.9

lau tdidla &wat he (on) that tctt dl mat 7.3

(they) are sitting usually

(literally, they caused it to

be a mat) 38.3

Compare, on the other hand,

xqafwax ux Icwma e^wat from Jcwina- to look

above they two are looking
at it 6.9

35. Transitionals -tye, -nts, -u

-l,ye indicates a transitional stage, a change from one state into

another, that has already taken place. It is suffixed mostly to nouns

and particles, although frequently it is found added to verbs. It

may best be rendered by IT BECAME, IT GOT, IT TURNED OUT TO BE,

or by the passive voice. Stems ending in a vowel other than i insert

an h between the final vowel and the suffix (see 10), while stems

ending in -i contract this vowel with the following -i of the suffix

into a long I (see 9) . When suffixed to a stem that has an a-vowel,

it changes into -aya (see 7).

dEmste tc fax Lhinpl ye they two came through a prairie (liter

ally, through a prairie they two went through, it got) 112.1

(LMfnap he went through 22.11)

~kwma!e iwatl
f

ye he began to look at him

lin kwine wei/i ye we became poor 28.21

tdiml ye (F it got summer, indeed (tslim summer 162.20) 30.20

a yu i x iye surely it was a canoe (%x canoe 44.20) 126.10

yixe n qaMml ye one morning (literally, once morning it got) 20.4

il he tlye they became rich 84.17

nhai naha ya I became active (nhai na I am active)

qa
uwaha ya in the evening (literally, whenever evening it got)

(qa
u wa evening 50.26) 82.7

siLnethlfye le hx mi laq joined leftix mi laq slL
fne{ their (dual)

together became their two ar- arrows joined together are

rows 13.4 13.7

U ha k!utl ye they were drawn ilha
f
Jc!uti they are (being) drawn

up 30. 1 up
tso dl xwdndjl ye now surely it was that way (literally, that way

it turned out to be) 8.2

iinelil ye lau Id I became the owner of that thing (literally, me it

became [to whom] that belongs)

35
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go
u
slfye lau tsxau wat all (of them) he killed 68.9

a yu oil In dtfll ye surely, indeed, nothing it turned out to be

tso lau U kwaafriiyahafya now they came to know it 92.14

When suffixed to the negative particle m, or to the contracted forms

of m -f the personal pronouns (see 9), it forms new particles, jfmye,

rti ye, emye, etc., which were always rendered by NO LONGER, I NO

LONGER, THOU NO LONGER, etc.

il Ifnlye kwaafnlya they no longer know it 50.18, 19

nl ye nxd ms I am no longer sick

emye hanL dtfl you will no longer (be) something 104.1

It appears as a suffix to the stem he nl-, forming a compound
he mye A WHILE, LONG TIME.

he nlhen tl wixEin many times it coiled 88.1 (-en multiplicative

suffix [see 75]).

he nlye ux we lani a long time they two fought (together) 132.8

m Jie nlye xd ms la ofla not very long sick (was) his child 42. IT, 18

It takes the place of the inchoative suffix -woe (see 32) in verbs not

expressing a transitive, active idea, or not transitivized by the transi

tive suffix -e nl. (See also 19.)

qarmllfye (he) commenced to swim 30.3

fax qayuwatlfye they two commenced to travel 12.6

-nts conveys an active transitional idea. The difference between

this suffix and -lye lies in the fact that the change indicated by the

latter came about without any apparent active cause; while -nts

expresses a change from one state into another, that presupposes a

subject of the action. It is hence best rendered by TO CHANGE ONE

INTO.

nto infants tyte t I into an old to miL old man 22.7

man change myself
dl lolntsgEm lal to miL he is dl lol a young man*22. 11

making himself young that

old man 22.7

IE hlirme u Id mak ts% lau yixa -
yixe ntce together, one by one

ntcnts (of) the children the 64.8, 9

bones only she gathered up
(literally, she changed into

one) 60.3

35
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-u indicates a change from one state into another, that has not yet
been completed. It is often preceded by the transitive -t.

he mistu IE yixafwsx getting big- hem is big 14.5

ger is the house 34. 14

na antu IE ma multiplying are naant many 44.18

the people 12.4

w tEltofmUtu hanL you two will da mil (strong) man 14.7

get strong 120.17, 18

qai ou it is getting small qaic small, a chunk 128.29

MODAL SUFFIXES ( 36-43)

36. Modal -tc

This suffix appears in four different forms, as -itc, -utc, -tc, and

-eetc.
1

-itc is added to verbal stems ending in a consonant, except m, n,

and any of the laterals; -utc is suffixed to stems ending in vowels; -to

is suffixed to stems ending in laterals; and -eetc, to stems ending in

m or n. This suffix is always added to the bare stem. There can be

little doubt that this suffix is identical with the adverbial suffix -to

(see 25); the more so, as it implies, to a great extent, an adverbially

modal idea. The Coos expresses by its means our participial ideas.

The verb taking this suffix is usually preceded by the discriminative

and modal prefix x- (see 23, 24).

qawilalfwe xha k itc (he) commences to look around crawling

(literally, in the manner of crawling; hak- to crawl) 32.10

fylal yat JIEX m x Uc I commenced to touch it (literally, I com
menced in the manner of touching)

tsExau tc U dowa ya to kill they want him 66.22

wi lE yl xkwi nautc it does not look good (literally, not good as to

the manner of looking) 34.18

tyafwits JIEX tci cLtc I finished splitting (ntdcLe^wat I arn split

ting it)

tya wits TIEX heme etc I stopped bringing it out (nhaml yat I

brought it out)

qai nis wine etc LEan into the water wading out she goes (literally,

she goes down into the water in the manner of wading; qwi nat

I am wading out) 58.2

36

1
[This is obviously the adverbial -tc, and might have been discussed with

67-70. ED.]
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This suffix is often used in certain phrases to express abstract ideas.

Thus, for instance, the Coos will express our sentence i AJkL_GET:

TING HUNGRY by jLA^jgOING .INj^HUNGEg.. (See 118.)

Iqatc nla I am getting hungry (glqa I am hungry)

PL/UC nla I am getting heavy

37. Distributives -n& 9 -nl; -tint; -aymn; -waq

-n&, -nl, indicate distribution of an intransitive action. They are

suffixed to intransitive verbs. Related to this suffix is the distributive

-4m ( 72).

- to join together

ikwliJne,1 IE dji nlt ikwlL -to follow

five (winds) following each

other (they) keep on com

ing (singly) 52.17

i ux ti k me side by side

they two were standing
62. 22

le ux mi laq slL ne1 their (dual)

arrows are joined together

(literall}
7
,

one after the

other) 13.7

k/afyem Jie ux xwi luxu ux kfay- (?)

L/e x simt against each other

with their two heads resting

they two go to bed 72. 14

pokwi lne,
1 Ldwaka e iwat op- piikul- across

posite one another (they)
were sitting 120.4, 5

h/itcd mhl ye u men were as- kite- (?)

sembled people, came to

gether people 46.1

-anl is suffixed to stems expressing transitive ideas. It is often

accompanied by duplication of the final stem-consonant (see 83).

il tsa k lna nl they help one

another (mutually)
il Llx lnafrii they examine

one another

U tsakuJcwd nl \hQj continually

spear one another

U tqanLLofrii they mutually
strike one another

tsak %n- to help

L/x tfn- to examine

ntskwlts I speared him

tqa nLts he struck it 28.1

37
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$1 k!wanxuxa rii they mutually kfwa nxat he cut his hair

cut one another s hair

This suffix often changes the quality of the vowel of the stem

to which it is suffixed (see 7).

a yu $1 qaheyarii we surely ha yat he gambled 66.15

they began to gamble 66.25

$1 tsxewa nl they kill one tsxau wat he killed (them) 68.9

another

ux we ldnr
i they two fight wtt- to fight

106.13

When suffixed to intransitive verbs or to verbs expressing motion,

it denotes an idea that may best be rendered by BACK AND FORTH,

TO AND FRO, UP AND DOWN, etc. It is hardly necessary to dwell

upon the close relationship that exists between the idea of mutu

ality and the idea expressed by these phrases.

tso no kwUEld nl IE baltl mis kwil- to roll

both ways is rolling the

ocean 6.2

qai nis lau yaq
E
qd nl away yeq he runs away 182.27

from the shore they run con

tinually 36.18, 19

hVnl sqaiLLam 1
E iva wa sqaiL& was the space between

there is going back and two fingers

forth (through his fingers)

the little girl 108.21

QL/eHcUcd nl I keep on going L!eltc he went out 20.4

out and coming in

Tistowaq
E
qam 1 keep on rising sto waq he stood up 20.7

and sitting down

tlyetafnl IE wi ngas hu^mik continually looking for some supply
was the Spider-Old-Woman 60.12

-ayam is suffixed to intransitive verbs and to adjectives only. Its

exact function is obscure. With verbs, it invariably denotes an action

performedbymore than one subject; while when suffixed to adjectives, it

seems to convey the idea of the English suffix -ISH. Most likely it has

a distributive character, which the informant, not well versed in the

English language, could not bring out.

yu xwd huumafk e djina yam k Uo vnt two women coming (towards

him) he saw 126.13, 14

a yu kwl yal il laafyam surely now they were walking (singly) 32.7

37
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tsout x Limd yam xaa pEtc he washed it with luke-warm water

120.9, 10

xqaafyam whitish, gray (literally, white here and there; xqafs white)

~waq* 1 am not quite sure whether this suffix really expresses dis

tribution. All attempts to explain it have proved unsuccessful. It is

suffixed to verbal stems, and may be preceded by the suffix -enl

(see 45). The best explanation that may be offered is that it implies

a continual action performed by more than one subject, although

instances have been found where the action was performed by a single

subject.

tso U qanatcarwfyiaq now they make fun (of one another) (qa natc

joke) 50. 12

yuwe Jvfi me alwanlfwaq whenever children played (together?)
70.19

cima ewaq IE cl tfa dragging (them singly?) was the pet 88.7

Compare also the nouns

sLtsa ivaq a whale (?)28.7

qaletd waq ferry-men 140.15

The Passive Voice ( 38-42)

38. Present Passive -u

This suffix expresses the present tense of the passive voice. It is

suffixed directly to the verbal stem with initial reduplication (see 82).

aso tcl tEtl kfu IE tcfi ls again tl k/wits he shut (the door) 74.6

there is shut the door 74.27

go
us qantc lau qEqai cu Id wif-

qaic a piece 128.29

tin in all directions that is

being clubbed his blood

10.5, 6

x Vx intu IE tdwdl is being x intl yat he runs with it 42.5

taken away quickly the fire

42.
5_

CECU LU le il ybxafwEx fire is CUL- to burn

being set to their house

58.11,12

By adding to this suffix the transitional -lye (see 35), the past pas
sive is obtained. The initial I of -lye is contracted with the -u into a

long u (see 9).

qEqaicvfye Id Uuwefx
tcis it was beaten to pieces, her heart 76.8

mapEpttsu ye the person was torn to pieces 48. 16 (ptts- to crush)

38
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39. Fast Passive -ayu, -iyu, -lyu

These suffixes are added directly to the verbal stem, which is inva

riably reduplicated. Stems ending in 10, Z, ra, and n, immediately pre

ceding these suffixes, appear with a glottal stop, no matter whether the

stop is inherent in the stem or not (see 81-82).

ma qssqafyu the person was sqa ts he seized it 68.8

seized 10.4

U aiai wayu they were killed aiwit he killed them all 68.11

58.8

qaxL/l yu he was struck 96.14 xL/ts he hit her 64.29

tsdk ix tl yulEmix so weia lEc iix ti ts I slide it down
now was slid down the lucky
stake 94. 3

u IE hata yims nkyMl yat I roll it down
was rolled down the

money stake 92.11

afyufcwiLkwa yu surely it was nLkwa at I cut it off

cutoff 76.15

yExyixentce neif

yu it was gath- yixa ntcfyts she gathered up 60.3

ered up 84.16

hemh&amp;lt;fme
if

yu it was brought heml yat she took it out 62.23

out

4O. Passive -lyeqEm

This suffix is composed of the transitional -lye (see 35) and the

generic -qsm (see 30). It serves a triple purpose, according to the

manner in which it is suffixed to the verbal stem.

(1) When suffixed to the bare stem, it expresses a verbal conception

of a continued character, which may best be rendered by the passive

voice. This rendering is due largely to the fact that the -ly^-element

of the suffix predominates in these cases.

louxt- to watch lowUl yeqEm he is watched 40.26

kunna- to see lin kwina yeqEm hanL we shall be

seen 30.23, 24

wtt- to look for go
us qantc will yeqEm everywhere
she is looked for 56.1, 2

tqanLts he strikes it 28.1 PqanLVyeqsm xwa lwalyEtc she is

continually struck with a knife

80.5

39-40
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The verbal stem is often reduplicated in order to bring out more

clearly the passive idea and the idea of continuation (see 82).

LOU - to buy i lau LOuLOuwl yeqEm le U unx l tis

when that was being bought
their food 88. 13, 14

mintc- to ask rmtcmmtwfyeqsm xtd tcu y Uu-

we xtchs he is being asked con

tinually, &quot;What do you think

about it?&quot; 70.9

LOUX- to club ni k inEtc LouXLduxyyif

yeqE7n with

sticks she is being struck con

tinually 80.6

(2) When preceded by the transitive suffix -t (see 26), it denotes

an intransitive action, of which the person spoken of is the object.

Hence it was sometimes rendered by the reflexive.

% ux Lldjltl yeqEm when they two are fighting 122.25

tso sowitl yeqEm JIE qafyis now it is changing, the weather

tso IdwitlfyeqEm now he took care of himself 66.3

(3) When preceded by the verbal suffix -enl (see 45), it denotes

a continued action, the subject of which is not intimately known to

the speaker.

hd tdtf story 20.1 wtindj hiitct/em yeqEm, that way
they are telling the story44. 14,15

skw- to inform, to tell lau skweyeritfyeqEm IE tdwdl

they are talking about the fire

38.5, 6

41. Causative Passive -eet, -et; -lyEm

-eet expresses the passive voice of causative concepts. It is suf

fixed to the verbal stem. The object that is caused to perform the

action is always in the singular. The suffix -lysm is used for plural

objects (see 53). This suffix may best be rendered by TO BE CAUSED

TO. When suffixed to stems with a-vowels, it changes to -aat (see 7).

qafwax L/e et le ux e T^Latc high up was their (dual) father (literally,

was caused to be high up; L/a- to be in an upright position)
22.1

k ele Leslie ^Lne et JIE dl lol in a corner hidden was the young man

(literally, was caused to be hidden; SLU- to hide) 24.12

qafy^sEtc ts
Ene et IE k!a to the sky was stretched out the rope

(tm- to stretch) 28.20
41
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xaya nl La k tto wU tana at old dog-salmon only he saw washed
ashore (psnLd wai ta ntan whale came ashore) 130.3

afyu tdUe et ts tdwal surely it was burning, that fire (literally,

was caused to burn; tytc/Ul yat I kindle the tire) 38.8

L/nowa at nk %Lduts IE tdi ls open I found the door (literally,

caused to be open 1 found the door; L/nou- to open)
x ne et he is on top (rix im yat I put it on top) 10.1

I was carried away (literally, caused to go; nla I go)

In certain instances this passive causative idea is not so apparent,

owing, perhaps, to the fact that the verbal stem can not be analyzed.

afyu L/le et surely he kept his eyes shut 17.3

wandj Ldwe et teltnne Uc that way it is eaten among us 130.11

VnlEX hewe et Ldwa kats alone it was supposed she lived 60.10,11

-et. This suffix is always preceded by the transitive -t or -ts.

Under the influence of the a-vowels of the stem, it changes to -at

(see 7).

go
us dtfl lai x tset everything was started (literally, caused to go

[start]; iila I go) 12.7

xaap JiE m.tset water was laid bare 42.8

yuwe q
Etou tset he lakwetc whenever it got caught on a limb (lit

erally, was caused to hang on a limb) 46. 24

tsafyuxwltc ptflstat to pieces (the tree) was smashed (literally, was

caused to smash to pieces) 124.14

h^hats Lfnou tat IE tdt ls suddenly came open a door (literally,

was caused to open [itself]) 62.5

tde etc sto^qtset hat to miL ashore was put that old man (literally,

caused to stand [up] on the shore) 32.4, 5

In certain cases the passive idea is hardly recognizable.

it commenced to rain 42.9

e*ha kutat you were left 62.20

qa lyeq ha ltsat salmon came into the river 34.13

LayEta! t he became hungry 32.9

Lowi tat she ran (literally, was Ldwa hai IE dl lol was running
caused to run [?]) 56.9 the young man 78.27

lau hanL ux cEa lctet these two xwandj cEa lcU IEX Uoxqai n

shall work 68.26 that way doctors him the

medicine-man (literally,

works on him) 128.16, 17
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4:2. The fast Participle -aya*

The past participle is formed by means of the suffix -dya
u added

directly to the transitive or intransitive stems.

tc!pa
r

ya
u k!a braided ropes ntc/pat 1 braid it

44.22

lta ya
u d a painted face 10.3 nltt ts I paint it

q/e le tc$CLa ya
u k/uM lt(with) ntcVcLt I split it

split pitch-wood she lighted
them 84.1

xaf(1

pEtc LEanisic!lafya
u into tc/lis dry 166.2

the water go down the dried

(salmon) 36. 18

Jiem%sa!ya
u
enlarged he mfis big 50.17

43. The Imperative

The imperative of transitive verbs is expressed by means of suffixes

added directly to the verbal stem, or, more frequently, following the

transitive suffixes. Intransitive verbs, with the exception of a few

stems indicating motion or ideas like TO HEAR, TO LISTEN, have no

special suffixes. The imperative of such verbs is brought out by the

(prefixed) pronouns of the second persons singular, dual or plural.

xle Uc e
sL/ats with it speak! 16.5

e
s
t
E
qa wake up! 68.18

cine* Louq you (pi.) get up ! 30.19

tfalftfcanl you play ! 60. 21

The following are the imperative suffixes in Coos :

--E. It follows the transitive suffixes -t, -&, and expresses, beside

the imperative idea, the presence of the object of the verb. The

causative verbs in -lyat, and frequentatives in -etwat and -ouwat,

lose their final (transitive) -t when followed by the imperative

suffix. It very often changes the broad a-vowels of the stem

into 0-vowels (see 7).

Jc/wVntE shoot it 13.3

c&n sitslifnts IE wi nqas huu m%k you go and see the Old-Spider-
Woman L 34.12, 13

te* w q/mi tsE this you two eat! 120.16

%c heml yE you two bring him out! (literally, cause him to come

out!) 24.10

$$ 42-43
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vine* tqall yE 3^011 wake up ! tqa tis sun 24.4

122.4

tdi (tin L/ei yE ten Jc e la there L/al yat she put it 72.11

you put this my hand ! 80.19

JcwinLetsxe wE let us quickly ntszxm wat I kill him 26.22

kill him! 68.3

sqaiLto
u wE stick it in a crack ! nsqaiLtd

u wat I stick it into

a crack

te 1 L LOU WE this you must eat ! Ldwet wat she is eating it

24.5, 6

LO ni eitc xaap hau wE in it a ic hauweirwat you two have
little water have! 68.17, 18 him 128.9

-Vn expresses, besides the imperative, the absence of the object of

the action.

toJtitsen you must hit !

Ldwen eat! 28.26

g l Jcwa qai nas ic tfatltsan a little closer to the fire you two
dance! 82.19

-Ex, -Eq, suffixed to a few stems, expressing MOTION, or ideas like TO

HEAR, TO CLOSE ONE S EYES, etc.

efk/afysx tend si listen, O grandson! 114.7

L tc!ou wEx here you must lie down! 126.20, 21

L shut your eyes! 16.9

dn la EX you (pi.) go! 30.23

hamiL Ihe tEq (you) may take a rest!

-It suffixed to verbs that are transitivized by means of the transitive

suffix -aya, (see 47).

la tsit epkak go and get your ux tatsa ya they two went to

grandfather! 28.19 get him 20.14, 15

lou xtlt yeHet watch yourself! louxta, ya he watches it 92.3

74.3

In dowaftt don t desire it! dowa ya he wants it 92.12

-Em expresses, besides the direct object, the indirect object of the

first person. It is hence suffixed to verbal stems expressing

ideas like TO GIVE, TO MAKE. It is highly probable that this

suffix may be an abbreviated form of the pronominal -ami

(see 46).

43
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pEsi k aftsEm a cup give me! 68. IT

tsa yux
u kwafxaL e hau xtsEm a small bow make me! 60.14, 15

milxa nEm L u ma lunch make me, you must, O grandmother!

(mi lax lunch) 114.5

-Ets. This suffix expresses a command involving the second person

as the actor, and the first person as the object of the action.

From a purely morphological standpoint, it is a modified

form of the pronominal suffix -ais (see 46) .

teg, nqatqai L yixuxwE is by this my belt you hold me! 54.12

t&amp;lt;n las is tekafxtsl there take me, O granddaughter! 80.14

Compare eftsak intafis hanL you shall help me 80.16

In addition to these suffixes, the Coos language very often empha
sizes the imperative idea by means of the particle L (see 92) .

VERBALIZING SUFFIXES ( 44-45)

44. Auxiliary -e (-a)

This suffix exercises the function of our auxiliary verb TO BE. The

noun to which it is suffixed invariably takes the adverbial prefix

n~ WITH (see 21). The phrase thus obtained expresses the idea TO

HAVE. This suffix is always changed to -a whenever added to a stem

having an a-vowel (see 7) .

nt!Ec% tauwe IE mi laq flint points have the arrows (literally, with

flint points [are] the arrows; t!Ed tau flint point) 62.27

nwi tine Id k^hafyeq bloody are his excrements (unftin blood) 20.6, 7

nk^mafxa IE cl tfa horns had the pet (literally, with horns was the

pet; kuma x horn) 88.7, 8

riaant7nd tc!pa ya
u nklafha many people have braided ropes (liter

ally, braided with ropes [are]; k!a rope) 46.8, 9

It very often transforms nouns into intransitive verbs without the

aid of the prefix n-. In such cases the -a form of this suffix is mostly

used.

xba ltidj lau Jclwis^sa from the west it blew Qcfwa sU wind) 52.4. 5

nkwaatVsa I dream (kwaa tis a dream)

xc^yHdtc lau xll sa clear around him (he put) slime (xlls slime)
128.18

45. Verbal -enl

This suffix expresses the idea TO DO, TO t^AKE SOMETHING. It is

usually suffixed to nouns and to verbal ste lls that do not imply an

SS 44-45
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active, transitive action. This suffix is changed to -am whenever

added to stems having an a-vowel (see 7).

nl I am making a hat (pLpa ww hat)

fwExenl I am making a house (yixa wEX house)
iikwafxaLanl I am making a bow (kiva xaL bow)

?lEqa
u
wtya tan/l you tell a story (lEqa

u
w%ya tas story) 38.13, 14

tyhatditldnt I tell a story (ha tcit! story)

wdndj tcinehe nl that way he is thinking (tc&n\e\- to think) 40.14, 15

tsi lc
uw hewese rii merely perhaps you two are lying (he wes a lie)

28.13, 14

U alVcanl they play (a lEc toy) 30.25

qawemse nl I nuwl he got mad very much 98.28

U ya lanl they were saying 76.17; ts ha ms ya la ma those

(who) talk Coos (literally, those ha nis [Coos] talker-people)

50.3

xwdndje nl that way she was doing it (xwdndj that way [modal])

164.6

PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES ( 46-50)

46. Transitive Subject and Object Pronouns

The Coos pronouns expressing both subject and object of a transi

tive verb are, morphologically speaking, suffixes added to verbal

stems, or to stems that have been verbalized by means of some transi

tive suffix. The transitive suffixes may, however, be omitted, as the

mere addition of these pronominal suffixes is sufficient to transform an

intransitive stem into a transitive verb. These suffixes occur in four

different forms, expressing the first, second, and third person as

subject, and the first and second persons as object, of the action,

regardless of number.

First person subject second person object (sing. , dual, plural) -ami

Second person subject first person object (sing., dual, plural) -ais

Third person subject -u, -$

Third person object first, second, third person subject, no suffix.

Since these suffixes are frequently preceded by the emphatic or

abbreviated forms of the personal pronouns (see 18, 96), the pho

netic unit expressing the combined pronouns may be said to consist of

the following elements/

(1) Personal pronour
a or the subject.

(2) Personal pronoui or the object.
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(3) Verbal stem.

(4) Suffixed form of the combined pronoun.

The following peculiarities in the manner of expressing the transi

tive subject and object pronouns are noteworthy:

(1) The forms having the third persons as object indicate the

subject by the pronouns # for the first persons, for the second (see

18), regardless of number.

(2) The form expressing the second singular subject and the first

singular object uses for its pronominal prefix the second singular 6s .

(3) All other forms indicate the object by prefixing the personal

pronouns according to number.

(4) The pronominal prefixes expressing the subject occur in singular

form regardless of the actual number that is to be indicated (see 96).

The following is a complete table showing the formation of the

combined pronouns for the different persons:
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The personal pronouns for the objective third persons dual and

plural always precede the subjective pronouns.

dx tytd ttits them two I hit il eHo JiUs them you hit

The suffixes for the combined pronouns are added either directly to

the bare verbal stem or to the verb amplified by the transitive -t and

-ts. This double system of adding the suffixes for the combined pro

nouns to the verb serves as a means of differentiating the duration of

the action indicated by the verb. The bare verbal stem amplified by
the pronominal suffixes denotes an action that has been performed

more than once, or that has not yet been completed; while the verbs

to which the pronominal suffixes are added after the transitive suffixes

indicate actions that have been performed only once, or that are com

pleted. The same purpose is served by the double forms of the com

bined pronoun having the third person as its subject. The suffix -ll is

always added to the verbal stem; while -u is suffixed to the stem, in

addition to the transitive suffixes. It must be understood, however,

that this interpretation of the double system of adding the combined

pronominal suffixes does not apply to each individual case. Verbs

with the pronominal suffixes added to the bare stem are frequently

employed to denote past, completed actions, and vice versd.

nE xkan e wila
rm% I am look- efwiluwita mi I have looked

ing for you for you
e?w%wlnafm% I am cheating &amp;lt;fw&ntsa

fm% 1 have cheated

you you
e?kfwina is you were shooting eFJc/wnta is you took a shot

at me at me

e^sqa is you were seizing me e^sqatsafis you seized me
nh/wVnll he was shooting at nk/wVntu he shot at me
me

The imperative transitive pronouns have been described in 43.

They are -Em TO ME, -EIS ME.

47. Transitive Verbs in -aya

Language in general has a number of verbal ideas, which, strictly

speaking, do not imply any actions on the part of the subject; or de

note actions, that, while intransitive, may be performed for the benefit of

or in connection with a certain given object. Verbs like TO KNOW, TO

UNDERSTAND, TO DESIRE, TO BELIEVE, TO WATCH, TO BE AFRAID, etc.,
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express ideas that are not real actions, but which may be used as such

in connection with some object. Thus, I may KNOW HIM, UNDERSTAND

THEM, DESIRE IT, BELIEVE HER, WATCH MYSELF, etc. On the other

hand, verbs like TO GO, TO RUN AWAY, etc., express intransitive

actions that may be performed in connection with a given object.

Thus it is possible TO GO TO HIM, TO RUN AWAY FROM ME, etc.

Coos treats the stems expressing such ideas as intransitive verbs,

which do not take any of the transitive suffixes; but since these

intransitive verbs may, without the aid of any additional grammatical

device, become transitive, and imply the existence of an object (which

is usually that of the third person) ,
there is a special suffix -aya which

indicates the (mental) process described above. This suffix, always

added to the bare verbal stem, denotes an intransitive action that has

become transitive by being used in connection with the third person

object. It may therefore be called the &quot;pronominal suffix,&quot; ex

pressing, besides the subject, the third person object of an intransi

tive verb.

uxalqsa ya they two are afraid

of it 7.5

I want her 70. 6

nsqa/ya he ran away from it

42.4

tix naatd ya 1 am riding (a

horse)

Lqafya IEX swdl believed it the

grizzly bear 94.25

mitsisi ya she knows it 60.1

In kivaa niya (they) did not

know it 86.12

latsafya he went after it 94.7

louxta ya he watched it 94.6

U Ldukwa ya h,E L/td they

occupy the country 44. 21

.
_

aflqas fear 66.4

tsix ti do wa wu txe tl ye

pu yatc here wants to come
back thy uncle 122.15

nsq he ran away 100.16

x ne et he is on top 10.1

iq- to believe

mi tsis wise 132.6

kivaan- to know

la he went 22.18

louxt- to watch

e
sLduku you sit down! 38.22

The plurality of the object is expressed by the affixed numerical

particle hsma ALL ( 109), or by the separate suffix -Itsx ( 54).

nlouxta ya hE ma I watch them all

The imperative of this form has the suffix -It (see 43) .

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212--23 S 47
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48. Subject and Object Pronouns of Verbs in -aya

The corresponding suffixes for the above discussed verbs, express

ing, besides the object, also the subject of the first, second, or third

person, are etymologically related to the suffixes treated on p. 351.

They appear, however, in such changed form, that they require

separate discussion. These forms are
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tymttxa na I made lunch for mi lax lunch 28.15

him
a tea he gave it to him 28.7 ats- to give

tetc cEalcta tExa clothes he made for (his child) 108.5

kwinafwas sl x
t
Etsa smoke he scented 22.23

Jcwa xaL hau xtsa IE temi sndtc a bow she made for her grandson

112.25, 26

a yu L/ha tsa la tetc surely (he) put on his clothes 28.23

kaas yi xe1 pv nLta IE tsVysn nearly he tore off one handle 30.4

pll ta IE ma ai wU he took to his house the people (pi.) whom he

killed 112.11

e
swutxal ta ll ye u mac ux wutxalfyat la pka katc he

pkak you (should) take brought home his grand-

home, thy grandmother father 70. 2

them two (and) grandfather
68.26

$1 n$flExtsa at them I looked nl lxats I looked at him

nsqa tsa IE quwai s I seized tysqats IE quwai s I seized the

the boards board

Ik/wa yixu xwa fern roots she hi nl yixuxwe
1 wat there he

had 64.14, 15 was holding it 64.3, 4

Compare, on the other hand,

tdwa letc tfcftsa into the fire tcfwd letc t/cits into the fire

he shoved it (no object is he shoved it 32.24

actually expressed here)

32.26

or

yu xwa wutxal yat JIE tco xtcox two he brought home the rabbits

pdkwVlne* tl lqats opposite each other he set (them) down 112.12

50. Verbs in -anaya with Direct and Indirect Object Pronoun

This suffix is composed of two suffixes, -erii (see 45) and -aya

(see 47). The broad a-vowel of the second suffix effects the retro

gressive assimilation of the -erii into -aril, and the final vowel of -em

coalesces with the initial of -aya into a long a (see 7). It may best

be rendered by TO DO, TO MAKE SOMETHING OUT OF SOMETHING.

nkwaxaLana ya 1 am making a bow out of it (kwa xaL bow)
nyixawExanafya I build houses out of it (yixa wEx house)
lau kfwemyawana ya IE qa lyeq he is making a supply out of the

salmon (k!we myau
supply) 34.24
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yanLawe dtfl ^qa^wenlsa ndya whenever something you will get
mad at (qa

uwemser
rii he got mad) 16.4

lau hanL ^I nuwand ya at that thing you shall pull {ffnuwl very)
72.2

U wa lwalana ya they (would) make knives out of it (wa lwal knife)

136.14, 15
.

The ^-vowels of this suffix very often change the ^-vowels of the

stem to which they are suffixed into an a (see 7).

xa nanafya he made him feel sorry for it (xa ms sick) 42. 18

npLpa wisana ya I made a hat out of it (pLpd wis hat)

Whenever suffixed to reduplicated stems, this suffix is changed to

-onaya.

aqa lqsona ya la ofLa he became afraid of his child (a lqas fear)

28.24, 25

imtsma tsonafya IEX dlflol he became acquainted with him, the

young man (mi tsw wise) 116.1

qai
x
qa yona ya he became afraid of it (nqa ya

uts I am frightened

[I fear]) 42. 3

PLURAL FORMATIONS ( 51-54)

51. General Remarks

The question of plurality, as exhibited in the verbs, is, compara

tively speaking, a complicated matter. The chief difficulty arises

from the fact that Coos accords a different treatment to transitive and

intransitive verbs, and that the phenomena connected with plural

formation are by no means of a uniform character. As in most other

American languages, the Coos intransitive verbs express plurality

of subject, while stems expressing transitive concepts distinguish

between actions relating to a singular object and those relating to

plural objects.

As a rule, plurality of the subject of verbal ideas is not indicated.

One and the same stem is used in the singular and plural alike. There

are, however, a few verbal concepts that express such a plurality

by means of different stems. While this question ought to be more

properly treated under the heading &quot;Vocabulary,&quot; it may neverthe

less be found useful to give here a few examples of such different

stems.
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Singular Plural

Itslm 26.20 ne tsl 74.1 to do

yixu me 10.3 yuwl tit, yuwat- 12.6 to travel

tsxu 28.12 ha yati, 58.19, 20 to lie

qa qal 40. 2 td mslmt 74. 1 to sleep

xne* t- 74.30 xwailt- 22.17 to fly, to jump
lEqa

u wE 42.18 6^84.14 to die

/#-, 14.6 x^a- 50-3 to speak

Ldwafkats, 38.10 ^^ 36.11,te?0 z#50.7 to sit, to live

On the other hand, there are a few stems that seem to express

singularity or plurality of subject by means of a grammatical process

the history of which is not clear. This process may be said to consist

in the change of the vowel connecting the suffix with the stem.

Singular Plural

Jtda at you walk 120.18 U tda lt they walk

tyxafyat I am whittling il xa ylt they are whittling
nfa lats I dance ice? tfa llt you two dance 82.18

nvn nat 1 wade out %l vn mt they wade out

This process is the more puzzling, as it also seems to be used for

the purpose of distinguishing between duration of action (see 26).

It is quite conceivable that there may be an etymological relation

between these two phenomeria, and that the phonetic similarity exhib

ited by them is more than accidental.

52. Reflexive Plural -it,

In a number of cases intransitive verbs indicate plurality of subject

by means of a suffix which is phonetically different from the suffix

expressing the corresponding singular idea. This is especially true

in the case of the suffix -qsm, -xsm (see 30). This suffix is applied

to singular subjects only, while the same idea for plural subjects is

expressed by means of the suffix -?7, which is alwa}
Ts preceded by the

transitive -t or -ts.

Singular Plural

Ihe tqEm it is resting 88.16 U Ihe tu they are resting

tywdlexixsm I went to bed we we lextu you two go to bed

82.13

nLdu kutsxEm I sat down ti l
E
qtsu (they) sat down 22.15

tykwe et
EtsxEm I settled down ttkwe etEtsu they settled down 48. 5

I hide myself U sLn tu they hide themselves
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53. Causative Passive Plural -iyJEm

The same principle is applied to intransitive verbs expressing pas
sive causative ideas. Singular subjects are expressed by means of the

suffix -eet (see p. 345), while plurality of the subject is indicated by
the suffix -lyEm. The most perplexing problem connected with this

suffix is the fact that its initial I disappears before i^-diphthongs with

out changing the u of the diphthong into a consonantic w (see 8).

SLn. Singular Plural

fop SLm yat they two sLne et 24.12 sLnl yEm
hide him (caus.)

24.9

x En-

nx ml yat I put it x ne et 10.1 x nl yEm
on top

ux leml yat they two Isme et 90.18 leml yvm,

set it up 8.10

q
Etou-

i}q
Etowi yat I hang q

Etowefet 46.27 (fWymn 84.15

it up
(x)no we, right 44.9 nowe et nou yEm 44.22

L/a- to be on something
U L/alyat they put it L/e et 22.1 L/el yEm 144.4

on 80.20

54. Direct Plural Object -itEJC

The idea of plurality of objects in transitive verbs is not clearly

developed. The treatment accorded to the different stems is so irregu

lar that no definite rules can be formulated. The majority of stems

make no distinction between singular and plural objects, and occur in

one form only. Other stems have different forms for the singular

and plural; e. g., tsxau- TO KILL ONE, aiw- TO KILL MANY, la- TO

PUT IN ONE, X %L!OU- TO PUT IN MANY, etc.; while a number of stems

seem to express plurality of object by means of the affixed numeral

particle hsma (see 109), or by means of the suffix -ItEX.

This suffix expresses the plural third person object, and may be add

ed directly to the verbal stem, or after the transitive suffixes -tf,
-ts.

xun tsxut dma ltEx (many) deer he pulled 88.12

afyu it LanafltEx surely they headed them off 56.16

hats Ldwe entc lau laal tsx just all (wholly) she dragged them 80.9
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55. MISCELLANEOUS SUFFIXES

While the functions of the verbal suffixes discussed in the preced

ing pages are clear, and could be described fairly accurately, there

are a few others that appear only now and then, and express ideas

of a varying character. It is possible that these suffixes may repre

sent the petrified remnants of grammatical formations that have

become obliterated in the course of time. The following is a list of

these suffixes:

-a. This suffix seems to express in a number of instances our infini

tive idea.

Inet wat xwi tsxut he is habit- Irita e he IE dd mtt hunting (had)

ually hunting deer gone the man 108.9

Jielml his aso la In ta next dayagain
he went hunting 110.10

SLaqa etwat she is bathing yixe n SLa qa la once bathing she

him (caus.) 60.6 went (literally, to bathe) 84.24

In a few cases it has been found suffixed to neutral stems, and seems

to denote impersonal actions.

loq
u- to boil loqu qwa IE s*aL/ was boiling the

pitch 102.11

kwind was smoke 22.23 In Icwi na not it smokes 110.14

It is possible that this suffix may have the identical function with the

-a (or -e) suffixed to the modal adverbs (see 106), and it ma}r

consequently be related to the auxiliary -e (see 4A).

-e. I am at a loss to detect the exact nature of this suffix and its

etymological connection with any of the other suffixes. In the few

instances in which it occurs, it was rendered by the passive, or else

as an abstract verbal noun.

k ilo wit she saw him 54.2 a yu k tto we % lau djl surely it was
seen as it was coming 52.7, 8

k i Louts he found it 32.10 Id far k^Le her canoe was found

54.19

kd wl he grew up 64.12 la u hau we it grew up (literally,

goes its growth) 20.16

kfa lat he shouted (at it) 36.7 d wl nk e le I quit shouting (lit

erally, the shouts)
mi lat he swam 30.7 d wl e mi le stop swimming (liter

ally, finish your swimming)
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-anu. This suffix occurs in two instances only, and expresses in

both of them the infinitive. It seems to be related to the verbal

suffix -enl (see 45).

yu weL a pack 70.22 lau yu
wiLe nu he (went out in or

der) to pack (enu &amp;gt; anu [see 7])

162.25

a lEC toy 92.10 ma he laq td ali canu people came
there (in order) to play 90.26

-am occurs very rarely, and seems to denote the absence of the

object of an action.

q/rmts he eats it 32.9 hats hanL e q!a mtsam just will

you eat 42.23, 24

LOU- to eat 17.2 lau tsix lie Ld wiyam she usually

here eats 24.4, 5

Nominal Suffixes ( 56-80}

GENERAL NOMINALIZING SUFFIXES ( 56-65)

56. Nominal -is

This suffix may be said to have a general nominalizing function. It

is found suffixed to a great number of stems, and expresses general

nominal ideas, including many of our adjectival terms. For a discus

sion of its etymological nature, see General Remarks, 25.

hafwl he grew up 64.12 ha wis ready 5.4

stouq he stood 20.4 stmva qwis wall 90.18.

L/ats he spoke 16.2 L/e yis language 16.1

Uuwe xtds heart 5.3 k ele Lis corner 58. 13

wix l lis food 14.7 k ina wis laziness 34.17

hele yis salmon-roe 34.27 (k tfnwfa lazy)

huu mis woman 24. 6 kwaye is ridge, mountain 22. 13

laltl mis ocean 6.2 kwa sis ball 38.19

pVlik is anus 40.7 kwi nis feather 26.21

po
u kwis slave k/wafsis wind 22.11

pLpa wis hat 136.14 qa yis day, sky, world 6.1

tama lis custom, fashion 19.8 qai nis mouth of river 58.1

tqa Us sun 24.2 q
Ema tts fish-basket 36.7

sik e x Ms shield 28.7 xala wis heat 24.9

tskwa xLis fir-tree 9.2 la xLis mud 52.10

tctfne nis edge 22.15 Itce is ocean beach 7.11

g ild mis breakers 8.1 Lva Us sand beach 58.1
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k i nwis lazy

Teams mts five 5.4

x i kvis deep
xa lwis hot 24.6

xa ms sick 42.18

he mis large 14.5

hu wis poor 42.5

pL/is heavy
mVtsfo wise 132.6

t
E
qa

i Lf
is solid 7,6

tdtofi lfo sweet 32.27

tcflfo dry 166.2

57. Nouns of Quality in -ES, -tEs; -enls

-Es, -tEs. This suffix changes adjectives (or adverbs) into abstract

nouns. No explanation can be given for the phonetic difference be

tween the two suffixes.

he vnfo big 14.5

ndant much, many 50.13

nqai na I am cold

he mye a while 38.15

hethe te rich 26.2

paa- to fill 15.7

e hentc far 26.23

qa,L long
Jdle es black 162.13

gat below 36.11

hats kwa x nek* hemVstEs /IE

x dwa yas the snake was just as

big as a hair (literally, just like

a hair [is] the size [of] the snake)
86.2

In kwee nlylm ztse ts he tt naa ntEs

no one knew how many they
were (literally, not knew they
how [was] their quantity) 78.2

xqaine ss Jcaas tsxa/ufivat cold

nearly killed him 32.7

tau henl yess nyixu me (for) such

length of time I travel 26.9

hethe teES wealth

la u paa WES hs xaap the water

reached its full mark (literally,

goes its fullness [of] the water)
44.19

ehe ntcEs distance 52.16

qa LtES length
k/le estEs black color

qa tES, the lower part, half 16.10

-en/is transforms adjectives expressing sensations and emotions

into abstract nouns.

c&nlqayou are hungry 70.12

qa
u net he got angry 32.25

te* xiwn a ya laqe ms these we two
died from hunger (literally,

these we two [are] hunger-dead)

36.13, 14

qa
uwe n%s anger, wrath 16.4
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58. Nouns of Location in -

This suffix expresses the abstract conception of a local idea. It is

suffixed to adverbs only, and is (with one exception) preceded by the

adverbial suffix -tc. It may best be rendered by THE PART OF, THE

SIDE OF.

lexa tca kwi nait inside he lexa tcEmhanL^qa qal in the inside

looked 62.6 (part of my eye) will I sleep

40.2

JIE ytxa wEx lExa tcEm of the house

the inside (part)

ykqantce witc backwards 32.13 psnLd wai yiqa ntcEm djl a whale

behind it was coming 88.22

I la before, first 56.9 U k tto wit lla hatcEm djl they
saw it in front coming 88.5

le wi u lla hatcEm dowa ya Id e
s-

natc he liked his mother best

(literally, it is [as] his first[-ness]

he likes his mother) 120.19, 20

gat below 36.11 xwandj ya lanl IE md qa tsm

tila qai that way are talking

the people (who on the) lower

part (of the river) live 66.12

59. Verbal Abstract -awas, -VI&WCLS

-awas changes the verb into a noun. It expresses the abstract

concept of a verbal idea. If the verb expresses an active, transi

tive idea, it is suffixed to the bare stem, while in intransitive verbs it

is preceded by the intransitive suffix -enl (see p. 349). In such cases

the final vowel of the transitive suffix disappears, and the a-vowel of

-awas effects the retrogressive assimilation of the stem-vowels and

suffix-vowels (see 7).

cEa lctet he is working 22.26 i lau a wl cEalcta was when he quit

(the) work 34.6, 7

Lowet wat she is eating 24.5, 6 afwl fa Ldwa was she finished (her)

food 24.13

QL/hats I put it on la L!aha was her clothes 110.3

fo ati canj, we two play 38,11 alicana was lin hauxts a game we

(should) arrange 90.14

dqe dead 42.19 aqana was funeral

ha yat he gambled 66.15 hayana was Indian game
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In one instance this suffix has been changed to -awaL.

qa ya
uts he is scared 126.1 In yu dl{

l qayaiva waL hardly any

thing can scare him (literally,

not very something scaring [to

him] 40.24; qayawa waL a thing
that scares)

-nelwas* Composed of the distributive -rie* (see 37) and the

nominal -awas. Hence it expresses an abstract concept that has a

distributive character.

kaqtsa! nlaxari& was Ldwa katsshe, was sitting between his teeth (lit

erally, his teeth in the [mutual] between[-ness]) 102.18

sowe l laxaneifwas between the fingers 108.21

sqaiLne
i was the space between the lingers, a crack (sqai LExEm it

was sticking in a crack 62. 8)

60. Verbal Nouns in -onts, -si

-dnis. This suffix indicates that something has become the object

of a certain action. It may best be rendered by WHAT BECAME THE

OBJECT OF. Either it is suffixed to the verbal stem directly, or it is

preceded by the transitive suffixes -t, -ts (see 26).

U ya lanl they are talking 90. 1 6 lau %l yaalto ms they begin to talk

about it (literally, this they

[have as their] object of speech)
76.22

Hik ^t^ts I cut it Jc ititso nis laJcxLa she commenced
to cut her foot (literally, object
of cutting her foot [became]

80.21)

LOU- to eat 17.2 lau Ldu rtis % hafk foc lau yixu me
this became his food while he

walked crawling (literally, that

object of eating [it became]
while crawling that one trav

eled) 32.11

a tsa he gave it to him 34.10 atso nfo gift 188.26

-st is used in the formation of nouns from verbal stems. The best

rendering that can be given for this suffix is THE KUINS, THE REM

NANTS OF.
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ai wit he killed them 68.11 isai wttsiitEWQ two (are the) rem
nants of the slaughter 62.18

wpi it burned down 58.12 qavnlafi we IE yixafwEx nx pVtsl
she commenced to look around

(of) the house the debris 58.18, 19

It is very likely that the following example may belong here:

k itsi mis, k %t-nmafmis half TIE k ltsi misl ai w&t half of them
32.11 he killed (literally, the remain

ing half he killed) 112.10

61. Nouns of Quantity in -in

This suffix occurs in a few instances only. It is added to stems

expressing adjectival ideas, and may be translated by PIECE, PORTION.

tca yux
u small 42.6 I Tc l tcd yuxwin aftsa (to) both a

small portion he gave 120.17

qaic small 128.29 qaici nis ux yu
wi
yu in a small

place they two are stopping 6.3

e hentc far 26.23 nd yim ehentcEsi neHc djVnlt be

cause quite far apart it keeps

coming (literally, because dis

tance-portion-modality, [they]

are coming [singly]) 52.18

62. Nouns of Agency in -ayawa, -eyciwe, -lyawa

These suffixes indicate the performer of an action. The -eydwe form

is added to stems with e-vowels (see 7). Since the informant was

frequently at a loss how to express in English the idea conveyed by

this suffix, he invariably translated it by TO GO AND (perform the

action in question).

tfa lats he dances tfallya wa a dancer

L/x tfnt he examined it 32.23 L/x lnlya wa examiner

ni k in wood 102.2 ml Lan iinik ineyafwe permit me
to get some wood (literally, let

me wood-gett-er be) 102. 1

wti laq arrow 12.10 is milaqaya!we we two go and get
arrows (literally, [we two are]

arrow-makers) 160.6, 7

LOU- to eat 17. 2 tyiowlyafwa I am an eater

tyte HUs Ldwlya wa I go in and

eat 168.2, 3
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63. Nominalizing Suffix Indicating Place, -4s

It is never suffixed to verbal stems.

qa ntcu where? 94.25 w xqantcu uns from where are you
two ? (literally, your two selves

whence place) 126.14

le lsx medicine wunn l
E
lxeyciwe wis we two have

been after medicine (literally,

our two selves medicine-makers

place) 126. 15

tsa yux
u small 20. 5 tsayuxwVms enl k exsm IE L/ta

on a small place is sticking out

the land 44. 26

qaic small 128. 29 qaid nis fix yu
wt
yu on (some) small

place they two are stopping 6.3

64. Nominalizing Suffix Indicating Locality, -ume

It signifies WHERE THE ... is. It is added to nominal (or

adverbial) stems only.

kuus south xkukwi sume hi yet ! he came ashore

on the south side (literally,

from where south is, he came

ashore)

tse tix over here tsetifx ume LO heu heu ha^wE here

on this side make a knot! (liter

ally, where this is, on it, a knot

make) 92.7, 8

xw% luxu head 30.14 xwiluxu me where the head is

146.26

65. Terms of Relationship in -cite (-ate)

Terms of relationship appear with the suffix -ate or -ate (see 7),

except in the vocative case, where the stem alone is used. A few

nouns exhibit in the vocative case an entirely different stem, while

others occur in the vocative form only.

The phenomenon so characteristic of many American and other

languages, whereby the different sexes use separate terms for the

purpose of denoting corresponding degrees of relationship, is not

found in Coos. This may in part be due to the fact that the language

does not differentiate in any respect whatsoever between the two sexes,

and that grammatical gender is a concept entirely unknown to the

Coos mind. On the other hand, Coos has one trait in common

63-6K
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with some of the languages of the neighboring tribes, namely, in so

far as two different stems are used to denote the same degree of

relationship by marriage. One is employed as long as the inter

mediary person is living, while the second is used after the death of

that person.

The following table shows the nouns expressing the different

degrees of relationship:

English
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In one instance the term kwe neL is employed to denote SISTER,

without mentioning the rank of her birth. All attempts to obtain

the corresponding term for BROTHER have proved unsuccessful.

66. SUFFIXES -gas, -lyEx, -iyetEoc

These three suffixes, occurring in a few instances only, seem to

express the idea PERTAINING TO. They are suffixed to nominal and to

adverbial stems.

north IE lofmak lalau ts IMdjlfysx the

bones those (are) the Umpqua
Indians (literally, the Northern

Indians) 50.5, 6

yifqantc behind yiqa ntc&mex ma, the last genera
tion 9.6

L/an- L/a nex qaflyeq new salmon 36.25

qa lu winter (?) 162.20 qa lex old 38.18

qa xan- up 14.1 qaxam yetsx ma from above the

people 150.5

qcb yfo sky 6. 1 yayisafyEX ma the sky-people

ADVERBIAL SUFFIXES ( 67-70)

67. Local and Modal -&tc, -Itc

This suffix indicates rest, and was rendered by IN, AT, ON, UNDER.

It is added to nouns and (very rarely) to verbs. For the parallel

occurrence of -eHc and -Itc, see 2. (See note to 36.)

yixafwEX house 22.25 yixafwExeHc Ldwa Teats in the house

he is sitting

Llta country 30.28 ysai L!to!Itc nltse ts in another

country I stay 26.8, 9

lie wilts road 138.17 heid ltsitc stouq on the road he

stood 36. 16

q
uwai s board 52.14 %lau quwai site tdlcile et while sne

under the board was 58.25

xaap water 6.9 xaa pitc djl u mi le in the water it

was swimming 88.21

far canoe 44.20 OS& L % x ltc ux tclowl yat in the

middle (of the) canoe they two
laid him down 126.23

sweat-house 62.25 faeil/Z&tc tsxu lal to mfiL in the

sweat-house lay that old man

28.11, 12

66-67
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tila qai (many) live 36.11 hi nl Lwva kats IE til IE ma xqat
tila qayltc there lived the kins

men (among) the people (who)
below lived 60.11

By prefixing to the noun the local prefix x- (see 22), and by
suffixing to it the suffix -e*td -lie, the idea FROM is expressed.

qa yis sky 6.1 xqa yisltc he laq from the sky he
came

L/ta country 30.28 xysai L/ta ttc from another coun

try 26.6

pgai back 82.13 xyu xwdmd L!oxk vfie
irwat xpqai

-

hltc two men were supporting
him from the back 40.9

When preceded by the discriminative x- (see 23), this suffix

assumes a modal significance, exercising the same function as the

English adverbial suffix -LY or the word LIKE.

nmafhenet it is populated 12.4 hats kwa xmahe ntltc sto waq just

like a person he stood up 114.23,

24

wmahe ntltc k tto wtt IE ma like

persons she saw the beings (look)
54.18

a yu sure enough 7.4 go
us dVl In xa yuwltc tsxau wat he

killed a little of everything

(literally, [of] everything not

enough-ly he killed) 64.19, 20

salmon 34.14 xqa lyeqe
itc U kwma etwat as

salmon they look upon it 130.14

xta nuxwltc Ldwa kats sideways he

was sitting 38.10

one 5.5 xyVxettc dafmil xytfx&tc he ll

huumafk e each man has one

wife (literally, one [modal] man,
one [modal] their wives) 48.5

The prefix may sometimes be omitted, as shown by the following

examples:

qantc where 8.8 yi kwanL qantd tc tety la perhaps
shall which way this 1 go 100.18

qaic small 128.29 qai eitc hau U yu wilt into small

pieces they divided it 130.26

tsa yux
u small 20.5 isa yiixwltcpi lstat to pieces it was

smashed 124.14

67
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Owing to its modal significance, this suffix expresses the idea of

our collective numerals IN TWOS, IN THREES, when added to the cardi

nal numerals.

go
us qa ntcfLtc xyuxwafJieHc U la everywhere in pairs they went 48.8

wylpssfri&tc in threes (yVpssn three)

68. Local Suffix, Indicating Motion, -etc

The suffix -etc indicates motion, action, and may be rendered by AT,

IN, THROUGH, ON, INTO.

spruce-tree 20.5 L\a% yat IE tsafyux
u tchclf?mletc he

put it on the small spruce-tree
20.8

ds msit prairie 22.12 Is yl dEmste tc Lhtfnap a good

prairie through he goes 22.11

yixa wEx house 22.25 yixaJ wsxetc la into the house he

went 28.10, 11

yixa wExetc djl to the house he

came
tclwal fire 38.8 tdwa letc tlcits into the fire he

shoved it 32. 24

a face 10.3 ~kw%na e ivjatafhetc he is looking at

(his) face

When suffixed to a stem with an a-vowel, the suffix is changed tc
a

-ate (see 7).
ies

;on-

xoPp water 6.9 t
Ek!wtt xaapatc into the water

dove 26.27
ikuntce im

Llto! ground 6.7 L!to!ate leml yat on the ,.:-- .?i

put it 64.1

In some cases it may be suffixed to verbs.

tUa qai (many) live 36.11 tci he laq IE ma tlla qa^ ade ree

he arrived, where t verbal dis-

were living 36.12, 1?

stou
&amp;lt;j

he stands 20.4 tso IE ma qal stou qetQ were mutual
to the person (that

he came 98, 4, 5
re brothers mu.

ah canl (they) play 94. 8 helaq IE ma ahcanl

to the people (tl^-,^- fiv

98, 14, 15
/s (mutually) 90. 8

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212-24 s s 71 _79
* *
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69. Local -ewitc

The local suffix -ewitc is rendered by TOWARDS.

north Mldje witc qai ctt to the north he

scattered 48.24

e qatce aside 26.20 eqatce witc kwfcHcwfFl& yu to one

side he was rolled 94.19,20

yi qantc behind yiqantce witc ilx backwards he

looked 32.13

gaits inside 140.24 qai tsowitc il te xtUs (inside) they
entered 22.29

yixa wEx house 22.25 yixawExe witc nla towards the

house I am going

70. Instrumental -Etc

It expresses our ideas WITH, AGAINST. When suffixed to a stem

with an #-vowel, it is pronounced more like -ate; while, if suffixed to

a stem with an ^-vowel, it invariably sounded like -etc. When the

instrumental idea WITH is to be expressed, the stem to which this

suffix is added is very often preceded by the prefix x- (see 24) .

ma luku paint ma lukwEtc lta yau Id a red paint
with was painted his face 10.2, 3

ix canoe 44.20 ma xix s tc ylxu me people in

canoes travel (literally, with ca

noes) 90.3

tcftltc! hammer 26.26 tqanLts tcft ltc/Etc IE Jcwi
f

lau he

struck with a hammer the ice

28.1,2

Vwe* lucky 20.14 hata ywns rmx so wEtc all cam u

mxeir o* m&n lucky rnoney with they are

playing 94.27

& pitch 82.23 qfde yEtc lau pa
a
ts with pitch it

was full 74.25

T, e basket 28.27 xmlk e Etc towi tinlye in a basket

he was dropped down (literally,

examples: with a basket) 28.9,10

qantc whky 6.1 qafyisstc tskwl against the sky it

struck 22.4

qaic small * 24.2 tqa lisEtc pana qtsxEm in the sun

he is warming himself 32.8

tsafyux
u smaL62.5 Qs nefx tUs tdUe JiEtc she jumped

against the door 76.2

67
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In the following instance the suffix is changed, without any apparent

cause, to -ystc.

wa lwal knife 78.11 t
E
qanLl yeqEm xwa lwalyEtc they
hit her with a knife 80.5

In another instance it occurs as -autc.

go
us dl*l tsaya neha

utc nL/pe ne dlH with all kinds of small birds 46.2

When suffixed to the article or to the personal pronouns, this suffix

is changed to -itc.

IE it 5.1 xle itc ux k /int with it they two

try it 7.4

ty ne I 50.25 tyne ltc he laq with (or to) me he

came

&amp;lt;?ne thou 15.7 ytfne itc with, to thee 18.11

xd he 15.10 hex& ttc with, to her 86.3

xwm we two hexwinne itc with, to us two 24.3

71. SUPERLATIVE -eyiin

This suffix indicates great quantity or quality. It corresponds to

our superlative.

tsd
t

yux
u small 20.5 TIE tsdyuxwe yim o!la the smallest

child

he mis big 14.5 hs heWdse yim ykxd wEx the big

gest house

It is added mostly to terms of relationship that denote either a

younger or an elder member of the family. In such cases it implies

that the member spoken of is the younger (or elder) in a family con

sisting of more than two members of the same degree of kinship.

hem kunatc elder sister wdndj L/dts JIE hemkuntce yim
(out of two) 50. 8 that way spoke the eldest sister

126.16

72. DISTRIBUTIVE -Inl

-tnl is suffixed to nouns of relationship onty, and expresses a degree

of mutual kinship. It is etymologically related to the verbal dis

tributives -ne\ -dnl (see 25, 37).

sla atc cousin 42.21 ux slaftcinl they two were mutual

cousins 42.15

ha Late elder brother 72.27 lin haLtctinl we are brothers mu
tually

miLkwl y&tc younger brother kafsfmfo U miLJkwi tdni five they
72.1 (are) brothers (mutually) 90.8

71-72
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73. INTERROGATIVE -U

It is added only to the particles tcitc, qantc, mi ldtc, dffl, wit, Itc, to

the adverb nVdtc, and to the stem Itse ts (see pp. 406, 407, 408, 411).

tcnftcu xaflal u men what are they doing? 92.18

xtctftcu tsn xafnis how is it that I am sick ?

lau qa ntcu la that one where did he go? 94.25

mi ldtcu hanL e
ewu txe when will you return? 28.3,4

dtf lu lie ts eFynlo^wat what usually are you looking for ? 54. 3

hanL tE%s k /int with what shall we two try it? 7.1, 2

= d!
i
i
l+ -tc+-Etc+ -u (see 108, 25, 70, 11)

xwi tu tsttx tl yat who did it?

1 tcu efdowafya e xkan which one do you want? 50.17

U m ctcu how many are they ? (literally, [are] they a few ?)

Itse tsu hemi stEs t i ye yixafwEx how big is your house? (literally,

how [the] largeness [size] of your house ?)

NUMERAL SUFFIXES
( 74-77)

74. Ordinal -is

The ordinal numerals are formed by adding to the cardinals (see 101)

the suffix -Is. The first two numerals are irregular, especially the

ordinal for ONE. The adverbial stem lla AHEAD, the temporal adverb

yuvnnt BEFORE, or the same adverb with the adjectival ending -lysx,

are used in lieu of the missing regular ordinal numeral for ONE.

The ordinal for TWO is formed by adding the suffix -is to the adverb

OSO AGAIN.

I la, yuwVnt, yuwi ntlyEx first

aso ww second

third

fourth

fifth

he* xa I la Lowi tat she first ran (literally, ahead) 56.9

lefy yuwVnt hu^mis my first wife (literally, my wife [whom 1 had]

before)

leg* aso wts /mufmts my second wife

Compare also Jielm/i Ms next day (he lml to-morrow 162.9) 6.7

Of an obscure composition is the indefinite ordinal tslfwis THE LAST.

Its first component can not be explained, while the ending is plainly

the ordinal suffix -2s.

tso cku tsl wis now (this) must (have been) the last one 120.1

73-74
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76. Multiplicative -en

The multiplicative numerals are formed by adding to the cardinals

the suffix -en TIMES.

1. yixe n 6. ylxel wwqen
2. tsouxe n 7. yuxwafwwqen
3. ylpSE nen 8. yixe

1 alialen

4. hecLirLen 9. yuxwa!aJidlen

5. katfs misen 10. Lepfqafnien

The numeral for TWICE is irregular. It seems to be composed of

the conjunction tso NOW, of the inclusive personal pronoun ux, and

of the multiplicative suffix -en.

yixe n sLafqa la once bathing she went 84.24

tsouxe n hanL fywu txe in two days will I return
(literally, twice)

28.4

Jcat&quot;E
f

mJlsen qafxantc x ne x tUs five times upwards (they) jumped
76.4

tad ku Jcwa nictcefn qaliml ye then, perhaps, in a few days . . .

(literally, now. perhaps, it seems, a few times, morning it got)

56,21

To this group belongs also the indefinite weste n so MANY TIMES,

formed from the stem wes so MANY.

Ms weste n tsix ta Ms western ysai L/tci ltc nltse ts I stay here

just as long as in the other country (literally, also so many
times here, and also so many times in another country, I stay)

26.8, 9

76. Ordinal-Multiplicative -entcts

The ordinal-multiplicative numerals, expressed in English by AT

THE FIRST TIME, AT THE SECOND TIME, are formed by means of the

compound suffix -entcis. This suffix consists of the multiplicative -en

(see above), of the modal -tc (see 36), and of the ordinal suffix -is

(see 74).

xylxe^vneqe ntds L/eHc Id iluwe xtcis at the sixth time went out

her heart 76. 6, 7

E 7mse
f

ntcis at the fifth time

The ordinal suffix -is may be omitted, as shown in the following

example :

heci?Lento qaliml ye lau laatafya la sla atc on the fourth day he

went to his cousin (literally, four times [at] morning it got . . .
)

42.20, 21

S 75-76
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77. Distributive -Mna

Distributive numerals in the sense of ONE EACH, ONE APIECE, are

formed by adding to the cardinal numerals the suffix -hina (see General

Remarks, pp. 326, 327). The first two numerals, yixe
1 and yuxwa^

change their final vowels into a before adding the suffix. This change

may be due to purely phonetic causes (see 7). The numeral for

THKEE, yVpsEn, drops its final n before taking the suffix.

yixahi na one each

yuxwahi na two each

yipsEhi na three each

hec^Lhi na four each

JcaPsmiaM na five each

go
us yixahi na U nhuumd k e IE ivi nqas u JwPme all of the Spider s

children have wives each (literally, all, one apiece, they with

wives [are], the Spider s children) 58.9

yixaM na he is mi laq we two have one arrow apiece

PLURAL FORMATIONS ( 78-79)

78. Irregular Plurals

The majority of nominal stems have the same forms in singular and

plural. There are, however, a number of nouns and adjectives that

show in the plural a formation which is distinct from the singular

form. This formation is based upon two grammatical processes,

suffixation and phonetic change, and may be said to be of a petrified

character. It is impossible to describe, or even suggest, the pro

cesses that may have taken place in this formation; hence no attempt

will be made to discuss them in detail.

The following is a list of nominal stems that occur in two distinct

forms, one for the singular, and the other for the plural:

Singular Plural

a la 10.8 hV me 20.3 child

kuu mis 24.6 h^ma k e 20.3 woman
to mfa 20. 2 tEmd Le 24. 1 old man
dafmtt 14. 7 ti mttl 56. 18 man
ma 10.1 men 24.22 human being
Jc nes k ene yese 30.16 hunchback

tsd yux
u 20.5 tsaya ne 48.7 small

tce xet tce mxet 46.19 short

qaL kdLE mka 134.25 tall

airway 112.27 aiA maqak.%Q &amp;gt; big

ttitclO.9 titca ne &6.3 kind, manner

$77-78
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This distinction is not consistently carried out. Cases where the

singular form is applied to denote plural concepts are quite numerous.

This phenomenon is very natural, since in place of the idea of plurality

we find rather the idea of distribution developed in Coos.

79. Plural of Terms of
*

Relationship, -lyas

The only substantives that form a plural by means of a specific

plural suffix are the terms of relationship. The suffix employed for

this purpose (-lyas) may be added directly to the -stem, or may be

preceded by the suffix of relationship, -ate (-ate) (see pp. 365, 366).

mEanl yas parents 86.12

Jc
r

anya
xLtc younger sister 50.14 kiolLtd yas younger sisters 82.14

ha Late older brother 72.27 haLtd yas,haLl yas older brothers

130.23

e kuLate father 20.13 ekuLtd yas, ekuLl yas fathers

equate mother 68.16 e ntd yas mothers

This suffix may be present in the stem L/ta yas VILLAGE, derived

from L/ta EARTH, GROUND, COUNTRY. The initial^ of the suffix would

amalgamate with the final a of the stem into a (see 9), and the noun

would express a collective plural.

80. MINOR SUFFIXES

Besides the suffixes discussed in the preceding pages, Coos has a few

suffixes of obscure function, that occur sporadically only, and that are

confined to certain given stems. These suffixes are as follows:

-i occurs in one or two instances, and is rendered by AND ALL.

ml laq arrow 12. 10
;
nmi laqa heml yat IE ma u kwa xaL nmiflaqai

with arrow he is 20.18 she took out a person s bow and

arrow and all 62.23

lafmak bones 40.12 nte*t ta nla mak i with flesh and

bones and all

-ca is suffixed to the noun hu^mik OLD WOMAN. It was explained to

me as having an endearing character, but instances are not

lacking where the suffix is used in a derogatory sense.

wandj L/afxzm IE huumi k ca thus talking is the (dear) old woman
82.19, 20

Lxant tdwale tc IE huurmfk ca (she) threw it into the fire, the (bad)
old woman (the Giant-Woman)
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-ayvtns occurs in three instances, and seems to have a nominalizing

character.

tdhats he put it out (the light)

128.16

ice titd you two come in!

82.14

hethJte rich 26.2

k HLtdha yims lau tdilefet it (the

fire) is burning continually (lit

erally, without [being] put out

it is- caused to burn) 40. 25, 26

titca yims tydowafya to come in I

(should) like

hatafyims money 20.15

-ayaL, are suffixed to a few verbal stems, and seem to

denote the performer of an action.

In- to hunt 24.26

ali canl he plays
LOU- to eat

Ini yaL ma, a hunter

alicanl yaL a player
Lowl yaL a person that eats

qacqayafyaL a shadow ( 2) 104. 9

lye, -dye. This suffix is added to a number of stems expressing

adjectival ideas. It is idiomatically employed in the formation

of comparison (see p. 417), and in some instances it is used to

indicate plurality of adjectival concepts. When used for the

purpose of expressing comparison, it seems to have a nominal

izing function.

pL/is heavy

x i lwis deep

wu us light

Singular

PL!is

mi tsis 128.20

xu us

Plural

pdL. d ye
mdtsd ye
wwawi ye

yu kwa POLL!a ye xkwi nautc they

(pi.) look very heavy (literally,

much as if weight [according toj

appearance) 64.8

a*& L la u x iluwl ye IEX ya bas the

maggots go halfway deep (liter

ally, middle, goes its depth [of]

the maggots) 40.12

his xci ta he dx xwafwlye IE ^ne

they two are as light as you

(literally, also he and their two

light weight [as] yours)

heavy
wise

light

-ylya is suffixed in one or two instances to local adverbs, giving them

an adjectival coloring, as it were.

80
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hifnl there 5.2 Mnl y%ya ma dtil lau mi tsis from

there the people something
know 128.19, 20

tsi he il tama lis hinlfyiya ma just

their fashion (of the) people from
there 130.8, 9

The function of this suffix may best be compared to that of

the German suffix -ige in phrases like

der heutige Tag this day
die dortigen Einvwhner the inhabitants from there

-I has been found suffixed to the -article only. It seems to express

the idea of instrumentality, although this idea .ma}^ be due to

the prefixed instrumental n-.

IE it, he, the 5.1 rile*hi la with it he went 42:8

nle hl wu txe with it she returned

70.23

The infixed h is due to hiatus ( 10).

Reduplication (81-83)

81. Introductory

Reduplication as a means of forming grammatical processes is

resorted to frequently in Coos. The reduplication may be either

initial or final. Initial reduplication affects the consonant, vowel, or

whole syllable. It consists in the repetition of the weakened vowel

or consonant of the stem, or in the duplication of the first stem-

syllable. The connecting vowel between two reduplicated consonants

is the obscure -vowel; but, owing to the great tendency of Coos

towards euphony, this obscure vowel is frequently affected by the

stem-vowel (see 7). Final duplication is always consonantic, and

consists in the repetition of the final consonant by means of a con

necting obscure vowel, which very often changes its quality in accord

ance with the stem-vowel preceding it, or with the vowel of the suffix

that follows it (see 7).

The grammatical use of reduplication is confined chiefly to the verb.

82. Initial Reduplication

Initial reduplication expresses, in connection with the proper verbal

suffixes, intensity of action, repetition, duration, and customary
action. It is employed, furthermore, in the formation of the passive

81-82
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voice. Syllabic reduplication is used very often in addition to a pho
netic device (see 84) for the purpose of forming a number of verbs

expressing transitive ideas of continuous duration. These verbs do

not then require any of the transitive suffixes. This latter application

may be of a later, secondary origin.

Examples of reduplication of initial sound, or of initial consonant and

following vowel:

wlln- to cheat

qaic small 128.29

ai wfo (he) killed them 124.4

pils- to tear up
tl
w- to coil

LOU- to buy

Examples of syllabic duplication:

tc&ne henl he is thinking 24. 13,

14

dm- to attract

ltisloufwat he recognized it

30.28

ux hi touts they two put it

down 7.4

l&p- to paint

LOUX- to hit

po
u ~kw%s slave

WCL- to twist

si x its he shook it off 42.3

efwtwlna mi I am cheating you
qEqai cu Id uA tin clubbed (into

pieces) is his blood 10.6

U aiatfwafyu the}
T were killed 58.8

pEpUsu ye he was torn up 48.16

ntitlwe 1 wat I am coiling it

LOuLOuw~i
ye&amp;lt;][Em

it is being bought
88.13, 14

en JianL tcfintdna!%s you sha n t

think of me 88.29

dmeima e i

waq it was attracting by
means of its breath 88.25

itl tisi lu (she) is being recognized
56.5

lau Mthltdwe ifwat these he is put

ting down 34.8

xle itc lipll yap Id d with it she

painted their faces 122.6

xnaant lau LduxLdu wax many that

one were hitting 80.4, 5

md pd
u
Tcpd

u&amp;gt; waku
people she was

enslaving 70.15

xqe
rilto iw,Lwe i

yaL slowl}
T she is

twisting him 60.7

nsix sl yax I am shaking it off

Owing to the fact that reduplication and duplication are based upon

the principle of consonantic or stem weakening, the repeated element

occurs very often in a changed form. The following rules have been

observed in this respect:

(1) The semi-vocalic y reduplicates into a long I.

yixe ntce together 64.8 lyixantcu ye it was gathered up

yaf& wat he is coaxing him wdndj U I yatu thus they were

coaxed 98.4, 5
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26.25

x tl it slid down 26.19

(2) The spirant x in consonantic combinations, when reduplicated,

becomes Tc . In the same manner alveolar s becomes the affricative ts.

is x L/out we two put it in U k !ix L!dweifwat they are putting
them in frequently 52.9

k fa tl yu it was slid down 94.5

yixe n sLd qala once to bathe tsisLofqaai she was bathing 84.21

she went 84.24

stduq he stood 20.4 tsEstoge
if

yu he was made to stand

on his feet

(3) The reduplication of the fortis palatal Tc! consists in the mere

amplification of the consonant by means of a prefixed a-vowel.

Tcla lat he shouted 36.7 akla laai IE kuu mis shouting- is the

woman 56.5

(4) Combinations of two or more consonants, of which a velar, a

palatal, a nasal (m, n), an h or /, form the second element, reduplicate

the second consonant. The lateral (I) is in such cases preceded by a

vowel, since initial combinations of Z + velar axe impossible.

skwl wat he informed him wandj kiviskwl wat that way he is

informing her 60.19

xEtsxawe 1 wat he is putting it

down
ktmLkwa yu it was cut off 76.14

ma qssqafyu the person was
seized 10.4

xaL/xane^wat he is throwing it

frequently

aqa lqsonafya he became afraid

164.22

tsxawl yat he put it down
36.21

Lkwa at he cut it off

sqats he seized it 36.20

L/xant he threw it 42.10

a lqas fear 66.4

Llha tsa he put on 28.23

of him 28.24, 25

haLlha yu it was put on

xmenl yat he tipped it over mExmeneifwat he is tipping it over

46.26

qfmits she ate it 24.16 mzqJml yu it is eaten 142.6

xEall yat he hugged him 116.4 elxeHeir
yu he was hugged

Compare also

lai xwU she jabbed him 112.17 Usxu ye he was jabbed
Lhiout he opens (the door) rioLlridwe* wat he is constantly

opening (the door)

(5) Syllables ending in an m, n,l+ consonant omit the m, n, and I in

the repeated syllable.

TvuAlt- to roar kwitkwi ltaai it is roaring 114.6

?- to cut qasqa lsaai be is cutting

S2
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x ?ie
/x tits he jumped 32.4 x ltx i ntaai he is jumping

mi ntc&ts she asked him 62. 15 niUcmi ntc^ yeqEm he is asked

70.9

haumx- to dress hides ux hau xhaumaux they two are

dressing hides 68.27, 28

da mtt man 14.7 w tEltdfmUtu you two (will) get

strong 120. 17, 18

k!wanxu- to cut (the hair) Jclwafxklwanax he is cutting his

hair

tsilfc to tie a knot tsi k tMak he is tying a knot

slip- to comb (hair) sips^lap he is combing (his hair)

A number of stems occur in parallel forms showing both conso-

nantic reduplication and syllabic duplication.

yixe ntce together 64.8 lyixantce^n& yu it was gathered

UP
,

ysxyixentce* ne l

yu it was gathered

up 84.16

x ne et he is on top 10.1 x inx ine 1 ivat he is putting it on

top
x i x intu it is being put on top

mintc- to ask mitcmi natc she is asking 80.12

msntintqufye he was asked

cuLts he set afire ciLcu Laai it is burning
CECU LU fire was set to 58.11

83. Final Reduplication

Final reduplication is used for the purpose of expressing distribu

tion, mutuality, and, in intransitive verbs, an action that is performed
now and then (see 37). It is also employed as a means of forming
neutral verbs that indicate actions of long incessant duration.

ysq he went away qai nis lau yaq
E
qafnl from the

shore they are runningaway (one
after the other, singly) 36.18,19

souxt- to trade fa souxtitafnl hanL we two will

trade (mutually) 16.7, 8

liuu ims woman 26.7 wilExa na lau huu7nisisdf
nl them

selves they marry 12.5

stou way he stood 20.7 stowa qEqdnl he is continually

standing up and sitting down

IvuAWyat he rolls it JcwilEla
fm IE balti mis rolling is

the ocean 6.2

kwaa tis dream 98.7 lau JcwaatEs%sdf
7n he is constantly

dreaming (literally, now and

then) 72.1
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Ik!id tE xdap runs down the

water 16.9

x pi IE yixafwEx it burned

down, the house 58.12, 13

imi twe he came back 28.9

k!uxwlr

IE huuf fnis the woman
was lost 54.19

nsq he ran away 100.16

lk!wa ku ts xdap is continually run

ning down the water IT.4

x pafap IE yixafwEx burning

(down) is the house

wutxa xa te is hv me came back

(one by one) our (dual) children

44.7

hetypLpa wfakfu wax&quot; my hat got
lost (impersonal)

U nsqafqa they ran away- (sever-

ally)

There are a number of stems expressing verbal, nominal, and adjec

tival ideas, that appear invariably in reduplicated or doubled form.

Some of these expressions are onomatopoetic in character; others

may have been borrowed from the neighboring languages; while still

others may be new formations, necessitated by the introduction of

new ideas and concepts through the contact of the Coos with the

white people. (See also 116.)

The following is a partial list of such stems:

e qeq killing spot 80.14

(compare e qe- to die)

yi myfan eyelash (compare

yim- to twinkle)
wa lwal knife 78. 11

Wplip white man s paint (com

pare l&p- to paint)

tco xtcox rabbit 60.23

Jia x hax wagon
hatx - to drag)

hethe te rich 26.2

heu heu knot 92.8

pu spus^ cat

pu^xpux a spout 30.25

mus mus1 cow

taP ta&quot; basket 112.4

tsEtse kwm cane 28.18

mtsElim button

g img l mis rain (compare g i mlt

it rains)

(compare k Vnk in stick

k isk a siL fish-hawk

ku kwn raven

qatqai/L belt 28.7 (compare
to put a belt on)

qa lqal digging-stick 26.17

x i nx bn saddle (compare
x ne et it is on top)

xa Lxat ax (compare Lxat- to chop)
xwa lxwal eye 40.1

xwi tsxut deer 64.19

tafntan to come ashore (whale) 128.28

pl x-pi to go home 28.3

yu yu to stop (while traveling) 5.2

Chinook jargon.
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Phonetic Changes ( 84-85)

Grammatical processes by means of phonetic changes are few in

number, and not clearly developed. The phonetic change may be of

a vocalic or consonantic character.

84. Vocalic Changes

Vocalic change is confined to the verb, and consists in the amplifi

cation of the stem by means of a vowel (usually the #-vowel), or in

the modification of the vowel connecting a suffix with a stem. Stem

amplification is employed for the purpose of forming active or transi

tive verbs from verbal stems, and of denoting duration of action.

The latter application occurs in verbs that have already been transi-

tivized by means of some transitive suffix. The stem is frequently

duplicated before amplification is applied to it (see 82, 83). For

another explanation of this phenomenon see 4, 11.

ikwiL- to follow In tdte tkwl yaL (the}
r
) can not fol

low him

tdnL- to reach yixa wExetc td naL la kuma fr.

to (the roof of) the house reached

its horn 86.25, 26

stouq he stood 20.4 nhdL/ sto waq at the foot of the

tree he stood 26.17

ux yu yu they two stopped ux yu
wl
yu they two stopped (for

(for a moment) 5.2 a long time) 5.5

k!au- to peck k llo wit k/a wat he saw him (in

the act of) pecking at it 20.9

silp- to comb one s hair stpsUap he is combing his hair

mintc- to ask wdndj mUcmi natc that way she is

asking 80.12

WIL- to twist xqe ltc wlLW& yaL slowly she is

twisting him 60.7

Modification of a connecting vowel, whenever it occurs, is employed
for the purpose of indicating duration of action. As this phenomenon
has been discussed more fully in connection with the transitive suffixes

-t and -&, the reader is referred to the chapters dealing with those

suffixes (see 26 and also p. 357), in order to avoid repetition.

uxli dt they two shake it 13.8 li cat JIE L/ta (he) is shaking the

earth continually 16.2

ntnu ximt I felt it fymu xwat I am feeling it

nltits I painted it tyltats I am painting it
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85. Consonantic Changes

The application of consonantic changes as a means of forming gram

matical processes is a very peculiar phenomenon, characteristic of

the Coos language. Its use is confined to a very few instances; and

the process, while to all appearances consisting in the hardening

of the final consonant, is of such a petrified nature that it is no longer

possible to analyze it. It occurs only in a few nouns of relationship,

and its significance may be said to be endearing and diminutive. The

following examples of consonantic change have been found:

kwe *s a young woman 86.1 kwe ik a young girl 12.2

/mu mis woman 24.6 huu mik old woman (used in the

same sense as we use our phrase
MY DEAR OLD WIFE) 58.5

da mil man 14.7 to miL old man 20.2

dl lol young man 22.6 dl ldL young boy 60.2

Syntactic Particles ( 86-95)

86. Introductory

By syntactic particles is meant here the great number of enclitic

and proclitic expletives that are employed in Coos as a means of

expressing grammatical categories and syntactic relations. They
cover a wide range of ideas, and refer more properly to the whole

sentence than to any specific part of it. With the exception of two

particles, none of them are capable of composition; that is to say,

they can not be used with any suffix or prefix, although two or even

three particles may be combined into one. Such combined particles

usually retain the functions of each of the component elements. All

syntactic particles are freely movable, and may be shifted from one

position to another without affecting the sense of the sentence.

87. Temporal Particles

1. han ABOUT TO. It denotes actions that will take place in the im

mediate future. Its position is freely movable, and it may be

placed before or after the verb.

tso han Jcwtflt TIE k itsima mis now he was about to bend the half

62.29

xEall yat han /IE dl lol he is about to hug the young man 114.26.
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2. hanL SHALL, WILL. It is regularly used to denote a future action,

and it is the sign of the future. It either precedes or follows

the verb.

nei} pka katc hanL Qfcfto wU I will see my grandfather

go
us dVl hanL ha wl everything will grow 9.3

dn sqats lianL ts tcfwdl you shall seize that yonder fire iO.18, 19

is all cam hanL we two will play 38.11

In IE YI hanL not good will (it be)

3. Ett INTEND, ABOUT TO. It gives the sentence the force of a peri

phrastic future. It either precedes or follows the verb.

i gantc Eit efla when anywhere 3^011 intend to go 15.3

i dl*l il Loweifwat Eit when something they intend to eat 38.2

qaite* ux wutxa xa Eit te is hlifme I thought that they two should

come back, those our (dual) children 44.7

4. nlkfwa USED TO (BE). It denotes an action that took place long

ago. It is often used as a sign of the past tense. In such cases

it is always preceded by the particle he USUALLY (see below),

and it follows the verb which is used in its repetitive form.

te* nik!wa ye
eneu na hin this used (to be) your shinny club 38.16

xaa
p nlu qwit nilc/wa water I used to boil

nvnwl naai he nikfwa I used to cheat

nsipsilap he nx ne k nlklwa I used to comb my hair

By suffixing to nik/wa the obsolete suffix -ll, the temporal adverb

nlk/wafll YESTERDAY is obtained.

nlk/wafll nqa la yesterday I crossed (the river)

huu m%s he laq IE nikfwa ll a woman arrived yesterday 142.10

5. he USUALLY, FREQUENTLY, HABITUALLY, denotes an action that is

performed very frequently. The particle either precedes or

follows the verb. The verb is very often used in the repetitive

form, whenever possible.

go
us mi late he Lfa vcEm always usually he is talking 15.4

tEmafLe ma lau tc/icila cheat he old people on that sit habitually

38.3

When following the future particle hanL, or its potential form yanL

(see p. 391), lie coalesces with them into hanLawe and yanLawe

respectively.

yanLawe diH e qa
uwenisa

f

naya^ hanLawe xle itc I nuwl e-L/a xEm
whenever you will get mad at something, you will talk with it
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loud (literally, if shall usually something you get angry at it

shall usually with it hard you be talking) 16.3, 4

yanLawe xqantc ma hu yam, lslau hanLawe e Jcwa nana ya when
ever a person gets ready to come from somewhere, this you
shall usually tell (literally, if shall usually from where a person

get ready [to come] this shall usually you tell it) 19.3, 4

The particle he amalgamates with the adverb yu VERY into a tem

poral adverb, yuwe WHENEVER.

xa faWS he yuwe lau yixu me warm usually (it is) whenever that

one travels 24.6

yuwe yi mat hau go
us im latc ldJc

ulo
fkwaai whenever he twinkles

(his eyes), it is always lightning 16.6, 7

The same process may have taken place in the rare adverb towe

WHEN. The first component may be a stem, to-, while the second

element is the particle he. The example given below will sub

stantiate this assertion. We have here a complex of two sen

tences stating a fact of frequent occurrence. In the first sen

tence the repetitive particle occurs clearly, while it seems to be

missing in the subordinate sentence. And since, according to

the examples given above, all the components of a complex of

sentences must show the particle he, it is safe to assume that the

frequentative particle is one of the two elements in towe. The

example follows :

xyEai L/tafltc he ux yixu me towe huu mis hlkfa mtlye from
another country usually they two travel when(ever) a woman

gets her monthly courses 26. 6, 7

88. Particles Denoting Degrees of Certainty and
Kno^vledge

6. kwa IT SEEMS, AS IF, LIKE, KIND OF, denotes an object or an action

the quantity or quality of which is not intimately known to the

speaker.

hats Jcwa to hits just as if he hit it

kaas kwa li cat TIE L/ta almost as if he shook the earth 16.2

hats Jcwa u yu wina qaxEm lot Ldw& wat just like a rainbow is

spread out that (which) he was eating 32.14

hats kwa tytd miL just like an old man 1 (am)

7. ylJtu, ku MAYBE, PERHAPS, i GUESS. Both forms appear without

any apparent distinction. This particle may apply to any part of

speech in a sentence, and its position is freely movable. It has a

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 25 88
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dubitative character. It expresses the possibility of a certain

action taking or having taken place, and at the same time doubts

the certainty of its occurrence.

hi nl ku e k Exsm ll ye ha Latc there perhaps amongst (them) is

3
rour elder brother 94.28

tsi ku %c heivese nl merely perhaps you two are lying 28.13, 14

LafyEtat ku (she) may get hungry 64.15

e
exd nis ku maybe (that) you are sick

This particle is very often followed by the negation In NOT.

yiku In xd nis he is probably sick (literally, maybe [or maybe]
not he is sick)

When followed by the future particle hanL, it amalgamates with it

into yikwanL or kwanL (see 8, 9), and it is translated by

(l) WONDER WHETHER, (l) SUPPOSE IF.

nl kwanL afya nqafya won t I loose my breath? (literally, not I

perhaps will [be] gone my breath) 54.13, 14

lau nxL/ts kwanL suppose I hit that one with a club (literally,

that one 1 hit it with a club perhaps shall) 124.16

yikwanL di lte* nLOwet wat I wonder what I shall eat (literally,

maybe will that there I eat it) 32.19, 20

It is contracted with the following UL into yikuL, kuL (see 9 and

p. 391).

yikuL In Idyl perhaps that will be good (literally, perhaps would

[be] that not good)

yikuL xtcltc yuL Lim nha^ts I wonder how it would be if I

should make a dam (literally, perhaps would [be] how, if should

a dam I make) 34.16

In kuL qaic hau pit ten xmi nkatc could not my son-in-law cut off

a chunk? (literally, not perhaps would a chunk cut off this my
son-in-law) 128.29

When followed by the particle U SURELY (see p. 388), it is contracted

with it into yikwtt or kwtt (see 8), and lends to a statement a

high degree of probability.

qafwax kwtt ll ye ha Latc above may (be) surely your elder brother

96.4, 5

The particle yiku, fc
u

, appears sometimes as yikwa, yikive, or kwe.

The reason for this phonetic change could not be found.

yikwa qantc la where may it have gone? (literally, perhaps some

where it went?) 88.3
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yikwe dtfl ts nlc ilo wit what may it be that I see? (literally, per

haps something this I see it) 108.11

kwa kyje yu In a yu L sla% (I) wonder if it is not so, cousin? (liter

ally, as if perhaps very not surely [it] must be, O cousin!) 38.21

8. hakwal, kwal. A compound particle having the same signifi

cance as Jcwa. It consists of the unexplained prefix ha- (which

seems to occur also in hamlL, see p. 392), the particle kwa^ and

the abbreviated form of dVl (see p. 407).

hakwal % id yam IE IVkwit kind of reddish (were) the feathers 20.10

k!waant hakwal qa l
uxtat he heard some kind of a noise (literally,

he heard as if a noise were made) 60.29

9. qen denotes suspicion. It is very difficult to render it in English

otherwise than by a whole sentence.

Jcwa qen dll
l L/i msq she suspected some scent (literally, as if,

suspicion, something [a] smell) 24.10

kwa gen md ic SLna ^wat it seems as if you two are hiding a per
son (literally, as if, suspicion, a person you two are hiding) 24.11

10. qaiku expresses a supposition on the part of the speaker. It

was invariably rendered by i THOUGHT. Its first component
can not be analyzed, while the second is clearly the particle k

u
.

qaiku ux wutxa xa sit te is hlifme I thought they two were going
to come back, these our two children 44. 7

qaiku In U ye*ne^ Id I thought not surely (this was) your property
112.7

11. qainl. Neither of the two elements of this particle can be

analyzed. It indicates that a certain fact came suddenly into

one s recollection, and may best be translated by OH, i RECOL-

LECT, i REMEMBER. It is usually amplified by the particle L

(see p. 392), which either follows it immediately or else is placed

at the very end of the sentence.

qainl L nwa waLa u qciyis he recollected that this was a spider

(literally, recollection, must be, with [its] spider, world) 30.3

qainl lc
u nlo we d qafyis L he came to remember that there was

such a thing (literally, recollection, perhaps, with such a thing,
the world, must [be]) 32.9

12. natsl. It is used by the speaker for the purpose of expressing
doubt. It was rendered by i DOUBT.
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natsi xdtfl lau Ldw& wat I doubt (whether) some one (will) eat it

36.9

natsi xtcltc Im sqats (we) doubt (whether) we (shall) catch it

56.19, 20

13. hen HEARSAY. It denotes that a certain occurrence or fact is

known to the speaker from hearsay only. It may best be trans

lated by I WAS TOLD, IT IS SAID.

ha wl hen IE wi nqas u temi sndtc grew up the Spider s grandson,
it is said 66.11, 12

pEULd wai hen ta ntan whales are reported to (have) come ashore

128.28

yeFne
u L r

le hen lau nai wit your enemies (as I heard you say) those I

killed 110.16, 17

14. il SURELY, CERTAINLY, confirms a statement, and gives it the

appearance of certainty. It is often used in apposition to kin,

whenever the speaker wishes to imply that he himself was a wit

ness of a certain occurrence. It denotes knowledge by experi

ence, and may be translated by i SAW IT. It either follows or

precedes that part of a sentence which it is to specify more

clearly.

ma U nLdweifwat persons I do eat, indeed 24.18

nUoxqai nis md U 1 am a doctor, surely 10.2

tcl U e*Lduku there, indeed, sit down 38.22

nk Uo wit U I saw him, for sure

xa ms U he is sick (I saw it)

Is yl hanLel it will be good certainly 15.9 (hanLel= hanL + tt

see 7)

In hel sla not so, cousin 42.23 (see 7)

15. cku indicates knowledge by evidence. It is used whenever the

speaker wishes to state a fact that occurred beyond doubt, but

whose causes are not known to him. It is composed of CE (see

p. 389) and ku . It may be rendered by IT MUST HAVE BEEN

THAT.

yu xwa cku huumafk e yu kwe two women must have gone ashore

126.11, 12 (the speaker knows this fact to be true by examining
the tracks on the sand beach)

hats cku kwa xmci lau tcl hUhltowe1 wat just it must be as if a per
son that thing there put it 112.2 (the evidence of this fact was

the finding of the object in question)
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89. Particles Denoting Connection with Previously

lExpressed Ideas

16. yiqaXy yiqa. The exact significance of this particle is not clear.

It was rendered by STILL, ANYWAY, AT ANY RATE, NEVERTHE

LESS, RIGHT AWAY, JUST. In some cases it denotes a continual

action.

yiqa In to hits JIE to qmas still not he hit the woodpecker 22.5

yiqa hanL tsix e hakutou wat tl ye ix at any rate, you will here

leave your canoe 5&amp;lt;L 10, 11

yiqax hanL nla right away I am going
ma yftfxwd md la, yiqa il tsxau wat even if two persons go, never

theless they kill them 90.10

hats yiqa xqa wax fax kwina etwat just continually from above they
two look at it 6.9

17. qats HOWEVER, NEVERTHELESS, NOTWITHSTANDING.

xqa wax hd kfwitem, lau qats kwa d yu Ldwa hai qa xantc from

above, some one pulled him, however, it seemed as if he surely
ran upwards (03^ himself) 92.9, 10

qats kwiLkwd yu, hats lEqa
u we IE a la nevertheless it was cut off

(and) it just died, the child 76.15, 16

18. ma BUT, EVEN IF, REALLY.

ma yu xwd md la, yiqa il tsxau wat even if two persons go, never

theless they kill them 90.10

ma yanLawe ti mili dl*l e
s
to hits, yiqa hanLawe lau ettsxau wat

even if strong something you will strike, still you will kill it

124.11, 12

ma with the negative particle In is rendered by NOT AT ALL.

ma in m,d Jcwad nlya, ma wdndj L/d xEm not at- all people he

saw, nevertheless that way he was talking (making believe that

he saw them) 30.27

19. na, nayim BECAUSE.

e alqsitd
r

mi, nayim wdndj e L/d xEm you scare me, because that

way you are talking 110.15, 16

nd d yu qa lyeq ha ltsat because surely salmon (will) come into the

river 36.26

90. Particles Denoting Emotional States

20. CE expresses slight surprise at a state of affairs that has come into

existence contrary to one s expectations.

huu mis CE la d la a female (was) his child (a boy was expected in

this case) 108.6 89-90
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dd mtt CE a yu a man (it was) surely

tsliml ye CE summer it got 30.20

tso GE Lq! now it was cooked 34.2

yu CE Le #k!a lat too loud you shout (literally, very contrary to my
expectations you shout [the speaker ordered the whale to shout

loud, but he did not expect such a noise; hence the use of CE in

this sentence]) 36.15

hd wl CE IE wi nqas u temi snatc grown up (has) the Spider s

grandson (this statement was made by a person who believed

the boy to have been dead) 64.24, 25

CE is combined with the future particle hanL into canL, and with the

potential UL into CUL (see 9). These new particles express

expectation that will certainly be fulfilled, and may be trans

lated by I HOPE, IT OUGHT.

tFls yl canL you will be all right (I hope) 124.14

nl canL tcltc xa ltll (I hope) he won t do anything to me (literally,

not to me, it ought, what he does) 116.2

yu CUL nk !ak %na w%s yuL ni/i mlet I ought to get very tired, if I

keep on spearing (literally, very much, it ought to be, I with

out laziness, if should 1 spear it) 34.17

Is yl CUL % lau In kwiLkwa yu good it might have been if that one

not had been cut off 76.16

lau CUL ni citc is pll yat (of) that a little we two ought to take

home 112.3

CE is frequently prefixed to the demonstrative pronoun is, forming

a new particle cts or eta. This particle often follows the

interrogative forms of tcitc, dftf l, and wit (see pp. 407, 411),

giving the interrogation a tinge of surprise, as it were.

e vn tu eta who are you? (literally, you, who is it?)

d& lu eta ts nk tto wit what do I see? (literally, what is it that I

see?) 106.16, 17

xtci tcu eta tE lau In L.fnou tat why does it not come open? (liter

ally, why is it that that one not comes open?) 76.4

21. ell INDEED. Composed of CE and U. It has retained the signifi

cance of both of its component elements. It consequently

denotes, a fact known by actual experience, at the occurrence

of which the speaker is surprised, as it came into existence

contrary to his expectations.

Ms oil e
sne ye meilo!kuku la u x na at also indeed, thou, O heart of

salmon! runnest? 36.19, 20

tso oil xwandjl ye now, indeed, that way it is 8.2

ne dl you it is, indeed 10.3
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This particle occurs frequently with the transitional suffix -lye

(see 35).

hl nl dll ye mand/j k!waant there, indeed, already he felt it

32.16, 17

22. httc indicates surprise. The native Coos is unable to render it.

Its meaning was deduced from the sense of the sentences in

which it occurred.

fitf-hats dafmtt k Uo wit tsvcu kite IEH hem kuntitc suddenly a man
she saw lying with her elder sister 50.22, 23

ma hem tset kite a person was laid bare 58.22

91. Particles Denoting the Conditional

23. UL WOULD, SHOULD. It puts the sentence in which it occurs in

a potential mode. It may either precede or follow the verb to

which it belongs.

hat&quot;E imsen qalimi ye UL wu txe ten a la in five days, if should

return my child 42.22, 23

lau UL nk Uo vnt aWcanl u men (I) should be the one to see them

play, if 92.16

nk VLouts UL I should find it if -

xtd tcuL how would it be if 5.2 (contracted from xtcl tcu+ UL;
see 9).

24. yuL IF SHOULD, IF WOULD. It gives the sentence a conditional

tinge. It occurs usually in the subordinate sentence whenever

UL has been used in the co-ordinate sentence, although it is fre

quently used independently of UL. It always precedes the verb.

octci tcuL yuL is soxtitafnl how would it be if we two should trade?

15.6

yuL kwina etwat lau In UL aiatfwa yu IE hlifme if she had seen it,

they not would have been killed, the children 58.10, 11

Idyl yuL tynLi me good (would it be) if I should have a fish-trap

34.19

25. yanL IF expresses the conditional in the present or future tense.

It usually precedes the verb, and it is used in subordinate sen

tences in apposition to hanL. It also occurs independently of

hanL. Since the native Coos does not distinguish between the

conditional present and future tenses, yanL is used to express

also the present conditional.

U nl hanL Jcwinafll, yanL ncEa lctet they will not see me, if I [will]

work 128.23, 24

91
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yanL en dowafya xwandj, yixe
1 dll

l hanL e^mUsrmtsto!m% if you
don t want it that way, one thing I will teach you 124.7, 8

. . . yanL ysai Lftafatc is Jie laq when in another country we
two shall arrive 28.23

nk ttnt yanLel I guess, I will try, surely (literally, if I shall try,

surely; yanLel=yanL + U; see 7)

92. Exhortative Particles

26. L MUST, NECESSAEILT. It signifies that a certain state of affairs

or an action must take place. It has therefore the force of an

emphatic imperative. It is placed either before or after the

verb (or noun), no matter whether the verb is used in its impera
tive form or not.

Itdla afo L cin la EX close to the shore you (must) go 30.23

qa xantc L pEl tE loud you (must) shout (literally, shout upwards)
30.26

In L tdtc xa ltE tety dd nM don t you do anything to my husband

(literally, not [must], manner, do it, [to] that my husband) 26.15

&amp;lt;nne tila qai L you must stay (here)

e lsqa
u
wiya

&amp;gt;

tanl L you (must) tell a story 38.13, 14

Id L UL IE YI this must be good (literally, that thing, necessarily,
should be good) 40.25

27. hamlL, m^L, tt. The exact function of this particle defies all

attempts at an explanation. It was usually translated by LET

ME, I SHOULD LIKE TO, BETTER (iT WILL BE, IF), whenever it

referred to the speaker. When referring to the person spoken

to or spoken of, it was rendered by BETTER, YOU MAY, PLEASE,

A WHILE.

hamiL nJcwina ei
&quot;wat I should like to look at him

mlL dilte1 to hits better hit this one 124.15

hamlL e
sne xle Uc e

sk !%
f

ntqEm you may with it try 92.1

hamiL e L/dts please, speak 16.2

mlL halt! e ne xle itc e^L/dts now you with it speak (a while) 16.5

IL hanL xtdtc xa lalf what (would be) better to do? 86.10

In examining these sentences one must arrive at the conclusion that

hamiL (or mix,) is of an exhortative character. By its means the

speaker either asks permission of the imaginary person spoken

to, to perform a certain action, or he conveys a polite command

to the person spoken to. In both cases the granting of the

desire is a foregone conclusion.
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hamlL and mlL are contracted with the periphrastic Jian into hamlLan

and mlLan, adding to the particle a future significance.

hamlLan QL/eHc let me go out 28.26

hamlLan ni Jc in nwilou wat let me look for wood 102.3

mlLan e
smuxtttsa m% permit me to feel of you 72. 17

28. kwis LET us TWO. This particle is composed of the particle ku

PERHAPS and of the inclusive form of the personal pronoun is

WE TWO. Its function is that of an imperative for the inclusive.

The verb, which it always precedes, takes the imperative suffixes.

hwls Lxa tE let us two chop wood 26.15, 16

Jcwis tsE mtUsE tE taha UJc let us two loosen that quiver 122.27

29. Jcwin LET us (ALL) exercises the function of the imperative for

the first person plural. The first component is, beyond doubt,

the particle ku PERHAPS. The second element can be no other

than the personal pronoun for the first person plural lin. The

contraction of ku+lm into kwin may have been effected by the

analogy of /c
u+ is into fcwis.

Jcwin Le tsxe wE let us kill him quickly 68.3

~kvnn sqa tsE let us seize it

93. Particles Denoting Emphasis

30. he*. By its means the Coos emphasizes any part of speech. It

usually precedes the word to be emphasized.

he* yu xtcafyux
u ma a very insignificant man (literally, emphasis,

very small man) 42.6

he1 xd I la Lowi tat xafapatc she first ran into the water 56.9

he 1 dl Jcwe^k l ye surely, indeed, it was a girl 12.1, 2

Whenever he 1

precedes the conjunction hats, it forms a new particle,

which is rendered by SUDDENLY.

he*hats ma k ttd imt suddenly a person she saw 54.2

he*hats L/ndu tat IE tcfi ls suddenly came open the door 62.5

31. h&kwdln EXCEEDINGLY (like the English colloquial AWFULLY).

This particle consists of the following three independent and

separable components: he*, kwa, and In. Literally translated,

the particle means VERILY, IT SEEMS NOT. Since the phrase is

used as a sort of an exclamation with an interrogative character,

it may best be compared to our English exclamation ISN T THIS

A FINE DAY! which really means THIS is A FINE DAY.
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h&kwaln Is yl u $luwe x
t&amp;lt;?is she was awfully glad (literally, what,

as if not her heart good?) 64.9, 10

hefkwaln xhu vns ma a very poor man (literally, what, as if not

a poor man?) 42.5

h&kwa U In dowafya they liked him very much (literally, what,
as if they not liked him?) 24.29

32. ItE is used in direct discourse only. It always follows the word

that is to be emphasized.

n ne Its IE e^doioayExtaf^s qa
u wa I am (emphatic) the one you

wanted (last) night 50.25, 26

e*huu mls HE! you will (be) a woman (emphatic) 24.20

te* HE kwa xaL ll ye e kuLatc this (emphatic) (is) the bow (of) thy
father 62.24

qa lyeq Its In HE pEnLd wai it is salmon, not whale (literally, sal

mon [emphasis], not [emphasis] whale) 130.12, 13

94. Restrictive Particles

33. La ONLY. It limits the action to a certain object. It always fol

lows the word so limited.

lau La In tcitc xalt (to) that only not anything he did 68.13

wa Lwal La a tsEm a knife only give me 80.14, 15

wdndj La ux kwee niyem that way only people know them two
19.10

34. tst SIMPLY, MERELY, JUST. It has a slight restrictive character.

tsi efqa qal you were merely sleeping 68.19

yixe n qaliml ye tsi In dll
l one morning, it was simply gone (lit

erally, once, morning it got, simply, not something) 88.3

tsi contracts with the following hanL into tsanL (see 9).

tsanL e ta tc&nts only then shall you have it 78.15

OS. The Interrogative Particle i

35. I. This particle, exercising the function of our sign of interroga

tion, is used only in sentences that have no other interrogation.

It is usually placed at the end of the sentence.

afyu efttoxqai nis I surely (art) thou a doctor? 10.4
- ux la I did they two go (by) here? 96.18, 19

^wat % ne% ha Late have you seen my elder brothers?

96.18

When preceded by the particle han, I is rendered by MAY i ?

nq/mits han I may I eat it?

94-95
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THE PRONOUN (96-100)

96. The Independent Personal Pronouns

Coos has two sets of independent personal pronouns, formed from

two different stems.

The first of these two sets is formed from the stem -xkan for the

first and second persons, and -xka for the third person, to which are

prefixed the personal pronouns (see 18), giving the following series:
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That the dual and plural forms of this set are not felt to be integral

units, and may easily be separated according to their component ele

ments, is best shown by the following example:

tso hanL ns xkan xvnn e^lHta mi now will we two tell thee

126.21, 22 (ns xkan xwin instead of xunnnE xkan)

This use of the singular pronouns in place of the plural has been

referred to in 46.

The second set of independent personal pronouns may be called the

&quot;verbal set.&quot; These pronouns are formed by prefixing the personal

pronouns #,
s
, etc., to the stem -ne, which seems to have a verbal sig

nificance. The pronouns thus obtained may be translated by IT is I,

IT is THOU, etc.

The third persons singular, dual, and plural have no special forms

in this set; but they are replaced by xd. uxxa, ttxa, forms related to

xa M, uxxa ka, and ttxafka.

The series follows.
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Jc/we he u V nek MLd witsa leaves of a willow he found 30.17, 18

JIE haftdt! u ofla x i ntset Hetcit s child got on top 24.23

ux leml yat IE mexafye u kwa xu they two set up the eagle s feathers

8.10

xwdndj u ty nas JIE tsafyux
u laJnik such (was) the name of the small

river 46.10, 11

The possessive sign very frequently takes the place of the possessive

pronoun for the third persons singular and plural.

Idyl u Uuwe xtcis he was glad (literally, good his heart) 32.5

afya cku u qa ya she must have lost her breath (literally, gone must

be her breath) 58.24, 25

la u hau we IE tdci mtt the spruce-tree is growing (literally, goes

its growth, the spruce-tree) 20.16

la u paa wEs IE xaap the water is filling up (literally, goes its

fullness, the water) 44.17

a wl u Ldivafwas she finished eating (literally, it ended, her food)

24.13

JIE e stis ma aLi maqa u ix some people had large canoes (liter

ally, some people, large their canoes) 44.20

yfaxwa H huumd k e he has two wives (literally, two [are] his

wives) 20.3

djl u x na at IE ndusk % li the Big Woman came quickly (literally,

comes her quickness, the Big Woman) 78.26

The possessive sign is employed in impersonal sentences, where the

subject of the sentence is qa yis WORLD or rtien PEOPLE. In these

cases the subject is placed at the end of the sentence, and the posses

sive sign is affixed to the possessed object, immediately preceding the

subject. The sentences are rendered by THERE WAS, THEY ARE.

k JaL/taf fa qafyis there was no land (literally, without [its] land

the world) 5.5; 6.1

In tdle xEm u qafyis there was no low tide (literally, not [has] its

dry condition [the] world) 15.8

nwa waLa ft, qafyis there was a spider (literally, with its spider

[is] the world) 30.3

qaici ms kwee ti u men people were living in a small place (liter

ally, in a small place their living [place have] people) 50.7

tcl ti k me u men there they were standing (literally, there their

standing [place, severally have] people) 74. 28

9T
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98. The Possessive Pronouns Proper

The possessive pronouns proper are formed by prefixing to the

personal pronouns #, &amp;lt;?

,
etc.

,
the article IE or hs, or the demonstrative

pronoun ts. These forms may be regarded as loose prefixes.
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The personal pronouns without prefixes are often employed as pos

sessive pronouns. In such cases the second person singular e
e occurs

as #.

I tcu tydafmtt? which one (is) my husband? 80.3

a ya tyqafya I am out of breath (literally, dead my breath) 66.27

naant hanL ye? Ldwa was you will have much to eat (literally, much
will [be] your food) 54.6

k!a hanL ye
en fc/wints tyldats a rope around thy neck I ll put 94.12

In two instances the possessive pronoun of the third person singular

is amplified by the addition of the possessive sign.

hd u Uuwe xtds he is good-natured (literally, good [is] his

heart)

dzu ll Id d kwl yos a fur-seal (as) his dog 132.2

A possessive pronoun expressing absence is formed by prefixing to

the personal pronouns the prefix Jc /d-. The form for the first person

singular only could be obtained in this series.

nl kwwkwl ll tsx k /

grandmother 62.12

u ma, not me informed that my (absent)

Besides these pronouns, there is another series of independent pos

sessive pronouns. They are formed by prefixing to the verbal form

of the personal pronouns ft ite, e?ne, etc., the article TIE or IE, or the

demonstrative ts, and by suffixing the possessive sign u.

Singular . ...
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heqfne^ld ts qttfma my property is that camas 112.6,7
efhenfne* % le you (are) my enemy 118.3

yneu
ptfl L/a nex thy cradle is new 38.17

hexdu Id Jiln it is his property (it is said) 116.21, 22

99. The Reflexive Pronouns

The reflexive pronouns are formed by prefixing the possessive pro
nouns to the stem tet BODY. The possessive pronominal prefixes for

the first and second persons singular are n- and ye
s-

respectively.

The third person singular has no pronominal prefix. The rest is

regular.
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te l denotes an object that is near to the speaker, and may be translated

by THIS HERE. It always precedes the object to which it refers.

te* hanL to hits this here he shall hit 20.14

te 1

eFpa
ats this here you fill up 78.12

It is frequently employed as an adverb in the sense of HERE.

te* Qyixu me here I travel 26.9

nte1 hdL* I (am) here, O elder brother! 72.26.

tE indicates an object that is away from the speaker, and may be

rendered by THAT THERE. It usually precedes the object.

tkwlLet wat tE to qmas he is following that (there) woodpecker 22. 2

fax k Uo wit tE L/ta they two saw that (there) land 6.5

dVlteE tc ts nLfaqa ehvat with what (shall) I point my finger (at)

this one (there?) 40.24

tE often exercises the function assigned in English to the conjunc

tion THAT.

xtci tcu ts go
us mi latc e yixu me why (is it) that always you

travel? 48.14

xtci tcu tE wdndj e^lta is why (is it) that thus you tell it to me?

(For ts as a prefix in possessive pronouns, see 98. See also under

lau below, and lewi, p. 402.)

dtlte 1
* A compound pronoun composed of the indefinite particle dtfl

SOMETHING (see p. 407) and the demonstrative te* THIS HERE. It

may be translated by THIS HERE.

dilte? Jc
ull yex this stone here 124.16, 17

dllte . A compound of dl*l SOMETHING (see p. 407) and tE THAT THERE.

It is usually translated by THAT THERE.

dilte tE kull yex that stone yonder
dUtef ma the person yonder

la11
, hau . This pronoun has the force of a whole sentence. It

applies to both subject and object, and it is used in singular and

in plural alike. It invariably precedes the subject or object

to which it refers. It may be translated by HE, THAT is THE
ONE

;
HE IT is.

ylxe n qaliml ye lau L/eHc Jidl to mfa one morning that one went

out, (namely) that old man 20.4.

xqantc lau fJx t
Etsa lau tti la from where he (was the one to)

scent it, there he (was the one to) go 22.24

lau Id xwVluxu ~ba!nxutat that (was the one) his head became bald

30.14

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 26 100
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lau tEmd Le ma lau tc!idla eiwat he it is the old people (it is they

who) sit (on) that, usually 38.3

lau In lau Vlxats he did not look at it (literally, he was the one,

not, it was the thing, he looked at it) 40. 8

lau hanL fix cEa!lctet it is they two (who) shall work 68.26

Jc idafminatc hau x L/tt into the bowl she put it 102.6, 7

lau and hau are frequently emphasized by the prefixed article or by
the demonstrative pronoun ts.

IE la maTc ,
lalau is Hldjl ysx the bones, those are the Umpqua

Indians 50.5, 6

lalau he Ldw& wat that s what she usually eats 24. 5, 6

tslau nhauxts IE L/ta I am the one who made that land 10.3, 4

In composite sentences having one and the same subject, lau and hau

are used in the subordinate sentence to avoid the repetition of

the subject.

Jcrwnafwas &!x t
Etsa (Is dl lol) % lau hVnl stduq smoke scented (the

young man) as he stood there 22.23, 24

xafnana ya la a la i lau lsqa
ufwE his child made him feel sorry,

when it died 42.18, 19

lewt, a demonstrative pronoun with verbal force. It is invariably

followed by the article or by the demonstrative pronoun ts; and

it is sometimes, for the sake of emphasis, preceded by lau. It

may be translated by IT is, THAT is.

lewi IE enl k exEm that is it, ^ticking out 46.11

he1
&amp;lt;nl lewl ye IE tc!% lE surely, indeed, it was a door 72.25

y lial, a demonstrative pronoun used for subject and object, singu

lar and plural. It precedes the subject or object. It denotes

objects that have been previously mentioned. It is composed
of the article IE, hs, and of the abbreviated form of the particle

dl{
l SOMETHING (see p. 407).

qa notc stouq lal to mil, outside stood that old man 20.4, 5

wandj L/ats lal hu^ mik thus spoke that old woman 102.10

aso sqats hat huu rmk IEX swal again seized that old woman
the grizzly bear 102.21, 22

ux nsqa qa hot tEma Le they two ran away, those old people

24.12, 13

hal and lal have a nominalizing function, and often take the place

of our relative pronouns.

hats kwa lau u yu wina qaxEtn lal Lowet wat just like a rainbow

was spread out (that thing) which he was eating 32.14

100
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tti tcu tE lau xtdus hot ^L/aha etwat why (is it) that that thing stiff

(is) which you have on 110.4, 5

Id has a nominal force, and denotes THAT KIND, SUCH A THING. It

always precedes the object.

a yu Id k i
fLduts hs pafxwiya surely, that kind he found, the man-

zanita berries 32.10, 11

tsd afyu Id hauxts now surely, that thing she made 60.16

When preceded by a possessive pronoun, Id expresses the idea of

property.

henfneu Id tE qs ina that camas belongs to me 112.6, 7

Lo has a local meaning, and may be translated by IN IT, ON IT. It

always follows the object to which it refers.

p^sik* aftsEm LO m dtc xaap ha^wE a cup give me, in it a little

water have 68.17, 18

tsetVx ume LO heu Jie
u JIO^WE! on this side make a knot (literally,

where this side is, on it a knot make) 92.7, 8

k*!dn MY ABSENT. The prefix of this possessive pronoun may be

regarded as a demonstrative pronoun (see pp. 323, 399).

THE NUMERAL ( 101-102)

101. The Cardinals

1. yixe? 20. yuxwafka

2. yuxwaf 30. yipsdnka
3. yi psEn 40. hecLifLka

4. lie ctfL 50. kat^E
fmiska

5. kat*E mis 60. yixe
if

wieqka
6. yixe

if

yn-eg 70. yuxwafwieqka
7. yuxioafwieq 80. yixe?ahalka

8. yixet ahal 90. yuxwafahalka
9. yuxwa ahal 100. yixe

if nt fe foi

10. Lepfqafrn 111. y%xe
ir ni k in Lepfqa ni

11. Lepfya ni yixe
iu qtsl ylx^u qtsl

12. Lep/qafnl yuxwau qtsl

The Coos numeral system is of a quinary origin, and, strictly

speaking, there are only five simple numeral stems; namely, those for

the first five numerals. The numerals for six, SEVEN, EIGHT, and NINE

are compounds, the second elements of which can not be explained.

In the same manner the numeral for TEN defies all attempts at analysis.

Besides the cardinals, Coos exhibits special forms for the ordinal,

multiplicative, and distributive numerals, formed by means of adding
certain numeral suffixes to the cardinal numerals (see 74-77).

101
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The collective numerals expressed in English by the phrases IN

TWOS, IN THREES, etc., are formed in Coos by means of suffixing to

the numerals for TWO, THREE, etc., the adverbial suffix -effc(see 67).

yuxwafheftc lau hithltdwe1 wat in pairs he is putting them down
34.7, 8

wyipSE
r
rieHc in threes

The collective numeral for ONE, yixe ntce, shows a peculiar forma

tion. It consists of the cardinal yixe
1

,
the distributive suffix -n (see

pp. 327, 341), the modal suffix -tc (see pp. 327, 340, 369), and the suffix -e

(see p. 359).

yixe ntce sqats together he seized them 64.8, 9

yixe ntce il nL/ta/yas together they (live) in (one) village 122.18.

102. The Decimal System

The units exceeding multiples of ten have forms exemplified by TEN

(TWENTY) ONE OVER. Thus Lep/qa ni yixeWqtsl ELEVEN literally

means TEN ONE OVER, etc. The &quot;tens&quot; are formed by means of

suffixing to the numerals from ONE to TEN (exclusive) the suffix -ka.

The numeral for ONE HUNDRED, translated literally, means ONE

STICK, which indicates that the Coos may have used counting-sticks

for the purpose of counting up to one hundred. Two HUNDRED

would mean TWO STICKS, etc. The numeral ONE THOUSAND does not

seem to have been used at all. There is no special stem for it.

The natives to-day form this numeral by adding the noun n% ~k, %n

STICK to the numeral stem for TEN, expressing ONE THOUSAND by the

phrase TEN STICKS.

THE ADVERB ( 103-106)

103. Introductory

The dividing-line between adverbs and particles can not always

be drawn very definitely. This is especially true in the case of the

three particles expressing locality, time, and modality (see 112).

Adverbs express local, temporal, and modal ideas. A few of them

may be said to express local phrases. In a number of cases two

adverbs have been combined for the purpose of indicating a new

adverbial concept, which is nothing more than an amplification of

the ideas conduced by each of the two separate component elements.

Some of the local adverbs seem to distinguish slightly between the

idea of locality that is near the first, second, or third person; although

SS 102-103
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I am somewhat doubtful on that point, owing to the fact that this

idea is hardly recognizable in the demonstrative pronouns.

The great majority of modal adverbs occur with the adverbial suffix

of modality -to (see 25, 36), and are often preceded by the modal

prefix
-
(see 24). It is conceivable that this suffix may have been

originally adverbial par excellence, and that it gradually became con

fined to adverbs expressing mode and manner. This opinion may be

substantiated by the fact that the adverbial suffix -tc, when added to

nouns, expresses other adverbial ideas besides those of modalit}^ It

is also suffixed to a number of stems expressing local phrases.

The following is a complete list of adverbs that have been found in

Coos:
104. Local Adverbs and Phrases

OM L between, halfway 5.1 go!wax high up 8.11

e qatce to one side 42.3 qai nas close to the fire 82.19

I la before, ahead, in front qai ms away from the shore 36. 18

gaits inside the house 140.24

gat below 36.11

qapu kul the other side, across

140.18

qa xan up 34.4

qal down, below, under 116.9

xtse tix from here 136.3

xqafwax from above 6.4

xqaflin from under 90.4

xle tix
, leftix* from there 12.2;

78.28

Itcila ais close to the shore 30.23

L/ha wais near, close to 50.20

56.9

yVhelq close by 60.21

yiqa te* close there (?) 90.23

yiqa ltsfix close here 104.12

yiqai nl so far, right here 14.4

hi ni there 5.2

tlu over there 90.21

tsix here 24.4

tsi x tl over here 13.5

tse tix over here

tcl there 7.4

tele etc back in the woods 88.11

qaya
a
tc, qa titc down the

stream 24.24; 54.1

105. Temporal Adverbs

aso again 1.1

ai wa still, yet 7.6

yuwe whenever (yu+ he [see

9]) 24.4

yuwi nt before 178.25

hatsEyu always (hats + yu [see

no])
halt! now lo.6

mandj already (used for the

purpose of expressing the

past tense) 20.1

tE ma at the same time 17.3

tl x tse to-day 19.9

Jcwl yal now 9.1

1
Eai wa while (Is+ aiwa; the arti

cle is prefixed here for the

sake of emphasis)
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106. Modal Adverbs

a yu sure, enough 16.2

yu very, very much 11.5

haltfyu (halt! + yu) too

44.18.

wandj, xwandj thus, that way
68.16; 6.8

ps lukwltc entirely 130.7

tau
,
ta so, such 52.16

naant much, many 44.18

m dtc a few, a little 68.17

tso no both ways 6.2

tsqe yixetc edgeways
g l, g l kwa a little 36.6;

28.10

Mas almost 20.19

xu,yux,yuxti k i hardly 28. 17

xwe lixetc in a stooping position
118.15

xpiye etc homewards 42.7

txa nuxwltc sideways 38.10

xtema atc crossways 64.28

xno we right 44.9

xd yl
tcitc clear around it 128.18

xqe
liltc slowly 60.7

xLofqatc belly up and mouth open
102.11

XLeye entc truly 148.1

XLdwe entc wholly 44.17

lai sama quickly, hurriedly 30.1

I nuwl very, very much 15.6

LEpe xetc belly side down 58.14

Ldwe entc entirely 30.11.

A number of purely local adverbs occur with the modal suffix,

implying the modal character of a local idea.

qa xantc upwards (literally, in the manner of up) 14.1

qa notc outside 20.4

qettc downwards 6.4

yi qantc backwards

lE xatc inside 62.8

e hentc far off (compare e he he was gone 108.9) 26.23

qa tUc down stream 54.1

tsqai tc up stream 160.15

The temporal phrase xteml towetc FROM THAT TIME ON 42.12 may also

belong here, although the original stem is no longer recognizable.

Whenever these modalized local adverbs are used in connection with

verbs expressing motion or active ideas, they take the verbal suffix -e

(see 55).

dhentc stouq far off he stood

26.23

qa notc l%n tsxu outside we lay
50.10

qdtc fix ttx down they two
looked 14.2

106

In e eke nice yixu me not you far

away go 112.24

qano tcail Llettc outside they went

50.11

qe ltce tsi x tl Jie laq down right
here it came 13.5
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PARTICLES ( 107-112)

107. Introductory

No formal distinction can be made between the stems that were

termed u
syntactic particles&quot; (see 86-95), and the words treated

in the following chapters. Both exhibit practically the same phonetic

structure. There is, however, a vast difference between these two

sets of words, which asserts itself in the grammatical use to which

they are applied, and in the morphological treatment that is accorded

to them. None of the syntactic particles can be clearly and definitely

rendered when used independently ; or, in other words, the syntactic

particles are capable of expressing concepts only in a complex of

words. On the other hand, all particles proper express definite ideas,

regardless of whether they are used independently or not. However,
the most important point of distinction between syntactic particles and

particles proper lies in the fact that the latter are capable of word

composition. Hence all grammatical processes may be applied to

them; and, as a matter of fact, the majority of them occur with a

number of nominal and verbal suffixes.

108. Pronominal Particles

By means of these particles Coos expresses the ideas conveyed by
our indefinite, interrogative, and relative pronouns. The following

particles are employed for this purpose:

w%t SOMEBODY is applied to persons only. It often exercises the

function of a relative pronoun, and is then translated by WHO.

In xwit lau k Wwfcta nobody that one can overtake 92.21, 22

kwacb nlya wit lot huu mik* she knew who it was that old woman
102.20

d1ll SOMETHING is applied to objects other than persons. It always

follows the object to which it belongs.

he mis dll
l qJfttd wfa big something I saw 62.21

go
us dil

l hanL ha wl everything will grow (literally, all something
will grow) 9.3

yu xwa, dVl gJc tto wit two things I saw 112.26, 27
ntda ha dtil tti he laq animals arrived there (literally, something

[that is] with legs [walkers] arrived there) 46.1, 2

nL/pe ne dll
l ten. he laq birds arrived there (literally, something

[that is] with wings arrived there) 46.2, 3
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dffi is very often abbreviated to I.

k/weni f

ya
u
l i^wilo^wat for some food I am looking

(See also under lal, hot, p. 402.)

By suffixing the interrogative suffix -u (see 73) to dll
l and vnt,

two interrogative pronouns are obtained that may be rendered

by WHAT and WHO respectively (see also p. 390).

dtf lu he ts e wilou wat what are you continually looking for? 54.3

xvn tu tsVx tl yat who did it?

wlctce takes the place of our interrogative pronoun. It always

stands at the beginning of the sentence, and may be rendered

by WHICH ONE.

wictce e dowa, ya which one do you want? 50.16

Itc WHICH occurs very rarely. It may be said to exercise the func

tion of our relative pronoun.

lie yu he mis whichever is the biggest (literally, which [is] very

big) 30.21

lie he nq!e
filtse whichever had a handkerchief 70.19

ALONE. This particle exercises the function of the reflexive

pronoun in intransitive sentences. It is usually placed at the

beginning of the sentence, and precedes the verb. It is then

rendered by MYSELF, THYSELF, etc. (see also p. 400).

lau LEan alone they went down into the water 36.18

% nlEx ifrc
Ea lctet alone I work, I myself work

inlEx Ldwa kats alone he lived 106.24

This particle occurs sometimes as mlsxa ma or inlsxa Tia. These

forms frequently precede verbs having reciprocal suffixes.

mlsxa na lau hu^mfeistim the} marry one another 12.5

inlExa Wla fax ya lanl they two speak to each other

iniExa nd lin tousisa m we are hitting one another

When used in connection with possessive pronouns, % nlEX assumes

the function of a reflexive possessive pronoun, and may be

rendered by MY (THY) OWN.

tyha
uxts tyyixa wEx I build my own house

a i^ha
uxts nyixa wEX I build my own house

108
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109. Numeral Particles

I Jfl BOTH, gous ALL, hE ma ALL, denk EACH, EVEET, and yEai

ANOTHER, may be called numeral particles. hE ma is used to

indicate plurality of the object, and immediately follows the

verb, while go
us precedes the verb and usually denotes plurality

of the subject (see 18).

go
us -wandj il Lla xEm they all that way talk 50.9, 10

xgo
us ma lau J&waafniyaha ya all people came to know it 102.29

T^lc itl-wita hE ma I overtook them all

alqsa ya hE ma he is afraid of them all

denk klwl lis every night 82.9

halt! y^ai
1 x ne x tits qa xantc now another one jumped upwards

76.3, 4

halt! yEai ma Lowi tat now another man runs 78.28

I k l expresses the idea of duality in both subject and object of the

sentence.

I fcl to hits he hit both of them 114.4

e qe i Jc 1 dead (are) both 120.5

Ik l fa tda at both walked 120.19

110. Conjunctions

Coos has a number of stems that must be classed as conjunctions.

The following may be regarded as such:

Ms also hats just

ta and tso now, then

i when, as, since, while

his and ta serve as copulas between nouns and sentences.

his xa cEa lctet also she is working 22.26, 27

kwaa nlyahafya lax ha Late his lax efnatc his lax e Jc
uLatc (they)

came to know it, her elder brother, also her mother, also her

father 86.22, 23

sqats ta tdwale tc L. xant he caught and into the fire he threw him
104.15

i connects subordinate clauses with the principal clause.

a ya ft iluwe xtcis i lau lk!wa ku IE xaap he was tired (waiting),
while it was running down, the water 17.3, 4

laqtso
u wat i.djl he waited, as he came 118.9, 10

i lau sqats lau xdhi ye lau Id when one seizes it, it belongs to him

(literally, when that one seizes it, that one becomes he [to

whom] that thing belongs) 92.22
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hats serves to introduce a new idea. It was conventionally rendered

by JUST, although it hardly conveys the idea expressed by our

English word.

Lqa at % tdwa letc kwi nait. Hats kwa mi la IE wa wa i la? xai la

he opened his mouth, as into the fire he looked. Just like a

liver the little girl as she became warm 108.24, 25

afyu I nuwl tdttl yat JIE tdwdl. Hats yMqax qa qal IE swal surely,

she built a big fire. Just right away fell asleep the bear

100.27, 28

hats . . . hats is usually rendered by AS SOON AS. Hats prefixed

to the adverb yu VERY forms a new adverb, hatsEyu, which was

invariably rendered by ALWAYS (see 105).

tso indicates a syntactic division with a continuation of the same

thought. It was translated by NOW.

&quot;haml Lan ni k m nwiiou wat&quot; wdndj L/d xsm IE huu milc . Tso

afyu tsd yux
u mi k e sqats

&quot;

(please) for wood I will look,&quot; thus

said the old woman. Now, surely, a small basket she took 102.3,M
mitsisl ya lal huu mik IEX swal, tso aso sqats hat huu m%k IEX swal

knew that old woman the bear, now again he seized that old

woman, the bear 102.21, 22

tso eFVltafmi tso hanL e ilx when I tell you, then you shall look

(literally, now I tell it to you, now shall you look) 17.2, 3

111. Interjections

a nta LOOK, BEHOLD! It is always placed at the beginning of the

sentence.

a nta te 1 tl ye nd laq look! here (are) your arrows! 22.28

a nta Jc Uo witE behold, see it! 94.25

td l the greeting formula of the Coos. It was rendered by HALLOO.

to!I sla halloo, cousin! 44.3

ta l HEX a la halloo, my child! 28.21

112. Miscellaneous Particles

1n NOT, a particle of negation. The particle of affirmation is En. This

is, however, rarely used, being supplanted by the syntactic par

ticle il SURELY (see p. 388).

In k VLoHs he did not find it 22.18, 19

fix In kwaa mya they two did not know it 22.9, 10

(See also 9.)

SS 111-112
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qantc PLACE, WHERE.

qantc lslau lad yam, lau his xa tcl la wherever they went, he also

there went 22.17, 18

nkwaafnlya qantc I know where (it is) 80.14

go
us qantc everywhere 46.22

In qantc k i
rLOuts nowhere he found it

ml latc TIME. It is used mostly in connection with the numerical

particle go
u
s, and is then rendered by ALWAYS.

go
us vni latc L/a xEm always he is talking 14.5, 6

miflatcu hanL e wu txe when will you return? (literally, time,

question, shall, you come back) 28.3, 4

tCltC MANNER, KIND, WAY, MODE (see also p. 390).

go
us tcltc U ali canl all kinds of (games) they are playing 30.25

tcltc he Ldwet wat whatever he is eating (habitually)

U in tcltc tsxau wat they can not kill her (literally, they [have]

no way [to] kill her) 80.24

a watu WHETHER OR NOT. This particle is very rarely used.

a watu ndjl I may or may not come
a watu In tsi x tl he laq (they) may or may not come here 90.15

113. The Stem Itse ts

Morphologically speaking, it is a verbal stem Its-, transitivized by
means of the suffix -ts, but its application covers such a wide range

of different ideas that each of them will have to be enumerated

separately.

(1) It is used as an expletive particle with a significance that adapts

itself to the sense of the sentence.

In kwee nlyem Itse ts he tt naa ntEs no one knew how many they
were (literally, they [indefinite] not know it. what [was] their

number) 78.2

ysai Lfta ltc nltse ts in another country I stay 26.8, 9

xtcl tcu Itse ts KE noPsk i ll what is the matter with the Big Woman
72.28

ttse ts yVlc
u U lau henl yess him Lowa kats he may have been sit

ting there for a long time 40.14

Jcwaa nlya xtcltc hanL IE Its&m he knew what was going to happen
(the -em in ItsZm is the indefinite subject suffix [ 30]) 26.19, 20

ttx In kwaafnlya qantc hau Itsem they two did not know where he
was 22. 9, 10

In hanL tcltc Itsem to you nothing will happen 66. 5
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(2) When the transitive suffixes, other than -&, are added to it, its

significance is clearly verbal.

yi kwanL xtcitc nltsitsl wat I wonder what I shall do with it 86.8

yifkwanL xtdtc xwin eFltsitsa mi I wonder what we two shall do

with you, how we two shall keep you 24.3, 4

xtcl tcu e*ltsitdu wat tl ye wix l lis how did you get that your
food? 64. IT, 18

In kwee nlyem wtwtc U I tsetu no one knew what became of them

52.1, 2

114. Verbs as Adjectives

The use of verbs as adjectives is confined to a few sporadic instances.

These verbs are, as a rule, intransitive, although they occur with the

transitive suffix -. (See also 117.)

IkwVllt hau yixu me she travels blazing (red-hot) (Jkwtt- to burn)

24.18, 19

Ikwifllt tsaxa lisEtc lau ld
f

q
utits by means of red-hot pebbles she

boiled it 102.6

Whether the phrases paa hlt IE yixd wEX THE HOUSE is FULL,

g img i mU IT is RAINING, belong here, is a problem which is hard

to decide, although the psychological relation between these examples

and those quoted above is not inconceivable.

115. Nouns as Qualifiers

Substantives are often used to qualify other nouns. In such cases

the qualifying noun always precedes the qualified substantive, and

both nouns retain their nominal character.

dl loL ofla a young boy (literally, a young male child) 60.2

hu^m/ik ma Ldwa kats there lived an old woman (literally, an old

female being) 100.20, 21

to miL dd mil tsxu an old man lay (literally, an old male man)
50.21

tsaya ne t%
fmUl le ux htf me their (dual) little children were boys

(literally, little male children) 42.16

116. Vocabulary

All Coos stems are either monosyllabic or polysyllabic (mostly

bisyllabic). Monosyllabic stems consist of a vowel followed by one

or two consonants, of one or two consonants followed by a vowel, or

of consonants, vowel, and consonants. Some of the bisyllabic stems

that are found in the language have been expanded by means of

grammatical processes (see 4, 84).
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Examples of monosyllabic stems:

aiw- to kill (many) 58.8

aw- to quit 14.4

etk - to be among 46.13

ttx- to look 14. 2

&l- to tell 7.8

tin- to set up 34.23

ha*- to gamble 38.23

hu- to be ready 19.3

pa
a- to fill 15.7

sqa- to seize 10.4

Lqa- to believe 28.13

tsxau- to kill (one) 14.7

ysq- to run away 36.19

yoq- to split in two 7.3

win- to wade 58.2

Examples of polysyllabic stems:

e he to be gone 38.15

yi xux
u - to have, to carry 54.12

wu txe to come back 28.4

ha Jc
u
t- to leave 30.8

sitstfn- to go and see 9.7

Mid*- to see 6.5

hale- to crawl 32.10

haup- to tear off 58.14

pin- to shake 58.24

mil- to swim 24.27

t&t- to enter 22.29

tdl- to be ashamed

k!al- to shout 24.22

wing- to weave, to pile 18.1

rnmtc- to ask 62.15

tsimx - to fasten 46.7

k imst- to pick 17.1

fkwlL- to follow 9.9

tqanL- to strike 28.1

tqa*L- to put a belt on 28.22

hwi na- to look 6.4

aJca nak to stick out 42.1

Itisil- to recognize 30.28

yixu me to travel 10.3

Wk fae to stand 62.22

With the exception of the terms of relationship, the nouns indicat

ing parts of the body, and all other words of a denominative character,

the Coos stems are neutral and receive their nominal or verbal

character through the suffixes.

stouq- to stand 20.4

L!O- to speak 9.3

L/Jia- to put on 28.22

lo waku lightning 18. 5

stowa qwis wall 90.18

L/e y%s language 14. 5

L/ahafwas clothes 110.3

lo kwit it lightens 18. 8

In a few instances nouns have been formed by reduplication or

duplication of a neutral stem.

tqaiL- to put around 28.22

tcou- to jump
Lxat- to chop wood 26.16

pux
u- to spout

Wp- to paint
arm- to be on top

yim- to twinkle

qa
f

tqaiL belt 28. 22

tco xtcox rabbit 60. 23

xa Lxat ax

pu
u
xpux

u a spout 30. 25

liplvp paint
x i nx in saddle

yi myim eyelash
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117. Structure of Sentences

The structure of the Coos sentence is very simple, owing chiefly to

the fact that in the absence of incorporation, subjects, objects, and

predicates are expressed by means of independent words. No strict

rules can be laid down for the consecutive order in which the differ

ent parts of a sentence occur. It may, however, be said in a most

general way, that all adverbial ideas precede the verb, and that the

subject of the sentence tends to appear at the very end, especially in

subordinate clauses. The object may either precede the verb or

follow it.

Tcwile LeHc tsxu lot to mfa in the sweat-house was resting that old

man 28.11, 12

ylxd wExetc la IE huu mis into the house went the woman
IEX tsfyna hEtc L/dts IE mafqaL with the thunder-language spoke

the crow

xwdndj u lu nas TIE tsd yux
u lafniJc this is the name (of) the small

river 46.10, 11

sqats IE huu mis IEX swal seized the woman the grizzly bear

102.21, 22

ma wwn wutxal yat a person we two brought home 128.8, 9

tytd hUs IE dl lol I hit the young man

Nominal attribute complements precede the noun. When following

the noun, they assume a predicative function.

tsd yux
u lafnfbk a small river la nik tsafyux

u the river is small

he mis yixd wEX the big house yfaa wEX he mis the house is big

xd ms ma a sick person md xd ms the person is sick

No formal distinction is made between coordinate and subordinate

clauses, nor is the succession of the parts of speech changed in dif

ferent types of sentences. Subordinate clauses may precede the

principal clauses whenever the occasion requires it. Subordinate

clauses are distinguished by means of conjunctions that are placed

at the beginning.

fci Louts IE gs md IEX dl lol % lau hi m he laq the young man found

the kamass when he arrived there

i lau tsxu IE huu mis k ilo wit IE yufml as the woman lay (there)

she saw the stars
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118. Idiomatic Expressions

An exhaustive discussion of the Coos idiomatic expressions is lim

ited apriori by the scope of the present work. Consequently only

the most salient features of this phase of the language will be pointed

out in this chapter.

Perhaps the most striking examples of idiomatic phraseology are

found in the manner of expressing verbal concepts, like IT GROWS, IT

FILLS UP, IT RUNS, etc. These ideas are expressed in Coos by means

of a phrase which consists of the verbal stem TO GO or TO RUN and of

the abstract derivative of the particular verbal concept preceded by
the sign of possession u (see 97).

hd wl he grew up 64.12 la u hau we JIE tdcl mil the spruce-
tree grew up (literally, goes its

growth [of] the spruce-tree)
20.16

la u hau we le ux ha wis L/td their

(dual) ready land began to grow
(literally, goes its growth [of]

their [dual] ready land) 8.10, 11

x i lwis deep asi L la u x Uuwlfye IEX ya bas the

maggots went halfway deep

(literally, halfway went its

depth [of] the maggots) 40.12

paa- to fill la u paa wss IE xdap the water is

filling up (literally, goes its full

[mark of] the water) 44.17

x in- to run nle hl la u x na ot with it he ran

(literally, with it went his swift

ness) 42. 8

la u x na at JIE cx wil the bear

ran (literally, went his quick
ness [of] the bear)

mil- to swim djl u mi le [it] swam [towards her]

(literally, came its swimming
[motion of]) 86.3

hamL- to float la u hamLaLd was lal tsa yux
u L/td

that small piece of land kept

floating (literally, went its [con

ception of] floating [of] that

small place) 46.10

US
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Another idiomatic expression worth while mentioning is the manner
in which our terms THERE is, THEY ARE, are expressed. The Coos

subject of such a sentence is either the noun qa yis WORLD or m&n

PEOPLE, which are invariably preceded by the sign of possession (see

97).

tc!l- to be dry tdll u qafyfo there was low tide

(literally, dry its [condition of

the] world) 18.6

In tc/le xEm u qa y%s there is no
low tide (literally, not dry its

[condition of the] world) 15.8

ni k in wood, tree 26.25 Jc /dm Jc m u qa yis there were no
trees (literally, without trees its

[appearance of the] world) 8.7, 8

nwa waLa u qa yis there was a

spider (literally, with spider its

[condition of the] world) 30.3

nlo we u qa yis there was such a

thing (literally, with that thing

[was as] its [asset the] world)
32.9

qaicb nis Jcwee ti u mln they were

living in a small place (literally,

a small place [had as] their liv

ing [place the] people) 50.7

qak elerii we u men they began to

shout (literally, began their

shouting [act, of the] people)
24.22

tci ti k ineumZn they were stand

ing there (literally, there [the]

standing [place was of] people)
74.28

wa waL spider

Id that thing 32.10

kwee ti many live

k!al- to shout

ti k ine many stand

To the same group of idiomatic expressions belong phrases like I

(THOU, HE . . .) AM GETTING HUNGRY, I (THOU, HE . . .) AM GETTING

HEAVY, etc. The verb of such phrases in Coos is always the stem la

TO GO, which is preceded by the attributive complement amplified by
means of the modal suffix -tc (see 36). Consequently such a phrase,

literally translated, means INTO A STATE OF . . . i (THOU, HE . . .)GO.

Iqa- to be hungry

PL!- to be heavy

118

Iqatc nla I am getting hungry
la he is getting heavy
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A very peculiar expression, though by no means confined to Coos

alone, is the manner of forming sentences that have dual subjects.

Such sentences present two possibilities. Either both subjects are

actually expressed, or only one is indicated while the other is under

stood.

1. In sentences where one subject is understood, duality of subject

is indicated in Coos by using the verb in its dual form, followed imme

diately by the (expressed) subject.

yixd wexEtc ux wu txe hdl to infa into the house they two returned

(the whale and) that old man 30.15, 16

tso a yu tcl ux la, IE umd catc now, surely, there they two went

(he and) the grandmother 66.19

yi xen qaliml ye tsi I nta ux la Id huu mis one morning just hunt

ing they two went (he and) his wife 110.26

a yu tcl uxla IE tek itsffnatc surely, there they two went (she and)
the granddaughter 80.15, 16

2. If both subjects are expressed, it will be found that, in addition

to the dual form of the verb, the dual pronoun is placed before either

one or both subjects.

hi ril hanL ux tila qai IE u mdc ux pkak there shall they two live

(namely) the grandmother (and the) grandfather 68.28

wdndj La ux kwee rilyem ts ux tsn na ux md qaL thus only they
two are known, that Thunder (and) Crow 19.10, 11

In a few instances a similar treatment has been found in sentences

with plural subjects.

yixd wExetc U la IE dd mil into the house they went (the two
women and) the man 128.7

tsi U huwe ltsem IE huu mw just they got ready (he and) the (two)

women 130.17, 18

The last idiomatic formation worth mentioning here is the manner

of expressing comparison of adjectives in accordance with the three

degrees, the positive, the comparative, and the superlative.

A comparative statement in the positive degree is expressed b}^ means

of a whole sentence in which the adjective is treated as a noun appear

ing with the nominal suffixes -ES, -tss (see 57), or -lye, -dye (see

p. 376), and is placed between the subject and object with which it is

compared. The sentence is invariably introduced by means of the

conjunction hfis ALSO (see 110); and its comparative character is

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 27 118
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further indicated by the use of the modal adverb to, tau
, so, SUCH

(see 106), which immediately follows the subject of the sentence.

his ty ne ta nhethe tess tE e ne I am as rich as you are (literally,

also I such I [have] wealth [as] this you)
his gfne ta Tixd nisES IE e ne I am as sick as you are

his ty ne tau ills yitEs tE e ne I am as good as you are

his n ne tau nJie mistES IE e ne I am as tall as you are

his xd ta xwd wiye IE e ne he is as light as you are

Ms xd taupdL fd ye IE e ne he is as heavy as you are

his ts Id nik tau x lluwi ye tE baltl mis that river is as deep as

that ocean

In many instances the abstract noun expressing the adjective con

cept is repeated after the object, in which case the object (and also

the subject) assumes the function of a possessive pronoun (for pro
nominal subjects and objects) or of a genitive case (for nominal objects

and subjects).

his ty ne ta tyqaine ES Wye qaine ss I am as cold as you are (liter

ally, also [of] me such [is] my cold [condition as is] your cold

[condition])

his e?ne ta ye neuf
qldna tEs tE hen neu qldna tss you are as young

as 1 am (literally, also [of] thee such [is] thy youth [as is] that

my youth)

The comparative degree is expressed by means of a sentence in which

the adjective is used in its simple form, while the object is indicated

by the use of the instrumental suffix -stc (see 70). There is a

marked tendency to place the object at the beginning of the sentence.

ye nditc ^Is yl I am better than you are (literally [as compared],
with you I [am] good)

hexd itc tyldyi I am better than he is

tyne itc e qaL you are taller than I am
xd nne itc tsd yux

u he is smaller than I am
xwin ti mill y ne itc we two are stronger than you are

The superlative degree may be expressed in two ways. Either the

numeral particle go
us ALL (see 109), amplified by means of the

adverbial suffix -Etc (see 70), is placed before the simple form of

the adjective; or else the nominalized adverb ila liatcEm (see 58,

104) is used for that purpose.

xgo^sitc tils yl I am the best of all (for the use of the prefix x-

see 24)

ts$ te ka po xgd
u sitc pL/is this here is my heaviest coat

xd ila JiatcEm he TTiis hethe te he is the biggest chief

xdlla hatcEm to miL md L/ta yasitc he is the oldest man in the

village

118



TEXTS

ORIGIN OF DEATH

tJx 1 sla tclm. 2 Lau3 il
4 kwee ti.

5 Lau3 I k I
6 ux 1 nhuuma k e-

They cousins (were) These they lived These both they two with wives
two mutually. together.

he. 7 I k I
6

tsaya ne 8 le ux 9
ti mili 10 hP me. 11 Yi xen 12

qaliml ye
13

are. Both small their (dual) male beings children. Once morning it got

tsi
14 witcwehe xtci 15 la 16 a la. In 17 he mye 18 xa nis 19 la 16 a la.

just sick it is his child. Not a long time sick his child.

Tsi 14 hats 20
lEqa

u wE 21 la 16 a la. Xanana ya
23 la 16 a la, i

23 lau3

Merely just died his child. Sorry (it) makes his child, when that
him (feel) one

lEqa
u wE. 21 Tso 24

il
4

aqana ya.
35 Helmi his 26 In 17 Lo wiyam.

27

died. Now they buried it. Nezt day not (he) eats.

Lau3 maha eVat 28 IE 29 a la. Heci/Lentc 30
qaliml ye

13 lau3

That is looking after it the child. Four times at morning it got that
one frequently one

laata ya
31 la 16 sla atc.

2
&quot;E

32 tcine henl. 33 Ta I
34 sla! 35 Xtcftcu 38

went to him his cousin. &quot;Thou thinking art. Halloo, cousin! How

1 Personal pronoun 3d person dual (18).
2 sZa- COUSIN; -ate suffix of relationship ( 65); -inl distributive ( 72, 11, 7).

a Demonstrative pronoun ( 100).

4 Personal pronoun 3d person plural ( 18).

Plural stem (51).
6 Numeral particle ( 109).
7 n- WITH ( 21); Mwn&k-e WIVES ( 78); -e auxiliary ( 44, 10, 7).

8 Plural formation ( 78).
9 Possessive pronoun 3d person dual (98).
10 Plural formation ( 78, 115).

&quot; Plural formation ( 78).

ONE ( 101); -en multiplicative ( 75).
- MORNING; -lye transitional ( 35).

1 4 Restrictive particle (94).
15 witcwahaxtc- SICK; -I neutral intransitive suffix ( 81, 7)
i fi Possessive pronoun 3d person singular ( 98, 7).

i 7 Particle of negation ( 112).

l*henl- A WHILE; -lye transitional ( 35, 9).

i9 zan- SICK; -is nominal (56).

Conjunction (110).
21 Singular stem (51).
**xan- SICK; -andya direct and indirect object pronoun ( 50, 7).

&quot;Conjunction WHEN, AS, SINCH, WHILE ( 110).

&quot;Conjunction ( 110).

Keqe DEAD; -andya direct and indirect object pronoun ( 50, 7).
u helml TO-MORROW; -Is ordinal ( 74, 10).
v LOU- TO EAT; -am ( 55).
2a maha- TO WATCH; -eiwat frequentative ( 33).
29 Definite article (17).
^he ctiL FOUR; -entcis ordinal multiplicative ( 76).
31 la- TO GO; -t transitire ( 26); -dya non-active object pronoun ( 47),
32 Personal pronoun 2d person singular ( 18).

**tcine- TO THINK, -enl verbal ( 45, 10).

&quot;Interjection (111).
Vocative ( 65).

- modal (24); tcltc particle ( 112); -u interrogative ( 73).

419
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ye*
37 iluwe x

tcis,
38 katVmisen 39

qaliml ye
13 uL 40 wu txe ten41

a/la.&quot;

thy heart, five times morning it gets should return that my child.&quot;

Wandj
42 Lla xEm. 43

&quot;In
17 hel 44

sla.
35 Hats 20 e 32

qla mtsam!
45

Thus talking &quot;Not surely cousin. Just thou eat!

condition.

Lau3 ni wets hanL 46
ye

37 iluwe Hcis.&quot;
38

Wandj
42

Pit. 47

That happy will (be) thy heart.&quot; Thus (he) told
one it to him.

Tso 24
qats

48
I nlye

49
tcitc 42 u 50 iluwe Hcis. 38 Hats 20

wandj
42

Now still no more manner his heart. Just thus

tcine henl. 33
&quot;E

32 Lalaha mi 51
hanLel.&quot;

52 A yu
53 In 17

yu
54

thinking (he) is. &quot;Thee get even with, shall surely.&quot; Surely not very
I thee

he nlye
18 a yu

53 witcwehe Hd 15 la 16 a la. In 17 he niye
18

long time surely sick it is his child. Not long time

xa nis.
19

Mandj
55

lEqa
u wE. 21 He kwalnta56 u 50 iluwe Hcis,

38

sick. Already (it) died. Very bad his heart

i
23 lau3 lEqa

u wE 21 la 16 a la. A yu
53

cill ye
57 IE 29

wandj
42

when that died his child. Surely indeed he thus
one it was

Lia xEm,
43

i
23 lau3 dowa ya

58 wu txe la 16 a la. Tso 24 a yu
53

talking when that wants ft (to) return his child. Now surely
condition one

tci
59

la. &quot;Ta l
34 sla!

35 A yu
53 cuL 60 wutxa xa 61 Eit 62

there (he) &quot;Halloo, cousin! Surely ought (to) return singly about to
went.

te is
63 a la. Kat E rnisen 39

qalimi ye
13 ux 1 wu txe hanL 46 te is

63

this our child. Five times morning it gets they return shall these our
(dual) two (dual)

a la.&quot; Wandj
42

Pit. 47
&quot;In

17 hel 44 sla! 35 Hats 20 hanL 46

children.&quot; Thus (he) told &quot;Not surely cousin! Just shalt
it to him.

e 32
q!a mtsam!

45 Lau3 ni wets hanL 46
ye

37 iluwe Hcis.&quot;
38

Wandj
42

thou eat! That happy will (be) thy heart.&quot; Thus
one

Lla xEm. 43
&quot;Qaiku

64 ux 1 wutxa xa 61 Eit 62 te is
63 h^ me,

11 ta 65

talking &quot;(I) thought they return singly about to these our children, and
condition. two (dual)

w Possessive pronoun 2d person singular ( 98).

HEART (?); -is nominal
( 56).

FOUK; -en multiplicative (75).
Syntactic particle denoting the optative (91).

41 Possessive pronoun 1st person singular ( 98).

Modal adverb (106).
KL. ci- TO SPEAK; -xEm generic ( 30).
44 Syntactic particle denoting degree of certainty ( 88, 7).

7. m- TO EAT; -ts transitive ( 26); -am ( 55, 11).
46 Syntactic particle (87).
*iiH- TO TELL TO; -t transitive (26).
8 Syntactic particle ( 89).

&amp;lt;9 In NOT; -lye transitional (35).
M Sign of possession (97).
81 Lala- TO GET EVEN WITH; -ami transitive subject and object pronoun i THEE ( 46, 10).
K hanL SHALL; U SURELY ( 87, 88, 7).
w Modal adverb (106).
&quot;Modal adverb (106).
66 Temporal adverb ( 105).
66 Syntactic particle ( 93); ta so [literally, VERILY, NOT so] ( 106).
67 cil syntactic particle (90); -lye transitional ( 35).
K dow- TO WISH, TO DESIRE; -aya non-active object pronoun ( 47).
w Local adverb (104).
&quot;Syntactic particle ( 90, 91).
61 Reduplicated stem wutxe TO COME BACK (83).
z Syntactic particle (87).

63 Possessive pronoun inclusive, dual ( 98).
84 Syntactic particle denoting degree of knowledge ( 88).

Conjunction (110).
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qats
48 lau3 en 66 dowa ya

58
xwandj.

67 Hei68 hanL 46
yiqa

69 In 17

however that thou didst want thus. (Emphatic) shall still not
thing not it

wutxa xa 61 Eit 62
yanLawe

70 ma lEqa
u
wE,

21
nayim

71 en 66 dowa ya
58

return singly going to whenever beings die, because thou not didst want
it

xwandj.
67 Xnowe 72

i
23

cil
57 tE 73

xwandj
67 e 32

I lta is.&quot;
74

Wandj
42

thus. Right when indeed that thus thou didst tell it Thus
there to, thou me.&quot;

tcine hem. 33 Ma 75 xnowe 72 lElau3 wandj
42

Pit. 47 Kat E misen 39

thinking (he) is. However right that s thus (he) told it Five times
(the thing) to him.

qatfmi ye
13 uL 40 wutxa xa 61

Eit,
63
yuL

76
xwandj

67 Llats. 77
LE&amp;gt;! uL,

40

morning it should return singly going if thus speak. Good would
gets to should be

yuL
76 kat E misen 39

qalimi ye
13 wutxa xa 61 Eit 62 hE 29 ma lEqa

u wE. 21

if five times morning it return singly inten- the people die.
should gets tion (who)

Tso 24
yiqai m 78 hela qaxEm.

79
Wandj

42 hatctleni yeqEm.
80

Now so far it got (the story). Thus the story is being told.

[Translation]

Once upon a time there were two cousins. They lived together.

They were both married, and each had a little boy. One morning one

of the boys became sick. He was not sick long before he died. The

father felt sorry when the child died. Then they buried it.

The next day he (the father of the dead boy) could not eat. He was

merely looking at the dead child. On the fourth day he went to his

cousin. &quot;Halloo, cousin! What do you think? Should my child re

turn after five days?&quot; &quot;Oh, no, cousin!&quot; answered the other one.
u You simply eat, and you will feel happy.&quot; He did not know what

to answer. He was merely thinking to himself, &quot;I will certainly get

even with you.&quot;

After a short time the other man s child became sick. It was not

ill very long before it died. The father was very much grieved when

his child died. He therefore went to his neighbor and said to him,

&quot;Halloo, cousin! I think oar two children ought to return. They

ought to come back after five days.&quot; But the other man answered,

&quot;c
8 THOU ( 18) ; In NOT ( 112, 9).

MX- modal ( 24); wandj THUS ( 106).
es Syntactic particle ( 93).
w Syntactic particle ( 89).

yanL IF (future)( 91); he CUSTOMARILY ( 87).
71 Syntactic particle ( 89).
72 x- modal (24); ndwe ALL EIGHT.
7 3 Demonstrative pronoun ( 100).
74 IH- TO TELL, -t transitive ( 26); -ais transitive subject and object pronoun ( 46).

&quot;Syntactic particle ( 89).
76 Particle denoting the optative ( 91).
77 L/a- TO SPEAK; -ts transitive ( 26).
M Adverb (104).
79
helaq TO ARRIVE; -xEm generic ( 30 4

:
. 11).

/ STORY; -enl verbal ( 45, 11); -iyeqEm passive ( 40).
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&quot;Oh, no, cousin! You just eat and you will feel happy again. I

had intended that our dead children should come back, but you did

not wish it that way. And now, whenever people die, they will not

come back, because you objected to it. You were right when you

spoke against it.&quot;

He was justified in thus addressing him. People would have come

back after five days if he had originally consented to it. It would

have been good if the dead people could come back. Here the story

ends. In this manner people relate this story.

THE THEFT OF FIRE AND WATER

Nma henet 1 tE 2
Llta. Gous

3
tcitc 4

ii mx ne15 ma.
With people it that land. All kinds mixed up (they (the)

&quot;

eings.(mutually) was there were) mutually beings.

Jl 6 k latclwal. 7 Il 6 k !axaap.
7 I 8 d!1

!
9

ii
6 Lowe^wat 10

They without fire. They without water. When something they eat frequently

Eit,
11 lau3 ft

6
Llpeqaqa e wat. 12 Xle itc

13
t a lats.

14 Lau2

intend, that they in the arm-pits to be, With it with (they) dance. Those
thing cause it frequently.

tEmii Le 15 ma lau2 tciicila e wat 18 he. 11 Tso 8 he 11
pi ctci,

17

old people that cause it to be under- custom- Now custom- warm it

thing ueath, frequently arily. arily gets,

tso 8 he 11 lau2 qlmits.
18 Yuwe 19

qa lyeq Ll le, lau2 he 11
il

6

now custom- that (they) eat. Whenever salmon comes they are usually they
arily thing out, the ones

LtLle^yat.
20 Wandj

21
yuxtik

21 he ll
22 Lowa was. 23 Lau2

scoop it out. That way barely their food. That
thing

skweyem yeqEm
24 IB 25 tclwal. &quot;Xtcl tcu 26

UL,
27

yuL
27 lau2 lin 28

it is talked about the fire. &quot;How would if that we
it be, should thing

in- adverbial ( 21); ma PEOPLE; -e auxiliary ( 44,10); ~n distributive ( 37,25); -t transitive

(26,4).
2 Demonstrative pronoun ( 100).
s Numeral particle ( 109).
&amp;lt; Particle (112).
*ltmx-- TO MIX; -nei distributive ( 37).

Personal pronoun 3d person plural ( 18)

ik: d- privative ( 20).

sConjunction ( 110).
ePronominal particle ( 108).

i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;o- TO EAT; -enuat frequentative ( 33,8).

&quot;Syntactic particle (87).
l2 L.peq- TO BE IN ARM-PITS; -aeiwat frequentative causative ( 34); see also reduplicauon (83),
&quot;a;- instrumental (24); Particle (17); -Etc instrumental (70).
f al- TO DANCE; -ts transitive ( 26).

is Plural formation (78).
utc. tctl MA.T; -aeiwat frequentative causative ( 34).
17
ptctc- TO BB WARM; -I neutral intransitive ( 31).

I8
q. m- TO EAT; -ts transitive ( 26).

19jm VERY ( 106); he CUSTOMARILY (87); see also 9.

*&amp;gt;LtL.
- TO SCOOP OUT; -iyat causative ( 27, 2).

&quot;Modal adverb (106).
82 Possessive pronoun 3d person plural ( 98),

LO- TO EAT; -awas verbal abstract ( 59,8).
u skw- TO TALK ABOUT; -enl verbal ( 45); -lyeqsm passive ( 40,9).
* Article (17).
MZ- modal ( 24) ; tcitc MANNER ( 112); -u interrogative (73).
CT Syntactic particle (91).
18 Personal pronoun 1st person plural ( 18).
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l
aata

ya?&quot;

29
&quot;Tcl

30 hanL 31 1m 28
la.&quot; Tso8 a yu

21
tcl

30
il

6
la.

go to it?&quot; &quot;There shall we go.&quot; Now surely there they went.

A yu
21

tc!
30

il
6 he laq. A yu

21 tclila at 32 tE 2
tclwal, i

8
il

6

Surely there they arrived. Surely to burn it is that fire, when they
caused there

te Hits. 33 Hats 8

yiqax
34 k ilo wit 35 IE 25 xaa

p. Lowa kats 36

entered. Just right away (he) saw it the water. Sat

tcl
30 IE 25 ma ha lqait.

37 Xta nuxwltc 38 Lowa kats. 36
&quot;Ta I

39

there the person (he) came to. Sideways (he) was sitting. &quot;Halloo,

sla! Is 40
ali canl 41

hanL.&quot;
31 Hats 8 kwa 42 In 4

klayaha e wat. 43

cousin! We play shall.&quot; Just as if not (he) hears it.

two

XpEkwi ltcume 44 Lowa kats. 36 Tso 8 he nlye,
45 tso 8

i lxats. 46

From the opposite side (he) sat. Now (after) a while now (he) ooked
at him.

&quot;Qanfya ta 47 e 48 hen neu49 sla hitc 50
cantE?&quot;

51
Wiindj

21 Llats. 52

Stranger thou my cousin (surprise) (?)
&quot; Thus (he) spoke.

&quot;E
48

lEqa
u
wiya tanl 58

L.&quot;
54

&quot;Ma
34 cku 42 e 48 hen 49 nlla hatcEm 55

&quot;Thou

&quot;

storytell must.&quot; &quot;But it must thou my at priority
be

la ye
56 hau/

we.&quot;
57 Tso s

qats
34 Lle tc. He nlye

45 e he qano tca. 58

goes thy growth.&quot; Now, however, (he) went Awhile (he) was outside.
out. gone

Tso 8 aso 59 te Hits. 33
&quot;Ta i

39
sla! Anta 39 te12 nl klwa 31

ye neu56
Now again (he) entered. &quot;Halloo, cousin!&quot; Look this used (to be) thy

here

pl
j

l. TE 2
ye neu56 pi

1
! lau2 Lla nex. 60 TE 2 hen neu49 pi

1
! lau2

Indian That thy Indian that (is) new. That my Indian that
cradle. there cradle one there cradle one

qa lex 61
;

ta 8 te 12 ni klwa 31
ye neu56 nau hm, ta 8 te i2 nfklwa 31

(is) old; and this used (to be) thy shinny-club, and this used (to be)
here here

*a la- TO GO; -t transitive ( 26); -dya non-active object pronoun ( 47).
so Local adverb (104).
si Syntactic particle ( 87).

wtc. H- TO BUEN; -eet causative passive ( 41,7).

^text- TO ENTER; -ts transitive ( 26).

&quot;Syntactic particle (89).
Mk ilou- TO SEE; -t transitive ( 26,8).
* sLduku- TO SIT; -ts transitive ( 26,11).

vhclq- TO ARRIVE; -t transitive ( 26,7,11).

88^;- modal (24); tanuxu- SIDE; -lie modal (67,8).
39 Interjection (111).
&amp;lt;Personal pronoun inclusive, dual ( 18).

aZCTOY; -eni verbal (45,7).
&quot;Syntactic particle (88).
uk. ayaha- TO HEAR; -eiwat frequentative ( 33).

x- locative ( 22); pskwll- OPPOSITE; -tc adverbial ( 25,104); -ume nominalizing ( 64).

^henl- A WHILE; -lye transitional ( 35, 9) .

*6 ilx- TO LOOK; -is transitive ( 26).

vqantya ta BELONGING TO A DIFFERENT TRIBE, A STRANGER.
8 Personal pronoun 2d person singular ( 18).

&amp;lt;9Possessive pronoun 1st person singular (98).
&quot;Syntactic particle ( 90).
61 Can not be analyzed.
&quot;i. ci- TO SPEAK; -ts transitive ( 26).

MlEqauwiyatas STORY (compare IsqauwE TO DIE) ; -enl verbal ( 45,7).

&quot;Syntactic particle (92).
&quot;M- adverbial ( 21); lla BEFORE ( 104); -tc adverbial (25,103,10,7); -Em adverbial abstract ( 58).
56 Possessive pronoun 2d person singular (18, 98) .

vhau- TO GROW; -e ( 80); see also 8, 118.

58gcwd- OUTSIDE; -tc adverbial ( 25,104); -a directive ( 65).
59Temporal adverb ( 105).
K L/an-NEW; -ex adjectival ( 66).

ftqal- OLD (compare qalu WINTER); -ex adjectival (66).
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hen neu49 nau hin,
my shinny-club,

ta 8 te i2 m klwa 81

and this used (to be)
here

ni ldwa 31 hen neu49 kwii sis.
62 Lla nex 60

used (to be) my ball. New (is)

te i2 hen neu49 kwti sis.
62 Kwa 42 kwe 42

this my ball. As if perhaps
here

hitoHsa tExa. 63

ye neu5e kwa sis,
62 ta 8

thy ball, and
te i2

this
here

ye neu56

thy

kwii sis.
62

ball.
Qa lex
Old (is)

yu
21

very

In 4

not
a yu

21

surely

54

TcI 3C

There

TcI 3(

There

(he) put them down for
him.

ii
65

surely

halti tEme11
.
67

gamble together.

A yu
21

Surely

Is 40

We
two

&quot;Yi kwanL 68

&quot;Perhaps shall

k ilo wit. 35

(he) saw it. Surely

e*
48 L5uku

.

thou sit down.
all cam 41

play

dPltcE tc 69

something
with

i
8

when
lau2

that
one

Ll tEta 72 IE 25

puts (his) hands the
behind (his) back

(one of)

yuL
27 wi yetc

if would a piece of
abalone shell

77

na irrxqa
players?&quot;

L sla.&quot;

must cousin.&quot;

(be)

cili ye
64

sla.
indeed cousin

it is

Tso 8 a yu
21 ux 66

Now surely they
two

70
Llaqa e wat,

71

point my finger at
him frequently,

Tcine heni. 73
&quot;Yi kiiL 7*

(He) is thinking.
&quot;

Perhaps
would be

ham,.&quot;
81

shall.&quot;

ten
that I

xtcitc 75
yuL

27 wi yetc nxwa lxwal 76

in the if would a piece of in eye
manner

Lexa tcEin 79 haiiL 31 n 77
qa qal. Cin s

Inside, the part shall I sleep. You

n 77 Ll tEta.&quot;
72

Wandj
21 Lla xEm. 82

I put (my hands) Thus talking,
nn

77 x Llowa e wat? 78

cause it to be inside?

behind (my) back.&quot;

A yu
21

yiqa x
Surely just

34
wandj.

21

that way.

condition.

Tso f

Now

L!oxk imi is 81
hanL,

31
yanL

27

support you me shall, if shall.

Wandj
21 Pit 83 IE 25 ma nat.

Thus (he) told the crowd.
it to

lau2a yu
21

LlaqaVwat,
71

f
8

surely (he) points (the) finger when that
at him, frequently one

LltE ta.
72

puts (his)
handsbehind
(his) back.

Itsem. 87

happened.

E86A yu^yuxwa 109 ma Llo^ ine^wat,
84 Tcftcu 85 ^

Surely two persons support him steadily. How sur- things

Xya bas
Maggots

yaptftsa
ate up

la
90

pi mris,
91

lit
90

his anus, his
ye es, la
face, his

prise

tcul, la 90

nose, his

? ; -is nominal (56).
^hitou- TO PUT DOAVX; -ts transitive (26); -tEx direct object pronoun plural (54); -a indirect object

pronoun (49; see also 7).

&quot;ctl syntactic particle ( 90); -lye transitional ( 35).

Syntactic particle (88).
es Personal pronoun 3d person dual (18).
vhai- TO GAMBLE; -t transitive ( 26); -t transitive ( 26); -men reciprocal ( 29; see also 4).
8
j///:u syntactic particle ( 88); ham SHALL ( 87, 8, 9).

*dli\ SOMETHING ( 108); -tc adverbial ( 25); -Etc instrumental (70).
70 Personal pronoun 1st person singular ( 18, 98).

KL. aqa- TO POINT AT; -eiwat frequentative (33).
L. tEta TO PUT ONE S HAND BEHIND THE BACK (during a game).

ntcin- TO THINK; -em verbal ( 45, 10).

tiyiku PERHAPS ( 88); UL WOULD BE
&amp;lt;; 91, 9).

75 x- modal (24); talc particle ( 112).
76 n- adverbial (21); xwalxwal EYE (83, 116).

&quot;Personal pronoun 1st person singular ( 18) .

78 a; L/ow- TO BE INSIDE ( 54); -aeiwat frequentative causative ( 34, 8).

v&amp;gt;lexatc INSIDE ( 104); -Em adverbial abstract ( 58).
so Personal pronoun 2d person plural ( 18) .

^Lloxk in- TO STEADY, TO SUPPORT; -dis transitive, subject and object pronoun THOU-ME ( 46).

82 L. d- TO TALK; -xsm generic suffix ( 30).

ssfiZ- TO SAY TO; -t transitive (26).
s*L. 5xk-in- TO SUPPORT; -eiwat frequentative ( 33).

tcUc particle ( 112); -u interrogative ( 73).
86 Syntactic particle denoting surprise ( 90).

8Jft- TO DO, TO BE ( 113); -lm suffix denning the subject ( 30).
88 x- discriminative (23); yabas MAGGOT.
89

2/ofc- MAGGOT; -t transitive ( 26); -ts transitive ( 26, 25); -a indirect object pronoun ( 49).

80 Possessive pronoun 3d person singular (98).
91
piltk-- ANUS; -is nominal ( 56).
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kuha nas. His 8 Inlhem yeES
92

xya bas 88
qlmits.

18 La* 2 in 4 lau 2

ears. Also (in) no time inaggots ate him. That not that
one thing

i lxats. 46 Hats 8
yi qa

34
tcl

30 Lowa kats. 36 Xyuxwa 93 ma
(at) looked. Just continually there (he) sat. Two per

sons

L!oxk inei/wat 84
xpqai hltc. 94 Wfyax x Llowa e wat 78 Ian 95

supoort him steadily from (the) back. Abalone shell (he) caused to be his in
inside

xwa lxwal. Lexa tcEm 79
qa qal. Lau 2

qats
34 kwa 42 a yu

21

eye. Inside, the part (he) slept.. That one just as if surely

kwi nait.
96 Kite 50 wi yax IE 25 x LlI ye

97 Ian 95 xwa lxwal. Hats 8

looked at it. Surprise abalone it inside it is his in eye. Just
shell

lii mak- Lowa kats. 36 Asi L 30 la u 98 x iluwl ye
99 IEX IO

ya bas, i
8

bones sitting. Halfway goes its growth (of) the inaggots, when

lau 2
xya bas 88 Lowe1 wat. 10 Itse ts

101

yiku
65

il
65 lau 2 hem yeES

92

that the maggots eat him continually. May be surely he for some time
one

hi nl 30 Lowa kats. 36 Tso 8
wandj

21 tcine heni. 73 &quot;YikwanL
68 dfttcE tc 69

there (he) sat. Now thus thinking. &quot;Perhaps shall something
with

tEn 70
Llaqa e wat?&quot;

71 Hats 8 kwanL 102 in 4
30!

21 dPl 9

qaya
u/
wlye,

103

that I point my finger at Just as if not very something scared,
him frequently? shall he becomes

yuL
27 xle itc

13 n 77
Llaqa e wat.&quot;

71
Wandj

21 tcine heni. 73 Yi qa
34 In 4

if would with it I point my fingers at Thus thinking. Still not
with him frequently.&quot;

i lxats 46 IE 25
ya bas; ma 34

ii
65 hats 8 la mak- sli/ne 1

.
10* Yi qa

34 in4

(he) looked the maggots; how- surely just bones joined Still not
at ever together.

i lxats. 46
&quot;Ci n 105 k elle^wat. 106 Gin 80

sqats hanL 31 tE 2
tclwfll, yanL

27

(he) looked &quot;You not forget it. You grab shall that fire, if shall
at it. there

lin
28

tqats.
107 Lau2 his 8 tE 2 xaa

p cin 80 x intfta 108
hanL.&quot;

31

we win (game). That one also that water you cause it to run shall.&quot;

there

Wandj
21 Lla xEin. 82 Yixei/109 ma wandj

21 Lla xEm. 82
&quot;NE xkan 110

That way talking, One person that -way talking, &quot;I

condition. condition.

hanL 31 lau2 n 77 x intl yat
111 tE 2 xaa

p. Tei2 lau2 e 48
xintfyat

111 hanL 31

shall (be) the I run, cause it that waterr This the you to run, cause it shall
one there here one

92 I/i negation ( 112) ;
I abbreviated form of dUl ( 108); henlye A WHILE; -ES noun of quality (67).

93 x- discriminative ( 23); yu xwii TWO ( 101).
94 x- FEOM ( 22); pqai BACK; -lie local suffix ( 67, 10).
y-la possessive pronoun 3d person singular ( 98); n- adverbial ( 21).
S6 kwina- TO LOOK; -t transitive (26).
97 X-L.I- TO BE INSIDE ( 54); -lye transitional ( 35).
88 Sign of possession (97).
&quot;x-ilu- DEEP; -lye nominal suffix ( 80,8).
10 IE article ( 17); x- discriminative ( 23).
101 See 113.

&quot;vkiva AS IF ( 88); ham SHALL ( 87, 9).
I03 qayau- TO BE AFRAID; -lye transitional (35, 8).
i 4 sli- TO JOIN; -nei distributive (37).
i 5 cin personal pronoun, 2d person plural (96); In NOT (see 9i).

icfijfc-ej- TO FORGET; -e^wat frequentative (33); see 83.

107
tq- TO WIN; -ts transitive ( 26).

^x-Ent- TO RUN; -lyat causative ( 27); -a indirect object pronoun ( 49, 11).
109 Cardinal numeral ( 101) .

u Personal pronoun 1st person singular ( 96).
&quot;i x-Ent- TO RUN; -lyat causative ( 27).
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tE2
tclwal.&quot;

that fire.&quot;

there

Tso 8
xwandj

21
!
1^. 83

Now thus (he) told
it to
him.

Kwi yal
112

&quot;Now

bait! 1 ene
thou

he 11

custom-
arily

LltE ta.&quot;
72 Wand

j

21
Pit.

83
&quot;Yi kwanL 68 dl ltcE tc

Thus (he) told &quot;Perhaps shall somethingput (thy)
hands behind
(thy) back.&quot;

&quot;Hats
8 In

&quot;Just not

it to
him.

with

tEn70

tliis

here I

Llaqa e wat?&quot;
71

point the finger at
him continually?&quot;

4
yu

21

very

yuL
27

if

should

dl l
9

some-
thing

x-owa yasEtc
118

snake with

yu
21 117 27uL

would
be

119

IE&amp;gt;I,

good,

lau2

120
tclila at.
to burn, it is

caused.

Tso
Now

ayu
surely

qayawa waL. 115 Lo 116 L
very scaring. That neces-

thing sarily

n 77
L&qa e wat.&quot;

71 K !atc!ha yims
f point (my) finger at Without dying down that one

him continually.&quot; (the fire)

x owa yasEtc
118 L!a qat.

121 Lowitl yeqEm.
122

snake with (he) pointed (He) is watching
(the) finger himself.
at him.

X owa yas
Snake

Itsern. 87

happened

be Iaq
arrived

ban 123

his at

Ma 34

How-
ever

IE 25

awa
still

dji letc xaTmats. 124

thighs wraps around.
126 In 4 k ilo wit. 35

not (he) sees it.

the
x owa yas.

snake.
Han 123

His to
yees
mouth

AkVnak 128

Sticks out

ban 123 tcul
his in nose

lau2

he Uta hEX 129

(the) tongue the

la
u2 te x

tits
33 IE 25

nose that one enter the

k ilo wit. 35 Sl xits 132

x owa yas.
snake.

x owa yas
snake.

Hats 125 kwa 42 xtcitc 7

Just looks like something

Han 123 we bel lau2

His to waist that
one

lau2 kwa 42
I nuwit. 127

that one as if threatens

(to go).

Hats 8 ban 130 kwa 42

Just will as if

Qai
x
-qa yona ya,

131
i
8

Afraid, (it) made him, when

that
one

(he) saw it.

yees.
mouth.

lau2

the
one

(He) shook it

off

IE 25

the

e^qatce.
133

one side to.
Nsqa ya.

134

(He) ran away
fr

135

X i x inttt
136

(It) is being taken
away quickly

x intl yat
111 Is 25

(to) run, causes the

tc!wal.
fire.

from it.

H^kwam 137

Very

Throw (indefinite)
(People shout at him)

xbu wis 138

poor

tclwal.
fire.

H^yu 139

Very
xtca

r

yux
u138

small
ma

person
(he is)

ma
person

(is)

lau2

the
one

&quot; 2 Temporal adverb ( 105).

us Temporal adverb ( 105).

^Personal pronoun 2d person singular ( 96).

usqayau- TO FEAR; -awaL nominal suffix ( 59).

us Demonstrative pronoun ( 100) .

&quot;7 Syntactic particle (92).
UBx-owdyas SNAKE; -Etc instrumental ( 70).

&quot;H- /a- privative ( 20); tc. ha- TO EXTINGUISH; -dyims nominal ( 80).

.ni- TO BURN; -aat passive causative ( 41, 7).

TO POINT AT WITH ONE S FINGER; -t transitive ( 26).

122 louxt- TO WATCH; -lyeqEin passive ( 40, 3, 11).

i23M possessive pronoun 3d person singular ( 98) ; n- adverbial ( 21).

^xalin- TO WRAP AROUND; -ts transitive ( 26).

^Conjunction ( 110).

i26Temporal adverb ( 105).

VERY, modal adverb ( 106); -t transitive (26).
- TO STICK OUT ( 4).

129 hE article (17); x- discriminative (23).
iso Syntactic particle (87).

isigayaw- TO SCARE; -anaya direct and indirect object pronoun ( 50, 3, 82).

\32gix-- TO SHAKE OFF; -ts transitive ( 26).

iss Local adverb ( 104, 103, 55).

u*nEq TO RUN AWAY; -aya non-active object pronoun ( 47).

WL. xan- TO THROW; -aya ( 47) ; -lm suffix defining the subject ( 30, 9).

wx-snt- TO RUN; -u present passive ( 38, 82).

137 Syntactic particle (93).
iss x- discriminative (23).
139 he syntactic particle (93); yu VERY, modal adverb ( 106).
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tlkwi tsa 140 IE 25 xaa
p. Xpiye etc 141 Lwa hait 142 hE 25 men. 143

kicks it the water. In the manner of run the people.
going home

Kuha fiasatc 144 hau2 lExalxa yu
145 hE 25 tclwal. Nle hi 146

la u 98

Ear in that one was put in the fire. With it goes his

x-na at. 147 LE 25 xaa
p ha kwal 148 hE mtset,

149
i
8 lau2 tlkwi tsa.

140

quickness The water as if (to) lay bare, when that kicked it.

(he runs). caused, it was, one

Mandj
150 hats 8

gi mtset 151 lE tsix .
153 Kumene iletc

153 Llxa na 154

Already Just (to) rain caused right here. Brush into (he) threw it,

it was

IE 25 tclwal. Klwe hetc 155 lau2 Lixant. 156 Hats 8
Lixant,

156

the fire. Willow into that threw it. Just (he) threw it,

one

mandj
150 Ikwi Iitu.

157 Tso 8 aso 150
il

6 wu txe tsiVtl. 158

already to blaze, it begins. Now again they returned here.

Xteml towetc 159 Ml 160 ntclwa le.
161 Xtemi towetc 159 towe 162

From that time on they with fire are. From that time on usually

g-i mlt. 163 Lau2 xwandj
21 towe 162

g i mit. 163
Xwandj

21 La 164

(it) rains. That (is) thus (the usually (it) rains. That way only
manner how)

kwee myem.
185 Tso 8

tci
30 a/wixEm. 166

know it (indefinite). Now there end, condition.

[Translation]

The earth was full of people. All kinds of people lived in a

mixed -up fashion. They had no fire or water. Whenever they

wanted to eat, they would put the food under their arms (in order

to heat it). They would dance with it, or the old people would sit on

it. And when the food became warm, then they would eat it. When
ever salmon came ashore, they used tfo scoop it out.

TO KICK; -is transitive ( 26); -a indirect object pronoun ( 49).
111 x- modal ( 24); pi*-- TO GO HOME; -eetc modal ( 36; also 3).
l *2 Lowahai- TO RUN; -t transitive (26).
i Plural formation ( 78).

wkuha nas EAR; -etc local ( 68, 7).

&amp;gt;lax- TO BE INSIDE (singular object); -ayu past passive (39, 83, 54).

nan- adverbial ( 21); -Is article ( 17); -I instrumental ( 80, 10).m See 118,

&quot;8 Syntactic particle (88).
149 hsm- TO LAY OPEN; -ts transitive (26); -et causative passive ( 41).
J5o Temporal adverb ( 105).

iwp-jm- TO BAIN; -ts transitive ( 26); -et causative passive ( 41).
2 IE article ( 17); tstx HERE, local adyerb ( 104).

153 kumene U BRUSH; -etc local (68).
lM L. .rcm- TO THROW; -a indirect object pronoun ( 49).

^khvehe- WILLOW; -etc local ( 68, 9).
166 L. xan- TO THROW; -t transitive (26).
wikwil-TO BLAZE; -t transitive; -u transitional ( 35, 114).
158 Local adverb (104).
i 59 x- FROM, locative ( 22); temltowetc (see 106).
1K

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;12 article ( 17); il personal pronoun 3d person plural ( 96).
i n- WITH, instrumental ( 21); tc. wal FIRE; -e auxiliary ( 44).
162 See 87.

i&g-lm- TO RAIN; -t transitional (26, 114).
&quot;4 Syntactic particle ft 94).
16H-wacw- TO KNOW; -aya non-active object pronoun (47); -tin suffix denning the subject ( 30, 7).
166 o,. TO FINISH, TO END; -xEvi generic ( 30).
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In this manner they had hardly any food. They were all the time

talking about fire.
u How would it be if we should go after tire?&quot;-

&quot;Let us
go.&quot; They went. When they arrived, they found the fire

burning; and one of them saw the water. The chief of the people

(to whom they came) was sitting indoors. He was sitting sideways.

&quot;Halloo, cousin!&quot; said the earth-chief. &quot;Let us gamble (for the fire

and water) !&quot; The sky-chief acted as if he did not hear. The earth-

chief sat down opposite him. After a short time the sky-chief looked

up and said, &quot;You belong to a different tribe, so in what way are you

my cousin? You must tell a story.&quot; But the earth-chief answered,

&quot;You are older than
I,&quot;

and he went out. After a while he came

back and said,
&quot;

Halloo, cousin ! Look! this here is your Indian cra

dle.
1 Your Indian cradle 1

is new, while mine is old. And this here

is your shinny-club,
2 while that there is my shinny-club.

2 This is

your ball,
2 and that one is my ball.

2 Your ball 2
is new, but mine is

old. Is it not so ?&quot; Then he put all these things before him. The sk}
T -

chief looked at them, and said, &quot;Indeed, it is so, O cousin! Sit down

here, we will gamble.&quot;

They began to play. The earth-chief thought to himself, &quot;With

what shall I point my finger at the player who puts his hand behind his

back? Suppose I put a piece of abalone shell into my eye? I will

sleep in the inside part of my eye.&quot;
Then he said to his followers,

&quot;You shall support me when I put my hands behind my back;&quot; and

what he demanded was done.

Then he pointed his finger at him (the sk}-chief) when he put his

hand behind his back. Two men were supporting him. Thus things

happened. Maggots began to eat up his (the sk\T-chief s) anus, his

face, his nose, his ears. Soon the maggots ate him up; but he did

not notice it. He kept on sitting there. Two men were still sup

porting him from the back. He had an abalone shell in his eye, and

was sleeping in that inside part. Now it seemed as if the sky-chief

were looking at it. To his surprise, he saw an abalone shell in the

other man s eye. By this time only bones had remained of him, for

1 &quot;

Cradle&quot; or &quot;bed&quot; is a piece of canvas (in former days tanned hide) spread on the ground and

stretched by means of pegs or nails, before which the player participating in the so-called &quot;game of

guessing&quot; was squatting, while mixing the sticks in his hands, which were held behind his back. Upoij

receiving the guessing-signal from a player of the opposite side, the sticks were thrown on the &quot;cradle,

usually one by one, while the marked stick was laid bare.

2 The informant was mistaken in the use of these terms. &quot;Club&quot; and &quot;ball&quot; are used in a game

of shinny, while the game played by the two chiefs was the favorite game of &quot;guessing.&quot;
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the maggots had eaten up almost half of his body. The earth-chief

was sitting there for a while, and began to think, &quot;With what shall

I point my finger at him? It seems that I ought to point at him with

some very terrible thing.&quot;
The sky-chief still did not look at the

maggots. Only his bones, joined together, were sitting there. Still

he did not look.

Now the earth-chief said to his people, &quot;Don t forget to seize the

fire as soon as we win the game. And you take hold of the water.&quot;

One of his men said,
&quot; I will run away with the water, and you ought

to run with the fire.&quot; The earth-chief said to the head man of the

sky-people, &quot;Now it is your turn to put your hands behind your

back.&quot; All the time he was thinking to himself, &quot;With what shall I

point my finger at him? It seems that nothing terrifies him. It will

be very good if I point at him with a snake.&quot;

In the mean time the fire kept on burning. He then pointed at him

with a snake. But he (the sk}
r
-chief) was on the lookout. The snake

coiled around his thigh. Still he did not mind it. It crawled up to

his waist and threatened to go into his mouth, all the while sticking

out its tongue. Soon it seemed as if it were about to enter his nose.

The sky-chief became afraid when he saw this. He shook off the

snake and ran away. People were shouting at him.

The earth people quickly seized the fire. A very poor man ran away
with the fire, while a little man kicked the water. They were running

homewards. The man put the fire into his ear while running. As

soon as the water was spilled, it began to rain. The fire was thrown

into some willow-brush, and soon began to blaze. Thus they returned.

From that time on, people have had fire; and from that time on, it has

rained. Thus only the story is known. This is the end of it.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1884 J. Owen Dorsey spent a month at the Siletz reservation,

Oregon, collecting short vocabularies of the Siuslaw and Lower Ump
qua, as well as of other languages. Prior to Dorsey s investigations

the linguistic position of Siuslaw and Lower Umpqua was a debated

question. Some investigators believed that these two dialects belonged

to the Yakonan family; while others, notably Latham and Gatschet,

held them to form a distinct stock, although the} observed marked agree

ment with some features of the Yakonan. After a superficial inves

tigation, lasting less than a month, Dorsey came to the conclusion

that Siuslaw and Lower Umpqua were dialects belonging to the

Yakonan stock. This assertion was repeated by J. W. Powell in his

&quot; Indian Linguistic Families&quot; (Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau

of American Ethnology, p. 134), and was held to be correct by all

subsequent students of American Indian languages. This view, how

ever, is not in harmony with my own investigations. A closer study

of Alsea (one of the Yakonan dialects) on the one hand, and of Lower

Umpqua on the other, proves conclusively that Siuslaw and Lower

Umpqua form a distinct famity, which I propose to call the Siuslawan

linguistic stock. 1 The term &quot;

Siuslaw&quot; was given preference over
&quot;

Umpqua &quot;or
u Lower Umpqua,&quot; in order to avoid the ambiguity of

meaning which might arise from the fact that we have become accus

tomed to call the Athapascan dialect, spoken on the upper course of the

Umpqua river, the &quot;

Upper Umpqua.&quot;

The material on which the following sketch is based was collected,

under the joint auspices of the Bureau of American Ethnology and of

Columbia University, on the Siletz reservation, Oregon, during the

months of March, April, and May, 1911.

My principal informant was Louisa Smith, a Lower Umpqua
Indian over TO years of age. Her advanced years, her absolute

lack of knowledge of the English language, her ill health, and, above

all, the fact that prior to my arrival on the reservation she had

Ut is not at all impossible that this stock, the Yakonan, Kusan, and perhaps the Kalapuyan, may
eventually prove to be genetically related. Their affinities are so remote, however, that I prefer to
take a conservative position, and to treat them for the time being as independent stocks.

437
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not used her native tongue for a considerable period, rendered her

a poor, though willing informant. In the course of this investiga

tion it was therefore necessary to employ such additional inform

ants and interpreters as were available. By far the most important

of these was William Smith, an Alsea Indian and the husband of

Louisa, who had spent his childhood among the Siuslaw Indians,

from whom he had gained a fairly good knowledge of their language.

But he, too, was far from being an ideal informant. His command

of English was imperfect, his degree of intelligence rather limited,

his pronunciation of Lower Urnpqua was affected by Alsea pho

netics, and he was only too often unable to keep apart the Siuslaw,

Lower Umpqua, and Alsea forms of a given word. However, in

spite of these deficiencies, his services proved highly valuable,

because, having previously assisted me in my work on the Alsea

language, he knew more or less what was wanted of him. My
other informants were Spencer Scott, a son of Louisa; Louis Smith,

a full-blooded Lower Umpqua Indian; and Hank Johnson, the son

of a Lower Umpqua father and of an Alsea mother. The three

last mentioned were, comparatively speaking, 3
T

oung men, whose

knowledge of Lower Umpqua was imperfect and rather vague.

They were employed solely for the purpose of settling questions

that pertained to phonetics, and of disentangling the frequent diffi

culties that were involved in the collection and translation of texts;

and if I add that throughout the progress of this work, Louisa

Smith was suffering from a severe ear-ache (which at times ren

dered her absolutely deaf), that William Smith had to undergo

frequent surgical operations because of a poisoned finger, and that

my other informants could give me only part of their time, I shall

have mentioned all the difficulties under which the following mate

rial was collected. Should this sketch, therefore, be found deficient

in completeness of treatment and clearness of interpretation, it will

have to be accounted for by the extraordinary circumstances under

which the work was conducted.

But if the actual work involved in this investigation was rather

trying and tiresome, there were other features connected with it that

rendered it pleasant and enjoyable. These features consist of the

many courtesies and helpful assistance received from the inhabitants

of Siletz
;
and it is a great source of pleasure to me to record my deep

gratitude to these kind friends. My greatest obligations are due to
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Superintendent and Mrs. Knott C. Egbert, to the former for his

untiring efforts to assist me, both officially and personally, in

whatever way he could, and to the latter for the motherly care with

which she attended to my personal wants throughout my stay at the

reservation. My sincere thanks are also due to Dr. Maximilian F.

Chmsius, the physician of the Siletz agency, for the numerous tokens

of friendship received at his hand.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY,

September^ 1911,





SIUSLAWAN&quot; (LOWER UMPQUA)

By LEO J. FRACHTENBERG

1. DISTRIBUTION AND HISTORY

The Siuslawan stock embraces two closely related dialects Lower

Umpqua and Siuslaw that were spoken by the people living on the

lower courses of the Umpqua and Siuslaw rivers, in the southern part

of Oregon. Their northern neighbors were the Alsea Indians 1

(whom

they called Hani s kite 2

), on the east they came in contact with the

Kalapuya (chiefly the Yonkalla tribe, known to them as the Qair

xgax),

and on the south they were contiguous to the Coos ( Qu yax). The terri

tory of the Lower Umpqua was bounded on the north b}
T Five Mile lake,

on the south by Ten Mile lake, while on the east they claimed the whole

region adjoining the Umpqua river as far as Scottsburg. The posses

sions of the Siuslaw Indians extended as far south as Five Mile lake, on

the north they bordered on the Yahach river, and eastwards they

extended as far as Mapleton. Thus it may safely be assumed that

these two dialects were spoken in the western parts of what are known

today as Lane and Douglas counties. No information pertaining to

the previous strength of these two tribes could be obtained. Their

numbers have been so greatly reduced, that, besides the four indi

viduals who served as my informants, and the two or three Siuslaw

Indians said to be living near Florence, Lane county, there are no

other members living; and since these people no longer converse

in their native tongue, the Siuslaw family may be looked upon as an

extinct linguistic stock.

! One of the two members of the Yakonan family.

2 For explanation of alphabet see pp. 443, 444.

441
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The Lower Umpqua call themselves Qu ltc, and refer to their lan

guage as Qu ltcax wa as. These terms are of native origin, and are

formed from the stem qu l or qo l SOUTH. The Alsea called them Tkul-

mcfk
,
and they were known to the Coos as Bildjl yEx, i. e. NORTHERN

Indians. The Siuslaw refer to themselves as Ca yucLa, and were

called Ca yucLe by the Coos and Qwas or Kwas by the Alsea Indians.

The etymology of these names could not be ascertained.

Judging from the scanty notes on Siuslaw obtained by Dorsey and

myself, the differences between this dialect and Lower Umpqua were

very slight and of a purely phonetic and lexicographic character. No

distinct morphological formations were found. The chief phonetic

feature that seems to separate these two dialects is the change of a

Lower Umpqua n into I in Siuslaw.

Lower Umpqua Siuslaw

pa nu pa l u well, spring 76.12

qanl nal 19.6 qallfnal knife 50.19

qa nni qa lni (D.)
1 face

tsna wi tsla we (D.) bone

lkwa nuqu lkwdlnku (D.) hat

The lexicographical differences cover a limited number of stems and

words, of which only a few examples may be quoted here.

Lower Umpqua Siuslaw

Id n- 23.7 ltdn- to call by name

fdp- yiq!a
u- to split (pitch wood)

Ll u- 8.3 xu7)ic-to come, to approach 23.2

t. amc 40. 19 t/i lmfo (D.) child

xwa Jca 29.5 qami L^s (D.) head

ll t/a1 34.23 wits/u we (D.) food

fcfwl yos
2

cqa octc* dog
Jco tan 4 34. 10 tau wEx (D. )

5 horse

Texts of myths and tales in the Lower Umpqua dialect were col

lected by the author, and were published by Columbia University.
8

All references accompanying examples refer to page and line of that

publication.

1 Words marked (D.) are quoted from Dorsey s manuscripts in possession of the Bureau of American

Ethnology.
2 Coos kwi yos.
8 Apparently related to Alsea tcqenx.
&amp;lt; Chinook jargon.
6 Related to Alsea tfawa yft .

6 Lower Umpqua Texts, Columbia University Contributions to Anthropology, vol. 4.
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PHONOLOGY ( 2-17)

2. Vowels

The vowels have short and long quantities. Resonance vowels,

marked here by superior vowels, are employed often, as is also the

obscure vowel E, which seems to be related to short a. In some in

stances. due to contact phenomena, the obscure vowel partakes of the

quality of a short o, and is represented here by . The open e vowel

appears to be lacking, while the long e frequently glides from e to I

and resembles a long I. Significant pitch appears in a few cases (see

p. 447).

The a 1 - and au diphthongs occur in two distinct forms, one with the

initial element short or long (a
1

,
au

, d\ aM), and the other with the

first element short and the second long (a
1 and au

}.
The latter two

forms are closely related to the long I and u with which they constantly

interchange. This interchange usually takes place after a, A, m, n, q,

a?, and /, although numerous instances will be found where the substitu

tion of a1 and au for I and u respectively has taken place after vowels

and consonants other than those enumerated, or where the interchange

does not occur at all.

Examples of interchange between I and a1
:

inq/a l 30.23 inq/a a1 river 30.20

miia ttin gamtta aHmmy mother 100. 12

d nant 46.18 ci nxcft he thinks 90. 15

here thou 56.19 tcfi JcPns here we two (incl.)

56.6
he was asked 66.16 skwahcfi xam it is placed (in)

hl siti ha1 1 am very tal
Jc
Ens aya qaHl sl xa1 here

25 - 8 we two (incl.) shall leave

our canoe 56.5

Examples of interchange between u and a?:

waafun 7.4 waa cfin he says to him 20.7

waxa yutsmE he gave him tkwlhafkaPtmiE he buried his . . .

his ... 76.9 40.22

k!imuL ifLun lc!ima?iLi Lun I am hitting him

Myatst tsun he put it on 11.8 aqa qcfin he took it off 13.1

jAlq
utsu ni made of raccoon hamxaP ni made of tied (grass)

(hides) 70.23, 24 8.6

ka lutun I tire him out ka lautin I am tired

L. aya on a small mikta* L/aya in a bad place

place 38.19 12.10; 13.1

2
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The Siuslaw 1

system of vowels and diphthongs may be represented

as follows:

Vowels Semi-vowels Diphthongs
Ba

t

a (e) i % o u $ w y a 1 au a1 a* u1

d d e I o u & au u1

The umlauted d occurs rarely, and is pronounced like d in German

wiihlen; i is pronounced like the Slavic short y-vowel; and # indicates

very short quantit}^

3. Consonants

The consonantic system deviates in a great many respects from

those of the neighboring tribes. Its chief characteristics are the total

absence of the anterior palatal series (g ,
k

, &*/, ar); the absence of

all sonants excepting d; the presence of a palatal lateral (I )] and,

above all, the occurrence of a double series of glottalized explosives

differing in the quality and amount of stress employed in their

production. The real explosives are followed in this sketch by the

sign of exclamation (!), while the glottalized stops of ordinary strength

will be found accompanied by the apostrophe ( ). The latter seem to

be confined to the consonants of the dental series and to k. The surds

t and k occur also as aspirated consonants.

The following table illustrates the Siuslaw consonantic system:

Sonant Surd Fortis Aspirated Spirant Nasal

Velar q q! x

Palatal k(w) k!(w) V
Alveolar d t t/,t t

,
c n

Affricative -
ts, tc ts!

,
tc!

ts
,

tc&amp;gt;

Labial p p! ( ?) m
Lateral. L L! I, I

,
I

Glottal stop

Aspiration

y h w Ji
u

The palatal I is pronounced like I in the English word lure. The

glottal stop occurs seldom, and seems to be associated with the explo

sive character of the consonants following it, although I did not suc

ceed in verifying this connection definitely. The aspiration corre-

1 Whenever the term &quot;Siuslaw
&quot;

is used, it is to be understood as referring to the whole group, and

not to the dialect only.

3
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spends to the character of the vowels and consonants that precede or

follow it: that is to say, after palatal vowels it is of a palatal character;

while before the vowels
, o, and u, and before velar consonants, it

becomes guttural. When followed by a vowel, it is changed into an h.

tutc- to spear 62.2 tuhatca yun he spears it

qaqun- to hear 30.18 qa q
uhantun he heard it 36.23

si to grow (intr.) 98.10 slhl tcm xintyax I began to grow
up 100.17

qnu- to find qnu hun (they two) found it 56.9

wa ^tux again shall ... 11.2 waha hun ttyatsi tsun again he put
it on 12.1

In some instances the aspiration results from the dropping of a t

before a following n (see 16, 58, 59).

4. Sound Groupings

Clusters of two consonants are admissible, except w-l-any conso

nant other than n. Whenever a w is followed by a consonant other

than ??, it changes into a voiceless w, represented here by
hu

. Clusters

of three or more consonants may occur medially or finally, provided

a nasal or lateral forms the initial sound of such groupings.

When, owing to grammatical processes, three consonants that can not

form a cluster come into contact, an obscure or weak vowel (mostly

, a, or i) is inserted between two of the three consonants, thus facili

tating the pronunciation of the cluster.

A similar insertion takes place in initial clusters beginning with m
or ?i, and between two consonants belonging to the same series. The

latter rule applies to clusters in initial, medial, and final position.

Examples of clusters consisting of w + consonant:

a ltcnaw- to trade mutually + aHcna/hutuxts you two will

-tux + -ts trade mutually
Loinaw- to hit mutually -f -Em Ldlna humatd you hit one an-

+ -tci other!

xm wna he does 11.11

Examples of avoidance of clusters in initial position:

m- (prefix of relationship) mita father 54.22

-f ta father

m- (prefix, of relationship) mUa mother 54.23

+ la mother

4
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Examples of avoidance of clusters in medial position:

win%- (to be afraid) + -nawaux vAnExna waux they two were
afraid of each other 86.1,2

qatx- (to cry) + -tux qa txPtux he will cry

Examples of avoidance of clusters in final position :

qatchnl tx (to keep on going) qatchnl txan I keep on going
+ -71

qa
lx (night) -f -nx qa^x^nx (at) night thou . . .

70.18

talk (here) +-ns ^ X^isherewetwofincl^SG.G

hatq (ashore) +-nxan hair

q
Enxan ashore we (excl.)

88.13

hat&amp;lt;?a yun (he asked him) AflfcVyu^ayeaskher74.10
+ -tci

tcln- (to come back) -f -nx td nanx they came back 72.23

Examples of avoidance of clusters of consonants belonging to the

same series:

kumi ntc (not) -\--tc kumi ntcEtc not his 92.15

ants (that one) -f ca ya antsE cd ya that penis

pmla wax (he intends to hunt) plula wax
uxhn we two (excl.)

-{--xtin intend to go hunting 54.22

lit!- (to eat) +-tux ll t-IHux (you) will eat 50.2

taint (how much) +tsx tcintE tsx suppose 38.20,21
sEaH (such) +L/a ai sEaHE L/a ai such a place 15.1

Examples of clusters permissible in medial or final position:

Final Medial

tsinqft poor 16.10 tsi nq/tanx you are poor
lakwa ultx (their) . . . was lakwa ultxan my . . . was

taken away 50.22 taken

lokwl xamltx his . . . was lakwl xamltxaux their two . . .

taken away from him 54.14 were taken away from them

The only consonantic cluster that does not seem to be permissible is

the grouping of nx + 7c. Whenever these three consonants would

appear together in the above-named order, the x is always changed

into a.

tstya L/lnx (you will be shot) ts^ya L/in.a Jc
uria you might get

+ lc
una shot

Jc
uwa nlnx(i\iQj will be beaten) Tc

uwannma kuna they may be

+ Tc
una beaten

4
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An exception to this rule is found in the following sentence:

Vkwa yunfmx TPltfl a,
1
you may get (some) salmon 48.18

In like manner the combination nx-\-u is changed into aa
(see 132).

yafqu yunanx (thou art seen) yaquyu nanofl thou art seen

+ -u (-a
a
)

here

5. Accent

Siuslaw exhibits a stress accent, represented here by the acute mark

( ); and a pitch accent, designated by the mark (

x

). Only a limited

number of enclitic and proclitic particles show no accent whatsoever.

The pitch accent occurs mostly in monosyllabic words that have a

short vowel, and lends to the syllable a sharp, abrupt intonation. Both

accents are freely shifted from one syllable to another. It seems,

however, to be a fixed rule that in the past tense the accent is placed

on the first syllable, and that the locative case-endings and the adver

bial suffixes must be accented.

hatqa q he goes ashore 58.17 haif

qiqyax (having) cornea-
shore 56.13

qatxi x it gets dark 64. 19 qat xixyax it became dark 34.4

tPwat&amp;lt;$tcwnaPx they two are twa f

tchicyaxcfin I have been

spearing it 56.15, 16 spearing it 66.17

ts!aln pitch 26.6 is/Una (locative case) 94.18

li t/a1 food 34.23 lit!aya
1

(locative case) 13.7

lqa
if tu log 32. 21 Iqatuvnyu s (locative case)

88.16

pk l tl lake 62.18 pk ltlyu s (locative case) 34.11

sl xa1 canoe 56.5 SExaP tc into the canoe 34.5

qa xun above, up 34.21 qaxunt& tc upwards
sEaftsa thus 8.7 sEatsl tc in that manner 8.1

yaPktt skfin very small 36.23 yak/isttmu in a very small

. . . 38.19

6. Phonetic Laws

In both dialects a number of phonetic laws are found which affect

both vowels and consonants. All phonetic processes are due either

to contact phenomena or to the effects of accent. They may be sum
marized as follows:

VOCALIC PROCESSES:

(1) Diphthongization of I and u.

(2) Consonantization of i- and u-.

5-6
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(3) Contraction.

(4) Vocalic hiatus.

(5) Vocalic harmony.

(6) Effects of accent.

CONSONANTIC PROCESSES :

(1) Consonantic metathesis.

(2) Consonantic euphony.

(3) Simplification of double consonants.

(4) Modifications of t and k.

(5) Minor consonantic changes.

7-12. Vocalic Processes

7. Diphthongization of I and u

This is by far the most important phonetic change, owing to the fact

that it gives rise to a double form of stems that contain these vowels,

and because it is employed in certain grammatical processes (see

111, 112). The principle may be described as follows: For the

purpose of expressing (in nouns) the discriminative case and (in

verbs) intensity or duration of action, long I and u are changed into

ya and wa respectively.

Examples of diphthongization of i:

hina yunhQ brings him 23.2 Mya nyutsanx I ll take thee

along 58.6

hltsi xam it is put on 11.8 htyatsi tsun he is putting it on

11.8

llqat he digs 84.2 a ntsux ya lqcfin those two (who)
are digging (a hole) 84.5

ditx- to flop cl

yatx it flops around 36.23

ya fliltunx thou shalt see yoq
u
*ya wax he intended to see

36.25 T0.8
u
l
Enx ktt nk lt they went to k!inkya wax (I) intend to go and

look for 60.5 look for 60.5

Qa attcfix along the North Fork qa
u
a&,nyax along the sky 32.19

32.19

Examples of diphthongization of u:

qunl xamlmE it was poured qwa ^nyux pour it into his . . .

into his ... 29.2 29.2

L!XU XUUII he knows it 40.16 kumf
i ntcwax IE Q L!xu waxu not

they two anything knew it

54.16

7
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laJcu kun he takes it lakwa kuun he took it 64.10

tutca yun he spears it 64.12 twatci tcunaux they two are

spearing it 56.15, 16
ulaux tkuma yun they two ulns tkvxi mlsun we two (incl.)

made a dam 48.8 will keep on making dams

48.14

u ltl snow 76.10 wait it snows

pEku ya vxiL. a,* L. a ai
people

a ntsux pakwa wax those two

make shinny-sticks 78.5 (who) are about to play . . .

shinny 78.10, 11

Owing to the interchange between I and a 1 and u and a? (see 2),

these diphthongs are subject to the same amplification.

7rtq!a
l
t he started 22.6 hlq!ya au it will be started 32.1

msqlaHx they dance 72.13 msq/ya wax (I) intend to dance

72.12

qa tkin is atga qaPts (from) ta l
Jc*ns aya qyun here we two

here he left me 60.4 (incl.) will leave it 56.16, 17

barn s he keeps on following Wwastyu tsanaP you will follow

92.7 me 92.3

The change of I into ya often takes place in the third person sin

gular, which ends in -I (see p. 468).

I come frequently Li watH 68.5, (Ll watJya) he

came frequently

cVnxyatfin I am thinking (ci n
i

xyat!l\ cftntxyat/ya 17.6

he is thinking
ha!~kwat!in 1 fall frequently (ha Tcwat/l), ha lcwat!ya 90.12 it

falls continually
xi l xc&n I work xftl xd 50.9, (xi l xcyd) he was

working

psU tdn I (am) ahead psll tcya he was first 48.11

ya q
uhin 1 look ya q

u
ya he looked 70.16

gt nsAn I want si n^xya he desires

8. Coneonantization of i- and u-

The i- and u- elements of the diphthongs are changed into the semi-

vocalic consonants y and w whenever they are followed by vowels of

different qualities. This law affects also the simple short or long i-

and u- vowels.

M
3045 Bull. 40, pt 212-29
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Consonantization of i-\

pfbtcait

(he goes over) -f -aux pitca ya
ux they two go over 88.15

ll tfa1

(food) 4- -a ya xatc &amp;gt;wtEnx litlaya for food

you will always try to look 13.7

hut (not) -f -aux ku ya
ux not they two . . . 98.11

1 -
(he finds) + -o* qnuhu yun (they) found it 60. T

(male) + -a la kukyax tExmu nya she took a

mortal man 60.23

xU xcfl- (to work) + -a* xtt xcyat (they two) worked 48.1

t!l (bear) + -um tllyu m made of bear (hides) 70.24

si nxl- (to desire) + -un si ^xyun I want it 15.8

Consonantization of u- :

Llya au (fire) -f -a -f -tc hat qmas Liya wato alongside of the

fire 25.4, 5

wllu- (to affirm) + -axam wllwa xam he was assured 30. 1 1

xa u (he died) -f -il kumi ntc xa wll not he dies 15.8

xa ts/u (two) + -aux xa ts!
uwaux two of them 40.18

A peculiar case of Consonantization seems to have taken place in

the objective case td wa 32.20, formed from the noun td WATER 36.20.

9. Contraction

Contraction of two or three vowels following in immediate suc

cession does not seem to be of regular occurrence, and there are no

fixed rules governing this process. The following usages ma}^. how

ever, be stated to prevail:

(1) Short or long i or u following a vowel of different quality form

diphthongs.

au

The combination i + u, however, does not form a diphthong (see

10).

tsmu -
(to assemble) + -lie tEmuif tc xint (they) assembled

30.15, 16

qa ntcya (from where) + -Itc qantcya
1
tc from where

gatcu- (to drink) + -ttxa^n qatcvt txcfin (they) drink (from) it

76.12

(2) A short vowel preceding another short vowel or a diphthong is

contracted with the following vowel into a short or long vowel or

into a diphthong.

9
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a tsa (thus) + -aux a tsaux thus they two . . .

ivaanoJwa (to talk to each waana waux they two talk to each

other) + -aux other 10.4

sEa (this) + -alxaux sEal xaux on this they two . . .

88.18

xa tsfu (two) + -aux xafts/ux they two . . .

yalqa aP (a hole) + -un ya lqcfin (they) dig holes 84.5

au tc%si (camas) + -aux au tdsau% yuwair camas they two

dig 96.18

(3) The obscure vowel E is contracted with all vowels preceding

it into a vowel of a clear quality.

hau- (to quit) + -sm, ha u?n quit!

na (I) + -Eml namE
l of me 20.6

8*0,* na (him) + -Eml ssaina ml of him

An exception is

wa- (to speak) + -s?n wo!am speak!

(4) Two long vowels of similar qualities immediately following each

other are contracted into one long vowel.

psku- (to play shinny) -{--us pEku
us (locative case) 78.18

A peculiar case of contraction has apparently taken place in the

genitive case lq!anu
ifml OF HIDES 102.1, composed of Iqla nu HIDE, and

-sml, the genitive case-ending (see 87).

Another process of contraction takes place whenever a personal pro
noun (see 24) is added to the suffix -yaxs, which expresses the past

durative tense (see p. 526). In such cases the suffix -yaxs is invaria

bly contracted into -Ixs. Attention may be called to the fact that in

this case we are dealing with a process that is of a character opposite

to the diphthongization of -, which has been discussed in 7.

aus- to sleep 24.1 au slxsin I have been sleeping,
instead of au syaxsin

qatcu- to drink 76.13 qa tcwalxsin I have been drinking,
instead of qa tcuyaxsin

psku - to play shinny 9.4 pa lculxsanx you have been play

ing shinny, instead oipa kuyax-
sanx

lit!- to eat 13.10 ll tflxs he has been eating, instead

of li t/yaxs

i 9
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10. Vocalic Hiatus

In cases where contraction has not taken place, two vowels occur

ring in immediate succession are separated by means of an inserted h

or by means of the accent. No definite rules could be found that

would show under what circumstances either of these processes may
be employed. Separation of two vowels by means of an inserted h

occurs more regularly than separation by means of accent.

fa q/a (dentalia shells) + -aPni hlq/ahaP ni consisting of dentalia

shells 70.6

Lxaii (pole) + -Ins Lxau JiinE with a spear (in his

hand) 64.11

mEJdl (mother-in-law) + -ttin instill hltin my mother-in-law

Ift a 1

(salmon) + -anx Wlairanx xaya
if salmon the\T catch

82.13, 14

Ll u (he came) + -iZ??, Llu un he arrived 16.3

11. Vocalic Harmony

The tendency towards vocalic euphony is so inconsistent in Siuslaw,

that one is almost tempted to deny the presence of such a process.

The two examples I have been able to find are extremely unsatisfac

tory and do not permit the formulation of any clearly defined rules.

hat mut (all) + -End hatmutu ml of all

qa xun high up, above 34.21 ga
u xun on top 32.19

12. Effects of Accent

Besides the frequent tendency to lengthen the vowel of the syllable

on which it falls, or to lend to it a clear quality, the loss of accent

shortens or obscures the quantity of the stem-vowel as soon as it is

shifted to one of the suffixed syllables. This law appears with such

regular frequency as to make it a characteristic trait of Siuslaw

phonology.

While examples covering the whole vocalic system could not be

obtained, the following rules seem to prevail:

(1) The a-, i-, and u- vowels of the stem, when they lose their

accent, are changed into open i (written here i) or obscure vowels

whenever they precede or follow non-labialized consonants.

(2) These vowels are changed for the sake of harmonization into

short u whenever they appear before or after labialized consonants

or w.

10-12
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(3) The unaccented diphthongs lose the second element, especially

in cases where the stem-vowel is followed by the accented verbalizing

suffixes -a1 and -u* (see 75).

Examples showing the change of a-, 2-, and u- vowels before or

after non-labialized consonants:

ma tl dam 48.10

ts/aln pitch 26. 6

maatc it lay 32.22

yax- to see 34.4

tdn (they) came back 7.7

tslL/i arrow 50.11

sl xa1 boat 56.5

smut&quot;
1

- to end 20.5

huun- to be dark 34.8, 9

sun- to dive 64.21

rnitl yu
u the art of making dams

48.11

mEtl txaux they two always made
dam* 50.12, 13

tsfttna tc with pitch 24.1

mitcufwi many were lying 36.27

mstca wanx they intended to lie

down 38.23

yixa yun he saw it 58.13

tcEnl tcxint he went back 58.15, 16

tsiLfa* he shot 50.20

tsiL/l tc by means of an arrow 15.8

SEXcfi tc into (a) boat 34.5

wnftfu1 it ends 14.6

hwinu 1
it is dark

sinuif he dives

Change of a-, i- (and u-) vowels before or after labialized conso

nants or w:

ma f

q
uL crow 34.23 mu

qwa
fLEm of crow 34.21

yafwlsun (you) will pick 36.18 yuwa? he digs 96.18

Uqwa
atEm trunk of a tree Uqutml aux goo? into the stem

92.5, 6 they two went 92.6

ml ~k
utux he will cut mukwaif he cuts

Treatment of diphthongs:

- to roast (meat) 90.8

paaiLn- to hunt 15.3

aus- to sleep 23.9

tc!hauc- to be glad 23.3

uW- to dream 68. 21

xatca1 he roasts (meat)
u
l
Enx paLnl tx they are hunting

82,16, 17

asu* he sleeps 70.2

tc!hacuir he is glad

qutfa* he dreams

Shortening of the stem-vowel frequently takes place after the suf-

fixation of an additional syllable, regardless of whether the accent

had been shifted or not.

12
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yaP xa* much, many 8. 5 ya xtux (ye two) will multiply 32. 6

yExd
l tdwax xi ntls they (dual) con

tinually multiply 98.12

tfamc infant 40. 19 t/i mct/Hux (they) will raise chil

dren 32.3

tdmtca mfi ax 27.10 tdmtd mya (locative case) 29.1

In a few instances accent and suffixation have caused the loss or

addition of a vowel, and hence that of an extra syllable.

qlutcu ni woman 30.21 qlutcna? (when) he marries 76.8

mU/a stfln step-father mUla stfnl tinmy step-fatherlOO.5

waairmuxu
(they two) talk to waa yEmxust (they two) begin to

each other 10.7 talk to each other 56.4

waat mxustx (they) began to talk

to each other 64.20, 21

qayu
wints stone qay

una is*tc \jcpon. the rock 62.11

13-17. Consonantic Processes

13. Consonantic Metathesis

This change affects mostly the subjective suffix for the third per

son dual -aux (see 24), and (very seldom) the Consonantic combina

tion n + s or n + ts.

In the first instance -aux is transposed into -wax (contracted some

times into -ux) or whenever it is added to stems or words that pre

cede the verbal expression (see 26). This transposition never takes

place when the pronoun is suffixed to the verb.

tsim (always) + -aux tsi mwax always they two . . .

50.10

pmii s (skunk) + -aux ants pEn%s
wax those two skunks

88.6, 7

ants (that one) + -a&quot;a? a ntsux those two 52.3, 5

ssatsl tc (thus) + -aux ssatsl tcwax thus they two 50. 15, 16
u
l (and, then) -f- -aux u

l
wax and they two

an tsitc (this his) + -aux a ntsitcxu these their two 50.4

This transposition is seldom absent; and parallel forms, like a ntsaux

and a ntsux 50.12, stl maux 50.21, and stl mwax 52.20, are extremely

rare. As a matter of fact, the tendency towards the metathesis of

-aux is so great that it takes place even in cases where -aux is suf

fixed to stems ending in a vowel.

13
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qwoa txa1

(beaver) + -aux qwoa txalwax they two (he and)
beaver 52.4

tsimi l d (muskrat) -f -aux tsimU a wax the}
7 two (he and)

muskrat 54.19

The transposition of n + s and ts actually occurs in a few instances

only, although 1 have no doubt that under more favorable con

ditions a greater number of cases could have been collected (see

also p. 599).

ants . . . hai

qa
i&amp;gt;

. . . when tsa naa Ll utux when it will come
he comes ashore 82.5 (this way) 62.21, 22

. . . ants tkwa myax when it tsa ntci if you ... 74.8

closed up 78.3

leu1 nats if not . . . 29.7

14. Consonantic Euphony

This law requires that the consonants of the ^--series should corre

spond to the quality of the vowel preceding or following it. Hence

all velar and palatal ^-sounds following a ^-vowel become labialized.

Owing to the fact that Siuslaw does not possess anterior palatal

sounds, harmonization of consonants does not take place after or

before /-vowels.

Iklanu k* screech owl 86.1 Ikwa nuf hat

tcu xus vulva 90.16 tfa ntuq/wl moccasins

qo
rxum off shore 34.6 tslu xwl spoon

cuqwa an roast 90.12 Jc!uxwina 1 ice appears 76.13

qo q
u knee cu kwa sugar

1

15. Simplification of Double Consonants

Double consonants, when not kept apart by means of an inserted

weak vowel (see 4), are usually simplified. This process especially

takes place between two t and n sounds, in which case the repeated

consonant is dropped. This phonetic law is of great importance; and

it should always be borne in mind, because it affects the subjective

suffix for the first person singular -n, when following the transitive

form in -un. In such cases the subjective pronoun is invariably

dropped; and since the third person singular has no distinct suffix, it

becomes at times rather difficult to comprehend by which of these two

persons a given,action is performed ( 24, 28).

1 English loan-word.

14-15
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hatca l (tall,

yilct (big) + -f

wan (now) + -nxan

si n^yun (he wants it) + -n

anxa xaPn (he gives it up) + -n

mi ltcist (he begins to burn) +
tx

yak/l tc (in pieces) + -yax+
-zam

Compare, on the other hand,

Vkwa yun (he takes it) + -nx

L/wa nlsun (he keeps on tell

ing him) + -nx

ha tcu u a long (time) 48.2

yikfu
wi

large size

wa nxan now we (excl.) 30.13

s& nfwyun I want it 30.4

anxa xcfin I give him up 60.1 1

mi ltcistx Laa his mouth be

gins to burn 29.3

yakfltcya xam into pieces it

was cut 29.4

Vlcwa!yunanx you get it 48.18

L !wa!riisunanx you keep

telling him 17.2

on

16. Modifications of t and k

Siuslaw seems to have a tendency to avoid as much as possible

the clusters tn and kn. Since the phonetic character of certain

suffixes causes t and n to come into contact frequently, there are

many cases of sound shiftings due to the influence of n upon the pre

ceding t. Combinations of this kind are the passive suffixes -utnE and

-IsutnE (see 58, 59). In these cases the closure is not formed,

but replaced by a free emission of breath, thereby changing these suf

fixes into -UUE and -IsunE respectively. It is not inconceivable that

this process may have a dialectic significance, differentiating the Lower

Umpqua and Siuslaw dialects, because it was noticed that William

Smith (who spoke the latter dialect) never used the forms -utnE and

-IsutnE; while his wife 1

(a Lower Umpqua Indian) invariably hesi

tated to acknowledge the correctness of the use of -UUE and -IsunE.

But as I had no other means of verifying this possibility, I thought it

advisable to discuss this change as a consonantic process. The dialectic

function of the process under discussion may be borne out further by
the fact that in a good many instances these two suffixes occur in

parallel forms.

waaif he says 8.9 waa yutns 20.6

si nxi- to desire 18.5 si ^xyutnE 18.4

waa yunE he is told

72. 3

si ^xyuns it is de

sired 20.4

16

i See Introduction.
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hate* - to ask 66.16 hatrfafyutnz 68.3

xnlwn- to do 10.5

waav he says 8.9

LI U- to come 8.3

xnl wnutnE 62.9

waa l sutnE 24. 3

L/lL/wl sutnE 26.2

a?- to count 8.5 qa ixutns 62.8

Ic/aha? he invites

hatc ayu^nE he is

asked 66.23

xm wnunE it is done

acfi stfnE he is con

tinually told 23.10

Ll wlsunE he is con

tinually approached
26.6

qa LxlsunE (they) are

continually counted

62.11

tanx Tc/aha yutnE this one you are invited

24.3

tutca yutnE it is speared 8.7

hakwa yu7iE it is thrown 8.7

tqulu yunE he is shouted at 78.3

tutcaif he spears
62.2

hdkwa1 he drops

tqulu
1 he shouts

92.6

hali tx they shout Ihali suiiE he is continually shouted at

13.11 14.2

dl x- to move 27.3 wfl xlsutnE he is continually shaken 27.2

htyats- to put on ttya tslsutnE it is continually put on 11.7

11.8

The verbal suffix -t expressing periphrastically the idea TO HAVE, TO

BE WITH SOMETHING (see 76), is very often dropped when followed

by the subjective pronouns that begin with n (see 24; see also 88).

atsl tcitin ha1 thus 1 think sEats% t&amp;lt;fm ha 1 thus 1 think 21.7

na m Ellt%n wa as my language na mElln wa as my language
36.13

L/a ltanxan our residence namEllnxan our . . . 102.5

100.3

hl irslnxan hlt&V* good (was) our

house 100.13

The same tendency of dropping a consonant prevails in clusters con

sisting of k + n.

taah (this here) + -nx

taak (this here) + -nxan

tanx this one thou 20.6

ta nxan these ones we . .25.3

The dropping of k in these instances may also be explained as

having resulted from the abbreviation of taak into ts (see 115);

the more so, as an analogous case is furnished by the local adverb

16
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atlmk THERE, which usually loses its Jc before all following sub

jective suffixes (see 119).

stlmk (there) 30.18 + -nx stl m nx there they . . . 32.3

stlmkts (there you two) 32.12 stlmts there you two . . . 32.6

stl mtd there you (pi.) 32.8

17. Minor Consonantic Changes

In this section those changes affecting the consonants will be dis

cussed, for which not enough examples could be found to permit the

formulation of clearly denned rules.

Here belongs in first place the apparent change of a sonant into a

fortis in initial reduplication, a process exemplified by only three

cases.

LI U- to come 9.2 LflL/wl sutnE he is continuall}
7

ap

proached 26.2

L/lL/wa xam he is approached
16.3

tsmu - to assemble 7.3 tfjsmt/mafseam people assemble

about him (passive) 23.3

Another sporadic change is that of q and q! into Jc before the suffix

of place -asmu (see 103).

yaf*- to look 9.1 yiJcyafmu a place from where one

can see, a vantage point
ma q/l- to dance 28.7 mEkyafmu a dance hall

Compare, however, on the other hand,

yaq
u
*yafwaxan I intend to look 25.8,9

mi nqlysm buy a woman!

A third doubtful process consists in the change which the modal

adverb Im* xyal x ALMOST, NEARLY (see 121), undergoes whenever

used with the subjective pronouns for the second person singular or

third person plural (see 24). In such cases the form obtained is

always Jc,wl nEx yal x THOU ALMOST, THEY ALMOST, which may be ex

plained as a result of a simplification from ku
i+ -nx+ xyal x (see 15).

kul

xyal x smu tfa it almost is Jcwl nEx yal x kuna wun you almost

the end 10.9, 11.1 beat him

Jcwinx yal x Ll wll they had al

most arrived 66.25

17
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18. GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

All grammatical categories and syntactic relations are expressed in

Siuslaw by one of the following four processes:

(1) Prefixation.

(2) Suffixation.

(3) Reduplication.

(4-)
Phonetic changes.

Prefixation as a means of expressing grammatical categories is

resorted to in only two instances. Almost all grammatical ideas are

expressed by means of suffixes. A singular trait of the suffixes in

Siuslaw is presented by the fact that the adverbial suffixes are added

to the locative form of the noun and must precede the pronominal

suffixes. Reduplication is practically confined to the formation of

intensive and durative actions; while phonetic changes are employed

for the purpose of forming the discriminative case and of expressing

duration and intensity of action.

19. IDEAS EXPRESSED BY GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

By far the majority of stems that constitute the Siuslaw vocabulary

are neutral, receiving their respective nominal or verbal significance

from the functional character of the suffix that is added to them. All

stems expressing our adjectival ideas are in reality intransitive verbs.

Of the two prefixes employed as a means of expressing grammatical

categories, one indicates relationship, while the other points out the

performer of an action.

The suffixes are overwhelmingly verbal in character; that is to say,

they indicate ideas of action and kindred conceptions. Hence they

are employed for the purpose of expressing activity, causation,

reciprocity, the passive voice, the imperative and exhortative modes,

etc. The pronouns denoting both subject and object of an action are

indicated by suffixes, as are also the possessive relations that ma}r

exist between the object of a sentence and its subject. All temporal

ideas are conveyed by means of suffixes, and Siuslaw shows a remark

able development of this category, having distinct suffixes that

express inception, termination, frequenc}
7

, duration, intention of

performing an action, as well as the present, future, and past tenses.

Other ideas that are expressed by means of verbal suffixes are mainly

18-19
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modal in character, indicating distribution, negation, location of

action, and the attempt to perform a given act.

Nominal suffixes are, comparatively speaking, few in number, and

express chiefly adverbial ideas, such as local relationships and instru

mentality. They are used, furthermore, for the purpose of forming
abstract concepts, diminutive and augmentative nouns, and also ex

press cases of nouns.

Ideas of plurality are hardly developed; for, with the exception of

two suffixes that express plurality of the subject of the sentence,

Siuslaw has no other grammatical means of indicating plurality of

action or of nominal concepts. Distinct verbal and nominal stems for

singular and plural subjects or objects, such as are employed in other

languages, do not exist. Plurality of subject and object is sometimes

indicated by particles.

Reduplication expresses primarily repetition and duration of action;

while phonetic changes serve the purpose of denoting the performer

and intensity of action.

The grammatical function of particles covers a wide range of ideas,

pertaining chiefly to the verb. Some express finality of action, sources

of knowledge, emotional states, connection with previously expressed

ideas, others have an exhortative and restrictive significance.

In the pronoun, three persons, and a singular, dual, and plural, are

distinguished. Grammatical gender does not exist. The first per

son dual has two distinct forms, one indicating the inclusive (i AND

THOU), and the other the exclusive (i AND HE). In like manner the first

person plural shows two separate forms, one expressing the inclusive

(i AND YE), and the other the exclusive (i AND THEY).

The demonstrative pronoun, while showing a variety of forms, does

not accentuate visibility or invisibility, presence or absence, and near

ness or remoteness, in relation to the three pronominal persons.

The numeral is poorly developed, exhibiting forms for the cardinals

only. Means of forming the other numerals do not exist. They are

expressed mostly by the cardinals. The ordinals are sometimes indi

cated by means of an adverbial suffix.

The syntactic structure of the sentence presents no complications.

The different parts of speech may shift their position freely without

affecting the meaning of the sentence. Nominal incorporation and

19
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words that are compounds of independent stems do not exist, and

words denoting nominal or verbal ideas can be easily recognized

through the character of their suffixes.

MORPHOLOGY ( 20-136)

Prefixes ( 20-21)

Siuslaw has only two prefixes, a fact that stands out most conspicu

ously when we consider the large number of prefixes that are found

in some of the languages spoken by the neighboring tribes. Of these

two prefixes, one is employed for the purpose of denoting nouns of

relationship, while the other forms the discriminative case of nouns

and pronouns.

20. Prefix of Relationship m~

This prefix is found in a limited number of terms of relationship.

All these terms occur also in Alsea,
1 and it is quite conceivable that

they represent loan-words assimilated by means of this prefix. Bv
far the majority of nouns expressing degrees of relationship occur

without the prefix m-. Owing to the fact that Siuslaw does not permit
an m to appear in initial consonantic clusters, the prefix is often

changed into mi- (see 4).

The following is a complete list of all terms employed in Siuslaw

for the purpose of denoting the different degrees of relationship.

English Siuslaw

Father mita 2

Mother mtta 3

Elder brother matfl 4

Younger brother muu sku 5

Elder sister misl a1 B

Younger sister m{ctclH

Grandfather LipL, LvpL ma (see 84)
Grandmother IcamL, TcaniL ma (see 84)
Grandson liml sKm (see 83)

Granddaughter Itsko n
Paternal uncle, stepfather mit/a sk^n (see 83)
Maternal uncle tfafasitsfi 7

Paternal and maternal aunt ku la

1 See p. 43 &amp;lt;

, note 1. . &amp;lt; Alsea haft!. Alsea ao.
2 Alsea t&a. 5 Alsea mu tslk-. 1 Alsea i. a otsa.

Alsea HSfi.

20
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Parent-in-law mskll 1

Son-in-law mu n(l)
2

Daughter-in-law te mxan (f)

Brother-in-law, sister-in-law ta jnaxt*

Stepmother mUasWl ma (seo 83, 84)

Stepbrother muu
s~fcu l ma (see 84)

Stepsister (?)

Nephew (son of brother) lip

Nephew (son of sister); step- Hat*
son

Niece (daughter of brother) li pxan (?)
5

Niece (daughter of sister); tint*

stepdaughter (?)

Term of relationship, by mar- xayu sL 7

riage, after the death of the

person that caused this kin

ship

In addition to these terms of kinship, I have obtained a few other

stems, whose exact rendering did not seem to be very clear in the

minds of my informants. Thus, William Smith maintained that

gJatd nM* denoted ELDER SISTER; while Louisa Smith thought she

remembered that taq!l w% signified BROTHER-IN-LAW. Other terms that

may belong here are the nouns tcma nl (rendered by my interpreter

by COUSIN), that seemed to be used in addressing a non-related member

of the tribe; ts^U mu t FRIEND, referring to a person outside the

consanguinity and affinity group; tsi mqma PEOPLE, FOLKS; and ts q

RELATIVE (see 123).

21. Discriminative q- (qa-)

This prefix is added to all terms of relationship and to all independ

ent pronouns for the first and second persons, whenever they are the

subject of a transitive action or whenever the presence of both a

nominal subject and object in one and the same sentence necessitates

the discrimination of the subject. The discriminative case of nouns

1 jLlsea mak-l.

2 Alsea mun~
8 Alsea temxt SISTER-IN-LAW.
4 Likewise so by Dorsey for &quot;nephew.&quot; The use of this term for &quot;stepson

&quot; contradicts the term for

&quot;stepfather.&quot;

6 frequently rendered COUSIN.
8 The same contradiction as mentioned in note 4.

7 Coos xa yusL&tc.
&quot;

Alsea qa sint.

21
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other than terms of relationship is formed by means of an internal

phonetic change (see 111). The same case for the independent per

sonal pronouns for the third person will be found discussed in 113

(pp. 575 et seq.). The rules of consonantic clusters change this prefix

frequently into qa- (see 4).

mita father 54.22

muu sku younger brother 56.6

mtta mother 54.23

na I 21.8

na han I 40.14

qamita tc wi ltcfotun her father

sent her 92.20
u
l wan waha haPn qa msk

utc now

again (said to him) his younger
brother 56.20, 21

a l
a
q qlutci l ma ta yun qamila

-

altin one old woman kept (in

her house) my mother 100.12

tsfifklyanx qna s% riixyuts very
much thee I like 22. T

L/xu yun qna han I know it 19.9

hlirsanx ma nlsuts qnl xats well

thou shalt always take care of

me 22.2, 3
ulnx qnl

fxats xrii wn1sun and you
will continually do it 98.10

qna xun LElu yuts we two (excl.)

hit thee

qna nxan ya q
uhisuts we (excl.)

will watch thee 72. 6

qwatc L/xu yun he who knows it

44.8

Tcund ntc nl gioatc Jcu *nisuts not

us (excl.) anybody will ever

beat 72.17

Suffixes ( 22-105)

22. General Remarks

Besides the few ideas that are conveyed by means of other gram
matical processes (such as prefixation, reduplication, etc.), Siuslaw

employs suffixation as a means of forming practically all of its mor

phological and syntactic categories. These suffixes are either simple
or they are compounded of two or more distinct formative elements.

The compound suffixes usually have the cumulative significance of

their separate component parts. In many cases, owing to far-reaching

22

nau xun we two (excl.) 36.15

na nxan we (excl.)

watc who, somebod}^ 10.1
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phonetic changes, the derivation of the compound suffixes can not be

given with certainty.

From a functional point of view all suffixes may be divided into a

verbal and a non-verbal group; the former used in the formation of

verbal ideas, the latter employed for the purpose of conveying gram
matical concepts of a nominal, adjectival, or adverbial character. In

one or two instances we do find a suffix denoting both verbal ando

nominal ideas. This is especialh
7 true of the suffix -uu

,
-uwi

,
which

rn&y indicate an act performed by several subjects, or else the abstract

concept of that action (see 79, 97); and of the auxiliary -tf,
which is

also employed in the formation of a number of words denoting adjec

tival ideas. (See 76, 104.) While it might have been more proper

to discuss such suffixes in a separate chapter as &quot;Neutral Suffixes,&quot;

practical considerations have induced me to treat them in accordance

with their functional values, notwithstanding the fact that this treat

ment entails some repetition.

The majority of Siuslaw stems are neutral, and receive their respec

tive nominal or verbal meaning from the nature of the suffix that is

added to them. There are, however, a few stems denoting adverbial

ideas that can under no circumstances be amplified by nominal suffixes.

Furthermore, it seems to be a general rule that nominalizing suffixes

can not be added to a stem that has already been verbalized by some

verbal suffix; while numerous instances will be found where a stem

originally developed as a verbal idea, and nominalized by means of

suffixes, can again be verbalized by adding to the derivative noun an

additional verbal suffix.

The following examples will serve to illustrate the three possibilities

that prevail in the derivation of verbs and nouns.

(1) NEUTRAL STEMS:
Stem. Verb

tslL/- to shoot 8.6 tsiL/a? he shoots 10.3

Vt/a1 he eats 44. 19

htyatsu they live

wait it snows

tsxaya
ir L/a a 1

day
breaks 50.3

a ntsux ya lqcfin they
two dig (the ground)
84.5

$*/- to eat 13.10

hits- to live

ult- to snow

tsxa*- to shine (?)

llq- to dig 80.6

Noun

tsl L/l arrow 50.7

U tfa1 food 34.23

hltsl 1 house 25.2

u ltl snow 76.10

tsxayu
wi

day, sun

7.3

yalqa cP hole (in the

ground) 84.6

22
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(2) ADVERBIAL PARTICLES:

s*a tsa thus 8.7

waha! again 19.5

(3) NOUNS:

ql utc female
52.17

plctc-f

waa- to speak 7.1

Noun

qlutcu ni

30.21

plctcEm
46.11

yaftsa sBa tsEyax for a long time

he did it thus 11.3, 4

sEatsl xamyax thus it was done

32.16

waha haPn qa!msk
ulc again (said

to him) his younger brother

56.21

wa *tunx mPqwa LEmtc wa as

you will again (talk) Crow s

language 38.8, 9 1

Verb

woman qlutcna? (when)
he marries 76.8

summer pictcfana
1

(when)
it gets summer
54.2

wa as language
34.21

s
Eaina mltc wa as

waa
syaxa

un his

language he

spoke 36.14

Verbal Suffixes ( 23-81)

23. INTRODUCTORY

The study of the verbal suffixes of Siuslaw brings out a strong ten

dency to phonetic amalgamation between different groups of suffixes,

by which the component elements are often obscured. For this

reason the question of an ultimate relationship between many of the

suffixes that occur in Siuslaw can not be ascertained as easily as

might seem at first sight, owing chiefly to the fact that in most of the

compound suffixes the originally separate elements have undergone
considerable phonetic changes and have become to a large extent

petrified. However, a careful examination of the phonetic composi
tion of those suffixes that convey kindred psychological and gram
matical concepts will show that certain phonetic elements of a given

suffix may have served originally to conduce one leading idea, and

have amalgamated, in the course of time, with other suffixes, thereby

showing a genetic relationship between many of the verbal suffixes.

See also 135.

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 30
23
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Thus, -u may have had primarily a transitive indicative function

occurring in the suffixes -un (see 28), -uts (see 29), -ux (see 30), etc.

In like manner, -ts- may have been the proto-suffix that indicated pro

nominal relations between subject and object, being present in suffixes

like -uts (see 29), -smts (see 31), -utsm- (see 34), -ults (see 36),

-Its (see 42), etc.; and -I- seems to have been originally a modal

suffix, denoting chiefly the possession of the object of the verb by
another person or thing, because it is found in suffixes like -ul

(see 35), -ults (see 36), -ll (see 45), -Uts (see 46), etc. To all

appearances -I must have been an independent suffix implying a com

mand, for it enters into composition with imperative and exhortative

suffixes like -Is (see 62), -Its (see 42), -Imts (see 44), -ll (see 45),

-llts (see 46), -Ixnti (see 63), -Inl (see 41), etc.; and -to was

undoubtedly the general adverbial suffix.

The following table will best illustrate the plausibility of relation

ships between some of the suffixes that occur in Siuslaw. The forms

marked with an asterisk (*) represent the probable original suffix,

while the other forms indicate the suffixes as they appear today.

*-u indicative

-un direct object of third per
son (see 28)

-uts direct object of first and

second persons (see 29)

-ux indirect object of third

person (see 30)

-utsm object possessed by sub

ject, but separable from it

(see 34)

-ul object possessed by a third

person object (see 35)

-ults object possessed by a first

or second person object (see

36)

-yun, -lwyun exhortative (see

41)

-awun intentional (see 70)

*-ts pronominal relations be

tween subject and object

23

-uts direct object of first and sec

ond persons (see 29)

-Emts indirect object of first and

second persons (see 31)

-utsm object possessed by subject,

but separable from it (see 34)

-ults object possessed by a first or

second person object (see 36)

-Its imperative with direct object

of the first person (see 42)

-lints imperative with indirect ob

ject of the first person (see 44)

-llts imperative with object pos
sessed by a first person (see 46)

-tsx imperative expressing posses

sive interrelations between ob

ject and subject (see 47)

-ItsmE exhortative expressing pos
sessive interrelations between

object and subject (see 48)

*-l imperative
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-l
w
yun, -ini exhortative with

direct object of the third

person (see 41)

-its imperative with the direct

object of the first person (see

42)

-Imts imperative with indirect

object of the first person (see

44)

-il imperative denoting that

object is possessed by a third

person (see 45)

-llts imperative denoting that

object is possessed by a first

person (see 46)

-ItsmEexhortative with posses
sive interrelations between

object and subject (see 48)

-is imperative for transitive

verbs (see 62)

-ixmi intransitive exhorta-

*-l possessive interrelations be

tween object and subject

-ul object possessed by a third per
son object (see 35)

-ults object possessed by a first or

second person object (see

36)

-itte, -xamltx passive with posses
sive relations of subject (see

39)

-il imperative denoting that object

is possessed by a third person

(see 45)

-ilts imperative denoting that

object is possessed by a first

person (see 46)

-I (?) exhortative (see 64)

*-tc adverbial

-t&amp;lt;? tentative (see 52)

-to local (see 90)

-Itc modal (see 94)

tive (see 63)

In discussing these suffixes it seems convenient to begin with the

group that appears in the sentence in terminal position and proceed

backwards with our analysis. According to this treatment, we may
distinguish

(1) Pronominal suffixes.

(2) Objective forms.

(3) Modal suffixes.

(4) Temporal suffixes.

(5) Verbalizing suffixes.

(6) Plural formations.

(7) Irregular suffixes.

PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES ( 24-26)

24. The Subjective Pronouns

The pronouns denoting the subjects of an action, transitive and

intransitive, as well as pronominal objects, are expressed by means of

suffixes that invariably stand in terminal position. The third person

singular has no distinct form. The first persons dual and plural have

24
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distinct forms for the inclusive and exclusive. The same pronouns

are used for all modes and voices. In the imperative the second per

son singular is omitted.

The following table will serve to illustrate what may be called the

fundamental type of the subjective pronouns:

Singular Dual Plural

1st person sinsr. .
)

T , . , , , }
. . -n -ns -nt

inclusive du. and pi. j

2d person nx -ts -tci

3d person
- -aux -nx

Exclusive du. and pi. .
- -auxun, -axun -nxan

It would seem that the exclusive forms are derived from the third

persons dual and plural and the first person.

These suffixes appear also in the independent personal pronouns (see

113). The suffix for the first person singular, -n, disappears regularly

after the transitive -un (see 15), and the confusion that might arise

from the fact that the transitive form for the third person singular

ends in -un also, is avoided by accentuation of the first person singular

as the subject of an action by the additional use of the independent

pronoun that either precedes or follows the verb.

The second person singular and the third person plural happen to

consist of the same phonetic elements, -nx. Ambiguity of meaning in

both forms is avoided by addition of the independent personal pro

nouns. The suffix for the third person dual undergoes frequent

changes, which have been fully discussed in 13.

The rules regulating consonantic clusters require the insertion of an

obscure (or weak) vowel between stems ending in a consonant and

any of the subjective suffixes that begin with a consonant (see 4).

According to the manner in which the subjective pronouns are

added to a given verbal stem, the verbs may be divided into the five

following distinct groups:

(1) Verbs that add the pronominal suffixes directly to the stem or

that take them after the verbalizing suffixes -a* and -u1
.

(2) Verbs that end in -I.

24
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(3) Certain verbs that end in x.

(4) Verbs that express the third person singular by means of stern

amplification (see 112).

(5) Verbs that end in -a.

The first group presents no difficulties whatsoever. The subjective

pronouns are added directly to the stem or else follow the verbalizing

suffixes -a 1 and -ul
(see 75) .

A number of verbs seem to end in -I, which undergoes a pho

netic change whenever the pronominal suffixes are added to it. Thus,

it is shortened when followed by the pronoun for the first person

singular, and it undergoes the process of diphthongization (see 7)

whenever a pronoun for any of the other persons is added to it.

Whenever the third person singular is to be expressed, the verb

appears with -i, which is often diphthongized into -ya. Verbs that

take the tentative suffix -t&amp;lt;? (see 52) and the frequentative -at/I

(see 68) are treated similarly.

A peculiar treatment is accorded to certain verbs that end in x.

Here belong only such verbs as have been amplified by means of the

modal suffix -It?ax (see 51) and of the temporal suffixes -awax, -tux,

and -yax (see 70, 73, 74). These suffixes do not change their pho

netic composition when followed by the pronouns for the first person

singular and second persons dual and plural. However, as soon as

the subjective pronouns for any of the other persons are added to

them, the final x disappears. An exception to this rule is offered by
the future -tux (see 73) when followed by the pronoun for the third

person dual. In this case the final x is always retained. Whether

the disappearance of the x is due to contraction or to other causes,

can not be said with any degree of certainty.

The last two groups comprise verbs the stems of which undergo a

process of amplification whenever the third person singular is to be

expressed. Verbs belonging to the fourth group show an internal

change of the stem, while those of the fifth group add an a to the

bare stem. A full discussion of the phonetic character of these two

processes will be found in 112, p. 574.

24
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In accordance with these five types of verbs, the following tabular

arrangement of the pronominal suffixes may be presented:
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(2) Pronouns added to verbs that end in I:

xi l xei- to work 50.3

- to desire 18.5

- to work 50.6

xi l xci- to work 50.3

xi l xcin I work
xVl xcyans we two (incl.) work
afi l xcyanl we (incl.) work
si ^xyanx (if) you desire 44.6

si itfxyats you two desire

wi nkyatcfi you are working
wl nki he is working
xi l xm, (xi l xcya) he is working

50.9

xVl xcya
ux they two work

xi l xcyanx they work
xnfl xcya

uxun we two (excl.) are

working
x& l xcyanxan we (excl.) are work

ing.

(3) Pronouns added to certain verbs that end in x:

qatc
En- to go, to start 8.2

aq- to run away 52.10

Ll u- to come 8.3

aq- to run away 52.10

/- to return 12. 6

hutc- to play 8.8

Ll u- to come 8.3

tct it lives 32.21

m%ku - to cut 82.14

tsmu - to assemble 7.3

Ll u- to approach 8.3

aq- to run away 88.3

ta* it lives 32.21

Ll u- to approach 8.3

aq- to run away 88.3

qa t^ntuxan I shall go 22.2

aqa waxan I intend to run away
90.21

Ll uyaxan I came
a qtuns we two (incl.) shall run

away 92.2

aqa wans we two (incl.) intend to

run away 90.23

xwlf
L/tunl we (incl.) shall return

60.9

xwlf

L/yanl we (incl.) have returned

hu tctunl we (incl.) shall play 7.2

Llwa wanx you intend to come 25.8

tat yanx thou didst live

ml JtPtuxts you two will cut 90.5

tEmu tuxtchyou shall assemble 30.7

Li utuxho, will come 8.9

aqa wax he intends to run away
86.15

tat yax (if) he lives 44.12

Liu tuxaux they two will come
Ll uya

ux they two came

aqafwa
ux they two intend to run

away 86.18

24
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aq- to run away 88.3 aqa wauxun we two (excl.) intend

to run away
Li u- to approach 8.3 Ll utunxan we (excl.) will come

30.11

Ll uyanxan we (excl.) have come

(4) Amplification of stem:

llq- to dig 80.6 yalq (they two) dig 84.7

citx- to flop cl
yatx (they) flop (around) 36.23

hau - to be ready 8.10 ha wa it is ready 23.10

Lion- to tell 16.9 L/waan he relates 16.6

(5) Verbs that end in -a:

hau - to quit 11.4 ha wa it is ready 23.10

wa- to speak 7.1 waa he said 12.10

qa ttfn- to go 12.1 qaftc*na he goes 36.1

wllw- to affirm 17.7 wllwa he affirms 58.9

25. The Objective Pronouns

The same forms as those discussed in 24 are used to express the

pronominal objects. In these terms the verbal stem is followed by
an objective element, which in most cases is followed first by the

pronominal object, then by the pronominal subject. In all cases

where this composition would bring two consonants into contact they

are separated by a weak vowel (a or $).

The objective elements here referred to are -un, which expresses the

relation to the third person object, and -uts, which indicates the rela

tion to the first and second persons. These will be treated more fully

in 27-29.

In all forms that express a relation of a second person subject or of

an exclusive subject to a singular pronominal object, the latter is

omitted, and the pronominal subject follows directly the objective

element before referred to. Perfect clearness is attained here, since

the objective element defines the person of the object. Thus the

forms THOU, YE TWO, YE, acting upon either first or second person,

can refer only to the first person; I AND HE, and I AND THEY, only to

the second, for otherwise they would be reflexives. In the combi

nation I-THEE the subject is omitted. In the combinations I-HIM,

I-THEM TWO, I-THEM, the subject pronoun -n seems to have been con

tracted with the n of the objective element (see 15); while in

THEY-ME the order of subject and object is reversed.

25
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These phenomena may be indicated in the following tabular form:

I. OBJECTIVE FORMS FOLLOWED BY SUBJECT

Third person object
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of these combinations may be indicated by means of the discrimina

tive forms of the independent personal pronouns (see 21, 113).

All forms having a third person as the object do not, as a rale,

indicate the number of the subject. This is rather done by means of

the numeral xa tsfu TWO for the dual, and the numeral particle hai mut

ALL for the plural.

The difficulty arising from the fact that the suffix -unanx may
express THOU-HIM, etc., and THEY-HIM, etc., is bridged over by
the additional use of the independent pronouns for THOU and THEY

(see 113). This rule applies to all cases, so that it may be stated

that, whenever, by some process of contraction, simplification, or

abbreviation, two or more suffixes expressing identical relations be

tween subject and object are phonetically alike, their subjects are

indicated by the use of the independent pronominal forms. Thus,

for instance, the form -utsanx may express I-THEE. THOU-ME,
and HE-THEE. These are usuall}

7

distinguished by means of the

pronouns qnal, qnlx
ats THOU, and sEas HE (see 113), that are placed

before or after the verb, denoting that the first, second, or third

person respectively is the subject of the action.

The third person singular has no subjective element, owing to the

fact that Siuslaw has no distinct form for that pronoun (see 24).

sVnxi- to desire 18.5 si n l
xyutsanx qna hutca wax I

want thee to have fun 21.6

wad1 he says 19.3 sEatsl tcEnx waa yuts (when) thus

thee 1 tell 36.19

Vkvja? he gets, he takes 82.6 sEa tsanxtanxl ikwa yutsqnat}\2tfs

why I (came to) get thee 21.3

hln- to take along 9.5 frya nyutsanx hltsl stdn I ll take

thee into my house 58.6

tcaq- to spear 68.18 ya
s
lc
usin tcaqa qcfin a seal I was

spearing 68.8

yaq
u *- to look, to watch 9.1 ya quyutsatsqna I will look at you

two

yax~ to see 34.4 yixa yuna
uxin qna I see them two

xnlwn- to do 9.7 sEa tsauxin xmyunl w
yun thus to

them two I will do it 88.17
tsmu - to assemble 7.3 Icumi ntcPtd nicttiftc ta td tsmu -

uts not you in vain these you I

assembled 30.18,19

25
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sEa tsa thus 8.7

waaif he siiys 8.9

[BULL. 40

tsmu - to assemble 7.3

tqul- to shout 52. 8

man- to take care of 38.13

L/waan- to tell 16.5

LElu 1 he is hitting

yaq
u *- to look 9.1

waa - to speak 7.1

Ti%n- to take along 9.5

L!XU- to know 19. 9

yax- to see 20.10

skwa- to stand 10.9

yax- to see 20.10

he hits

yax- to see 20.10

xfintm- to travel 13.3

leu 71- to beat 78.18

s^atsa utsatd thus I (do it) for you
32.14

hai mutinxan waa yun (to) all them
I tell it

temu unanxin I assemble them

tqillu yutsanx qm
fxa t*&amp;gt; thou art

shouting at me
hV sanx ma nlsuts qnl xats well

thou shalt always take care of

me 22. 2, 3

Lfwd nlsunanx sEatsl tc thou wilt

keep on telling him thus 17.2

Ina tinx LElu yutsa
uxun always

thou art hitting us two (excl.)

LElu ywianx tu aux au ts/u thou art

hitting those two

ya flusutsanxan hlrisa thou shalt

always watch us (excl.) well

70.14, 15

ya quyunanx qnl
f
a&amp;gt;ats thou wilt

look at them
waa aPtsin he told me 58.18

atsl tdn waa atts thus me he told

58.20

^n sEas hl nlxaHs qafha ntc and

me he took way off 66.18

L !xu yutsanx SEas thee he knows
tel lc

Enx yixa yuts ma q
uL u

l
Enx

wa a lsuts tsim wherever thee

sees Crow, to thee he will keep
on talking always 38.16, 17

skwaha haPn sEas he set it up
yixa yun he sees it 70.2

LElu yutsans sEas he is hitting us

two (incl.)

yixa yutsa
uxun he is looking at us

two (excl.)
ulaux yftntmlsun he takes them

two along 92.16

Tcumi ntcEnl qwatc Tcu^nlsuts not

us (iucl.) any one will ever beat

72.17

25
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yaq
u*- to look 9.1

Ll u- to come 9.2

he hits

xnlwn- to do 9.7

1 he hits

xau he died 40.21

he hits

ya quyutsanxan sEas he looks at

us (excl.)

Wya tcPnxan L/l L/uts people us

(excl.) came (to see) 100.8

LElu yutsatch he is hitting you
sEa sutsatci LElu yuts he is hitting

you
LElu yunanx sEas he is hitting them
sEas hat mut LElu yun he hits all

xnlwnl w
yuns 10.5 (abbreviated

from xnlwnl w
yunans} we two

(incl.) will do it

LElu
f

yutsa
uxun we two (excl.) are

hitting thee

qna xun LElu yuts we two (excl.)

are hitting thee

xau nauxun ants mlrk!a hltc we
two (excl.) killed that bad man
96.8.9

qna
u xun LElu yutsats we two

(excl.) are hitting 3^011 two

qna xun LElu yun we two (excl.)

are hitting him

LElu yuna
uxun tu aux xaftsfu we

two (excl.) are hitting those two

qna xun LElu yutsatcl we two

(excl.) are hitting you two

qna xun ulxun LElu yun tu a Lfa ai

we two (excl.) are hitting those

(many)
Lslu yutsats qnl xats you two are

hitting me
LElu yunats you two are hitting
him

qnl xats LElu yutsa
uxun you two

are hitting us two (excl.)

LElu yunats tu aux xa tsfu you
two are hitting those two

qnl xtsEts hat mutfnxan LElu yuts

you two are hitting us (excl.) all

LElu yunats ha^m.ut you two are

hitting (them) all

sEdswax LElu yutsm they two are

hitting me

25
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ya x- to see 20.10

gnu- to find

he hits

L/xmlya
1 he kills

Jc/a- to invite 16.3

hate- to ask 66.16

yaq
u *- to look 9.1

sl nxi- to desire 18. 5

Lxul - to dr^ 60.19

LEluv he hits

anx- to give up 54.12

ya&amp;lt;f-
to look 9.1

hate9 - to ask 66.16

ya&amp;lt;f*-
to look 9.1

waa ir he says 19.3

25

ytxa yuna
ux they two saw him

62.20, 21
ulaux qnu hun they two find it 56.9

sEa swax LElu yutsajis they two are

hitting us two (incl.)

sEoJswax LElu yutsanxan tne}
T two

are hitting us two (excl.)

tua swax LElu yutsatci those two
are hitting you two

tua swax LElu yun haf mut those

two are hitting (them) all

Lfxrnlya yunanl we (incl.) will kill

him 28.3

qnanlL/xmlya yun tu anxwe (incl. )

will kill those (all)

sEa tsanxan k/aha yuts that s why
we (excl.) invite thee 24.10

a tsanxan tE Jiatc a yuts qnh that s

why we (excl.) ask thee 74.15

qna nxan ya q
uhlsuts we (excl.)

will continually watch thee 72.6

s%rii

xyunanxan Ll utux we (excl.)

want him to come 17.2, 3

ya^xa^nxan It/I d1

Lxuyu yun lots

we (excl.) salmon dry it

qna nxan LElu yutsats we (excl.)

are hitting you two

qna nxan LElu yun tu aux xa ts/u

we (excl.) are hitting those two

qna nxan LElu yutsatci we (excl.)

are hitting you (pi.)

hai mutinxan LElu yun qna we

(excl.) are hitting (them) all

a nxa^tsatci you (shall) let me
alone 27.5

yaq
u
*yl

w
yutsatc2, haya mut you all

shall look at me 72.11, 12

hate*a yunatci you (shall) ask her

74.10

ya q
u
*yutsa

uxun qnl xtsEtci you are

looking at us (excl.)

atsl tcE?rzan waa yuts thus

told me 46.20, 21
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l- to desire 18.5 L/xmafyanxm si nfxyuts (to) kill

me they want 21.9,
tsHha yun he kills it 46.5, 6 ts^ha yunanx ants i/i mnaq they

kill that elk 82.17, 18

L/waan- to tell 16.5 tua sEnx L/dna yutsanl these told

us (inch)

26. Position of Pronouns in Verbs Accompanied by Adverbial Forms

As has been stated before (see p. 474), the pronominal suffixes stand

in terminal position, and theoretically are added to the verb; but

whenever an adjective, an adverb, or a particle precedes the verb, the

pronouns are preferably suffixed to these and precede the verbal

expression. The verb appears in all such cases in what may be called

the fundamental type (see pp. 470, 474).

ni ctdm because 18.8 ni ctcfanin mEqlya vjax because I

intend to dance 72.12

fcumi ntc not 12.2 kumi ntcEnxplna
if not you are sick

86.14

tcfiJc here tal kEns aya qa
l
tl tE sl xa 1 here we

two (incl.) will leave this (our)

canoe 56.5

sqa
lk there 14.6 sqa

lkts qa tcEntux, sqa
lkts tfim-

ct/Hux there you two shall go,

there 3^011 two shall raise chil

dren 32.5

s*atsl tc thus 8.1 sEatsl tcwax waana vm thus the}
7

two speak to each other 10.1, 2

hat na different 58.9 hat nanl hu tctux differently we

(incl.) will play 11.2

ya^xat much 8.5 yaFxatnxan hutcu1 lots (of games)
we (excl.) play 70.19

trtk where 34. 2 td ktd hutcu1
,

sEatsa td xnl wnis

where (ever) you play, thus you
will keep on doing it 72.20, 21

u
l and, then 7.4 ulnx wan td{n then they finally

returned 60.10, 11

The same tendency to suffix the subjective pronouns to adverbial

expressions that precede the verb is shown even in cases where a

verbal expression is preceded by a nominal subject or object.

fcya tc people 60.25 Wya tcPnx ll t/lsuts txu people thee

will eat just 13.10

L!wa x messenger 7.7 Lwa xEnxan ts LIU (as) messen

gers we (excl.) these come 30.6, 7

26
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Uqwa
a tEm root, alder tree Uqutml a

ux qaa
1 an alder tree they

92.5, 6 two entered 92. 6

yckus seal 62.4 yEku sEnx tutca1 sea-lions the}
T

spear 62.2

qatx night 40. 14 qa
irxEnx a l du yo!q

uhltux (at) night
likewise you will watch 70.18, 19

OBJECTIVE FORMS ( 27-48)

27. Introductory

In sentences containing subject and object the interrelation between

them is expressed with great definiteness by means of suffixes that

precede the subjective and objective pronouns. My original inten

tion was to treat these suffixes as pronominal elements; but the chief

objection to such a treatment lies in the fact that the pronouns, sub

jective and objective, are repeated after them. Hence it was found

advisable to treat them as objective elements. In the expression of

the relations a distinction is made between third person objects on the

one hand, and first and second persons on the other. Furthermore,

the indirect object is distinguished from the direct object, and the

same classification of persons is found. The possessive relations

between the subject and the two objects are also expressed with great

clearness
; and, finally, a sharp line of demarcation is drawn between

the indicative, imperative, and passive modes.

It would seem that the following table represents all the suffixes

belonging to this group:

INDICATIVE
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Some of these forms are applicable to the present tense only, show

ing different suffixes in other tenses. Thus, an entirely divergent

treatment is accorded to the suffixes denoting possessive interrelations

for the durative, intentional, and past tenses (see 37) .

For the purpose of greater clearness, these forms have been sub

divided into the following four groups:

(1) Indicative forms denoting personal interrelations.

(2) Indicative forms expressing possessive interrelations between

object and subject.

(3) Passive suffixes indicating pronominal and possessive interrela

tions.

(4) Imperative forms denoting pronominal and possessive interrela

tions.

Indicative Suffixes Denoting Personal Interrelations ( 28-31)

28. Direct Object of Third Person -un (-a*n)

This suffix transforms nouns into verbs, transitivizes all verbs

expressing intransitive actions, and changes a transitive idea into a

causative concept. In all these cases the object must be a third person.

All stems ending in /-diphthongs change the i of the diphthong into y
before adding the transitive suffix (see 8). This suffix immediately

precedes the subjective pronouns, and hence invariably follows the

tense signs. For the interchange between -un and -aan see 2.

kfuxwina1 ice appears 76.13 Jc/uxwl nun L/a ai ice he made all

over 94.2, 3

tEk/a lcL! trap 100.4 tsk/a TcL/un he sets traps

yalqa a? hole 84.6 afntsux yaflqaPn those two (who)

dig holes 84.5

sEa tsa thus 8.7 sEaisa un thus (he does it)

htf sa well 12.2 hlsa un he cures him
unnx he is afraid 17.6 wVnxcfin she was afraid of him

86.1

ctt x it shook 36.10 d l xun she shook him 58.4

maltc- to burn 25.2 ma ltcuun Llya wa he made a fire

94.23

xau he died 40.21 xau un he killed him 96.13

maatc it lay 32.20 qa
ux ma tcun on top (they) put it

80.9

3045 Bull. 40, pt 216 31

28
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xnl wnE (they two) do 48.12

L/waan he tells 16.5

waa he says 12.10

waa 1 he said 8.9

Vt.W he eats 44.19

yfaa? (they) look 66.6

tutcair

(they) spear 62.2

to* it sits 32.21

qnuhu
if he finds

tqulu
1 he shouted 92.6

ya g_

uhal
t he looked 25.3

ulaux wl lut they two affirmed

90.6

wa ayax he spoke
x/i ntmi

yax he traveled

xi ntmls (you) will continu

ally travel 13.3

wa als he says continually 26.8

(they) came 9.3

xau he died 40.21

yixa
ir he sees

hate*- to ask 66.16

xnl wnun he did it 94.14
ulaux L/waa nun they two told her

96.10

waa aPn he said to him 20. T

waa yun he told him 36.26

IH/a yun he devoured him 15.2
u
l ybxa yun and he saw it 58.13

u
l
Enx tutca yun they spear (them)
62.5

ta yun qamtta cftin my mother

kept her 100.12

tEq qnuhu yun something he finds

tqulu yun he shouts at him

ya fhtf&m (I) look at them 25.5, 6
u
l ma c^L wl lutun Crow answered

him 36.6, 7

wa a&amp;gt;

yaxcfin he spoke to him 36.11
u
l xVntmtyaxaPn he took (them)

along 92. 13

qnl xtsEnx xh ntnwsun you will

always carry it 14.3

wo!a1sun (you) keep on telling him
19.5

Llu un he got (there) 16.3

xauf

naPxiln we two (excl.) killed

him 96.8, 9

yixa
f

yuna
ux they two see it 62. 20,

21

hatda
yunat&amp;lt;A you ask her 74.10

29. Direct Object of First and Second Persons -fits (-a*Hs)

This suffix indicates that an action has been performed upon a first

or second person as object. The person of the actor is expressed by

suffixing to -uts the corresponding subjective pronouns (see 24). Its

use corresponds to that of -un for the third person object.

An explanation for the interchange between -uts and -aPts will be

found in 2. This suffix follows all other verbal suffixes excepting,

of course, the subjective pronouns. The u unquestionably denotes

the indicative mode, and is identical with the u in -un, -ux, -ults, -ul, etc.

(see 23, 28, 30, 35, 36).

This suffix has been referred to in 25, where a tabular presentation

of the different combined subject and object pronouns will be found.

29
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si nxl- to desire 18.5 sb ntxyutsanx qua hutca wax I

want you to have fun 21.6

yaqu- to look 9.1 ya!qii yutsats qna I will look at

you two

man- to take care 38.13 hl sanx ma nisuts wellthou shalt

always take care of me 22. 2

yaqu- to look 9.1 ya q
uhlsutsanxan Jil

lsa thou

shalt always watch us (excl.)

well 70.14, 15

waaf- to speak 7.1 waa aPtsin he told me 58.18

yax- to see 13. 7 tc& JcFnx yixa yuts ma g
uL where-

ever Crow sees thee 38.16, 17

For further examples see 25.

3O. Indirect Object of Third Person -ux (-a^x)

Each language has a number of verbal expressions that require the

presence of a direct and indirect object. Such verbs are, as a rule,

distinguished from other stems by means of some grammatical con

trivance. Siuslaw uses for that purpose the suffix -ux added to the

bare stem. This suffix, however, is used only when the third per

son (singular, dual or plural) is the indirect object of the sentence.

As soon as the first or second person becomes the indirect object,

another suffix, -E-mts, is used (see 31).

The pronoun expressing the subject of the action always follows

the suffix -ux.

waxax- reduplicated stem of u
l waxa xaPx ants mi n ixwl then he

wax- to give 18.5 gave him that lightning 38. 2 (for

ux = a^x see 2)

hamts- to dip out sEas ha mtsux he dipped it out for

him 46.6

hhjatsi ts- reduplicated form ttyatsi tsuxan I put it on him
of kits-, ttyats- to put on,

to wear 11.8

laku- to take, to fetch 7.5 ldkwa ~kuxan I took it away from
him

hamx- to tie 8.6. Jiamxi xux he tied it on him

31. Indirect Object of First and Second Persons -Emts

This suffix is used only with verbal stems that require a direct and

indirect object. -The direct object expressed by this suffix is always
the third person, while the indirect object must be either a first or

30-31
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a second person, regardless of number. The suffix expressing the

same idea with the third person as the indirect object has been dis

cussed in 30. The pronominal suffixes denoting the subject of the

action and its relation to the direct object are the same as those used

in connection with the suffix -uts (see 29). The verbal stem to which

this suffix is added has frequently terminal reduplication.

hamx- to tie 8.6 hamxi xEmtsanx 1 tie it on thee

wax- to give 18.2 qua hamtsEnx wa xalSEmts to thee

I will keep on giving it 44.15

waxafxEmtsanxhn they gave it to

me
hltsa 1 he put it on hltsa yEintsanx qnlx

ats }
7ou put it

on me
sea sin ttyatsi tsEmts he put it on

me
sEa sEnx hltsa yEtnts he put it on

thee

a l

q- to leave 56.5 afqa qEmtsin he left it to me
wax- to give 18.2 waxa xEtntsanx ta la he gives thee

money

Indicative Suffixes Expressing Possessive Interrelations Between Object

and Subject (32-37)

32. Introductory

The phenomenon of expressing possessive interrelations between

object and subject of a sentence through the medium of distinct suf

fixes is by no means of uncommon occurrence in the American Indian

languages.
1 From a logical point of view such a formation is per

fectly justifiable, and may be said to have its origin in the actual

difference that exists between the concept of an act performed upon a

given object and the conveying of the same act performed upon

an object that stands in some relation to the subject of the sentence.

Thus the English sentence I WHIP MY HORSE states a fact that is

fundamentally different from the sentence I WHIP THE HORSE, in so

far as it expresses, besides the act performed by the subject upon the

object, also the possessive relation that exists between object and sub

ject. In the Indo-European languages, in which each idea maintains

an independent position in a complex of grammatical concepts, such

1 See, for example, Sioux, Chinook, Kutenai.

32
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relations are indicated by means of independent words, as a rule pos

sessive pronouns; but in Siuslaw these relations are relegated to the

verb, and consequently we find them conveyed by means of certain

suffixes that are added to stems denoting verbal ideas.

The possessive relations that may exist between object and subject

of a sentence are of a threefold nature. The object may form an

inseparable part of the subject (I WASH MY FACE); the object may be

separably connected with the subject (I LOSE MY KNIFE); or the ob

ject may stand in a possessive relation to another object (I LOSE HIS

KNIFE). Siuslaw distinguishes clearly between these three types of

relationship, and expresses each of them by means of a distinct suffix.

33. Suffix Indicating that the Object Forms an Inseparable Part of

the Subject -itx (-aJtx), -tx

This suffix indicates that the object of the sentence is inseparably

connected with the subject. Hence all stems expressing an action

performed by the speaker upon any part of his own body (and even

upon his name) occur with these suffixes. Now and then they will

be found added to stems denoting actions that do not necessarily

involve an integral part of the subject as its recipient. All such

formations must be looked upon as ungrammatical ;
that is to say, as

due either to analogy or to an unintentional mistake on the part of

the informant. 1

The verbal ideas which are expressed in this manner need not

always be transitive in our sense of the word. They may, and as a

matter of fact they do, denote conditions and states in which an inte

gral part of the subject may find itself. Such expressions are possi

ble, because to the mind of the Siuslaw they convey transitive ideas.

Thus the sentence I AM SORRY expresses, according to our interpre

tation, an intransitive idea. The Siuslaw treats it as a transitive

sentence, and expresses it by saying I MAKE MY MIND SICK. In

the same manner Siuslaw conceives of our expressions MY HAIR

BURNED, HIS CHILD DIED, IT is COLD, etc., as transitive sentences,

and renders them by (I) BURNED MY HAIR, (HE) CAUSED HIS CHILD

TO DIE, THE EARTH MAKES ITS BODY COLD, etc.

No specific reason can be given for the occurrence of the parallel

forms -Itx and -to, nor has any distinction been detected in the use of

1 My informant made such mistakes rather frequently, but corrected them promptly whenever her
attention was called to them.

33
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the two forms. It seems, however, that -tx tends to appear after

other suffixes, while -Itx is added to bare stems.

This suffix must not be confounded with the frequentative -Itx (see

68). -Itx interchanges frequently with -altx. For an explanation

of this interchange see 2.

kuts- to paint
Ik!- to open (mouth) 28.2

- to stand 14.4

kutsal txan qa nni I paint my face

lk!altx Laaf he opened his

mouth 96.1

hairmutEnx lat qat skwahal tx

xwakl they all had feathers on

their heads (literally, all they,
feathers to stand caused on their

heads 10.9

k!uxwinal tx L/a ai ice appeared

(literally, ice made on its bod}^
the earth) 76.10

plna
ltx ha1

they were sorry (liter

ally, sick they made their minds)
15.4

ya xaHxan ha1 I am crafty (liter

ally, much I have in my mind)
20.7

tcanhatl mxutxaux q
uLl m t ants

psni s they two were clubbing
each other s anus, those skunks

86.9

tlntx ha1 his heart cooked 96.9, 10

ha m ixtxan hl qu
1 I tie my hair

m& ltc&stx haifmut hl qu
1 his hair

began to burn (literally, it began
to burn on him his all, hair)

29.4

haf na hau tx ha1 his mind had be

come different (literally, differ

ent on him it had made itself,

his mind) 60.21

In the following examples, terms of relationship are treated as in

separable parts of the subject:

Jc!uxwin- ice 76.11

pin- to be sick 40.21

much 8.5

tcanhatl- to club

tin- to boil, to be ripe 98.7

hamx- to tie 8.6

mi ltcfot he commenced to

burn 29.3

haw- to end, to make 14.6

pin- to be sick 40.21

33

pla
antx ants tfamc (he) got sick

his boy 40.20
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si nxl- to desire 18.5 st nafttao ants t!amc xvn L/tuxtc he

wanted that his child should

come back (literally, he wanted

his, that child, return shall his)

42.5, 6

waa - to say 7.1 sEatsl
f
tcwax waal tx ants mtta thus

their (dual) mother told them

(literally, thus their two, told,

that mother) 54.23

fiantf- to call Jia nCltx matfl he called his elder

brother 58.16

xau he died 40.21 tEcfnx xawa
l tx (when) their rela

tives died (literally, relatives

they, die theirs) 68.13

waa - to say 7.1 sEatsl tc wa altx ants Lxau yaxi\m$
he said to that his friend 42.7, 8

34. Suffioc Denoting that the Object is Possessed by the Subject, but

Separable from it -utsm- (-a
atsm-)

This suffix seems to be a compound consisting of two separate suf

fixes, -uts- and -m. While the original function of the second element

is unknown, the first component is undoubtedly the suffix expressing

the direct object of the first and second persons (see 29 and also 23).

It expresses a transitive action whose recipient is possessed by the

subject without forming an integral part of it. Terms of relationship,

and all concrete nouns, excepting those nominal stems that denote

parts of the body, are thus considered; but, owing to frequent errors

on the part of the informant, this suffix will be found used also in con

nection with objects expressing parts of the body.
1 All subjective pro

nouns are added to this suffix by means of a connecting weak vowel,

as a result of the law regulating the use of consonantic clusters (see

4); and, as the third person singular has no distinct form, this suffix

appears in final position as -utsms. The u of this suffix often inter

changes with the diphthong a (see 2). The suffix follows the tense

signs, and is frequently added to reduplicated stems.

la lc
u- to take, to get 7.5 lakwa lcutsrmn fad ni I take my

bucket

qnu- to find 56.9 gnu hutsmin qal tc I found my
knife

L/xma1 - to kill 15.3 Lfxmal

yutsmanx muu sku you
killed your younger brother

i See 33, p. 485.

34
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laJcu- to take 7.5

L/OX- to send 16.10

waa* he says 8.9

[BULL. 40

Li u (they) come 9.3

waa - to speak 8. 1

lakwa Tcutsms Jc
Ea nl she took

her bucket 90.21

L!oxa xautsr/iE hltc he sent his

people 30.1, 2

atsl tc waa yutsmE ql utc thus he

said to his wife 48.17

ya^xa* tE ll t/a^ lA/wl wutsinE

lots (of) this (their) food (they)
are bringing 100.9,10

Llu utsmE hltsi stc she came to

her (own) house 58.7, 8

waa aPtsmE ants L/a ai hltc he said

to his many people 7.1

mi Ucist he begins to burn u
l q/a ll mi ltcistutsniE then her

29.3 pitch began to burn 90.22

x& l xcl- to work 50.9 xil xd yutsma
u
os a ntsEtcwax ma tl

they two worked at their (dual)

dams 48.10

In the following instances this suffix has been used in connection

with nouns that form an integral part of the subject:

t/Emxu- to cut u
l
Enx t !Emxu yutsms Mqu* then

they cut their hair 68.14

paxa xiitsmE Jcopx he shut his

eyes 36.20

yo quha
ituu tsmE Jcopx he opened

his eyes (literally, he looked

with his eyes) 36. 20

wVltcistu tsm E wet as he began

sending his message (word)
92.19

planya
1 tlstutsmE haltc he was

sorry (literally, he begins to

make sick, his mind) 40.21
u
l wan mVnxautu tsmE Lfa ai now
he made lightning (literally,

then finally caused to lighten
her body, the world) 38.6

tdt a t utsmE L/a ai ants tsxu n-

pLl TsxunpLi made a wind

(literally, caused to blow his

world, that TsxunpLi) 94.6, 7

34

pax- to close (eyes) 36.16

ya q
uhai

t he looked 58.1

ufc ltctst he begins to send

pin- to be sick 40.21

m$n%u- to lighten 38.5

tctft l wind
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35. Suffix Indicating that the Object is Possessed by a Third

Person Object -ul (-

This suffix expresses an act performed upon an object that forms an

integral part of or that is separably connected with another object.

Hence it indicates the possessive relation that exists between two

objects as seen by the subject of the sentence. The possessor of the

object of the action must be the third person, regardless of number.

If, however, it is absolutely necessary to indicate the number of the

possessor, this is accomplished by means of suffixing to the possessed

object the possessive suffixes for the third person singular, dual or

plural (see 88). it is noteworthy that the possessed object appears

in the absolutive form, and not with the locative case endings, as might
be expected. The pronominal suffixes expressing the subject of the

action follow the suffix -ul; and as this suffix ends in a consonant, and

some of the subjective pronouns begin with a consonant, the pronouns
are frequently preceded by a connecting, weak vowel (see 4).

There exists undoubtedly an etymological connection between the u

of this suffix and the u of the direct object of the third person -un

(see 23, 28). For the u of -ul the diphthong a? is quite* frequently

substituted. This interchange has been discussed in 2.

si nxl- to desire 18.5 s^ n^xyuln hltsl 1 1 like his house

hamx- to tie 8.6 ka mxaPln tdL I tie his hands

yax- to see 34.4 ylxa yulanx mUa you see his

father

hin- to take along 23.2 hlna yulanx L/xml tl you took

his bow along

ya &amp;lt;f*-
to see 23.9 u

l ya fyul mi ck la1 and he

saw her vulva (bad thing)
90.10

yax- to see 34.4 yaxVxula
ux tcu xus he saw their

(dual) vulvas 90.15

ya
ak!- small 36.23 yakfl tcHul xwa ka she cut his

head into pieces 96.11

haw- to end, to make 14.6 hairna hau ul ha1 different she

made his mind 58.9

laku- to take 7.5 t/l ya* lakwa kul ants mat!I

bear had seized that his older

brother 58.16

35
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qwa *n- to pour 29.2 u
l wan qwa ^nul Laaya tcEtc (they

two) now pour it into his

mouth 96.7

hate*- to ask 66.16 ultci hatdafyul hat you ask her

(literally, and you ask about

her mind [opinion]) 74.8

36. Suffix Expressing an Object Possessed by a First or Second

Person Object -ults (-a^lts)

This suffix has the same function as -ul, but differs from it in so

far as the possessor of the object must be either a first or a second per

son. The number of the possessor, when required, is indicated by the

possessive suffixes added to the possessed object (see 88). Owing to

the variability of the person of the possessor, this suffix conveys,

besides the idea of a possessive relation between two objects, also the

connection that exists between subject and object. Hence it assumes

a function, limited in scope, but similar in character to the suffix for

the combined subject and object pronouns. This functional similarity

is indicated even in the phonetic composition of the suffix, -ults is

undoubtedly a compound suffix consisting of the previously discussed

-ul and of the suffix for the subject and object pronoun -uts (see 29).

It is not inconceivable that the original form may have been -uluts,

contracted later on into- ults. A comparison of the Siuslaw transi

tive indicative suffixes shows that the majority of them have the u

in common. Hence it may be claimed that the u originally con

veyed the idea of a transitive indicative action (see 23); and as the

u was already present in the first element of this suffix (-ul), it may
have been omitted as superfluous in the second part.

Owing to this additional function of this suffix as a medium of ex

pressing subject and object pronouns, the subjective pronouns are

added to it in a method similar to the one employed in the suffixation

of the subjective pronouns to the suffix -uts (see 25). After certain

consonants this suffix is changed into -aHts (see 2).

hln- to take along 23.2 hlna yultsanx L/xnil tl I take along

thy bow

yax- to see 34.4 yixa yultsanx qa nni I look at thy
face

L!X(U)- to know 40.16 L/xu yutsanx mita qua I knov

thy father

36
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wax- to give 18.2 waxa yultsanx ta Jdn mi nixw% I

will give thee my lightning

38.1, 2

L/xmal- to kill 15.3 L/xmal yultsanx muu sku qnlx
ats

you killed my younger brother

tsxan- to comb tsxana yultsanx hi gut you combed

my hair

laku- to take 7.5 Vkwa yultsm ants qal tc he took

that my knife

L!X(U)- to know 40.16 L/xu yultsln mita he knows my
father

sEas L!XU yultsanx mita he knows

thy father

yax- to see 34.4 ^ yixa yultsanx qa nni he looks

at thy face

57. Suffixes Denoting .Possessive Interrelations for Tenses other

than the Present -isiti, -awiti,
-

When possessive interrelations that occur in tenses other than the

present are to be expressed, the Siuslaw language resorts to an inter

esting form of composition of suffixes. Thus the durative suffix -Is

(see 69), the intentional (see TO), and the past -yax (see 74), are

combined with the possessive suffix -Iti (see 88), forming new com

pound suffixes -Islti, -awlti, and -yaxa
l
ti, that indicate semi-reflexive

actions performed constant!}
7
,
or about to be performed, or performed

long ago. In these new suffixes no sharp line of demarcation is drawn

between objects that are inseparably connected with the subject, and

objects that are possessed by the subject.

ya
a h!- small 36.23

yak/Is he is constantly (get- Jcwi tch ya Jc/lsltl ha1 don t ye be

ting) small downhearted! (literally, not you
small always make your mind)
66.5

haw- to finish 14.6

hau wis he makes continually
ul*nx JcumVntc atsl tc hau vnsitl

ha1 and you don t believe it thus

(literally, and you, not thus,

make continually your mind)
46.24

qa xantc hau wlsltl hat downward
make continually your hearts

8.10

37
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km- to take along 23.2

hl nls he always takes along

xmwn- to do 10.5

xnl wnls (we) always do it

72.15

hamx- to tie 8.6

hamxaw- to intend to tie

pax- to shut (eye) 36.16

paxa
w- to be about to close

ya xatd- to tr}^ to look 13.7

yaxatc
&amp;gt;aw - to intend to try to

look

tquya
w- to intend to boil

hamx- to tie 8.6

ha mxyax he tied

pax- to close 36.16

pa xyax he closed

nlxats u
l
Enx qanl nal M msiti you

will take along your knife (liter

ally, you, and you, knife, take

along will always yours) 50.16,
17

u
l
Enl xm wnlsiil still we will keep
on doing our . . . 72.17

hamxa w
lti)i hl qu

1 I intend tying

my hair

paxa
W7itin kopx

my eyes

I intend to close

yaxatc*a
u wltln t!amc k! E&amp;gt;Lu I in

tend to try to look for my boy
tomorrow 60.1, 2

u
l
Ens tquya

wltl we will cook (our

camas) 98.3

Jia mxyaxaHl lii qu* he tied his hair

pa xyaxa^tkn Tcopx I closed my eyes

A similar process is resorted to whenever the prohibitive mode

(see 40) of an action denoting that the object is possessed by the

subject is to be expressed. In such cases the durative -Is (see 69)

is combined with the possessive -Iti- (see 88), and the whole verb is

preceded by the negative particle M% kumi ntc NOT (see 131).

kwlnx tsxa nwlsitl hl qu
1 don t

comb thy hair!

kuHs lk!a alsltl Laa don t you
(pi.) open your mouths!

kwlnx kl nlsltl sl xa 1 don t take

thy canoe along!
Jcumi ntcPtcfa qa xantc ha u&amp;gt; tolsifl

ha 1 don t ye be continually
downhearted (literally, not ye,

downwards, make continually

your, hearts) 8.10

37

tsxanu- to comb

Ik!a- to open 28.2

kin- to take along 23.2

haw- to finish, to work 14.6
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Passive Suffixes Indicating Pronominal and Possessive Interrelations

( 38-39)

38. Passive Suffixes for Verbs Requiring in the Active a Double

Object -imE, -umE (-a
flmE)

This suffix invariably follows the verbalizing -I or -a* (see

75), and seems to express the passive voice of verbs that require in

the active the presence of a double (direct and indirect) object,

although it will be found suffixed to verbal stems that do not neces

sarily require such a double object. Whenever the subjective pro

nouns are added to it, the obscure E of this suffix is changed into a

weak a or i. The form -ImE occurs in terminal position only. This

suffix follows all temporal suffixes.

wax- to give 18.2 ivaxa ylmanx qanl nal it (will) be

given to you, (a) big knife 19.6

hl q!a waxa yuslms a ntsEtc mita

dentalia shells are usually given
to him, to that her father 74.19

kits- to put on 11.10 hltsa ylmin it is put on me
haw- to end, to make, 14.6 txunx hlirsa hawa ylmE ha1

they
are just good-minded toward

thee (literally, just thee well it

is made towards, mind) 21.1

In two instances this suffix has been added to a stem without the aid

of the verbalizing -I (-a
1

).

ha us easy atsl tc ha uslmE thus it was agreed

upon (literally, thus it was

[made] easy) 24.1

haw- to finish, to end 14.6 ha usimE ants tsfaln ready (made
for him is) that pitch 26.5, 6

This suffix may be preceded for the sake of emphasizing its passive

function by the present passive -xam (see 55). In such cases the

verbalizing suffix is omitted.

hits- to put on 11.8 waa ants hltsl xamlmE said that

one on whom it was put on 11.10

gun- to pour
u
l wan qunl xamlms and now it

was poured down into his . . .

29.2

aq- to take off 13.1 aqaf xamlmE it was taken off him

38
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has the same function as -WIE, and is used in connection with

similar verbal stems. It differs from it only in so far as it is added

directly to the stem. An explanation of the parallel occurrence of

-ume and -a^ms has been given in 2.

wax- to give 18.2 tE^qin waxcfi mE what do you give
me (literally, something to me,
it is given?) 18.2

qam nal waxcfi manx a big knife is

given to you 21.4

pl u- to be noisy 36.24 wal

ya^xal tE*q
u
l pi um.E they

made noise with everything (lit

erally, although many things

[they have], still it is made noise

with) 29.1

5.9. Passive Suffices Denoting Possessive Relations of the Sub

ject -ultx, -xamltx

These suffixes express, besides the passive voice, also the fact that

the recipient of the action is either possessed or forms an integral

part of a given object.

-ultx seems to be composed of the suffix -ul, which indicates that

the object forms an integral part of or is possessed by another object

(see 35), and of the suffix -to, denoting that the object is an integral

part of the subject (see 33). If this is the origin of the compound

suffix, the amalgamation of these two independent suffixes into one

new formative element that expresses the passive voice, and at the

same time contains the idea of a possessive relation between object

(grammatical subject) and object, presents a problem that must remain

unexplained. The person of the possessed subject is indicated by the

suffixed subjective pronouns (see 24). The stem to which this suffix

is added occurs frequently in an amplified form (see 112). Stems

ending in i (short or long) change it into y before adding the passive

suffix (see 8).

laku- to take, to get 7. 5 ~kumi ntcwax lakwa ultx ants qi utc

not their (dual) were taken,

those wives 50.22

lakwa ultxaux ta tcwax gl utc taken

away were these their (dual)

wives 52.3, 4

39
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tu- (also t!u) to buy 74.8 Tcumi
f

ntcEnx txu tluha ultxanx

t!amc not for nothing will they

buy your child (literally, not

[of] thee just bought [will be]

thy child) 74.5

OXLL!- to make 50.8 sbriixyu
u xaLfa ultx they try to

find some remedy (literally, they
desire [that] made [cured] be

his mind) 15.5

huya ultx ha1 his mind will be

made different 19.2

si nxl- to desire 18.5 si ^xyultxanx t!amc thy child is

desired (asked for) 74.4

tsi nxl- to scorch ulauxtsina xi

yultxq
uLl mt^i\dL\hQ\Y

(dual) anus [will] be scorched

88.7

hatd- to ask 66.16 ha tdyaxaPltx ha1 ants qlutcu ni

(when) asked was her opinion,
that woman 74.16

(-a
ultx = -ultx see 2)

In many instances this suffix is preceded by the verbalizing -a* (see

75, 8).

skwaha 1 he stands 14.4 u
l skwaha yultx tEqyu

u then is

stood up its (of the house)
frame 80.7

tkwi- to bury 80.10 tkwlha yultx qaw
untl yuvntc ants

Tiltsl
* dirt is put on both sides

(of) that house 80.10, 11

hate*- to ask 66.16 . . . ants hatda yultx ha1
(when

of) that one is asked his opinion

74.4, 5

woo? he says 8.9 waa yultxan mita my father is

spoken to

-xamltoc is undoubtedly composed of the suffix for the present

passive -xam (see 55), of the abbreviated -ul (see 35), and of the

suffix -tx (see 33). When it is remembered that this suffix can be

added only to verbs that require a double object, the amalgamation of

these three independent formative elements into one suffix for the

purpose of expressing the passive voice of an act whose recipient

(grammatical subject) stands in some possessive relation to one of

39
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the three persons (speaker, person spoken to, or person spoken of),

becomes at once apparent.

The use of this suffix may be illustrated by an example. The verb

TO PUT ON requires a double object, because it implies the idea TO PUT

SOMETHING ON SOMEBODY, or vice versa. Hence Siuslaw renders the

English sentence HIS HAT WAS PUT ON (really, HIS HAT WAS PUT ON

HIM) by a complex consisting of the verbal stem and the compound

suffix -xamltx. In this suffix the first element, -xam, indicates that the

action is passive (performed by somebody upon the recipient); the sec

ond element, --, denotes that the direct object (in this case the noun

HAT) is possessed by the recipient of the action; while the last element,

-tx (which when used alone indicates that the object forms an integral

part of the subject), serves to bring out the idea that the action is per

formed upon the indirect object (ON HIM) which (in this case) can no

be separated from the (logical) subject (HIS HAT).

The persons that are implied in the possessive relations as indicated

by this suffix are expressed by means of the subjective pronouns

added to it (see 24). Since the first element of this compound suffix

is the present passive -xam, the manner in which it is added to the

verbal stem is similar to that employed in the suffixation of -xam

(see 55).

aq- to take off 13.1 aya
1 xamltxan lkwa nuq

u taken off

(me) is my hat

hits- to put on 11.8 hltsl xamltxan lJcwa nuq
u

put on

(me) is my hat

t!Etnxu- to cut off t/Em.xwa xamltxanx tciL cut off

(thee) was thy hand

laku- to take (away) 7. 5 sEatsl tcwax waa xam a ntsux lo-

kvn xamltx ql utc thus were told

those two from whom the wives

were taken away (literally, thus

they two were told, those two

[of] whom taken away were

[those their dual] wives) 54.14

Imperative Forms Denoting Pronominal and Possessive Interrelations

( 40-48)

4O. Introductory

In the following sections there will be discussed suffixes that express

not only the imperative mode, but also the exhortative.

40
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Besides separate suffixes indicating the imperative of intransitive

and transitive verbs (see 61, 62), Siuslaw shows distinct suffixes

that express the pronominal and possessive interrelations between

subject and object.

Another interesting feature that may be noted in connection with

the formation of the imperative mode is the presence of a distinct

negative form of the imperative or prohibitive mode, and the man

ner in which it is expressed. Generally speaking, the durative suffix

-^(see 69), used in connection with the subjective pronouns for the

second persons (see 24), and in addition to the particle of negation

(see 131), expresses the prohibitive mode. This idiomatic expres

sion may be justified by the fact that a prohibitive command addressed

to the second person has much in common with the negative form of

a durative action performed by the same person.

Owing to the fact that the imperative suffixes express other cate

gories than a command, the prohibitive form of the imperative

referring to such categories is expressed by adding to the durative

-Is the respective suffixes that denote the non-imperative idea (see

29, 30, 33, 35, 36, 37). Examples of the prohibitive mode and a

detailed description of its formation will be found in 60-62, 42-46.

41. Exhortative Suffixes Expressing the Direct Object of the Third
Person -yun, -Iwyun, -mi

These three suffixes express an admonition to perform an action

having a third (not mentioned) person as its object. The difference

between -yun and -lwyun could not be traced to any particular cause,

owing chiefly to the fact that the latter form occurs very seldom. The

informant always rendered the first two suffixes by a transitive future,

and they seem to have been employed quite extensively in this second

ary function.

&quot;yun is suffixed to verbs expressing transitive ideas only, and the

stem to which it is added always occurs in an amplified form (see 7,

112).

a l

q- to leave 56.6 tal
Jc,
Ens aya qyun tE Itfl a1 here we

two (incl.) will leave this salmon

(literally, let us two leave)
L/OX- to send 16.10 L!wa xyun hltc I will send these

people (literally, let me send)
30.19

41
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anx- to give up 60.11 kumt ntc&nl anafxyun not we (incl.)

will give it up (literally, don t

let us two) 16.8

L/xmal - to kill 15.3 L/xmvya yunank we (incl.) will kill

him (literally, let us kill him)
28.3

l*tf- to eat 15.2 Jcumi ntc ll t/lyun not he will eat

it (literally, don t let him eat it)

34.22

hamx- to tie 8.6 hama xyun he will tie it (literally,

let him tie it)

-1wyun exercises apparently the same function as the first suffix,

but does not necessarily require amplification of the stem to which it

is added.

xnlwn- to do 11.11 xnlwm, w
yuns we two (incl.) will do

it (literally, let us two doit) 10.5

omlyunl
w
yun I will do it (literally,

let me do it)

qatc
{n- to go 12.1 qatcml

w
yun I will make him go

(literally, let me make him go)
kwahun- to bend down 13.5 Jcunl w

yun I will bend it down

In an analogous manner Siuslaw seems to have formed an exhorta

tive suffix expressing the direct object of the first person. This is

done by substituting -is (see 23) for the -n. As but few examples

of this formation were obtained, a full discussion is impossible. The

examples follow.

yaq
u - to look, to see 25.3 yaq

u
*yl

w
yutsatc% ye look at me

72.11, 12

L!XU- to know 40.7 L/xuwa xuyutsa t(yi ye shall know
me 30. 17

IcaPs- to follow 92.7 Wwastyu tsanaPyou shall follow me
92.3

hln- to take along 9.5 hi

ya nyutsanx I will take you along
58.6

is suffixed to transitive verbs, and is always used in connec

tion with the exhortative particle qafl (see 129). The subjective

pronouns for the first and third persons as the performers of the

action are always added to the particle (see 26). This suffix appears

frequently as -alm (see 2).

41
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laku- to take, to seize 7.5 qa
irlaux lakun nl let them two take

(them)! 52.12, 13

waa - to speak 7.1 qatl waa
l nl let him speak to him!

tqul- to shout 52.8 qa
l
l
Ens tqull nl let us two (incl.)

shout at him!

hits- to put on 11.8 qd
i
l
Enxhi

yatsl m letthem put it on!

tun- to invite 1 6.2 qa
ir
l
Enl tunl nl let us (incl.) invite

42. Imperative Suffix Expressing the Direct Object of the First

Person -Its (-a*ts)

This suffix is added directly to the stem, and commands the person

addressed (subject) to perform an act upon an object which must be

one of the first persons. The -ts of this suffix is undoubtedly identi

cal with the -ts found in all suffixes that express first and second

persons objects (see 23, 29, 34, 36). The combined pronominal

forms that are added to this suffix can be only those indicating the

second persons as the subject and the first persons as the object of

the action (see table, pp. 473, 474). In this connection the following

peculiarities may be noted :

(1) The singular subject is not expressed, being understood in the

command.

(2) Dual and plural objects are not expressed in the suffixes, but are

indicated by means of the independent personal pronouns for the first

persons.

(3) For a singular object the subjective pronoun for the first singu

lar (-n) is added to the imperative suffix.

(4) For dual and plural subjects the subjective pronouns for these

persons are added to the imperative -Its.

The following table will best serve to illustrate these four rules:
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waa - to speak 7.1 wa cfitsin ta lcin wa as speak to me
(with) this my language! 36.10

hln- to take along 23.2 hi nitsin take me along!
L/wan- to tell 7.3 L/wa nitstn tell me!

L. wa riitsanxan tell us (excl.)!

yobcf^- to look 23.9 ya quhltsats IE na look ye at me!

al

q- to leave 56.5 a 1

qa
l
tsatcfi you leave me!

The prohibitive form is expressed by combining the durative -Is

with the objective form -uts and by placing the particle of negation

Jen*, Icumi ntc, before the verbal expression (see 69, 29, 60). The

pronominal suffixes are those used to express the second person as the

subject, and the first person as the object, of an action (see 24 and

table, pp. 473, 474).

hln- to take along 23.2 kwlnx hl nlsucs don t take me

along!
Tcwl nxan hl nlsuts don t take us

(excl.) along!

qn
u

&quot;- to find 34.12 kwlnx qnu^vnsuts don t find me!

43. Imperative Suffix Indicating the Indirect Object of the Third

Person -yux

This suffix is etymologically related to the suffix -ux discussed in

30. It is added to verbs requiring the presence of a direct and in

direct object, and it expresses a command that involves the third person

(singular, dual and plural) as the recipient of the action.

wax- to give 18.2 wa xyux give it to him!

wa xyuxanx give it to them!

qun- to pour 29.2 qwa *nyux Laaya tc pour it down
into his mouth! 29.2

hits- to put on 11.8 ttya tsyux put it on him!

hamx- to tie 8.6 hatf

m,xyux tie it on him!

The prohibitive mode is obtained by combining the durative -Is (see

69) with the suffix -ux (see 30) and by placing the particle ku
1 or

kurm ntc (see 131), before the verbal expression.

wax- to give 18.2 kwlnx wa xalsux don t give it to

him!

hits- to put on 11.8 kwlnx htya tslsux don t put it on

him!

qun- to pour 29.2 kum^ ntc^nx qwa&quot;nlsux
don t pour

it (into his mouth) !

43
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44. Imperative Sufllm Denoting the Indirect Object of the First

Person -imts

This suffix expresses a command to perform an act the indirect

recipient of which is the first person. It is etymologically related to

the imperative suffix -Its (see 42) and to the objective form -smts (see

31), being composed of the initial element of the former suffix and

of the whole of the latter formation (see 23). The method of adding

the pronominal forms to this suffix is identical with the method dis

cussed on pp. 472-475.

wax- to give 18.2 wafxlmtsin give it to me!

wa xlmtsanxan give it to us!

hits- to put on 11.8 Mya tsimtstn put it on me!

hamx- to tie 8.6 ha mxlmtsatdi you (pi.) tie it on

me!

The suffixed particle -u (see 132) is frequently added to this com

bined suffix. In such cases it denotes an act performed near the

speaker.

xwlL/- to return 12.6 xwlL/l mtsinu give it back to me!
hamx- to tie 8.6 hamxi mtstnu tie it on me!

The prohibitive mode is expressed by combining the durative -is

(see 69) with the suffix -smts (see 31 and also 40).

wax- to give 18.2 Jcimnxwa xalsEmts don t give it to

me!

hits- to put on 11.8 Tffmnx Wya tslsEmts natc don t

put it on me!

45. Imperative Suffix Denoting that the Object is Possessed by a
Third Person -II.

This suffix indicates that the possessor of the recipient of the action

is the third person singular. Duality and plurality of the possessor is

expressed by suffixing the subjective pronouns for the third persons
dual and plural (see 24) to the possessed object (see 35). This

suffix is added directly to the stem, and is related (phonetically and

etymologically) to the suffix -ul, indicating that the object is possessed

by a third person object (see 23, 35). Duality and plurality of the

subject of the action are expressed by adding the subjective pronouns
-is and -td (see 24) to the suffix -il ; and as these pronouns begin with

44-45
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a consonant, they are merged with the imperative suffix by means of

a weak a-vowel (see 4).

yu
wiL.f- to break 94.4 yu L/ll qal tc break his knife!

tsxanu- to comb tsxa nwll hl qu
1 comb his hair!

hln- to take along 23. 2 hi nil L/xmlftl take along his bow!
Ian- to call 23.7 la, nil U ntcwax call their (dual)

names!

hamx- to tie 8.6 ha mxll tcl Ltclnx tie their hands!

hamxl lats tclL you two tie his

hands !

t/E mxu- to cut 48.12 t/Emxu^latd xwa ka you cut (off)

his head!

The prohibitive mode is expressed by combining the durative -Is

(see 69) with the suffix -ul (see 35) and by placing the negation

lcu\ Tcumi ntc NOT before the verb (see 40).

yu
wiL/- to break 94.4 Icwlnx yu L/lsul qal tc don t break

his knife!

hamx- to tie 8.6 Tcumi ntcinx ha mxlsul tdL don t

tie his hands!

tsxanu- to comb Tcwlnx tsxa nwlsul hl qu
1 don t

comb his hair!

46. Imperative Suffix Indicating that the Object is Possessed by
a First Person -ilts

It expresses a command to perform an action, whose recipient is

either possessed or forms an integral part of the first person. It is

related to the imperative -Its (see 42) and to the suffix -ults discussed

in 36. The combined pronominal forms that are added to this suffix

for the purpose of indicating the number of subject and possessor are

identical with those discussed on pp. 472-475.

xaL/- to make 50.8 xa L Ultshn qal tc fix my knife!

xamL- to wash xa mLlltsin qa nni wash my face!

hln- to take along 23. 2 hl nlltsatci sl xa1

you takemy canoe

along!
hamx- to tie 8.6 ha mxlltsanxan tclL tie our (excl.)

hands!

The prohibitive form is obtained by combining the durative -Is

(see 69) with the suffix -ults (see 36). The negative particle M\
Jcumi ntc NOT must precede the verb, while the pronouns expressing
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the person spoken to may be suffixed either to the negation or to the

combined suffix (see 40, 26).

tsxanu- to comb teunnx tsxafnvnsults lil qu
1 don t

comb my hair!

liamx- to tie 8.6 Jcumi ntcEts ha mxlsults IciL don t

you two tie my hands!

kin- to take along 23.2 kwi tci hl nlsutts L/xml tl don t

you take along my bow!

4=7. Imperative Suffix Expressing Possessive Interrelations between

Object and Subject -tsx

In the imperative the suffix -tsx is used for expressing possessive

interrelations between object and subject in both cases,when the object

forms an integral part of the subject and when it is only separably con

nected with it. Considering that actions involved in such a command

presuppose the presence of a pronominal subject and object, it is not

improbable that the suffix -tsx may be related to the suffixes -uts

and -itx (see 23, 29, 33). For subjects other than the second person

singular, the different subjective pronouns are added to -tsx (see

hVn k!y to rain 78.1 hi n k!ltsxL!a ai cause (thy) rain to

come down! 76.18

tsxanu- to comb tsxa nutsx hl qu* comb thy hair!

Ik!a a- to open 28.2 Ikla atsx Lao! open thy mouth!
laku- to take 7.5 la kutsx faa m get thy basket!

L!OX- to send 16.10 L.foxtsx hltc send thy man!

pax- to close 36.16 paxtsx kdpx shut thy eyes!
minxu- to lighten 38.5 tm nxutsx L/a ai make lightning!

38.5

otto- to trade 36.4 aHcna ^tsxans let us two (incl).

trade!

laku- to get 7.5 la Jcutsxats ql utc you two take

your wives! 52.17

hi rfldy- to rain 78.1 hi nsk!ltsxat8 L/a ai
you two cause

your rain to descend 76.19

hWkH tsxatd L!a ai
you fellows

make rain!

For the formation of the prohibitive mode see 37.
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48. Exhortative Suffix Expressing Possessive Interrelations JSe-

tiveen Object and Subject -ItsmE (-

This suffix may be called the imperativized form of the suffix -utsm

denoting that the object is separably connected with the subject (see

23, 34). It expresses, however, possessive relations between subject

and object regardless of the kind of possession, and is used only

in connection with the particle qaH (see 129). By its means Sius-

law expresses a desire addressed to the first and third persons that a

certain act be performed upon an object that either forms an integral

part of or else is separably connected with the third person. All

subjective pronouns are added to the particle qatl (see 24, 26).

Siuslaw has no distinct suffixes for the purpose of expressing posses

sive relations with the first or second persons as the possessor, or rela

tions between subject and object. For the interchange between -ItsmE

and -altsm,E see 2.

pax- to close 36.16 qatlpaxa
1 isms kopx let him shut

his eyes!
XCLL!- to build 50.8 qa

l
l
Ens xaL/l tsmE hltslri let us two

(incl.) fix his house!

xamL- to wash qat lnx xamLl tsmE qa nnti let them
wash their faces!

hits- to put on 11.8 qa
irlaux hiyatsi tsmE lkwanu q

u let

them two put on their (dual)

hats!

MODAL SUFFIXES ( 49-64)

49. Introductory

In the succeeding chapters will be discussed, besides the suffixes

that indicate the passive voice and the imperative and exhortative

modes, also the formative elements expressing such concepts as recip-

rocality, distribution, and tentative and negative actions. A separate

section might have been devoted here to a discussion of the formative

elements -u and -a, the former expressing the indicative and the latter

indicating the imperative mode. Since, however, these two elements

never occur alone, and since they have been fully discussed in connection

with other suffixes (see 23, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46,

48), it has been thought advisable to call attention here to their modal

functions, but not to treat them separately.
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50. Reciprocal -naw(a] y -mux-

-naw(a] precedes all other suffixes, and is followed by the subjec

tive pronouns. Owing to the fact that Siuslaw does not permit clus

ters of w+ any consonant (excepting n), the w of this suffix changes

into a voiceless w (written here hu
) before all consonants except n (see

4). For that reason the reciprocal -naw(a), when followed by the

present -t (see 72), the future -tux (see 73), or by the imperative

-Em (see 61), is heard as -nahut, -nahutux, and -nahum respectively.

The stem to which this suffix is added is not infrequently followed by
the reflexive particle ts^wis (see 123). The full form -nawa is added

when the suffix stands in final position; that is to say, when it ex

presses the subjective pronoun for the third person singular (see 24).

Lol- to hit

winx- to be afraid 17.6

waa f
- to speak 7.1

si nan- to desire 18.5

winx- to fear 17.6

tqul- to shout 52.8

ottc- to trade 36.4

Ldlna wcvns we two (incl.) hit each

other

Ldlna wauxunts &amp;gt;ims we two (excl.)

hit each other

Ldlna wats ts ims you two hit each

other

winExna waux they two were afraid

of each other 86.1, 2

waanafwaPx they two talk to each

other 10.4

sEatsl tcwax waana wa thus they
two speak to each other 10.1, 2

waana wlsaux ants mad tithey two

keep on talking to each other,
those chiefs 78.8, 9

a tsanl kumi ntc ml k!ana s%nlx-

na ms thus we (incl.) won t try
to abuse one another (literally,

thus we not badly will desire

[to abuse] one another continu

ally) 78.12, 13

winExna wanxan ts ims we (excl.)

are afraid of one another.

tqulna wanx they shout at one an
other.

aitcna hutuxEns we two (incl.) will

trade 36.7
ulaux a{tcna haut then they two

traded 36.7
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Ldl- to hit Ldlna hutuxts yon two will hit each

other

Ldlna humatsyoutwo hit each other !

tqul- to shout 52.8 tqulna
hutunxan we (excl.) will

shout at one another

yaq
u*- to look 23. 9 yaq

uhma humatd look you at one

another!

waa - to speak 7.1 waana hutxanw wa as they speak
one another s language

In two instances this suffix is followed by the verbalizing -a* imply

ing the commencement of a reciprocal action. For an explanation of

this inchoative idea see 75.

waa - to speak 7.1 atsl tcwax waanawa1 thus they two

(begin to) talk to each other

78.13

Jcu n- to beat 72.17 u
l
Enx wan kunafwa* now they

(begin to) beat one another 80.1.

In a few instances this suffix is used to express distribution of

action.

t!E
fmxuu- to cut 48.12 u

l t !Emxuna wuun he cut it into

pieces (literally, he cut it here

and there) 52.23, 24

Iqu nwt knot lqunwma
hutun yaP xa1 he made

lots of knots (literally, he made

many knots here and there)
su qu- to join 80.9 suq

unafhutun he joined it together

Ldpq- (?) 80.15 Lapqana
hutun he put them side by

side

aq- to take off 13.1 aqnaf
hutun he took it apart.

-muxu- has the same function as the preceding -naw(a), but is

employed less often, and seems to be confined to a limited number of

stems. This suffix is frequently affected by the shifting of the accent

(see 12).

waa1 he says 8.9 waaifmuxwaux they two talk to

each other 10.6

sEatsl
f

tcaux waailfm.uxu thus they
two talk to each other 10.6, 7

at^ tcwax waa yEmxust thus they

began to talk to each other 56.4

waa yEmxustaux they two began to

talk to each other 48.13
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tcanhati- to club

/- to hit

tcdnfiatl
r
7nxutxaux q

uLl tnt ants

PEW S they two were clubbing
each other s anus, those skunks

86.9

MmaPL/rnvmoanx they hit one

another

51. Distributive -U av

This suffix expresses the distributive of intransitive verbs. Owing
to the fact that most nouns, even without the aid of any specific device,

may have the function of intransitive verbs, this suffix will be found

added to nouns, especially to terms of relationship. The initial 1 is

frequently changed into a1

(see 2).

The form -It ax followed by certain subjective pronouns is subject to

a peculiar law of contraction (see 24).

- to hear 70.5

suqu- to join

Lapq- (?)

mctc- to fight

muu sku younger brother 56.6

mictci *
younger sister 40.2

~k!
inal

t
)axtc wa as xa tsfu %nq!a -

al two rivers will have one

language (literally, hear mutu

ally their language [the people

of] two rivers) 32.6, 7

SMfquH ax ants Mtsifi xaL/l yusnE

adjoining these houses are built

80.9, 10.

alqa tc L fayof
u
l dnax hltsi * xa-

L/a yunE Lafpqa
ltfa% on one

place three houses are built side

by side 80.14, 15

nl ctcatfaux sl n l

xyun (to) fight

mutually they two want (with

them) 52.2

ma!skwltfaux xafts!uwaux younger
brothers mutually they two

(were) 40.18

nlf
ctcat?aux, mdfskwlt)aux= nl ct-

ca?axaux, maskwlt axaux (see

24)

ma ctcit anxan (
= ma ctclfaxam -

xan) sisters mutually we (excl.)

are
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52. Tentative -tc&amp;gt;

This suffix indicates an attempt on the part of the subject to perform
a certain action, and may best be rendered by TO ATTEMPT, TO TBY . . .

The native Siuslaw, unable to express its exact meaning, rendered it

by various phrases, chiefly by sentences like TO DO SOMETHING SLOWLY,

TO &quot;KIND OF&quot; . . ., etc. Verbal stems ending in a consonant insert a

weak vowel between its final sound and the suffix (see 4). In ter

minal position this suffix appears as -tdya (see 24).

yax- to see 34.4

Lxat- to run 12.3

kun- to beat 72.17

t/uha - to sell, to buy 74.5

lit!- to eat 13.10

mix- to swim

stl mEnx yaxatda wax there they
intend to try to look 60.7

ya xatrflstznx lit!aya you (will)

try to begin to look for food 13.7

yaxatc^a^ wltin tfdmc I intend try

ing to look for my boy 60.1, 2

Lxa tatc lst k!exu tc Lfaya tc he

begins to attempt to run every
where 13.8, 9

u
l sEa tsi k/ya kunu tswa that one

very (hard) tries to beat (them)
78.18

t!uhatc l ntxaux (they two) try to

sell their (dual) many (hides)

ll t!at(?in I eat slowly
ml xatdya he is

ming

kind of&quot; swim-

53. Negative -ll (-ail)

This suffix expresses negation of action, and is used with intransitive

verbs only. Negation of transitive verbs by means of a special suffix

is not exhibited. The verbal stem to which this suffix is added must

be preceded by the negative particles ku\ Jcumi ntc NOT (see 131).

An explanation of the parallel occurrence of -ll and -al
l is given in 2.

aus- to sleep 23.9 ~kum%ntc^nxan au sll not we (excl.)

sleep 70.19

Icumi ntc nl lda xi ntmll not alone

he traveled 94.11

Tcwm ntc nictd tc ci nxll not (of)

anything he was thinking 60.

20, 21

leu* d l xll not he moved 27.2, 3

xintm- to travel 12.10

cftnxl- to think

l x- to move, to shake 27.2
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wilw- to affirm, to answer 17.7 te ya tsa yn lwll not (for) a long
time he answered 74.4

ta{- to live 32.21 squ ma u
l ~kuml ntc ta ll inqla ltc

pelican did not live in the bay
44.1

dnq!- to be hungry 44.11
u
%n Jcumi ntc si nq!a

l
l I (am) not

hungry 44.15, 16

xau- to die 40. 21 Tcumi ntc xa wll he does not die 15. 8

Modal Elements of the Passive Voice ( 54-59)

54. Introductory

Siuslaw employs a great number of suffixes for the purpose of

expressing the passive voice. Many of these suffixes express, besides

the passive idea, some other grammatical category, and according to

this secondary function the}
7 may be divided into the following classes:

(1) Pure passive suffixes.

(2) Suffixes conveying the passive voice and temporal categories. ^

(3) Passive suffixes indicating pronominal and possessive interrela

tions.

The suffixes of the last category have been fully discussed in 38

and 39.

o*5. Present Passive -xam

It expresses the present tense of the passive voice, and may be added

directly to the stem or may be preceded by the verbalizing suffix -a*

(-1) (see 75, 2). In the latter case it conveys an inchoative passive

idea. In narratives this suffix assumes the function of an historic pres

ent. Stems ending in a consonant insert a weak vowel between their

final sound and the suffix (see 4).

Lfwcb f

x- to send 7.7 u
l wan L/oxa xam then finally he

was sent 16.10

qaa- to enter 44.4 sExcfi tc qaa xam into a canoe it

was put in 34.5

waa - to speak 7.1 waa xam sEatsi
r

tc he was told thus

8.1

wllw- to affirm 17. 7 wllwa xam he was answered &quot;

yes
&quot;

30.11

skwa- to stand 10.9 skwaha xam ants waftca aP placed
was that roast (in the fire) 90.9

hate - to ask 66.16 u
l hatdl xam he was asked 66.16

laku- to get, to take 7.5 tdmtca!m% lokwl xam an ax was
seized 27. 10

S 54-55
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In two instances the verbal stem, to which this suffix is added, has

been reduplicated (see 107).

Ll u he comes 9.3 u
l wan L/lL/wa xam finally he was

approached 16.3

tsmu- to assemble 7,3 t/Emtfma xam wan they come to

see him now (literally, he is

assembled about, now) 23.3, 4

For forms in -xamltx^ expressing passives with indirect object, the

grammatical subject being the property of the indirect object, see 39.

56. Future Passives in -atam, -I (-a
1
), -aau

These suffixes indicate the future tense of the passive voice. No

explanation for the occurrence of the variety of forms can be given.

Similarly, all attempts to correlate these different suffixes with certain

stems have been without results.

-atam is added directly to stems. Stems ending in a-vowels con

tract this vowel with the initial a of the suffix (see 9). Final 1

and u of the stem are diphthongized into ya and wa respectively

before the addition of the suffix (see 7).

tsmu- to assemble 7.3 nictei tcEtct tE tEmuwa tam . . .

why these you, will be assem

bled 30.17

qn
u - to find 34.12 qnFwa tamftn I will be found

s^a tsa thus 8.7 sEatsa tamin thus it will (be done)
to me

Jcfa- to invite 16.3 Tc/aha tamanx you will be invited

waa - to speak 7.1 waa tarn he will be told

hln- to take along 23.2 hlna tam it will be taken along

By adding to -atam the objective form -un (see 28) a compound

suffix -atamun is obtained which exercises the function of a causative

passive for the future tense. No examples of this formation have been

found in the texts.

hln- to take along 23.2 hlna tamun he will cause him to

be taken along

skwa- to stand 10.9 skwaha tamun I will cause him to

be placed
sTcwaha tamun = skwaha tamuntn

(see 15)
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tun- to invite 16.2 tuna tatnun I will cause him to

be invited

-I (-a
1
).

This suffix must not be confounded with the nominalizing

suffix of identical phonetic value. The stem to which it is added

invariably undergoes a phonetic change, which may be called stem-

amplification (see 112). An explanation for the parallel occurrence

of -I and -a 1
is found in 2.

kin- to take along 23.2 k^a nln I shall be taken along
Jcun- to beat 72.17 J(Pwa

nmn I shall be beaten

Ldl- to hit Lwa llnx you will get hit

hakw- to fall 8.7 ulaux tcl watc hakwa a1

they two
into the water will be thrown

88.7, 8

ana x- to give up 16.8 riictx ku a naxa* suppose he be

given up 64.26

L!XUXU-
reduplicated form of L/xuioa xwln I shall be known

L/XU- to know 40.16

~aau occurs more frequently than the two previously discussed suf

fixes, and is added to the bare stem. Stems ending in a contract their

final vowel with the initial a of the suffix (see 9). Sometimes, but

not as a rule, the stem is amplified before adding the future passive

-aau . This suffix usually requires the accent.

xnlw/n- to do 10.5 yaP xa* hutca1 xniwna au much

playing will be done 9.6, 7

L/xmal f
- to kill 15.3 uln Jcumi ntc stfriixyun L/xmaya au

I not want it (that) he shall be

killed 15. 8, 16.2

tun- to invite sEa tsa tuna au thus he will be

invited 16.2

ma f

q!l- to dance 28.7 atsnftc waa xam mEgfefna a* thus

it was said,
UA dance will be

arranged for him&quot; 19.1, 2

L/OX- to send 16.10 (nfn^xyat/ya ants hltc L/oxaf
au was

thinking that man (who) was

going to be sent 19.8, 9

xau- to die 40.21 vi rtxyunE xawafau it was desired

(that) he be killed 24.1

kin- to take along 9.5 wan klna au now he will be taken

along 25.1
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tutc- to spear 62.2 twatcafau it will be speared 62.8

laku- to get 7.5 kumi ntcEnx txu lakwa au
,
tuha -

aunx ya
a xa not for nothing they

will get you, they will buy you
big (literally, not you just taken

will be, bought you will be

much) 74.16, 17

57. Past Passive -xamyax

This suffix is (loosely) composed of the present passive -xam (see

55) and of the suffix for the past tense -yax (see 74).

qnu- to find 56.9 L%m.na *q qn^wa
1

xamyax elk was
found 34.12, 13

laku- to seize 7. 5 ants fdtc lokwl xamyax that man
(who) was seized 60.12

sEa tsa thus 11.10 SEatsi xamyax thus it was (done)
32.16

hlql- to start 15.1 sEa tsa hlq/a xamyax thus it was
started 32.16

xau he died 40.21 xauwl xamyax he was killed 29.6

That the composition of this suffix is felt to be rather loose may be

best inferred from the fact that the sign of the past (-yax) may pre

cede the passive suffix -xam, as is shown in the following instances:

c% nxl- to think 60.21 c%ni

xyaxam,s
Eatsl tc it was thought

thus 27.6

hu{ -
(?) to lose huif

yaxan (I) got lost 68.2

yakll tc- in pieces 96.11 yak!ltcya xamxwa katc into pieces
was (cut) his head 29.4, 5

tc!hauc- to be glad 27.1 tc!liaucya xam wan gladness was

felt now 23.3

In all these instances the suffix -yaxam has resulted from an origi

nal -yaxxam (see 15).

58. Passive Verbs in -utn- (-afltn-), -u nE (-aft nE)

These suffixes are extensively employed in the formation of the

passive voice; alone they do not express any particular tense.

They may be added either directly to the stem, or to the stem ver

balized by means of the suffix -a 1

(see 75). The subjective suffixes

are added to these suffixes by means of a weak vowel (see 4); but

since the third person singular has no distinct form, and as clusters of
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consonants in final position are inadmissible, the form of this suffix in

terminal position is always -utns (-aPtnE).

The form -uns has resulted from the change of the t of -utn- to a

weak aspiration (see 16). The interchange between u and aa has

been discussed in 2.

- to count 8.5

xmwn- to do 10.5

u
l qa Lxutns then it was counted

sEa tsa xm wnutnE thus it was done
62.9

kumi ntc nwtcfttc waa aHnE noth

ing was said 18.3

pa l u qatcu
1 txaHnE (from the)

well it is drunk 76.12

lhall tx- to shout continually lhall txa^tns he is continually

waa- to speak 7.1

gatcu
irtx he drinks

11.10

waair he says 8.9

tutcaif he spears 62.2

./a* he makes 50.8

xmwn- to do 10.5

miltc- to burn 26.9

waaif he says 8.9

xaL/aif he makes 50.8

k!a- to invite 16.3

sl nxl- to desire 18.5

L. onltx- to tell continually

shouted at

atsl tcin waafyutnE thus I am told

20.6

tutcafyutnE it is speared 8.7

tsl L/l L/a ai u
l xaL/a yutnE

many arrows are nv.de 78.6

sEa tsa xnlfwnuns thus it is done

74.2

ma ltcunE ants hltsl 1 a fire was
built (in) that house 25.2

sEatsl
f
tc waa yuns ants hltc thus

was told that man 30.2, 3

k!lx tEq xaL/a yunE everything
is made 78.5, 6

kfafia yunin I am invited 17.9

kfaha yunanx thou art invited

16.3

Tcfaha yunatci you are invited

30.10

si ^xyunanx Ll utux you are

wanted (to) come 19.7, 8

atsl tc L/onl txa^nE thus it is fre

quently said 16.9

When preceded by the sign of the past tense, -yax (see 74), these

suffixes denote the passive voice of the past tense.

hatd- to ask 66.16 atsl tc waa 1 ants ha tdyaxa* tnE

thus said that one (who) was
asked 66.24, 25

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212- -33
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haw- to finish 14.6 ... ants hltsl 1 hauwa i&amp;gt;

styaxa^tns

(when) that house began to be

finished

59. Durative Passives in -isutn- (-isu nE), -usn-

-Isutn- (-tsu nE). This suffix is composed of the durative -Is (see

69) and of the passive -utn- (see 58). It denotes a passive action

of long duration. Owing to its durative character, the verbal stem to

which this suffix is added is frequently amplified (see 112) or dupli

cated (see 107). -Isutn- interchanges constantly with -alsutn- (see

2, 69). The subjective pronouns are added by means of a weak

vowel. In final position it occurs as -Isutns, because a final cluster of

t+n is inadmissible (see 4). The change of the t to a weak aspi

ration in -Isuns has been fully discussed in 16 (see also 58).

Ian- to call by name la nlsutns ants kite he is constantly

called, that man 23.7

cU x- to shake 27.3 d l xlsutnEhe, is constantly shaken

27.2

waa - to speak 7.1 atsl tc wa alsunE thus he is always
told 24.2

hits- to put on 11.8 hir

ya tslsutns it is frequently put
on 11.7

Ll u (they) come 9.3 L/iL/wl sutnE he is being ap

proached 26.2

yaq
u - to look 23.9 ya q

ulnsunE he is continually

watched 26.1

qaLx- to count 8.5 qa LxisunE it is being counted

62.11

waa - to speak 7.1 atsl tc waal sunE thus he is being
told 23. 10

hal- to shout 13. 11 Ihall sunE he is continually
shouted at 14.2

L fxu- to know 40. 16 ku* L!xu xuisucnE tcaltci tc ants

xint not it was known where

that one went 64.15, 16

-usn- is a combined suffix. Its first element is undoubtedly the du

rative -us (see 69); while the second component seems to represent

an abbreviated form of the passive suffix -utn-, discussed in 58. It

indicates a passive action of long duration or frequent occurrence, and

may best be rendered by IT WOULD . . .
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This suffix is always added to the verbal stem by means of the ver-

balizing -a 1

(changed into -1; see 75). Both -I and -a1 are subject to

consonantization before the initial vowel of the passive suffix, so that

this suffix invariably occurs as -lyusn- or -ayusn- (see 8). In a few

instances it appears as -etyusn- (see 2). The subjective pronouns

beginning with a consonant are added to this suffix by means of a

weak vowel; and as a third person singular has no special form, and

since a terminal cluster of s + n is inadmissible, these suffixes in termi

nal position always appear as -USUE, -lyusus or -ayusnE (see 4).

tqul- to shout 52.8 tgull yusns ants tchxnl ni&amp;gt; he is

alwa}7s shouted at, that raccoon

76.16, 17

hal- to shout 13.11 Ihall yusnE he would be shouted

at 70.22

waa - to speak 7. 1 atsl tc waa yusnE thus he would

be told 24. 7

Ian- to call 23.7 lanaHl yusnE he is continually
called 76.17, 18

tu- to buy 74.17 tuha yusnE she would be bought

74.18, 19

xriiwn- to do 10.15 sEa tsa xnlwnl yusnE thus it would

be done 76.5

llq- to dig 84.2 ilqe
ir

yusnE ants L/a ai
dug would

be the ground 80.6

XO,L!- to make 50.8 xaL/l yusnE ants hltsi 1 made is

that house 80.13

In one instance this suffix has been added to a verbal stem by means

of the verbalizing -u1

(see 75).

tdnu- to pack tcinwu yusnE
u
l qatc

Bnl yusns they

pack it and go (literally, it is

packed and carried off) 100=20

In another instance the suffix appears as -wusns.

Ll u (they) come 9.3 L/mi kcu Llun wusnE flounder is

brought continually 100.10

This occurrence of the w before -urns may be explained as due to

retrogressive assimilation; that is to say, the original y has been

changed into w to agree in character with the w of the stem uiwa1 HE

COMES.
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Modal Elements of the Imperative and Exhortative Modes ( 60-64)

6O. Introductory

Attention has been called in 40 to the variety of suffixes that are

employed in Siuslaw for the purpose of expressing the imperative

mode. By far the majority of these suffixes indicate, besides the im

perative idea, also pronominal and possessive interrelations between

subject and object. These have been treated as prirnarjly objective

forms, and have been fully discussed in 40-48. In the following

sections only such suffixes will be discussed the primary functions

of which are those of an imperative mode.

Siuslaw makes a clear distinction between a true imperative, a pro

hibitive, and an exhortative mode, and expresses these three varieties

by means of distinct formative elements.

The difference between the ideas expressed by the imperative and

exhortative is one of degree rather than of contents. The imperative

expresses a command more or less peremptory; while the exhortative

conveys an admonition, a wish. Furthermore, the exhortative rarely

applies to the second person as the subject of the action. All exhor

tative expressions are preceded by the particle qa
l
l (see 129) and are

rendered by LET ME, HIM . . .
,
PERMIT ME TO ...

,
MAY i . . .

,
etc

61. Imperative Suffioc for Intransitive Verbs -Em

This suffix is added to intransitive verbs only, regardless of whether

they express a real active idea or a mere condition. It is suffixed di

rectly to the verbal stem; and when added to stems that end in a

vowel, the obscure E of the suffix is contracted with the vowel of the

stem. In such contractions the quality and quantity of the stem-vowel

usually predominate (see 9). The second person singular is not ex

pressed. The imperative for the second persons dual and plural is

obtained by suffixing to -Em the subjective pronouns -ts and -tci re

spectively (see 24). These pronouns are added by means of a weak

a-vowel (see 4).

lit!- to eat 13.10 ll t/sm eat! 40.26

Jcwis- to wake up 40.9 Tcwl ssm wake up! 58.5

wad - to speak 7.1 wa am speak!

qatc
En- to go 8.2 qa tcnsm go!

ma q/l- to dance 28.7 maq/ysm dance!

60-61
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haw- to quit, to end 14.6 ha um quit!

qatc
En-to go 8.2 qa tcnEmats you two go!

tgul- to shout 52.8 tgu lsmats you two shout!

qatx- to cry 58.15 qa t&Ematd you cry!

xcttfn- to climb up 12.4 xcdlnEmatdi you climb up!

In negative sentences the imperative suffix -Em is replaced by the

durative -Is (see 69). The whole phrase is preceded by the particle

of negation leu1
,
JcumVntc NOT (see 131), to which are added the sub

jective pronouns for the second persons (see 24, 26).

xmtm- to travel 12.10 Tcwl nx at& ntmls don t travel!

aus- to sleep 24.1 Jcwlnx au sls don t sleep! 23.9

qafha ntc far 10.3 Icvnnx qathafntc&s don t (go) far

away! 56.21

waa - to speak 7.1 Icwinx sEatsi tc wa al
s don t thus

say! 50.1

qatc
En- to go 8.2 TcuHs qaftc

Eriis don t you two go!

54.23, 56.1

mafqll- to dance 28.7 Icumi ntcFtd mafqfls don t ye
dance!

By suffixing to the imperative tne subjective pronouns for the first

persons dual and plural (see 24), an exhortative mode for these per

sons is obtained.

tca wumgol tca xumansletus two (incl.) go!
58.5

ll t/Ein eat! 40.26 ll t/Emans let us two (incl.) eat

ll t/Emanl let us (incl.) eat!

na lsm start! na lsmanl let us (incl.) start!

62. Imperative Suffix for Transitive Verbs -is (-a^s)

This suffix expresses an imperative transitive idea. It must not be

confused with the durative suffix -Is (see 69), the phonetic resem

blance between these two suffixes being purety accidental* It must

be borne in mind that the durative -Is indicates an intransitive action,

and is made transitive by the addition of the transitive -un (see 28).

The student is easily apt to confuse these two suffixes, because in

the prohibitive mode the transitivized durative -isun (see p. 518) is

used; but this use is perfectly logical, since a transitive prohibitive is

intimately connected with the idea of a (negated) action of long dura

tion performed by a second person as subject.

62
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The following table may best serve to distinguish at a glance be

tween the different suffixes in -Is that occur in Siuslaw:

Not related

Related
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pronouns indicating the subject of the action are added to this parti

cle and never to the exhortative suffix (see 26).

The reasons for the interchange between -Ixmi and -alxmi are

discussed in 2.

qatcPn- to go 8.2 qa
{
l qatc

Em xmi let him go!

aus- to sleep 23.9 qaftn ausi xmi let me sleep!

waa - to speak 7.1 qa
l
l
Ens waalrxmi let us two (incl.)

speak!
ma qffi to dance 28. 7 qa

ir
l
Enxan maq!l xm% let us (excl. )

dance!

hal- to shout 13.11 qa^nl hall xmi let us (incl.)

shout!

qatcu- to drink 76.12 qa
if

l
Enx qatcu^xmi let them drink!

lit!- to eat 13.10 gaft tit/i scmi let him eat!

In one single instance the exhortative for a second person (singular)

occurs. The suffix is followed by the future passive -I (see 56), and

the exhortative particle is missing.

matte- to burn 25.2 mtttd xmlnx you may get burned

(literally, to burn [exhortative,

future passive] thou) 26.9

64. Exhortative -*

This suffix admonishes the speaker to perform an act, the object of

which must be one of the second persons, and may best be rendered

into English by LET ME, THEE .... The object of the action is

expressed by adding the subjective pronouns to this suffix (see 24)

by means of a weak a-vowel (see 4). Singular subjects are not ex

pressed phonetically; duality or plurality of subject is indicated by
means of the independent personal pronouns (see 113). The particle

Jc
u
(see 127) frequently follows these exhortative forms, and, when

preceding a form with the second person singular as the object (-lanx),

it changes the final x into a (see 4).

L/wan- to tell 17. 1 L/wa nlanx let me tell thee!

Ldl- to hit LolE lats let me hit you two!

hatc&amp;gt;- to ask 66.16 ha trflatd let me ask you!
L/wan- to tell 17.1 L/wa nlanaku let me tell thee!

&amp;lt;L/wa nlanxJcu

For other devices employed in Siuslaw for the purpose of express

ing the exhortative mode, see 129.

64
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TEMPOBAL SUFFIXES ( 65-74)

65. Introductory

Siuslaw shows a rich development of the category of time, and em

ploys a variety of suffixes for the purpose of denoting- the different

tenses of actions and conditions. The simple form of the verb has

an indefinite character and is used to denote past and present occur

rences, but otherwise the temporal classification is strictly adhered to.

All temporal suffixes may be divided into semi-temporal and true

temporal suffixes. Primarily ,
each of these suffixes expresses the tense

of an intransitive action only; but by suffixing to the tense sign

transitive suffixes, such as -un, -uts, etc., the same idea of time for

transitive occurrences is obtained. The only exceptions are found in

the intentional and future tenses, which show two separate forms

one for intransitive verbs and the other for transitive actions (see

41, 70, 73).

Semi-temporal Suffixes ( 66-70)

6*6. Inchoative -st

This suffix denotes the commencement of an action, and assumes in

some instances a transitional significance. Stems ending in a con

sonant insert a weak vowel between the final consonant and the initial

element of the suffix (see 4). When it is desired to express the

inchoative tense of a transitive action, the transitive -un or any of the

other transitive forms is added to the suffix (see 27 et seq.).

qwaxtc- to go towards 62.8. u
l qvm xtcist tei watc and she began
to go towards the water 90.22

maltc- to burn 25.2 mVltcist he began to burn 29.3

L/xatatc - to attempt to run Lxa tattffat Tc/exu tc L/aya tc he

begins to attempt to run in all

directions 13.8, 9

qob
lnu- to be tired qat nust a nts^tc muu sku he began

to get tired, his younger brother

58.11

qatx- to cry 58.15 ulaux stlm qa txast and the}
7

&quot; two

there began to cry 58.17

wtttc- to send qamita tc wi ltc&stun her father

(discriminative) began to send

her 92.20

mate- to lie 38.21 sEatsl
r

tc mi tcistun . . . thus he

began to fell ... 94.7, 8

65-66
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ha ninlt!- to believe 78.1, 2 u
l wan lidnEnl t!%stun and finally

she began to believe him 46.3

In a few instances this suffix will be found added to a stem after the

same has been verbalized by means of the suffix -a* (see 75).

xintm- to travel about 12.10 Tdexu tc L/aya tc u
l
Enx

everywhere they began to travel

about 72.20

tf
l&amp;gt;aitu

f
ni psll tc x% ntmaistun the

big one first he began to take

along 92.18

wusl- to be sleepy wusya a^t ants ml It!a kite began
to feel sleepy that bad man 26.

1,2

wusya aistm I begin to feel sleepy
26.8

lit!- to eat 13.10 wa nwits It !l stun already he (had)

commenced to devour him 94. 19

(I
= a 1 see 2)

It sometimes follows the other true temporal suffixes, lending to the

inchoative action a definite tense.

planyaH- to be sorry (present planya
1 t%stutsm,E haHc he began

tense) to feel sorry for his (boy) 40.21

maUc- to burn 25. 2 u
lm altcfifust he will begin to build a

fire 90.6

In a number of cases this suffix expresses an adjectival idea.

pin- to be sick 40.21 ants plnast he (who) begins to get

sick, he (who) is sick: hence the

sick (man) 86.15

yVg!a
u- to split yVq!a

ust qla ll pitch (that) begins
to split, split pitch

haw- to finish 14.6 hauwal st finished

tsima st any kind of a place (sic)

66.6

67. Terminative -ixa* (-aJxai)

This suffix expresses termination of an action. The stem to which

it is suffixed must be preceded by some form of the verb hau- TO END,

TO FINISH. For the interchange between -laoa? and -alxai see 2.

67
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pitc- to go over 88.15 hau un pUca^xa
1 1 quit going over

(logs)

qatx- to cry 58.15 hau un qatxa
l xal I quit crying

wait- to snow hau tx waltl xa i it stopped snow

ing
hat- to shout 13.11 hau txan hala^ xa* I stopped shout

ing
hamx- to tie 8.6 liau ln Jiamxi xa1 1 quit tying

&quot;his . . .

In- to call liau ln Intf xa 1 llntc 1 quit calling

his name
waa -to talk 7.1 hau ln waal xal 1 quit talking to

him

It seems that the terminative suffix is frequently subject to the law

of vocalic harmony, in spite of the fact that Siuslaw makes but little

attempt at the harmonization of its vowels (see 11). I have found

a few examples showing that the initial vowel of the suffix has been

assimilated to the quality of the vowel of the stem. Whether this rule

applies to all cases could not be determined with any degree of cer

tainty.

xun- to snore 27.9 hau txan arimui wa i

(and not xuna 1 -

xa {

)
I quit snoring

hmi- it gets dark 34.8 hau tx hunui xai Lfa ai
(and not hu-

na^xa1

) it stopped getting dark

tsmu - to assemble 7.3 hau tx tEmauya
u xai hltu tc (and

not tEma^ya^ xa 1

) he quit as

sembling (the) people

68. Frequentatives -at! I, -itx (-a*tx)

-atn denotes frequency of action, and may best be rendered by

FREQUENTLY, ALWAYS. In the first person singular the final long

vowel of this suffix is shortened (see 24). In terminal position the

suffix -at!l is often changed into -atfya (see 7, 24).

ch nxl- to think 60.21 &amp;lt;fi

f

n*wyat!ya he is always thinking
12.4

halcw- to fall 8.7 ha lcwat!ya it always falls down
90.12

qatc
En- to go 8.2 qa t^nat/ya he frequently goes

14.5

ndkwa1- to be poor nalcwa yatyanxan we (excl.) are

always poor 76.19

68
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Ll u- to come 9.2 ni ctcim sqa
l
Jc Ll wat/l because

there he came frequently 68.4, 5

to 1- to live 16.2 pl ^tsis ta yat. l in the ocean he

always lived 44.18

qaa
- to enter 34.5 nfat&ftcanx tanx lcui

qaa tH in-

q!a al
tc why do you, this one,

not frequently come into the

river? 44.3, 4

In one instance this suffix occurs as -t!l.

lc!ap- low tide 36.18 ts Tc!apa
if t!l inq/a a1

(so that) al

ways dry (may be) this river 38. 2

When frequency of action in transitive verbs is to be expressed,

the transitive suffixes are added to the frequentative -at/I. This

suffix amalgamates with the transitive -un into -atfyun (see 8).

c& nxl- to think 60.21 cfin
l

xyat!yun mfoa ln I am always

thinking of my father

ctt x- to shake 27.2 d l xyatlyun qna I always shake it

planya* he is sorry tsl lc/ya planyat t/yun haltc (ev

erybody) is very sorry for him,

(everybody) hates him 19.2, 3

( &amp;lt; planyatya t/yun).
td1- to sit to live 16.2 ants t/l tfyun (&amp;lt;taya t!yun) that

(on which) he was sitting 94.6

-ttx has the same function as -at /I, and was invariably rendered by

CONSTANTLY, ALWAYS. It is usually preceded or followed by the tem

poral adverb Inat ALWAYS (see 120). The phonetic resemblance be

tween this suffix and the objective -Itx (see 33) I believe to be purely
accidental. This suffix occurs often as -altx (see 2).

qatc*n- to go 8.2 ya
a xaux L/onaif a ntsux qatc

Enl tx

much they two talk, those two

(who) keep on going 56.7

paa ifLn- to hunt 15.3 tsi mqmatc
u
lEnx paLnl tx some of

them are constantly hunting
82.16, 17

ma q/l- to dance 28.7 mEq/at tx he always dances 86.2

.4 68
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sdl xci- to work 48.10 xVl xeitxaux a ntshtcxu ma tl they
two were constantly fixing those

their (dual) dams 50.3, 4

si noti- to desire 18.5 sVnxltx tstc mictci * he always
wants that her younger sister

92.13, 14

taqn- to be full 60.19 taqam tx hltu stc it is always full

of people 70.3, 4

yixum- to watch yfaumi txanauso they two were

constantly watching him 94.1

qatcBn- to go 8.2 qatdm txaPn Inat 1 always make
him go

In a few instances, especially when following other suffixes, the

frequentative -Itx seems to lose its initial I.

hawair it ends 14.6 hawaifstx ants Llya wa he begins
to finish (kindling) that fire

(hawa
l stx

&amp;lt; hawaf st + -tx, see

15) 90.7, 8

t/uhatdin- to try to sell sev- yaxa
l txaux ta tcwax Iq/a nu

ulaux

erally (?) tlukatdl ntxaPx (when) they

begin to multiply (have much)
these their (dual) hides, then

they two constantly tried to sell

them 100.19

yuLf- to break yu
wiL Jaffa qa

uxtinu it constantly
broke on the top 94.4

These three examples may also be explained as demonstrating the

application of the pronominal suffix -Itx (see 33).

69. Duratives -is (-ate), -us

Duration of action is expressed in Siuslaw by means of the suffix -5,

which, however, never occurs alone. It invariably enters into compo
sition with other suffixes, such as the suffix for the past tense, for the

passive voice, etc., or it is preceded by either or u. It is not in

conceivable that this durative -s may be related to the auxiliary -s (see

76). The difference between -Is and -us seems to be of a true tem

poral nature.

&quot;Is (-a
l
s) denotes duration, continuation of action of a clearly

marked future significance, and, owing to this future character, it is

employed extensively in the formation of the imperative mode (see

69
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60, 62). Transitive verbs add -un or its equivalents (see 28) to

the durative -Is. For the interchange between -Is and -als see 2.

tcfi wans xi ntls to the water we two

(incl.) will keep on traveling 92.9

stlm ta ls there he kept on staying
T0.12

wot ya tsa uln ma qfls even for a

long time I still keep on dan

cing 72.10

sEa tsanl xnl wms thus we (incl.)

will do every time 72.14, 15

atsl tc wa als ants httc thus kept
on saying the man 25.9

skwa hal
s ants hitc continually

standing is that man 64.11

qnl xtsEnx xm wnlsun you will con

tinually do it 70. 11, 12

atsnftc wa alsun thus he kept on

saying to him 64.14
ulns tkwa mlsun and we two (incl.)

still will keep on making dams
48.14

qa Lxesun ants tsxayuf
wi

(they)

keep on counting those days 8.5

-us is suffixed mostly to stems that have been verbalized by means

of the suffix -a* (see 75), and expresses a continuative action per

formed in the present tense. It applies to transitive verbs having

a third person object. Examples for similar forms with a second

person object were not obtained.

xint-to travel 23.1

tat- to live, to stay 16.2

ma q i- to dance 28.7

xnlwn- to do 10.5

waa f - to speak 7. 1

skwa- to stand 10.9

xnlwn- to do 10.5

waa - to speak 7. 1

tkum- to make a dam 48.8

qaLX- to count 62.8

Uqa
if he digs 84. 2

(L/xmay- to kill 16.1

[lit!- to eat 13.10

tkum- to make a dam 48.8

Ll u (they) come 9.3

Jiauwainai- to finish

a ntsux itqa yus ants L f.a ai those

two (who) continually dig that

ground
u
l sEas Lfxmai yus

u
l llt/l yus and

he would kill and devour him

15.3, 4

td Jc
wax tJcwaml yus L!a ai where-

ever they two were making dams
52.24

ulaux Wl a1 L/lL/wl yus tothemtwo
salmon continually came 98.16

hauwainl yusa
ux wan they two fin

ish it finally 84.6, 7
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yax- to see 20.10 yaxl us^ IE sfL xa 1

(whenever) I

saw that canoe (coming) 100.8, 9

qn
u w to find 34.12 ^nx qnuwl wus ya

afxal hitcu wi

they would find lots of people

(qnuwl wus &amp;lt; qnuwl yus) 66.22

By suffixing the durative -s to the sign for the past tense, -yax (see

74) a compound suffix -yaxs is obtained which denotes an action of

long duration performed in the past. This suffix is often contracted

into -Ixs (see 9).

aus- to sleep 24.1 au syaxsin, au sixsin I had been

sleeping

qatc
uw- to drink 76.11 qa tcwal

xs, qa tcwayaxs he had been

drinking
lit!- to eat 13.10 li t/yaxsin I have been eating

pEku
u- to play shinny 9.4 pd hu^xsw.,, pa

r

~k
u
yaxsin I have

been playing shinny

70. Intentional^ -awax, -a^un

-aivcix. This suffix indicates intention to perform a certain action.

Hence it was usually rendered by I (THOU). . . AM ABOUT TO, I

(THOU) ... AM GOING TO, I (THOU) . . . WILL, I (THOU) . . .

WANT TO. It is used with intransitive verbs only; and it is contracted

with the subjective pronouns, for persons other than the first person

singular and the second dual and plural, into -awanx, -awans, -awaux,

-awanl, -awanxan, and -awanx (see 24).

aq- to run away 52.10 aqa waxan I intend to run away
90.21

antsplna st u
l cri ^xyat/ya aqa vjax

that sick (man) always thought
of running away 86.15

Ll u (they) come 9.3 Llwa wanx you intend to come 25. 8

yaq
u*- to look 23.9 yoq

u
*yafwax he intended to see 70.8

yaq
u
*ya wanxan we (excl.) are go

ing to see

qaqun- to listen qaqunafwax L!afai
they were go

ing to listen 30.18

hutc- to play, to have fun 7.2 hu tcawans we two (incl.) are go

ing to play 10.5

plul- to hunt piula wax
uxhn we two (excl.) in

tend to go hunting 54.22

mlku- to cut 90.5 mlkwa waxts you two will cut

70
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xafto- to roast 90.9
ulaux xattca waux and they two

finally intend roasting 90.8

Ll u (they) come 9.3 lAwdwanl wan we (incl.) are about

to arrive now 66.1

tsmu - to assemble 7.3 tsmua waxtd you will assemble

maatc it lay 32.22 metca wanx they intended to lie

down 38.23

-awun. This suffix expresses the same idea as -awax, from which

it differs in so far only as it implies a transitive action that has a

third person as its object. It is probable that by some process of

contraction this suffix represents an abbreviation from an original

-awaxcfin or -awaxun.

kin- to take along 9.5 hina wun ants plna st she intends

taking along that sick (man)

88.1, 2

waoj- to speak 7.1 u
l waa wun ants hltc L/a ai and he

was about to talk to these people
laku- to take, to get 7.5 yd

afxa{ tfamc lakwa wun many
children he wants to have (to

get)

tsmu - to assemble 7.3 tEmua wun ants L/a ai kite many
people are about to assemble

30.8

ya&amp;lt;f-
to look 23.9 sqa tma

ux yofya wun from there

they two intended to watch

62.18, 19

True Temporal Suffixes ( 71-74)

71. Introductory

Siuslaw distinguishes between three true temporal categories,

namely, present, future, and past. Excepting for the first of these,

which is used to denote present and past, this differentiation is clearly

marked and strictly adhered to.

72. Present -t

It denotes an action performed at the present time. Stems ending

in a vowel lengthen the vowel before adding the suffix -t; stems ending
in a t insert an obscure (or weak) vowel between their final consonant

and the suffix (see 4). Transitive present actions are expressed by

adding to the -t the transitive suffixes -un and -uts (see 28, 29).

Sfi 71-72
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wllw- to affirm 30.11

hlq!- to start 15.1

si nxl- to desire 11.7

wa sLsi- to be angry

tca xu- to turn back 58.5

qatc^n- to go 8.2

xaln- to climb up 62.7

qafhafntc way off 10.3

maltc- to burn 25.2

qaqun- to listen 30.18

lit!- to eat 13.10

yaq
u - to see 23.9

wllw- to affirm, to agree 30.11

ulaux wan wl lut they two finally

affirmed 90.6

sBatsl tc waa u
l hi q!a

l
t thus he

talks and starts (off) 22.5, 6

si nxlt tdqa
ifna he wants some

thing 18.5

wa sLslt ants tsimi l a was angry
that muskrat 52.17

u
l tcdxaH he turns back 16.5

qa t&nt he goes 12.9

qa tcintaux they two are going 23. 1

txu xa Vnt he just climbs up 12.4

qa
iha ntctanl wan we (incl.) have

come far now 66.3, 4

Jial mut ma ltcH everything burned

(down) 34.18

qa q
uhantun pl u kite he heard

(make) noise (the) people 36.23,
24

ll
f

t!Etun he ate him (up) 94.19

yo q
uhaitun ants inq/ofa

1 he

looked at that river 36.21, 22
u
l ma q

uL wl lutun then Crow

agreed to it 36.6, 7

73. Future -tux

This suffix is added to intransitive stems only, and it denotes an

action that is to take place in the future. Stems ending in a vowel

lengthen the same before adding this suffix. When added to stems

that end in a t, an obscure (or weak) vowel is inserted between the final

t of the stem and the initial consonant of the ending (see 4).

Whenever -tux is to be followed by the subjective pronouns for the

second person singular, inclusive and exclusive dual and plural, and

the third person plural, it is contracted with them into -tunx, -tuns,

-tauxun (?), -turd, -tunxan, and -tunx respectively (see 24). The

transitive future is rendered by means of the suffixes -yun, -lwyun

(see 41).

qatc
En- to go 8.2

Lfwan- to tell, to relate 17.1

73

qa tc ntuxan I will go 22.2

qa tc^itunx thou shalt go 22.2

L/wa ntunx thou shalt tell 30.12

L/wa ntuxtd you will tell 7.3
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srimf- to end 9.1 smu tf
Etux it will end 20.5

LI U- to come 9.2, 3 Ll utux he will come 9.2

Ll utunxan we (excl.) will come
30.11

qwaxtc- to go down to the nl lc/anl qwafxtcHux alone we
river 48.18 (incl.) will go down 62.14

hutc- to play 7.2 hu tctuns we shall play 10.6

hu tctunl we (incl.) shall play 7.2

aq- to run away 52.10 a qtuns we two (incl.) will run

away 92.2

sinqf- to be hungry 44.11 si
f

nq!ta
uxdn we two (excl.) will be

hungry
mlku- to cut ml lc

utuxts Itfiayaf you two will

cut salmon 90.5

xauf he died 40.21 xa utuxaFx they two will die 88.7

XWIL!- to turn back 12.6 xwl L/tunl we (incl.) will turn

back 60.9

TcHrifcy- to look for 16.1 tqa
uwl ttfns Ic. i nk^ltux upstream
we two will look for . . . 56.17

74. Fast -yax

This suffix expresses an act performed long ago. The idea of a past

transitive action is conveyed by suffixing to -yax the transitive -un

and -uts (see 28, 29, 2). It is subject to contraction whenever fol

lowed by the subjective pronouns for the second person singular, in

clusive and exclusive dual, third dual, inclusive and exclusive plural,

and third plural (see 24). The contracted forms for these persons

are -yawx, -yans, -ya
u
xfan, -ya

u
x, -yanl, -yanxan, and -yanx. This

suffix always requires that the accent be placed on the first syllable of

the word.

- to dream hltc q& fyax a person dreamt
68.21

tkum-to close 48.8 (m t8 tkwa myax (when) it closed

78.3
Ll/ia- to pass by 80.12 Qa at ^x rfhayax along North

Fork it passed by 32.19
to*- to live 16.2 mE

yo Jc
us tal

yax L/aya in the be

ginning (they) lived in a place

82.11, 12
aunt- to start 20.3 fo slhl tc xVntyax (when) I began

to grow up (literally, then I

[into] growing started) 100.18

LI U (they) come 9.3 Ll uyans we two (incl.) came
74

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212-34
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hutc- to play 7.2 hu tcyans (when) we two (incl.)

play 78.9

hu tcyanl (when) we (incl.) play
78.13

LI U (they) came 9.3 Ll uyanxan we (excl.) came

xmtm- to travel 1 2. 10
u
i vftn trtfyaxcfin and he took (them)

along 92. 13

si nxi- to desire 18.5 tc&na tau sVntxyaxaPn whoever de

sired it 11.6, 7

hln- to take along 9.5 qtfhafntc hl nyaxaPn ycf~k
us way

off took him seal 68.17, 18

waa - to speak 7.1 sEatsltc wa^yaxcfin thus he told

him 36. 11

L/wdn- to relate 17. 1 sEatsl
f

tc L/waP nyaxaPn thus he re

lated to him 38.8

The past suffix is frequently added to a duplicated stem, denoting

a past action of long-continued duration (see 108).

laku- to get, to have 7.5 lofk^yax hltu tc tExmu nya she

was taking a male person

hlqf- to start 22.6 sEa tsa hl q!aq!yax thus it started

15.1

ha{

g- shore 44.7 td wanE haif

qiqyax from the

water ashore it had come 56.13

qatx darkness, night 38.21 qat xfayax IE L/a ai it was getting
dark 34.4

tutc- to spear 62.2 tPwa tcfocyaxaPn tE yc~k
us I have

been spearing this seal 66.17

In a few instances it has been found following the present -t&amp;lt;

although for what purpose could not be ascertained.

hlq !- to start 22. 6 hl q!a
lt2%. a ntsux hi q!aHyaxpuTtwa ir

t

those two who had started

to play shinny 78.15

t!%mct.fi- to raise tH mctllt ulaux wan t/i mct/ltyax
children 30.23 then they two finally

raised children

wllw- to affirm wl lut 90.6 wl lutyaxan I agreed
30.11

qatc
En- to go 8.2 qa ttfnt 12.1 qa!trfntyaxan I went away

maatc- to lie 32. 22 ms tdt mVtrftyaxafin L/ayu stc 1

laid itdown on the ground
xaHc- to roast 90. 8 xaiftcit xair

tdtyaxaPn he roasted it

74
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(For the idiomatic use of the past suffix in conditional clauses see

136.)
VERBALIZING SUFFIXES ( 75-77)

75. Verbalizing -*, -u*

While the majority of Siuslaw stems do not require the addition

of a specific verbal suffix in order to convey a general verbal idea,

these two suffixes have been found added to a large number of neutral

stems, especially in the present tense. They may therefore be ex

plained as verbalizing a neutral stem and as expressing an intransitive

action of present occurrence. They are frequently used to denote an

action performed by the third person singular, for which person Sius

law has no distinct suffix (see 24). There can be no doubt, however,

that these suffixes are identical with the Alsea inchoative -al, -m,
1 and

that -a 1 bears some relation to the Coos intransitive -aai.
1 While no

difference in the use of these two suffixes could be detected, it was

observed that -ui is never added to stems that end in a q, p, or in a.

pin- to be sick 15.4 plna
1 he was sick 40.21

hutc- to play 7.2 hutca? 72.6, hutcu1 23.8 he plays
waa - to speak, to say 7.1 waaif he says 8.9

lit!- to eat 13.10 Vt!aif he eats 46.12

hatq- shore 44.7 h^qa
1 he comes ashore 82.5

yax- to see, to look 20.10 yfaa* he looks 66.6

skwa- to stand 10.9 skwaha 1 he stands 14.4

smut - to finish, to end 11.1 smitfuif it ends 14.6

aus- to dream, to sleep, 23.9 asuir he dreams 68.22

Lxas- to fly, to jump Lxasu1 he jumps

tqul- to shout 52.8 tqulu* he shouted 92.6

sun- to dive 64.21 sinu* he dives

That these suffixes are not essentially necessary for the purpose of

expressing a verbal idea, but that, like their Alsea equivalents, they

may have originally conveyed inchoative ideas, is best shown by the

fact that all such verbalized forms are parallel to bare stem-forms.

In all such cases the amplified form seems to denote inception and

(at times) finality of action.

w&amp;lt;mmfoy&amp;lt;7/nowheaffirms58.9 wan wllwaif he begins to affirm

17.7
u
l tffln and he came back 7.7 tdna1 he came back 68.16

* See Coos, p. 332.

75
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Ll u (they) arrive 9.3

xdu he died 40.21

[BULL. 40

t&fntau hltc Llwa ir whatever per
son came 24.7

xawa 1 hltc (when a) person dies

42.11

atsl tc L/waan thus he tells ya
a xaux L/ona1 much they two

58.22 begin to talk 56.7

a ntsEnx xnl wnE those (who) sEa tsanx xnlwnaif thus they begin
do it 78.20 to do (it) 78.19

ta* he is sitting, he lives 16.2 tqa
u wltc taya

1

upstream (they)
commence to live 82.12, 13

Tcumi ntc yax not (he) sees 34.4 yixa* wan (they) commence to look

66.9
ulnx hau f

they quit 11.4 sqafk wan hawaif here finally it

ends 14. 6
u
l wan skwaha now he stands skwalia 1 he stands 14.4

(up) 28.8
ulwaaf then he says 11.2 waair he says 8.9

smu tfa it ends 11.1 snMuir it ends 14.6

76. Auxiliary -s, -t

These suffixes express our ideas TO HAVE, TO BE WITH. A peculiarity

that remains unexplained is the fact that they are alwa}
rs added to the

locative noun-forms that end in -a or -us (see 86).

-8 is always added to the locative form ending in -, and never to

the -us form, which may be due to phonetic causes. The use of this

suffix is rather restricted. It is not inconceivable that it may be related

to the durative -is (see 69).

Auxiliary

na han uln tslL.^ya s I will

have an arrow 50.16

qa l tcyas he has a knife

Ikwa nyasin I am with a

pipe

lqaft
uwas he has a stick

Absolutive
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Absolutive

qlutcu ni woman
30.21

led tan horse 34.9

Locative

qiutcu nya 76.7

Jcotana

t faat fa tooth

yiJcti l ma big 40. 6 yikti l ma

ll tfa 1 food 34.23 lit!aya 13. T

Icli nu ladder Tdl nwa

18.5

Auxiliary

qmtcunya t he has a

wife 48.8

TcumVntc Tcotana t not

they had horses

100.20, 102.1

t faa t ca ya teeth has

(his) penis 90.19

yikti l mat ca ya he has

a big penis 92.1

Icumi ntc litJaya t(they)
had no food 34.10

Tdl nwat ants hltsl * a

ladder has that house

80.12

haf mut Jcumi ntc taqa
i -

natHc Jil qu
1

they all

had no hair (literally,

all not with something
is their hair) 68.12

SExau tm I have a canoe

Icumi ntc tclt/yu st

(there) w
ras no wind

mita yust he has a father

mUa yust he has a

mother

Iqatuwl yust he has a

stick

hltsVst he has a house

tdJc ants mmi stlst

L/a ai where (there

was) that green place

34.2, 3

77. Suffix Transitivizing Verbs that Express Natural Phenomena -L!

A suffix with a similar function is, as far as my knowledge goes, to

be found in but one other American Indian language; namely, in

Alsea. This suffix is added exclusively to stems expressing meteoro

logical phenomena, such as IT SNOWS, IT RAINS, THE WIND BLOWS, NIGHT

APPROACHES, etc.
;
and it signifies that such an occurrence, otherwise

impersonal, has become transitivized by receiving the third person

singular as the object of the action. Its function may best be com

pared with our English idiomatic expression RAIN, SNOW OVERTAKES

77

q something
13.2.

slxa1 canoe 56.5

tcnft/l wind

mita father 54. 22

mtia mother 54.23

lqa
if *tu log, stick

32.21

hltslfi house 25.2

iftmstl raw

8EXCT 48.18

tclt/yu s

mita yus
mila yus

Iqatuwlyu s 88.16

48.7
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HIM, NIGHT COMES UPON HIM, etc. By adding to -L! the subjective

pronouns for the first and second persons (see 24), the same expres

sions with these persons as objects are obtained. This suffix always
follows the tense signs, and immediately precedes the pronominal
suffixes.

qatx night, darkness 38.21 ulxtin stlmk qat xtuxL/ us two
(excl.) there night will overtake

94.18

tcL tfl wind tci tili*! a storm overtook him

tsxaya
1

day breaks 50.3 tsxayd
1 L !aux (when) day came

upon them two 48.9

Jc/ap- low tide 36.18 Tcfa ptuxL/ low tide will overtake

(them) 36. 18

u ltl snow 76.10 wa ltEtuxL/m snow will overtake

me
M n Jclt it rains hi tfTcfltfLfanx rain pours down

upon them

It is not inconceivable that this suffix may represent an abbreviation

of the stem L/a ai
PLACE, WORLD, UNIVERSE (see 133), which the

Siuslaw always employs whenever he wants to express a natural phe

nomenon.

tsxaya
if L/a ai

day breaks 50.3

ht n Tctya L/a a&amp;lt;

it rains 78.1

lc!uwinaif L/a ai
(there was) ice all over 76.11

qat xixyax ts L/a ai it got dark 34.4

PLURAL FORMATIONS ( 78-80)

78. Introductory

The idea of plurality in verbal expressions may refer either to the

subject or object of the action. In most American Indian languages

that have developed such a category, and that indicate it by means of

some grammatical device, plurality of subject is exhibited in intransi

tive verbs, while plurality of object is found in transitive verbs.

Such plurality does not necessarily coincide with our definition of this

term. It may, and as a matter of fact it does, in the majority of cases,

denote what we commonly call distribution or collectivity. Thus the

Siuslaw idea of plurality is of a purely collective character, and seems

to have been confined to the subject of intransitive verbs only. Even

the contrivance so frequently employed by other American Indian

languages, of differentiating singularity and plurality of objects by

78
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means of two separate verbal stems one for singular and the other

for plural objects is not found in Siuslaw. 1 One and the same

verbal stem is used in all cases; and when it becomes necessary to in

dicate that there are more than one recipient of a transitive action,

this is accomplished by the use of the numeral particle ya
a xal

(see

139) or of the stem L/a ai
(see 133), as may be seen from the follow

ing examples:

yuwa yun ants qfa ll he gath- yuwa yun yaP xa1 ants qfa ll (they)

ered pitch gathered lots (of) that pitch

88.5, 6

yixa yun kite I saw a person yixa yun ya
afxai kite I saw many

people

wa aPtsmE ants hltc he said to waa autsmE ants L.fa ai kite he said

his man to all (of) his people 7.1

L/dxa xaPtsmE hltc he sent his L/dxa xa^tsmE hltc Lfa ai he sent

man many people 30.1, 2

But if Siuslaw does not employ a distinct grammatical process for the

purpose of pointing out plurality of objects of transitive actions, it

has developed devices to indicate collectivity of subjects of intransitive

verbs. For that purpose it uses, besides the numeral particle ya
a xai

(see 139) and the stem L/a ai
(see 133), two suffixes (-u

u and -tx) that

are added directly to the verbal stem. These suffixes are always added

to verbal stems that denote an intransitive act, and their functions may
best be compared to the functions exercised by the French on or

German man in sentences like on dit and man sagt.

79. Plural -!*,

This suffix expresses an action that is performed collectively by
more than one subject. Etymologically it is the same suffix as the

verbal abstract of identical phonetic composition (see 97), and the use

of one and the same suffix in two functions apparently so different

may be explained as due to the fact that there exists an intimate psy

chological connection between an abstract verbal idea and the concept

of the same act performed in general.
2 The following example, taken

1 1 have found only one case of such a differentiation. I was told that the stem qaa- TO ENTEE, TO

PUT IN, refers to singular objects, while the stem Lxaa- can be used with plural objects only. But

as this information was conveyed to me after much deliberation and upon my own suggestion, I am
inclined to doubt the correctness of this interpretation. It is rather probable that these two stems

are synonymes.
2 The samo phenomenon occurs in Dakota.

79
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at random, will serve to illustrate the comparison more clearly. The

Siuslaw word xil xcu wi
(stem xU xd- TO WORK) may have two distinct

meanings. When used nominally (as a verbal abstract), it may best be

rendered by THE CONCEPT OF WORKING, WORK; when used verbally,

it is to be translated by TO WORK IN GENERAL, ALL (MANY)

WORK. This psychological connection between such terms as WORK

and TO WORK GENERALLY, COLLECTIVELY, may have led to the use of

one and the same suffix in a nominal and verbal capacity (see 22).

This suffix is added directly to the verbal stem, and its double form

may be due to rapidity of speech rather than to any phonetic causes.

It is frequently preceded by the temporal suffixes, especially the pres

ent -t (see 72), and it was always rendered by THEY . . . The sub

ject of the action is usually emphasized by the use of the numeral

particles hat mut ALL, ya^ xtf MANY (see 124), and of the stem L.fa ai

(see 133). The particle either precedes or follows the verb. This

suffix requires the accent.

tsmu - to assemble 7.3

hutc- to play 7.2

- to play shinny 9.4

Nyats- to live

hal- to shout 13.11

ma q/l- to dance 28.7

xnlwn- to do 10.5

mlku- to cut 90.5

qatc
En- to go 8.2

/- to shoot 10.3

maatc- to lay 32.22

tEmu u
they came together 30.16

hutcu u L/a ai
they play 8.8

pEku
wi L/a ai

they play shinny
70.10

ya
a xal

teyatsu lots (of people)
live

halu u ants hltcL.fafai shout collec

tively, those people 70.9

mEq!yuf
u L/a ai

they dance 28.8

ssa tsa xmwnufu ants L.fa ai thus

do it collectively, those people

70.22, 23

qiutcu m L/a ai u
l mlku u Ifla1a

many women cut salmon 82.14

qatc
snatu u

they walk about 34.19

tslLfaiu u
yoP xa1 L/afai

they are

shooting 8.6

ya q
u
*yun ants ll tfa1 mitGu wi

L!a ai he saw that food lying

(around in great quantities)

36.26, 27

Owing to the frequent interchange between the u-vowel and the

diphthong a* (see 2), this suffix occurs often as -aaa
,
-aaawi .
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skwa- to stand 10.9 stlm skwahcfi L/a ai there they
are standing (collectively) 28.9

hlqf- to start 15.1 sEa tsa^hlq!ya
iifwi ants L/a ai thus

they (will) start

s*a tsa thus 11.10 sEatsaa wi ts kite L!a ai thus (they
do it) these people

Tcfinfc- to go and see 16.1 Jc/Mc*ya a* ni ctca tE to? many
(were) going to see how this (one

was) living

80. Plural -tx

This suffix exercises the same function as the preceding -uu
,
differ

ing from it in so far only as its subjects must he human beings. It is

added either to the bare stem or to the stem verbalized by means of

the suffixes -#% -u* (see 75), or it follows any of the temporal suffixes.

The function of this suffix as a personal plural is substantiated by the

fact that the verb to which it is added must be followed by the col

lective forms of Jiltc PERSON, hltcuu
,

hlt&amp;lt;M
wi

(see 97). Whenever

this suffix is added to a stem that has been verbalized by means of the

suffixes -c/,% -u{
,
it coincides in phonetic structure with the temporal

and objective form -itx (see 33, 68). But the following collective

hlicu u differentiates these two forms. Stems ending in an alveolar or

affricative add this suffix by means of a weak #-vowel (see 4). This

suffix is always rendered by THEY, PEOPLE.

tEmu - to assemble 7.3 u
l wan tsmu tx Mtcu u

finally the

people assembled 7.6

tEmuwal tx Mtcu wi
sqa

l
lc people

assembled there 66.15

sBa tsa thus 11.10 u
l wans*atsaftx Mtcu wi now they

(began to do it) thus 7.5, 6

hutc- to play 7.2 u
l wan hutca tx hltcu u now they

(commence to) play 9.3

waa - to talk 7.1 u
l wan waa tx hUcu u then finally

people said 16.1

atsl tc waa1 mxustx hitcu u thus

they began to talk to each other

64,20, 21

qatc
En- to go 8. 2 ulwan qa t&ntx finally they went

16.2

tat- to live 16.2 hat mut tqa
u wltc taya

l tx httcu wi

all up-stream they lived 82.13
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pEku
u- to play shinny 9.4 pakwat tx hltcu u ts ,L/atai these

people play shinny 78.7

hal- to shout halVtx hltcu u
people shout 13.11

81. IRREGULAR SUFFIXES -n (-m), -mya& (-m)

Here belong two suffixes whose exact function and etymology can

no longer be analyzed. It is even impossible to tell whether they

represent petrified formative elements, or elements of an exceed

ingly restricted scope, which may be responsible for their sporadic

appearance.

The first of these suffixes to be discussed here is the suffix -n- or

-In-. It never occurs independently, being always followed by another

verbal suffix, such as the transitive -un (see 28), the temporal (see

65-74) and the passive suffixes (see 38, 39, 54-59). It seems to

be related to the reciprocal -naw (a), and its function may be charac

terized as expressing a transitive action involving reciprocality or

mutuality.

tfu hatrf- to try to sell tfuhatc i nun 1 I try to sell it

ulaux tfuhat d ntxaV they two

try to sell their (hides) 100.19

ma qfi- to dance 28.7 maq!ena
wun I will cure him (lit

erally, dance for him)

m,Eq!e
inafau a dance will be ar

ranged for him 19.2

sEa ata s ants ma qflnutnE (for)

him only this dance is arranged
28.7

rmnc[!- to buy (in exchange
u
l mVnq/lnunE tsxaxu she is

for a slave) (?) bought in exchange for a slave

76.3

LI U- to come 9.3 Llunau w
ya

ux 2
(when) they two

come together 46.7

The other irregular suffix is -m, which, however, occurs by itself in

only one instance. It is usually followed by the suffix for the past

tense -yax (see 74), and expresses in such cases an action that almost

took place. It was invariably rendered by ALMOST, VERY NEAR.

1 The use of this suffix may be justified here by the fact that the idea TO SELL requires a seller and

a buyer.
2 The -n is used here because the action involves two persons one that comes, and another that is

approached.
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xint he goes, he travels 20.3 pl^tsis xi ntma in the ocean he

travels (around ?) 44.1, 2

kakw- to fall 8.7 ha lcumyaxan I almost fell down

aus- to sleep 24.1 aufsmi
yaxa,n I very nearly fell

asleep

qatcFn- to go 8.2 qaftcntmyaxan I very nearly went

JhZ fi- to beat 72.17 ku *namyaxaPn I almost beat him

qatx- to cry 58.15 qa txEmyax he very nearly cried

Nominal Suffixes (82-105)
82. INTRODUCTORY

The number of nominal suffixes found in Siuslaw is, comparatively

speaking, rather small, and the ideas they express do not differ mate

rially from the ideas conveyed by the nominal suffixes of the neigh

boring languages. There is, however, one striking exception, for

among the neighboring languages (Coos and Alsea) Siuslaw alone

possesses nominal cases. Another interesting feature of the Siuslaw

nominal suffixes is the large number of suffixed formative elements

that require the accent, and their phonetic strength (see 12).

83. DIMINUTIVE -IsWln

This suffix conveys our diminutive idea, and may be added to stems

that express nominal and adjectival concepts. Under the influence of

the consonant preceding it, it may be changed into -ask^n. 1 When
added to stems that end in a vowel, the vowel of the suffix is con

tracted with the final vowel of the stem (see 9). When followed by

the augmentative -tt ma, the -in- element of this suffix disappears (see

84). This suffix requires the accent.

tfdmc infant 40.19 tlamd sttin a little boy 94.16

Wi a* fish 56.1 Wl sttin Lla ai many small fish

46.6, 7

qlutcu ni woman 30. 21 qmtcum sTc m a little woman
,
a girl

mtia father 54. 22 mfa/a sJc nl tin my step-father (lit

erally, my little father) 100.3, 4

Wpxan niece (?) 92.17 lipxan% sk
&amp;gt;

intcwax they two (were)
his little nieces 92.15, 16

Ico tan horse 34.9 JcdtanVsWin a small horse, a pony
1 Owing to the fact that most of the texts and examples were obtained from William Smith, an

Alsea Indian (see p. 438), whose native tongue has no true alveolar spirants (s, c), this suffix appears
frequently in the texts as -Ick in.

82-83
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- short L/maWsk^n very short 50.18

yak- small 29.4 ya
a lc!i

rsWin very small 36.23

xyal x almost, very nearly 11.1 xyal xVsk in qa ttfnt qa
i
?ia ntc he

went a little ways (literally, al

most, a little, he goes, far) 12.1

hl catca a while hlcatcafstfin a little while 64.8

84. AUGMENTATIVE -il mti

-il md expresses the idea of LARGENESS, and, in terms of relation

ship, that of AGE; and it may be suffixed to stems expressing, besides

nominal, also adjectival ideas. When added to stems that end in a

lateral, the lateral of the suffix disappears in accordance with the law

of simplification of consonants (see 15). This suffix requires the

accent.

ql utc woman 48.17 qlutc& l ma old woman 94.22

LipL- grandfather LipL mli grandfather
JcamL grandmother 96.22 waal tx ants ~kami!matc she said

to that her grandmother 96.21

t!amc infant 40.19 tfdmci l ma old infant, hence

young (man) 54.22

tsxam strong 10.1 tExrm!l ma very strong (man),
hence old (man) 40.10

psni s skunk 86.1 psnisi l md a large skunk

yikt big 48.8 yikti l ma very big 40.6

The diminutive suffix is not infrequently added to the augmentative

for the purpose of mitigating the impression made by the augmenta

tive, and vice versa.

t!amc infant 40.19 tfamcil ma slc in little big infant,

hence little boy 94.20

rnila mother 54.23 mUask i l ma 1

step-mother (liter

ally, little old mother)

CASE-ENDINGS ( 85-87)

85. Introductory

Unlike the languages spoken by the neighboring tribes, Siuslaw

shows a rich development of nominal cases. Two of these, the geni

tive or relative case and the locative, are formed by means of sepa

rate suffixes, while the discriminative case is formed by means of a

vocalic change (see 111). In addition to these distinct case-endings,

i The contraction of milask l l-mdfrom mttask ini l-ma may be explained as due to the assimilation

of n to I following the contraction of the vowels.

84-85
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there exists a great number of nominalizing suffixes indicating nom

inal ideas of an absolutive (nominative) form; so that the Siuslaw noun

may be said to show four possible cases, the nominative or absolutive

case, the discriminative, the genitive or relative case, and the locative,

which has an extended meaning. In discussing these case-endings it

will be found preferable to begin with the locative case, because of

the important position it occupies in the language.

86. The Locative Case -a, -us

These two suffixes indicated originally local ideas of rest, and, as

such, are best rendered by our local adverbs ON, IN, AT, TO, etc. It

would seem, however, that this primary function was extended so

that these suffixes may also mark the noun as the object of an action,

thereby exercising the function of an accusative case-ending. The

use of these suffixes for the purpose of expressing objects of action

and the adverbial idea of rest may be explained by the intimate psy

chological connection that exists between these two apparent^ dis

tinct concepts. The following example will serve to illustrate this

connection. The sentence I CUT SALMON may, and as a matter of fact

does, denote the idea I CUT ON THE SALMON.

The correctness of this interpretation is furthermore brought out

by the fact that the verb, upon which these suffixes are dependent,

cim under no circumstance appear in transitive form. Should, how

ever, such a verb appear with a transitive suffix, the noun will then

occur in the absolutive form; and, since confusion might arise as to

the identity of the subject and object of the action, the subject of the

action is always discriminated (see 21, 111).

The importance of these two suffixes as formative elements may be

deduced from the fact that they enter into the formation of the forms

expressing our periphrastic conjugation TO HAVE, TO BE WITH (see

T6) and that the adverbial suffixes (see 90, 91, 93) can be added only

to nouns that occur with these locative endings.

-a expresses, besides the nominal object of an action, also the local

idea of rest. There is a tendency to have the accent fall upon this suffix.

IfI a1 fish 56.1 mi lc
utuxts Iflaya you two shall

cut salmon 90.5

Llya a*1 fire 25.5 hat qmas Llya wa near the fire 26.1

ts/aln pitch 26,6 yuwa yaPxtin ya
a xal ts/ttnaf we

two (will) get much pitch

94.17, 18

$ 86
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qlutcu ni woman 30.21

PE!CU
U- to play shinny 9.4

Mi water 36.20

[BULL. 40

L /a ai
ground, place 7.1

Ico tan horse 34.9

ffa tooth

tci water 36.20

tc&mtcafmi ax 27. 10

hltc si n -xya qmtcu nya (a) person
wants a woman 76.7

pEku ya xdL/airLfa ai many shinny
sticks (they) make 78.5

tcfc wa maatc ants ... in the wa
ter lay that . . . 32.22

tcl wa u
l Jcfuxwma 1 on the water

ice appeared 76.13

mlk/a* L/aya in a bad place

12.10; 13.1

Icumi ntc ltdtana t not they had
horses 100.20; 102.1

tffaa t (it) has teeth 90.19
ulaux tcl watc Jiakwa a1

they two
into the water thrown will be

88.7, 8

tcl wanE hair

qiqyax from the water

(it) came ashore 56.13

tdmtca myatc xawa au with an ax

(he) killed will be 28.1

-us. Like the preceding -a, it is emploj^ed for the purpose of form

ing the locative case of nouns and of expressing the local idea of rest.

It is suffixed to nouns in -u (see 97) and in -I (see 98). When
added to nouns in -I, the -$ of the noun is consonantized, so that the

suffix appears to be -lyus (see 8) ; while, when suffixed to nouns in -tZ,

the -u of the suffix is contracted with the u of the noun (see 9).

Tc!uXfun nl ice

pVl ti lake 62.18

tso tl sand beach

pEku u
shinny game

hutcu wi fun 8.5

u mll thunder

qa
uxal x 7c/uxwimyu s on top of the

ice 76.14, 15

t& sqan ptfltlyu s tEmu yax deer

at (the) lake assembled 34.11.

ta ls tsitlyu s (you) will keep on

living on the sand beach 46.15

sEa Tcunu tswa pEku
us L/aya

f he

always beats (people) at shinny

78.18, 19

a l tutunx hutcuu stcthou also shalt

come to the fun 22.8

umllyu stc LIU to thunder (it) came

36.8, 9
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A number of nouns undergo unexplained phonetic changes when

ever the locative suffix is added, while others employ an abbreviated

form of this case-ending. Since no fixed rules can be given that

will cover each of these cases, it will be best to tabulate all such nouns,

giving their absolutive and locative forms. These nouns are as follows :

Absolutive case Locative case

misl a1 elder sister 90.23 mfoa yus 40.12, 13

m/ictcl *
younger sister 40.2 mictca yus

mita father 54.22 mita yus
mtta mother 54.23 mtta yus
L/a ai

earth, many 7.1 L/ayu s 76.10

Iqa^tu log 32.21 Iqatuwlyu s 88.16

au tdsi camas 96.20 autdyu s 98.11, 12

hltc person 15.2 hitu s 66.14

si maxu landing-place sima xus 48.21

tsEhau ya grass 8.6 tsEhau ya
ls

ycfi xa fern-root 80.18 ya
u xaus

hltsl 1 house 25.2 hlt& s 58.8

In many cases one and the same noun shows in its locative forms

both case-endings, as may be seen from the following examples :

L/a ai
ground, many 7.1 L/aya! 13.1 and L/ayu slG.W

au tdsi camas 96.20 auf
tdsya and autclyu s 98.11, 12

hltc person 7.1 hitu s 66.14 and hltu tc 7.5

A few nouns appear with locative case-endings that seem to bear no

relation to the suffixes -a, -us. The following have been found:

Absolutive Locative

sl xa 1 boat 56.5 SExa* 1 48.18

SExa^ tc qaafxam into a canoe it

was put 34.5

haml^td whale 82.5 hamltcu

hat mut hamltcu Vlcwa* all (some)

whale got 82.6

ttqwa
a tEm alder tree 92.5, 6 ttqutml

ilqutml aux qaa
if an alder tree they

two entered 92.6

xwa lca head 29.5 xwalcl

laif

qat skwahal tx xwakl feathers

(they) placed on their heads 10.9

Lxau spear 64.7 Lxauthi 64.11

1 The locative form, ssxau may be explained as a noun with the local suffix of rest used as the

object of an action (see 91).
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kite person 7.1 hitu tc

la ~k
ut!wi hltu tc a sheriff 7.5

ma f

q
uL crow 34.23 mu

gwa
rL 34.21

qayu
wints stone qayuna ts 62.7

q
uLl mt anus 86.9 q

uLirm t

ya Jc
us seal 62.4 ysku s 62.2

LOO, mouth 28.2 Laayaf 29.2, 96.7

Nouns that end in the augmentative suffix -tt ma (see 84) change the

final a, into a clear a-vowel whenever the locative is to be expressed.

yilcti l ma very big 40. 6 yilcti l mat ca ya he has a big penis
92.1

qlutcVl ma old woman 96.15 qlutci l matc to the old woman
94.16

In a few instances the locative suffix -a has the function of an ad

verbial suffix of instrumentality.

tdmtca mi ax 27.10 ulau x wan tdmtd mya qa t&nt and

they two now an ax take along

(literally, with an ax go) 96.10,

11

8kwahaP/wi L/a ai hal mut ants tci-

mtci mya they are standing, all

those who have axes 28.9; 29.1

87. The Relative or Genitive Case -Eml, -Em

These suffixes have the function of the Indo-European genitive case-

endings.

-Eml is suffixed to the absolutive form of the noun; and when

added to nouns that end in a long vowel, its obscure s is contracted

with the long vowel of the noun and disappears (see 9). The noun

to which this suffix is added is always the object of the action.

It l a 1 salmon 56.1 It layE ml txain salmon s tracks

Iqfa nu hide 100.15 lq!anu
irml l

yixl
H many hides (lit

erally, of hides a multitude) 102.

1,2

t!l, tH ya} bear 56.11; 58.14 tttyaytfml txa^ bear tracks 56.10

p*i lq
uts raccoon pilq

utsE ml Iq/a nu raccoon-hide

tExmu ni man 30.21 tExmu nyEml L !xml tl a man s bow

t See \ 9.
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This suffix may be added to pronouns and particles, as may be seen

from the following examples:

na I 21.8 rii ctcfomfnx na mE
l tE*q because

thou (art) of me (a) relative 21. 5

ha ifmut all 10.9 htfmutu ml 1 maa ti of all (the) chief

This suffix is also employed in the formation of the independent

possessive pronouns (see 114).

-Em differs from the preceding -Eml in so far as it can be added

only to the locative form of the noun, and that in the few examples

that were obtained it denotes the subject of an action.

Absolutive Objective Relative

ma q
uLcrow34:.23 mu

qwa L mu
qwa

fLEm wa as Crow s

language 34.21.

u mll thunder umll yus umll yusEm wa as Thun
der s language 36.8

kite a person T.I Jiltu tc^.S hUu tcEm L/xml tl (an) In

dian s bow
Jiltsl

1 house 25. 2 hltsi s 58.8 hitsi sEm tEqyu
wi of house

(the) frame

When followed by other suffixes, the obscure E of -Em drops out,

and the consonants are combined into a cluster.

Absolutive Objective Relative

mrila mother 54.23 mila yus mUa yusmltin mita of my
mother (her) father; my
grandfather

mat/I elder brother mat/l yus mat. l yusmltin tfdmc my
58.11 elder brother s boy

88. THE POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES

Possessive relations of the noun are expressed in Siuslaw by means

of the suffix -I that is followed by the subjective pronouns (see 24).

Posssession for the third person singular is expressed by the suffix -tc

added to the noun without the aid of the sign of possession, -I. Pos

session for the third persons dual and plural is indicated by adding

the subjective pronouns -aux and -nx to the suffix -to. Thus it would

seem that Siuslaw employs two distinct suffixes for the purpose of

expressing possession: -I used for the first and second persons, and

-tc for the third persons.

i See 11.

88
3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 35
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The possessive suffixes are verbalized by adding the auxiliary suffix

-t (see 76) to the sign of possession; so that Siuslaw may be said to

possess two sets of possessive suffixes, one purely nominal set and

one with a verbal significance. In the latter set the suffixes for the

third persons are missing.

All possessive suffixes stand in terminal position following even the

case-endings and the adverbial suffixes.

The following table will serve to illustrate the formation of the pos

sessive suffixes:
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t/amc child 40.19

Jsdpx eye 36.16

tdL hand 50.18

rnita father 54.22

xwa ka head 29.5

m&tl chief 11.2

xu nha1 a bet 78.15

t/amdns tci ntux our (dual incl.)

boys will return 42.7

Jcopxa
lfxHn our (dual excl.) eyes

tei Llts your (dual) hands

m%ta!tcwax their (dual) father 52.8

xwa Jcabil our (incl.) heads

maatl nxan our (excl.) chief

mPatl tcfc your chief

xvfnhaltcEnx their bets 70.7

The possessive suffixes may be added to particles and attributive

elements that precede the noun. This is due to a tendency inherent

in the language to keep the principal parts of speech free from all

pronominal elements, and which finds its counterpart in the tendency

to add all subjective suffixes to the adverbs that precede the verb

instead of to the verbal stem (see 26).

In many instances the independent possessive pronouns (see 114)

are used in addition to the possessive suffixes. This is done for the

sake of emphasis; and in all such cases the suffixes are added to the

independent pronouns, and not to the nominal stem.

sEatsi tc thus 8.1

na I 21.8

nictcfc tc how, manner 56.4

his good 38.21

sEaftsa thus 11.10

sEaifna he, that one 15.4

na I 21.8

~klxEs ten 8.1

Ms good 38.21

8*at#i t&amp;lt;$n ha1 thus I think (liter

ally, thus my mind) 21.7

wafal
sEnx na mElltin wa as you will

continually speak my language
36.13

nictd tdnx ha1 how (is) thy mind
40.3

hl slnx ha1 hau tux you will feel

better (literally, good thy heart

will become)
sEa tsatc nicteimcfmu thus (is) his

custom 38.16

sEaina mltG wa as waa
syaxa

un his

language he spoke 36.14

na mEllns Tco tan our (incl. dual)
horses

Tcl xEstcwax hau yax t!amc they two
had ten children (literally, ten

their two, had become, children)

60.16, 17

hleislnl ha1 we are glad (literally,

good our [incl.] heart) 72.18

88
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Tils good 38.21 Wslnxan hltslfi
good (was) our

(excl.) house 100.13

na I 21.8 nafmEllnxan tsq our (excl.) rela

tive 102.5

ants that there 7.1 tJl ya* laJcwa Jcuun a ntsin mat!l

(a) bear caught that there my
elder brother 58.18

Nominal possessive suffixes are added to verbal stems in many cases

when the object stands in some possessive relation to the subject of

the sentence (see 33). Siuslaw uses for that purpose the verbal set

of possessive suffixes (see table on p. 546) ; and, since the pronouns in

dicating the subject of the action are added to particles and attributive

elements preceding the verb (see 26), these suffixes occur mostly in

terminal position.

atq- to leave tal
~k
Ens aya

f

qa
l
tl IE sl xa1 here we

two (incl.) shall leave our canoe

56.5

hau- to become hat nanx hcfi tuxaHi ha1 different

will become thy mind 60.14

yd
a xai much 8.5 sEa tsan u

t
{n ya xattlha* that swhy

I (know) much (in) my mind 20.9

his well 38.21 ffi lc/yanxan Jil sltl ha1 we (excl.)

are very glad 24.5, 6

waaf- to speak 7.1 atsl tcPnx wa al
sltl tsi mqma thus

you shall tellyour people 78. 10

yci
afxai

much, many 8.5 u
lEnx ya

a xaHc ll t!al
they have

much food (literally, and they
much their food) 80.17

LXU IS dry 60. 19 Lxu lstc^nx ants Itfl a1

dry (is) that

their salmon 80.17, 18

The possessive suffixes are sometimes added to the verbal stem, es

pecially the suffix for the third person singular.

xwl L/tux he will return si nxltx ants t!amc xwl L/tuxtc he

wanted his boy to come back (lit

erally, he desired his, that boy,
shall come back, his) 42.5, 6

waair he says 8.9 Jcumi ntc wa attc ants qasiftu not

she said (to) that her husband

L!XUXU- reduplicated form of leu* L/xu xutc ha1 not he knew his

L/XU- to know 40.16 mind 58.4
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The subjective pronouns may at times perform the function of

the possessive suffixes. This is especially true in the case of the

pronoun for the first person singular when used in connection with a

demonstrative pronoun.

taak this here 32.13 tH ya* lalcwa ~kuun ta Un t/amc (a)

bear caught this my boy 60.9, 10

wa a^tsin ta Mn wa as speak to me
(with) this my language 36.10

ants that there T.I tH ya* lakwa Tcuun a ntsin mat!lr

(a) bear caught that there my
elder brother 58.18

ADVERBIAL SUFFIXES ( 89-96)

89. Introductory

Siuslaw expresses all adverbial relations derived from nouns by
means of suffixes, that precede even the pronominal suffixes. Of

these, the local suffixes indicating motion and rest, and the local suffix

expressing the ablative idea FROM, can be added only to the locative

forms of the noun (see 86). It is rather interesting to note that there

is no special suffix denoting instrumentality. This idea is either ex

pressed by means of the locative -a (see 86), or it is conveyed through
the medium of the local suffix of motion -to (see 90) and of the local

-ya (see 93), or it may be contained in the suffix of modality -Itc

(see 94). All these ideas are so closely interwoven with that of in

strumentality, that the instrumental use of elements denoting primarily

objects, motion, and modalit}^, presents no difficulty whatsoever.

90. Local Suffix Indicating Motion -tc

It is added to the locative forms of the noun (see 86), and may be

best rendered by TO, INTO, AT, ON, UPON, TOWARDS.

tci water 64.24 ulaux tci watc hakiva a1 and they
two into the water will be

thrown 88.7, 8

house 25.2 ulnx wa?i tc&n JMsi stc they now
returned into the house 60.10,
11

1 elder sister 90.23 vti ltdstun misafyustc he sent her

to her elder sister 92.20

89-90
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La///oi 76.10 L/ayu stc to the ground 94.8

SExaP tc qaa xain into a oanoe were

put 34.5

ptfltlyu stc tEmu yax at the lake

(they) came together 34.13, 14

Llurwaux qlutwfl ma tc they two
came to an old woman 94.16

xalna 1

qayuna tsHc (one) climbs

up the rock 62.7

LIU mu
qwa Litc he caine to Crow

36.3

~k!exu tc Lfaya tc waa un every
where he said ... 7.2

Local adverbs and stems denoting local phrases are not considered

as nouns. Hence they can have no locative forms, and the adverbial

suffixes are added directly to such words.

ha i

q shore 44.7 yixa
1

hatqtc (they) looked ashore

si xa1 canoe 56.5

pVi n lake 62.18

qlutd l-ma, old woman 94.22

qayu
wints rock

ma q
uL crow 34.23

Tc/lx L/a ai
everywhere

66.6

Inu outside 38.23 u
l
snx Inu tc Llka and they outside

went 38.23

qo xum away from shore 34.6 qo xumtc Jiat mut qwa xttfst out

into the water all went 34.15

qa xun up, above 34.21 qa xuntc hakwa yunE upwards it

is thrown 8.7

qatkafn far 56.8 qa
iha ntc t&L/a* he shot far 10.3

In like manner the local suffix is added to the independent pronouns;

and all such pronouns, when followed by this suffix, have the function

of objective pronouns (see 113).

na I 21.8 tEmu tuxtci natc you shall come to

me 72.11

nlxats thou Tcumi ntc hlirsa nl xatc not good (it

is) on you 12. 5

In a few instances the local suffix -tc has been found added to the

absolutive form of nouns. This ungrammatical suffixation may be due

either to imperfect perception on my part, or to errors on the part

of the informant. The instances referred to are as follows:

pacfi wi sand beach

IkH a1 mouth of the river

90

pacfi witcix qatc*natu
*

along the

sand beach they walked 34.14

Llu wanx lk!l altc they came to the

mouth of the river 66.11
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inq/afl river, creek 30.23 ulaux LIU inq/a ltc and they two

came to a creek 56.4

In many instances the locative form of a noun or pronoun followed

by the local suffix of motion -tc indicates the idea of instrumentality.

t(fi water 61.24 hltsl 1 ta qnis tdwa tc the house (is)

full of water

Kite person 7. 1 taqanl tx hltu stc it was always full

of people 70.3, 4

tchmtcafmi ax 27.10 tc&mtca myatc xawa au with an ax

he will be killed 28.1

ll tla1 food 34.6 ta qnfa llt/aya tc ants hlt&l 1 full

with food (was) that house 54.5

tslaln pitch 26.6 si ^xyuns tslttna tc xawa au it

was desired (that) with pitch

he should be killed 24.1

sEa that one 10.1 sEainaf
tc xawa au with that (thing)

he will be killed 26.6

91. Local Suffix Indicating Best -u (-a*)

This suffix is added to such stems as are not considered nominal,

and hence can not express the local idea of rest by means of the loca

tive -a or -us (see 86). It is consequently suffixed to adjectives

which are really intransitive verbs and it performs for such terms

the additional function of a locative case-ending. The only noun to

which this suffix has been found added in its local and objective mean

ing is the stem sl xa1 CANOE (see 86). This apparently exceptional

use of the local suffix -u in connection with a noun may be due to the

fact that the informant, unable to recall a single instance of the noun

sl xa1 in its proper objective form (slxaya f), and not conscious of the

grammatical processes of her language, has endeavored to form the

objective case according to her own idea. The idea implied by this

suffix may be rendered by IN, AT, ON. The interchange between -u

and -a* has been discussed in 2.

ml Jcfa bad 14.7 m cttf, tsx xi ntmls kite mlktaP

L/ayaf how (can) always travel

a person in a bad place? 12.10;

13.1

Jc/lx each, every 24.4 txu nx Jcfexu L layof xi ntmls just

you everywhere will continually
travel 13.6, 7
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~k!lx each, every 24.4 Tcfexu L/aya
u
l sEai

tE on each place
such (was the world) 14.6; 15.1

s^att* such, in that manner 15.1 u
l
Enx sqa

l
lc l

lt/a if sEaitu and they
eat on such (a place) 62.5, 6

ya
a

Tc/i stein very small 36.23 yakftsteinu L/aya
u
l tlyu

wi on a

very small place they lived 38.19

sl xa1 boat 56.5 lqa
if tu txu maatc ants SEW sticks

merely were lying in that boat

48.20, 21

Instances where this suffix has the function of a locative case-

ending may be given as follows :

Jcflx each, every 24.4

sl xa1 canoe 56.5

Ic/e xu tc L/aya tc L/oxa xa^tsmE to

each place he sent his . . .30.1

Ll u ml Tc/a^tc L/aya tc became to

a bad place
SExaufn si n l

xya a canoe I want

SExa^ tc qaa xam into a canoe were

put 34.5

92. Local Suffix -ix (-*, -yax]

This suffix is used chiefly in connection with verbs of motion, and is

added to nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. Its function may best be

compared to the function performed by our adverbs ON, OVER, ALONG,

when used in connection with verbs of motion. The long I of the

suffix is often changed into a1

(see 2) or diphthongized into ya

(see 7).

Qa aHclx psll tc Llha yax along
North Fork at first it passed
32.19

paa^ wltdx qatc
Enatu u

along (its)

sand beach they walked 34.14

hal

qa
lxanl tca xwltux along the

shore we will go back 66.12, 13

qa
uxal x lc/uxwinlyu s on top of

the ice 76. 14, 15

a tributary of the Sius-

law river called at present
North Fork

paaP wi sand beach

hafq shore 44.7

qa
ux high, up 80.9

his well, straight 38.21

qa
u xiln sky

tdJc where 34.2

tei watc Jil sa lx Liu 1

to the water

on (a) straight (line) it was com

ing 32.20

qa
u
xunyax xint along the sky it

traveled 32. 19

tci lcyax Llha* ts kite whereon

climb up people 80.13
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In one instance this suffix is added to a demonstrative pronoun.

sEa that one 10.1 sEal xaux pitca* over that one they
two stepped 88.18

93. Local Suffixes -ya, -UE

~ya is added to those locative forms of the personal pronouns and

nouns that end in an alveolar or affricative consonant (t, s, to) and to

adverbs the final consonant of which belongs to the same series.

g
uLl mt anus 86.9 q

uL%ml tyatc Llha from his anus

he came out 94.20

pl
n
tsfe ocean (locative form) pl tsisya ha

i

qa
i from the ocean he

44.1 came ashore 82.4

qu ltc Umpqua river qu ltcyacfi from the Umpaua river

(they came) 100.15

hltsl 1 house 25.2 hit& sya from the house

na I 21.8 na tcya from me

hatq shore 44.7 haif
qcfitcya go away from the fire!

(literally, what is shore like from
it you go away) 26.7

qantc where qa ntcyanx Liu from where (dost)

thou come 66.16

is suffixed to nouns and to personal pronouns whose locative

forms end in a vowel (see 86), and to such stems as form the loca

tive cases by means of the local suffix of rest -u (see 91).

kfix L !a ai
every plase ~k!exu nE L taya nE from each place,

from everywhere 8.2

tci water 64. 24 tel wanE ha^qiqyax from the water

he came ashore 56.13

xwafka head 29.5 xwakl nE from the head

sl xa 1 canoe 56.5 SEXO^ HE from the canoe

These local suffixes are frequently used as implying the idea of

instrumentality.

qal tc knife L/xmal ywn, qa l tcya he killed him
with a knife (literally, from a

knife)
tdL hand 50.18 tcl LnE LolE lun with the hand he

struck him
Lxau spear 64.7 Lxau UnE ants kite skwahaif with

a spear (in his hand) that person
stood up 64.11, 12
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94. Adverbial Suffixes Indicating Modality -Itc (-attc), -na

-xtc. This suffix has both a nominal and a verbal function. As a

nominal suffix it signifies LIKE. It is found suffixed to a number of

modal adverbs (see 121), and it invariably requires the accent. The

interchange between the long I and the diphthong a 1 has been dis

cussed in 2.

ck&tc hill 46.10 qa xuntc qa tcint cJco td tc he went

up a hill (literally, upwards he

goes, hill-like) 12.9

txaln tracks, road 56.10 tcik ants lqa
in tu Lwa ir txahn tc

wherever that tree falls across

the road (literally, road-like)

84.2, 3

alaq one 18. 7 a lqaHdn L fxu yun qna half I know
it (literally, one [half] like I

know it) 92.12

sEa isa thus 11.10 waafxam sEatsl
f

tc he was told thus

8.1

ni ctca something, how 16.2 Jcwl nx nictm tc L/wa msun don t

you tell him anything 17.1, 2

My informant frequently rendered this suffix by the phrase WHAT
YOU WOULD CALL A . . .

,
SOME KIND OF . . .

, especially in cases

where the noun employed did not convey the exact idea that was

wanted.

maa tl chief 10.2 maoftltc IE qivo txa 1 beaver (was)

(what you would call a) chief

50.6, 7

mat% yu
wi

chief, general sEatsl tc waa ants matl wltc ants

sl xa1 thus said that (what you
would call) captain (of) that

boat 64.26; 66.1

lnau wi rjck man gg^ lnau witc ants hltc (what you would

call a) chief (was) that man 76.8

tEqyu
u frame 80.7 tsgyu wltc (what you would call a)

frame

Ikfl a1 mouth (of river) l~k!l a~lwltc antspk l tl (something
like the) mouth (of) that lake

When added to adverbs that convey local ideas, it must be preceded

by the local suffix of motion -tc (see 90).
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sqa
l
lc there 14.6

qanis- down

tqa
uiol -

up-stream 56.8

sqcfilctd tc qa ttfntux there (they)

will go 30.22

qanistcfl tc txu SLOXU XU down sim

ply he went (slid) 12.6

qa tcEnt tqa
uvntcfl tc he went up

stream 58.12

This modal suffix may also express the idea of instrumentality, as

will be seen from the following examples :

tsi L/i arrow 50.7

tsaxu slave 76. 3

~kum% ntc xa wll tsfa/l tc not he can

die through (literally, with) an

arrow 15.8

tuhafhaPn tsExwl tc he bought her

in exchange for a slave

When added to verbal stems, -lie is almost invariably followed or

preceded by the verbs xint- TO GO, TO START, and hlqf- TO START, TO

BEGIN; and the idea conveyed by such a phrase may best be compared
with our English sentences I GO INTO A STATE OF . . .,1 START . . .

-LY. The Siuslaw informant, unable to express this native phrase in

English, usually rendered it by I, THOU, HE ALMOST. . . .

tc&n- to go home, to return

12.10

- to assemble 7.3

Ll u- to arrive 9.2

tcax%- to go back, to return

30.14

xau he died 40.21

qatx tcsnl tc xwt he cried as he
went home (literally, he cries

when homewards he starts)

58.15, 16

tEmuiftc xint L/a ai
people came

together (literally, into a state

of coming together go many)
30.15, 16

mwlr
tcwax wan xint they two are

almost home (literally, in the

manner of arriving they two

finally go) 23.1

Jci xEs tsxayu
wi a ntsin tcEXwl tc

xmt for ten days I was going
back (literally, ten days this I

returningly went) 66.20, 21

XEwlf
tcEnx hl qfya (when) you are

near death (literally, [when] in

the manner of dying you start)

34.25
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Ic/ap- low tide 36.18 u
l ~k!apl tc xmti t ants tti and the

water began to get low (liter

ally, into a state of low tide

went that water) 36.20

si - to grow 98.10 slhl tdn xVntyax (when) I began
to grow up (literally, [when]
into a state of growing I went)
100.17

In one instance this suffix occurs as -aPtc, and is preceded by the

stem qatcn- TO GO.

yax- to see 20.10 u
l qa tcEnt yEXcfi tc a ntsitc tcma nl

he went to see his cousin 40.24

The verbs xint- and hlq!- may be omitted, as is shown in the fol

lowing example:

tc&q- to spear 68.8 qatha ntc M nyaxaPn ya ~k
us tea-

ga
l
tc the seal took him way off

as he speared him (literally, way
off took him, seal, spearingly)

68.17, 18

-*na is added to adjectives only, and expresses an idea similar to

that of the English suffix -LY.

ml Tc/a bad 14. 7 Icwl nx L fwa nlsun ml Jc/cfnd don t

tell it to him badly 17.1, 2

Tcumi ntc ml Tddna sft/ntxnafwls not

badly (we shall) keep on think

ing of each other 78.12, 13
t!l sa grease nVctdm t/i sctnanx lit!ofwax be

cause greasy (things) they are

going to eat 82.8

95. Adverbial Suffixes Indicating Time -tlta, -Ita

These suffixes are added to nouns that indicate division of time, and

to verbs expressing celestial phenomena, and they may best be ren

dered by TOWARDS, WHEN THE TIME OF ... COMES. Both Suffixes

require the accent.

filctcEm summer 46.11 pictcEmtlta!
u
l
Enx sqa

l
lc tayat to

wards summer (hence, in the

spring-time) they there live

62.2, 3
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qfsxa
u
yu wi salmon season q!Exa

u
yu witlta! u

l tqa
u wltc taya

1

when salmon-time comes (they)

up-stream live 82.12, 13

qlu nEin winter 80.18, 19 qiu nEintltaf towards winter

M!n*lc!i- to rain 76.18 km Jcftta in the rainy season

qatx night 38.21 qatmtaf towards night-time
nictdnwa* spring comes nwteinawUa ulaux sEaf

tsa xnlfwnE
towards spring-time they two
thus do it 98.5

96. Modal Adverbs in -a

This suffix may be called the suffix of modality par excellence. By
its means all stems expressing adjectival ideas, and all particles, are

transformed into adverbs. Many of these stems (amplified by means

of the modal suffix -a) do not occur in their original form, being

used adverbially only. All such stems are denoted here by an

asterisk (*). Whether this suffix may not be ultimately related to

the locative -a (see 86) is a debatable question.

his good 38.21 kumi ntc hlifsa natc not well (it is)

on me 12.2

Ll u near 40.12 Llu wa Jc
una inqla ltc IE tal

near,

perhaps, the creek, these live

66.7, 8

ya^xat much, many 8.5 hu tctuns ya
a xa we shall play a

great deal 10.6

yikt big, large 48.8 qanist&ftc llqafyusns y% ~kta very
deep it would be dug (liter

ally, down-like it is dug largely)

84.3, 4

*L%mq- quick i& mqan td ntux right away I shall

return 56.22

*Jia!n- different haifna differently 58.9

*nlk!- alone ni Jc. a alone 94.11

*sEats- thus sEa tsa thus, in that manner 18.4
*tsl~kf- much, very tsl ~k!ya very, very much 13.9

GENERAL NOMINALIZING SUFFIXES ( 97-105)

97. Nominal -u (-*), -ui

This suffix conveys a general nominal idea, changing any neutral

stem into a noun, and is employed extensively in the formation of

verbal abstract nouns. It is also used t express collectivity of action,
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an application that is in perfect harmony with its nominal character,

as has been explained in 78. The forms -uu and -uwi may be

explained as due to imperfect perception on my part, while the

double occurrence of -uu and -a? is caused by the phonetic relation

that exists between the u and the diphthong an (see 2).

huto- to play 7.2 liute\L w
\ hutcu u

fun, 8.5; 16.6

tEmu - to gather 7.3 talk ants L/a ai tEmuu u where

(there is) that big assembly 88. 3

paLn- to hunt 82.17 qwa tc L/xuf

yunpaLnu
wi

(he) who
knows (the art of) hunting 82.18

xU xcl- to work 48. 10 tsl k/ya L/xu yun xU xcyu
u
very

(well) he knows (the art of)

working 52.22, 23

si- to grow 98.10 sEa tsatc tfCyafd
11 such (was) her

growth 98.6

Lxat- to run 12.3 Lxatu wi a race 78.18

xintm- to travel 12.10 wi nxanx tci
fwaxintmu wi thouart

afraid to go to the ocean (liter

ally, thou fearest to water the

journey)

yalq- to dig 84.5 yaHqa cfl a hole 84.6

xaftc- to roast 90.8 xa^tca a? roast 90.9

anxl- to sing anxyu
wi a song

This suffix is found in a great number of nouns whose original

stems can no longer be analyzed. The following list may be given:

hauwl yu shaft tcmttqu
wi

ring (tcmttq finger)

paaP wi sand beach 34.14 ~k
utsu wi saliva

pahu
fwi codfish Jeu cu hog (from French through

pd l u spring, well 76.12 medium of the Chinook jargon)

ma tcu bed (place of lying ?) ku *tciyu sea-otter

mafltcu chimney, stove (place Icmu lcu pipe-stem
of burning?) lccfikyu

wi wall

tEqyu
u frame (of a house) Icll nu ladder, stairway

80.7 kwlnl ntxu throat

tugya aF up the river 32.22 Tda l apu navel

tfu nfayu pocket qasLi u husband 48.20

nfatc$ma*mu custom, fashion ga^wa dP bay, down-stream 80.6

36.28 $ra& ubark 90.8

ciml Ltxu upper lip q!Exa
u
yu wi salmon-time 82.12

tsxayu
wi

day, sun, weather 8.1 lnau wl rich man, chief 86.4
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lkwuna atsu live-coals Llya a* fire 25.5

lqa
if *tu tree, log 32.21 Lxau pole, spear 64.7

Iqfa nu hide, skin 100.15 L/mVkcu flounder 100.10

When added to the numeral particle ya^xd
1

MUCH, MANY, it denotes

the idea expressed by a noun of quality. This particle is to all

appearances a stem amplified by means of the nominal suffix -a 1

(see 98); and since two nominal suffixes of a similar function

can not be added to one and the same stem, the -a1

disappears, and

the suffix -aP is added to the bare stem yax-.

ya
afxal

much, many 8.5 tci ntEtc ya xcfi xalnaif how many
had climbed up (literally, what

their number climbed up) 62.11

tci ntEtc ya xa^ tEqtc ants qiutcu ni

as many relatives as that woman
had (literally, how much their

number [of] her relatives [of]

that woman) 76.1

LXa irp
istc ya xaJ1 five their number

100.15

98. Nominal -I (-a*)

This suffix is found in a large number of nouns expressing a variety

of concepts. It occurs with nouns indicating instrumentality, with

verbal abstract nouns, with nouns of relationship, with terms desig

nating animals, with stems expressing natural objects, etc. It is not

altogether inconceivable that this nominal formative element may be

identical with the verbalizing suffix -a 1

(see 75), even though its

nominalizing function can no longer be explained in a majority of cases.

In many instances the original stem to which this suffix has been

added does not occur in its independent form. The substitution of

the diphthong -a 1 for the long I has been discussed in 2.

psku - to play shinny 9.4 pa lcwl shinny stick

tslL/- to shoot 8.6 tsl L/l arrow 50.7

minxu- to lighten 38.5 mi nixwl lightning 38.2

w%f

nkl- to work 50.6 vfifndkl work
ta l he sits 16.2 tl ta1 chair

98
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ll t!- to eat 13. 10

Jm tc- to play 7.2

aswitfl blanket

inqfafa
1

, inq/a l, river 30.20,

23

umll thunder 36. 8

u ltl snow 76.10

hami etd whale 82.4

ha Tcw, mussels 82.2

hi a 1 clouds

httslfi house 25.2

ha1
heart, mind 8.9

pfcV^lake 62.18

mskll father-in-law

ma!I kidney
maa tl chief 10.2

maftl dam 48.10

mat!I elder brother 58.11

mm!a1 elder sister 90.23

mictd i

younger sister 40.2

mi ctfla1

something bad, vulva

26.5

tqa tl hook

tqu nl smoke

ll t!a1 food 34.23

hutca1 fun 10.5

sl xa 1 canoe 56.5

tsall &wall beads ( ?)

tsitl 1 sand beach

tso tl waves, breakers

tsxu npLl coyote 88.9

td water 36.20

td tH wind

tsfu xwl spoon
Tc*a nl basket 90.21

qa xl chicken-hawk

qafwl blood

q
unitlri

perforation in the ear

q
wunaxlfi cheek

qwo txa 1 beaver 48.6

q!aftctl cedar

Wl a1 salmon 56.1

Iqfa sl eel

L!a ai
ground, world, earth, place,

many 7. 2

L/i *nl floor

L/xml tl bow

When added to stems that express adjectival ideas, this suffix forms

nouns of quality.

his good 38.21

yiTct big 48. 8

y&x- much, many 8.5

him, *

goodness
hltefifssm yiktl

fi of the house the

large (size)

lq!dnu
ifml yixi

fi of hides a great
number 102.1, 2

99. Nouns of Quality in -t u (-t ui)

There can be little doubt that the vocalic elements of this suffix are

identical with the nominalizing suffix discussed in 97. The etymol

ogy of the initial consonantic element is obscure. This suffix is added

to adjectives and adverbs only. Owing to the fact that a number of

adjectives end in -t (see 104) and that double consonants are invariably

simplified, these adjectives drop their final consonant before adding

the suffix (see 15).
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hatca t long 76. 1 tti ntHc ha tctfu * for a long time

(literally, how much its long

period) 48.2

lnauwi rich 86.4 lnauwti u wi wealth

yikt large 48.8 yikt u
wi

large size

qa xfan high 8.7 qaxtintfu
1
height

qatn- deep qa
intfu rv&amp;gt;i

depth
his good 38.21 hlstfu wi kindness

qcfilia n- far 10.3 qathantfu
* distance

100. Nouns of Agency in -yam, -II (-aH) 9 -t! 9 -t!w%

Nomina actoris are formed by means of the following suffixes:

-yaux This suffix seems to have been used frequently.

laku- to fetch, to catch 7.5 la!Wtya
ux sheriff (literally, a

catcher [of people])

xuun- to snore 27.9 xu nya
ux a snorer

lafwatf- to gamble lafwat!ya
ux a gambler

Inr to call ( ?) lna lya
ux an interpreter

tsmu - to gather 7.3 tsmauf
ya

ux a person who assem

bles (people) 30.2

-ll (-a
l
l). This suffix is easily confounded with the verbal negative

suffix of similar phonetic .structure (see 53); but this similarity is

purely accidental.

wi nki- to work ssa tsl ~k!ya wi nkll he (is a) very

(good) worker 50.5, 6

xU xct - to work 48.10 xi l*xe& a workingman
xintm- to travel 12.10 xi ntmll a traveler

waa f- to speak 7.1 wa al
l a speaker

pEku - to play shinny 9.4 pa lcwll a shinny player

-/ It is quite possible that this suffix may have some connection

with the initial element of the suffix for nouns of quality, -tfuu (see

99).

Lfwm to tell 8.2 L/iodntf an informant

tslL/- to shoot 8.6 tslL/t! a marksman

yuw- to pick, to dig 96.18 yu ycfit! a person who picks (ber

ries [reduplicated stem])

pcbLn- to hunt 82.17 paL nt! a hunter

t/amc child, infant 40.20 tfimct! one who raises children

30.23

100
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-t!w% seems to be another form of the preceding suffix.

laku- to fetch . . . IE la ~k
ul!wi hitu tc this

gatherer of the people 7.5

la lPtM a fetcher 22.9

101. Nouns in -aac

This suffix is used for the purpose of forming nouns from verbal

stems, adverbs, and stems denoting geographical terms. When added

to verbs or to adverbs, it is best rendered by PERSON, PEOPLE; while

when used in connection with geographical terms, it denotes a tribal

name and may be translated by INHABITING, BELONGING TO.

xau he died 40.21

L/OX- to send 16.10

a^stux he will sleep 27.7

wa nwits long ago 14.7

nictcimtfmu custom, fashion

36.28

pEll tc first 32.19

qu
{
-, gu ltc south

qpa*- north

qcfixq- east

pi *tsis ocean 44.1

cko tc mountain 46.10

101

Ten* nals xa waPxcfilnE if he had not

been killed (literally, not had he

been a person [who was] killed)

29.7

tc&n ants hltc L/wa x returned

this human messenger (literally,

returned that person [who was]

sent) 7.7

(L.
fowa x instead of L!wa xax, see

24)

stuxax it was desired (that) with

pitch killed shall be the person

(who) will sleep 24.1

nVclown sEa lsa wa nwitsax be

cause thus (did it) the old-timers

(literally, [people belonging to]

long ago) 68.13

sEatsl tc wa nwilsax nictchmafmwax

thus (was) the custom of the old-

timers (literally, thus [of people

of] long ago the [things pertain

ing to their] customs) 76.6, 7

psll tcax a first settler

Lxau yax the other one, friend 42.8

qu yax, qu ltcax an Umpqua Indian

(literally, a person inhabiting
the south)

qpa yax an Alsea man

qat xqax a Kalapuya Indian

pi *tsisax inhabitants of the ocean

cko^tdtcax a mountaineer
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102. Nouns in -tint (-awii)

This suffix is added to adjectives, a few adverbs used in an ad

jectival sense, and to nouns. It has a double function. When added

to adjectives or to adverbs, it transforms them into nouns, just as

any adjective is transformed into a noun by adding ONE to it (com

pare our phrases THE BIG ONE, THE GOOD ONE, etc.)* When used

with other nouns, this suffix has an adjectival character, which may be

best rendered by MADE OF, COMPOSED OF.

tExam strong 10.1 tExmti ni the strong one, a man
30.21

Lxau yax other 42.8 LxaPyaxcfPni the other one 86.18

yikt big 48.8 yfflctu ni the big one

s1tai
t large tPattu ni the larger one 92.18

yak!- small 38.19 tu yaklaP ni that small one 88.12

limnl tc behind 86.11 limmtcu m mictdfi the youngest
sister 40. 2

hl q/a beads, Indian money, hlqfahcfi ni consisting of dentalia

dentalia shells 74.19 shells 78.14

p% lq
uts coon pilq

utsu m taha nik made of rac

coon (-hide) quivers 70.23, 24

til bear 12.4 t/iyu ni tahafnik made of bear

(-skin) quivers 70.24

fc !lx ts&quot;q everything 24. 4 Jc fexu ni ts qaPni Jmtcd
1

composed
of every sort (of) fun 10.5

lafqlaq boards laqlaqcfi nltc Jiltsl
1 made of some

kinds of boards the house 80.7

This suffix may be added to verbal stems provided the verb has

been changed into an attribute of a following noun.

hamx- to tie u
l hamxcfi ni ants tsEhau ya and
that made of tied grass ... 8. 6

103. Nominalizing Suffix Indicating Place -a mu

This suffix indicates the place where a certain action is performed.
When added to stems ending in a velar or palatal consonant, it appears
as -ya mu, and changes the final velar of the stem

(&amp;lt;?, q!) into a palatal

Jc (see 17). After all other consonants it occurs as -a mu. The short

t&amp;lt;-vowels following velar and palatal consonants disappear before this

suffix. It is possible that the final u of the suffix may be related to

the general nominalizing suffix -u discussed in 94 (see 23).
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ma qfl- to dance 28.7 mEkycfmu a dance-hall

ya
f

&amp;lt;**- to see 23.9 yskycfmu a vantage point

pEku - to play shinny 9.4 pE~kya mu a place where shinny is

played, ball-grounds
nlctcat!- to fight nlctcatlcfmu battlefield

tuhatd- to try to buy tuhatc
1a mu a store

Lxat- to run 12.3 Lxatasmu track (literally, a place
where people run)

nictcima mu custom, fashion 29.9

104. Adjectives in -t

Siuslaw has no true adjectives. All stems denoting adjectival ideas

are intransitive verbs, and may be used as such, as may be seen from

the following examples :

ml Tcfa toethatbad man 23. 2, 3 tsl ~k!ya ml lcla very bad it was

14.7

hatcctft hl qfa long (strings of) hatca t ants lqa
ir tu there was a

dentalia shells 76. 1 tall tree 92. 21

Owing to this verbal significance, the Siuslaw adjective shows no

special suffixes. A few stems denoting adjectival concepts appear in

duplicated form, mostly those expressing color (see 109). There will

be found, however, a number of words expressing attributive ideas

that end in -t.
1 Whether this consonant is related to the auxiliary -t

(see 76) or whether it may be looked upon as a true adjectival suffix,

is a question open to discussion. The following is a list of such ad

jectives:

yikt big, large 48.8 t xull t straight

hawd tsit new Mt big, old 92.18

hatca t long, tall 76.1 tsmq/t poor 16.10

hlxt wild tsiLt thick

paala st* spotted HTlt heavy 11.9

pini U sharp Jcfvn act proud
mskct fat 90.16 q

udf

ct thin

timsqaya t bitter, sour Lqut red

tint ripe L/agt wet 56.13

tqatlya t dear, expensive L/nuwa tit deep

105. Irregular Suffixes -Em, -1st, -wi, -yuwi, -Iwt

These suffixes occur very seldom, and, while their function is to all

appearances nominal, it can not be explained accurately.

1 See also 124. 2 Dorsey: p al-l&st gray .
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-Em occurs with a few nouns.

UqwaP tEm root, alder tree tsami tasm chin

92.5, 6 qlu nEm winter 80.19

pl ctcEm summer 98.8 xat tsEm woman s basket

-fst seems to denote an abstract idea.

pin- to be sick 40.21 plnl si sickness, cough

qa*x dark, night 38.21 qtfxl si darkness, night

hwu nhwun black ho nisi dusk

ni ctca (?) how 16.2 nl ctcid arrival (?) 40.16

mctc&nwa 1

spring comes nwtcanu wlsl year 92.12

The following nouns have analogous form:

au teisi camas 96.20 L/nti *tdsi crawfish

ll xtmlsfi small-pox

The nouns tswa si FROST and Luwa s% NOSE may also belong here.

-wt is found in a small number of nouns.

grouse lc!d xwi gnat
tsnafwb bone q

uha qwi broom

In a few instances this suffix seems to form nouns of agency, and

may be related to the suffixes discussed in 97 and 99.

tsxan- to comb one s hair tsxa nwi a comb

qatcu*- to drink 76.12 qatcwi wt a person who waters

animals (?)

cuxu- to drive away, to scare cuxwa wi a driver ( ?)

56.11

llq- to dig 80.6 Uqa vti one who digs holes

-yuwi, -Vwi. These two suffixes have a peculiar function. They
seem to denote the nominal object of an action performed by a noun

of agency (see 100). The most puzzling phenomenon connected with

their function is the fact that they can be added only to the discrimi

native form of a noun (see 111), which seems to stand in direct con

tradiction to its objective significance, because the discriminative

case points to the noun as the subject of the action.

Absolutive Discriminative Objective

psni s skunk 86.1 psna s 86.7 t&L/t! psnasyu wi a

skunk-shooter
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swal grizzly bear

(?) huckleberries

qwo txa1 beaver
48.6

Absolutive Discriminative Objective

kite person 7.1 Wya tc 13.10; 15.2 tslL/tf Wyatcufwi a

man-killer

tEmau ya
ux hyatd wi a

gatherer of people
swal 15.2 tslLltl swalyu wi a

grizzly-shooter
ts xya la ~k

ut!wi taxyu wi a

picker of huckle

berries

gwoa txa1 52.4 tslLltl qwoatxl wi a

beaver-killer

Another nominalizing suffix that- seems to be confined to one stem

only is -as in the noun wa as LANGUAGE, WORD, MESSAGE 34.21, formed

from the verbal stem waa- TO SPEAK, TO TALK.

Reduplication ( 106-109)

106. Introductory

Reduplication as a factor in the formation of grammatical categories

and processes does not play as important a role in Siuslaw as in many
other American Indian languages.

Considered from a purely phonetic point of view, the process of

reduplication may affect a single sound, a syllable, or the whole

word, while from the standpoint of position of the reduplicated ele

ments it may be either initial or final. In accordance with these pro

cesses, a given language may show the following possible forms of

reduplication: Vocalic or consonantic initial reduplication; consonantic

final reduplication, commonly called final reduplication; syllabic redu

plication, usually referred to as doubling or reduplication of the sylla

ble; and word-reduplication, better known as repetition of the stem.

Of the forms of reduplication known actually to occur in the Ameri

can Indian languages, Siuslaw shows only duplication of the (first)

syllable, duplication of the final consonant, and repetition of the stem.

Syllabic duplication occurs rather seldom, final duplication is resorted

to frequently, while repetition of the stem plays a not unimportant

part in the formation of words.

Reduplication is confined chiefly to the verb; its use for expressing

distribution a phenomenon commonly found in American Indian

languages is entirely unknown to Siuslaw, which employs this pro

cess solely for the purpose of denoting repetition or duration of action.
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107. Duplication of the Initial Syllable

This process occurs in a few sporadic instances only. The repeated

syllable occurs in its full form, the original syllable losing its vocalic

elements. Initial stops of both the original and repeated syllables are

usually changed into fortis (see IT).

tsmu - to assemble 7.3 t/Emtfmafxam w&n they come to

see him (literally, he is assem

bled about) 23.3

Ll u (they) come 9.3 LHLIwa xam he is approached 16.3

L/lL/vn sutnE he is continually

approached 26.2

sEa tsanx tEL/l L/ututs that s why
1 came (to see) you 21.6, 7

Ji
ir
ya!tcn

Exan L/l L/uts people us

came (to see) repeatedly 100.8

ta{- to sit, to live 16.2 ants Tsxuna piH t!l t!yun (that) on

which Coyote was sitting 94.6

hal- to shout 13.11 Ihali yusnE he would be shouted

at 70.22 (this form may be ex

plained as derived from an origi

nal halhall yusus)
Ihall txa^ns he is continuall}

7

shouted at 11.10

yuw- to pick 96.18 yu ya
iiwt! one who picks

108. Duplication of Final Consonants

This process is employed extensively, and consists in the repetition

of the final consonant with insertion of a weak a- or i- vowel. In

many instances the quality of the connecting vowel is affected by the

vowel of the stem. This is especially true in cases where the stem

ends in a u-vowel, after which the connective vowel is assimilated and

becomes a weak u. The short vowel of the stem is not infrequently

changed into a long vowel. This duplication plays an important

part in the formation of the past tense (see 74), and, in addition to

denoting frequency and duration of action, it seems to be capable of

expressing commencement, especially of intransitive actions.

aus- to sleep 23.9 au d s he began to sleep 26.9

qax dark 38.21 qc^xi x wa nwits it got dark long

ago 64.19

8 107-108
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u
l wan xintVt he kept on going
now 56.23

u
l SLOXU XU wlL/a xL/ he came
down again 12.6

haiqa q wan he then went ashore

58.17
u
l txu loqwa q

u and just he was

boiling 96.7, 8

mlk/a ~k! ants tsxayu
wi

began to

get rough that weather 64.15

wan smut a t* it ends finally 9.1

tdfa t* the wind blew 94.5
u
l
Enx CLL hutca tc and they now be

gan to play 72.23, 24

Tc/api p low water (comes)
xwiL/a L/ wan he finally came

back 12.7

sqa tEm nali l he started from there

68.10

sEa tsa hl q/aq/yax thus it began
15.1

ulaux lakwa 1cuun they two took

(them) away 52.16

la lcukyax she took 60.23

xumca caux wan they two are ap

proaching now 23.2

fcyatsi tsun ants laif

qat he is put

ting that feather on 11.8

t watcft tcunaux they two began to

spear it 56.15, 16

Pwa tcitcyaxa^n I have been spear

ing it 66.17
ulaux tcaqa qa

un and they two be

gan to spear it 56.19
ulaux yaxi xun they two saw it

56.15

qnu- to find 56.9 uln qnuhu huun I am finding it

A very interesting case of duplication applied to formative elements

is presented by the nominal suffix -ax. This suffix signifies PEOPLE,

BELONGING TO, and, when added to the adverb wa nwits LONG AGO, it

was invariably rendered by OLD-TIMERS (see 101). Whenever the

speaker wants to imply the intensive idea PEOPLE OF VERY LONG AGO,

he usually repeats this suffix.

108

xint- to go 20.3

SLOXU- to go down

hal

q shore 44.7

loqw- to boil 96.1

ml lcfa bad 14.7

smutf- to end 11.1

teitf- to blow 94.5

hutc- to play 7. 2

lc!ap- low water 36.18

XWIL!- to go back 42.6

nal- to start

hl q!- to start 22.6

laku- to take 7.5

xumc- to come, to approach

hits- to put on 11.8

tutc- to spear 62.2

tcaq-to spear 68.18

yax- to see 20.10
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wafnwfosax old-timer 68.13 wa niwtsaxax people of long, long

ago 29.9

sEa tsa xmw nutnE wa nwitsaxax

thus it was done (by) people of

long, long ago 62.9

wa nwitsaxax mctdma mu (of) old,

old-timers their custom 68.19

Similarly the modal -4tc (see 94) is found repeated in a few instances.

tea where 34.4 tcalt& tc nl ctux where he will go
64.20

109. Duplication of Sterns

While this process is, strictly speaking, of a lexicographical char

acter, and as such ought to be treated more properly under the head

ing
fc

Vocabulary
&quot;

(see 137), it will nevertheless be found useful to

give here a list of doubled stems. Barring a few nouns,, most of these

terms are adjectives denoting color and quality.

hwu nhwun black qa sqas stiff, hard

pxitf pxu* sorrel, yellow qu LquL white 40.10,11

tu Tctuk deaf qtstfngt&n blue, green
Wk/tnk! soft xu sxus naked

M lc lt heavy 11.9 lima iim blind

puna puna gopher, mole tsini Ltsml i? little beaver (?)

96.19 50.15

mu smus cow l tcbmtca im ax 27.10

tTa l tral tongue q
ulaiL f

q
ulaiL otter from ocean (?)

t&yi lct&yi Tc wagon
1

laqlaq board 80.7

Vocalic Changes ( 110-112)

110. Introductory

Siuslaw expresses two distinct grammatical categories by means of

vocalic change. Of these two categories, one is nominal, while the

other has a strictly verbal character pertaining to intensity and fre

quency of action. When applied to nouns, vocalic change expresses

the discriminative case.

1 Chinook jargon. 2 Chinook.
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111. The Discriminative Case

The discriminative case is that form of the noun which singles it

out as the performer of an action directed upon an object; i. e., it

designates the nominal subject in sentences containing pronominal or

nominal object.

The discriminative form of pronouns and of nouns of relationship is

expressed by means of the prefix q- (see 21). All other nouns express

the discriminative form by means of a vocalic change that varies accord

ing to the quantity of the stem-vowel, and in polysyllabic stems

according to the quantity of the vowel of the accented syllable. The

following rules maybe said to appty in all cases:

1. The discriminative form of nouns the stem-vowel of which is a

long I or u is obtained through the diphthongization of these vowels

into ya and wa respectively (see 7). For purely physiological reasons

a weak vowel corresponding to the quality of the diphthongized

vowel is inserted between the diphthong and its preceding consonant.

kite person, people 7.1 u
lya q

u
*yun Itfya tc and people

looked on 70.4

ll tcPt cougar 13.3 Vya tcH ttyatsVtsun Cougar put it

on 13.4

ml k/a bad 14. 7 intya Tc/a ttya tc IHla yun a bad

person devoured him 15.2

hlq
u wild-cat 34.17 MyatsVtsun hi

ya q
u Wild-Cat put

it on 11.11
*

Iklanu k11 screech-owl 86.1 tsl Mya ivVnxcfin ants psm s Ikl-

anuwa lt
u Screech-Owl feared

that Skunk veiy much 86.3

hlna wun ants plna st llcfanuwa ku

Screech-Qwl intended to tiike

along that sick man 88.1, 2

qlutcu n*i woman 30.21 ci l xun qlutc
uwa ni (a) woman

shook him 58.4

tExmu nl man 30.21 vn lun tExmuwa m (the) man

agreed with her 58.7

tsxayu
wi

sun, day 8. 1 ntitkwl tutsm. tsxay
uwafwl (the) Sun

had pity on me 72.14

Somewhat irregular discriminative forms are shown by the nouns

til GRIZZLY BEAR and ql utc WIFE, which occur as t!lya
if and qa yutc

respectively.

HI
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t!l grizzly bear 12.4 t!lya
ir

Wyatsi faun Grizzly Bear

put it on 12.3

gi utcwifQ 48.17 maatc qa yutc
Etc (he and) his wife

had lain 60.13

2. Nouns with short stem-vowels, or with short vowels in the ac

cented syllable, change these vowels into an a in their discriminative

forms. Short &amp;lt;2-vowels of the stem are lengthened into a.

pEtu s skunk 86.1 l nau wi kite u
l Iqaqa

1 txaun psna s

(at) a rich man he always broke

his wind, (namely) Skunk 86.6, 7

tstfsqan deer 13.9 Wyatstftsun tsa scfin Deer put it on

13.8

qwo txa1 beaver 48.6 a tsa u
l kumi ntc sffntxyun qwoa t-

xa11 ants q
uLll tc that s why not

liked Beaver that Otter 54.8, 9

pUq
uts raccoon 70.23, 24 pa lq

uts JtfyatsVtsun Raccoon put
it on

q!afxa
uxt wolf 13.2 qfd xauxt ttyatsftsun Wolf put it

on 12.8

swat grizzly bear swal IH/afyun Grizzly Bear de

voured them 15.2

squma pelican 44. 1 waa aPn squmaf ants Iqlal o md
said Pelican to Sea-Gull 44.17

3. Stems containing diphthongs, or stems whose accented syllables

end in the diphthong a\ add a short a to the diphthong for the purpose

of forming the discriminative case.

haf mut all 9.5 haya mut Nya tc Ltxu yun all peo

ple know it 60.24, 25

yaq
u
*yl

w
yutsatc& haya mut you all

shall look at me 72.11, 12

hairna different 58.9 haya na ttyatstftsun another (one)

put it on 12.8

4. Polysyllabic stems whose accented syllable ends in a consonant

and is followed by a syllable beginning with a consonant form the dis

criminative case by inserting a short a between these two consonants.

tsxu npLi coyote 88.9 ants TsxunapiA tH tfyun that (on

which) he was sitting, (namely)

Coyote 94. 6

tExmi l mdold people 58.25 tExmtt a mi L. xvfyun an old man
knew it 76.15, 16

i Probably misheard for qwa txai. 111
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um ll thunder s*atsl tc waafaPn uma ll thus said

to him Thunder 36.9

glutci l md old woman 96.15 qlutcU a mi ta yun ants tsl
f

L/l the

old woman kept that arrow 96.2

t($ ntau which one 90.1 tcma tau s^^xyaxa^n ants . . .

whoever wanted that . . .

11.6, 7

112. Intensity and Duration of Action

Vocalic change as a means of expressing intensive and durative

actions is of a twofold character. The change consists either in the

diphthongization of the long 1- and u- vowels of the stem (see 7),

or in stem-amplification. In both cases the underlying principle may
be described as the change of a monosyllabic root into a stem having

two syllables.

Diphthongization is applied to those stems only whose vowels are

either long I or u. A verbal stem with a diphthongized vowel expresses

durative actions only in connection with other proper devices, such as

the temporal suffixes or duplication of final consonants (see 41, 56,

69, 108). Owing to the fact that certain temporal suffixes nota

bly the inchoative, the frequentative, the durative, the present, the

future, and the imperative imply to a certain extent intensive

actions, or actions that are being performed continually, the suffixes

for these tenses are frequently found added to the verbal stem whose

vowel has been diphthongized, while all other tenses are formed from

the simple root.

Lion- to tell 16.9 8*aM, tcL/waanthft& he was speak

ing 16.6

Jcu*n- to bend down u
l txu Tcwa hunt and (they) would

just bend down 11.9
u
l kwa}inn(i t!fist and he would con

tinually lower his head 13.5

tkum- to close, to shut 48.8 ulns tkwa mlsun and we two shall

keep on making dams (literally,

closing [the river]) 48.14

ttftc- to spear 62.2 twaftds wan spear it now! 64.2

#&amp;gt;watci tcunaux they two are

spearing it 56.15, 16

qu*n- to pour 29.2 qwa ^nyux pour it into his . . . !

29.2

L/OX- to send 16.10 L/wa xyun (I) shall keep on send

ing (them) 30.19
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L/XU- to know 19.9 L!xuwa xuyutsa tci you shall know
me 30.17

laku- to take, to get 7.5 wan lakwa ~kuun now (they two)
were taking them 52.16

kits- to put on 11.8 Wyatsi tsun he is putting it on 11.8

c&tx- to flop tfyatx it is flopping 36.23

llqa
if he digs 84.2 yaflqaPn (they two) are digging

(holes) 84.5

tslL/- to shoot 8.6 tsif

yaL!- to shoot

Intensity and duration of action of verbal stems whose root-vowels

are vowels of quantities and qualities other than I and u are ex

pressed by means of amplification of the root by the insertion of a

weak vowel between its two final consonants. This process occurs

in a few rare instances.

anx- to give up 60.11 Jcwni ntdnl ana xyun not we shall

give it up 16.8

hamx- to tie 8.6 Jc/EfLun hamafxyun tomorrow I

will tie it up
xnlwn- to do 10.5 sEa

r
tsaux{ln xnlyunl

wf
yun thus to

them two I will do it 88.14, 15

sEa tsaux{ln xnlyuna
wun thus to

them two I intend doing it

Another example of stem-amplification for the purpose of express

ing duration of action is furnished by the stem ai

q- TO LEAVE, which

is changed into ayaq-.

tal kEns aya qyun here we two (incl.) will leave it 56.16, 17

Stem-amplification may have also caused the change of the root

L/xmal - TO KILL into L/xmlya
1
-.

yd
a xai

Tiltc Ltxmlya yun ants Swal many people he is killing, that

Grizzly Bear 94.9

L/xmlya yunanl we (incl.) are going to kill him 28.3

Siuslaw possesses a number of stems that occur in such double forms,
and I give here a few of the most important.

L/on- 16.9 L/waan- to tell 16.6

bun- Jcwahun- to lower one s head 11.9

fkum- 48.8 - tkwam- to close, to shut 48. 14
ML* to- 62.2 Pwatc- to spear 56.15

qtin- 29.2 qwa n- to pour 29.2

112
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L/OX- 16.10

~k
uts-

Ldl-

Ica^s- 92.7

ult- 76.10

ldku- 7.5

xau - 40.21

hau - 11.4

t!tf- 74.5

t/E mxuu- 48.12

wtt ftZ- 58.7

40.11

11.8

Am- 9.5

%- 80.6

tslL/- 8.6

eltx- 36.23

/- 13.10

12.10

hamx- 8.6

&amp;lt;znz- 60.11

xnlwn- 10.5

n/ani- 19.9

Lfxma1-

L/wax- to send 7.7

Tcwats- to paint one s face

Lwal- to strike

was- to follow 92.3

wait- to snow
Idkwa - to take, to get, to fetch

52.16

xawa - to die 15.5

ha wa- to be ready 23.10

t/uha - to buy 74.5

t/Emxwa- to cut into pieces
wllwa - to agree 30.11

ya xa- to see 20.10

Nyats- to put on 11.7

fcyan- to take along

yalq- to dig 84. 5

ts^ydfL/- to shoot

q!uyap- to twinkle 36.14

c*yatx- to flop 36.23

l
l

yat!- to eat

ttfyan- to come back

aya q- to leave 56.5

hamax- to tie

ana x- to give up 16.8

xnlyun- to do 88.14, 15

Llxuwa- to know 30.17

Ltxmlya*- to kill 28.3

Amplification of the stem seems to have been used in a few in

stances for the purpose of expressing intransitive actions performed

by the third person singular. It will be remembered that this per

son has no special suffix, the same being understood in the stem or in

the verbal suffixes. In some cases, however, Siuslaw adds a weak a to

the stem, provided the same is not followed by any of the subjective

suffixes (see 24).

hau to quit, to be ready 28.2 wd nwits ha wa long ago it (was)

ready 23.10

xau f
- to die 22.5 txun xa wa 8& ni

xyutnE just I to

die am wanted 20.8, 9

yax- to see 40.11 txunx ya xa si n i

xyutnE merely
thou to (be) see(n) art wanted

20.10
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t!u- to buy tsa ntci tu ha sVrii

xyun if you to

buy want her 74.8

waa f
- to speak 7.1 u

l waa and he said 12.10

In one instance the quality of this weak vowel has been assimilated

to that of the stem-vowel.

tqul- to shout 92.6 mita tcwax ants tqulu waa their

(dual) father, that one shouted

(and) said (tqu lu instead of

tqu la) 52.8

The Pronoun ( 113-115)

113. The Independent Personal Pronouns

The independent personal pronouns occur primarily in two forms,

according to whether they are used as subjects or objects of an action;

but, owing to the fact that from the subjective pronouns there is

obtained by means of the prefix q- (see 21) a discriminative form,

the independent personal pronouns may be said to have three dis

tinct forms the discriminative, subjective, and objective or loca

tive sets. Both the discriminative and subjective pronouns refer to

the subject of the sentence, differing, however, in so far as the former

applies to subjects of transitive actions, while the latter is used mostly

in connection with intransitive verbs. The discriminative form, more

over, is employed whenever the sentence absolutely requires that sub

jectivity of action be indicated (see 21, 111). To be sure, cases

where the subjective pronouns are used with transitive verbs are by
no means rare.

Siuslaw, like so many other Indian languages, has no distinct pro
noun for the third person singular, this person being supplied by the

demonstrative pronouns *&, sEaif

na, sEas (see 115). The first person

dual has two separate forms, one for the inclusive (I AND THOU), and

the other for the exclusive (I AND HE). Similarly, in the first per
son plural are distinguished the inclusive (I AND YE) and exclusive (I

AND THEY).

These pronouns perform the function of a whole sentence, and may
be rendered by I,- THOU, HE, etc., AM THE ONE WHO. . . .

113
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The tabular presentation of the independent personal pronouns is as

follows:
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It will be noticed that the subjective suffixes employed in the forma

tion of the corresponding dual and plural persons are added after the

adverbial -fc, a trait which Siuslaw has in common with the Alsea

language. The objective pronouns for the third persons have as

their basis the corresponding forms of the demonstrative pronoun.

For the sake of emphasis the subjective suffixed pronouns are some

times used in addition to the independent forms.

Examples of subjective pronouns:

na han ^IntslL.^ya s I have an arrow (literally, I am the one who

[I] is arrow-having) 50.16

a tsan ts ncii!dxa!xam that s why this I was sent 21.8

na han a ntsEnx sl rfxyuts I am that one whom you wanted 40.14

Icumi ntcin na nictcl tc wa aH not I anything will say (literally, not

I, I am the one who anything will sa}
7
) 74.9

Jc/faa* na alone (was) 1 100.3

nlxats u
l
Enx qarii nal hi riisltl you ll take along 3

rour knife (liter

ally, }^ou are the one, you, knife take along will, yours) 50.16,

17

mxa
ts IH.a1

you are eating
u
l sEapEliftc

itux and he will be first 10.1

nans hi so, we two (incl.) are well

nau xtin xafts/u we two (excl.) are two 36.15

sEaux ata s L/xu yun they two only knew it 08.9

sEanx tsl kfya L/xu yun they very (well) know it 72.1, 2

Examples of objective pronouns:

kwm ntc hlifsa natc it is not good for me 12.2
ulnx natc Ll wls then you shall come to me 44.6

~kumi ntc htf sa nl xatc it (does) not (look) good on you 12.5

kumVntc na tcEns si tfxya tE qlutcu ni not us two (incl.) like

these women 52.13

Examples of objective and discriminative pronouns for the third

persons will be found under &quot; Demonstrative Pronouns&quot; (see 115),

while the discriminative pronouns for the first and second persons

have been illustrated in 21.

114. The Possessive Pronouns

The independent possessive pronouns are compound forms con-

sisting of the following three separate elements: the independent

personal pronoun (see 113), the relative case-ending -Eml (see 87),

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12 37 114
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and the sign of possession -I (see 88). The sign of possession is not

present in forms that express the third persons as the possessor.

To these compound forms are added the suffixed subjective pronouns

(see 24) for the purpose of indicating the person of the possessor.

The suffixed pronouns, to be sure, agree always with the independent

pronouns that form the initial elements of the compound. The fol

lowing peculiarities will be observed in connection with the pro

nominal forms that enter into the composition of the independent

possessive pronouns:

1. For the first and second persons (singular, dual and plural) the

subjective forms of the independent pronoun are used. The stems

na and nix are employed for that purpose.

2. For the third person (singular, dual and plural) the objective

form of the independent pronoun (s
Eai

na) is used.

3. Singularity, duality, or plurality of the person is expressed, not

in the initial pronominal element, but in the suffixed subjective pro

noun. Consequently the initial element remains unchanged for all

numbers.

Owing to the fact that Siuslaw has no distinct subjective suffix for

the third person singular, the suffix -to is added without the aid of the

sign of possession -i. Duality and plurality of the third person are

indicated by adding to -to the subjective suffixes -aux and -nx respec

tively.

In 88 the fact has been mentioned that possessive phrases are

verbalized by adding the auxiliary suffix -t (see 76) to the sign of pos

session. This -t often figures in the composition of the independent

possessive pronouns, especially those for the first and second persons.

The following table shows the independent possessive pronouns:
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It will be noticed that the obscure E of the relative suffix -sml has

been contracted with the preceding vowels of na and sEaifna into a

clear -vowel (see 9). The weak vowel in na mE
lln, na mE

lins, etc.,

is due to the law of sound-groupings (see 4).

The third person singular often loses its distinct suffix for that per

son (-&?). This loss is due to the fact that the form sEaina ml is in

itself capable of expressing a possessive idea that has the third person

as its possessor.

These possessive pronouns have the force of a whole sentence, and

may be properly translated by IT is MINE, IT is THIN is, etc. They are

frequently used for the sake of emphasis in addition to the possessive

suffixes that are added to nouns, and in such cases invariably precede

the nominal concept.

wafal
sEnx na mElltin wafas you shall continually speak (with) my

language 36.13

na mElln q/a il my pitch, this is my pitch

na mElltin Ikwa
nuq&quot;

this is my hat

na!mElln mita (he) is my father

nl xamtlnx Jco tan your horse

nl xamllnx mtta (she is) your mother

sEaina mltc wa as waa
syaxcfin his language he had spoken 36.14

sEaina mltc Laaf his mouth
sEainafml Ico tan his horse

nafmEllns Jed tan our (dual, incl.) horses

na mEllxtin tdL our (dual, excl.) hands

nl xamllts Jcwiyo s your (dual) dog
sEaina mltcwax Ico tan their (dual) horse

nafmEllnl ho tan our (plural, incl.) horses

na mEllnxan ts q our (plural, excl.) relative 102.5

nl xamlltci ts q your (plural) relatives

8sainafmUcinx qal tc their (plural) knives

115. The Demonstrative Pronouns

Although Siuslaw has a number of stems that are used as demon

strative pronouns, there could not be detected in them such cate

gories as visibility or invisibility, presence or absence, nearness to or

remoteness from the speaker. It is true that in some instances the

informant would render a certain demonstrative pronoun as indicating

nearness or remoteness; but this rendering was invariably caused by

H5
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the leading character of my questions, and never appeared spontane

ously.

The demonstrative pronouns, however, present another striking

feature that is not commonly found in the American Indian languages.

This feature consists in the fact that some of them occur in two dis

tinct forms, one being used with subjects of the sentence, while the

other is applied to objects only. This fact serves as another instance

illustrating the extent to which the category of subjectivity and ob

jectivity permeates this language.

The following demonstrative pronouns have been found in Siuslaw:

taa7c has been invariably rendered by THIS, and in some instances

by HERE. It may be used in connection with subjects and objects

alike. Duality and plurality of subjects and objects are indicated by
the suffixation of the subjective pronouns -aux and -nx respectively

(see 24).

taa~k PEUI S this skunk
taafc tExmu ni this man
t& TcIya his ts*q tci ltin lakwa lcun (a) very good thing this here I

have obtained 72.15, 16

L.fowa xan ta ldn LIU as a messenger here I come 17.6, 7

tdaf Jc
wax qafttfntux these two will go 32.10, 11

tExmu ni these men

tE applies to subjects and objects. There can be no doubt that it

is an abbreviated form of the demonstrative pronoun taak (see above).

It was usually rendered by THIS or THE. When followed by the sub

jective pronouns (see 24), the obscure vowel assumes a clear tinge

and appears as a distinct a-vowel.

u
l mEq!a

l tx haif
qmas Llya wa IE lk!anu ku and she danced near

the fire, this Screech-Owl 86.11, 12

Llhafyax IE Llya aP it passed (by), this fire 32.19

tl Wn tE ta{ this here is my house (literally, here I, this one, live)

58.8

sEaftsa hl tcEtc mctctma mu IE til that s why bear acts like a per
son (literally, thus [of a] person his fashion [has] the bear) 60.26

wi nxa^n tEpErvifs she was afraid of this skunk 86.1

hlna yun tE ml kla Jiltc he took along this bad man 23.2, 3

nl ctcanx tanx yo^ xa} qatx why do you cry much (literally, how [is

it that] you this, much cry) 94.16, 17
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sEaftsa tanx sl rixyutnE that s why this you are wanted 18.4

lakwa ultxaux taftcwax ql utc taux tsimi l a qwoa txalwax taken

away (were) these their (dual) wives, (namely of) them two,

Beaver and Muskrat 52.3, 4

.... ta nxan hutcu 1 .... (as) these we (here) play 70.12

In some instances this pronoun may have a verbal force, and is

then best rendered by THIS WHO. . . .

sEa tsa W.air tE tat yax thus ate those who lived (there) 82.12

sEas is used with subjects of transitive verbs only, and seems to

have a distinct discriminative character. In this capacity it exercises

the function of the missing independent pronoun for the third person

(see 113). It may either precede or follow the verb, although there

is a prevailing tendency to place it at the end of the sentence. It

may be translated by THIS or HE.

u
l W.a yun sEas and he devours him 94.10

ml kla ts^q xau un sEas bad something this (one) had killed 96.12,

13

sEas kuna c^xuyun ants Itfl a1

he, perhaps, has scared away that

salmon 56.11

sEas qata yun ants Lxavf he hooks that spear 64.7

sEar
8Enl Wxa yuts he killed us 28.3

sEci refers to subjects of both transitive and intransitive verbs.

The difference between this pronoun and the above discussed sEas lies

in the strictly discriminative character of the latter. It may best be

rendered by THIS, HE, and is mostly emplo3
Ted as a personal pronoun

for the third person singular (see 113). Duality and plurality of

the subject are indicated by suffixing to sEa the subjective pronouns
-aux and -nx respectively (see 24).

sEa tExmu ni this man
u
l tsim sEa ya q

u
*yun always he sees it 68.22

ulsEaj}Ell
f
tcHux and that one will be first 10.1

sEaux ata s Llxu yun ll tla1 these two only know (where) food (is)

98.9

sEanx tsi ldya Llxu yun kutcu u these very (well) know (how to)

play 72.1, 2

In four instances this pronoun has been used as referring to objects.

1 believe this use to be the result of erroneous application on the part

of the informant. The examples follow.

115
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sEa Llxu yun lklanuwa ~k
u him she knows, Screech-Owl 86.7

sEa uln ql utc hawa yun that one I (will my) wife make 90.1, 2

sEa aid s ants ma qllnutnE (for) him only the dance was arranged
28.7

twaf
tc^s wan sEa yikti l ma spear now that big (one)! 64.2

sEairna refers to objects only, and serves as the objective form of

the missing personal pronoun for the third person (see 113). Hence

it may be rendered by THIS, THAT, HIM. By adding the subjective

suffixes to it (see 24), the dual and plural persons for this pronoun
are obtained.

ya^xa
1 hltc ptnaHx ha1 s

Eaifna man}7

people were sorry for that

15.4

kumi ntdn na nictcl tc wa aH psll tc sEaifna not I anything will

say first (without) her 74.9

sBa tsaux u
l Jcumi ntc tE*q sEaifnaux that s why they two (cared)

nothing about them two 54.11, 12

til, tu a, a demonstrative pronoun that may best be rendered by
THAT ONE. It denotes subjects and objects alike. A comparison be

tween this pronoun and the previously discussed sEa suggests that the

initial elements t and s may be petrified prefixes having the function

of demonstrative pronouns. This assertion receives further substan

tiation from the fact that Siuslaw forms, in analogy to sEas, a discrimi

native pronoun tu as, and that it has two other demonstrative stems

whose initial elements are t- and s- respectively. These pronouns are

tu aH THAT KIND and sEai
t THIS KIND, and they may be explained as

being composed of t- (tu-) + -al
t and 6 - + -a*t. The function of the

second element can not be explained. The t- occurs, furthermore,

independently as ts (see p. 580).
*

The pronoun tu^ tu a, occurs also in dual and plural forms, obtained

by adding the subjective suffixes -aux and -nx (see 24) to it.

tu yakla^ ni qiutcu ni that small(est) woman 88.12

kumi ntc Jils tu tExmu ni not good (is) that man 90.23; 92.1

tu a tExmu ni that man

qna nxan LElu yun tu aux xa tslu we (incl.) are hitting those two
tu anx tExmu ni those men
LElu yutsin tu as that one is hitting me
tu aH that (is the) kind 102.2

kumi ntc his natc tE sEai
t Lla ai not good (is for) me this kind (of

a) place 44.4, 5

1 The s as a demonstrative element has been also found in Alsea.
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ssai
te Lla ai such (a) world 15.1

wal

ya
a xal tE kite, sWtu sVrfxya although many (are) these

people, that kind (of a thing every one) likes 102.2, 3

ants is the only pronoun that may be said to contain a locative

force. It is invariably used in connection with objects that are away

from the speaker, and may be rendered by THAT ONE. It may refer

to subject and object, and is used in the singular, dual, and plural,

although in most cases duality and plurality are accentuated by suffix

ing the respective subjective pronouns -aux and -nx (see 24). This

pronoun may also have a verbal force, and is thei best rendered

by THAT ONE WHO . . .
,
THOSE WHO. ... It ulways precedes

the noun.

hamxaPm ants tsEhau ya that tied (up) grass 8.6

sulcwl tc tsmqft ants Tiltc very poor (was) that person 16.10; 17.1

ants qa
lx last night (literally, that night) 40.14

lk!anuwa lc
u vn nxann antspsni s Screech-Owl was afraid of that

Skunk 86.5

ants lqa
intu ants TsxunapLl t!l t!yun that tree on which

TsxunpLl (Coyote) was sitting 94.6

xau nauxun ants ml lda hltc we two killed that bad person 96.8, 9

lakwa TcvPn ants qlutcu ni antsux tsini Ltsini L those two otters

took away those women 52.16

ants L/a ai hltc those many people 7.1

a?itspEku
wi those who play 70.6, 7

atsl tc waa xam ants hltc tca xaPt thus was told that man who was

going back 30.13, 14

lJcfanu ku ya
r

q
u
*yun a ntsux mEq!a

l tx Screech-Owl watched those

two who kept on dancing 86.8

sEa tsa xnl wnls a ntsEnx pukwa 1 thus keep on doing those who

play shinny 78.17

In a number of instances two demonstrative pronouns are used, fol

lowing each other in immediate succession. This is done primarily

for the sake of emphasis. In such sentences the second demonstra

tive stem may be rendered by a relative pronoun.

hal natc aifsxa ll tla1 ts sEa q
uL/ltc that otter is eating a different

food (literally, different her, also, food, [of] this here sea-otter)

54.7, 8

u
l sEa ts tfdmci stfin and this here (is) the little boy 94.16
u
l waa xam ants sEa qa t^ntux and was told that man who will go
16.7
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kumi ntcwax si n {

xyun LI U ta ls ants sEa they two don t want to

stay near here (literally, not they two, want it, near [to] keep
on staying, that one here)

Parallel to these forms are the indefinite, interrogative, and reflexive

pronouns. The following have been observed:

watc. It has the function of an interrogative, relative, and in

definite pronoun, and applies to animate beings only. When used in

an interrogative sense, it is best rendered by WHO, while as an indefi

nite pronoun, it is to be translated by SOMEBODY. The interrogative

character of this particle can be recognized only by the interrogative

tone of the sentence in which it occurs.

wdtc*tc led tan whose horse (is it)?

watc xa lntux somebody will climb up
watc tE

r
xamtc ha1

(he) who strong (is) his heart 10. 1

watc L/xu yun Lxatu wi
(he) who knows (the art of) running 78.18

tE q is used as an interrogative and indefinite pronoun, and ap

plies to animals and inanimate objects only. It may best be rendered

by WHAT or SOMETHING.

tEq what (is it) ?

hai mut tEq everything 9.5

tsl ~k!ya his tEq (a) very good thing 72.15, 16

lcumi ntc inx ts q you (will be) nothing 13.2

ats tEq waxa ysxayim when something will be given to him 18.5
u
l sEa tsa tEq qnuhu yun that s why something he finds

In a few instances tEq has been rendered by RELATIVE. This free

rendering is perfectly justifiable, because in the instances quoted tE*q

implies the idea of BEING SOMETHING TO the person spoken to or

spoken of.

na mElinx tE*q you (are) my relative (literally, my something

you [are]) 20.6

tfimstc tEq ants Iqlal o ma her own relative (was) that pelican

(literally, her own something) 46.1

An objective form of this particle has been found in one instance.

tEqa
undnl la Jcwlsun something we (incl.) will always get 72.17,18

taqal na is the regular objective form of tEq, and occurs fre

quently.
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Icumi ntcx&n taqai na wi nx not we two (excl.) anything fear 94.17

sl nxlt taqa
irna he wants something- 18.5

wa srfsyanx taqat na (when) you get mad at anything 36.11, 12

wa al
sEnx taqa

ifna (when) you will say something 38.4

Another objective form of this particle may be the form ta qan,

occurring in one single instance.

ta qan tEX tcaltwftc xi ntmls why do you want to go anywhere

(literally, for something, perhaps, somewhere [you] keep on

going) 48.1, 2

tctnt, tcftnta, serves primarily as an interrogative pronoun,

in which case it is rendered by WHICH ONE ? Its scope, however, has

been widened, permitting its use as a relative pronoun and in some

instances as a numeral adverb. In the latter sense the form tc&nt is

invariably used. It is then translated by WHOEVER, WHATEVER, or by
HOW MUCH, HOW MANY ?

tcl ntaun tsx l^wa yun which one I (wonder) shall I take? 88.20;

90.1

tcVntaunx si riixyun which one do you want? 40.4, 5

tck ntaP nwtca1 ants hllc whatever does that man 70.22

tcfifntaP Into ifiwa1 whatever person came (here) 24.7

tc%ntau yi lctftc . . . whosoever. . . is big 90.1

tcfint kite qa ntcya Llwa wax whatever person from somewhere is

going to come 38.10, 11

td ntmx lil qla how many shells have }^ou? (literally, how many
thy dentalia shells?)

tcfint ltd tan how many horses?

. . . tctnt tsxayu
wi ... on such a day (literally, [on] whatever

[a] day) 7.3

ts fans has the function of a reflexive pronoun, and is best ren

dered by (I) MYSELF, (THOU) THYSELF, etc., or, when used with nouns,

b}^ (MY) OWN, (THY) OWN, etc.

ts ims sEatsl tc ci ^xyatlya to himself thus he always thinks 88.11

LElu yun ts^ms I hit myself
ttfimstc tEq ants Iqfal d ma ants squma her own relative that Peli

can (is of) that Sea-Gull 46.1, 2

L Ixmal yutsmin ts^ms muu sku I killed my own brother

qa wu
ntl, qa wu

nfltc, imparts the idea of reciprocality, and is

best rendered by EACH OTHER, MUTUALLY. The difference between

the two parallel forms lies in the fact that the latter has been amplified

by means of the modal suffix -ttc (see 94).
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u
l ~k!lx tsq skwaha yusnE qa unntl everything was placed on both
sides 80.8

qaw
untl tcwax winExna wa each other they two feared 86.2

qa wuntiou both sides

The Numeral ( 116-117)

116. The Cardinals

1. alaq 18.7 16. Icl x s u
l qa tlmx

2. xa ts/u 30.23 IT. H xss u
l xa tsfu qta max

3. d nax 62.12 18. Icl x s u
l d nax qta max

4. xd ts/un4Q.23 19. Jcl x*8 u
l Jcumi ntc alaq qat nat

5. Lxair

p*8 12.8 20. xa ts/uTclxe stlm

6. qa tlmx 21. xa ts/u Tclxe stim u
l alaq

7. xa ts/u qta max 30. d n ax Tclxe stim

8. d nax qta max 40. xa ts/un Tclxe stlm

9. a l
a
qxa

u
t 50. Lxa^slclxe stwi

10. ta:*s 8.1 60. qa tlmx Tclxe stim

11. K x 5 W
2 a l

a
q 70. xa ts/u qta max ~klxe stim

12. H o^s W
2 xa ts/u 80. ei nax qta max ~klxe stim

13. H a** tt
Z &amp;lt;?f^

a
a; 90. a l^qxa^ qta max Tclxe stim

14. ~kl xEs ulxa ts!untcai
xu&amp;gt;i yu 100. ~kl xEslaxe stim

15. lcl xEs ulLxa ifp istcaixwi yu 101. lcl
f
xEsTclxe st%m u

l ala q

By origin the Siuslaw numeral system is probably quinary,

although there seem to be only four simple numeral stems; namely,

those for ONE, TWO, THREE, and FIVE. The numeral xa f

ts!un FOUR

is to all appearances a plural form of xa r

ts!u TWO. The numeral

qa tlmx six could not be analyzed. It is not improbable, however, that

it may signify ONE (FINGER) UP, in which event SEVEN could be ex

plained as denoting TWO (FINGERS) UP, while EIGHT could be rendered

by THREE (FINGERS) UP. In spite of incessant attempts, the numeral

for NINE could not be analyzed. Its probable rendering may be sug

gested as ONE (LACKING TO) TEN. The numerals for FOURTEEN and

FIFTEEN may be translated as by TEN AND FOUR ITS ADDITION and TEN

AND FIVE ITS ADDITION respective!}
7

. The exact rendering of NINE

TEEN is obscure, while TWENTY evidently denotes TWO TIMES TEN, etc.

Siuslaw does not possess the series of ordinal numerals. These and

the numeral adverbs, such as the multiplicative numerals, are expressed

idiomatically by means of adverbs or adverbial suffixes. The adverbs

pEll tc AHEAD and limnl tc BEHIND (see 119) are very often used as

ordinal numerals for the first two numbers.
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psm s pEll tc u
l lk!anu lc

u limnl tc Skunk (doctored) first, and

Screech-Owl second 86.11

sfictftu nb psll tc xifntmaistun the biggest one first he took along
92.18

Qa afteix psll tc Llha yax ts Llyafa? along North Fork at first it

came, this fire 32.19

Multiplicative numerals are sometimes formed by adding to the car

dinals the modal suffix -Itc (see 94).

xats/uwl tcin yixa yun twice I saw him
a lqaHc&n L. xu yun qua once I knew it 92.12

Ordinal numerals in the sense of AT THE FIEST, SECOND, etc., are

sometimes formed by suffixing to the cardinals the suffix -atu.

alqa^tu tsxayu
wi on the first day, in one day

xats/uwa ^tu tsxayu
wi on the second day, in two days

xats/una^tu tsxayu
wi on the fourth day, in four days

The suffix for the numeral FIYE appears in a somewhat changed
form. Instead of the expected -atu, this numeral takes the suffixes

-tcftu, -tyatu. The suggestion may be offered that the inital t- of

these suffixes is the adjectival suffix -t (see 104), and the -atu the

regular modal suffix. Of course, this does not explain the occurrence

of the semi-vowel y in -tyatu.

tfamdns tcl ntux Lxai

pista^tu tsxayu
wi our (dual, incl.) boys will

return in five days 42.7

Lxa^stya ^tu ulwan tci*n hltsi stc on the fifth day he finally came
home 72.9

tci ntux Lxatpfetya^tu tsxayu
wi he will come back in five days

40.25, 26

Two stems, ~kl
lx and hai mut, are used as definite numerals. The

former is best rendered by EACH, EVERY; while the latter, to all

appearances an adjective in -t (see 104), is best translated by ALL.

Icllx ts^q everything 24.4

tExmu nitcwax ants t/amc Ic/lx they two had each a boy (literally,
males their two, those boys, each) 40.19

haifmut ma ltcH ants
L*nnna&quot;q all elks got burned 34.18, 19

ha^ mut qa tclnt sqa
l
~ktcl tc all go there 23.6

117. TJie Decimal System
The units exceeding multiples of ten are expressed by forms whose

exact rendering would be TEN (TWENTY) AND ONE (TWO) as, for instance,

Jci x*8 u
l a l

a
q TEN AND ONE, etc. The &quot;tens&quot; are formed by means of
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the suffix -tim, that is added to the cardinal numerals for TEN. The

numeral thus amplified is preceded by the cardinals from TWO to TEN

(inclusive). Thus TWENTY, literally translated, means TWO TIMES TEX,

THIRTY signifies THREE TIMES TEN, and ONE HUNDRED denotes TEN

TIMES TEN. The numeral for THOUSAND was, naturally enough, never

used. The informant invariably gave the English equivalent for it.

The Adverb ( 118-121)

118. Introductory

Siuslaw has, comparatively speaking, a small number of adverbial

stems. These express ideas of a local, temporal, and modal character.

A few of them are compounds, that is to say, they consist of two or

more adverbs that occur independently also, while others occur

with the adverbial suffixes whose function is always in harmony
with the ideas expressed by the bare stem. Thus a few adverbs indi

cating local ideas appear with the local suffix -to (see 90), while most

of the modal adverbs take the suffixes of modality -lie or -a (see 94

and 96).

It is quite conceivable that the final Ic in the local adverbs t~ik, stlmk,

and sqcfk, may imply some local idea, especially in view of the fact that

both stim and stlmlc occur.

A very important law applying to local adverbs (and phrases) is the

fact that, whenever they are used in connection with nouns, the nouns

invariably take the locative case-endings (see 86).

119. Local Adverts and Phrases

a mhaHx in the middle tuti m there 72.3

hatq ashore 44.7 tuqaftms over there, across

havqmas alongside, near 25.4 tuqya a^ up-stream 32.22

haPwl s beyond qa tltc* across the river, opposite

pdl tc ahead, first 32.19 80.16

mE
yo

2kus in the beginning qa tkb from here 60.4

82.11 qa xantc4
under, down, below 8.10

tlu ts
1 here 17. 3 qa xun, qa

u xun 5
high up, above,

tik, ta lk here 56.5, 19 on 8.7; 34.21

1 Probably related to the Coos tlu OVER THEKE.
2 Alsea to gwz.
3 Co09ga ^CDOWN THE STREAM.
4 Related to Alsea qe xan UNDER, BELOW.
5 Coos qaxan- UP.
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* on top 76.14

qafu tc
2

below, down the

stream 62.17, 18

qatwa aP below, down stream

80.6

tqa
uwi

, tqa
u wltc up-stream

56.8, 12

stlm, stlmk there 30.23; 32.12

sqaftsm from there 34.3

sqek there 14.6

qan, qamstcfi tc down, below 12.6

qo xum off shore, out in the water

34.6

qtsl inside

Umnl tc behind, after, second 86.11

Inu outside 38.23

Ll u near (used also as a verb in

the sense TO COME, TO APPROACH)
40.12

120. Temporal Adverbs

ats 3 at that time, when 16.8

a ir lal then, afterwards 34.3

hl nakl* right away 20.1

wafnufcts long ago, already

14.7

wl yu still, yet

ya tsa a long time 11.3

ta llts after a while 50.2

ttL awhile

Li mqa quick,

tsa nxtfts yesterday
tsim always 15.5

ts u xtlts early in the morning 40. 9

t&fkyac Lla ai sometimes 100.7

kui
yaft8acL!af

ai4 after a while,

soon 7.7

/%& today 38.16

k!EfLU 5 tomorrow 60. 2

Inat always 13.3

right away 19.6

121. Modal Adverts

a tsa, atsl tc thus 15.5; 11.2

hl catca a little

ya^ xa1
much, many 8.5

yux
u too much 12.2

tVmwa together 40.18

n%ctcamaifnaffE differently

9.3, 4

8*a?tsa* sEatsl tc thus 8.2, 7

sukwi tc very, very much 16.10

cl ntcata in a circle

tsl ~klya, very, very much 13.9

xyal x, leu* xyal x almost, very

nearly 11.1; 10.9, 11.1

Particles ( 122-133)

122. Introductory

Siuslaw has a great number of particles which serve to define more

clearly a certain part of speech or even a whole sentence. Their

HIGH.
2Possibly related to Coos qaya atc DOWN THE STREAM.
3 See 136.

A compound adverb consisting of the negation kiii NOT, the adverb ya tsa A LONG TIME, amplified

by the obscure suffix -c, and of the stem Lla ai (see 133).
5 By prefixing to this adverb the demonstrative pronoun ants, Siuslaw forms a compound adverb

ants k.
E

Lu, which is best rendered by YESTERDAY.
See 125.
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meaning was deduced mostly from the sense of the sentence in which

they occurred. These stems are either monosyllabic (in which case

they may be enclitic or proclitic) or they consist of two or more syl

lables. A limited number seems to be composed of two or more

originally independent particles. As a rule, particles are not capable

of word-formation that is to say, they can not be amplified by means

of any of the grammatical processes, such as prefixation, suffixation,

etc. But owing to the fact that Siuslaw shows a tendency to keep
the verbal stem free from all subjective suffixes, these suffixes are

preferably added to the particles that precede the verb (see 26).

Some of these particles seem to be in reality verbal stems, but do not

convey a clear verbal idea unless used in conjunction with a proper

verbal suffix (see 135).

In accordance with their syntactic function, the particles may be

conveniently subdivided into the following categories:

(1) Pronominal particles.

(2) Numeral particles.

(3) Conjunctions.

(4) Temporal particles.

(5) Particles denoting degrees of certainty.

(6) Particles indicating connection with previously expressed ideas.

(7) Exhortative particles.

(8) Restrictive particles.

(9) Miscellaneous particles.

(10) Suffixed particle -u (-a*).

(11) The stem L!a ai
.

123. Pronominal Particles

The pronominal forms treated in 115 are used sometimes without

formative prefixes, and appear then like true particles. The follow

ing are particularly used in this manner:

taalc this, here ts q what, something

IE this tcint, td ntau which one, who-

tu that ever, whatever, how much,

ants that one how many
watc who, some one ts ims (reflexive) self

qa wunti mutually
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Related to tcint are the particles tcik WHERE, and tea, tcaltcl tc

WHERE TO.

tclky a local particle denoting REST. It may be used indicatively

and in an interrogatory sense. It is best rendered by WHERE.

telJc sEainafml Ted tan where is his horse ?

telk qnuhu yun hltc where (ever) he finds a person 94.9, 10

leu* talk nowhere 56.11

tcik ants Tcfalatu u where that fun (is) 88.2

tclk ants yiTcti l ma lqa
in tu where that big log (is) 88.17, 18

tea, tcaltcl tc, a local particle indicating MOTION. It is used in

an interrogative and indicative significance, and is best rendered by
WHERE (TO). The form tealtel tc may be explained as caused by the

double suffixation of the adverbial suffix -lie (see 90, 94). Such

double adding of a suifix occurs in only one other instance; namely, in

the case of the nominal suifix -ax (see 101).

~kurm ntc tea yax nowhere (anything to) see 34.4

Tcumi ntcxtin qatha ntc tea ni ctels not we two (excl.) far some
where will go 56.2

. . . tcan ts Liu . . . where this I arrived 66.19

tcaltciftc LO L nl ctux (I) wonder where he will go 64.20

tcaUel te qa ttfntyax he went somewhere

124. Numeral Particles

Here belong the following stems: ya
afxai MANY (see also 12),

tE mxut, tsi nExma, tsi mxt HALF, and Jc
Eal

t HOW MANY. The particles

serving as fractional numerals invariably follow the noun they define,

while the two other numeral particles may either precede or follow it.

yixa yun ya
a xai kite I saw many people

tE mxut ta la half a dollar

h/i tcEtc tsi nExma ants t!l that bear is half a person (literally [a]

person [is] his [one] half, that bear) 60.16

kite tsi nlxt ants t!l half human (is) that bear 60.22

These forms might also be considered as adjectives. It will be

noted that most of them end in the adjectival suffix -t (see 104).

125. Conjunctions

Only three particles were found that may be properly said to have

the function of our conjunctions. These particles are a l du, a{
sxa,

and u
l.
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a l dn refers to nouns only, and its function is of an inclusive

character, indicating that the defined noun is included in the action.

It always follows the noun and is best rendered by LIKEWISE. It is

frequently used as a verb (see 135).

u
l t!l a

f
l du maHttft Bear likewise got burned 34.16

hl q
u a l du mVltcist Wild-Cat likewise burned 34.17

ya
u xaux a l du Vt/a yun fern-roots they two likewise eat 98.15

qa
ifxEnx a l du ya q

uh1tux at night you likewise shall watch 70.18,
19

ai sxa serves the same purpose as the preceding a l du, but

may either precede or follow the noun to which it refers. It is best

rendered b}
r

ALSO, TOO.

a l
a
q tExmu ni u

l a l
a
q qmtcu ni u

l aifsxa sqa^tcl tc qa ttfntux one

man and one woman too will go there 30.21, 22

hairnatc aifsxa ll t!al her food belonged to some one else (literal^,

different her, also, food) 54.7

ul has various functions. Its chief function is that of a copula

between nouns and sentences, and in that case is best rendered by AND.

Its position is free, although it tends to follow the noun and to

precede the verb.

a l
a
q tExmu ni u

l a l
a
q qlutcu ni one man and one woman 30.21, 22

m%ta altin u
l mtta altin my father and my mother

psni s pEll tc u
l lk!anu lc

u limnl tc Skunk (doctored) first, and

Screech-Owl second 86.11

sEatsl tc waaf

,

u
l hl q!a

l
t thus he said and started 22.5, 6

ta* u
l Vt/a1 he sits and eats

It serves, furthermore, to introduce a new idea, in which case its

functional character may best be compared to that of our syntactic

period. Its exact rendering is a rather difficult matter, unless the

arbitrary THEN be excepted.

L Ixu yun ml lc fa tsl k. ya. L Ixu yun hl sa lie fanuwa Jc
u antspEni s.

Lnau wi kite u
l IqaqoS txa^npEna s she knew him (to be) very bad.

Screech-Owl knew that Skunk very well. At a rich man Skunk
was breaking his wind 86.5, 6, 7

sEatsl tc waaif ants l~k!anu ~k
u

. Ants plna st ul cVrtxyat/ya aqa wax.
u
l sEats% tc waa ants Tk!anu ~k

u
. Thus said that Screech-Owl.

Then that sick man thought of running away. Then thus said

that Screech-Owl 86.14, 15, 16
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Finally, it may denote a connection with a previously expressed idea,

especially when used in conjunction with the particle wot (see 128).

wal

yikt ants hltslri
,

u
l ta qnis hltu stc although big (is) that house,

still (it is) full (of) people 25.2, 3

wal tcl wa maj
atc ants lqa

{
*tu,

u
l milted1

although in the water lay

those logs, nevertheless (they) began to burn 32.22

wal

ya^xa* hltc,
u
l hairmut sBas l

lt!a yun although many (were)

the people, still he devoured (them) all 94.10, 11

This subordinate function, as it were, is particularly brought out

when u
l is followed or preceded by the modal adverb a tsa, sEa tsa THUS

(see 121). This phrase is invariably rendered by THAT is WHY.

a tsa u
l wan tsmu ix Jiltcu u that is why now people assemble 15.5, 6

a tsan ulnJcumi ntc si rixyun that is why I don t want it 15.8

sEa tsa ul~kumi ntc nl lcfa xi ntmll hltc that was why not alone

traveled a person 94. 11
u
l sEa tsa u

l liaya mut htyatc L/xu yun and this is why all people
know it

126. Temporal Particles

&quot;While Siuslaw employs distinct suffixes for the purpose of express

ing the different tenses in the verb, it has a few particles that are

used to define more clearly the time, duration, or occurrence of a

certain action. These are used mostly in conjunction with the proper

temporal suffixes. The following pa rticles serve this purpose :

aL denotes commencement of an action, and has been rendered

rather freely by NOW.

a Lan lit!a wax now I commence to eat

aL slLa wax now he commences to swim
u
l
Knx CLL hutca tc now they began to play 72.23, 24

wan indicates finality, completion of action. It either pre
cedes or follows the verb. The informant invariably rendered it by

NOW, THEN, but the most proper rendering would be FINALLY.

ulwan tcVn he finally returned 68.12

aqa qo^x wan they two finalty ran away 92.5

wan smutfa tf finally it ends 9.1

sqa
l
lc wan hawaif there finally it ends 14.6

wa*, waha
, expresses repetition of action, and is best rendered

by AGAIN. It rarely occurs as an independent particle, being mostly
used as a verb (see 135). The explanation for the occurrence of the

double form has been given in 3.

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12 38 126
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ga t^nt ants kite waha that man went again 19.5

Tcfinlcya waxan waha wax I will look again 56.20
ulwan waha haan qa msk

utc finally again (said) to him his younger
brother 56.20, 21

uln Tcwni ntc xwl L/tux wa ^tux I will not go back again 46.8

wahaif xalnaif ants ya lc
us again climb up those seals 62.10

Hyax- indicates short duration of action. It always occurs in

verbal form (see 135), and is best rendered by A WHILE.

ll yaxEm qa q
u*nEm! listen a while!

ll yax
a
xyaxan au sisyax I slept a while

llyaxa waxan ausa wax I intend to sleep a while 27.5, 6

127. Particles Denoting Degrees of Certainty and
Emotional States

a ckfali indicates a supposition on the part of the speaker, and is

best rendered by PERHAPS, (I) THOUGHT. It consists of two etymologi-

cally obscure stems, afck!a and li. The subjective pronouns, when

added to this particle, are always suffixed to the initial element, and

never to li. It is invariably placed at the beginning of the sentence.

a ck!anl li xau (I) thought you (had) died 68.14, 15

a ckfali atsl tc xwlL/a wax ants t/d mcins (I) thought thus were

going to return our (dual, incl.) boys 42.9, 10

a cklali qa ttfnt he went (away) perhaps

ha nhan emphasizes a statement as having actually occurred.

Hence it is rendered by INDEED, TO BE SURE. It precedes the verb.

u
l wan ha nhan sEatsa tx hltcu u

now, indeed, thus people play 7.4
u
l wan ha nhan Lm vmnx hltsi stc finally, sure enough, they were

coming to different houses 30.6

hank! &quot;KIND
or,&quot; LIKE, has a double function. When used with

verbs, it implies that the action is not intimately known to the speaker.

When referring to nouns (objects), it expresses a comparison between

the defined noun and one already known to the speaker. It always

precedes the noun or verb.

hank! tcfiktc ha1 he is in a way glad (literally, &quot;kind of&quot; some

where his mind?) 70.15

hank! wi nxHx ha1 he is rather afraid
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hank! hl tcFtc nwtcimasmu tsqwo txa 1 the beaver acts like a person

(literally, like a person his actions [of] this beaver) 54.11

hank! hltc (he is) like (an) Indian 102.5

(I) WONDER, SUPPOSE (IF), (I) DON T KNOW. This particle

has a dubitative character, expressing doubt on the part of the speaker

as to the possibility or advisability of a certain action. It may refer

to any part of the sentence, but must always precede the verb.

td ntaun tsx Vkwa yun I wonder which one (shall) I take 88.20;

90.1

ni ctcl tEX xi ntmls hltc (I) wonder how (a) person (can) keep on

traveling
ni ctcan tsx nictca wax (I doubt whether we) shall accomplish (any

thing) 60.9

ni ctcanl tEX xawa un (I) wonder how we (incl.) can kill him 15.7

fall. This particle occurs in the texts only once; but, judging

from the examples obtained in conversation, it seems to express

agreeable surprise.

htf san Ml wan waa yuts well he told me (I was agreeably surprised)
46.18

to 1 HI wan he is here (literally, he stays, surprise)

k (I) MAY, PERHAPS. This is a dubitative particle, occurring

also in Coos,
1 and denoting possibility of action. Owing to its dubita

tive character, it has often an interrogative significance.

nl ctca ku what is the matter? (literally, how, perhaps . . .) 90.12

Icttn&yafwaxan tqa
uivl tc Jc

u waha wax I may look again up-stream
56.20

nl ctxan ku afntsin mat!I ts ku* tcl nll what may (be the cause that)

that my elder brother, this here, not comes back? 58.11, 12

VJcwa ytinanx ku U l a1

you may get salmon 48.18

kuna, a compound particle, consisting of the preceding one and

of the particle of interrogation na (see 131). Its significance is

dubitative, and it may be rendered by IT SEEMS, PERHAPS, MAYBE, (I)

GUESS. Its position is freely movable.

wan ~k
una tafkln sEatsl tc ausi s now it seems, this I thus dream 70.1

ya^xa
1

Itfl a1

tqa
uwlf

Jc
una much salmon may be up-stream 56.8

i See Coos, p. 385.
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sFas kuna cuxu yun he, I guess, drove it away 56.11

lakwa kuun kuna he took him (away), perhaps 58.14

Tcurmfntc lc
una sEatsl

f

tc not thus (it is), I guess 21.10

xl has the same function as the previously discussed hanlc! (see

p. 594). It may best be rendered by (IT) LOOKS LIKE, AS IF.

xafts!u xi kite ts Ici nna (it) looks as if two people here were talking

plna
ltx xl (it) looks as if he were sick

tqaLat txan xl I feel rather warm

L6 L (I) WONDER, (I) DON T KNOW. It either precedes or else

follows the verb.

tcavfatffa L&L rii ctux (I) wonder where (he will) go 64.20

tea LO L Ll utux (I) wonder where he will stop (arrive) 64.24

plna
ir LO L (1) wonder whether he is sick

128. Particles Denoting Connection with Previously
Expressed Ideas

Siuslaw has only two particles that serve this purpose. These are

ni ctdm and wal
.

nt ctctrn indicates causalit}^, and is best rendered by BECAUSE.

. . . ni ctcbm sqa
lk Ll watH . . . because there he frequently

came 68. 4, 5

. . . ni ctcim sEas Tc.
fixa yun tE kite . . . because he made disap

pear these people 18.8

. . . m ctdmmmEqlya wax . . . because I intend to dance 72.12

. . . ni
r

ctimEnx namFl tEq . . . because you are my relative 21.5

wal
is best rendered by ALTHOUGH, EVEN, IN SPITE OF. It may

refer to the sentence as a whole or to any of its parts. The complex

of ideas dependent upon wal is invariably introduced by the conjunc

tion u
l (see 125).

cuqwa an hawafyun, wal

cafyatc he passes it as roast, although

his penis [it was] (literally, roast he makes it) 90.13

ni ctcim sqcflc Ll wat/l, wal

ya tsa, because there he frequently

came every time (literally, because there he came frequently,

even for a long time) 68.4, 5

wal ml TdaP L/ayaf
u
l Lxata* even on a bad place he runs 14.1

wot yikt ants hltsl * u
l ta qnis hltu stc although big (was) that

house, nevertheless full (it was of) people 25.2, 3
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wal qa
l
x,

u
l xmt in spite of (the fact that it was) night, (they) kept

on going 64.24

wa l

tvq 7nl
fk!a u

l IHIa yun ssas even (if it is) something bad still

she eats it 44.20

129. Exhortative Particles

qall expresses a polite command addressed to the first and third

persons. It is hence employed in the formation of the exhortative

mode. The verb usually occurs with exhortative suffixes (see 41,

48, 63, 64), although instances of idiomatic expressions are not lacking

where these suffixes have been omitted (see 139). This particle is

best rendered by LET (ME, HIM, us, etc.).

qa
l
l qattfm xrm let him go!

qa
iflaux lakwl ni let them two seize (them)! 52.12, 13

qaflnxaLfi tsmE hltsl * let me fix his house!

qaRwan au stux let him sleep now! 27.8

tcu serves to emphasize the imperative and exhortative modes.

It invariably follows the verb, which must occur in either of these two

forms. It can not be translated easily. In some instances the inform

ant rendered it by TRY TO.

qaqu^nsm tcu listen now!

ll t/Einans tcu let us (incl. dual) eat!

qa txEm tcu cry!

au sEm tcu try to sleep!

tEmlC indicates a polite command addressed to any person.

The informant rendered it by IT is BETTER TO. ... Although it

usually followed verbs having imperative suffixes, I was able to ob

tain examples showing the use of this particle in conjunction with

verbal expressions of a non-imperative character.

qwa^nyux tEma Laaya tc better pour it into his mouth! 29.2

au sEm tEma* (you had) better sleep!

tsma wa tux it is better (that) he shouM talk

akuha n is apparently a compound particle, whose component
elements can no longer be analyzed. It has an emphatic character,

imptying that a certain command addressed to the second person must

be obeyed. It is best rendered by MUST, NECESSARILY.

Wtfsm dkuha n you must eat!

L/wd ms akulia!n you must tell him!

L/l lls akuha n you must hit him!
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130. Restrictive Particles

ata s limits the action to only one object, and is to be rendered

by ONLY, MERELY. It usually follows the restricted-object.

lqa qa
lnx ata s your wind only (is sick) 86.16, 17

pa l u ata s qatcu* txaHns from (one) well only it is being drunk

(plural) 76.12

sqatlc wan ata s hawa{

only there now it ends 29.7

sEas ata s L/xu yun he only knows it 44.8

Jiaiftsl has a restrictive function, and is best rendered by NOTHING

BUT.

kiqfaha^ ni ants xu nha 1 hair tsl nothing but dentalia shells these

(people) bet 78. 14

haiftfHn led tan yixa yun nothing but horses I saw

txu MERELY, ONLY, JUST. It refers mostly to the verb, and may
either precede or follow it.

txu xyal xVsWin qa ttfnt just a little ways he went 12.1

txu ll tcH ll nlnx just Cougar (will be) thy name 13.5, 6

xauwi

ya
i txu hlcatca sk in he merely came out for a little while 64.8

li t/Em txu just eat! 40.26; 42.1

c& rjxyat/ya txu he was only continually thinking 42.2

Tcumi ntc txu qlutcunya t kite not for nothing a person gets a wife

(literally, not just a woman has [gets a] person) 74.1

131. Miscellaneous farticles

J&u1

, kumi ntc, NO, NOT. These are two etymologically related

stems that are used as particles of negation. The final tc in Icumi ntc

is the adverbial suffix (see 23, 94)

leu* d l xll he did not move 27.2, 3

leu* ni ctca ni ctcutnE nothing could be done to him 94.12, 13

kui

ya!tsacL!a
lai not lng then . . . 7.7

Icumi ntc hlirsa not good (it is) 12.2

Tcumi ntc litfaya t ants Ted tan not food had the horses 34.10

When followed by the subjective pronouns (see 24), leu* is con

tracted into Icwl. This contraction is not based on any distinct phonetic

kw, but is the result of rapidity of speech.

~k
rm ya

ux ya xaH mi ck la1 not he saw their (dual) vulvas 90.3

Icunnx ya tsa sBa tsByax not they long (did) thus 11.3, 4
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In certain cases the negated verb takes, beside the negative particle,

the distinct suffix of negation -ll (see 53).

Jia&quot;, Tia nxk, YES, ALL RIGHT, are used as particles of affirmation.

ha* yes, all right 21. 8

hafnilc yes
ha* Lifmqan tti ntux all right, I ll come back right away 56.21, 22

ha* wa nxan hatda^un yes, now we (excl.) shall ask her 74.12

na serves as a particle of interrogation, and refers to the sentence

as a whole. Its phonetic similarity to the independent personal pro

noun for the first person singular (see 24) is merely accidental.

nictcl tcin tsxna wa al
s I wonder what shall I say? 74.7

plnd
1 na is he sick 1

pakwa wanx na are you going to play shinny ?

a, he, have an exclamatory character, and may be called inter

jections.

#**, nwtd tc pla
an na waha what! is he sick again?

he, Jcumi ntc hlHsa nl xatc Hey! it (does) not (look) well on you
13.5

ha tl, Jcati xtt, an emphatic particle. It never occurs alone, being

always preceded by the negation leu1

,
Icumi ntc (see p. 598), and is

then best rendered by NOT AT ALL.

Jcumi ntc Tcatl xau wll not at all he came out (from water) 64.7, 8

leu1 Icatl xti L/xma1 ants ya kus he did not entirely kill that seal

64.12, 13

leu* Icafr xti xau wll not again he floated up 64.16, 17

mintc, a temporal particle indicating time in general. It is ren

dered by WHEN, SOMETIMES. The final tc is the adverbial suffix par
excellence (see 23).

mfontcL/aya! some time *

mintc LO L Ll utux (I) wonder when he will arrive

mifnt^nx tca xautyax when did you go home ?

tsan, ants, Jcu1 nats. These three particles are etj^mologically

related. The last one is composed of the particle of negation leu 1

NOT and of nats. The forms ants and nats resulted from the law of

consonantic metathesis (see 13); ants is easily confused with the

demonstrative pronoun of similar phonetic structure (see 115).
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These particles serve to introduce conditional clauses, and are best ren

dered by IF, SINCE, leu* nats is rendered by IF NOT (see also 136).

tsa ntci tu ha st nfxryun ... if you want to buy her . . . 74.8

tsa ntci s% ni

xyaxd
a
n,

ultci hatc a yun since you want her, (go and)
ask her 74.10, 11

ya^xa
1 kite tEmuwair

static, ants hai

qa
i&amp;gt; ants ka/m^tci many people

assembled there, when (if) those whales come ashore 82.21, 22

. . . ants tlcwa myax ants inqfa a1 when (ice) closed up that river

78.3

Whenever the subordinate clause is introduced by the negative Itu*

nats, the co-ordinate sentence that follows must be preceded by the

particle nats.

leu* nats xa wa^a^tn.E,
u
l nats tsl ~k!ya ml ~k!a L/a ai if he had not

been killed, it would have been a very bad country 29.7, 8

leu* nats Ll uyax,
uln nats nakwa yatltl ha 1 if he had not come, I

should have been sorry

ni ctca, ni ctca, nlctx. These three forms are undoubtedly

etymologically related. Their primary function can not be easily de

fined, owing to the fact that they are used for the purpose of ex

pressing grammatical concepts of a varying character. The most

frequent uses made of these particles are those of an interrogative and

indefinite pronoun. The function of an interrogative pronoun is

chiefly confined to the form ni ctca when followed by the demon

strative pronoun IE (see 115), while it serves as an indefinite pronoun

whenever it is preceded by the negative particle leu 1

,
Icumi ntc NOT.

ni ctca is frequently amplified by means of the modal suffix -lie (see

94).

ni ctca ~k
u IE cuqwa an tE ha lcwat/ya what may (be the reason that)

this roast here continually falls down? 90.12

nl ctcanx tanx yaP xa1

qatx why do you (this one) cry (so) much ?

94.16, 17

ni ctcan tsx nictca wax I doubt whether (we) shall accomplish any

thing 60.9

ni ctcanl tsx xawa un how can we kill him? 15.7

. . . ni ctca ts tal
. . . how this one was living 16.2

Jen* ni ctca nl ctcutns nothing could be done (to stop) him 94.12, 13

leu1 ni ctca qa tvwll not able to get a drink 76.11

leu* ni ctca la kwll llt/aya she could not get food 96.16, 17

nwtcl tcEtcitEtEmuwa tam . . . why you have been gathered 30. 17
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Tcumi ntc nfot&ftc d nxll he thinks of nothing (else) 60.20, 21

lcumVntcEtd nwtei tc ta td tsmu uts not for nothing did I assem

ble you (here) 30.18, 19

nlctx occurs in two instances only, and to all appearances has an

interrogative significance.

nl ctxan ku a ntsin 7nat!l tE ~ku{
ten, ml what may (be the reason that)

my elder brother here does not come back? 58.11, 12

nlctx lc
u a naxa1 how (would it be if) he were given up ? 64. 26

In a great many cases m ctca and nl ctca are used as verbs with a

significance that adapts itself to the sense of the sentence (see 135).

The particles are then verbalized by means of some of the verbal

suffixes.

leu* ni ctca nl ctcutnE nothing could ~be done (to stop) him 94.12, 13

leu1 ntfctca tcaltd tc ni ctdl not can anywhere (they) go 76.14

Tcumtfntcxun m ctcis not we two (excl.) will keep on going 56.2

nVctcan tEX nictca wax I doubt whether (we) are going to do (any

thing) 60.9

nl ctcatfaux si ttfxyun to fight mutually they two want (it) 52.2

In one instance the addition of a nominal suffix has transformed

m ctca into a noun.

kumi ntc qwatc L/xuf
xun ntfctcatc ants m ctdsl no one knows what

happened to them (literally, how their arrival) 4.0.15, 16

132. The Suffixed Particle -u (-a
fl

)

It indicates an action, transitive or intransitive, that is performed

near the speaker, and may be added to stems other than verbal. It

always stands in final position as a loose suffix. Since similar forma

tive elements expressing other locative categories were not found in

Siuslaw, and in view of the fact that Alsea employs, besides this suffix,

many other suffixes denoting location of action, I am inclined to believe

that this element represents a formative element borrowed from Alsea.

The Siuslaw render it by HERE, THIS WAY. A peculiar phonetic

law seems to be intimately connected with this particle. When follow

ing the consonantic cluster nx, it causes the dropping of the x (see 4).

The interchange between u and au has been discussed in 2.

ka^s^ to follow 92.7 ~k
iwasi

yu tsanaii

you will overtake

me 92.3

qa
u xtin above 80. 12 yu

wiL la tx qa
uxtinu it broke on top

94.4
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qa tdntux he will come qaftctntuxa* natche will come to me
xwi L/xm come back! xwlL/Emaa come back this way!
Llu unanx they come (trans.) Llu unand* tei wanE they come

out from the water
xVntanx they travel 88.20 xi ntana* ti mwa they travel this

way together

ya quyu nanx thou art seen ya guyunana* thou art seen here

qatha n from afar 56. 8
gtfJui hancfl LIU he came from afar

sqa tEm from there 34.3 sqa tmanu tslL !ofL !aun I shoot at

him from there

133. Tlie

The original function of this stem is that of a noun denoting PLACE,

COUNTRY, GROUND, WORLD, and it occurs in this function in a great

many instances. Its locative form is L/aya OY L/ayu s (see 86).

ml Tc/a L/a ai a bad world 29.8

yakHsk inu L/aya
u
l tlyu

wi on a small place they were living
38.19

mi tcfotun L/ayu stc he made (them) fall to the ground 94.7, 8

In most cases, however, it is used with a significance which, while

intimately connected with its original meaning, seems to lend to it a

peculiar function. Thus it is employed in the formation of verbs

expressing meteorological phenomena, and serves as the (impersonal)

subject of such verbs.

M n Tc!ya L/a ai it rained 78.1

Tc!uxwinaif L/a ai ice (appeared) all over 76.11

qa
if
xixyax tE L/a ai it got dark 34.4

na qutyax L/a ai it got cold 76.10, 11

huu nyax L/a ai it was dark (foggy) 34.8, 9

Icumi ntc wl Lll ants L/a ai there was no low tide 34.22

qlunEma
ir L/a ai

(when) winter begins 78.5

From the Siuslaw point of view this application of L/a ai
is perfectly

justifiable, because to his mind verbs expressing natural phenomena

represent real actions performed by the UNIVERSE as a personified sub

ject. Consequently he renders our neutral phrases IT RAINS, etc., by
THE WORLD RAINS, etc.

, using the noun L/a ai as the general subject of

the action.

As a further consequence of this general significance, L/a ai is used

to denote plurality of subjects and objects, especially in cases where

the verb is used in its singular form (see 78, 79, 139).
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t/dmd l ma L/a ai all the children 34.6, 7

qlutcu ni L/a ai many women 82.14

SExaP tc qaafxam ants L!a!ai ts q into the canoe were put many
things 34.5

mEtci tcEtc xwd ka ants L/a ai one-sided their heads (of) those

(people) 70.5, 6

yd
a/xai xu nha1 L/a ai

they bet a great deal 70.6

hlqfahcfi ni L/afai many dentalia shells 70.6

tsl Tc!yaml lc!awa rnwf
its L/afai

very bad (things existed) long ago
14.7

stlm L!a ai ma qfls there they keep on dancing 29.3

waa cfitsmE ants L/a ai kite he said to all his people 7.1

PE!CU
U L/a ai

they play shinny 9.4

L/oxa xaPtsmE ttitc L/a ai he sent all his people 30.1, 2

Jcfuxwl nun L/a ai he made ice all over 94.2, 3

t(nt d&amp;gt;t^un L!a!ai he caused the wind to blow all over 94.5

This stem occurs also as a suffix. In such cases it is abbreviated

into -L! (see 77).

134. Nouns and Verbs as Qualifiers

Siuslaw has no means of indicating by a grammatical device the

sex of a given noun; that is to say, it does not exhibit grammatical

gender. Hence, whenever it is desired to distinguish between the

male and the female of a species, the nouns tExmu ni MAN and

qlutcu ni WOMAN are used as qualifying a given appellative term.

The qualifying noun either precedes or follows the qualified term.

qlutcu ni Tcwl yos a female dog
tExmum Icd tan a male horse, stallion

tsi sqan qmteH ni a female deer, doe

la kukyax hltu tc tExmu nya she took a male person 60.23

tExmu mtcwax ants t/amc Jcflx they two had boys each (literally,

male their [dual] those infants each [are]) 40.19

Not infrequently verbs are used to qualify the actions implied

by another verbal stem. The qualifier has then the function of a

modal adverb, and its significance may best be compared to that of

our adverbs ending in -LY. The position of the qualifier is freely

movable.

ulsLdxi(fxu xwlL/a L/ so down(-wardly) he came back (literally,

he slid down and came back) 12.6
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xawair kite u
l Tcwm ntc tcl nil xwlf

L.fll (when) a person dies, (he

will) not come back (by way of) return(-ing) (literally, not

he comes back [and] returns) 42.11

rmta tcwax ants tqulu waaf their (dual) father, that one, shout

ed, saying (literally, shouted [and] said) 52.8

135. Particles as Verbs

The frequent use of particles as verbs constitutes a characteristic

feature of Siuslaw that is chiefly due to the fact that the majority of

stems are neutral, deriving their nominal or verbal significance from

the nature of the suffix that is added to them (see 22). Conse

quently any particle (or adverb) may serve as a verb when occurring

with the proper verbalizing suffixes, mostly the pronominal and tem

poral elements.

hdir

qiqyax it was (coming) ashore

56.13

ya tsa sEaftsEyax for a long time

thus they (did) 11.3, 4

stlmts ya xtux there you two will

multiply 32.6

al twa wanx also you (come) 16.4

afl tutunx hutcuu stc also you will

(have) fun 22.8
ula ux al twa1 hltu stc they two

again were among people 98.17,

18
ulwanwaha hdiin qa mskutc finally

again (said to him) his younger
brother 56.20, 21

wa ^tunx mu
qwa

fLEmtc wa as you
will again (talk with) Crow s

language 38.8, 9

llyaxa waxan ausafwax a little

while I intend (doing it), (namely

to) sleep 27.5, 6

td ntau nfatca* ants hltc whatever

hafq shore ( 119)

s*a tsa thus ( 121)

ya
afxai many ( 124)

a l du likewise ( 125)

\ wahar

again ( 126)

ll yax- a while ( 126)

ni ctca ( 131)

does a man 70.22

faani ntcxtin ni ctcis not we two

(excl.) will keep on (going) 56.2

136. The Conditional Clause

The rendering of the conditional clause in Siuslaw is accomplished

in so many diflerent ways, that it was thought best, for the sake of
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conciseness, to devote a separate section to this subject. The usual

procedure is to introduce a conditional clause by means of the tem

poral adverb ats AT THAT TIME, WHEN (see 120), or by means of

either of these three related particles: tsan, Jcu* nats, ants (see 131).

ats tEq waxa yExayim if something (will) be given to him 18.5

tsa ntd tu ha si rJxyun if you (to) buy want her 74.8

yd
afxa{ kite tEmuwa\

r

sqa
l

lc, ants ha i

qa
i^ ants haml&quot;td many peo

ple assemble there, when those whales come ashore 82.21, 22

Tcu* nats xafwaaxantnE if he had not been killed 29.7

There are, however, other ways of expressing a conditional clause

that are resorted to more frequently than the process just mentioned.

Of these, the use of the past tense as conveying conditionally is of an

exceedingly frequent occurrence, and is due to the participial function

that is assigned by the Siuslaw to that tense (see 74). In such cases

the conditional clause tends to precede the sentence expressing the

co-ordinate thought, although instances of a reversed order are by no

means rare. The verb of the co-ordinate clause takes usually (but not

as a rule) the durative suffix (see 69).

td lc
Enx ya xyaxa^n kite,

u
l
Enx L/wa nlsun if somewhere you see a

person, you will tell of it (literally, having seen . . . ) 38.12, 13

wa s^syanx taqa
if
na,

u
l
Enx tsl ldya qa

u xun wa als if you get mad
at anything, you very loud will always talk (literally, having
become mad . . . ) 36.11, 12

Ll wayanx inq/a ltc,
u
l
Enx qnuwl wus whenever they came into a

river, they would find (literally, having come . . .
) 66.21, 22

Llunau w
ya

u
X)

u
l sEatsl te waa yun when they two came together,

then thus she said 46.7

mqfa ltc hltc taif
yax,

u
l ya

afxa{

smq! if in the ocean a man lives,

(very) much he is hungry 44.12, 13

t$&
f

~k!ya his atsl tc waa
yax very good (it would have been) if thus

he had said 42. 13

The conditional clause is also expressed by the use of the future

tense.

sVntxyunE tstilna tc xawa au
,
au stuxax it was desired (that) with

an arrow he (should) be killed, if he should (be a) sleep(er) 24.1

tsi kfya his tfa meins td ntux very good (would it be) if our chil

dren (dual incl.) should come back 42.6, 7

hawaiftux tL tsl L/l^
u
l
Ens tslL!a t

Etux when finished will (be) these

arrows, then we two (incl.) will shoot 50.14

sl *tunx,
ulrix qnl xats xnl wnlsun when (if) you will grow up, then

you will do it 98.10
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The conditional clause may also be expressed by the verb in its

present tense.

si ntxyanx llt/ayd ,

ulnx natc Ll wls if you want food, then you will

always come to me 44.6

ts*q xawa
1

pl ^tsis,
u
l sEas tftlafyun hai

qyax if something dies in

the ocean, he eats it (it) having come ashore 44.19, 20

wlLaif L/afai u
l hat qmas tcl wa xi ntniE when the water is low,

alongside of the beach he travels 46.16

tcin hltsi stc ants qwo txa1

,
atsl tc waa yutsins ql utc when he gets

home, that Beaver, thus he says to his wife 48. 17

137. VOCABULARY
All Siuslaw words may be divided into two distinct classes, those of

a denominating character and neutral stems. To the former belong

all nouns of relationship, terms denoting parts of the body, animal

names, words expressing natural objects, etc. These nouns never con

sist of more than three S3
7llables. By far the greater part of the

vocabulary consists of neutral stems, whose nominal or verbal function

depends solely upon the sense in which they are used in a sentence and

upon the functional value of the suffix with which they occur (see 22).

These stems are mostly monosyllabic, and consist of a vowel and con

sonant, of a consonant or consonantic cluster followed by a vowel, or

(in most cases) of a consonant vowel and consonant.

aus- to sleep 24.1 dq- to take off 13.1

anax- to give up 16.8 cfq- to leave

dq- to go away 52.10 aHc- to trade 36.4

IL!- to break 94.4

wa- to speak 7.1 qaa- to enter 34.5

ta*- to sit, to live 16.2 xau- to die 16.8

si*- to grow 98.10 Ik!a- to open (one s mouth) 28.2

mEq!- to dance 19.2 xintm- to travel 12.10

xdL/- to do, to make 50.8 tqul- to shout 52.8

yax- to see 20.10 ctt x- to shake 27.2

winx- to be afraid 17.6 L/wdn- to tell 17.1

qatc
En- to go 8.2

As examples of bisyllabic stems, the following may be given:

wasrfs- to be angry 36.11, 12 tsmu- to assemble 7.3

qaqun- to listen k!d lau- to be tired 36.21

sinxi- to desire 11.7 xil xci- to work 48.10

ha nEnltf- to believe 46.3
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Onomatopoetic expressions are exceedingly rare, being confined to

three animal names and one verbal stem.

mi tcmitc grouse (probably called so from its cry mit-mit)

pupuku nikf owl

qo qoq swan (white)

xun- to snore u
l wan xuun now he snores 27.9

A few terms appear in a reduplicated form (see 109).

138. STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES

The absence of nominal incorporation and polysynthesis as gram

matical devices renders the Siuslaw sentence subject to easy analysis,

and prevents the many complications that are met with in many other

American languages. Each part of the sentence such as subject,

nominal object, predicate, and attribute is expressed by means of a

phonetically independent word. The successive order in which these

parts of a sentence are arranged is arbitrary and exempt from any

well-defined rules. The subject may be placed at the beginning or at

the end of the sentence, usage favoring its occurrence at the very end,

especially in cases where the sentence contains a nominal subject and

object.

lkfanu
f
fc
u u

lmsc[!a
l tx hat qmas Llya wa Screech-Owl was continu

ally dancing alongside of the fire 86.2, 3

l~kfanuwa Jc
u wi nxcfin ants psni s Screech-Owl fears that Skunk

86.5

tsl klya wVnxa^n antspsm s lJc/a?iuwaf
Jc
u
very much is afraid of

that Skunk, Screech-Owl 86.3

pitca ya
ux Iqatuwlyu s ants qlutcu ni they two go over logs, these

women 88.15, 16

Nominal objects may either precede or follow the subject of the

sentence.

hlna wun ants plna st lk!anuwaf
Tc
u she intends to take along that

sick man, Screech-Owl 88.1, 2

waa a^n squmaf ants Iqlal o ma said Pelican to that Sea-Gull 44.17

Of a similar free position are those parts of the sentence that

express adverbial ideas. They may precede or follow the verb.

ulaux td watc hakwa a1

they two into the water will be thrown

88.7, 8

xa Vnt qa xuntc Iqatuwlyufstc he climbs up on a tree 12.4

inu L/aya
u
l tlyu

wi on a small place they live 38.19

yunanx Jc
u Wl a1 SExau you may get salmon in the boat 48.18
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Nominal and adverbial attributive complements may precede or fol

low the noun or verb, excepting the demonstrative pronouns ants, IE

(see 115), which are usually placed immediately before the noun.

Owing to the fact that all adjectives are intransitive verbs, they seldom

refer to the noun, and are freely movable.

yaP xa* kite plna
ltx ha1

many people were sorry 15.4

yixa yun kite ya^xa* he saw many people
wi nxaPn tsl ~klya tspsni s she was very much afraid of Skunk 86.1

tsl k!ya
ux xau si riixyun very much they two wanted him to die

86.19

yuwa yun yd
a xai ants q/a ll they collected lots of that pitch 88.5, 6

LxaUyaxa rii ants psm s that other skunk 86.18, 19

yikt ants hltsl fi
big (is) that house 25.2

hl tcEtc ni,ctcima mu tE t!l a person s fashion (has) this Bear 60.26

The same freedom of order as is exhibited by the different parts of

the sentence is found in the relative position of coordinate and subordi

nate sentences. Subordinate clauses are usually introduced by parti

cles, and they may precede or follow the principal clause.

wal tci wa maatc ants lqa
in

tu,
u
l milted1

although in the water lay
those logs, still (they) burned 32.22

ni cteim sqtfJc Ll wat/l, wal

ya tsa because there he came fre

quently, even for a long time 68.4, 5

yd
a xai

hltCy
u
l tEinuwa 1

sqa
l

k, ants hai

qa
i ants hamln tcl many

people assemble there, when those whales come ashore 82.21, 22

tE*q xawaif
pl ^tsis,

u
l sEas l

lt!a yun haif

qyax when something
dies in the ocean, he eats it after it has come ashore 44.19, 20

139. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS

Here belongs in first place the manner of expressing comparison of

adjectives. The comparative degree is expressed by using the objective

form of the pronoun (or noun) for the compared object, which is in

variably placed at the end of the sentence. In some cases the idea of

comparison is brought out more forcibly by the adverb psll tc AHEAD,

FIRST, following or preceding the object.

sEa his natc he is better than I (am)
na han Jil sa m xatc I am better than you (are)

yiktVl man sEai

napEll
f
tc I am taller than he (is)

yikt sEapEll tc na tcsnl he is taller than we (are)
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The superlative is expressed in the same manner, although the aug

mentative or diminutive suffixes (see 83, 84) or the suffix -uni (see

102) are preferably used to indicate the superlative degree.

l nauwi SEfr na tcFnxan he is (the) richest of us all

sEa yakli stfin tExmu wi he is the smallest man
na lian yiJcti l ma I am the tallest

sEa yiktu ni that biggest one

tu yak/aP ni that smallest one 88.12

A very important example of idiomatic phraseology is the (collo

quial) use of the singular number for the plural. It will be remem

bered that Siuslaw has only two suffixes expressing plurality, neither of

which is used consistently (see 79, 80). In many cases the adverb

ya^xa
1

MUCH, MANY (see 121), the numeral particle kairmut ALL (see

124) or the stem L/a ai
PLACE, WORLD (see 133), is employed for the

purpose of denoting plural subjects and objects, and, while these stems

are at times used in conjunction with one of the plural suffixes, they

more frequently express plurality without the aid of these suffixes;

that is to say, the verb is more often used in the singular form.

ya^xa* L !a ai hltc yixa yun he saw many people 70. 2

ya^xa
1 Mtc plna

ltx ha1 many people were sorry 15.4

hal mut . . . l^woy all get it 82.6

lal

qat skwaha
l tx xwakl ants L/a ai feathers have on their heads

those people 10.9

Very often, however, the singular number has a plural function,

even without the aid of any of these particles, as may be seen from the

following examples:

sEaftsa IH.a1 tE taf yax thus eat those who lived here 82.12
u
l tqa

u vnic taya
1

they lived up stream 82.12, 13
u
l tEinuwaif

sqa
lk they assemble there 82.21, 22

ci naxtc ya xa^ ants ycflc
us three were the seals (literally, three his

number, that seal) 62.16, 17

xa tsfu Mtcllqd
1 two people dig 84.2

si riixyun Iqfa nu they wanted (to buy) hides 100.15

hiq/ahaP m ants xu nha1 ha^tsl nothing but dentalia shells these

(people) bet 78.14

Another peculiar idiomatic expression is found in the manner of

expressing an act performed by two subjects, both of whom are men
tioned. This is usually done by adding the subjective pronoun for

139
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the third person dual -aux (see 24) to one of the subjects, using the

other in its absolutive form. The noun taking the pronominal suffix

occurs invariably in its discriminative form (see 111). It is not abso

lutely necessary that these two subjects should follow each other in

immediate succession.

sEa tsatc nictcima mu IE squma wa nwits lq!al da inaux thus was

long ago the custom of pelican and sea-gull (literally, thus his

custom, [of] this pelican long ago, [of] sea-gull, [of] them two)

48.4, 5

qwo txa1 tsimtt a waux tal beaver and musk rat lived 48.6

sEatsl tcwax haTk! ma q
uL IE uma ll

wax thus is told the story of

Crow and Thunder (literally, thus their two, story, Crow [of]

this [and] this Thunder [of them two] 38.18

(fiutcVl mti ltEkwa ntcwax to? ti mwa an old woman and her grand
child lived together (literally, old woman, her grandchild, they

two, lived together) 96.15
ulaux stltn qa txast ants tExmu ni qayu tcEtcwax they two there

commenced to cry that man and his wife (literally, they two,

there, commenced to cry, that man, his wife, they two) 58.17, 18

LxaVyaxcfi ni ants psni s tsVTcfyoPx xau si ^xyun ants plnast (he

and) that other skunk very much they two wanted (that) that

sick man (should) die 86.18, 19

An idiomatic expression of irregular occurrence is the formation of

the imperative mode of a verb that is preceded by the stem hau- TO

STOP. Such a phrase consists of the imperative form of the verb TO

STOP followed by the demonstrative pronoun sEa, and of the past tense

of the verbal stem that expresses the prohibited action.

ha um sEanx qa txyax quit crying! (literally, stop, this one you
[who] has been crying)

ha urn sEanx tsl Lfyax stop shooting!
ha um sEanx qa Lxyax stop counting!

The verb expressing the prohibited action may sometimes occur

without the suffix for the past tense.

ha umatd sEa td waana wa stop talking to one another!

ha um sEanx cuxu yun ts ltd tan stop scaring these horses!

As the last instance of idiomatic phraseology may be mentioned the

use of the durative as a negative imperative, a use that has been fully

discussed in 40, 60, and 61.

139
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TEXTS

THE DEATH OF GRIZZLY BEAR 1

Wa nwits. 2 Tsi klya
3

rai kla wa nwits 2 iJa ai
.

4 KIcxu 5

Llaya
8

Long ago. Very bad long ago world. Each on place on

u
l
7 sW Lla ai

.
4 SVtsa3 hl qlaqlyax

9 wa nwits. 2 M ya kla10 h ya tc11

then such world. Thus it had started long ago. Bad person

Ftla yiin.
12 Swal13 Ftla yun

12 hitc L!a/aU wa nwits. 2 Hitc
devoured him. Grizzly devoured people many long ago. Person

p
aa{/Ln14

qatc na
1

,

15 u
l s

Eas16 Llxmai yus
17 u

l lltll yus.
18

to hunt goes, then he would kill him and would devour
him.

Yaa xai19 hitc plna
T/tx 20 ha1 sVna. 21 u

l tEmu tx 22 hitcu V3

Many persons sorry their hearts for that. Then assemble (pi.) people.

SinE
xyu

u24 xaLla ultx. 25 Tsim 26 xawaV. 27 A tsa 28 u
l wan 29

Desire (pi.) be fixed his Always killed That s why now
(disposition). shall be.

tEmu tx 22 hitcu wi
.
30 u

l waa!/tx 31
matiyu

u32 tE 33 L!a/ai
.
4

assemble (pi.) people. Then say continually chiefs (of) this region.

&quot;Pla ntxan 84 ha1
tsl klya.

3 M ctcanl 35 tsx 36 xawa un? 37 u
l

&quot;Sorry our hearts very. How we doubt kill him? For

I See Leo J. Frachtenberg, Lower Umpqua Texts, Columbia University Contributions to Anthro

pology, Vol. IV, pp. 15 et seq.
* Temporal adverb ( 120).
s Modal adverb ( 121).

See 133.

6 k. lx EACH, EVERY ( 124, 2); -u local suffix of rest ( 91).
6 Lla a-i particle ( 133); -a locative case ( 86, 8).
i Conjunction ( 125).
8 Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
9
hlq!- TO START, TO COMMENCE ( 108); -yax past tense (74).

10 Discriminative form of ml k. a ( 111).
II Discriminative form of hitc PERSON ( 111).
12 lit!- TO EAT ( 12); -a* verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).
3 Discriminative form of swal GRIZZLY BEAR ( 111).

&quot; Transposed frompaLnai ( 14); pain- TO HUNT; -a* verbalizing ( 75).
15 qatcn- TO GO, TO START; -ai verbalizing (75, 136).
is Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
17 L.xmai- TO KILL; -ai verbalizing ( 75, 9, 2); -us durative ( 69, 8).
is lit!- TO EAT; -a* verbalizing (, 75, 2); -its durative ( 69, 8).
is Modal adverb (121).
20
pin- TO BE SICK; -astx suffix indicating that object forms an inseparable part of the subject ( 33 \

21 Demonstrative pronoun (115).
22 tsmu- TO ASSEMBLE; -tx plural ( 80).
23 hitc PERSON; - plural ( 79).
24 sinxl- TO WANT, TO DESIRE; -uw plural ( 79, 8)
25 xdL. - TO MAKE, TO FIX; -ultc passive ( 39).
z Temporal adverb ( 120).
27 xau- TO DIE; -aa future passive ( 5G, 8).
28 Modal adverb ( 121); a tsa ul FOR THAT REASON ( 125).
29 Temporal particle ( 126).
20 hitc PERSON; -uwi plural ( 79).
si waa- TO SPEAK; -a&amp;gt;tx frequentative ( 68, 9).
32 maa tl CHIEF ( 98); -uu- plural ( 79, 8).
33 Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
31 Abbreviated; for pla ntxanxan; pin- TO BE SICK ( 112); -tx suffix indicating that object forms an

inseparable part of the subject ( 33); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 4).
^ ni ctca particle ( 131); -nl inclusive plural ( 24).

Particle (127).
s7 xau- TO DIE ( 112); -un direct object of third person ( 28).
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kumi ntc 38 xa wll 39
tsiLll tc.

40 A tsan 41 utn 42 kumi ntc 38

not he die not arrow through. Thus I so I not

si ii xyun
43

tsiLll tc
40

L!xmaya au .&quot;

44 u
l wan 29 waa tx 45 hIU:u u

,

23

want it arrow with killed he shall be.&quot; Then finally say (pi.) people,

k!ink ya au46 ni ctca 47 tE 33 ta1
.
48 SVtsa 3 tu naV. 49 u

l wan 29

it will be gone how this lives. Thus he will be Then now
and seen invited.

qa tc ntx 50 k!imYt u w1
.
51 u

l wan 29 LllLlwa xam. 52 Llu un. 53

go (pi.) searchers. Then now he is approached. He got there.

&quot;Klaha yu nanx 54 al twa wanx 55 hutcuu stc 56
Liaya tc.&quot;

57 Kumi ntc 38

&quot;Invited art thou, also about thou fun to place to.&quot; Not

a mhatc 58 ha1
.

u
i tca xaat 59 u

l tern ants 60 hltc. &quot;1 s
E
atsi tc 81

willing his mind. So goes back and goes home that man. And thus

L!waa
n. 63

&quot;Kumi ntc 38 a mhatc 58 ha1
.&quot; SE

atsI tc 61 Llwaan 62 ants 60

relates. &quot;Not willing his mind.&quot; Thus relates that

hltc. Yaa xai19 hutcu u63 L!a ai4 ants 60 tEmu uwi
.
64 4 waa xam65

man. Much fun they (of) that assembly. Then is told

ants 60
s
Ea 8

qa tc ntux. 67
&quot;Kumi ntcinl 68 ana xyun.

69 Ats70

that who go will. &quot;Not we give it up will. When

xa utux,
71 ulnl72 ana xyun.&quot;

69 Atsl tc 73 L!oni txafltnE. 74

he die will, then we give it up will.&quot; Thus it is repeatedly said.

38 Particle of negation ( 131).
s&amp;gt; xau- TO DIE; -II negative ( 53, 8).
* tsl Lll ARROW ( 98); -itc adverbial ( 94, 9, 12).

a tsa THUS ( 121); -n 1st person singular (24).
42 ul THEN ( 125); -n 1st person singular ( 24). a tsan uln FOR THAT REASON i ( 125). Singular in

stead of plural ( 139). Should have been a tsanxan ulsnxan.

slnxl- TO DESIRE ( 4); -un direct object of third person ( 24, 28, 8).

44 Llxmai- TO KILL; -aa future passive ( 56, 8).

waar TO SAY; -tx plural ( 80).

k ink i- TO GO AND LOOK; -aa future passive (5 56, 8) .

47 Particle ( 131).

t- (?) TO LIVE, TO RESIDE; -a* verbalizing (75).
tu n- TO INVITE; -aa future passive ( 55).

60 qatcn- TO START, TO GO ( 4); -tx plural (80).
61 k. ink l- TO GO AND LOOK; -t uwi nominal ( 99).
62 Liu- TO COME, TO APPROACH ( 107, 112); -xam present passive ( 55).
58 Liu- TO ARRIVE, TO COME; -un direct object of third person ( 2$ 10).

64 k. a - TO INVITE; -a verbalizing ( 75, 3); -u nE passive ( 58, 8); -nx2d person singular ( 24, 4).

w Contracted; im al-twa waxanx( 9); a idu LIKEWISE ( 125,135); -awax intentional ( 70, 8); -nx

2d person singular ( 24, 4).

M hutcu u FUN (97); -us locative case ( 86, 9); -tc local (90).
57 L. a ai GROUND ( 133); -a locative case ( 86, 8); -tc local (90).
58 a mha WILLING; -tc possessive 3d person singular ( 88).

69 tcaxu- TO TURN BACK; -t present ( 72, 2).

eo Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
i 8*a tea THUS ( 121): -Itc modal ( 94, 9).

62 L. on- TO RELATE ( 112).
63 hutc- TO PLAY; -u^ nominal ( 97).
64 tEmu- TO ASSEMBLE; -uwi nominal ( 97, 9).

waa- TO SPEAK, TO SAY; -xam present passive (55).
Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).

67 qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -tux future ( 73).

&amp;lt; kumi ntc NOT ( 131); -nl inclusive plural ( 24, 4).

69 anx- TO GIVE UP; -yun exhortative with direct object of third person ( 41, 112).

70 Temporal adverb ( 120).
71 xau- TO DIE; -tux future ( 73).
7 ul THEN ( 125); -nl inclusive plural ( 24, 4).

73 a tsa THUS ( 121): -Itc modal ( 94, 9).

7i L. on- TO TELL, TO SAY; -Itx frequentative ( 68); -a*HE passive ( 58).
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u
l wan 29 Lloxa xam 75 waa xam 65 ants 60 hitc. Sukwl tc 76

tsinqlt
77

Then finally is sent is told that man. Very poor

ants60 hitc Lloxa xam. 75
&quot;ffl sanx 78 Llwa nlsun. 79 Kwlnx 80 nictcl tc81

that man who is sent. &quot;Well thou shalt tell him. Not thou what-like

iJwa msun 79 mi kla na. 82 Llwa nisunanx 83 s
E
atsi tc

;

61
&amp;lt;Si nExyut-

shalt tell him bad-ly. Shalt tell him thou thus, Desire

sanxan 84 Li utux 85 tlu ts.
80 Tsi klyanxan

87 si n xyun
43 hutca a 11

.
788

we-thee come shall here. Very we want it fun shall be

(had).

Atsl tc
Enx 89 Llwa nlsun. 79 Kwlnx 80 Llwa msun 79 mfkla na. 82

Thus thou shalt tell him. Not thou shalt tell him bad-ly.

Ya^xa tc 90 ha1

,
tsi klya

8 ml kla.&quot;
u
l wan 29

qa tc nt 81 ants 60

Much his mind, very bad.&quot; So finally starts that

hitc. Winx tsi klya.
3 Llwa xan 92 ta kin 93 LIU .&quot;

U
I wan-

man. He fears very. &quot;Messenger I this I come.&quot; Then now

wilwa1
.

94 &quot;

Nictci tcanx 05 waa
yaxa

ats 96 ants 60 il uyaxP 97

he assents. &quot;What-like thee told he-thee that (who) came ?&quot;

&quot;Kumi ntc 38 nictcl tc 81 wa a L 98
Txdn&quot; Llona yutnE

100 s
E
atsi tc: cl

&quot;Not what-like he said. Just I am told thus:

klaha yu nln. 101 Atsl tcin 102 Llona yuts.
103 Tsi klyanx

104
siVxyun

43

invited am I. Thus me he tells he-me. Very they want it

75 L. OX- TO SEND; -xam present passive ( 55, 4) .

78 Modal adverb (121, 94).

77
tslnq!- TO BE POOR; -t nominal ( 104).

7 hl*s GOOD; -a modal ( 96); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

79 L. on- TO TELL ( 112); -Is durative ( 69); -un direct object of third person ( 28).

8&quot; kui NOT (131); -nx 2d person singular (24).
si nl ctca WHAT (131); -lie modal ( 94, 9).

82 ml kla BAD ( 96): -na modal ( 94).

831/on- TO TELL ( 112); -Is durative ( 69); -un direct object of third person ( 28); -nx 2:1 person

singular ( 24, 4).

84 sinxl- TO DESIRE; -utsanxan direct object of .first and second persons WE-THEE ( 29, 8, and

Table, p. 473).

85 ilii- TO COME; -tux future ( 73).

* Local adverb ( 119).

87 tsl k. ya VERY ( 121); -nxan exclusive plural (24).
88 hutc- TO PLAY, TO HAVE FUN; -aau future passive ( 56).

89 atsl tc THUS ( 121, 94); -nx 2nd person singular ( 24, 4).

90
yac- xai MUCH ( 121); -tc possessive 3rd person singular ( 88).

91
qatcn- TO START (4); -t present (72).

9* Contracted; for L. o waxaxan ( 24); L. OX- TO SEND ( 112); -ctznominal ( 101); -n 1st person singular

( 24, 4).

93 taak THIS ( 115); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

M-wllu- TO AFFIRM, TO AGREE, TO ASSENT; -a verbalizing ( 75, 8).

6 nl ctca WHAT ( 131); -lie modal ( 94, 9); -nx 2nd person singular ( 24, 4).

96 waa- TO SAY; -yax past ( 74); -a^ts direct object of first and second persons ( 29).

97 Liu- TO COME; -yax past ( 74).
9s waa- TO SAY; -art negative ( 53, 9).

93 txu JUST ( 130); -n 1st person singular (24).
looi/on- TO TELL; -a* verbalizing ( 75); -utnE passive ( 68, 8).
101 k. a - TO INVITE; -a verbalizing ( 75, 3); -u nE passive ( 58, 8); -n 1st person singular ( 24).
102 atsl tc THUS ( 121, 94); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

i 3 i/on- TO TELL; -a* verbalizing (75); -uts direct object of first person and second persons (29,8,
and Table, p. 480).

IM tsl k. ya VERY ( 121); -?i:e3d person plural ( 24).
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Liwa wax. 105 SE
atsi tcin108 L!wa x 107 ta kin 93 LIU .

&quot; SE
atsi tc fll

intend to come Thus I messenger this I come. &quot; Thus
(thou).

waa1
.
108

&quot;TE&quot;qln

109 waxaa mE 110 ta kin 93 klaha yu nE?&quot;
111

he says. &quot;Something I be given this I (\vho) am invited?&quot;

&quot;Kumin ntc 38 nictcl tc81 waa autnE. 112 Txu 113 wan 7 hutcu u114

&quot;Not anything is said. Just now have fun

L!a ai
.

4 SVtsa3 tanx 115 siVxyutnE
116 Ll utux.&quot;

85 &quot; Ss
atsi tc

Enx 117

many. Thus this thou art wanted come shall.&quot; &quot;Thusthcu

Llwa ms,
118 Si nxit 119

taqa^na.
320 Ats70 tE q

120 waxa yExayini,
121 li

l

shalt tell, He wants something. When something be given to him, then

wan 29 Ll utux. 85 SE
atsI tc

Enx 117 waa yfits.
&quot; 122

finally he come will. Thus thee tells he-thee.&quot;

u
l s

E
atsi tc 61 waa -ants 60 a l

a
q

123
Lite. Txu 113

ya
a xa {tc 90

Then thus says that one man. &quot;Just much his

ha1
. SE

atsi tc
61

siVxya,
124 ni ctcim 135

s
Eas 16 kl xa yun

128 tE 33

mind. Thus he desires, because he kills these

Lite. A tsa u
l
28

ya^xa tc 90 ha 1
.&quot; Atsl tc 73 waa ants 60

Lite.

people. That s why much his mind.&quot; Thus says that man.

&quot;Atsl tc 73 waa xam,
65 k

MEq leWa .
127 Huya ultx 123 ha 1

. Tsi klya
3

&quot;Thus he is told, It will be danced Changed his mind. Very
for him. (will be)

piany^ tlyun
129 ha tc.

130 S atsi tc 61 waa1
.
108

&amp;lt;Ats
70 tE q

120

sorry continually for mind his. Thus he says. When something
him

wa xyaxa
fl

mE,
131 u

l Ll utux.&quot;
85 SE

atsi tcin 106 waa aats.&quot;
132

bo given to him, then he come will. Thus me tells he-me.&quot;

&quot;r,m- TO COME; -awax intentional ( 70, 8).
i&quot;6 s

E
atsl tc THUS ( 121, 94); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

iw Contracted; for L. owa xax (24); L. OX- TO SEND ( 112); -ox nominal ( 101).
108 waa- TO SAY; -a* verbalizing (75,9).
&quot; tE q pronominal particle ( 123); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

no wax- TO GIVE; -a^mE passive ( 38).
in k. a - TO INVITE ( 3); -at verbalizing (75); -u nE passive ( 58, 8).

in waa- TO SAY; -wlnE passive ( 58).
3 Restrictive particle ( 130).

n* h&tc- TO HAVE FUN; -flu plural ( 79).
us taak THIS ( 115); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 16).
n 6 sinxl- TO DESIRE; -utnE passive ( 58, 8).
i&quot; sEatsl tc THUS ( 121, 94); -?ix2d person singular ( 24, 4).
119 L!on- TO RELATE ( 112); -Is durative ( 69X
H9 sinxl- TO DESIRE; -o verbalizing ( 75, 2); -t present ( 72) .

120 Pronominal particle ( 123).
121 Mis-heard for wd xyaxaimE; wax- TO GIVE; -yax past denoting conditionality ( 74, 136); -aims

passive (38).
122 waa- TO SAY; -ai verbalizing ( 75, 9); -uts direct object of first and second persona ( 29, Table,

p. 466, 8).
123 Numeral (116).
124 sinxl- TO DESIRE ( 112, 8).
i2 Particle (128).
126 k. vc- TO DISAPPEAR) -of verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).

is7
maq&amp;gt;-

TO DANCE; -In verbal (81, 2); -aa passive ( 56).
128 huya- TO CHANGE; -ultx passive ( 39).
129 Contracted; for planyaiya t. yun; pin- TO BE SORRY ( 112); -a* verbalizing ( 75, 8); -at. l frequen

tative ( 68); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).
1 30 fta- MIND, HEART ( 98); -tc possessive 3d person singular ( 88, 139).
isi wax- TO GIVE; -yax past denoting conditionality ( 74, 135), -a^me passive ( 38).

138 waa- TO SAY; -a^ts direct object of first and second persons ( 29 and Table, p. 480).
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u
l wan 29

qa tc nt 91 ants 60 hitc waha .
133

&quot;S

E
atsi tc

Enx 117

Then now starts that man again. &quot;Thus thou

waVsun. 134 Waxa ylmanx
135

qam naL AtsI tc
Enx 89 Llona yun.

136

shalt tell him. Is given to thee knife. Thus thou tell him.

Li mqanx
137

qa tc ntux,
67 k!aha yu nanx. 54 Hutcu wi114 L!a ai4

Quick thou start shalt, invited art thou. Play many

ya^xa
1
.

19 St n xyu nanx 138 Li utux. 85 Atsl tc
Enx 89 Llona

yun.&quot;
136

much. Wanted art thou come shall. Thus thou tell him.&quot;

Ci n xyatlya
139 ants 60 hitc L!oxa au .

140
&quot;Qna han

141 waa yun.
142

Thinks continually that man (who) sent will be. &quot;I say to him.

Llxu yun
143

qna han 141 nictcl tc 81 waa yun,
142 u

l hi nak!1144

Know it I what-like say to him, and right away

qa tc
E
ntux.&quot;

67 u
l wan 29

qa tc
Ent 91 ants 60

hitc. &quot;Qna han
141

he start will.&quot; Then now goes that man. &quot;

I

waa yun,
142 u

l hl nak!1144
qa tc

E
ntux.&quot;

67

say to him, and right away he start will.&quot;

Atsl tc 73 ci n xyatlya
139 ants 60

hitc. &quot;1 xint u
l Liu . Llu un. 53

Thus thinks continually that man. So he goes and arrives. He comes to him.

L!wa xan 92 ta kin 93 LIU . Tsi klyanx
145

si n xyu nE 146 Llwa wax. 105

&quot;Messenger I this I come. Very thou art wanted intend to come.

Kii ya tsacLla *1147 u
l smu t

Etux 148 ants 60 L!a ai4 hutcu u
.

63

Pretty soon then end will that big fun.

Atsi tcin 102 waa yutnE.
149 Na mE

lInx 15 tE q.
120 Nictcl tcanx 95

Thus I am told. Mine thou relative. What manner thou

tanx 115 ku1151 a mhaHI 152 ha1
?&quot; Atsl tc 73 waaVn. 153 aYaa -

this thou not willing (thy) mind?&quot; Thus he says to him. &quot;Much

xa!txan 154

(think in my)
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kuna156 xa wa 157
fci n xyQtnE.

116 SVtsan 155 uln 158
ya x^ti 159 ha1

.&quot;

perhaps to die am wanted. Thus I and I much (think mind.&quot;

in my)

&quot;Kuiii ntc
38

s
E
atsI te,

61 txunx 160
ya xa 161

siVxyutnE.
116 SVtsanx 162

&quot;Not thus, just thou to see art wanted. Thus thou

tE 33 klaha yu nE. 111 Txunx 100 wan 29 hF sa 163 hawa yimE
164 ha1

.

this art invited. Just thee now well (towards) it is made mind.

TE&quot;q
Enx 165 waxaQ niE. 110 SVtsanx162 tE 33 klaha yu nE. 111 Na mE-

Something thee it is given. Thus thou this art invited. Mine

Jinx 150 tE q,
120 sVtsanx 162 tanx 115

I kwa yuts
166

qna.
167 SE

atsI -

thou relative, thus thee this thee fetch I-thee I. Thus

tcin 106 ta kin 93 li mqa
168 LIU . Qani nal waxaQ manx. 169 SV-

I this I quickly come. Knife is given to thee. Thus

tsanx 162 tanx 115 klaha yu nE,
111 sVtsa 3 ta kin 93 Liu

,
ni ctci-

thou this thou art invited, thus this I come, because

mEnx no na mEji7i tE q.
120 SVtsanx 162 tE 33 Liu uts 172

qna.
186

thou me of relative. Thus thee this come I-thee I.

Si n xyutsanx
173

qna
166 hutea wax. 174 SVtsanx 162 tE 33

LlI Llututs. 175

Want I-thee I intend to play. Thus thou this approach I-thee.

SE
atsI tcm 176 ha 1

: kumi ntc 38 kuna 158 tE q
120 mi kla na 82

Thus my mind, not perhaps something badly

mxa
tc.

177 A tsan 41 tE 33 na178 Lloxa xam.&quot;
75 uHaa

!

179 Tsl klyanx
145

thee to. Thus I this I am sent.&quot; &quot;Yes! Very thou

rm kla. Llxma yanxin
180

si n xyuts.
181 SVtsan 155 kui151 a mha^I 152

bad. Kill they me want he-me. Thus I not willing (my)

ha1
.&quot; &quot;Kumi ntc 38 kuna 156

s
E
atsI tc.

61 SVtsan 155 ta kin 93 na 178

mind.&quot; - &quot;Not perhaps thus. Thus I this I I

5 Dubitative particle ( 127).

&quot;ami- TO DIE (112).
158 ul THEN ( 125); -n 1st person singular ( 24); sEa tsa J THAT S WHY.

9 yaa xai MUCH ( 121); -altl possessive ( 88, 9).

J o txu JUST ( 130); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

1 J/a-TOSEE ( 112).
82 s^a tsa THUS ( 121); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

183 Alts GOOD; -a modal (96),
1M hau- TO MAKE, TO FINISH; -at verbalizing ( 75, 8); -Ims passive ( 38, 8).

ts q SOMETHING ( 123); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).

m laku- TO TAKE, TO FETCH ( 12); -a verbalizing (75, 8); -uts direct object of first and second

persons ( 29, Table, p. 4SO and 8).

167
q- discriminative ( 21); nft personal pronoun 1st singular ( 113).

&amp;gt;&amp;lt; Modal adverb ( 121, 96).

i9 wax- TO GIVE; -a&mE passive ( 38); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

&quot;o nl ctclm BECAUSE ( 128); -nx 2d person singular (24, 4).

171 no. personal pronoun 1st singular ( 113); -Eml relative ( 87, 9).

172 Liu- TO COME; -tits direct object of first and second persons ( 29, Table, p 480, 10).

&amp;gt;
73 stnxl- TO DESIRE; -utsanx direct object of first and second persons I-thee ( 29, Table, p. 473, 8).

174 hutc- TO PLAY; -awax intentional ( 70).

175 Liu- TO APPROACH ( 107); -t present ( 72); -uts direct object of first and second persons ( 29 and

Table, p. 480).
&amp;gt;
7 s

Eatsl tc THUS ( 121, 94); -in possessive 1st singular ( 88).

177 Objective form of personal pronoun 2d singular ( 113).

&quot;8 Personal pronoun 1st singular ( 113).

Particle of affirmation ( 131).

wo L. xml- TO KILL; -at verbalizing ( 75); -nx 3d person plural ( 24); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

8i sinxl- TO DESIRE; -uts direct object of first and second persons ( 29, 8, Table, p. 480).
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Lloxa xam. 75 SE
atsi tc61

nats,
182 kuim nats 182 na 178 L!o xyaxa

Q nE. 183

am sent. Thus if not, not conditional I had been sent.

Qa tc ntunx 184
wan?&quot;

29
&quot;Qa

tc ntuxan. 185 Hr sanx 78 ma/nisuts186

Start wilt thou now?&quot; &quot;Go will I. Well thou shalt watch
thou-me

qnl xHs.&quot;
187 SE

atsi tc 61 waa afln.
153

&quot;Ha*!
179 Atsl tcln 188 ha1

.

thou. Thus he tells him. &quot;All right! Thus my mind.

Kumi ntc 88 kuna 156 tE q
120 mi kla na 82 tE 33 hutcu u63 L!a ai

.&quot;

4

Not perhaps something bad-ly this fun big.&quot;

&quot;HaV
79

qa tc ntuxan 185 wan. 29 Kumi ntc 38 wan 23 tE q/
20 xau -

&quot;Yes, start will I now. Not now something, die

tuxan.&quot;
189 SE

atsi tc 61 waa 1 108 u
l hi qla t.

190
&quot;Kumi ntc 38 kuna 156

if will I.&quot; Thus he says and starts. &quot;Not perhaps

wan 29
s
E
atsi tc.

61 Qa tc ntunx?&quot;
184 Atsi tc 73 waa a*n. 153

&quot;Tsi k!-

now thus. Go wilt thou?&quot; Thus he tells him. &quot;Very

yanx
145

qna
166

si n xyuts.
181 A Hutunx 191 hutcuu stc.&quot;

56 Atsi tc 73

thee I like I-thee. Also shalt thou fun to.&quot; Thus

waa un. 192 &quot;

Qa tc ntuxan 185
wan.&quot;

29 u
l wan 29

qa tc nt. 01 Ci n x-

he tells him. &quot;Go will I &quot;now.&quot; Then finally he starts. Keeps

yatlis
193 ants 60 hltc la kut!wi. 194 SB

atsI tc 61
ci n xyatlls.

193

on thinking that man fetcher. Thus he thinks continually.

Qa tcjntaux 195 wan. 29 Liwl tc
wax 196 wan 29 xint. ukux 197 s

K
atsitc cl

Go they two now. &quot;Approach, man- now go. So they two thus

ner of, they two

waa xam. 65 &quot; Xumca caux 198 wan. 29 Hina yun
199 wan 29 tE 33 ml kla

are told. &quot;Come they two now. He brings him now this bad

hltc.&quot; Tc!haucya xam
200 wan. 29 Wan HcI n. TlEmtlma xam 201 wan. 29

man.&quot; Gladness was felt now. Finally he He is assembled about now.

returns.

&quot;Tsl klyanx
145 his tanx 115 LIU

,
ts il mu t. Hu tctunl 202

ya
a/

xa,&quot;
203

&quot;Very thou good this thou comest, friend. Play will we much.&quot;

isa Particle ( 131).
183 L. OX- TO SEND; -yax past denoting conditionality ( 74, 136); -a& nE passive ( 58).

4 Contracted; for qa tcEntuxanx ( 24); qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -tux future ( 73); -nx 2d person singular

( 24, 4).

is* qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -tux future ( 73); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).
M man- TO WATCH; -Is durative ( 69); -uts direct object of first and second persons ( 29,Table, p. 4SO).

187
q. discriminative ( 21); nlxats personal pronoun 2d singular ( 113).

88 atsl tc THUS ( 121, 94); -In possessive 1st singular ( 88).
1R9 xau- TO DIE; -tux future denoting conditionality ( 73, 136); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

190
hlq!- TO START, TO COMMENCE; -af verbalizing ( 75, 9); -t present (J 72).

&quot;1 Contracted: for a ltutuxanx ( 24); n ldu LIKEWISE ( 125, 135); -tux future ( 73); -nx 2d person
singular ( 24, 4).

M woo- TO SAY; -un direct object of third person ( 28).
193 clnxi- TO THINK ( 4); -at!l frequentative ( 68, 8); -Is durative ( 69, 9).
1M laku- TO TAKE, TO FETCH; -t. wl nominal ( 100).
iss qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -t present (72); -ax 3d person dual ( 24).

i^LuZ- TO APPROACH; -itc modal ( 94, 8); -wax transposed for -aux 3d dual ( 24, 13)
&quot;7 ul THEN ( 125); -aux 3d dual ( 24).
198 xumc- TO APPROACH, TO COME ( 108); -ax 3d dual ( 24).
199 hin- TO TAKE ALONG; -ai verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).
*o Abbreviated; iortr!haucyaxxam (15); tc. hacu- TO FEEL GLAD ( 12); ~yax past ( 74); -xam present

passive (55,15).
201 tsmu- TO ASSEMBLE

( 107); -xam present passive ( 55).
802 Contracted from hu tctuxanl ( 24) ; hutc- TO PLAY; -tux future ( 73) ; -nl inclusive plural ( 24, 4).

wydax- MUCH; -a modal ( 96).
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Atsi tc 73 waa ants 60 hltc. TEmu tx 22 hitcu u23 ants 60 L!a ai
.

4 Wai204

Thus says that man. Assemble (pi.) people those many. Although

ya
a xai19 ants 60

hltc,
u
l h^ mut 205

qa tc nt 91
sq^ktcl tc,

206 ants 60 L!a/ai
.

4

many those people, still all go now there to, manner, that crowd.

La nlsutnE 207 ants 60
hltc.

&quot; Tsl klya
3 his tanx 115 Liu . Yaa xanxan 208

Is called con- that man. &quot;Very good this thou comest. Much we
tinually

hutcu1

.
209 Hu tctuns.&quot;

210
&quot;Ha*!&quot;

179 SE
atsl tc 61 waa ants 60

hltc.
have fun. Play will we two.&quot; &quot;All right!&quot; Thus says that man.
&quot; Ya q

u
hitunx,

211 kwlnx 80 au/
s!s.

212 Yaa xanxan 208 hutcu 1

.&quot;

209 Atsl tc 73

&quot; Look shalt thou, not thou shalt sleep. Much we play.&quot; Thus is

waa! su nE 213 ants 60
hltc. Wa nwits 2 ha wa. 214 Si n xyu riE 148

repeatedly told that man. Long ago it is ready. It is desired

tslihia tc 215 xawa
a&quot;,

27 au stuxax. 216 Atsl tc 73 ha usImE. 217
&quot;Ts il mu t,

pitch with killed he shall when sleeper he Thus it is agreed. &quot;Friend,

be, will be.

kwlnx 80 au sls.
212 Hu tctuns.&quot;

210 Atsi tc 73 wa a!su nE. 213 &quot; SVtsanx 162

not thou sleep con- Play will we two.&quot; Thus he is repeatedly told. &quot;Thus thou
tinually.

tanx 115 k!aha yutnE.&quot;
218 SE

atsi tc 61 wa^ sutnE. 219
&quot;Ya

a xai19 L!a/ai4

this thou art invited.&quot; Thus he is told continu- &quot;Many they
ally.

nictcamairnat u/wi - ants 60
tlyu

/wi 221 hutcu wi
.

222 K!lx 223 tE q
12 hutca1 224

different (of) inhabitants games. Each some- fun
those thing

u
l
Enx 225

yixa yun.
226 SVtsanx 162 tanx 115 klaha yu nE. 111 Tsi kly-

and thou seest it. Thus thou this thou art invited. Very

anxan 87 hl sltl
227 ha1

. Kumi ntc 38 tE q
120 ml kla na.&quot;

82 Atsi tc 78

we good is (our) heart. Not something badly.&quot; Thus

wa aisu nE. 213 Tci nta&quot;
228 hltc Llwa 1

,

229 u
l atsl tc 73 waa yusriE.

230

he is repeatedly told. Whatever person comes, so thus he frequently was
told (by him).

2w Particle (128).
K Numeral particle ( 124).

206&-ga2JfcTHERE ( 119); -tc local of motion (90); -Itc modal ( 94).

win- TO CALL BY NAME; -isutns durative passive (59).
28

2/ciGz- MUCH; -a modal (96); -nxan exclusive plural (24).
whutc-TO PLAY, TO HAVE FUN; -ui verbalizing (75).
210 Contracted; for hu tctvxans ( 24) ; hutc- TO PLAY; -tux future

( 73); -ns inclusive dual ( 24, 4).
211 Contracted; iorya q^hltuxanx ( 11) ,yaqu - TO LOOK (3); -a verbalizing (75, 2); -tux future

(73); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).

2!2as- TO SLEEP (12); -Is durative (69).
213 waa- TO SAY; -disuns durative passive ( 69, 9).
214 hau- TO MAKE, TO HAVE READY (112).
*sfc/oh PITCH; -a locative case ( 86, 12); -tc adverbial ( 90).
2i6 attS- TO SLEEP ( 12); -tux future denoting conditionally ( 73, 136); -ax nominal ( 10.1 }.

*/lou YES ( 131); -us durative ( 69, 9); -ImE passive ( 33).

zisjfc/a - TO INVITE; ( 8); -a verbalizing ( 75); -utnE passive ( 58, 8).

219 w;aa- TO SPEAK; -aisutnE durative passive ( 69, 9).

&amp;gt;nictcamai nat - DIFFERENT; -uwi plural ( 79).

tai-TO LIVE ( 2); -uwi nominal ( 97, 8).

*hutc- TO PLAY, TO HAVE FUN; -uwi nominal ( 97).
223 Numeral particle ( 124).
224 hutc- TO HAVE FUN; -a nominal (98).
225j THEX ( 125); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).

*yax- TO SEE ( 12); -a* verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).

z27 Ms GOOD; -Itl possessive ( 88).

228pronominal particle ( 123).

*Ltfi- TO COME; -ai verbalizing ( 75, 8).

sso waa- TO SAY; -a* verbalizing (75); -usne durative passive ( 59, 8).
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&quot;Tsl klya
3 his tanx 115 Liu

,
ts il mu t. Wai204

ya tsa 231 ants 60

&quot;Very good this thou come, friend. Although longtime that

Lla/ai
,

4 u
l xnl ^nls. 233 Ya q

u
hltunx.&quot;

211 u
l s

E
atsi tc 61 wa a!su nE. 213

crowd, still does continually. Look shalt thou. &quot; Then thug he is told repeatedly.

&quot;SVtsanxan
238 Idaha yuts.

234 Ya^xa 119 hutcu wi &quot; 63 Wan 29 hinaV 235

&quot;Thus we invite we-thee. Much fun.&quot; Finally he taken

will be

tclk 236 ants 60 hutcu ufls L!a ai
.

4

Sqa^k
237 hlna au .

235 Ma ltcu nE 288

where that fun great. There he taken Fire is made (in)

will be.

ants 60 hits! 1
.
239 Wai204

yikt
240 ants 60 hits! 1

,

239 u
l ta qnis

that house. Although big that house, still full

hltu stc.
241 Stim 242 yaVhaV43 ants 60 hitc.

&quot; Tl kEnxan 244

people with. There looks that man. &quot;Here we

ta uxan 245 hutcu*
,

209 ta nxan 245 klaha yuts
234

qna.&quot;

167
Ha^qmas

246

these we play these we invite we-thee I.&quot; Alongside

tl xam 247
Liya watc. 248

QIa Il ants 60
Liya aV49 aYaxau witc 250

he is seated fire at. Pitch that fire. &quot;Multitude kind of

L!a ai4 hitc ya q^a^un.&quot;
251 Atsl tc 73

ci n xyatlls
103 ants 60

hitc.

many people look at now I.&quot; Thus keeps on thinking that man.

Ma itcu nE 238 ants 60 hits! 1
.
239

&quot;Kwinx
80 au sls

212
ts iTinu t. Atsl tc 73

Fire is built (in) that house. &quot; Not thou always sleep, friend. Thus

ta nxan 245 waa yuts
122

qna
167 Uwa wanx.&quot;

252 &quot; Haa
!
170

tsl klyan
253

these we tell we-thee I intend to come thou.&quot;
&quot; All right! very I

hi siti
227 ha1

. Yaq
u
ya waxan254 hutcuu stc 56

iJaya .&quot;

255 Atsi tc 78 wa a!s256

good (my) mind. Intend to look I fun at greatat.&quot; Thus says continually

ants 60 hitc. Ha^qrnas
246

tl xam 247
Llya wa. 257 Ya q

uhisu
N
nE. 258

that man. Close by he is seated fire. Hois continually watched.

i Temporal adverb ( 120).
232

ntM&amp;gt;7i- TO DO; -Is durative ( 69).

233 ssa tsa- THUS ( 121, 96); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24).
234 k. a*- TO INVITE (3); -a verbalizing ( 75); -uta direct object of first and second persons ( 29,

Table, p.4SO, 8).
235 hm- TO TAKE ALONG; -aa future passive ( 56).
236 Particle (331).
23? Local adverb (119).
233 maltc- TO BUBN: -u&quot;ns passive ( 58) .

239 See 98.

240 see 104.

241 hltu s locative form of hitc (86); -tc adverbial (90).
2 &amp;lt; 2 Local adverb ( 119).
2 yaqu - TO LOOK ( 3); -ai verbalizing ( 75, 9); -t present ( 72).
24 tlk HERE ( 119); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24,4).
wtaak THIS ( 115); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 16).

Local adverb ( 119).
247 tai TO SIT (2); -xam present passive (55).

Llya
faa FIRE ( 97); -a locative case ( 86,8); -tc local ( 90).

2 See 97

^o ydx- MANY; -anwi nominal (97); -ttc modal ( 94, 9).

25i7/ag
- TO LOOK; (3); -a* verbalizing (75); -t present (72); -findirect objectof third person ( 28)-

252 Contracted from Llwa waxanx ( 24); Liu- TO COME; -awax intentional ( 70, 8); -nx 2d person
singular (24, 4).
* 3 tsl k. ya VERY ( 121); -n 1st person singular ( 24).

2M yaqn - TO LOOK (3); -awax intentional ( 70, 8); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).
v*L. a ai particle ( 133); -a locative case ( 86, 8).

zssu-aa- TO SAY; -a*s durative
( 69, 9).

267 Liya aa FIRE ( 97); -a locative case ( 86, 8).
- TO LOOK ( 3); -Isu ns durative passive ( 59, 9).
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Wusya a st 259 ants 60 ml kla hltc.. LlIiJwi sutnE 260 wan. 28
&quot;Kwlnx

80

Begins to feel that bad man. He is continually now. &quot;Notthou

sleepy approached

au sls,
212

ya q
uhIs

Enx. 2C1 A tsanxan 262 ta nxan 245 waa yuts
122

always sleep, always look thou. Thus we these we tell we-thee

Llwa wanx. 252 Kwlnx 80 au sis,
212

ya
/

q
uh!s

Enx. 261 Atsi tc 73

intend to come thou. Notthou sleep always, watch always thou. Thus

tanx 115 klaha yu nE. 111 Hii/
s
Enxan 263 hawa^ tx 204 ha1

.&quot; WusyaVst 259

this thou art invited. Good we make our heart/ Begins to feel sleepy

ants 60 mi ck la&quot;

1
.
265 Ya q

uhisu nE. 258 Ha usmiE 266 ants 60
tslaln.

that bad man. He is constantly watched. Is made ready for him that pitch.

SVna tc 267 xawa au .
27 Ll wIsu nE 268 ants 60

mEq!yu
/u269 L!a/ai

.

4

That with killed he will be. He is constantly those dancers many.
approached by

&quot;Ha^tcya,
270 ts fl mu t, miltcl xmlnx.&quot;

271 Atsi tc 73 wa a!su nE. 213

&quot; Shore-like from, friend, thou mayest get burned.&quot; Thus he is constantly told.

Kwlnx 80 au sls
212

ts il -mu t.
&quot; &quot;

WusyaVstm.
&quot; 272 MEq !yu

/u 269

&quot;Notthou always sleep friend.&quot; &quot;Begin to feel sleepy I.&quot; Dance (pi.)

L!a a1
.

4 Au
si s.

273 u Hai/

qa
i

tcya,
270 miltci

/
xmmx.&quot;

271 Tc!hau/cTsutnE. 274

many. He sleeps. &quot;Shore-like from, mayest get burned Gladness is constantly
thou.&quot; felt.

SVtsa 3 xawa aV7 WusyaVst
259 wan. 29 Atsl tc 73 wa a!sutnE

;

219

Thus killed he will be. He begins to sleep finally, Thus he is constantly told,

ciTxisutnE. 275
&quot;HaV tcya,

270 miltcl xmlnx.&quot;
271 Kui151 ciTxIi. 276

he is shaken con- &quot;Shore-like from, mayest get burned Not he moves not.

stantly. thou.&quot;

ulwan 29
qaa xam 277 ants 60 L! j

yaxa
a wi278 tslaln. MEq!yu

/u269

So finally is brought in that boiled pitch. Dance (pi.)

Lla/ai
.

4 u Hair

qa
!

tcya
270 ts il mu t.&quot; Kui151 kwl sil,

278
tsfklya

3

many.
&quot; Shore-like from friend.&quot; Not wakes up not, very

ausi s.
273 Atsftc 73 waa . &quot;A nxaatsatci. 280

Llyaxa waxan 281 ausa wax.&quot;
282

he sleeps. Thus he says.
&quot; Leave alone you-me. A while intend I sleep intend.&quot;

9 wusl- TO FEEL SLEEPY; -a verbalizing ( 75); -st inchoative ( 66).
te Llu- TO APPROACH ( 107); -IsfttnE durative passive ( 69, 8).

wyaqu -TO LOOK ( 3); -Is durative ( 69); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).

*&a tsa THUS ( 121); -nxan exclusive plural (24).
*3Mts GOOD; -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 4).

*M /ICW-TOMAKE; -aitx suffix indicating that objectformsan inseparable part of the subject (33,8).
Sce 98.

wfia us READY, DONE; -ImE passive ( 38).

^8Eai na HE, THAT ONE ( 115); -tc adverbial ( 90).
s68 ,Mi- TO APPROACH; -Isu nE durative passive (59,8).
K9 maq!l- TO DANCE; - nominal ( 97, 8).

mhafq SHORE ( 119); -aitc modal ( 94); -ya local ( 93).
vl maltc-TO BORN (12); -ixmi intransitive exhortative ( 63); -I future passive (56,9); -nx d

person singular (24).
FEEL SLEBPY; -a f verbalizing (75); -^inchoative (66); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

SLEEP ( 12, 108).

TO BE GLAD ( 12); -uutnE durative passive ( 59).

*&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;cU-x-TO SHAKE, TO MOVE; -IsutnE durative passive (59).
vt cil x- TO MOVE, TO SHAKE; -ll negative ( 53).

Vqaa- TO ENTER; -xam present passive ( 55).

L/u;- TO BOIL ( 112, 7); -atof nominal ( 97, 9).

kwls-To WAKE UP; -ll negative (53).
anx- TO LET ALONE; -autsatci direct object of first and second persons YOU-MC (29, Table, p. 473, and

24,4).
MI llyax- A WHILE ( 126, 135); -awax intentional (70); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

zasu- TO SLEEP (12); -awax intentional (70).
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u
l wan 29 ci n xyaxam

283
s
E
atsI tc:

81
&quot;Qa

1
!
284 wan 29 au stux.&quot;

285

Then now it was thought thus: &quot;Let now he sleep shall.&quot;

La qwls
286 ants 60 tslaln Li yaxa

11
.
278 Atsl tc 73 waa xam,

65
&quot;Qa

1
!
284

Boils con- that pitch boiled. Thua it is said, &quot;Let

tinually

wan 29 au stux. 285
Ha^q^tcya,

270 tsfl mu t.&quot; Kui151
ci l xlL 276 u

l

now he sleep shall. Shore, manner, from, friend.&quot; Not he mores not. Then

wan 29 xuun.

now he snores.

Ha! mut 205 Lla a14 tE q
120 lokwl xam. 287 Tcimtca mi 288 lokwi xam. 287

All many something is seized. Axes are seized.

Ka st tux,
289 u

l txu 113 teimtca myatc
290 xawa au .

27 u
l wan 29 xuun.

Get up will he, then just ax with killed he will be. And now he snores.

Lk!a atc 291 Laa xuun. u
l wan 29 hau tx 292 hltcu V3 Tsl klya

3

Open his mouth he snores. Then finally quit (pi.) people. Very

tcIma nlsu nE. 293
&quot;Llxmlya yunanl.

294 SVsE
nl 295 kl xa yuts,

296 u
l

he is watched &quot; Kill him will we. He us kills he-us, so
constantly.

sVtsanl 297
Llxmiya yiin.&quot;

298 Lokwi xam 287 wan 20 ants 60 Ll yaxa^ 1
.

278

thus we kill will him.&quot; Is seized now that boiled (pitch).

4

Ha^qa^cya
270

ts il mu t
,

miltel xmmx. &quot; 271 Kumfntc 38
ci l xli.

276

&quot;

Shore-like, from friend, mayest get burned thou.&quot; Not
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ha1 sVtsa. 3 SVtsa 8 ants 60
mEq!yu

u269 L!a ai
.

4 u
l wan 29 skwaha .

303

mind thus. Thus those dance (pi.) many. Then finally he stands up.

Lokwl xam 287 ants 60 iJ yaxa* .
278 u

l stlrri
243 skwahafl wi304 L!a ai4

Is seized that boiled (pitch). And there stand (pi.) many

ants 60 tcimtci mya.
305 Wai204

ya
a xai19 tE q/

20 U
I

axes with (are). Although much something, still

kumi ntc 38 kwi sil.
279

&quot;Qwa&quot;nyux
307 tEma 308

he wakes up not. &quot; Pour it it is better

hai mut 205

all

pfumE.
306

noise is made
with it.

Laaya tc!&quot;
3t

mouth into!&quot;

those

Still

u
l

So

not

wan 29
qu ni xamimE. 310 Txu 113

Justit is poured into

(his mouth).

LI;ta ai4 ma qlis.
312

Stlra 242

There many keep on dancing.

ha^mut 205 hl qu
1
. Stim 242

There

Stim 243

ax with.

all hair.

tcimtca myatc.
290

There

xamyax-
31

was

Sqa k
237

There

tE 33 mi kla
this bad

wan 29 ata s
301

now only

Mi ltcist 313

Begins to burn

wan 29

finally

tqu nis 316

diffuses smoke
constantly

hitc.

person.

hawa1
.
318

it ends.

mi ltcistx 311

begins to burn
his

hitc.

Laa .

mouth.

ants 60
hitc. Mi ltcistx 311

that man. Begins to burn his

yak !l tcyaxam
314 xwa katc 315

was cut into pieces head his

ants 60 ml kla hitc. Xauwi -

that bad man. Killed

xa waaxafi

tnE,
319 u

l

he had been killed, then

xauwi
/

xarnyax
317

was killed

wa nwitsaxax 320

old-timers (of)

Ku1151

Not

mi k !a

bad

nats 182
tsl k!ya

!

conditional very

mi kia hitc. SE
atsI tc 61

bad man. Thus

nictcima mu. 32i
Sqa

!k 237 wan 29

custom. There finally

nats 182

if

Lla ai
.

4

world.

wan 29

finally

srnit u 1
.
322

it ends.

sVtsa 8

thus

SVtsa 3

Thus

ata s 301

only

- TO STAND ( 3, 112).
*x skwa - TO STAND (3); -auvi plural (79).

tctmtca ml AX ( 109); -a locative case ( 86, 12, 8).

*Mplu- TO MAKE NOISE; -umE passive ( 38, 9).

K7 qu n- TO POUR ( 7, 112); -yux imperative with indirect object of third person (} 43).

&amp;gt;8 Exhortative particle ( 129).

809 Laaya locative form of LOU MOUTH ( 86); -tc local ( 90).

Zl qu n- TO POUR; -I (-a) verbalizing ( 75, 2); -xam present passive ( 55); -ims passive ( 38).

311 Contracted from ml ltcistEtx ( 15); malic- TO BURN ( 3); -st inchoative ( 66, 4); -tx suffix indi

cating that object forms an inseparable part of the subject ( 33).

&quot;2 maq!l- TO DANCE; -Is durative ( 69, 9).

3&quot; maltc- TO BURN ( 3); -st inchoative ( 66, 4).

3I &amp;lt; Contracted from yakfl tcyaxxam ( 15); yak. - SMALL; -lie modal ( 94); -yax past ( 74); -xam

present passive (55, 57).

vzxwa ka HEAD; -tc possessive 3d singular ( 88).

nttqilnl i SMOKE ( 98); -Is durative ( 69, 9).

317 xau- TO DIE; -at verbalizing ( 75, 2, 8, 11); -xamyax past passive ( 57).

318 hau- TO END, TO FINISH; -at verbalizing ( 75, 8).

SI 9 Evidently for xa uyaxaHnE; xau- TO DIE; yax past denoting conditionally ( 74, 136);

passive (58).
wwa nwits LONG AGO ( 120); -ax nominal ( 101,108).
H See 103.

122 smut - TO END, TO FINISH ( 12); -ui verbalizing ( 75).
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[Translation]

(It happened) long ago. The world was very bad long ago.

Everywhere it was so, and this was the cause of it: A bad person was

devouring (the people). Grizzly Bear was devouring them long ago.

Whenever a man went out hunting, he would kill and devour him.

Many people felt sorry because of that. So one day the people came

together and tried to devise some remedy. (They all agreed that

Grizzly) must be killed. For that reason they came together. Then

the chiefs of that region said,
&quot; We feel very sorry, but how are

we going to kill him? He can not be killed by means of arrows:

hence we don t want to kill him with an arrow.&quot; Then finally some

one suggested to go and see how Grizzly lived, and to invite him (to

come to the meeting-place). So one man went in search of him. And

(when the messenger) came to Grizzly s residence, (he said,) &quot;You, too,

are invited to come to the play-grounds.&quot; But Grizzly Bear was not

willing to go: hence the messenger went back, and, upon returning,

related thus:
&quot; He does not want (to come).&quot; (In the mean while) the

people who had assembled had lots of fun. (Then after a while an

other messenger was sent), and the man who was about to go was told

thus: &quot;We won t give up. When he is dead, then we will give up.&quot;

Thus it was repeatedly asserted.

Then finally the man was ordered to go. He was a very poor man.

&quot;Speak to him carefully, don t tell him anything bad. Tell him thus:

Wr
e want you to come here. We are going to have lots of fun. Thus

you shall tell him. Don t tell him anything bad. He is shrewd and

very bad.&quot; Then that man started out, thinking (a great deal) to him

self, for he was very much afraid (of Grizzly). (And when he came to

Grizzly, he said,)
&quot;

I come here as a messenger.&quot; (He then told him his

mission and departed. Not long afterwards Grizzly s friends came to

visit him and inquired about the messenger s mission). One of them

said,
&quot; What did the man tell youwho came (here) ?&quot;

&quot; He said nothing

(of importance). I was simply informed that 1 am invited (to some

games). Thus he told me: People want you to come very much.

For that purpose I came here as a messenger.
&quot;

(After a while an

other messenger was sent to Grizzly, requesting him to come at once.)

Then (Grizzly) said thus (to the messenger): &quot;Will anything be

given to me, if I come?&quot; &quot;Nothing was said (about that). People
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are just playing, and that s why you are invited to come.&quot; (Then

Grizzly said), &quot;You tell them thus: He wants something. If some

thing be given to him, then he will come. Thus he says to
you.&quot;

(The messenger went back to his people and told them what Grizzly

said). And he (furthermore) said, &quot;He is shrewd. He thinks (of

not coming), because he has killed (so many) people. That s why he

is shrewd.&quot; Thus the messenger said. &quot;He was (evidently) told (by

some friend) that a dance had been arranged for the purpose of

changing his (mean) disposition, and that everybody dislikes him.

That s why he replied, If something be given to him, then he will

come. That s why he told me
(so).&quot;

Then another messenger went to Grizzly. &quot;You tell him thus:

A knife will be given to you. Thus tell him. You shall start right

away, you are invited to come. Many people are playing (there),

and it is desirable that you should come. Thus you tell him.&quot; And
that messenger kept on thinking, &quot;I will speak to him. I know
what to tell him, so that he will start right away.&quot; Then the mes

senger started. &quot;I will speak to him, and he will start right away.
5

Thus he was thinking as he kept on going. Finally he came to (Griz

zly, and said), &quot;A messenger I come. You are wanted very much.

Pretty soon the games will come to an end, and for that reason 1 was

told (to come here). You are my relative. Why don t you want to

go?&quot;
And (Grizzly) answered him thus: &quot;1 am wise, that s why I

don t want to go. It seems to me that I am simply wanted (there)

to be killed. That s why I am wise.&quot;
&quot; Not so, they want you to see

(the fun). For that purpose (only) you are wanted. Their intentions

toward you are good. A present will be given to you. For that

reason you are invited. You are my relative, hence I (came to) fetch

you. That s why I came quickly. A knife will be given to you,

because you are invited. I came right away, since you are my
relative. The reason why I came to you is because I want you to

have some fun. That s why I came to you. I don t think that any

thing bad will happen to you. That s why I was sent.&quot; (And Grizzly

answered,) &quot;Yes, you are a bad man. They want to kill me, that s

why I don t want (to go).&quot;
&quot;I don t think (it will be) thus. (Not)

for that purpose I was^sent. If it were as you say, I should not have

been sent. Will you go now?&quot; &quot;I shall go. You will have to take
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good care of me.&quot; And (the messenger) said thus to (Grizzly):

&quot;All right, I don t think that anything bad will happen (to you) on

the part of those who play (there).&quot;

UA11 right, I will go. I don t

care, even if I die.&quot; Thus said (Grizzly) as he started. &quot;I don t

think (it will be) as (bad as you imagine). Are you coming?&quot; Thus

said (the messenger) to him. &quot;I should very much like to have you,

too, at these games.&quot; Finally (Grizzly) said, &quot;I will
go.&quot;

So he

started. And the man who came to fetch him was thinking continually.

He was thinking thus.

Now they two kept on going; and when they were almost there,

the two (chiefs) were told, &quot;They two are coming. He is bringing

that bad man.&quot; So everybody was glad; and when he arrived, people

assembled about him. &quot;

It s very good that you came, O friend ! We
shall have a great deal of fun.&quot; Thus everybody said (to him). Many

people assembled (around him). Although there were many of them,

still they all went there (to Grizzly), shouting, &quot;It s very good that

you came. We will play a great deal. We two will play.&quot; (Then

Grizzly would say,) &quot;All right.&quot;
&quot;You shall watch (us). Yousha n t

sleep. We will play a great deal.&quot; Thus he was constantly told.

(Everything) had been made ready long ago. It had been decided to

kill him with pitch during his sleep. Thus it had been agreed upon.

&quot;Friend, don t sleep! we two will play.&quot;
Thus people kept on telling

him. &quot; For that reason you were invited.&quot; Thus he was told. &quot;Peo

ple who live here know different kinds of games, and you will witness

all kinds of fun. For that purpose you have been invited. We are

well disposed (towards you). No mishap will befall
you.&quot; Thus he

was constantly told. Whoever came in would tell him thus. &quot;It s

very good that you came, O friend! You will see, they will play for

a long time.&quot; And he would (also) be told, &quot;That s why we invited

you. There is going to be a great deal of fun.
&quot;

At last he was taken to the play-grounds. A fire was started in

the house, which, although very large, was nevertheless full of people.

Grizzly Bear was looking there. &quot;Here we play, those who have

invited you.&quot; He was seated near the tire, which consisted of pitch.

&quot;It seems to me I see (too) many people.&quot; Thus Grizzly was think

ing. And the fire in the house kept burning. &quot;Don t sleep, O
friend! (Not) for that purpose we asked you to come (here).&quot; &quot;All

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12 40
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right! I am glad. I intend to watch the fun.&quot; Thus Grizzly was

saying, seated close to the fire. He was constantly watched.

(After a while) he began to feel sleepy. Then people kept on

approaching him, (saying,) Don t sleep, look on ! For that purpose we
invited you. We have abandoned all our hatred.&quot; (Again) he began
to feel sleepy, (and again) he was constantly watched. The pitch with

which he was going to be killed was made ready ;
while many dancers

went to him, (saying,)
&quot; Move away from the fire, you may get burned,

friend!&quot; Thus they were telling him. &quot; Don t sleep, friend!&quot; &quot;I

feel
sleepy.&quot; People kept on dancing, while he began to fall asleep.

4 Move away from the fire, you may get burned!&quot; Everybody was

glad, because he was going to be killed. At last he began to sleep.

Then people kept on shaking him, saying to him thus: &quot; Move away
from the fire, you may get burned !&quot; But he did not move. So the

boiling pitch was brought in, while the people kept on dancing (and

saying), &quot;Move away from the fire, friend!&quot; But he did not get up.

He was very sleepy, and (merely) said,
&quot; Leave me alone! I intend to

sleep a while.&quot; So the people thought thus: &quot;Let him
sleep.&quot;

And

while the pitch kept on boiling, they said, &quot;Let him sleep. Move

away from the fire, O friend !&quot; But he did not move, and (soon) com

menced to snore.

Then people took hold of all kinds of things. They seized axes,

(because it had been decided that as soon as) he should wake up, they

would kill him with an ax. He was snoring, keeping his mouth wide

open. Then the people got ready. They watched him closely.

&quot;We will kill him, because he has killed (so many of) us.&quot; Then the

boiling pitch was seized, (and one man shouted,) &quot;Move away from

the fire, friend, you may get burned! But he did not move. Then

they held the boiling pitch over his head, and everybody was

glad, for the dance had been arranged with the purpose in view of

getting rid of (the consequences of) his mean disposition. For that

purpose so many people had been dancing. Finally (one man) stood

up and took hold of the boiling pitch. And around Grizzly there

were standing many armed with axes. They made noise with all

kinds of implements, but he did not wake up. (Then one man said,)

&quot;Better pour it into his mouth!&quot; So it was poured into his mouth,

which began to burn (right away). And the people kept on dancing,
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(as Grizzly Bear) was consumed (gradually) by the fire. His hair got

burned, and then his head was cut into pieces with an ax. And while

suffering death, he was constantly diffusing smoke.

Here (the story) ends. If (Grizzly Bear) had not been killed, this

would have been a very bad place. Thus that man was killed. Such

was the custom of people living long ago. Here at last it ends.

INVOCATION OF RAIN 1

Klu^wina^tx 2 L!a ai
.

3 Ya^xa5 u ltl
4

Llayu s.
5 Na qutyax

6

Ice (has on) its (body) world. Much snow ground on. Cold became

L!a ai
,

3 k!uxwinai/7 L!a/ai
.

3 Kui8 ni ctca 9
qa tcwil 10 ants 11 L!a/ai

.
3

universe, ice has world. Not how drink not that crowd.

Pa l u 12 ata s
13 u

l
14

qatcu^txa^nE.
15

Haya mut
16 h yatc

17
qatcu

1 -

Well only then it is drunk from. All people drink

txaun. 18 WaiM9
ya

a/xa hltc,
u
l
14

sqa^
20

qatcu^tx.
21 Tci wa 22 u

l
14

(from) it. Although many people, still there drink (pi.). Water on then

kli^wlna1
.
7 Ku18 ni ctca tcaitcl tc 23 ni ctcll

24 ants 11
tlyu

wi
.
25

ice appears. Not manner where manner go not those inhabitants.

Qauxairx 26 k !uxwinlyu s
27

qatc
Enatu u 28 ants 11 hltc L!a ai

.

3 u
l
14

Top along ice on go (pi.) those people many. Then

wan 29 tExmil a mi 30 iJxu yun
31 ants 11 wa nwitsaxax 32 nictcimaemu. 3S

now people old know it that long ago people custom.

1 See Leo J. Frachtenberg, Lower Umpqua Texts (Columbia University Contributions to Anthro

pology, vol. iv, pp. 76 et seq.)

*k!uxwln- ICE ( 12); ~aUx suffix indicating that object forms an inseparable part of the subject

(33).
3 Particle ( 133).

See 98.

*&amp;gt;L. a ai GROUND ( 133); -us locative case ( 86, 9, 8).
6
ncujut- TO BE COLD; -yax past ( 74).

7 k. uxwln- ICE (12); -a* verbalizing (75).
s Particle of negation ( 131).
s Particle ( 131).
o qatcu- TO DRINK; -II negative ( 53, 8).

&quot; Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
2 See 97.

is Restrictive particle ( 130).

Conjunction ( 125).
is qatcu- TO DRINK; -ui verbalizing ( 75, 9); -tx plural ( 80); -a*tnE passive ( 58).
18 Discriminative form of hai mut ALL ( 111, 124).
&quot; Discriminative form of hltc PERSON ( 111, 7).
19 qatcu- TO DRINK; -ui verbalizing ( 75); -tx plural ( 80); -awi direct object of third pernon ( 28).

Particle ( 128).
2 Local adverb ( 119).
21 qatcu- TO DRINK; -ui verbalizing ( 75, 9); -tx plural ( 80).
22 tcl WATER ( 88); -a locative case ( 86, 8).

Particle ( 131, 94, 108).
2* ni ctca MANNER ( 131, 135); -U negative ( 53, 9).
25

tai-, t/i- TO LIVE ( 2); -uwi nominal ( 97, 8).
28 qaux HIGH, TOP ( 119); -atx local ( 92).
27 k uxwl ni ICE ( 98, 12); -us locative case ( 86, 8).
M qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -t present ( 72, 4); -u*. plural ( 79).

Temporal particle ( 126).
so Discriminative form of tExmi lma ( 111); tsxam STRONG; -ll-ma augmentative ( 84).

L. XU- TO KNOW; -ui verbalizing ( 75, 9); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).
s- wa nwlts LONG AGO ( 119); -az nominal ( 101, 108).
* See 103.
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u
l
14

tqull yusnE
34 ants 11

tcixnfnE,
u
l
14

tqull yusnE
34 aTdu 35 ants11

Then is shouted at that Raccoon, and is shouted at also that
constantly constantly

tsxu npil.
36 Lanatll yusnE,

37
&quot;Tclxm nE, tcixnfnE, MVklltsx 38

Coyote. lie is called constantly, &quot;Raccoon, Raccoon, to rain cause thy

L!a ai
!

3 \Va a!
s
39 tE 40 mo luptsim sla! 41 HiVklltsxats 42

iJ.a
ai

!

3

world! Tell to this Coyote! To rain cause ye two world!
your

Nakwa yatyanxan,
43

nEqu^txanxan
44

ya
a

xa.&quot;
45 u

l
14

Poor we cold our (bodies have) we muchly.&quot; Then

tcixm nE, hi n k!ltsx 38

Raccoon, to rain cause thy

lanat!i 3
TusnE: 37

&quot;Tcixnl nE,
he is called continually:

&quot;

Raccoon,

Mo luptsim sla,
41 hiVk Iltsxats

42

Coyote, to rain cause ye two
your

Haya mut 16
fryate

17

L!a ai P
world!&quot;

uJ14

Then

wan 29

now

L!a/ai
!

3

world !

wan 29 hl nk!ya
14e

finally begins to rain

Lla ai 3

universe.

tqull yusnE,
34

are shouted at

continually,

All people

ha ninitlun. 47

believe it.

SVtsa 48

Thus

uJ14

then

wan 29

finally

htrfklya^tx
causes to rain
its (body)

L!a/ai
.

world.

SVtsa
Thus

and they
two

8
ujl4

then

tqulu nE,
51 ants 52 tkwa myax

53

it is shouted, when

Sqa&quot;^

20 wan 29

There now

Llxu yun.
31

know it.

ants 11
inqla a1

.

54

closes up that river.

hawa1
.

55 Smit u1 56 wan 29

it ends. It ends finally

sqa k. 20

there.

Ta kin 57

This I

34
tqul- TO SHOUT; -a* (-1) verbalizing ( 75, 2); -usns durative passive ( 69, 8).

.s Conjunction ( 125).

8 See 93.

s? In- TO CALL; -at. l frequentative ( 68); -usnE durative passive ( 59, 8).

ss hinek. l- TO RAIN; -ai (-1) verbalizing ( 75, 2, 9); -tsx imperative ( 47).

waa- TO SPEAK; -a s transitive imperative ( 62, 9).

* Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).

41 Alsea term for COYOTE.
42 hin^H- TO RAIN; -ai (-1) verbalizing ( 75, 9, 2); -tsx imperative ( 47); -is 2d person dual ( 24, 4)

43 nakwa yal- TO BE POOR; -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 4, 8).

4* Contracted from nsqutui txanxan ( 15); naqut- TO BE COLD (12); -ui verbalizing ( 75); -tx suffix

indicating that object forms an inseparable part of subject ( 33); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 4).

45
yap-x- MUCH; -a modal (96).

46 hinsk. l- TO RAIN; -a * verbalizing ( 75, 8).

47 hanlnlt. - TO BELIEVE; -un direct object of third person ( 28).

4s Modal adverb ( 121, 96).

49 ul THEN ( 125); -ax 3d person dual-( 24).

Phin k!l- TO RAIN; -a i verbalizing (75,8); -tx suffix indicating that object forms an inseparable,

part of subject ( 33).

si
tqul- TO SHOUT; -u ns passive ( 58).

52 Particle (| 131).
53 tkum- TO SHUT, TO CLOSE ( 7, 112); -yax past denoting conditionality ( 74, 136).

M See 98.

55 MM- TO END; -ai verbalizing ( 75, 8).

66 smut - TO END ( 12); -ui verbalizing ( 75).

57 taAk THIS ( 115, 12); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).
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[Translation]

(When in former days the) ground was covered with ice, much

snow (lay) on the ground, and it became very cold, then the people

had no way of drinking (water freely). From one well only could

they drink, and all people drank from it. Although many were the

people, still they all drank there. (And when) ice began to appear

on the water (of the rivers), then all inhabitants could not go any

where. They were forced to go along the surface of the ice. Then

(at such times there would always be some) old man who knew that

(ancient) custom of the people of long ago. (He would then tell it to

his people.) And Raccoon would be invoked, and Coyote likewise

would be invoked. He would be called by name, &quot;Raccoon, Raccoon,

cause thy rain (to flow)! Speak to Coyote! Cause ye two your rain (to

flow)! We are in straits, we are very cold.&quot; Then (once more Rac

coon) would be invoked, &quot;Raccoon, Raccoon, cause thy rain (to flow)!

(You and) Coyote cause ye your (dual) rain (to flow)!&quot; Then at last it

would rain. All people believed in (the efficacy of this formula). For

that reason they two would be invoked, (until) it would commence to

rain. Thus people were shouting whenever (ice) closed up the rivers.

Now there it ends. It is the finish. (Thus) I know it.
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EDITOR S PREFACE

The following grammatical sketch of the Chukchee group of lan

guages is based on a manuscript by Mr. Bogoras, in which all the

main facts presented here are contained. Since the principal object

of the series of sketches presented in this Handbook is an elucida

tion of the grammatical categories found in the present condition

of each language treated, I thought it best to re-arrange the material

on the basis of an analytical study. I am therefore responsible for

the essential form of arrangement and presentation here given. The

re-arrangement was, however, made in consultation with Mr. Bogoras,
the final form being given to the description of the grammar in ac

cordance with his criticisms and suggestions. The references to the

Chukchee and Koryak Texts have also been added by me in order

to prove the statements contained in the grammar. These also were

revised, supplemented, and corrected by Mr. Bogoras. Finally I

have added sample texts with explanatory notes. These have also

been revised by Mr. Bogoras.
It seemed important to add the Chukchee to the sketches contained

in the Handbook, because it proves conclusively that those features

which are most characteristic of many American languages are found

also on the Asiatic continent. It seemed essential, furthermore, to

present material for determining the position of the Eskimo language
in relation to all its neighbors.
The war has dela}

red the publication of this work beyond expecta

tion, and the final revision had to be made by the editor.

FRANZ BOAS.

NEW YORK, December, 1921.
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CHUKCHEE

By WALDEMAR BOGORAS

INTRODUCTION

The material for the following study was collected by me in 1895-97,

when I was a member of the Sibiryakov Expedition of the Russian

Imperial Geographical Society; and in 1900-01, when I was engaged

in anthropological researches for the Jesup North Pacific Expedition

of the American Museum of Natural History.

The group of languages treated in this sketch includes the Chuk

chee, the Koryak, and the Kamchadal. Of these, the first two are

closely related, while the Kamchadal shows markedly divergent

forms. Its phonetics are more complicated than those of the other

two languages, and it seems to have preserved some ancient traits.

Its morphology, however, is obscured by the recent process of Rus-

sianization, which has had a marked influence upon the language of

the people.

Since I spent several years among the Chukchee on the Kolyma and

Anadyr, and attained full command of the language in a practical

manner, my Chukchee material is much fuller and also more accurate

than that collected in the other languages. The work on the Chuk

chee is also facilitated by the fact that the language has no dialects,

the dialect of the maritime Chukchee of the Pacific coast being almost

identical with that of the reindeer-breeders of the Kolyma river.

Besides grammatical and lexicographic data, I have collected a large

number of texts. I have also collected texts from the Asiatic Eskimo,
1

with literal translation into Chukchee, made by natives and carefully

revised with their aid, as a means of avoiding inexactness in the trans

lation of the Eskimo material.

1 Some of these have been published in my paper, &quot;The Eskimo of Siberia&quot; (Publications of the

Jesup North Pacific Expedition, vol. vm, part m). Leyden, E. J. Brill, 1913.
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My work on the Koryak was done during the months from Decem

ber, 1900, to March, 1901. While Mr. Waldemar Jochelson studied

the ethnology of the Koryak on behalf of the Jesup Expedition, the

morphological study of the language was assigned to me on account

of my familiarity with the Chukchee. I left the Anadyr in Novem

ber, 1900, joined Mr. Jochelson at Kamenskoye, and spent about a

month with him. From there I proceeded to Kamchatka and studied

the Kamchatka Koryak and the Kamchadal. On account of the neces

sity of devoting some time to the Eskimo of Indian Point, I could not

devote more time to the study of these dialects.

The Koryak is spoken in a number of dialects, which may be classed

in two groups, the western and the eastern. The western group
includes the maritime villages on Penshina Bay of the Sea of Okhotsk,

1

some of which are the largest of the Koryak settlements, and the

reindeer breeders on the rivers flowing into the Pacific Ocean. Here

belong, for instance, the villages of Qa yilin, Cimi tqa, and IV qac.
2

The eastern group includes all the maritime Koiyak of Kamchatka

and the villages of the Pacific shore, mainly around Alutor Bay.

The Kerek may form a third group, which, although situated farthest

to the east, is more closely related to the western branch.

I shall call the western group &quot;Koryak I;&quot;
the eastern group

&quot;Koryak II.&quot; Since the majority of the former group are reindeer

breeders who live north from the maritime villages, and, along the

northern border of the country, come into contact with the Chuk

chee, I have elsewhere called the Koryak I the northern group; the

Koryak II, the southern group.

The bulk of my Kor}7ak material and all the texts are principally

from the village Kamenskoye on Penshina bay, and also from Paren,

50 miles farther to the west. I have marked this material, respec

tively, &quot;Kor. Kam.&quot; and &quot;Kor. Par.&quot; All words and forms marked

simply &quot;Kor.&quot; are common to the various dialects. The chief dif

ference between the dialects of Kamenskoye and Paren both mem
bers of the eastern branch lies in the rules governing the harmony
of vowels. My material on the Koryak of Kamchatka is not exten

sive.

1 See W. Jochelson, The Koryak (Ibid., vol. vi), pp. 437 et seq. Leyden, E. J. Brill.

2 Ibid., p. 440. See also map at end of volumes vi and vii of the Publications of the Jesup North

Pacific Expedition.
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The Kamchadal material that I have been able to collect is not very

full. The study of this dialect is at present very difficult on account

of its corruption by the introduction of Russian elements.

In Krasheninnikoff s time there were three dialects of the Kamcha

dal a southern, an eastern (spoken on the Kamchatka river), arid a

western. The first two are extinct, the language of the natives hav

ing been replaced by Russian. The eastern dialect is spoken in 13

villages on the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk. The largest of these is

Kharghiusova (Kamchadal, Plo xon), where I stayed 20 days. Another

dialect is spoken in the village Sedanka, on the upper course of the

Tighil river. Apart from phonetic differences, the chief features of

this dialect are due to a strong Koryak influence. This, however, is

also quite strong in the dialect of the Sea of Okhotsk. During the

last 50 years, Koryak reindeer breeders have been living on the

tundras of the eastern part of Kamchatka. The Kamchadal visit

them, and purchase from them reindeer meat and skins for clothing.

These Koryak are not Christianized, and speak only their own lan

guage. Thus it happens that the Kamchadal of the eastern shore, as

far south as the village Kol, speak more or less the western Koryak
dialect (I); and that among the half-Russianized Kamchadal, remnants

of Koryak have almost completely replaced the old, native Kamcha

dal. In a few folk stories, fragments of which I was able to collect,

the Kamchadal names have been forgotten, and Koryak names have

taken their places. Sometimes it is not easy to determine whether we

are dealing with Kamchadal or with Koryak terms. In the Sedanka

dialect the influence of Koryak is felt even more markedly. The

people are in the habit of using whole Koryak sentences, or begin a

sentence in Kamchadal and end in Koryak. The dialect that has

influenced the Sedanka people is the Kamchatka Koryak II. 1

Besides,

there is a strong intrusion of Russian into both dialects. The Kam
chadal has lost many of its numerals, several pronouns, and a consid

erable number of nouns and adjectives, all of which have been replaced

by Russian terms. These have not been assimilated so as to conform

with the morphology of Kamchadal, but remain unaltered. A Rus-

sianization may also be observed in the grammatical structure.

Nevertheless the Russian spoken by the Russianized natives of

Kamchatka also bears evidence of the influence of the Kamchadal.

1 Sedanka Kamchadal g ava telkal THEY PERISHED (-Ik inchoative in Koryak II, -nivo in Koryak I)

HE WILL FREEZE TO DEATH (sj- future prefix Koryak II, ye- in Koryak I).

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 41
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The Russian suffixes for case and gender do not occur, and all nouns

and adjectives are used in the nominative singular masculine. All

vowels are strongly marked as long, short, or obscure.

In the following studj- I have confined myself to the main points of

the morphology. The description is based mainly on Chukchee and

on a comparison of Chukchee and the western Koryak of Kamenskoye.
Kamchadal has been utilized only so far as to indicate the peculiar

characteristics of this dialect.

Notes on the Koryak are indicated by a single, those on the Kam
chadal by a double marginal vertical rule. Examples without refer

ence are taken from field notes.

All references for the Chukchee indicated by page and line (for in

stance, 21.3) are to my Chukchee texts contained in the Publications

of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition; those marked R, followed by

page and line (for instance, R 23.5) are to my collection of texts pub
lished by the Russian Imperial Academy of Sciences. All references

to Koryak (marked, for instance, Kor. 27.6) are to my Koryak Texts

published b}
T the American Ethnological Society. The following

previous publications on this family of languages may be mentioned:

L. RADLOFF, Ueber die Sprache der Tschuktschen (Memoirs of the Imperial Acad

emy of Science, St. Petersburg, 1861, Series vn, vol. in, No. 10).

B. r. Boropas-b, O6paama MaTepiajioBt, nonaieHiio MyKOTcKaro AS&iKan $o.abK-

jiopa, codpamiEiXB BI&amp;gt; KojibiMCKOM b OKpyrfe. OTTHCKT. viyb HSB-ECTIH HMne-

pa-ropcKoft Aica^eMiH HayK-b T. X. No. 3 (MapTt 1899).

[WALDEMAR BOGORAS, Sample Text for the Study of the Chukchee Language and

Folk-Lore, collected in the Kolyma District. Reprint from the Memoirs of

the Imperial Academy of Sciences, vol. x, no. 3 (March, 1899).]

MaTepiajifci no nsy^emio ^yKOTcKaro asHKa H
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;ojibKjiopa, cotfpaHHHe B?&amp;gt; KOJIMM-

CKOM b OKpyr-b. Hs^anie HMnepaTOpcKoft AKa^eMiH Hayicb. B.I. C.-HeTep-

dyprb 1900.

[Materials for the Study of the Chukchee Language and Folk-Lore, collected in the

Kolyma District, Part i. Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, 1900.

Chukchee Mythology (Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, vol.

vm, Part i). Leyden, E. J. Brill, 1910.

Koryak Texts (Publications of the American Ethnological Society, vol. v). Ley-

den, E. J. Brill, 1914.

IGNACY RADLINSKV, Ze zbiorow Prof. B. Dybowskiego. Slowniki Nazzeczy Lud6w

Kamczackich, 5 parts, Krakow, 1891-94.

C. KpaineHHHHHKOBb Onucame SCMJIH KaM^jaTKH. C.-IIeTeptfyprb 1819. T. 1. n.

[S. KRASHENINNIKOFF, Description of the Land Kamchatka, vols. i and n. St.

Petersburg, 1819.]

B. H. TromoB b, Etc xsanaflHOMy (Sepery KaMMaTKH, C. n. B., 1906.

[W. N. TUSHOFF, Along the Western Shore of Kamchatka. St. Petersburg, 1906.]



PHONETICS ( 1-24)

Chukchee ( 1-13)

1. Vowels

The vowels of the Chukchee language may be divided into three

classes:

(1) Weak vowels: e
i i e a u

(2) Strong vowels: e a e o

(3) Neutral vowels: / E A u

The vowels of the first and second classes are always long.

&
, 0, u, have their continental values.

a is a long obscure vowel, in rest position of all the muscles of

the oral cavity, posterior nares closed, teeth and lips slightly

opened.
el is a glide from e to /, with long, accented i. It is always com

bined with a glottal stop.

e is the open e of hell, but long.

a has its continental value.

o like o in nor.

e a u with very slight rounding of lips, with the acoustic effect

of a sound between o and u.

/, , A, obscure, short vowels corresponding to the respective long
vowels.

u an i with rounded lips, short; somewhat like the Russian M.

Unusual length or shortness of vowels is indicated by the macron

and breve respectively (a, a).

Diphthongs are formed by the combination of any of the vowels

with following i and u:

ai like i in hide. au like ow in how.

ei like ei in vein. eu like eu in Italian leucojo.

o& like oi in choice*

The i and u of diphthongs belong to the neutral vowels. Combina

tions of the vowels with the weak vowels i and u do not form diph

thongs.

The i and u of true diphthongs must be considered as voiced con

sonants, because, in all intervocalic positions where they are not lost,

and in proper position before certain consonants, they have conso-

nantic character; and because they often modify following conso

nants in the manner of the preceding consonants y and w (see 5, 9).

1

643
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Generally the accent of diphthongs is on the first vowel, although
it is often placed on the second vowel.

qailo qim indeed upau ma while drinking

When the diphthong is followed by a consonantic cluster, the ter

minal vocalic sound of the diphthong is lengthened. This gives the

effect of an accent on the first vowel.

upafurkin thou drinkest

Before vowels, the u of the diphthong becomes w.

nipa w-e-um I am drinking (stem upau)

NOTE. In many cases i neutral, which does not form diphthongs,

originates from contraction of yi (see 10).

Doubled vowels are also of frequent occurrence, particularly

ii in ti rkiir (male pronunciation
l

) sun

ee in e ek lamp
uu in intu ulpir son-in-law

ee in ee thupu from the skin intended for clothing
aa in pa arkin thou ceasest

oo in ro olqal food

ii in tainz irgin sinful action

After the loss of 2, y, or #, between two vowels (see 10), clusters

of three repetitions of the same vowel may appear.

miya acfk &amp;lt; miya agafk I will use

A comparison with Koryak suggests that whenever two vowels

appear in contact, an elision of a consonant has occurred. Examples
of this are given in 16, no. 18, p. 670. It would seem that in all

these cases the Chukchee has the tendency to assimilate the vowels

(see 13, p. 665).

2. Consonants
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p, 7W., as in English.
v bilabial.

t as in English.
like z in German Zeit^ used only in female pronunciation.

6 like English ch in choice.

j like English ^ in joy.
n as in English.
L stop produced by the tip of the tongue touching the upper

alveoli, back of the tongue pressed against the hard palate, and

sudden lateral release with slight\y continued stricture.

L like L, but sonant.

I as in German.
r as in French (hard trill, roue).

f dental r with weak trill.

tf% d , s% J% TI% the corresponding consonants strongly palatalized,

similar to ty, dy, sy, jy, ny.
6 strongly palatalized, intermediate between f and

,
but weaker

than either.

k as in English.
wkw labialized k.

n like n in singing. Voiceless n is always terminal, and appears
after terminal I,E.

q, g \ velars corresponding to k and g; g in this combination

(u, o) (&quot; is often labialized.

, w, y, consonantic, as in English. Initial w is sometimes pro
nounced nasally, as in wo tqan THIS ONE. In my Russian pub
lications I have indicated this nasalization; but it has not been

indicated here, since it is not morphologically significant, and

seems to be a characteristic feature of the sound, which appears,

however, of varying strength.

d and d
,
which are bracketed in the table of consonants, appear

only as the development of a strong palatalization of TI% as in

ta nd an &amp;lt; ta n-yan a good one

In only one case is initial d found, di ndin FIRE (from stem ym;
compare gayi nlcfn THE ONE THAT HAS FIRE). The reduplicated

form yinyin changes to yind m, from which develops by assimila

tion, d md in; and by intensification of the obscure vowel, di ndin.

NOTE. Examples of the importance of the glottal stops are

tf nrkin he comes across i nrkin he hits

reFtirkm he rejoices re lirkin he brings

yo* rkm thou overtakest yo rkin thou puttest in

yftirkm the sky becomes ye tirkm thou comest
overcast

ce* ce* cold ce ce lengthwise
e de purkm it shows itself ece purkin it grows damp

2.
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The consonants Z and c are intimately related, and frequently re

place each other, sometimes with a slight change of meaning (see 122).

vetca rJcm and veLa rkm (from vet-la rhn, see 7, no. 17, p. 654),
he stands

vilvFttim and viWttim (from stem vilu- ear) ear-bone
dei wurfan he walks; lei wurkm he wanders about
ld len winter; cd cen cold

Initial ti is sometimes replaced by ci.

tiLi-tto oba &amp;gt; cicico oca in front of the entrance

NOTE. In words borrowed from the Russian, the following substi

tutions occur:

For Russian 6 (), Chukchee v is substituted.

For Russian * (/), Chukchee p or g is substituted.

For Russian x, Chukchee &or q is substituted.

For Russian c, ui (s, sh), Chukchee 6 is substituted.

For Russian c (s), Chukchee t is substituted.

Examples:
Chukchee Russian

tai van caii6a (storehouse)

Apo n A&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;OHLKa (Athanasius)
Ge chan OeAfcKa (Teddy)
ca qar caxapi, (sugar)
&amp;lt;5^Z CO.IL (salt)

tre n non cpe^oe (middle)

3. Vocalic Ablaut

The vowels have been classified in three groups, weak, strong,

and neutral. The weak ones are indicated by A, the strong ones by .

A word, simple or compound, must contain only strong vowels and

neutrals, or only weak vowels and neutrals, or only vowels of one of

the three classes. When, in composition, weak vowels and strong

vowels come together in the same word, the former are changed by
the ablaut into strong vowels.

e
i and i into e

e and a into a

u into o or o

The sound a differs in origin, therefore, from a, the latter being

the ablaut of e or a. This process is not confined to preceding or fol

lowing vowels, but pervades the whole word. Elements containing

only weak vowels are combined without ablaut. The same is true of

elements containing either neutral vowels alone or neutral and weak
3.
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vowels. A polysyllabic stem which contains a single strong vowe

must have all its vowels strong.

Examples of such compositions are-

Weak vowels or weak vowel and neutral vowel:

pi ri-rkm he takes qqaini-tvifrlcin the weather grows
ten-tekif&hin good meat warm
mei ni-ti mkitim great pine pi snowstorm

hummock 145.1 nu nun blade of knife

iul-u ttuut long wood

Ablaut of weak vowel and strong vowel:

pere yo (ivom piri-yg) taken

p&na ipu (from pine-ipu) from a snowstorm

nono lpu (from nu nu-ipu) from the blade of knife

aqqinefnma (from aqdinit-ma) while the weather is growing
warm

g/wJcwg/tingJc (from ewkwet-no) at the beginning of leaving

eu lu-wa lat (from iul-vala) long knives 15.2

tan-maini-me mil good, big seal

giLef-aqa n-qor greedy
1

right-hand driving-reindeer

There are a number of words with neutral, probably auxiliary

vowels (see 8), which produce the ablaut, as tim TO KILL; and

quite a number of suffixes of the same phonetic character that have

the same effect. In these cases it is therefore conceivable either that

a strong vowel has been lost or that the phonetic effect is primarily

due to other reasons. I give here a list of strong stems of this

character: 2

im rising of water w-urg dwarf birch

in glue wukw stone 68.36

ipnn first dawn pitv doubled

yip to put on 37.8 pM (-mflil) news 78.4

yit (-gti) to get pilil ripples, to bubble 41.1

yin fire pilvint iron, metal

yinf steep bank pilm darkness produced by a

yikirg mouth 18.12 storm

yiggi bountiful pilhirr flat, flattened 84.25

wui leaf pug float of sealskin

wulh thin, with short hair pugl large, round, wooden
102.12 bowl

wulhip to fling mzng hand

wur branching mil nimble

1 Greedy for urine given in a small vessel. See W. Bogoras, The Chukchee (The Jesup North
Pacific Expedition, vii, 85).

1 Forms preceded by a hyphen are those in which stems appear when in medial position (see 12)

3
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miLin five 107.23

tim (-nm) to kill 23.5

timg (-mg) to choke

timli to get near to 44.1

Imp to stab

tiL door

tirk testicle

tuw (-tvu) word, promise 49.6

-tkim to crouch

timy bitter

6uw bruise

lip neck (bone)

lim something kept in re

serve, spare material

ligup deadfall (trap)

lu w to vanquish

-Ipinf (pmf) to give

-Ipil (pil) to drink

nthil bridge of nose.

rinn tusk, antler R 3.31

rinnim gums
ring shy
nn n to whittle (moving knife

toward bod}
7
)

nirlcil shame.

Prefixes of the same character are

jra- all

k^- (-gti~) much, strongly

There are also a number of suffixes with neutral vowel, that are

strong:

-gt^ -etfo -wt, allative ( 41)

-tpu, -epti, -gupu, ablative ( 42)

-\h(m), -lrn(in), substantival suffix ( 52)

-6/i(m), -6m(m), substantival sufiix ( 53)

-In-, -inm, augmentative ( 98, 1)

rg(iri) verbal noun ( 106, 44)

ra surface ( 101, 19)

-s q, -s qan over, top of ( 101, 20)

-nv, -n, place of ( 109, No. 50)

Still other suffixes are strong because they have strong vowels:

-(i)ng,
allative of personal nouns ( 41)

-nqg ablative, adverbial ( 43)

go augmentative, ( 98, 3)

-Iqgftin, -Iqaflm, space of, (see 101, 20.)
53

nl (-L) to enter the sleeping-

room
nlh finger 22.7, 47.2

777* to hunt down
; (nr [-rri] TO

UNTIE has a weak stem)
nrrit sinew-thread

rig hair

riggit to be too narrow, to

have no room.

ruv (-nv) to scrape; (ruv

[-nv] TO PUSH OFF is a weak

stem)

-rkipl (kipl) to strike 45.12

kit hard

kith to hatch (eggs)

hit middle part of sternum

krrg dry

kirgil fibrous

git thin, sparse

git lake

gilh skin

qiml (kind 33.12) marrow
nm fl stanchion of sledge
fill smoke R 32.38
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-ling diminutive ( 98, 7)

ga ma comitative ( 100, 15)

-madi comitative ( 100, 17)

qft, -qal, by the side of ( 101, 26)

-y$nv, -yan, provided with ( 104, 38)

-ygh, -oo6h, receptacle ( 105, 40)

-yg passive participle ( 107, 47)

ring, -no. inchoative ( 110, 63)

-dhat, verbal suffix expressing contempt ( 110, 66)

In the following sketch the symbols A and have been used wher

ever clearness seemed to require the exact statement of the character

of the vowels. Wherever the character of the vowel is irrelevant or

the changes due to harmony of vowels are obvious, the symbols have

been omitted.

In a few words, i is apparently a neutral vowel
;
as in

ya tirgm (stem ye t] the act of coming
kanka tirgin (stem kenkel-) the act of descending

In these cases the i has originated through palatalization of the

preceding consonant and the elision of g, which, after t and
,
has

hanged to h (see 7 and 10).

ya tirgin

In pronunciation, e
,
and |, |,

differ very little. The pronunciation

of the last two is, of course, identical. The manner in which the ablaut

occurs with f , while it is absent in
|, demonstrates, however, their

etymological difference.

elere rJcm he feels dull
\

alam ma while feeling dull 1

(l

meremer tear

pine pil snowstorm
j

.

from a snowstorm ^ ^ Pln$)

Mtg rJcm (stem Mto) he remembers

In most cases a precedes or follows q, or is followed by the

glottal stop ,
which has probably originated through a loss of

&amp;lt;?e

With few exceptions, a is a weak vowel.

qfga -mi mil bad water, brandy

af qqlpe quick! hurry!

qaiu fawn

ae

lqe p nail

a mu lm workingman
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This d is probably developed from e under the influence of the

following glottal stop.

In several suffixes a appears without connection with q or s
.

vilu ta by means of an ear

vala ta bv means of a knife
e e * &amp;gt;

In a few cases d belongs to the group of strong vowels, and is

probably derived from | under the influence of the glottal stop.W day

a ttwei -nan interjection, WHAT DO YOU CALL IT!

In several compounds d appears as connecting vowel instead of /.

This happens also generally before or after q. The sound of d in

these cases is short, and it belongs to the neutral vowels.

In the words a ttin DOG, af ttim BONE, the ae
replaces the weak

,

and is therefore also weak.

u of diphthongs is generally a nequivalent of w, vocalized when pre

ceding a consonant. Therefore it is neutral, even if the accent is on

the first part of the diphthong, which increases the vocalic character

of the u.

teiJce urkin he wrestles

taikaulepu from the wrestler

upa urkm he drinks

In other cases u is by origin vocalic, and therefore changes to o or e.

i usrkm it thaws tyfm a, while thawing

but consonantic

i urkm he speaks tu m$ while speaking

This i us
may be explained as originating from i yu

s
, where, accord

ing to the rule, the intervocalic y dropped out, strengthening at the

same time / to i.

Consonantic w, especially when initial, requires a u preceding it.

This -M, which is simply a strong glottal intonation, is neutral, and

drops out after prefixes.
m.

uwi rtcm he cooks uwe ma while cooking
duwi rkm he cuts it off duwe ma while cutting

ge Zvilin he cut it

luwa urkin he can not galvaulen being unable to do

something
3
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Russian loan-words also conform to the rules of vocalic harmony.

vi lk&i fork (Kor. Kam. vi lkct); stem vVllce; Russian BHJKa

cu men bag (Kor. Kam. cu ma}\ stem cume; Russian cyna

kgma k paper; stem kgmak; Russian 6ysiara

mu lemul soap (Kor. Kam. mu Ia); stem mule; local Russian MVJO,

instead of MMJO

yeku tilm Yakut; stem yekut; Russian HKYTT,

preka cik commercial agent (Kor. preka ssek) ,
Russian npHKamaKi,

(Kor. Kam. fai n ek) teakettle;
1 Russian HaiiHHK-b

Compositions conform to the rules of harmony, with very few

exceptions. The particles ELO H and nan enter into close combination

with other particles without affecting their vowels: emiLo n&amp;lt;emi ELO U

where is he? euna n&amp;lt;eun nan so then R41.96. The former com

pound may even form an augmentative emiLonainin ?where is he then?

43.6.

In pice g-tnwa rkm THOU TAKEST OFF THE BOOTS, the second part

alone has the ablaut.

In ceq-a mnmen IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS, both parts have the

ablaut, while the weak forms ciq and emninin would be expected.

The separate words of the sentence are not affected by these rules.

4. Initial and Terminal Consonants

All sounds occur in initial position, except the consonants L, L,

&amp;lt;5

, J% which are not found in uncompounded stems, but seem to be

due throughout to assimilation (see 7).

L&amp;lt;t+l & &amp;lt;t +y
L

&amp;lt;
l+l or r+l &amp;lt; d +y

All sounds occur as terminals except

L, L, f, [d], [d ], 6
, j, j , wkw, f

v, h

1 presume the absence of the former group is due to the fact that

they are by origin double consonants (see 5).

Voiceless n and n appear only as terminal sounds after / and E.

No clusters of more than two consonants occur. Terminal conso-

nantic clusters are .not admissible, and are broken either by the intro

duction of an obscure vowel or by being placed in medial position by

the addition of a terminal obscure vowel. It is important to note

that the glottal stop does not count as a consonant in these clusters.

It always follows a long vowel.

i Chukchee pi lhlkuk throat-kettle. 4
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Terminal /&, particularly after /, becomes voiceless, and hence very
weak.

kenu nen STAFF ends in voiceless n, but in the plural kenu nemt
the n is voiced

This may account for the slight nasal character of unaccented

terminal /.

5. Medial Consonantic Clusters

The following consonants never appear in clusters:

j, L
, *v M, [d-v &amp;lt;*-, j, j-, wkw

This proves again that all of these must be considered as double

consonants (see 4).

Besides this, the following do not occur as the first member of a

medial cluster:

&,
3

&amp;lt;?,&quot; r, h.

The medial cluster tr occurs in some derivations of the loan-word

tre n non (Russian cpe^ee).

gatre n nonta len they went to Sredne Kolymsk

The following do not occur as second member of a cluster:

The consonantic medial clusters that have been found are con

tained in the following table, in which dashes indicate inadmissible

clusters.
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6. Vocalic Contraction

When sounds that form inadmissible combinations come into contact

through composition, phonetic changes occur.

(1) Of two weak or strong vowels in contact, the first one is elided.

qaL-aa &ek &amp;lt; qaLe -adbek lazy boy

a*q-u Uuut&amp;lt;a*qa-u ttuut bad wood

(2) Obscure /, E,U,A, a, a
c

, following another vowel are elided. The
glottal stop is always retained.

anqa-nna n &amp;lt; anqa -snna n sea-fish

gapau
f

ti?i&amp;lt;ga-upa ulen he drank

6e rie l&amp;lt;de

f

ri-defLel muddy snow

neus
ttin&amp;lt;ne u-a

s ttin female dog

7. Medial Consonantic Processes

When two consonants come into contact, certain changes occur.

The consonants given on the left-hand side form, when followed by
the consonants at the head of the columns, the following combinations:

p m v w
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(4) q before consonants becomes */ only qq occurs.

(5) n before labials becomes m; before dentals, n.

(6) 6 before labials, palatals, and w, becomes s\ When I replaces &amp;lt;5,

it is treated in the same manner.

(7) Dentals before palatals are palatalized.

(8) w with following v, w, and sometimes also with g, forms labial

ized k.

(9) y following v, w, and g, becomes g.

(10) t (c ), and r with following y. form c*.

(11) I with following ?/ forms J% or fo/.

(12) tf, c, and (r) with following r form TT.

(13) (), ,
and ?

1 with following t form #.

(14) ft with following n and ft forms gn and
&amp;lt;/ft.

(15) n and ft with following y form nS&quot;.

(16) 71 and n with following r form often nf.

(17) tf, c, r, and Z with following I form i. The last two with fol

lowing I also form L.

(18) I with following / forms rr.

(19) Z with following ft forms /A.

(20) r with following ^ forms ?m.

(21) r with following forms tc.

(22) & with following ~k and
&amp;lt;?

form gk and ^.
(23) ^ and g with following n form fin.

(24) ^ with following g forms gg; with following gu, wJcw (u).

(25) g with following ^ forms qq.

(26) Z and ^ with following g form M, Zy, and ^A, #y.

Examples:

pn &amp;gt;
mn (1) gemne lin whetted &amp;lt; ge-pne -lin

valamna lin &amp;lt; vala-pna lin the knife-whetter
e A e e * -A

44.4

nmne pu from the inner skin (n pin inner skin)

/??i &amp;gt; mn (1) gitte mnew &amp;lt; gitte p-new clever woman

nqmnilo afn &amp;lt; na-pnilg -a n they asked him
&quot;66,24

tm &amp;gt; ?i??i (1) mmtinmik
&amp;lt; mm-i t-mik let us be! 57.1

nii lqan-muri &amp;lt; ni-yi lqat-muri we slept

na nmua n &amp;lt; na-tmu-a n they killed it 8.2
^ o -* ^ O ^ ^

nine wkwenmik &amp;lt; mn-e wkwet-imk let us go
away! 17.8

?t
&amp;gt; ?ITI (1) ei minnin &amp;lt; ei mit-nin he took it 117.9

tffi &amp;gt; ?i /i (1,7) rei lq&n nit &amp;lt; re-yi lqqt nit they will sleep

gen ni ulin &amp;lt;

^re
-tniu-lin he sent it 104.10 (cf.*

19. if 104. 3)

kp &amp;gt; wp (2) muwpe nvel &amp;lt; mtikpe nvel many two-year-old
reindeer-bucks

7
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f

km &amp;gt; ^um (2) muwmg gqgr &amp;lt; muk-mg gqgr many pack-rein
deer

kv &amp;gt; wkw (2) picawkwa glmm &amp;lt; pica k-va glmm boot-grass

(i. e., grass insole)

kw &amp;gt; wkw (2) muwkwe t hau &amp;lt;
muk-we t haw (too) man\T

words

gp &amp;gt; wp (2) ew-pera rkrn
&amp;lt; eg-pera rkm he looks wolf -like

gm &amp;gt; wm (2) eLe w-mi tqamit &amp;lt;
eLe g-mi tqdmit sweet blub

ber (honey)
ce wjnak &amp;lt; ceg-mak egg-shell

gv &amp;gt; wkw (2) qLq wkwa nau &amp;lt; qLq g-va nau chewing-gum (lit.

sweet gum)
w &amp;gt; wkw (2) qlqwkwe t hau &amp;lt; qlqg-we t hau sweet talk

t &amp;gt; at (3) uwi q timne n &amp;lt; uwi k timne n she killed herself
? V * * 7 O &amp;lt; V* -* O &quot;

72.27

kn&amp;gt;gn (3) mug-ne nnet &amp;lt;
muk-ne nnet many otter (skins)

kr
&amp;gt;gr (3) mug-re w

&amp;lt;
muk-re w many whales

kl &amp;gt; gl (3) mug tyglig &amp;lt; muk-lVglig many eggs

(3) cag-tqi ochin &amp;lt;
cai-iai gc-h^n tea-bag

(3) mgfgni &amp;lt; mai -ni propert}^ piled up outside of

house.

ne gni &amp;lt;
nei -ni mountain

ve g-cu
frmin

&amp;lt;
ve l-cu rmin grass border

va gran &amp;lt; va i-?*an grass house

vof glffim &amp;lt; va^i-fynm grass

nqrko gupu&amp;lt;,nerkuq-gupu from the swan

a nepu &amp;lt; (jfqn-epu from the fish-hook

ma me ipu &amp;lt; mdgme-ipu from the arrow
A -^G O A * &quot;O-^O

ge iykeLin&amp;lt;ge-qlVket-lin he has married

A few stems, when preceding consonants, change q to
,
and their

vowels become subject to ablaut.

te &amp;lt; tiq to cast metal

ye &amp;lt; yiq quick
me &amp;lt; miq small

For instance: ti qirkin he casts metal

te nin he has cast it

np&amp;gt;mp(5) tam2}era e&amp;lt;tan-pera e he appeared well

gempe lin&amp;lt;ge-npe -lin they landed 12.9

nv&amp;gt;mv (5) tqm-va irgin&amp;lt;tqn-va irgin good being, good
state of things

nw&amp;gt;mw (5) tarn-wane irgin &amp;lt;
tan-wane irgin good work

nt&amp;gt;nt rqntg q
e
t&amp;lt;ra-nto -a t they went out 56.8

nc &amp;gt; nc tqn-cai &amp;lt; tan-cai good tea

yc&amp;gt;gc (3)

yr&amp;gt;jrr (3)

yl &amp;gt; gl (3)

/ before conso-

nants&amp;gt; (4)
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ny &amp;gt; ny
nr &amp;gt; nt

nl&amp;gt;nl

tp&amp;gt;8 p(G)
*m&amp;gt;s m (6)

6n&amp;gt;s n (6)

clOs Jc (6)

tele n-ye
f

p&amp;lt;^tde

f

n-ye p long time ago
tele

f

n-femkin&amp;lt;teU n-fe mkin ancient people
tan-ra n

&amp;lt; tan-ra n a good house; but &zn-

roglgal &amp;lt;
tan-ro

f

olgql good food

ten-le ut
&amp;lt; ten-le ut good, clever head

mg,s -pa
r

ae
&amp;lt;mac-pa

f

ae? he seemed to cease

mes -kir2)i
f
s -mic&amp;lt;mes -kirpi

f

&-mic of about the

size of a cake of brick tea; but also

? (6)

nn&amp;gt;n n (7)

ng&amp;gt;n g (7)

/^&amp;gt;,
9 ^,when ^re

places a c

wv&amp;gt;wkw (8)

(8)

wg&amp;gt;wkw (8)

(9)

wy&amp;gt;wg (9)

(10)

or remains

unaltered (11)

(12)

mex ni mpaqin &amp;lt;
rnec-ni mpdqin somewhat slow;

but also menni mpaqin
kirpi

f

s kin
&amp;lt;.kirpi

f

ckin belonging to a cake of

brick-tea; but from va sngac THERE is derived

the adjective vasnqa tken

lcirpi s
qai&amp;lt;lcirpi c-qai small piece of brick-tea

(see 29.8)

qun ne ekilc&amp;lt;qun-ne ekik single daughter (see,

however, qun-ne ekik 29.8)

qon-gitka ta &amp;lt; qon-gtika ta one-legged
wu s quus &amp;lt;wu lquul darkness

raanawkwa irgin &amp;lt;
raa naw-va irgm straight act-

&quot;ing

laii lawlcwa irga &amp;lt; lqu lau -va {rga by mischiev

ous being 117.21

nqwkwqne irgin &amp;lt; nqw-wane irgm female work
trmara wlcwaflc &amp;lt;

timarau -ga k I quarreled
eitne wlcwie

&amp;lt;eime u-gi
s

it approached 9.12

nii.vgVntgqnqt&amp;lt;n-vyi-ntg-qinet their breath

went out 34.6

qivgg likq&amp;lt;,q-wygl-lcq
without assistant 124.5

nq wgel&amp;lt;nqw-yel
female cousin

egga ilhm &amp;lt; e?g-ya ilhm wolf s paw
qLq ggan &amp;lt; qLq gyan the sweet one

yi lqqc an&amp;lt;yi lqqt-yqn the sleeper

Ico
f
6 o&amp;lt;ico r-yo the one bought

a Tkij o
&amp;lt;
a lkilyg the one recognized. The unal

tered form occurs also.

gir-ra ttam&amp;lt;git-ra ttam thin curried reindeer-

skin

marra snTci &amp;lt;
mat-ra snlci somewhat back of }^ou

mqt-tgr$ tu-wa lin
&amp;lt;
mad-tore tu-wa lmsomQwh&t

crazy
ma nenqat-tae

e
&amp;lt;ma

f

1lenqg,6-tae
e in what direc

tion he moved on
7
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tut-tei kik
&amp;lt;

tur-tei kik newly made

teg-ne lhm&amp;lt;ten-ne lhin good skin

teg-Tie us qat &amp;lt;
ten-ne us qdt good woman 62.13

rriindi Iqanmik &amp;lt;mmyt Iqanmik let us go to sleep !

a ndMa, n&amp;lt;ti

fnyMasn let us give it to him!

tand a n&amp;lt;tan-ya n a good one

nu nfi&amp;lt;nu nri there (to the right or to the left

side from the speaker)

gg lfj&Lin &amp;lt; ge -Iqat-lin he departed
maLU f

rnnun-va lin&amp;lt;7Jia6-M
fmnun-va lin some

what lazy

tULU k&amp;lt;tur-lu* k just on seeing it

a*tto oLafut&amp;lt;a tto ol-la ut front head (the star

Arcturus)

gent Lin
&amp;lt;ge-ne

l-lin he has become 116.21

girgg r-ra mkin&amp;lt;girgo
f

l-ra
r7nkm &quot;upper peo

ple&quot; (i. e., the beings supposed to live in the

world above)

ge
f

lhdin&amp;gt;ge
f
lnilin (auxiliary verb, active)

tun-ne lhm &amp;lt;
tur-ne Lhm new skin

tQt-dai &amp;lt; t$r-fyi new tea

walka tcinin &amp;lt;walka r-^ini7i the jaw-bone house

59.8

mi

ijLg-kuke ni&amp;lt;muk-kuke ni numerous kettles, a

number of kettles

mug-qora fti &amp;lt; mtik-qorafni a number of reindeer

pe edvan-na hul&amp;lt;pe e6vak-na
f

lvul one-year rein

deer-herd

den-nito rkm&amp;lt;6eg-nito rkm egg goes out; i. e.,

young bird hatches

kg&amp;gt;wkw (24) mukwui gun&amp;lt;mtik-gui giin many block-houses

kg&amp;gt;gg (24) mug-ga LE&amp;lt;muk-ga LE many birds

gq &amp;gt; qq (only in ei
s
qqai&amp;lt;*i

s
g-qai little wolf; but

*i*g-qujbi qul

suffixes) (25) wolf s voice

lg&amp;gt;ly (26) ne lyi* it became 9.11

tg&amp;gt;ty (26) ri tya* thou shalt be

8. Auxiliary Voivels

(1) When clusters of more than two consonants are formed by com

position, the clusters are broken up by an auxiliary vowel, ordina

rily /.

Before ttf, v, the auxiliary vowel is u.

Before or after a p which forms part of a consonantic cluster, the

auxiliary vowel is #. |8
3045 Bull. 40. pt. 212-12

rt &amp;gt; tt (13)

nn&amp;gt;gn (14)

nn &amp;gt; gn (14)

ny &amp;gt; nd (15)

ny&amp;gt;nd (15)

nr&amp;gt;nf (16)

tl&amp;gt;L (IT)

61&amp;gt;L (IT)

rl&amp;gt;L (IT)

11&amp;gt;L(17)

(is)

ln&amp;gt;lh (19)

77i
&amp;gt;
nn (20)

r6 &amp;gt; tt (20)

kk&amp;gt;gk (22)

kq &amp;gt; gq (22)

kn&amp;gt;un (23)

yn&amp;gt;nn(23)
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Before or after 5, the auxiliary vowel is a.

ti nik-i-le ut (ti mkilgi-le ut R 278) hummock-head
i tc-i-pilvi ntin precious metal (i. e., gold)

gel-i -fkrn-i-Tc on the top of the sea-ice 9.1

na lvul-i-thm the herd 79.6, see also na lvflfthin 32.11

eleu t-i-ka without head 47.8 (&amp;lt;e-lewt-Jca)

i tt-u-wil precious ware

Sul-u-wy lat long knives 15.2 (&amp;lt;iwl+valat)

n-i -np-u-qin old one

n-il-pln qin small one 10.2

lelanpma Zhaqai eyes (had) the small old man
n-i tt-d-qin heavy, dear

(2) Consonants that can not form clusters like i, , wkw, d, d
, f,

Ji J take also auxiliary vowels when in contact with other

consonants.

mu Limul blood 117.12

ti L-i-til the entrance 105.15

mmgi Limn hand 57.10

ga Lilen he entered into the sleeping-room 109.22

ge wkuLin they have tied him up 20.10 (&amp;lt;ge-wkut-liri)

(3) When two consonants forming a cluster come to stand in final

position, an auxiliary vowel is introduced.

pi nil news

pu kil big bowl

evi nt dresses 7.8

In some cases, however, there is a terminal obscure vowel, which is

derived from an older, stronger vowel.

ga LE bird (stem ggXha)
ri rki walrus (stem nrkg,)

raven (stem velve)

buck, male (stem

9. u, w

Short, obscure u may change to w or v.

ty urkm thou saj^est tu wtuw word ga tvilen he has said

ru urkm thou splittest ru wgg the split one ga rvilen he has split

r^ urkin thou scrapest ru wgg the scraped ga nyUen he has

one scraped

rw^rkmthoudisplacest ru wgg displaced (je
nvilin he has dis

placed

rg orkin thou pluckest rg wyo plucked geigo
ten he has

plucked
9
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10. Intervocalic Elision

(1) Intervocalic w, y, (#), and g are either much weakened or drop

out altogether. This happens particularly when the vowels preceding

and following these sounds are alike. After an elision, the two vowels

are often assimilated.

ne ekik &amp;lt;
new-ckik daughter

gaala len
&amp;lt; gagala len he has passed by

gaa lhiLen&amp;lt;gaya lhiLen he has moved away
muwa f

q&a k&amp;lt;muwa qega Jc let me sit down!

ya ilhin and ya gilhin foot

miti nmuut&amp;lt;mit-i-tmu-git we killed thee 10.12

pe gtu-u rgirgm &amp;lt;pe gti-wu rgirgm runner-noise 32.10

6ime erJcm&amp;lt;di?ne tirJcin thou creakest

(2) i+ y followed by a vowel, and y+ i preceded by e and /, form

neutral i (see 2, p. 644). The preceding / is assimilated by this

neutral i.

ge iLin
&amp;lt; ge yiLin given

tig lhin
&amp;lt; tiyg lhin vein

qia lhin and qiya lhm heel

gei lqaLin&amp;lt;ge-yi lqaLin he slept

mi ilhit&amp;lt;mi yilhit I will give thee

11. Phonetic Influences &quot;between Words

The changes described in 6-10 occur not only in word composi

tion, but also between the end and beginning of words that form parts

of a syntactic unit.

gumni n ewTcwewkwalaf& &amp;lt; gumni n $ wkwew qalo&amp;gt;
& my left-hand

driving-reindeer passed by
ycf ran mu ri nan nmaif

pu-me re&amp;lt;ya

vrat mu ri we grew too

angry (ycP rat too much; mu ri we; an nenaipu to become

angry)
snne n um aflqe m nito e*&amp;lt;.d

s
lqep nito e* a nail went out (Enne n

one; d lqep nail; ntg, -nito to go out; -i
s 3d per. sing.)

ni mnimij -a lhitya
s
t&amp;lt;ni mnimit ya lhitycft the neighboring

camp moved away

Sometimes n or t is inserted between two vowels one terminal, the

next initial that come together in a sentence.

teldg-w*
f
ta~n-i

r
irfan gradually dying he is

Such insertions, as well as the assimilation of sounds belonging to

different words, are used with a great deal of freedom.
10, 11
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12. Initial Consonantic Cliisters

I have found the following initial consonantic clusters:

[BOLL. 40
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nre q-i-git what dost thou want? 125.6

nle n nlet flame

qrtounrafgtaty& take wife home 115.8

Since many stems consist of consonantic clusters that are not admis

sible either medially or initially, a great number of very curious pho

netic changes of stems occur, either by consonantic assimilation or

dissimilation, or by the insertion of auxiliary vowels. Since these

changes are not so frequent in Koryak, the latter dialect often shows

the original form of the stem, which can not be recognized from the

Cbukchee forms alone. I will give here examples of a series of pho

netic changes of this type.

(1) Medial modifications.

Initial cluster of stems
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(4) In a great many cases an auxiliary vowel is introduced between

the members of the cluster.

Stem

*pne

*tni

*mi

*kminet

qli kkin

*rkile or

*rkele

*rkur

*rkipl

*lpmf

Initial
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Stem

*lpinit orl pini irJcm t h o u nelpini tyd
sn they bound him 8.1

*lpmit \ bindest him

*lqdt qd tyi* he left ge lqdLin he left 59.1

100.16

*lqdin qdineu nin he shot nilqdineu nin they shot 78.10

at it 78.13

*tku Icu rkin thou con- ge tkulin he consumed it 7.2

sumest it

*wkut wuti lhin t y i n g ge wTcuLin they had tied him 20.10

stick 104.24

*tva vgfrkin he is 125.2 qatva rkin stay! 57.3

*tvetda vetda rJcin he gatve ttalen he stood

stands

wetda lm standing nitve ttaqen he stood 48.1

48.3

*pr pi rgd n thou hast gepriUn plucked out

plucked it

pn rkm he tears nepria
sn they tore off 30.7

out

*pkir pulci rga t they ge pkiLin he came 8.6

came 64.2

*p1ilo pmlo nen he asked namnilo a n they asked him 66.24

him 80.3

*tvu tu wnen she prom- ga tvulen he promised 101.21

ised it 49.6

*ttu tittu rkm he blows gettu lin he blowed

*tle tile!d
s
t they moved mmldqit let me move thee! 89.7

64.9

*tke tike rkm thou ga fkelen he smelled

smellest of

*yto yito nen he pulls it gagto len he had been pulled out

out 45.2 42.8

*lcyeu kiye wJcwi 5 he geggeu lin he awoke 55.3

awoke 55.8

*tm tnnne n he killed na nmiicfn they killed him 8.2

him 43.11

*gtin giti n-lu Iqal m gtingin he is pretty

pretty face

*mJc mw lcitm more nu- nu mkdqin numerous 12.7

merous 12.3

*npe nipe d
e
tthQy came gempe lin they landed 12.9

ashore 7.8

*nto nito e* he went out ganto len he has gone out 8.4

56.4 12
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*nt niti r~kin it de- gdntilm it has detached itself

taches itself

*nvo no orkin he begins gamge len he has begun
*rg ri girkm he digs ge rgilin he has dug out

out

*g lo gilo ten the one SOY- niglo qen she sorrowed 27.10

rowing 27.12
*rr n ng untying nerri tiet they were untied 63.11

63.12

*rrl Tirri lirkin he puts gerri Lin he has put down
down

rim lnin he let nerri lhcfn they set him free 8.2

him go 121.33

*vya i&ia arJcm he lets gavga Lcn he has let go

go (an animal)

*wyo wi yowi sling gawgo ta with a sling

*llep lile pgi* he looked g&Lepgi* look! 79.11 (stem lite eye;

7.6 -p to put on)

*ygu yu^iT~kin thou ge igulin he has bitten it

bitest it

*tm tuwi pit piece cut nine tviqin they cut it 72.18

off 72.19

*ln li nirJcm he has ti lhigit I have you as 15.8

him as

The change from initial r to medial n occurs only in transitive

verbs:

re urkin thou pier- geneu lin he pierced
cest it

ru rkin thou eatest genu lin he ate

it

but rine rkin he flies geri nelin he flew

Initial ti is sometimes replaced by r (see 2, p. 646).

6i 6r-6o oda before the entrance (lit., entrance before), instead of

ti Li-tto
r
o&a.

In a number of cases stems seem to be reduplicated when initial,

and lose this reduplication in medial position.

me rinre slow nfnieqin the slow one (stem nfe)

yyrgfni house gara len having a house (stem ra)

ygrg ni sleeping-room garo len having a sleeping-room

(stem rg)
12
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Perhaps the initial y of the last two examples is derived from r, as

in Koryak it replaces r.

Irregular is

i*rerkm he arranges a rein- gertf lelin he has arranged a rein

deer driving-match. deer driving-match

When a stem consisting of a consonantic cluster stands alone, auxil

iary vowels are introduced after the initial and before the terminal

consonant.

pi
1

nil news (stem pnl]
ku kil one-e}

red man (stem kkl)

13. Pronunciation of JMLen and Women

The pronunciation of the women 1 differs from that of the men.

Women generally substitute for 6 and r, particularly after weak

vowels. They also substitute for rlc and dh. The sounds 6 and r

are quite frequent; so that the speech of women, with its ever-recurring

,
sounds quite peculiar, and is not easily understood by an inexperi

enced ear. Women are quite able to pronounce 6 and r, and when

quoting the words of a man, as, for instance, in tales, use these

sounds. In ordinary conversation, however, the pronunciation of men

is considered as unbecoming a woman.

Examples are-

Men s pronunciation Women s pronunciation

ra mJcrfhin 8a mJci$$m people

Pa rkala Pa SSala by Parkal

tumna ta Shmna ta by a buck

(Jaivu urgm Saivu uSSin (a name)

The men, particularly in the Kolyma district, drop intervocalic

consonants, principally n and t. In this case the two adjoining vow

els are assimilated.

nitva qaat &amp;lt; nitva qenat

gei miLeet &amp;lt; gei miLinet

ti rkiir &amp;lt;
ti rkilir

lAn example of woman s pronunciation is given in my Chukchee Mythology (Publications of the

Jesup North Pacific Expedition, vra, pp. 144, 145); and more fully in my Chukchee Materials

pp. 121-126, Nos. 26, 27, 28.

13
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It would seem that this process of elimination of intervocalic con

sonants has been very important in the development of the present

form of the Chukchee (see 10).

Among the maritime Chukchee, the men use both the fuller and

shorter forms. Among all the branches of the tribe, women use only

the fuller forms.

Koryak ( 14-18)

14. Vowels

The system of vowels of the Koryak is considerably reduced.

Corresponding to the Chukchee, we may distinguish three classes

of vowels:

(1) Weak vowels i a u

(2) Strong vowels e o, 6

(3) Neutral vowels \[IE a ti,

In this series, e and u are rare

e is generally replaced by o

u is generally replaced by / or a

A comparison of the table of Koryak vowels with that of the

Chnkchee vowels shows that the glide
e
i is missing, e has taken the

place of e, and a neutral that of e weak and a strong (see 3).

Diphthongs formed with terminal i and u occur, but the u of the

Chukchee is often replaced by w or v.

Kor. Kam. apa vekin Chukchee upa urkm

In the dialect of the Kerek, i often replaces strong 0, and is a

strong vowel.

Kor. Kam. Kerek Chukchee

me mil thong-seal mi mil thong-seal me mil spotted seal

tanne ti tanni ti tanne ti to a tannin

I have observed that the Asiatic Eskimo, when speaking Chuk

chee, also have a tendency to replace e by i. They say

mi mil instead of Chukchee m&mil spotted seal

tirga arkm instead of Chukchee terga arkin he cries

I do not know whether this peculiarity of the Eskimo is related

to that of the Kerek.

14
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ZJ. Consonants
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The ordinary post-alveolar I is also found.

naw anpil little woman.

milya qpil small shell Kor. 23.8

(5) The Chukchee L and L are replaced by a sonant sound produced

by contact between the tip of the tongue and the upper teeth and

between the back of the tongue and the palate. The sound is con

tinued, and accompanied by a slight trill of the back of the tongue.

Although this sound replaces both L and L of Chukchee, I have

retained for it the second Chukchee symbol, L.

(6) The Chukchee r is replaced in Koryak I by y, which, with pre

ceding vowels, forms diphthongs.
*

The y of the Koryak is always pronounced with a raising of the

tip of the tongue, which gives it a somewhat sibilant, strongly as

pirated effect. In Paren it sounds sometimes almost like 6.

Kor. Kam.

Icoi nin

va ykm Kor. 13.10

mto ykm Kor. 12.5

ydlqi wikin Kor. 13.9

ya qiykm Kor. 66.14

tiyayai tin I ll

Kor. 30.5
Paren

yell Kor. 60.1., 64.14

ya lvinnen

Chukchee

Icoi nin cup
va rkin there is

nito rlcin he goes out

resqi wkwi* 11.2, 19.3 he entered

re qarkm 18.6 what has happened
to you ?

go home ra gtie? he goes home 122.7

telr there

ielvinnin he will vanquish him;
but yalvunnen Kor. 92.20

In a number of cases r is replaced by s
, s, t, or 6.

Koryak Chukchee

gayi Walin Kor. 17.3 geyirre Lin 96.21 it was full

ga Milin Kor. 15.10 ge lhilin 64.4 he had him for

gitgolai ti to a high place girgo lqen 124.1 from above

Kor. 20.1

na rgin 49.7 outside

gepi rqilin she fell down
ri rik to untie something

gir thou

ine mne marline spike, awl (in

strument to untie with)
wu rn on the back

-girg(in) abstract noun

palqa tirgin old age

ftatftm Kor. 60.9

gapi s qalin Kor. 84.11

yi ssilc Kor. 39.2

gi ssa Kor. 18.7

ina ssman Kor. 24.10

wu ssin Kor. 30.3

-gitn(ni)

pcilqa thilnin

1 1 have written the &amp;lt; corresponding to Chukchee diphthongs with t, while for the sound cor

responding to r I have retained y.
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The sound r appears in Koryak I folk-lore as characteristic of

several monsters and evil spirits. It is also used in Russian loan

words.

Tca rman pocket (from KapMaHi&amp;gt;)

preka ssek commercial agent (from up ana main.)

da qar sugar (from caxapt)

In the last of these the r is palatalized.

(7) In Koryak II, r is used in the same way as in Chukchee, and

also sometimes replaces the 7 of Koryak I.

Tca!mak-ru (village Reki nnok)
}
^^ rf a dian

Tcafmak-lu (Kamenskoye) j

In other cases r is replaced by ,
s

, ,
as in Koryak I.

Chukchee Kor. Kam. Voyampolka, Kamchatka

ti rlcitir sun ti ykitiy Kor. 19.3 ti tkitit

e ner star a nay e ner

mu ri we mu yi (dual) mu ri (dual)

(8) The Chukchee f is replaced by y or by palatalization of the

preceding consonant in Koryak I, by t in Koryak II.

Koryak I, gape nyilen he attacked him. Kor. 96.8 (Chukchee

pe nfrnen KoY. 95.10, Koryak II, gape ntilen, Kor. 96.26)

(9) In the dental series, s appears chiefly in place of Chukchee r;

I sometimes replaces y; td often replaces tk.

missaa lomi we shall hear (Chukchee mirraa lomi)

ti lnl tongue Kor. 56.4 (Chukchee yi liil 7.10)

gitta t legs Kor. 57.2 (Chukchee gitka
t 51.4)

qilu tbu drum! Kor. 59.4 (Chukchee qilu tkui*)

(10) y often replaces Chukchee g.

ytkta vekm he makes haste (Chukchee gaiba urkm)

tayyenivo ykm he began to cough Kor. 84.20 (Chukchee tegqi

102.35)

(11) v often replaces Chukchee w. Initial v is much more fre

quent than initial w.

valo m Kor. 55.7 (Chukchee walo m 32.7) to hear.

(12) d of the Kamensko3re dialect is analogous to the same sound

in Chukchee, and appears after palatalized n.

Kor. Kam. naw-i nd ula n&amp;lt;naw-i-nyu-la n the one serving for

a wife (stems naw woman; nyu to watch the herd)
Chukchee ncund u lm&amp;lt;neu-nyu-lm (stems new, -nyu [riu])

516
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The Paren n in this position is simply palatalized, and we have

the corresponding word newi nn ulafn.

In the same way,

Kamenskoye na nd en, or even na njen (from na nyen)
Paren na n en that one

(13) h is almost a velar continuant, and after consonants sounds

similar to g.

pdlqa thenm and palqa tgenin

qiya thi Kor. 21.10 come! (Chukchee qaye tyi* 15.11)

(14) wg or g
u
(labialized g) replaces Chukchee labialized fc, (wkw).

Koryak Chukchee

yiwgrii ta Kor. 32.1 iwhuti ta 37.3 drinking

gawgu Lin Kor. 23.4 ga wkuLin 20.10 they tied him

qakya wgi Kor. 28.9 qagge wkwi* 75.31 wake up!

(15) x often replaces Chukchee q.

(16) In place of the glottal stop of Chukchee, when due to the

elision of
&amp;lt;?,

the older q is often retained or replaced by x.

te xdex cold (Chukchee dd 6en)

ma qmit arrows (dual) (Chukchee ma mit, plural)

The glottal stop of Koryak is always stronger than the corre

sponding sound of Chukchee, and has a tendency to lengthen the

preceding vowel.

yo ekin he overtakes (Chukchee yo rhn)

(17) indicates a pause (glottal stop), which does not occur in

Chukchee. upirfali nin he picked him

(18) The marked tendency of Chukchee to lose intervocalic conso^

nants like y, g, and w a tendency which in the men s speech affects

also n and t is absent in Koryak; and consequently many fuller

forms occur which presumably explain the frequent vocalic clus

ters of Chukchee. In all those cases in which the Chukchee loses

intervocalic consonants, these are found in Koryak.

Kor. Kam. tyo ga an I overtook him (Chukchee tiyo
fa n)

Other words that retain no trace of the intervocalic consonant in

Chukchee have it in Koryak.

vai am river (Chukchee ve em}

yawa ykm he uses it (Chukchee ya arkm)
a Ia l axe (Chukchee a al, but also a lha tti, a l-ga tti, ga tti

hatchet)

uyidvat to play Kor. 32 7 kchee uutvet 43.3)

16
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These older forms are even more pronounced in Paren.

Kor. Paren ei ek lamp intu welpiy son-in-law

Kor. Kam. a ak intu ulpiy
Chukchee e ek intu ulpir

The Chukchee cluster Ih is replaced by In in Kamenskoye.

Kor. Kam. ke nmilnin root (Chukchee ke nmdhin)

17. Vocalic Ablaut

The range of the ablaut is more restricted in the Koryak of Kam

enskoye than in Chukchee.

i changes into e,

u changes into g;

gi wlinatthQj said Kor. 21.2 gewnivg len he said Kor. 14.4

nu tanut country, land ya nya-nota lo foreigners

but a as ablaut of e does not occur, both sounds being represented

by a neutral a. The Chukchee | is replaced by g,
the same sound

that represents the ablaut of i.

The neutral a is exemplified in the following words of the Kam

enskoye dialect:

Kor. Kam. Chukchee

kaliykm (stem kali) kelifrkin (stem keli)

nu tanut land (stem nuta) nu tenut (stem nute)
akkat sons (stem a kka) $kkel (stem $kk$)
aima wikin thou approachest (stem eime urkin (stem eimeu)

aimaw)
kama na dish (stem kama) keme ni (stem kerne)

Since a is neutral, these stems are also combined with weak vow
els. For instance,

i tdi-ka?na na heavy dish (from itti heavy, dear)

There are, however, cases in which the a represents the type a,

which requires the ablaut,

e vil- ta mtam goitre, long tumor (stems i vil long, ta mtam
tumor); Chukchee ta mtam

qatap-e mat load of food for winter use Kor. 86.17 (stems qatap
fish for winter use; imt load); Chukchee qata p-e mit

An example of the occurrence of e, corresponding to Chukchee |,

is

%y tear (stem m$y$)\ Chukchee me remer (stem mere)

gape nyilen she attacked her, Kor. 96.8 (stemj9fm/); Chukchee

pe nhnen Kor. 95.10 (stem p$nr)
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Since the vowel-pair $-a, and the vowels | and a of Chukchee,

are much more common than the i and u groups, the ablaut is not

as striking a feature of Koryak as it is of Chukchee.

In the Kamenskoye dialect the ablaut of i and u is not as rigidly

required as in Chukchee. Particularly in word composition the

weak vowels often remain uninfluenced by the strong vowels with

which they come into contact. We find, for instance,

nypela -mu yu instead of napdgf-mo yo we are left.

The weak i of Chukchee, which is due to the contraction of thi

and chi into ti and ci, does not occur, since the consonantic cluster

remains unchanged.

pdlqa thitnm or palqathe nm old age (compare Chukchee

palqa tirgin &amp;lt;palqa thirgiri)

Initial u inserted before 10, labialized k (wkw), and y, occurs here

as in Chukchee, and is neutral.

Koryak Chukchee

uwa tikin he kisses (stem uwat) ukwe erkin (stem ukivet)

uyaf quc husband (stem uya quc) uwa qud (stem uwa qudi)

Several dialects of both groups of the Koryak have retained the

vowels e and
|.

These have the ablaut analogous to that of the

Chukchee.

Kor. Kamenskoye gatai kilin (stem taiki) 1

Kor. Paren g$tei kilin (stem teiki] \ he has made

Chukchee getti kilin (stem teiki) J

18. Other Phonetic Processes

Lack of Vocalic Contraction. When two vowels come together,

contraction rarely occurs.

Chukchee Kor. Kam.

anqa -nna n&amp;lt;anqa
-Enna n anqa -snna n sea-fish

neif ttin&amp;lt;neu-a
s ttin naw-as ttin she-dog

^Medial Consonantic Processes. The alveolars t and c are not pala

talized by following g or h (see 7, 26).

Chukchee Koryak

palqa ti-rgin&amp;lt;palqat-girgin pdlqath-e -nin old age

n generally remains unchanged before other consonants.

Chukchee Koryak

tam-pera rkm&amp;lt;tan-pera rkin tan-peye ykin he looks well

qinere rnpei* take meat out of kohanpalai ke they take meat

kettle for me (stem mpe) out of kettle Kor. 27.5

k before other consonants occurs.

18
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Chukchee

gewmine Lin &amp;lt; ge-Tcminel-lin

amnilka &amp;lt; a-pnl-lca

namHila tmat 78.4 &amp;lt;na-pnl-

atinat

Chukchee Koryak

nigtdqen&amp;lt;ni&amp;lt; ~kt-qn nMa qen hard

The medial clusters Jem, pn, pn, which are absent in Chukchee,

occur in Koryak.
Koryak

gdkmi nalin she brought forth

a child

apnilka no news

gapnilanvo lenau they told

about Kor. 26.1

Auxiliary Vowels. The most frequent auxiliary vowel is /; but

a, which replaces Chukchee a, also occurs.

Chukchee Koryak

yara ni yaya na house

nittaqin ni t&aqin heavy

The terminal vowel / in Koryak often assumes a more per

ceptible nasalisation than the corresponding Chukchee sound

(see 2, p. 645).

ee ti and ee tm to the sky Kor. 14.9, 10.

(Compare Chukchee anqa-orm#ti to the seashore 67.17)

Initial Consonantic Clusters. I have found the following initial

clusters in the Koryak of Kamenskoye:

Initial
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However, va ykin Kor. 13.lQ&amp;lt;tva-ykrn loses its initial t.

The changes that occur in consonantic stems in medial and initial

position are quite analogous to those of the Chukchee, except that Ic

appears with following consonant in initial position. Other differ

ences are shown in the following table:

Chukchee
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yito fkm he pulls out

time Jcin thou killest it

nito ykm he goes out

nivof)ikin he begins

yigi Tcm or shi Tcin he digs out

yi yikrn thou untiest it

yi ssik to untie Kor. 39.2

yissi lilcin thou puttest down

viya tekin he lets go (an ani

mal)

vuyalannivo ykm a snow
storm set in Kor. 13.10

yigu ikm thou bitest it

ya wiJkm thou piercest it

yu lcka to eat Kor. 57.1

yu flcm he eats

yina tkm he flees

lelapit&onvo ykm he looks

up Kor. 42.8

Irregular is

iycf ikm he arranges a rein

deer driving-match

galto len he has pulled out

ga nmilen he has killed it

Kor. 43.6

ganto len he went out Kor. 48.6

ganvo len he has begun Kor.

48.3*

ga shilin he has dug out

gayyi lin he has untied it

nassi nvogum they are untying
me Kor. 39.3

gassi lin he has put down

gavya len he has let go

gawya lyolen there was a snow
storm Kor. 13.1

gaigu lin he has bitten

gana wlin he has pierced it

ganu linat they have eaten

(transitive) Kor. 57.2

gayi nalin he has fled (intransi

tive)

aqaLapnivo ykin he looks bad

Kor. 13.8

gali yaflin he has arranged a

reindeer driving-match

Dropping of Suffixes. It may be mentioned here that all dialects

of the Koryak tend to drop the last syllables or sounds mostly
suffixes when*these are not accented

Kor. Kara, mini lqanmik or mini lqat (Chukchee mim lqanmik)

let us go!

Kor. Kam. gaa Lin, Kor. II (village Qare nin) geye Lin or

geye LI (Chukchee ge eLin), he has come

Kor. Kam. vi tvitpili, Kor. II (village Voyampolka) vi tvitpi,

small seal

Kamchadal ( 19-23)

19. Voivels

(1) Weak vowels i i e u u E

(2) Strong vowels e e a o o o u

(3) Neutral vowels i E i a A u

19
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The symbols designate the same sounds as those in Chukchee.

I almost like a diphthong ie, long; a glide from long i to long o.

e like English a in make, long, lips wide apart, corners of mouth
much retracted.

E French eu in beurre.

o German o in ojfnen.

u French u in lune, but harder; more like the Yakut y.

d English short o in not.

u English u in hut.

u as in Chukchee.
a

, ,

tt indicate the resonance of the respective vowels; for instance,

in Tc!txal ~k6ju i n.

Unusual length and shortness are expressed by the macron and

breve respectively.

20. Consonants
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7, c, &amp;lt;5,

are often pronounced with the tip of the tongue in dental

position, so that they attain a lisping character,

j between z and z

c between 6 and s

6 between $ and

I am inclined to attribute this mannerism, which is affected by

many individuals, to the influence of the speech of the Russian

Creoles and half-bloods, who have this peculiarity in the whole area

between the Kolyma and the Sea of Okhotsk. In Krasheninni-

koffs records there are only slight indications of this tendency.

It may be, however, that some of the older dialects had this

tendency. Thus Krasheninnikoff writes (in my transcription)

cemt (Western dialect) 1

earth d
semi (Southern dialect) J(Southern dialect)

At present in the western dialect, the only one surviving, the

word is pronounced both cimt and simt.

21. Comparison with Chukchee and Koryak

(1) Chukchee ?
, Koryak I i, , s, or , is replaced in most cases byj t

Chukchee Kamchadal

git. gir Tcija thou

mu ri mu ja we

(2) Chukchee and Koryak g is replaced by Jc or x.

Chukchee Koryak Kamchadal

gum. gmri Jci mma I

gi fimgi yigi ngin xi ligin fish- net

(3) Initial g of the comitative and verbal prefix (see 48, 64, 66)

is replaced by &/.

Chukchee Koryak Kamchadal

gene wdnd gana wana lc!ne 6um with a wife

genullin ganu lin Icfnu JcInin he has eaten

(4) Chukchee gw (Koryak gv) is replaced by xv.

xo xval thence

(5) Chukchee and Koryak w and v are replaced by hv.

Chukchee Koryak Kamchadal

watta p vatap hvatapt reindeer-moss

va ls^ va la hvatt knife

wi ut viut hivt whalebone
vi n vi m nva hvi nve secretly

21
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(6) The glottal stop following the initial vowel of Chukchee and

Koryak is often replaced by x or Jc preceding the vowel.

Chukchee Kor. Kam. Karuchadul
ei

f
tin i nniin xei ten neck

e
i* m i gir, e gi lnm xei him wolf

a&quot;Lei a la l Ico lol snow
&amp;lt;f l&amp;lt;fl dla al Tce lal excrement

(7) Chukchee L and L are replaced by tl and t6.

Chukchee Kamchadal

tiLe a ~k t6ek I entered

tie there!

(8) In Kamchadal, Z, &amp;lt;5, &amp;lt;?,

andj often replace one another (see 2,

p. 646).

tkijt thou art Tit thou wert

txcjm I strike him txlin 1 struck him

(9) In the Sedanka dialect, c changes to j; s changes to z; and

sometimes &, Tc! change to ^, &amp;lt;/!

Examples:
Okhotsk dialect Sedanka dialect

cuncjdi n juncj6i n the}
r live

sonk zonk into the wood
ci la-tumx zla-tomx brother

quni n one

q/o lkmin he has come

(10) In the Sedanka dialect there is also a tendency to drop the last

syllables of suffixes. Not as many auxiliary vowels occur as in other

dialects, and of double consonants one is always omitted.

Okhotsk dialect Sedanka dialect

a tinfan a tnom village
te vsxiqjlc . tv vsxis I ascend

Jci mma Jcima I

(11) Instead of the purer/, we find an n with somewhat lateral pro

nunciation.

Okhotsk dialect Sedanka dialect

s nu Ennu then

22. Vocalic Ablaut
In Kamchadal the ablaut affects almost all the vowels, which are

much more numerous than those of either Chukchee or Koryak.

i changes to 2. u changes to a.

i changes to e or a. u changes to o.

e changes to a. K changes to $ or y.

22
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Examples:

Jci ttenJc at the house M stank to the house (stem Jcist

house)

sunk in the wood sonic to the wood (stem sun)

tod ink by them txa ankti to them (stem itx]

in the trough Jc$ pv
9

$hJc to the trough (stein

in the river Jce x ank to the river (stem

~kuke
r-humnin he cooked it Jcoka-jo-humnen he began to cook

Yt

The obscure vowels /, #, 4, w, are neutral, as are also 0, a, #. In

this respect Kamchadal differs from Chukchee, in which dialect

vowels that are hard or weak never appear as neutral.

In Kamchadal the initial vowels of suffixes, and auxiliary vowels,

are also subject to the ablaut, their form being determined by the

vocalic character of the stem, which is generally monosyllabic.

Thus a system develops which is somewhat similar to the vocalic

harmony of the Ural Altaic languages.

TciJstenk at the house Ice!stank to the house (stem Jcist)

Jco FxonJc at the lake hapx Enk at the trough

(stem Jcffix) ~k$px onk to the trough (stem JcEpx.)

tisunulo tijk I always live in the woods (ti I; sun wood; u auxiliary

vowel; lo to live; t always; -jJc I)

23. Other Phonetic Processes

Consonantic Clusters. In Kamchadal consonantic clusters are of

frequent occurrence. I have found, for instance, Jctsct, twcj, txcjh^

txctx, ntxcjh, Jc/lJcn.

Sometimes auxiliary vowels are inserted, or some of the consonants

have a decided vocalic resonance, but more often the clusters are free

from vocalic elements. The peculiar consonantic character of pro

nunciation may be observed also among the Russianized Kamchadal;

arid the natives are taunted by the Russian Creoles, and even in the

intercourse of various villages, on account of this peculiarity of their

speech. Nevertheless not all consonantic clusters are admissible.

U changes to nL

Jco lol (absolute form). Tcolo nl*
&amp;lt;

Icolol-V (instrumental), snow
elhem (absolute form), inl

&amp;lt;\l-l (instrumental), ear (pi. i*l)
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Note, however,

Itil (absolute form), lule l&quot;
&amp;lt; lul-T (instrumental), eye

Auxiliary Vowels. Auxiliary vowels are introduced to avoid con-

sonantic clusters originating by composition, although the corre

sponding clusters may be admissible in the stem itself. All neutral

vowels perform this function. Although / is more frequent than

all the others, u, E, e, (), are also found rather often.

luleT&amp;lt;lul-r eye
tveta tijlc&amp;lt;tveta t-j~k I work

Initial Clusters. The prefix Ic! is omitted before Jc and lc!

Icfo lkinin he has come

The prefix lc before initial lc and lc! changes to x.

xkejxtik accept him

The prefix t of the first person singular is dropped before verbal

stems with initial t.

txlin
&amp;lt;

ttxlin I struck him

The prefix t of the first person singular changes to 6 before

verbal stems with initial &amp;lt;5/ or ti.

Ici mma didi ninrjJc &amp;lt; t-dinin-ft I sew

Compare also

Chukchee Kor. Kam. Kamchadal

e tqin a 66m e tlcelax the bad one

wuw&lka lhin tetce lnin 6i x&ax shrew

Stems with the initial clusters Ik and rk, when appearing at the

beginning of a word, add a preceding vowel.

i lkarujc &amp;lt; Zk-r-jc (Chukchee qati rJcm
&amp;lt; Iqat-rlciri) he leaves

In other cases the Chukchee I or r of these clusters is replaced

by (5 and c respectively.

ckla
uj~k&amp;lt;cklau-jlc (Chukchee lcila urkin&amp;lt;rkilau-rkin) e runs

24. Accent

In all three languages the accent usually recedes to the beginning of

the word, even as far as the fourth or fifth syllable from the end.

Chukchee pa riLinm shoulder-blade

Kor. Kam. mqe shiqenat those two that have been bought
Kamchadal kHa tilkajuknan they began to perform the cere

monial

$24
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To give emphasis to the word, the accent may be thrown upon the

last syllable, the vowel of which then changes to o.

Chukchee tipenrirko n
&amp;lt; tipe nhrkiri\

Kor. Kam. tipenn eko n
&amp;lt;tipe

nn*ekm\ I attack him

Kamchadal tipencijo
f

n&amp;lt;tipe

r

ncijin }

MORPHOLOGY ( 25-129.)

25. Morphological Processes

The Chukchee group of languages uses a great variety of morpho

logical processes for expressing grammatical relations. The unity of

the syntactic group which forms a close unit is maintained by a law

of vocalic harmony which requires that if one vowel of the unit is

strong, all the others, that may be either weak or strong, must also

take the strong form. This law does not act in any particular direc

tion
;
but whenever a strong vowel appears in any part of the word,

it strengthens all the other preceding and following vowels. In the

present condition of the language, this law is not quite strictly con

fined to certain vowels ;
but a few stems and endings that have no

vocalic element except auxiliary vowels are always strong. It may

be, of course, that here strong vocalic elements have been lost.

Stems appear almost always with morphological affixes. Only par

ticles and a number of nouns occur as independent members of the

sentence in the form of the simple stem, their independence being

indicated by their failure to modify their weak vowels in conformity

with the strong vowels of those words with which they are most

closely associated. The general occurrence of nominal affixes, and the

restriction of stem forms occurring independent!}
7 to certain phonetic

types of nouns, make it plausible that we are dealing here also with

a loss of older affixes. If this view should be correct, there would be

no forms of nouns or verbs and related classes of words without affixes.

Either the stems consist of consonantic clusters or they are monos}7!-

labic or polysyllabic. Only predicative stems consist of consonantic

clusters. Denominative stems have fuller phonetic values. In all

polysyllabic stems a certain symmetry of form is required by the laws

of vocalic harmony ;
so that in the same stem we find, besides neutral

vowels, only strong vowels or only weak vowels.

25
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Owing to the inadmissibility of extended consonantic clusters, and

to the avoidance of initial consonantic clusters, stems undergo im

portant changes due to the insertion of auxiliary vowels, to elision

of consonants, or modification of consonants, according to the position

and connections of the stems in the word.

Composition of stems is of extended use; and we find many t}
r

pes

of composition of denominative, predicative, and of denominative

with predicative stems, which form firm units. Owing to the signifi

cance of some of these stems, they never appear outside of such com

pounds, and therefore take on the aspects of elements that are no

longer free, although their phonetic character and general appearance

are such that they might appear as independent elements. Certain

particles are also incorporated in the word complex. The stems

which are united in such synthetic groups influence one another ac

cording to the laws of vocalic harmony and by contact phenomena,

which often modify the terminal sound of the first member of a com

pound, and the initial sound of the following member, or cause the

introduction of auxiliary vowels. Although ordinarily these com

pounds originate by a simple juxtaposition of stems, there are cases

in which certain formative elements may be recognized.

The function of a simple or compound nominal or verbal unit in

the sentence is further determined by reduplication, prefixes, and

suffixes.

Reduplication is confined to denominating concepts, and is of pecu

liar character, the first part of the stem being repeated at the close of

the stem as far as the first consonant following the first vowel. This

gives the impression of a partially suppressed repetition of the stem:

for instance, stem orgo SLEDGE, reduplicated orgo-or.

Both prefixes and suifixes are numerous. The same phonetic laws

that cause a differentiation of the forms of the stem cause differentia

tion in the manner of joining affixes to the stems or to the compounds.

In some cases a distinction between compounds and words with affixes

is difficult to draw, neither is it possible to cany through a rigid dis

tinction between nominal and verbal affixes. There is great freedom

in the use of stems for either predicative or denominative purposes.

In the Chukchee language nominal concepts are classified as

common nouns and proper names. A nominal singular and plural

occur, but in Koryak we find besides these a dual. As in many
25
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American languages, the relation between subject and predicate is

conceived differently in the case of the transitive and of the intransi

tive verb.

The relation between noun and verb is expressed by inflection of

the noun. A subjective form of the noun expresses the subject of

the transitive verb and an absolute form designates the subject of

the intransitive and the object of the transitive verb. The subjective

form is primarily instrumental. It expresses also the object which

is used in the performance of an action as: COOKING (WITH) MEAT.

It would seem that the transitive verb has primarily a passive sig

nificance, but this view does not satisfactorily explain many of the

forms.

Locative ideas in, at, towards, from are expressed by means of

nominal postpositions. These are given extended meanings and are

applied to express a variety of relations between verb and indirect

object. The genetive relation is not ordinarily expressed by post

positions and is not analogous to a case form, but is rather expressed

by derivatives which signify, PEETAINING TO, BELONGING TO. These

elements are even added to the personal pronoun to express posses

sive relations. The characteristic American incorporated possessive

pronoun is not found. Demonstrative ideas are expressed with

great nicety particularly in the Chukchee dialect. The syntactic

forms of the personal demonstrative and indefinite pronouns are

analogous to the corresponding forms of proper names.

In the predicate are expressed singular and plural, (in Koryak also

dual), tense and modality. There is no distinction made between

inclusive and exclusive first person plural. Declarative and inter

rogative have the same forms. Among the tenses only the future is

derived from the verb theme in a manner analogous to the formation

of modes. A continuative is expressed by a derived form, the

verbal theme being expanded by the sufnx-/rfcm. Other temporal

concepts are expressed by nominal derivatives, and temporal subor

dination is often expressed by syntactic forms of the verbal noun.

Other modes are a subjunctive, expressing conditional and other

subordinate clauses which, however, is very rarely used, an

exhortative and an imperative.

The verb complex consists of pronominal prefixes which enter into

combination with temporal and modal prefixes. These are followed

25
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by the verbal theme which takes additional temporal and modal

suffixes. The end of the verbal complex is a pronominal suffix. In

the transitive verb, the pronominal prefix designates the subject, the

pronominal suffix the object. There is a strong tendency to express

the predicate in the form of a predicating noun analogous to a rela

tive clause. For instance, instead of i KILL THE REINDEER, the

Chukchee will say, THE REINDEER ARE THE ONES WHOM i KILLED.

These forms receive a treatment different from that of the true verb.

Stems may be developed by affixing subordinate elements. There

are a number of attributive elements of this class such as LARGE,

SMALL, NUMEROUS. Furthermore, we find locative terms such as,

WHAT IS ON, WITH, ON TOP OF, NEAR, INSIDE OF SOMETHING ELSE

and also, WHAT is SIMILAR TO, WHAT is USED FOR, WHAT is PRO

VIDED WITH SOMETHING, A RECEPTACLE FOR SOMETHING. Nominal

forms derived from verbs are abstract nouns, results of actions,

instruments. The verb is developed by adverbial suffixes expressing

for instance, reciprocity, a desiderative, single action, intensity,

beginning, duration, causation, negation and also ideas like, TO

FEEL LIKE SOMETHING or the bad temper of the speaker. Verbs

derived from nouns are TO BRING, TAKE OFF, LOOK FOR, CONSUME

SOMETHING. Prefixes are quite numerous and are largely of an

attributive or adverbial character as. A LITTLE, QUITE, ALL, EN

TIRELY, MERELY, SOMEWHAT, TRULY, NOT.

Furthermore, words may be compounded quite freely, adverbs

with verbs, verbal stems among themselves, nouns among them

selves. Nouns are also incorporated in the verbal complex, both

as the subject of the intransitive verb and the object of the tran

sitive verb. Such incorporated themes are used both for habitual

and single actions.

26. Comparison of Dialects

The chief differences between Chukchee and Koryak lie in the lesser

amount of consonantic decay of stems in Koryak, the modification of

stems due to phonetic processes being considerably less extended in the

latter dialect; in the lesser extent of the occurrence of the ablaut in

the Koryak; and in the substitution of other consonants for the Chuk-.

chee r, which process is more pronounced in Koryak 1 than in Kor

yak II. Besides this, Koryak I is characterized by the restriction of

the forms of the Chukchee plural to the dual, while a distinct form

26
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is used by all the Koryak dialects, even those that have no dual

for expressing- the plural.

Chukchee and Koryak are so much alike, that the languages, are

mutually intelligible at least in part. On the northern border of

the Koryak territory a considerable amount of lexicographic bor

rowing may be noticed, which extends even as far as the Anadyr

country. Thus we find

Kolyma Chukchee tegge nirkin he desires

Anadyr Chukchee legge nirkin or gaima tirkin

Koryak, Karnenskoye tajja nilcin or gaimaftekin

Of these words, the first one is common to Chukchee and Koryak,

while the second is Koryak and is borrowed from them by the Anadyr
Chukchee.

Kolyma Chukchee wetha urkin he speaks

Anadyr Chukchee wetha urkin and vanava tirkin

Koryak, Kamenskoye vetha vekin and vanava tekin

The lexical differences between Koryak and Chukchee are consider

able. Still certain Chukchee words that do not occur in the Karnen-

skoye dialect re-appear in other dialects, some even in remote villages

in the valle}
7s of Kamchatka.

Chukchee . . . .

Koryak, Kamenskoye
Koryak II Qare nm .

Koryak II, Lesna

(Kamchatka). . .

Kerek
Kamchadal

AGAIN
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Nouns ( 27-55).

27. General Hernarks

The noun appears in a number of forms and with a number of suf

fixes, the interpretation of which is not easy. A few of these have

clearly purely syntactic meaning-, while others appear rather as post

positions which are somewhat loosely connected with the noun. Some
elements of this group seem to form compound nouns, while I suspect

that others may have a verbal character.

The forms which are clearly syntactic are

(1) The absolute form, which expresses the subject of the intransi

tive verb, and the object of the transitive verb.

(2) The absolute form, plural.

(3) The subjective form, which expresses the subject of the transitive

verb, and the instrument with which an action is performed. In

several cases our indirect object appears as direct object, while our

direct object appears as instrument, somewhat as in the two expres

sions i GIVE IT TO HIM and i BESTOW HIM WITH IT. In Kainchadal

this form is not used for the subject of the transitive verb, but the

locative-possessive. In Koryak sometimes the one form is used,

sometimes the other.

(4) The locative possessive expresses the place where an event hap

pens or where an action is performed. With terms designating living

beings it expresses possession.

Suffixes which express the allative and ablative form a second group.

These are not so distinctively syntactic forms, but give the impression

of post-positions, particularly since they appear sometimes in compo
sition with syntactic forms of the first group.

A third class, quite distinct from the first two in form as well as in

function, comprises derivations of nouns and verbs which express

WHAT BELONGS TO, WHAT PERTAINS TO, THAT WHICH HAS THE QUALITY

OF SOMETHING, THE POSSESSOR OF, THE MEASURE OF BEING IN A CER

TAIN CONDITION. These are frequently used to express the relations

between two nouns or between an adjective and a noun.

The fourth class expresses mainly various types of emphatic forms

of the noun.

We shall first take up the syntactic forms.

27
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ri Lu carcass 65.14

cfs qe ku a barren doe 97.17

venhe nru a mother doe

The Absolute Form ( 28-32}.

28. ABSOLUTE FORM EXPRESSED BY STEM

The absolute form of the noun serves to express the subject of the

intransitive verb and the object of the transitive verb. It shows a

great variety of formations.

The absolute form is expressed by the nominal stem. This form

can occur only in those cases in which the terminal sound is a vowel or

a single consonant. Since no ending occurs, the stem has no ablaut.

Examples are

(1) Stems with terminal vowels:

kitve yu old walrus 8.12, 14

ELCL mother 30.6

qe ll cap
lo lo penis 45.1

(2) Stems or compounds with single terminal consonant (including

diphthongs in i and u). To this class belong words ending in y, w,

/?, w,, , n, ^
, &amp;lt;5,

7
, q, I.

ELa qai little mother 35.5

ni nqai little child 37.14

mi rgew a suit of armor 116.24

r# w whale 73.4

inpine w old woman 19.5

tmu p blue fox 96.17

re lup quid
ve em river 37.3 (Koryak ve -

yt in, va yam Kor. 17.6, ac

cording to dialect)

ret trail 37.1

le ut head 44.11 (Koryak la
r-

wutKoT. 82.11)

ne wdn wife 36.3 (Koryak na -

wan)
Ai wan the Ai wan 7. 1

na nqan belly 43.9

uwa* qu& husband 105.12

Tee per wolverene 78.2, qdper
92.21 (keperd 78.11) (Kor
yak qapay)

Tcn mqor three-year-old doe
117.9

wanqa s qor two-year-old doe

117.10

&lharpo\&Y fox 92.19

intu ulpir son-in-law 80.6

u nel thong-seal 70.7

pe nvel two-3
rear-old buck

117.12

m,e mil seal 96.4 (Koryak me -

mil Kor. 90.6)

lu mnil stoiy 61.5

pe lcul butcher-knife 85.23

(Kor. pa qul Kor. 78.23)

ne lvul herd 49.3

qeptiril backbone 51.3

qlaful man 43.1 (Kor. qla wul
Kor. 17.4)

uwi Jc body 35.11 (Kor. 32.5)

Jca mak evil spirit 61.6 (Kor.

35.5)

ai mak carcass 81.17

gmni lc game 84.28 (Koryak
gi ynik Kor. 61.8)

e elc lamp 68.12, 106.18

pu req white whale 96.9

sea-lion 65.16
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(3) Stems ending in two consonants generally insert a vowel in the

terminal consonatic cluster.

qepd football (stem qepl)\ (Kor. Kam. qapil; Kor. Par. qepil)
maf qim arrow 75.23

lo nil walrus-blubber 47.4

pi nil tidings 61.5

te nil trunk 96.3

29. REDUPLICATED FORMS

Some stems are reduplicated.

(1) Monosyllabic stems are doubled. When the contact between

the last consonant of the repeated word and of the stem form an inad

missible cluster, the usual changes occur.

Stem Reduplicated absolute form

nim ni mnim settlement 7.7

leer ~ke rker combination-suit 37.8

yin di ndin 1
fire 39.11

e
e
l e le l excrement 80.11; (e

e lu 81.12)

lig H glig (Kor. liglig) egg

rig n grig hair

om o mom (Kor. o moin) heat

lin li nli heart (see 31, 3)

pon po mpo fly agaric (see 31, 3)

tuw tu wtuw word
06 o tod chief

dot to ttot bag-pillow 29. 5

wut wu twut leaf

gil gilgilse& ice 8.14

(
ei* tit Anser segetum)

Koryak :

HZ H ZHZ navel string Kor. 63.10

pip pi pip comb Kor. 78.9

vit vi tvit ringed seal Kor. 17.12

nai nai nai mountain Kor. 42.2

wiy wi yiwi breath Kor. 33.8

(2) Stems ending in a consonantic cluster always insert an auxiliary

vowel ( 8), and therefore appear in dissyllabic form. The redupli

cation consists in the repetition of the beginning of the word at the

29 Compare 2, p 645.
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end, including the initial consonant, vowel, and the first consonant

following the first vowel.
Stem Reduplicated absolute form

pilfi pi lhipil famine

qerg qe ryiqer light

tirk ti rkitir sun

terg
te rgiter crying 20.12

tirg ti rgitir meat 48.8

tumg tu mgitum companion 103.35

mitic mi tlca/mit blubber 47.4

(Kor.) ye lk ye lkiyel pudding Kor. 34.2

muL 19.3 mu Lumul 25.3 blood

*wilq wi lquul 22.7 coal (Kor. Kam.
wu lkuul, cf. Kor. 31.9)

*qerg (Kor. Kam. qesh) qe rgiqer light (Kor. Kam.

qe shiqes)

viyil (Kor. vyil) vi yilviyil image (vi yilviyil

Kor. 32.3)

A number of words of this group, particularly those beginning with

a vowel, repeat the stem vowel before the repeated syllable.

Stem Reduplicated absolute form

org o rgoor sledge
omlc o mkoom 79.5 willow

wus q (Kor. Kam. vus q) wu s quus (Kor. vu s quvus
cf. Kor. 57.6) darkness

el e leel summer (Kor. Kam.
a laal)

il i liil rain(Kor.Kam.mu qamuq]

...
(yil) yi llil language 7.10

yir yi riir a full one 86.29

Related to this group are

eiv ei veei part of meat given to

neighbors, alms (Kor. Kam.
ai vaai cf. Kor. 63.12)

snn Enne n fish (Kor. Kam. snnd n)

(3) Some bases which end in inadmissible sound-clusters have initial

or terminal reduplication, and insert auxiliary vowels.

Stem Reduplicated absolute form.

iml (Kor. iml) mi mil water (Kor. mi mil)
mlft (Kor. rnlu) mu mil louse (Kor. mft mil;

mi mid Kor. 55.1)

elv, ilv (seeeZ^ ^a89.32; ge
l- ilvilu wild reindeer 88.4 (Kor.

vulin 88.1) Kam. ilhu lu, elhu lu)

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212-44 29
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(4) Dissyllabic words repeat the first syllable at the end of the

word:

Stem Reduplicated absolute form

mere me remer tears 116.8

qo le 41.5 qo*ti qo*l snuff 41.4

yile (see 90.2) yi leil marmot 89.33

yili (Kor. 6il) yi liil tongue 48.8 (Kor. di lul

Kor. 56.4)

quli quli qul voice 44.7

nute nu tenut land

yi lqd(t) (Kor. Kam. yilqa\f\) yi lqdil sleep (Kor. Kam. yi l-

qayil)
Koryak:

mi tqa mi tqamit oil Kor. 90.17

qanga qa ngaqan fire Kor. 30.8

Wlka Tci lkakil sheU-fish Kor. 70.2

(5) Some polysyllabic words double the whole wor&amp;lt;i

ene nenen southeast wind

In Kamchadal analogous forms are derived principally from ad

jective stems:

o mlax warm o moin heat

a tzPlax bright a txatx light
txu nlax dark txu ntxun darkness

tpilhe tijlc I suffer from hun- pi lhipil and pe lhepel famine

ger

Other Kamchadal forms of duplication and reduplication for the

absolute forms are:

6u x6ux rain (stem dux)

pa lapal leaf (stem pal)
Icd mlokoni marrow (Chukchee Ici mil

,
Kor. Kam. Tci miT)

lu nulunuld heart (Chukchee li nli\ Kor. li nlin)

NOTE 1. A number of stems which in Koryak form their absolute

form by duplication have different forms in Chukchee.

Chukchee Kor. Kam.

qo pki elk veplcavep
n rki walrus yi ykayik

Presumably the Koryak has retained here the older forms.

NOTE 2. In a few cases the reduplicated or doubled form is used

not only in the absolute form, but also with other suffixes and in com

position.

29
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ke rker combination-suit (stem ~ker)\ Kor. I key lcey (stem key) ;

Tcerkflrgupu and ke rgupu from the combination-suit; ke rkenlc

in the combination-suit

na wker woman s suit

nimni mgupu from the settlement 10.12

gelgeli
tkmik on the ice fields 7.3; geli tkinik on the sea-ice 9.2

memli tkinik on top of the water 9.3

NOTE 3. It is not impossible that the forms

yara ni house , OAX
,~ i (see 30)

yoro m sleeping-room
v

ya rar drum

contain reduplicated stems in which the initial r has changed to y.

30. SUFFIXES -n, -ni

Stems ending in a vowel take the suffixes, in Chukchee -/i, -ni, in

Koryak -ne, -na, according to dialect.

lu metun name of a spirit 22.6

kuke ni kettle (ku kek 75.13); Kor. Kam. kitka na; Kor. Par.

kuke ne

yoro ni sleeping-room 107.9

yara ni house 7.8; 30.11 (Kor. yaya na Kor. 22.4)

keme ni dish 86.23; 87.31, 33 (kama gti to a dish 88.24) (Kor.
Tcama ni Kor. 64.3)

qora ni reindeer 51.6

npe ni stone hammer 77.13, 16 (Kor. yipa na Kor. 43.2)

&amp;lt;i&quot;m wolf 78.2, 96.28

tipa ni broth (Kor. ipa na Kor. 28.6)

Stems ending in two consonants, or in consonants that can not form

clusters with the terminal w, take the ending -n with a connective

vowel, /, E; after q the connective vowel is a (Kor. Kam. a).

poi gm spear 97.27 (poi go 117.29) (Kor. poi gin)
na nqan belly 43.9 (Kor. Par. na nqan)

riggo igm cellar 36.8 (nggolge ti to the cellar 36.10)
re mkm people 8.8, 10 (re mfcu 107.20) (Kor. ya mkm Kor. 39.7)
tu mgm companion 38.12 (tu mgd 37.7)

gi thm lake 37.4 (gi thik in a lake 37.5)

tipa lkm tallow 87.4 (upa lha 86.23)

^^77im skin 23.9

gela rgin gray fox 96.14

e 6m fat (Kor. ^($/TI Kor. 15.4)
ELI gin father 73.10 (stem L)
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Jce nitvm boy 11.7

kopa lhin walrus-blubber 12.6 (kopa lha 14.11)

yi lgin month 7.2

as tim dog 135.20 (a ttu 135.20) (Kor. cf tta n Kor. 48.8)
Jceinm brown bear 78.3 (Jceinu 136.20) (Kor. Kam. kai nin}
reLoi nin big old carcass 136.19

kokai nm big kettle 33.10

i rm fur shirt 83.24 (i ru 116.26)
wu Jcwun stone (stem wulcw R 3. 19) (Kor. vu gvin)
ni lhin thong 41.10 (Kor. ni lnin Kor. 40.5, 8)

To this group belong the endings -lhm, -ynm, -6hm, -girgm,

-yinn -lin (see 52; 53; 98; 1,99,8; 106, 44)

31. ABSOLUTE FORM WITH LOSS OF PHONETIC ELEMENTS

(1) Stems ending in a vowel weaken their terminal vowel or lose it

entirely. Those ending in t often change it to / slightly nasalized.

va lE knife 15.13; 16.4; 43.7 (stem va la)

n rJci walrus 8.5

Tce ls an evil spirit 61.6

dU mfti buck (stem dumlla)

krimi nti three-year-old buck 117.11

^ m^/bear 110.11

wi ur scraping board (stem wiuri)

e wit small bag (stem ewidu)

In case the loss of terminal vowel results in an inadmissible terminal

cluster, auxiliary vowels are introduced:

e kik son (stem ekke)

drim, e rein chief (stem erme)
ku kil one-eyed (stem kuwle &amp;lt; *JcitMe)

lu hil driving-reindeer, not properly broken in; (stem luwle

(2) Stems ending in -nv lose their terminal v.

e wgan incantation 129.18 (stem ewganv)
e tm master 122.38 (stem etmv)

(3) Stems ending in n with preceding vowel drop the terminal n or

at least reduce its pronunciation to a voiceless n. This occurs par

ticularly in Chukchee.
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Chukchee Kor. Kam.

enafnvina scraper (stem ena n- ena nvina (stem enanvman)
vina n)

Jcefou ne staff (stem fcenu nen) 101.9

li nli heart (stem lin) li nlin

po mpo mushroom (stem pan) po npo n

pi mpi powder (stem pin)

(4) A number of stems with consonantic ending have a double form

of the stem, one ending with the consonant, another one ending in #,

,
or ^, which are suffixed to the stem. The absolute form is the stem

form without terminal vowel.

Ai wan an Asiatic Eskimo (stems ai wan and aiwana)
intu uLpir son-in-law (stems intuulpir and intmdpire)
uwd qu6 husband (stems ujwof gut and uwdfqu&i)
ilir island (stems ilir and iliri)

(5) Irregular forms are

Chukchee Kor. Kam.
ei ni wolf (stem [l].

e
i g) tf yiy (stem i y)

ei
tftin neck (stem

ei nn) tf nmin (stem [l]i nn, i nn)
ELu e nephew (stem ELuwgo) iLo

f

yo (stem iLoy)
inte daughter-in-law (stem intiyo)

a kan fishhook (stem a n
&amp;lt;*aqnt)

ga LE bird (stem galha)

ve LE raven (stem velve)

*i tit anser segetum (stem
e
i*tu)

tu mgin stranger (stem tumuk) ,

compare, however, the redupli
cated form tvfmgitwn COMPANION
formed from tu mgin (in com

pounds -tu mgin^ as yide mit-tu

mgin BROTHER) tu mtik serves

also as possessive form.

32 SPECIAL FORMS

A number of pronouns form the absolute form in a special manner.

(1) Personal pronouns.

yum I (Kor. gUmma- Kamch. Jci mma)
git thou (Kor. gi ssa\ Kamch. Icija)

(2) The personal pronoun Ena n (Kor. s nnu\ Kamch. Ena ) HE is

formed from the stem En-.

(3) The personal pronouns of the plural are formed with the suf

fix -i. In Koryak the dual has the suffix -i\ the plural, -u. In Kam-
chadal we find -a for the first and second persons.

32
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mu ri (Kor. dual mu yi, pi. mu yu; Kamch. muja) we (stem murg-
[Kor. much-, Kamch. mijg-])

tu ri(Kor. dual tu yi, pi. tu yu-, Kamch. tuja) ye (stem turg- [Kor.

inch-, Kamch. tijg-])

s rri (Kor. dual a cci, pi. a ccu-, Kamch. itx) they (stem Erg- [Kor.

#M-, Kamch. to-])

(4) Interrogative personal pronoun.

me nin who (stem T/afc-) (Kor. wz0H [stem miJc])

(5) Indefinite pronoun.

rafnut what (stem r^) (Kor. yi nna [stem yfl^])

ni rkmut a certain one (stem nirfce) (Kor. ni yka, ni ykinvut [stem

ni kinut a certain thing ( stem nike)

Dual and Plural (| 33-35}.

33. GENERAL REMARKS

Chukchee, Koryak II, and Kamchadal have only two numbers;

while Koryak I has also a dual, which corresponds in form to the

plural of the Chukchee. The plural of the Koryak, both I and II,

presents a set of distinct forms.

34. PLURAL OF COMMON NOUNS

The plural of common nouns occurs only in the absolute form. In

Chukchee it is formed by the suffix -t. Stems ending in
Z, r, w, &amp;lt;5, y, tf,

take -ti instead.

lile t eyes pe lculti butcher-knives 84.21

e TcJcet sons ni nqditi children 112.10, 15;

113.12

qu tti the others 115.17 ni nqagti 51.10

qla ulte men 121.9 ae

ttiqdgti pups 122.18

yitemrdtti brothers 64.3 inpme wqdgti little old women
ne wanti women 50.4, 6 45.1

neus qa tti women 112.5 le utti heads 86.8

Words which have a double stem form (see 31, 4), have also double

forms in the plural.

Ai wan an Asiatic Eskimo (stems aiwan, aiwana)\ plural ai wante,

ai wanat

uwtf quc husband (stems uwae

qud, uwtfquci); plural ww& qutti,

uwtie
gu6it

i lir island (stems ilir, iliri) , plural ili tti, i lirit
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Koryak:

The dual of Koryak I has the same suffix.

lila t two eyes

qo yat two reindeer (Chukchee qa at reindeer)

vai amit two rivers (vai amti Kor. 17.1, Chukchee ve emit rivers)

The plural is formed in many Koryak dialects by -u after termi

nal consonants, -wgi, -vvi (according to dialect), after terminal vowel.

qla wulu men Kor. 44.3

na witqatu women Kor. 44.2

qai-pipi lcalnu little mice Kor. 25.6

nawa Tcku daughters Kor. 27. 1

a gimu bags Kor. 28.5

&quot;kmi nu children Kor. 44.7

vai amu rivers (stem vaiam)
lila wgi eyes
mimlu wgi lice Kor. 25.4

imbanala wge ermines Kor. 66.18

qgygJwge reindeer (stem qoya; qoya we Kor. 22.4)

qapa au wolverenes (&amp;lt;qapay-u) Kor. 12.7

u Jckamau vessels Kor. 28.5

Ici pl-au mortars Kor. 51.5 (kipla wi Kor. 53.8)

Kamchadal:

The plural suffix of Kamchadal is -(i)
en.

ush tree u f

hi n trees

1^ocx dog lccxosn dogs
kist house lci sti

sn houses

Stems ending in n or I take the glottal stop before the terminal

consonant, and take no ending, but may modify the last vowel of

the stem.

Ml eye lu l eyes
JcEli Ian spotted seal k&li li

sn spotted seals

me mil ground-seal me mi6
! ground-seals

In the material collected by Dybowsky
1 in southern Kamchatka,

t and d occur as plural endings.

iauin ear ivut ears

kosch dog Icosgut dogs
nan stone uad stones

i Slowniki Narzeczy Ludow Kamczackich Rozprawe Widzialu filologicznego Akademii Ume
jtn6sci w Krakowie, 1892, vol. xvil, pp. 107, 113, 120.
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The Kamchadal dialect of Sedanka also has the ending -t.

veta tilan workman veta tilat workmen
su nkil the one who flies su nkilat those who fly

This can not be due to the influence of the neighboring Ko^ak
II, which has no dual, and uses only the u ending of the plural.

35. PLURAL OF PERSONAL NOUNS.

-(I)nti (Kor. Kam. the same) [-(i)n + ti
;
for -(i)n see 39], expresses

a group of people belonging to and including a person of the name to

which the suffix is added. In Koryak Kamenskoye the ending

designates two persons only. This form is also used with the inter

rogative pronoun.

Ye tilinti Yetilin and bis family

(Kor. Atte pimnti) A66e pm and his wife

ne wanti their wives

mi lcinti (Kor. Kam. ma kinti) who ? (see p. 726)

Koryak Kamenskoye:

Valvnntila? ninti Raven-Man and his wife Kor. 12.1

Yini a-na wgutinti Yini a-nawgut and her husband Kor. 19.5

A group of more than two is expressed in Koryak Kamenskoye

by the plural ending -wgi y
but also by -inu.

Attepma wge A66e pm and his family.

Quyqmn aqu wgi Big-Raven and his people Kor. 39.10

Amamqu tinu Ememqut s people Kor. 43.7

pipi lcta-na wgutinu mouse-women Kor. 23.3

36. Exclamatory Form of Nouns

Nouns may be given an exclamatory form by transferring the

accent to the end of the stem, especially with the last word of the

sentence.

kimilhi n worms 39.3

When the accentuation is stronger, the last vowel is changed to o.

In this case, proper names lose their suffixes, and have the accent on

the last vowel of the stem.

Yfto l O Ye tilm! remfalo n a guest! 111.19

Quto w O Qutu wgi!

miko n vannilno n! whose tooth Kor. 34.4

nawako Tc! daughter! Kor. 22.7

tilago n! I found! Kor. 24.1
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In some cases, when the noun ends in a vowel, an -I is added,

and the accent thrown upon the end of the word.

Araroi O Ara ro!

Upenkei R 72.15 O Upe nke!

Mitel 83.12 Kor. 37. 2 O Miti!

Kor. Quqe ! Kor. 74.29 O Quyqinn a qu
Kor. Yinei Kor. 88.1 O Yini ana wgut

also qlei O man! (from qlik, which other

wise is used only in compounds)

37. Subjective Form,

%&amp;gt; ~t%, & (Chukchee). Instrumental; used in place of object when

the verb is intransitive (e. g., she cooked with meat = she cooked meat);

subject of transitive verb. 1

(a) After terminal vowel -ta:

ekke td by the son 18.9 vala ta with knives 16.4

temu neta with shell-fish 9.8 n rkata by walrus 9.9; 10.6

uwd l

qu&itd i unin the hus- tar-qa ata ge rkuLm bought with

band told her how many reindeer

lile ta with an eye

(b) After terminal consonant -a:

ene nild by a shaman 7.5; evira clothing (obj.) 13.6

14.12; 15.9 u tta with wood
wu lqa by darkness 18.12 ELi gare nnin the father brought it

ELi ga by the father 18.4 poi ga with a spear 12.9

rd yipd with a drill 8.1; 11.2 Icopa lha with walrus-blubber 14. 11

yi lqa by sleep 10.6, 7 Aiwhuyanpinaf6ha by an old

cf ttwila by the boat s crew St. Lawrence man 13.9

10.9; 12.4 Mwhue ld by the St. Lawrence
re

/nld by the bow-man 10.10 people 11.10; 12.3, 11; 17.1

ene nd with the spirits 16.3

(c) After terminal consonant -e. This e may be part of the stem

that drops out on the absolute form.

e 6e uwi i* with fat she cooked (i. e., she cooked fat)

(d) After terminal n often, after r sometimes, -eta. Words of this

group are those with double-stem forms 31.4

gelefkma ta along the ice-top 13.7

nmne td and n mnd with the inner skin

i For proper names, see 39. Compare nominal forms of verbs, No. 3, 64.
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aiwana ta the Aiwan 46.6; 49.2

intu ulpiretd by the son-in-law 80.22 and mtu ulpird

-ta, -a (Kor. Kam). Instrumental and subject of transitive verbs

(as in Chukchee).

lila ta with an eye
u tta with the wood
*- A

afla ta with excrement Kor. 12.5

tdke ta by the sister Kor. 18.10

ni lna with a line Kor. 41.3

yida myi-tu mga by the brother Kor. 20.6

na witqata by the woman Kor. 21.5

ya
vinka by the people Kor. 39.7

yipna with the inner skin Kor. 48.8

With these endings are also found, formed from locatives (see

38,58)-
Chukchee Kor. Kam.

minlce td minka ta by which place

wutke td wutca ta by this place
En lce ta Enka ta by that place
vd atikata vaiefta ta by that place (midway)
W/K7012.9; 14.10 mki ta at night

gin& t-a
elo gino t-aslo at mid-day

hunqe td there, by itself

no tmqata there, behind the speaker
fto onkata there, farther on

flenke td there, far off

Here belong also the Chukchee forms

nunqe td there, by itself

no tifiqata there, behind speaker
no onqanata there, farther on

nenlce td there, far off

m lf Karnchadal. Instrumental.

u6^ with wood (from ue
/i wood)

lule V with the eye (stem lul)

Locative JForm( 38-39)

38. COMMON NOUNS

(i)fc, -Tci, -ql (Koryak the same) expresses the locative. 1

ve emik mtva qen he lives on the river

ELa qi mtva qen he lives with the mother

nu tek (Kor. nu tdk) on the land

See also Nominal Forms of Verb, 64, 65,
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The forms -JcJ and -#jf,
also -ekl and -eql are used after some stems,

but no definite rule in regard to their use can be laid down.

gu mulc and gu muql in my possession

yo oql in the wind (from yo o WIND)
ELa qi at the mother s (from ELO, MOTHER^
nelvule kl at the herd (from ne lvul HERD)
veli tke-laula ki at the merchant s (from velitke-la ul MERCHANT)

Stems with the terminal clusters ZA, &amp;lt;5A, th, rg, ng may drop the

terminal sound in the locative:

pi lhin throat pi lik in the throat

gi
thm lake gi tik at the lake

mi ngiLinm hand mi nik at the hand

The forms pi lhik, gi thik, mi ngik, however, are also in use.

Verbal nouns with the suffix -girg(in) ( 106.44) have in the locative

-mkioT -nk:

~kanka irgm descent kanka tirmki and kanka tink

titta tirgm climbing up titta tinnki and titta tink

NOTE. These two forms appear with distinctive meaning in the

locative of gito lhin SIDE:

gito linki on the side of the mountain

gito lhik on the side of a person

This suffix is often weakened to
-&amp;lt;?,

or even disappears entirely.

Thus we find nu tek, nu teg, and nu te IN THE COUNTRY; ya rak and

ya ra AT HOME; the k may also be replaced by i. The leu ti ON THE

HEAD 44.5; a f

n%a-6o rmi ON THE SEASHORE 12.4

walqa rik in the jawbone house,- 44.14

nute s qak on the ground, 15.5

rag-6o rmik on the house border, 12.12

a nqdk on the sea, 13.3; Kor. 25. T

gi lgilik on the sea ice, 13.3

tu wkilc on the ice-floe, 13.3

ti mkik on a hummock, 62.7

qa tekithik on a thong of young walrus-hide, 62.8

lile k (Kor. lila k) in the eye

Koryak:

va amik in the river Kor. 32. 1, 2

6i 6hwik in the armpits Kor. 18.9

ya yak in the house Kor. 19.9

idgu vik in the cache Kor. 80.10

yaqa lik in the porch Kor. 80. 13

i ya
e
g in the sky Kor. 19.3

qas wuye nki at the foot of the stone-pine bushes Kor. 21.T
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With nouns designating animate beings, the suffix -~k expresses the

possessor.

e lckek va rTcin (Kor. Kam., a kfcak va ykin) it is the son s

inaa lik va rkin in the neighbor s (house) he is 19.2

ge mge-ni kek whosoever 20.7

Kor. a al tu yik va ykrn have you an axe? Kor. 63.5

Kor. Tike nviyik va ykin With-Sinell-Pusher-Awayhasit Kor. 63.4

Personal pronouns also have this ending, while proper names and

personal demonstrative pronouns have the ending -(i}nd (see 41).

The personal pronoun is used with the ending -fc, particularly when

the noun to which it is attached with possessive significance has a suffix

(-ta, -gti, etc.), while in the absolute form the suffix -in BELONGING TO

or MADE OF is used (see 46 and also 47). In similar cases nouns

designating animate beings are often used with the ending -k.

yumu k e kkeg ftalvule pu qdi mithin take from my son s herd

gumu k akka tpu from my son (gum I; -k possessive; ekke son;

-ipu from [ 42])

Em g-nu tek ne rmeqin ke ls in his own country the kele is strong
123.25

m& reg-rak in our houses 84.16

Kor. inama nak tetei tift on mamma s needle Kor. 25.2

Kor. Miti nak tai udhu into Miti s work-bag Kor. 38.4.

Here belong

wu tku (Kor. wu ttuk) here

s n ki (Kor. a nki, Kamchadal E nki) there

va dnki (Kor. vai en) there (midway to)

fto onki there (farther on)

ra anki there (behind the person addressed)
fio tifiki, no tmqi, there (behind the speaker)
nu nki (Kamchadal no nice) (aside by itself)

mi riki (Kor. mi nki) where

ne n lcu there (far off)

All these form allative, ablative, and instrumental, see 58.

-nk (Kamchadal); after terminal n, -fe, also in some other cases.

Locative, and subject of transitive verbs.

lu lenk on the eye txu ntxunk in the darkness

(from txu ntxun)
ci mtenk on the land. a tinunk and a tmtik in the

village (from atintim)
38
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With nouns designating animate objects, the suffix -nk designates

the possessor.

pH Mink thi zkinin it is the son s

The suffixes expressing DIRECTIONS TO AND FROM of the Kam-

chadal also contain the ending -nk, while in Chukchee and Koryak

they are formed by the endings -gt^ and -gupu (see 40-43). The

distinct origin of these elements may still be recognized in Kam-

chadal by the fact that the termination for TOWARD always, that for

FROM generally, causes ablaut, while the -nk of the locative is

neutral. For DIRECTION FROM we find, for instance

Jcist house Tci stenk in or from the house

Jce stank to the house

Jcix river Tci x enk in or on the river

ke x anlc to or from the river

txu ntxun darkness txu ntxunk in the darkness

txo ntxoiik to the darkness

a tinuin village a tmftiik or a tinuk in, to, or

from the village

These forms may be related to the possessive form of the

Koryak proper names (see 39).

39. PERSONAL NOUNS

-(l)nd. Subjective and possessive of proper names of persons and

of a few appellative nouns.

Ye tilma, Yetilin s

oftena father s (a ts FATHER, in the language of children)

apaifnina grandfather s (apai nin&amp;lt;epe-ynm GRANDFATHER, in

the language of children)

tPMti y** grandmother s fc#$
(

&amp;lt;jf2 &amp;lt;$$*$* GRANDMOTHER, in the

language of children)

tumgi ina friend s (iumgt nina, in the pronunciation of women)
Telpune nd lo

tfo things seen by Telpiine R 379, no. 142 title

Tno tirgma ti lqatytitle I go to Tno tirgin 120.36

ni rke- a certain one, qut another one ( 60), all personal demonstra

tives and interrogatives ( 58) have the same forms.

-(I)nak (Kor. Kam.). Probably formed from the suffix -(i)na

and the possessive -fc.

Miti ndk Miti s Kor. 15.11

Pi6i qala
enaJc Bird-Man Kor. 16.4

AMpmak A66e pin s

wu tinindk this one s

mi leindk who Kor. 12.7
39
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NOTE. The subjective of the personal pronoun in -nan may be

related to this form. The possessive form of these pronouns, how

ever, is formed in -n (see 56)

Allative and Ablative ( 40-43.)

40. ALLATIVE OF COMMON NOUNS, CHUKCHEE AND KORYAK

-ytg , -etg, -wtf (Chukchee); -f*J(#), -etl(n) (Koryak) , expresses

THE DIRECTION TO, also THE INDIRECT OBJECT, ON ACCOUNT OF, FOR

THE BENEFIT OF.

In Chukchee -gt^ is used after vowels, except o\

-eti after consonants;

-wfy, after o.

Examples of -gty after vowels:

qaa gt^ ti
r

lqatya, ~k I went to the reindeer

anqa gti eine utktd* he called to the sea 8.5; also 49.5; 25.5

anqanqafa gfy to the seaside 49.6

nota gti to the country 51.2

to the reindeer-breeder 48.9

to the house 105.27

to the eye

ofla-qopla gti on an excrement-pile 45.5

Jcala gti tVa kele 97.12

girgola gti upward 16.5

girgogda gti upward 47.4

anve nauka gti to an unbroken one 50.12 (a Jed not)A .* .* y o V* A

ta lva-pa lko-vef gti to one merely dying of old age 21.7

dkka gti tre tyafn I brought it for the sou

on account of the reindeer 48.12

on account of the husband 48.12

Examples of -efi after consonants:

~kalte ti to ^e Bottom 9.7

naranentifko ninonin notas qe ti it shall be thrown on the ground

25.3; also 16.7

memle ti
to the water 48.5

rcfule ti
to the whaler 46.5

cfqa lcamaanve ti to the owners of bad dishes 96.7

rnnrie ti to the inner skin

note ti to the poor ones 96.26

ELigeti qdti he went to the father 109.3

ye tamet-to m.geti qati he went to the brothers 110.1

tnairge ti to the dawn 41.7

y&lhe ti to the moon 41.11
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penyolhe ti on to the hearth 32.7

gmo neti to the middle 10.7; 16.8

srgip-ya lheti on account of the bright moon 14.11

Examples of -wti, -uti, after o

qaaratikou ti under the sledge-cover 110.8

yorou ti to the sleeping-room 39.10

memlitilcou ti into the water 17.4

-? J, -etI (Koryak)
-Iti used after all vowels.

yaya iti to the house (yaite ti verbal, from yaite kin Kor. 17.3)

yoyo Hi to the sleeping-room
lela lti to the eye

gidgolai ti to the upper part Kor. 20.1

yinoi ti to the rear storeroom Kor. 35.6

-eti after consonants.

yipne ti to the inner skin

olhiwg tin to the cache Kor. 36.3

yinootne ti into the vent-hole Kor. 43.3

Here belong the allatives of the locative demonstratives and inter-

rogatives, which take -ri in Chukchee.
Chukchee Koryak Kamchadel

whither mi nkrl menkei ti ma nke

hither wottai ti

, u ., u ^ 7 . \dnlcai tin
thither En/en

[

T^ . ^ nKor. 17.2

thither (midway)* va dnfe vaienai ti

thither fle nfi nankai ti

41. ALLATIVE OF PERSONAL NOUNS

-(l)na TO, TOWARDS. Used only with proper names, personal

demonstratives, and with a few appellative nouns.

Ya tilina to Yetil in

a tena to father (a ts FATHER, in the language of children)

apai nina to grandfather (apg^nin [_&amp;lt;$p$-ynin\, GRANDFATHER in

the language of children)

apaqa yma to grandmother (ept qai [&amp;lt;&P$-$ai] GRANDMOTHER in

the language of children)

t&mge ena to the friend (t& mgmma, in the pronunciation of

women)
wo tqari&na (Kor. Kam. wo tenena) to this one

me Jcena (Kor. Kam. me lcena) to whom

-(I)na(fi) (Kor. Kam.) TOWARDS, TO. Used only with proper
names. Pronouns belonging to this group have na like the corre

sponding Chukchee form.
41
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A66epina(n) to Accepina
Mete na to Miti Kor. 43.2

The related suffix, -(i)n or -na(n), may be used with a few appel
lative nouns; -tti (see 40) occurs as well.

ta tan or ta tanan to father; to!tana Kor. 74.15 (ta ta FATHER,
in the language of children) ;

but iLai ti to the mother

42. ABLATIVE IN -gupn

m
\Vty&amp;gt;

m
P$&amp;gt;

m9#P% (Chukchee) FROM, OUT OF, ACROSS, ALONG.

-Ipu with stems ending in a vowel.

Ula lpu from the eye pottmaipu by the holes 47.2
Boltanndnai pftfTomlfalte n- anqanqataipu from the seaside

nin 124.8 (see 31, 4) 49.8 (see 31, 4)

qaai pti lei wulm along the qaatikoi pu from the herd 51.2

reindeer (herd) the walking pagtalkoi pu along the crevices
one 22.6

narginoi pti from outside
6ottagni6ikoi

r

p&amp;gt;0,

from the outer
12.10 (see 31, 4; of nargi- tent 131.5

no lin that staying in the eubaipu from below 131.5

outer tent) En Tcetikoi pu from there (inside)

qole-notai pu from another 131.12

land 14.12; 113.11; 136.21

notaipu mlei vuqinet they
walked along the (open)
land 17.9

-gftpfy mostly with stems ending in a single consonant,

va amgupti from the river

nimni mgupti m pJcir-mu ri we came from the settlement 10.12

pepe ggUpu by the ankle 50.11

-epu mostly with stems ending in two consonants.

orge pu from the sledge

lautefpti Tci plmen he struck him across the head (see 8.1)

ronme pu from under the outer tent-cover 12.9

yikirge pu across its mouth 115.1

tot-tagnepu from the outer tent

gamga-va irge
f

pu among all beings 22.2

ranme pu from the border of the house 130.16

epi nmepu from under the wall 130.16

-e pu (only in Koryak II, in a number of dialects; for instance, in the

village of Ki thrn in Kamchatka).

nute pu galai vulin he walked along the open land
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43. POST-POSITIONS IN -nk, ~nq, -nq, -(ri)qo, -nqorl

-nqo (Koryak I) FROM, OUT OF (not with the meaning ACROSS,

ALONG).

iela nqo from the eye

ega nko from heaven Kor. 33.4

Tcipla giginko out of the bottom of the mortar Kor. 53:3

menka ftqo (mane riko Kor. 33.7) whence

wottafnqo from here

nanka ngp thence

na nakanqo Kor. 42.3

anka nqp from there

vai enqp from there (not very far)

f -nqo ri (Chukchee) FROM, not free; only in the following
adverbs:

me nqo and menqp n whence (menJco 113.19)

no onqo and no onqp n from there (far oft) (no onko 76.5; 131.8)

va snqo va anqp and va dnqpn from there (not very far)

no tEnqo and no tmqpri from behind the speaker
ra Enqo from behind the person addressed

nu nqu and nunqu ri from there

E nqo, 86.18 En qp ro 65.18 and Enqo ri from there 125.3;

wo tgp, wotqoro 124.10 and wotqp n from here

(na nqp means, however, simply HERE)
fla nko 12.7 From this is formed the ablative nan Jcoi pu.
fta niko there Kor. 32.1

qoro COME HERE! (Kor. qoyo is probably the exclamatory form
for na nqpn HITHER. The latter form is rarely used. Kor.

Kam. qo yin HITHER is perhaps the ablative of the same form.

qoro na nko then come here! R 73.76 qo ro 101.3

-nfc (Kamchadal). Used in most oblique cases. Since all Kam-

chadal stems end in consonants, this suffix requires a connecting

vowel which corresponds in character to the vowel of the stem.

j, f,
e u, ii, $, are found in this position.

The allative always has the strong form of the connecting vowel.

The suffix often takes the termination -e.

sun the wood lul the e}^e

sunk from the wood lu laiik from the eye
so like to the wood lu lank to the eye

Jcix the sea s nki there

Jctfxerik from the sea no nke there, thus

Tce xarike to the sea ma nke whence, whither, how
3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 45 43
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44. Post-positions of Plurals of Personal Nouns

The plurals of personal nouns form their locative, allative, ablative

( 39, 41), and possessives (p. 709) by adding the stein of the pronoun

(i)rg THEY (Kor. Kam. [i]y) to the stem. The allative and ablative

forms differ, however, somewhat, from the forms of the independent

pronoun.

stem (i)rg THEY

Independent pronoun. Suffix of plural of

personal noun.
absolute E TTI

allative srika gti Erik

ablative Enkai pu I rgupu

qla ul man glauli rgupu from the people
ora weLan person oraweLa rgen belonging to men
Tina p (a name) Tma psrik with Tina p and his family

(locative and allative)

Tinapirgen belonging to Tina p s fam

ily, belonging to Tina p
1

Kor. Kam. :

Pipi kta-na wgut Mouse-Woman Pipi kba-ftafwgutiyik byMouse-
Women Kor. 31.1

Anmmayaft Frost-Man Annrmaya tiyik by those with

the Frost-Man Kor. 38.9

Ai ginvi With-Odor- Pushing- Aiginvi yikift, to the people of

Away With -Odor -Pushing -Away
Kor. 63.6

Quyqinn agu Big-Raven Qoyqinn aqpyikai ti to the Big-
Raven s people Kor. 19.9;

35.6

The k in the suffixes of these forms is evidently related to the k

which appears in the allative and ablative of the independent pronoun
derived from the stem ($rg (Chukchee), as given in 56.

Miti s hin belonging to Miti Kor, 28.7

Quyqinn aqu thin belonging to Big-Raven Kor. 28. 7

Here Koryak s h and 6k are analogous to Chukchee rg.

1 In cases of this kind the plural is often used to refer to the person himself.
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4o-50. Form in -in

45. GENERAL REMARKS

A considerable number of forms ending- in -in occur, which are

seminominal in character. I have found

Chukchee Koryak Kamchadal

-in -in -in possessive
-kin -Tcin -in, -n pertaining to

-lin -la*n measure of a

quality

niqin m qin quality of

gelin gaUn possessor of

All of these form their plural and post-positional forms by adding

the vowel e before the affix added to -in. For example:

Chukchee Koryak Kara.

Absolute nime lqin nima lqin

Subjective nimelqiiu ta nrmcdqinafta

Locative nime lqwek nima lqinak

Plural-Dual nime lqinet
1 nima lqinat

Plural mma lqinaw

On the whole, forms of this type with post-positions are rare.

mi nkri-va lit ple lcit tegge nu nine lgigitf Nim.e ymqinet mei -

mitrnet. How do you want your boots? I want large ones

(mi nkri how; va lit being, pi. ( 54) ; ple kit boots pi. ; teggen

desire; -u serving for; ni- prefix of nominalized verb [ 73];

-nelg to have; -git thou; ni qinet nominalized form of verb,

pL; me in large, m- 1st per. exhortative; eim.it to take;

-net [I] them, exhortative)

To the question rgf-ne lhq gerkuLinf With what kind of skins has

it been bought? (req what; ne lhin skin; -a instrumental; ge lin

nominalized verb [ 73]; -rkur to bujr
) one may answer

nitenqine, ta with good ones (ni gin nominalized verb; m
qineta instrumental of this form; ten good);

but it is better to avoid the nominalized form with suffix, and to say,

ten-ne lha with a good skin

em-te n nila nike i* the sportful people teased him (em- mere;
te n nila subjective form of te n nilin sportful [the correspond

ing verb with the suffix -eu is ten ne urlcin TO LAUGH]; nilce i*

indefinite pronominal verb, ntkdrkin TO DO SOMETHING)

1 Men s pronunciation nimt lqttt.
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These forms, however, have definite, augmentative, and diminutive

forms.

ten good mte nqin definite form nitanqe-
na chin (see 53)

te nicin (see 55) augmentative for m
tanici ynm (see

98, no. 1)

ta num-va lm (see 76) augmentative form
ta num-vali ynm

tand ya n(sQQ104:.38) diminutive form
tand yafnvuqai

In Kor}rak these forms are not found, as a rule.

46. SUFFIX -in.

~in (Kor. -in; Kamchadal -in) expresses material of which an

object is made, and possession.

(a) Material.

u ttin wooden (Kor. u ttin)

ga lgen uin evi rt bird dresses 7.8

qa lhen i rm bird clothes 14.3
JG ^ A o

qo ren ne lhgn reindeer-skins 14.4

e le lin qla iil man of excrement 39.6

yam ni wu lcwtyi house of stone 92.5

Jco nen made of horse (hair) (stem Tco ne from Russian KOBL)

r grigen made of hair

Koryak:
Tcuka ldn gatai Tcilin it is made of a kettle Kor. 78.1

mi mdin (made) of a louse Kor. 78.1

The same idea is also expressed by composition.

ga lga-na lhm bird-skin

u tti-yu ni wooden whale Kor. 40.9

(b) Possessive. Used only in absolute form.

e JcJcin the son s (Kor. Kam. a lckin)

(Kamchadal i cxin the father s)

qg ren the reindeer s (Kor. Kam. qcfyen; Kamchadal Jcfojan)

cau cuwen ne wdn the reindeer-breeder s wife 48.6

e lckin yorg ni the son s sleeping-room 53.8

inpingfchten ELI gnwn yoro ni the old man s, the father s sleeping-

room 53.9

tu mgin stranger s (see p. 689) 53.9

qra weLen aimaki ynm a man s big body 90. 14
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nays qa tdmmen ELO! the woman s father 85.22

ne ekJcin ya nfa yoro ni daughter s separate sleeping-room 28.3

ne ekkin to ttot the daughter s bag pillow 29.4

gra ioeLen ga mga-tE cirgm man s every source of illness 24.3

- - -

&| rfc|/*
the combination-suit of the kele-woman

85.33

qla ulqaien i nn the man s suit 85.35

ninqa yin evi nn the child s clothes 25.8

Ku urkilin e JciTc Ku urkil s son 79.23

Tno tirgmen Tno ^tirgm s 120.16

Umqaqcii in U mqaqai s 63.12

Koryak :

taini nni-qla widen nawa lcdk an artisan s daughter Kor. 24.10

awa ni-na win nawa Tcak the daughter of a seamstress Kor. 25.2

tu mginau Jcawa sso&hu other people s wallets Kor. 46.1

qo yen gitcaflnm reindeer-leg Kor. 53.3

Proper names form their possessives of this type also with the suf

fix -(/)?i, especially when the terminal sound of the stem is a vowel.

A nna (a name) Annan belonging to A nna

Qutu wgi (a name) Qutu wgin belonging to Qutu wgi
Ainanwa t (a name) Ainanwa tm and Ainanwa ten belonging

Upe riken belonging to Aina nwat.

to Upenke R72.13

Niro nen belonging
to Siro n R377,
141 title.

In Koryak the suffix //?, characteristic for the postpositional

forms of proper names, is sometimes inserted before the possessive

suffix in.

Amamqu tinin fia witqat Ememqut s woman Kor. 45.1.

Quyqinn aqu nin nawa ~kak Brig Raven s daughter Kor. 76.14

The plural takes the regular plural ending -el (Kor. Kam. -at dual,

-an plural, Kamchadal -e
sn instead of -in)

e ~kkinet those of the son (Kor. Kam. a lckinat dual, a lckinau pi.)

(Kamchadal i cxefn those of the father)

Often, however, the singular is used instead of the plural.

The possessive forms of proper names have no plural.

The possessive pronoun is evidently based on this suffix. It has,

however, somewhat irregular forms.
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47. SUFFIX -k%n

-kin (Kor. Kam.-Mw; Kamchadal -in, -n) PERTAINING TO. This

suffix is added to all kinds of stems, nominal, pronominal, verbal,

and adverbial.

anqgfken of the sea 69.9 (Kor. Kam. anqa qen Kor. 76.17)

tele nkin pertaining to the remote past (tele n-yep long ago); Kor.

Kam. anlciyepJcm (stem anki-ye p)

Erga tkin pertaining to to-morrow (Kor. Kam. miti wkin)

pi lhilcin pertaining to the throat 9.3

cfttwile kin pertaining to the people of the boats 11.9; 12.1

as ttwukin pertaining to the boat 14.6

qeptikin pertaining to the back 16.10

tile lcin pertaining to motion 16.10

ine niliken pertaining to water 25.6

Tcele Mn pertaining to spirits 104.26

o rgidcen pertaining to a sledge 62.11

qoi mq-rg Tc&n pertaining to the rear sleeping-room 55.8

mite s qakin ti mkilhin a ground hummock 62.5

telenye plcin belonging to olden times 61.5

menlco Jcen whence belonging? 113.20

wane ken working, referring to work (from wane)

yilqa tkin referring to sleep

Forms with post-positions are rare.

girgglJcena ta by the one belonging above 126.6

The possessive of the personal and of some demonstrative and in

terrogative pronouns, with the suffix -kin (Kor. Kam. -kin) expresses

THAT PERTAINING TO

Chukchee

munke kin

tite lcin

minlce Jcin 1

menko Tcen I

wutke lcin

Kor. Kam.

muylca Tcin (dual)

muflcafkin (pi)

tita

Kamchadal

ite an, ite nan

one being with us,

one of ours

one of our country

[from what time be-

minkdkin Kor
66.11

wutda lcin

minka lcinau

ya qkinau

nanlca lcenat

mi nein

ta nin

from where be

ing, belonging
to what country

belonging here

whose? Kor. 60.4

of what kind (pi.)

Kor. 64.14

the two belonging
there Kor. 70.22
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Here belong also the following Chukchee forms:

En lce kin belonging there

flen lcu lcin belonging there (farther on)

rasnqa ken belonging there (not very far, midway to)

vaEnqa lcen belonging there (behind the person addressed)

notmqa lcen belonging there (behind the speaker)

Such Kor}
rak forms as min~ka Mlcn BELONGING TO WHAT COUNTRY

(Kor. 40.7), qanka Tcilcfn BELONGING TO THAT COUNTRY (Kor. 40.7),

combine two suffixes, -lci?i and-7a
??,,

and refer to persons.

Temporal adverbs also take this suffix.

Chukchee Kor. Kam.

i gitkin a thikin what belongs to the

present
tite Jcin titafkin belonging to which

time

Numeral predicates with the ending -kin express ordinal numbers.

miLinkau ken or miLinkafulm the fifth

48. SUFFIX -1j.n

-lin (Kor. Kam. -la n) (oblique cases formed from -, Kor. -7)

expresses the measure of a quality.

minke mil qe tvulin what likeness strong? (i. e., how strong?);
Kor. Kam. mdnke ffiit qa!tmila*n\ Kor. Par. menke mis

qe tvulcfn

en lce mil gitte pilium that likeness I am sensible (i. e.. I am so

sensible) (en lce that; -ium [73])

With the prefix ge- it indicates the possessor of an object.

&amp;lt;/e
lin (Chukchee), ga lin (Kor. Kam). This is identical with the

verbal forms given in 73. It expresses possession.

ga-ga a-len (Kor. Kam. ga-qoya -len) he who has reindeer

g-ekke -lin (Kor. Kam. g-afeka -lin) he who has sons

garai -git thou who hast a home 89.7 (see 73).

ga-pela -i-gum I have left

ga-qaa -i-gum I who have reindeer.

Koryak:

gavagmna len with nails Kor. 24.2

gaLa lin with eyes Kor. 24.2
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49. SUFFIX -qin

n(l) qin and -lln (Chukchee), n(l) qin (Kor. Kara.), are added

to stems, most of which express a quality. Many of these are

also bases of intransitive and transitive verbs which are formed

with the suffixes -eu or -et (see p. 810). Some verbs, however, are

formed without these suffixes.

The attributive terms in n(i) gin are identical in form with the ver

bal mode in n(i) gin, discussed in 73. When the verb has no

verbifying suffix -eu or -et the verbal form and the attributive

term are the same, and the verbal form seems to assume nominal

functions. It may even take post-positions.

Examples of stems that are verbified by means of the suffixes -eu

OT-et:

Stems terg-} tergpt to weep m-te r-d-qen OY]
&amp;lt;.

,

te rg-i-lm \

Stem Tcim-i Jcime u (Kor. 1 , ni-1d
f

m-a-qin } ,

T^ 7 . ; %.7
V

^ slow -,*.,
**. slow-goingKara. Ktmaw- [ikin]) } ni-ki m-a-qin \

^aytlh-ayM^ (Kor.1^ n-^ l^-gtn } ^
Kam. aynhav) J n-ayil-a-qen \

Examples of words that take no verbifying suffix:

Stem no-
;
m-no -qen poor, needy

Stem tam-pera] ni-tam-pera qen pretty

A number of words expressing qualities do not take the forms in

ni gin.

upli li (stem uplit)} (Kor. Kam. ipli li [stem ipliT\), }
Tellowish

e
f

tqm (stem e tgin and aqa}\ (Kor. Kam. a f

tcin [stem ae
t6a]

m

,

Kor. Par. e
f

tqen[siQm a^a]); bad

gumni n qa at e tqinit my reindeer are bad

also uwe li (stem uwele) and nu uqin (stem uul

) Kor. Kam. nu qin

[stem u]), black

When used in nominal form, such adjectives take the usual suffixes.

tf tqin a bad one

e tqi nicin or dqd tin a worse one

cftqe nin-va lm or aqa m-va lin a bad or worse one

a*tqend ya
fn or aqaya n one who is bad

Examples of forms in -lin are given in 54.

For other adjective forms see 76.

i This stem consists of two consonants uu
&amp;lt;
ww which form a vocalic unit.
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50. KAMCHADAL SUFFIXES

-Iax,-jax 9 is added to stems expressing qualities:

6 m-lax (from dm) deep (cf. Chukchee num-qin broad)
iuldx (from iul) long (cf. Chukchee n-iu l-a-qin
o lo-lax (from olo) small.

The plural of these is formed with the usual suffix -(i) n
ololax-i n ~ki sti n small little houses.

In post-positional forms the attribute forms a compound with the

noun:

o lolax-ke stcanke to the small houses.

Several adjectival forms borrowed from Russian and Koryak
ii are also used.

vo stroi xvald, ni ruqin xvald a sharp knife.

nve ihaqen u h a straight tree.

Here vo stroi is Russian, ni ruqin and nvel

thaqen are Koryak n.

The last forms the Kamchadal plural nve
f

ihalaen ue hi n.

Jc!in (-ffan) corresponds to the Chukchee and Koryak forms in

n (i) gin ( 49), and is used with verbal themes expressing

qualities as well as with intransitive verbs.

Jc!-ni ta-in (Chukchee ni-gite p gin) clever

Jcf-nu -in (from nu TO EAT) voracious

Tcl-reta t- an (from vetat TO WORK) laborious

kf-klftin seems to correspond to the Chukchee and Koryak forms

in ge lln ( 48), and is used with intransitive verbs.

Jcl-nu -Tcinin (from nu TO EAT) the one who ate

Both of these suffixes are also used with the transitive verb, Tc! in

with verbs of Type I (see 70, p. 744), lc! Jerllln with verbs of

Type II (see 71, p. 746). These forms have a passive meaning,

pi. -kirafn, forms the personal noun of intransitive verbs.

nu ~kil\ pi. nu lciTcPn, the one who is eating
veta tkal\ pi. v&tatkaFatn, the one who busies himself

colkeT, pi. coIkeTa*n, the one who lies down
With transitive verbs it expresses the same idea.

txTkir the one who beats

Ice*fail* the one who keeps

Suffixes in -i(n) 51-55

51. GENERAL REMARKS

A considerable number of nominal suffixes have the termination -n

in the absolute form. Some of these occur only in the absolute form.

-Ikin (Kor. -Inin)

-Iffim,- iLifun (Kor. -l

-thin (Kor. -

50, 51
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(Kor. -gnm)

-ffiin augmentative ( 98, No. 1)

-g^rgin ( 106, No. 44) (Kor. -genin, -gitfiin -gidnin) abstract noun

-tin

-lin

-ttyn (Kor. ~K&m.-tdin) surface

52. SUFFIXES -Ih- and -lin-

-Mi(ln) (Kor. -Jnlri), the absolute form of a suffix
-ZJ-,

which occurs

with great frequency as the absolute form of certain words.

In most cases it is not retained with other suffixes, although cases

of its retention are also numerous.

Ula Zhin eye (stem lile)

ti mJcilhm (and ti mkitim) hummock 79.2 (stem timJc 62.7; but

timkilhe ti 62.5)

melota lhm hare 78.24 (stem milute 78.15)

regoqa lhm fox 78.3 (stem riquqe 78.12)

wu lcwulhin stone 35.11 (stem wulcw 35.11)

Ta
f
milhin&amp;gt; worm 37.3 (stem Tcim 36.11)

tqmonq lhm a bivalve shell 9.7 (stem temune 9.8)

Koryak:
Ua lnin eye Kor. 49.5

gMa lnm leg Kor. 53.3

pipi Tcalnin mouse Kor. 58.7

va nnilnm tooth Kor. 34.3,4

-Ifft (in) (Kor. -lfn[Jri], sometimes -lLIn[~In] is used in the same

way as the preceding suffix.

vaef

glinm (stem ve g) (Kor. Kam. va^y-fynm [stem ve y]) grass

It is not always easy to determine whether the -Ih belongs to the

stem or not.

upa lhm tallow 86.23 (upa lha 87.4)

Icopa lhin walrus-blubber 12.6 (kopa llia 14.11)

repa lhm walrus-hide 13.13

penyo lhm hearth 31.13

nawgo lhin old woman 39.5; 40.1

vamilqa lhm lip 14.5

penaka lhin tassel 16.10

auta lhin obsidian scraper 39.12

perJca lhin bowlder 129.6

n lhi Linm and reliLinm wing (stem nlh, ril) 15.2

Of these, the first five stems retain the suffix Ih with post-positions.
The primary stem, however, is without this suffix: for instance,

i The text has kimilhi n because emphasis is laid on the word which is the last in the sentence. If

there had been more stress this form would have been kimilho n (see 36). 52
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penyo lhin hearth (stem pin, absolute foi-mpi mpi powder, ashes)

The following have weak vowels, and it may be assumed that the Ih

belongs to the stem.

pi lhin throat (stem pilA); (Kor. Kam. pi Uiin[stem piUt]). Loca-

tive: pi lkik
, p$ lik\ (Kor. Kam. pi lhik)

ni lhin thong 48.4

ne lhin skin 7.9

53. SUFFIXES -c/- and

according to dialect). This suffix seems to express an em

phatic form. Sometimes it corresponds to the definite article

or designates an object as referred to before. In other cases it

might be translated as A PARTICULAR ONE, in contradistinction to

other objects of the same or other classes. Some words seem

to have the suffix throughout.

Etymologically it may be related to the suffix -lh-, since 6 and I

(Kor. 6 and /) replace each other frequently (see 122).

vala Shin knife (stem vala* absolute va ls] ; Kor. Kam. vala -cnin
& t o &amp;gt; ee&quot; e-oo
(stem valg,,

absolute vp la)

ra mJcrchin people (stem remJc, absolute re nikin); Kor. ya inkicnm

(stem yarrik, absolute ya rnkin)

ELi gi&hin the aforesaid father 19.11

ora weLachm the aforesaid man 18.11

penyo lhifhin the aforesaid hearth 32.9

ye li&hm the aforesaid tongue 40.10, 12

lUa lhiShm the aforesaid eve 106.19* A O

qolo-a ttic~hrn a particular kind of dog 121.11

Tcala &iin a particular kele 105.14
.A A O

vafarnichin a particular river 40.12

lolo &im a particular penis 26.8

na lvulitTiin a particular kind of herd 79.6

Koryak :

qoqlo wicnin hole Kor. 15.8

lowtiki lcicnin head-band Kor. 17.12

nawa ntjnin a particular wife 38.4

naus qa t^nm the aforesaid woman 39.7

pako ldinm a particular kind of woman s knife 44.3, 5

NOTE 1. A number of stems end in
&amp;lt;5A,

and are not related to this

class.

tai otJiicliin the bag mentioned before (stem teiubh, absolute tei -

uchm) ,
Kor. Kam. cai oc/udn^n (stem caiuth, absolute tai uchm)
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NOTE 2. In words which have the absolute form in
-ZJ-, -Iffi-, the

suffix -dTi-, -^-, may be added to the stem or to the suffixes -/,-, -lin-.

ttla lkiShm 106.19, or lela ch^n eye (stem lile, absolute lela lhm);

Kor. Kam. lelalh^nin or lela cnm, (stem lUa^ absolute lela l/uri)

54. SUFFIXES -li- (-ltfn, 9 -&e*n)

-ll-, -l&n, (Kor. Kam. -lae
n, ~[a]Ja

en9 &quot;[i]Ja

en are similar to the

participle of the intransitive verb. As suffixes of substantives,

they indicate a person related in some more or less direct way
to the object.

After stems with terminal vowel -lin is used; after the terminal

consonant of a stem (except /, 7*, ??, and t) the auxiliary vowel / is in

serted before -lin. After terminal Z, ?
, /&, and t, the suffix -le

en is used,

which forms with terminal I or r the ending -Le n, with terminal t the

Qi\dmg-Le n. With names this ending expresses A PERSON ACTiNG(f).
Chukchee Kor. Kam.

ri Len
(&amp;lt;ril + -le

s
n; basen) yi Lafn (base winged

reli Linin yil) ydi lnin wing
naw-k$La*n ( &amp;lt; Tcer-le^n) flaw-Ice %laen clad in woman s dress

ya aLcfn ( &amp;lt; ya al-lcfn) ya aLcfn that in the rear

ve emilin vaya milafn River man
a nqalm a nqalcfn Maritime man
fia chila genpelqv!wlirt by a left-handed man

was he vanquished
Numeral terms with the ending -lin express ordinal numbers.

miLirika ulin or miLinkau Tc^n the fifth

With intransitive verbs this suffix forms the expression THE ONE

WHO .

upafuhn the one who drinks (stem upau to drink) (Kor. apa ulaEn

[stem apau])

Here belong also

e celin the one who is fat (Kor. Kam. gaca liri)

gai mibilin the rich one 1

Plural, dual, and oblique cases are formed like those of the adjec

tive in -lin (49).
Verbal stems terminating in I and r are contracted with this suffix,

and form -Lesn.

une Let
n&amp;lt;^%inel-lin wood-carrier 27.5

te
/
Les

n&amp;lt;tel-linthQ suffering one 34.7

rilte Lasn one who is tying there 28.6

1 See 48, 49. The two examples here given have no corresponding forms in n(i)qin.
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i Le n&amp;lt;i r-lin the one who crosses over

cfttooLe ti qi wkwi* say to the one in front!

In Koryak the corresponding forms are not contracted.

te Lcfn the suffering one

e
f

yla n the one crossing over

In Koryak the same suffix is used with transitive verbs to express

the actor.

pela lafn the one who leaves

In Chukchee the same form, when derived from transitive verbs,,

requires the prefix ine- or the suffix -tku.

enapela lin ) ^ one who leayeg
pMik$lm I

In some cases both forms in -lin and in -Jcin (see 47) are used

indiscriminately.

na chilm (Kor. Kam. na 6hala n) or na tsri lcen that to the left

mra lin (Kor. Kam. mya lcfri) or mra Tcen that to the right

Similar forms in -la n occur in Kamchadal. These seem to be due

however, to the influence of the Koryak.

ki stda n and Tci stiin that of the house

atmo la n and atino an that of the village

55. SUFFIX -tin-
(-&amp;lt;*n)

-cm (-ce n) (Kor. Kam. -ca n, Kor. Par. -sa n) is used principally

to express the comparative. The form -6e n is used after the

single terminal consonants n, r, I. With this ending, the

object of the comparison assumes the locative form.

me lde n the better one (Kor. Kam. ma Uae
n)

meinicin the larger one (Kor. Kam. mai niccfn\ Kor. Par.

mei nisae
n)

ia m mi lcicm ine ilirkin ta aq, mei nitin um qine ilhi* why do you

give me the smaller bundle of tobacco? Give me the larger one

(ia m why;
fmk large; ine-yil-i-rkm you give me [ 67]; ta aq

tobacco; mti n large; um, particle expresssing slight emphasis;

q-ine-yil-gi give me ! [ 67]); (Kor. Kam. me nqanqac iplu da n

ine yili ta waq, mainiccfn qine yil; Kor. a 66inida n the worst

Kor. 30.7)

gafrnga-qlgfuliTc qe tvudium I am stronger than all others (geitige-

every; qla ul man; -Tc locative; ge tvu strong; -ium [ 73]);

Kor. Kam. ga mga-qla wuldk ina n qa tvubegum)

It would seem as if the older meaning of this form were related to

THE PARTICULAR ONE. We find, for instance,
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e rmecm the strong man (stem erme)

no cm the poor man (stem no)

This ending has oblique cases:

ya cepu qdcvi gm dimquJc cut off some rawer part (ya
e
raw; -epu

from; qd-cvl-gm [stem cvi] to cut [ 67]; ci m,quTc some)
armace ti to the strong man
armacepu from the strong man

The ending appears also in composition without formative endings.

I npic-akkai pu from the elder son (np old; ekke son)

The subjective form of the third person pronoun combined with the

suffix -cm or va lm (Kor. Kam. -ca n or i talcfn) expresses our

superlative.

sna n mai nicm (Kor. Kam. ma n-mai nicae
n)

Ena n-ma yniku-wa lm(1&.QY. Kam. ma n-ma yinkin- the largest one

i talcfn)

-cei (Kamchadal) expresses the emphatic comparative form of the

adjective, and replaces the ending -lax. As in Chukchee and

Koryak, the object of comparison is expressed in the locative

form.

Jci mma Jcmi nJc cinincel I am prettier than you (Jcimma I;
~kmi nk on thee; cini nlax pretty)

Pronouns ( 56-60).

6*. Personal Pronouns

The personal pronouns are
Chukchee Kor. Kam. Kamchadal

I ... gum gumma, gum. Tci mm.a

thou . . git gi ssa,
1

gi Jci ja
he . . . sna n 2 a nnu Ena

\nm yi (dual) muja
[mu yu (plural)

\tu yi (dual) tu ja
(tu yu (plural)

[a cci (dual) itx

\a cc,f (plural)

From these absolute forms, forms analogous to those of the noun are

derived. The locative, subjective, and possessive are derived from the

stems; while the forms in -gti, -ipu, of Chukchee, require the suffix

lea after the pronominal stem. Thus we find the following forms:

JThe Koryak of Paren has gitca, although ordinarily tc is characteristic of Kamenskoye, ss of

Paren.

*The particle SLO U is also used in the absolute form of the pronoun. Otherwise its meaning is

generally weakly concessive, like that of German doch.
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In Chukchee and Koryak there is also a form expressing theaequa-
lis i. e. similar to, of the same size as, according to the wants of.

They are generally used with this suffix mid
^
mil (g 102, 30).

Chukchea Koryak

similar to me gu muw gu muw
similar to thee gi niw gi niw
similar to him E UIW a niw
similar to us mu ruw
similar to you tu ruw not known
similar to them E TIW

In both Chukchee and Koryak the plural forms of the first and

second persons are often used in place of the singular, without, how

ever, conveying the idea of respect.

amto
, geyi lqat-ta ri well, have you slept? (singular or plural)

In Koryak the dual and plural forms are not sharply distinguished.

In Chukchee the plural subjective forms are, in the pronunciation

of men, as follows:

mQrgaa n, torgaa n, srgda n

In several dialects of Korak II the following forms of the third

person plural occur:

Absolute sthu

Locative Ethik

Subjective Ethma n

The Kamchadal forms in itx, and the Chuckchee forms derived

from Erg., are evidently related to this series.

In both Chukchee and Koryak of Kamenskoye the subjective form

is used in some compounds.

gumna n cini t myself (Ch. and Kor. Kam.)

In other cases the possessive forms are used:

gumnin cini tkin(Kov. gumni n frini nkin) my own.

The idea of SELF, however, is expressed differently in oblique cases.

kata m-gomg ka gti (Chukchee) just to me (i. e., to myself)
tlni t uwi k ga nmilen he killed himself, (lit. his own body;
uwi k body)

Kor. u wik qnu nvon he consumed himself (literally, his body)
Kor. 56.10.

Kor. gitta t uwi kinat ganu linat he consumed his own legs, lit.

legs body belonging to he consumed them Kor. 57.2

The term uwi Jcin BELONGING TO THE BODY is thus used to express

OWN.
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We find, however, in Koryak, the pronoun also used in oblique

cases to express OWN:

gu mJcin cini nkina with my own.

Personal pronouns have also definite, augmentative and diminutive

forms, which take the sufiix -onaiolh following the possessive form

of the pronoun.

gumulc-onaiolh-ich-e-wn big I

These forms are used in jesting, in children s play, etc.

Demonstrative and Interrogative (Indefinite) Pronouns
( 57-58)

57. PARTICLES AND ABSOLUTE FORMS

The idea of position is expressed with great nicety, and in Chukchee

there are nine terms expressing the position of an object in relation to

the speaker. In Koryak there are only five, and in Kamchadal I have

found only two. The exact relation to the speaker is not quite clear

in all of these. In Chukchee the independent form of all of these is

formed by the suffix -qan (with n belonging to the suffix); only one

has the ending -qin. In Koryak a few have the corresponding endings

-H??., -qen, -qala hen.
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It may be noted that all demonstratives, except wut-, sn n-, and
no tm, end in -n which remains in all forms.

The demonstrative stems have strong vowels, except wut-, Eirn-,
and nun. The last of these is treated more frequently as an un

changeable stem; for instance,

fiu nin-notai pfi, from that land,-* A A ^ o -t o

although the two vowels u and i belong to the weak, changeable group.

When the demonstratives enter into composition, they take the

ending -m, except no tm. The same ending is found in the interroga
tive me nin. which, according to the forms with suffixes, must be

derived from a stem mik- (see 58, p. 1726). These forms appear in

adjectival form in oblique cases.

wo tin-notanqa then that one belonging to this country 7.1

wo
tin-irgiro k that (morning) dawn 10.3

wu tin-nu tek (Kor. Kam. wu tin-nu tak) in that country
mane f

n-notaij)u(Kor. Kam. ma nen-nota nqo} from what country.
Kor. ma nin-m ldi-ye lkiyel which stone-pine nut pudding? Kor.

34.2

Kor. m,alnin-qai-na wis qatik to which small woman? Kor. 34.5

For greater emphasis the independent, absolute forms of the demon

strative may be used with the corresponding particle, as given on

p. 723, or with repetition of independent form, connected by the

particle um (see also p. 726).

no onqan um noon

Enqa n um Enqa n 130.9, etc.

The particles are, however, used also independently or combined

with various other forms.

rai 61.8 wo ten-rai 29.1

vai 61.9; 62.7; 63.6; 66.30, 35; ELO U um vai 66.29

71.15; 76.25, 30 ELO H rai 67.33

fkm71.3, 16; 62.4,8; 65.1; 66.32 vai um na n(i) 131.3, 10

na an 63.13 e nme nan 66.32

no on 64.1 Enqa n um vai 130.7

wot 81.12 wo tqanm um vai 45.12

vai nan 62.9

wu tku-m vai 120.11

NOTE. The Koryak form in -qala Tcen given in the preceding table

of demonstratives is derived from the post-position -gfli?,- qac (Chukchee

-qal,-qac) CLOSE TO, BY THE SIDE OF. The Koryak suffix -qala ~ken cor-
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responds to the Chukchee form -qatken, which is used to form a great

many derivatives. The following forms derived from demonstrative

pronouns may serve as examples:

Adverbial form va snqad (Kor. Kam. va yeftqal) by the side, half

way
Independent form vaEnqa tken (Kor. Kam. vayenqala lceri)

Adverbial form wo tenqaS (Kor. Kam. vo tenqal) here

Independent form wotinqa tk&n 14.2 (Kor. Kam. votenqala lcen}

wotqani rgupu (pronunciation of men wotqaE rgupu) from those

58. PLURAL AND POST-POSITIONAL FORMS

Plural and suffix forms are derived from the forms in -qan adding
the -e (Kor. Kam. -a) to the terminal n that is found in all words with

terminal n of the stem ( 31, 4; 34). For personal forms the con

nective vowel is i.

As examples may serve,
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In some cases the singular form is used when we should expect the

plural:

snqa n gittile ti nine l-i-um there I give to those who are hungry
96.24 (cf. 96.9, 12, 17).

siiqa n oraweLat these men 63.5

Enqa n TJmqaqai inti these people of Umqaqai 63.10

Erqafn ni raq ora weLat these two men 7.10

The corresponding forms of the personal interrogative WHO, SOME

BODY, and of the Kamchadal impersonal interrogative, are
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Demonstrative and interrogative adverbs are derived from the par

ticle stems by means of the locative endings. From these are derived

others by means of nominal suffixes (see examples below).
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Koryak :

wu tdu this time Kor. 41.2

na nko there Kor. 41.6

ne nako there Kor. 19.11

na niko there Kor. 32.1; see

Kor. 62.7

nanikai tin thither Kor. 36.5

no!ndkanqo from that one Kor.

42.3

The forms mi nkri (Chukchee),

(Kamchadal), also signify HOW.

Derivatives with suffixes are

mefiko Tctnat where are you from 65.10

7ninke -mil 66.34

menke mid, mani nn ad (Kor. 66.1)

s nke here (vocative form) Kor.

13.7; 58.7

Enka ta at that place Kor. 21.8, 9

snkai ti to that place Kor. 17.2;

19.1

mefikeito whither (vocative

form 36) Kor. 64.21

mane nqo whence Kor. 60.10

me nkan (Kor. Kam.), ma nke

to what degree, in what

manner
men lce mr, also lact (Kamchadal)

Demonstrative elements with the verbal noun va lin (Kor. Kam.

i talcfn) THE ONE WHO is
,
are also used to express demonstrative

terms.

En ni n-va lin 128.24 (Chukchee), Enncf an, i talcfn (Kor. Kain.) r

one being thus; i. e., such a one

Enno t-va lin (Chukchee) being near here thus; i. e., such a one

nearer to the speaker than the preceding
sn nu-w t lin such a one (expressing reproach)
En nu -wa le-git such a one art thou 21.11

mi nkri-va lin (Chukchee 14.4), me nkan itala n (Kor. Kam.) what
kind of (also in oblique cases)

In Kamchadal only a few forms of the demonstrative survive,

and these take the nominal suffixes.
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As in Chukchee and Koryak, the interrogative appears in syn

thetical form mi nen, which corresponds to Chukchee me nin

(see p. 726.)

me nan-Jcto&oj-gol which road along?

but the oblique cases are also used in attributive form.

mi nerd* hvanl* ckan with which knife have you made it?

From the demonstrative and interrogative pronouns verbal forms

are derived in the same manner as from nouns. I give here a number

of examples. The verbal forms will be found discussed in 82.

snganai -git this art thou 20.7.

wotqanai -gum this am I 43.5, 121.14

wotqana -m& re here we are 69.5

mi lc-i-um who am I

mi Tc-i-git who art thou; mi k-i-or 127.11

mi w-mu ri who are we
mi g-tu ri who are ye 120.9

I
Kor. Kam. wutinnalai-gum this am I Kor. 22. 1

Possessives:

Eni n his 17.13

Enqa nen of this one 50.10

mi Jcin whose (possessor sing., object possessed sing, and pi.);

Kor. Kam. mi Jcin, dual mi Jcinat, pi. mikina wgi (possessor

sing.; object possessed sing., dual, pi.), vocative miko n
( 36)

Kor. 34.4

mi
lcirgin (possessor pi., object possessed sing.), mi

Jcirginet

(object possessed pi.), whose; Kor. Kam. mi lci6hin
t
dual mi -

Tcithinat, pi. mi Tcibhinau ( 34); Kamchadal Jc/e?i, pi. Jcfc ?i

59. Indefinite Pronoun raq

The non-personal interrogative and indefinite pronoun is, Chukchee

Kor. Kam. ya(q), yax; Kor. II ta(q); Kamchadal seq.

The following are the forms with post-positions:

Chukchee

Stem
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The set of forms derived from rd nut, except the plural, are not

often used.

^me-ra nut whatsoever; i. e., of every kind 13.13; 133.18

raf nut what? object 29.1, subject 111.4; something obj. 29.5

rd tnut um what was it then? 34.1

r& nui um qine ilhi* give me something
rff nutet whatever kind of things obj. 32.5; intr. subj. 58.2

reqd by what means? 22.1; 23.5; 14.2

re qd what? 34.8, 9; whatever 32.5

ra qa-not with what there 139.8

re qdlc at what? 26.1

ree
qum why 88.7

re qn how 17.5, 7; why 23.1

Kor. Kam. ya ga with what Kor. 46.9

Kor. Kam. ya qkin-Tci what for Kor. 26.10

Kor. Kam. ya qin-yaq what then? Kor. 45.9

These forms are also used in composition:

rcf -qa at (Chukchee), yax-qoya wge (Kor. Kam.), seq-JcoJE n

(Kamchadal), what kind of reindeer

rdq-a ttd ge eLin (Chukchee) with what kind of dogs has he come?
rcf -ni inmm what settlement, obj. 33.7

ra -pi nil what tidings? 11.2

rdsnota chit what kind are 14.3

Koryak I:

ya glau what are they doing Kor. 24.5

yaqlaikine tilc what are you (pi.) doing? Kor. 24.8

Koryak II has the same forms as Koryak Kamenskoye, derived

from the stem taq.

Verbs derived from these stems are used with great frequency

(see 82); for instance,

re qarkin (Chukchee), ya qiykm Kor. 28.10 (Kor. Kam.), ta qatkin

(Kor. II) what do you want? what are you doing?
res

i what is the matter 19.11

re qdrJcin what is the matter with thee 18.9

re q-i-git what do you want? 18.12

nraqa unvo what for? 19.1,6
re qdlit which ones 139.9

re qdl-i-git what do you want? 22.8

nre q-i-git what are you doing? 33.1

I
Kor. Kam. niya qi-gi what are you doing? Kor. 39.5
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Kamchadal has another form for WHAT, SOMETHING, evidently

corresponding to the demonstrative in EnJc-.

Absolute s nJca

Instrumental E nkaT

Locative srika nk
Allative Enka nlc

Ablative EnkafnJc

Verbs derived from this stem are formed as in Chukchee and

Koryak.

enka nejd what are you doing?

Under Russian influence, these forms are going out of use, and

are being replaced by post-positional forms and verbs.

snka nke Jcfojc why, or for what do you come?

60. Other Indefinite Pronouns

1. The stem nirlc- (Kor. Kam. niyk-) expresses a certain well-known

person, THE ONE WE THINK OF, THE ONE REFERRED TO; nik- A CERTAIN

WELL-KNOWN THING OR ACT WE THINK OF, OR REFERRED TO.

These form post-positional forms analogous to demonstrative pro

nouns.
PERSONAL
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Examples:

ni rkeriut a certain one 90.20; 119.12

ni lcek somewhere 12.12

Also derived forms, as

ni rken (Kor. Kam. niylca nen) belonging to the one referred to or

thought of

ni Jcin belonging to the thing referred to or thought of 20.8

ai vE nerkal pu qora ni tei mitya-n }
r

esterday 1 took reindeer from
the man we are thinking of

Verbal forms are also derived from this pronoun; for instance,

nike rkm (Kor. Kam. nikafykin) he does the thing referred to or

thought of

rmike urkin whatsoever shall be 21.10

Kor. Kam. mnikak I ll do something Kor. 42.1

Kor. Kam. nekanvo ylcin he did something Kor. 51.9

* In Kamchadal, sxu zijd YOU DO A CERTAIN THING is used in the

same way.

2. qol (Chukchee), qollaf (Kor. Kam.), Tc/ola* (Kamchadal) OTHER.

In Chukchee the synthetic stem gull is used throughout with non-

personal nouns. It is also used in adverbial form in temporal adverbs.

quli
r
-nikek afterwards (

= at another certain one)

qole t-cflo some future day (
= in the other day)

gol yara chm a house 86.17

qol yi lgin another month 7.2

Post-positional forms occur only with personal nouns, while in

Koryak these are used for all kinds of nouns.
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qu tti others (subj. intr.) 12.5

qutti ina by one of them 8.11 (see also 7.4; 15.3), on one of them

8.13

|

Kor. Kam. qo lla another one Kor. 24.9

Synthetic forms:

qole-notai pu from another land 14.12

qole-ra gti to another house 12.11

qole-tke unvuk on another sleeping 13.5

8. elve (Chukchee), alva (Kor. Kam.), eknen (Kamchadal), OTHER,

occur in synthetic form as given here, and in the forms

elve lin (Chukchee), 117.7, elve linet 113.3, alva lin (Kor. Kam.)

Kor. 76.19.

celc-a lvam-va lm how differently it is Kor. 80.9 (Kor. Kam).

a lva titvd flvok I was in a different way Kor. 18.6

4. A number of prefixed particles express also ideas related to the

indefinite pronoun (see 113, nos. 6, 7, 14, 24):

im- all gemge- every

em- mere ier- how much

Most of the interrogative and indefinite pronouns take the definite,

augmentative, and diminutive forms, the same as nouns, and some of

these are used with great frequency.

manena chm that one, who is he (from me nin WHO)
rof nutqcbi (from ra

fnut WHAT) or

ra qqai

ya xpil (Kor. Kara.)
ooLai nin another big one]*

) ... ,, 1-jj.r are used quite often
qu Legal another little onej

some little thing

The Predicate
( 61-82)

61. Introductory Remarks

The predicate appears in two distinct forms, according to the char

acter of the word forming the predicate. The first class is formed

by verbs; the latter, by nominal terms which are used as predicate.

While all verbs may appear in nominal ized forms, and therefore may
take the form of the noun as predicate, nouns can not readily be trans

formed into verbs except by the use of verbalizing suffixes, which give

the compound stem a verbal character. Thus we find that true verbal

forms are confined to verbal stems, to the numerals (except O;NE), and
61
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to the indefinite (or interrogative) pronouns, which may be used as

nouns as well as verbs.

The structure of the first class of predicative forms is quite com

plex. We have to distinguish between intransitive and transitive

verbs. The following structural elements may be recognized. We
have

I. Intransitive verbs: II. Transitive verbs :

1. Pronominal prefix. 1. Pronominal subjective prefix.
2. Temporal or modal prefix. 2. Temporal or modal prefix.

3. Verbal theme. 3. Verbal theme.

4. Temporal or modal suffix. 4. Temporal or modal suffix.

5. Pronominal suffix. 5. Pronominal objective suffix.

The following simple modes and tenses may be distinguished:

Indicative without prefix, no suffix

Subjunctive:

(a) Exhortative . . with the prefix n(i) the suffix gi

(b) Subjunctive . . with the prefix the suffix gi

Imperative .... with the prefix q the suffix gi

Future with the prefix re the suffix n(i)

Besides these, there is a peculiar series of derived modes in -irkin

(Koryak I -lykm, -iJcm; Koryak II -itkin, Kamchadal -jk), the pro

nominal endings of which differ from the ordinary forms, many of

them being dropped. In some cases the Koryak drops the terminal

-in, as is done in all forms in Kamchadal.

The second class, predicative nominal terms, consists either of

nouns or of verbal stems, which are nominal ized by certain prefixes^

and which take suffixes expressing the terminal relations. The simple

nominalized forms are used as predicative terms of the third person.

These have been discussed before. They are the nominalized forms

in -m, -kin, -lin, n(i)-qin ( 45-49). In the first and second persons

singular these take a suffix -i-, which may be derived from the verb

-it
1 TO BE. In the first and second persons plural the nominalized

form appears in composition with the personal pronouns inuri WE,

and turi YOU; so that the whole complex represents in the same way
a nominal form with predicative function, as in the third persons.

The nominalized form has no true tenses.

l l consider this unlikely, since in Koryak the t should be preserved, although in Chukchee it

might disappear according to the phonetic laws governing the pronunciation of men. Mr. Bogoras

points out that the f can not be an auxiliary vowel, since this would have to be /. F. BOAS.
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62. Structure of the Intransitive Verb

1. The pronominal prefixes of the intransitive verb are confined to

the first person, singular and plural: t- for the singular, mt- for the

plural. The m of the plural may perhaps be related to the same ele

ment in muri WE, while the t of singular and plural may be the same.

The element mt- conveys the idea of plurality of the first person with

such energy, that, in Koryak at least, the suffix
-?&amp;gt;?./&,

which repeats

the same idea, may be omitted; the same omission occurs rarely in

Chukchee.

2. The temporal and modal elements enter into close relation with

the pronominal prefixes. Most of these follow the ordinary phonetic

laws. Thus

t + re becomes tre-

mt + re becomes mrrre-

mt+ becomes mm(iY-

The last of these is not quite regular, since mit(i) would also seem

to be possible. The forms of the exhortative can not be explained by

phonetic laws. Here we find that the expected

t + n becomes m
mt + n becomes mm

In the subjunctive (5), when the verb begins with a vowel, the aux

iliary vowel disappears, and the glottal stop follows the initial vowel

of the stem. This occurs both in Chukchee and Ko^ak:
tuswi ae

Jc (stem uwi) I should cook

3. The verbal themes may be simple or compound. The former

undergo peculiar phonetic changes according to their position, the forms

in initial position differing from those found in medial position.

This subject has been discussed in 7 and 12. A number of forma

tions, however, are irregular, and not due to the action of phonetic

laws.

qdmi-plitku eating finishing (stem qami, from qamitvd)
tara ngcft they built a house (from teiki to make, yara house)
Jcmmi rkm he kills children (kminin timirkin)
Jcuwi rJcm he has dead children (kminin, vis

rlcin)

The vocalic elements of prefixes, personal and modal, are modified

by the vowels of the stem (see 3) .

The terminal phonetic character of the stem also influences the

temporal, modal, and the pronominal suffixes (see 72).
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4. The temporal and modal suffixes have been mentioned before.

Through contraction between them and the pronominal suffixes origi

nate forms the historical development of which is not by any means

clear. It would seem that there is also a suffix -gi- which appears in

many forms, and does not seem to form part of the pronominal
element. This, however, has undergone so many changes that its

character and function are not clear.

5. The pronominal suffixes do not show a very close relation to the

personal pronoun, and, furthermore, are somewhat differentiated in

different modes of the verb. A comparison of the various forms

suggests the following as the essential elements of the suffixed pro
nominal verbal forms:

INTRANSITIVE

I -Ic we -rtik

thou . . . ? ye -tk

he .... they -t

It may be that the m and t of the first and second persons plural are

related to muri and turi, which may contain the same endings as ETTI

(see pp. 706, 719, 726). The second person singular is quite doubtful;

but it is conceivable that it may contain by origin a form in -gi related

to the pronoun git. In the intransitive verb the second and third per

sons singular are, in their present forms, identical. The third person

plural has clearly the element t,
1 which is not the same as the t of the

second person plural.

63. Structure of the Transitive Verb

The structure of the transitive verb is, on the whole, analogous to

that of the intransitive.

1. For the first persons singular and plural, the same pronominal

prefixes as in the intransitive appear, as subjects. The transitive

forms of the third person, singular and plural, have the prefix ??-.

The clearness of the picture is obscured by the fact that the transitive

forms

THOU us; YE ME, us and

THOU, YE, HE ME

do not exist, and generalized intransitive forms are used in their

place. These are formed with the prefix ine- or with the suffix -tJcu

(see p. 819, no. 28; p. 808, no. 67). It is possible that the peculiar

form YE HIM, THEM has the same origin (see p. 809). I presume this

i See plural of nouns, p. 694.
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form has originated from -fku-tik and is parallel to -fkui* THOU us.

The g of the intransitive endings disappears in the series of forms

THOU us because its position is intervocalic; for instance

-fku-gi
s becomes -ikui*

2. The temporal and modal prefixes are the same as those of the

intransitive.

3. The stems are treated like those of theiin transitive verb.

4. The temporal and modal suffixes enter into compound forms

with the pronominal suffixes. The intransitive g is apparently absent,

owing to its frequent intervocalic position.

5. The analogy between the transitive pronominal suffixes and the

intransitive suffixes is fairly clear, if we consider only those forms

which have true pronominal suffixes. We find then the object

-git thee -mik us -tik you

which evidently correspond to the subjects of the intransitive verb.

The correspondence is strict for the two plural pronouns: -git may
be the older form of the second person intransitive pronoun -gi (pp.

719 et seq.; p. 710).

The third person object shows forms in -n which recall the nominal

forms in -in
( 45-49), and, like these forms, form their plurals in -et.

In a way these forms seem related to the nominal predicate. To the

same group belongs the form in -um THEY ME, which contains the

pronoun gwn, like the nominal forms.

Attention may be called to the fact that the number of the pronomi
nal suffix, which designates the object, is naturally determined by the

number of the object.

qa at tiptflanat (Kor. Kam. qoya wge tipe lanau) I left the reindeer

For the first person object the intransitive form with ine- is used.

raF nutqdi gine ila give me something

The Koryak forms resemble the Chukchee forms. The Koryak
dual corresponds to the Chukchee plural. The plural -la- of the

Koryak is always placed immediately following the stem. It indicates

plurality of subject or object, but occurs once only in each form, even

if both subject and object are plural.

Certain verbal stems may be used both as transitive and as intransi

tive, generally with a slight change in meaning.
3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 17 * 63
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tiiwalo murkin I know, hear, obey (intransitive)
tuwalo murkinegit I know thee (transitive)
tuwa lomgcflc I heard

tuwa lomga n I knew him

The Forms of the Intransitive Verb( 64-66)

64. CHTJKCHEE

t PRINCIPAL MODES
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65. KORYAK

PRINCIPAL MODES

INTRANSITIVE VERB

739
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NOMINAL FORMS

[BULL. 40
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The Forms of the Transitive Verb ( 67-71)

67. CHTJKCHEE

Transitive Suffixes

TRANSITIVE FORMS

FIRST AND SECOND PERSON OBJECTS

741

Object
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The form -gl
e
(17; 117) is rarely abbreviated to -I.

qenapelae
5 and qenapelal leave me!

This shortening is quite frequent in Koryak I (see below).

NOMINAL FORMS
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NOMINAL PREDICATIVE FORM

743

(11) they me
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As in Chukchee there occur also a number of impersonal forms.

Future
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THIRD PERSON FORMS

745

Object Indicative Subjunctive Imperative Present

him (except he, they, ye him) . -71 -n -x -n

them (except he, they, ye them) -fn -en -xin -*/

he, they him -nin -nin -nin

he, they them -ntfn -nien -ni n

INTRANSITIVE FORMS

thou me -mink -mink -mink

ye me, us -miiikcx -minkcx -minkcx

ye him -cxm -ex -cxin

ye them -cxi n -cxi n -cxifn
I

NOMINAL PREDICATIVE FORMS

he me -humni n humni n humni n

they me -humni n humni n humni n

PREFIXES

Subject Indicative Subjunctive Imperative Present

I t- m- t-

we n-

he x~an

they an- x an dn-

thou, ye k-

A comparison between this table and the one on p. 740 shows that

all the prefixes, except an- of the third person plural, are the same

as those of the intransitive verbs.

An example of this type of verb is the stem txl- (present txc-) TO

BEAT. In verbs beginning with
,
the prefix t of the first person

singular is dropped.

Indicative forms have the theme txli-.

Subjunctive forms have the theme txli-.

Present forms have the theme txcj(i)- with auxiliary vowel /

before terminal n and before glottal stop.

Indicative :

txli hin I beat thee

txltfn he beat thee

txlihumni n he beat me
txli mink you beat me, us

;
he beat us

dntxli cxin they beat you
ntxlin we beat him
dntxli nin they beat him

70
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Subjunctive :

mtxli hm let me beat thee

x antxli nin let him beat him
x&quot;a.ntxli mink let him, them, beat us

x antxlihumni n let him, them, beat me
mintxli cxm let us beat you

Imperative:

~ktMmink beat thou me, us

Ictxlimi nkcx beat ye me, us

~ktxlix beat him
ktxlicx beat ye him

Present :

txcjhin I am beating thee

ntxcjJun we are beating thee

txcji n thou art beating them

txcjnin he is beating him

antxcjcxi n they are beating you
ntxcjin we are beating him

71. Type II

TRANSITIVE Su; FIXES

TRANSITIVE FORMS

Object
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INTRANSITIVE FORMS

747

Object
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The nominal forms of these two types are

Type I Type II

1} -ic, -il

3 ... -eka (rare)

-fxd

-dxeJca (rare)

As in the intransitive verb, the future is expressed by the pres
ent of the desiderative.

txlaxm I shall beat thee tkeja xkm I shall accept thee
txlalm I shall beat him tkejalnin or tkejalkitm I shall

accept him

The two types of conjugation depend upon suffixes which pre
cede the pronominal elements. Some verbal stems are used with

and without these suffixes, with a modification of meaning.

texli jin (Type I) I take away my boots

texlijnm (Type II) I take away something from the table

The loss of modes in Kamchadalmay be due to Russian influence.

There are a number of Kamchadal forms, evidently remains of

older forms, which resemble the Chukchee even more closely than

the forms just described. Thus we find

Kamchadal Chukchee

jiljin yi lirkin thou givest him

ji lij/mm ne yilh.um they gave me
(a)nji ljimulc ne yilmik they gave us

72. Examples of Verbal Suffixes

CHUKCHEE

The phonetic rules discussed in 1-23 bring about frequent

&amp;lt; hanges in the verbal suffixes. Asa matter of convenience I will sum

marize here the most common modifications, a few of which can not

be explained by the general phonetic laws.

1. Verbal stems terminating in a vowel add the verbal suffix with

out auxiliary vowel. Whenever the initial g of the suffix stands in

intervocalic position, it is either dropped or pronounced very weakly.

telere a ~k&amp;lt;t-elere -gd Jc I felt lonesome

nayo
trnnoee

&amp;lt;ne-yg*nno-gi
he began to be overtaken 10.7

In stems ending in a double vowel this may lead to trivocalic clus

ters, which are never contracted.

tipa aa lc&amp;lt;ti-pa a-ga k I ceased 21.1

tiya acf~k&amp;lt;ti-ya a-ga*~k
I used
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2. When stems ending in consonants would form consonantic clusters

of more than two consonants, when combined with suffixes, an auxiliary

vowel is inserted before the suffix.

pe nfinen&amp;lt;penr-nin he attacks him
tei lcmin

&amp;lt; teik-nin he made it

qena nin ue
&amp;lt;qen.q-tm-gi

kill me!

3. In a few cases auxiliary vowels are also introduced when two

consonants come into contact that would form inadmissible clusters.

pegtime tilingpegti-met-lin hauling a sledge 15.3

Among the types of assimilation of sounds may be mentioned -

4. Stems with terminal u diphthong transform the combination uq
into wkw. The following auxiliary vowel is u.

timafraw~kwae
Jc&amp;lt;ti-ma rau-ga

s
~k I quarreled.

timara
wkut&amp;lt;ti-mg,rau-git

I blamed thee

i
f

wkwi*&amp;lt;iu-gi* he spoke 8.14

res qi wlci &amp;lt;res qiu-gi he entered 11.2

When the diphthong is accented, and followed by a consonant with

which w would form an admissible cluster, the u has a vocalic char

acter.

mara urkin he quarrels

With those stems in which u is by origin a weak vowel or an unchange
able vowel, the goi the suffix, being an intervocalic sound, drops out.

i urkin he rows (perhaps from iyu)
te urlcin he shakes

tite ugfn I shook

5. Stems ending in t change the initial q of suffixes into y.

ewkwe tyi &amp;lt;ewkwet-gi* he left 8.T

tiye tyafk &amp;lt;ti-yet-ga?lc
I came 124.11

tewkwe tyd lc&amp;lt;t-ewkwe
f

t-ga lc I left

6. Stems ending in I change the initial g of suffixes into y or h.

une r

lyd t&amp;lt;unel-gd t they gathered fuel 30.6

ne f

lyd t&amp;lt;nel-gd t it became 12.2

qurle lhi* &amp;lt; q-unel-gi gather fuel ! 27. 1

mi ilhit
&amp;lt; mi-yil-git let me give thee 121.24

7. Stems ending in Z, r, , , with following /, form L or L.

gi Lin
&amp;lt; g-i r-lin he has gone across

gene Lin
&amp;lt;ge-nel-lin he became 10. 8 72
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ge
f

lqa,Lin&amp;lt;ge-lqat-lin he left 59.1

gaTci trmaLen&amp;lt;ga-lci timat-Un he had his hand extended 47.6

8. Terminal n of the stem before I changes to ??.

gataaronlen&amp;lt;ga-taaTon-Un he has brought sacrifice

9. In the pronunciation of men, among the Reindeer Chukchee, t

and n between vowels are dropped, and the vowels are assimilated to

aa, ee, ii, and after preceding q to tie.

ewkwe erkin&amp;lt;ewkwe t-i-rkin he leaves

genatva Laat&amp;lt;ge-ine-tvat-linet they promised 71.4 (see 73)

ninenlipe tqdet&amp;lt;.n-ine-r-lip-et-qinet he broke them 20.11

1 give here a series of examples of the forms described before.

INTRANSITIVE VERB
Past I :

2d pi. pi ntiqdttik you appeared 74.21

3d pi. 2&amp;gt;ulci rga t they came 64.2

tara nga t they pitched a tent 56.9

nipd&amp;lt;i*t&amp;lt;nipe-QQ?t they came ashore 7.8

tiW&
t&amp;lt;.tile-gVt they walked 64.9

qxmi tvaa t&amp;lt;qa))u-tva,-ga t they ate 87.32

yilqa,
f

tya t&amp;lt;yilqat-gtfit\\zy slept 8.4

2d sing. ye tyi &amp;lt;yet-gi
thou hast come 37.6

qdti thou art going 82.23

gitte wkwi &amp;lt;gitteu-gi
thou art hungry 9.13

3d sing. e gripyi* she felt pain 63.8

isfrgi
e he crossed over 13.13

puki n he came 90.26

na wtmge? he married 58.8

ptiki rgi*
he arrived 57.8; 58.1

lilepgi he looked 7.6

Tce rgupgtf she dressed up 52.9

eine utkui*&amp;lt;einv u-iku-gi
s he called 8.5

waf

q$e &amp;lt;waq%-ge? he sat down 15.7

euno e &amp;lt;iu-nno-gi he began to say 117.25

ra gtie &amp;lt;ragti-gi
he came home 122.7

euoTcv:e tyl &amp;lt;ewkwet-gl
s he left 8.7

terga tye &amp;lt;terg-tt-gi he cried 7.6

Jciye wJcwi* &amp;lt; ~kiyeu-gi he awoke 9.4

Jci
fw~kwi

&amp;lt; km-gi lie passed a night 8.4

notas qa wJcwe &amp;lt;nute-s qeu-gi land approached 8.8

1st sing, te gripgdfk I felt pain 101.17

tiye tyti ~k&amp;lt;t-yet-ga
e
~k I came 124.11

teiu a ~k&amp;lt;t-eiu-ga k I revived 83.14

tilva wkw ~k&amp;lt;i-lvan-r}a
tk I could not 16.9
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1st pi. mityi greumik we are thirsty 71.14

mitvi* mik we died 64.15

Subjunctive (a):

3d pi. niyilqa!tmet &amp;lt;n-yilqat-i-net
let them sleep

3d sing. ni lqdtyd n&amp;lt;n-lqdt-gd n let him go! 13.12

nica atvaa n&amp;lt;n-caa-tra-ga n let her be a castaway 39.3

niyi lqdtyd n&amp;lt;n-yilqdt-gd n let him sleep 9.1

1st sing. miliinata
fnnoae

Jc&amp;lt;wi-hjnala-nno-ga
e
Jc let me obey 21.10

7ni
/

lqdtyd
s

lc&amp;lt;mi-lqdt-gd
lc let me go 125.5

muanla
a*k&amp;lt;mi-anlg,-gdfk

I may ask (for help) 135.19

mme etyd k&amp;lt;mi-neet-gd ~k let me turn black 23.6

1st pi. mne wkwen ik&amp;lt;mn-ewkwet-mik let us go away 17.8

minune lmik let us gather fuel 30.6

minra gtiinuk let us go home 126.4

mra gtia k let me go home 99.2

let me smoke 99.26

Subjunctive (b):

rn tva nat if they had stayed 68.27

nuswi d n&amp;lt; ni -vi -gd n she would die 37.12

Imperative:

quwi* tiJc die ye! 64.16

gale tilc walk ye! 65.29

qamni i
s
&amp;lt;q-mni-gi celebrate the thanksgiving ceremo

nial 60.5

qanto &amp;lt;q-ntg-gi
come out! 26.3

qagng pge?
sit with head bent down! 32.4

Future:

2d pi. revfi ntilc ye will die 64.20

3d pi. re pkirga? they will come 10.5 (sing, used as plural)

2d sing, recipe iya &amp;lt;re-tip-et-ga thou wilt dive 114.22

revi i &amp;lt;re-vi -gi thouwihdiQ 65.6(cf. 21.12m
e a* 37.8)

ra tvaa &amp;lt;re-tva-ga thou wilt live 108.25

3d sing. re?nni a &amp;lt;.re-mni-gd he will celebrate a thanksgiving
ceremonial 118.12

ratopdwkwa &amp;lt;re-topqii-gd
she will be pregnant 104.5

rara lecetya &amp;lt;re-rale-cit-ga
e he will slide down 114.15

reurre tyi &amp;lt;re-urr-et-gi it will appear 119.10

1st sing. trara gtia &amp;lt;t-re-ragti-gd I shall go home 99.14

trevi
r

d &amp;lt;t-re-vr-gd
1 shall die 108.1

trene lhd &amp;lt;it-re-nel-gd I shall turn to 24.12

1st pi. mirreyi lqdtya &amp;lt;imirre-yilc[-dt-gd we shall sleep 9.3
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Derived Modes in -irkin.

Past 1:

inenreqeurkini
r

tik&amp;lt;ine-r-req-eu-rkin-itik what are you doing with
me 10.10

ewkwe erkit&amp;lt;ewkwet-irkit they leave 13.6

mni rkit they celebrate the thanksgiving ceremonial 67.29

pilqd erkin he dived 9.7

va rlcin he is 19.2

nqamitva urTciri&n he was made to eat

kime urkm thou causest delay 18.6

re qdrkin how art thou? 18.9

tmqae rlcin I refuse 19.7

mittegimi n nirkm we suffer 32.2

mittenice erkm we feel merry 69.8

minqami tvarkin let us eat 65.4

qatva rkm stay! 57.3; 67.23

remeine erkm he will grow up 21.7

Koryak:
1 Fasti:

3d pi. is hrmlavai nalaii\\ey shout aloud and dance Kor. 24.6

2d sing. i yi thou hittest Kor. 26.1

i ti thou wert Kor. 16.3

ya ti thou earnest Kor. 68.12

qati you went away Kor. 18.5

3d sing. vanninta ti she lost a tooth Kor. 34. 1

a wyenvoi he begins to eat Kor. 20.7

viet

gi he is dead Kor. 22.1

1st sing. tivie yak I died Kor. 84.14

titva nvok I began to be Kor. 18.6

tuva nnmtatilc I lost a tooth Kor. 33.1

tapka vilc I could not Kor. 35.2

ti ydk I hit Kor. 26.2

tina* lik I remained Kor. 16.2

1st dual, mitqugita t we are hungry Kor. 74.17

Subjunctive (a):

2d sing. nina- Iin may it become Kor.20.2

3d sing. ne wnivon he would begin to say Kor. 27.6

1st sing, milqa tik let me go! Kor. 33.10

mas hi ntililc I ll walk along the shore Kor. 82.19

minan ao mile let us try the divining-stone! Kor.

80.20

1st dual mini lqat let us go! Kor. 22.5 (see 62,1)

mina wyi let us eat! Kor. 28.9
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1st pi.

Subjunctive

Imperative:

sing.

dual

Future:

3d pi.

1st sing.

1st pi.

mimlqala milc let us go! Kor. 28.5; 62.6

mlno yiZvala let us play! Kor. 32.7

minikya wla let us get up! Kor. 39.4.

mina wyela let us eat! Kor. 27.7

minno tantala let us go for a walk! Kor. 86.8.

m*tva* an it should be Kor. 34.12

nani win one could say Kor. 24.10

ti* wik I should say 45.9

quvi
s

yas qi wgi die! Kor. 35.1

qa lqatfii go away! Kor. 35.3

qimla we dance ! Kor. 37.6

qamla wge dance! Kor. 45.9

qitapan cook soup! Kor. 42.10

qawas vu gi look in! Kor. 27.3

qamdlitva thitik make it better! Kor. 13.2

qanto tik go out! Kor. 74.15

qiyai titik go ye two home Kor. 21.1

qi thitik be ye two! Kor. 21.2

qawas Vila tile look ye in! Kor. 27.1

qikyawla tik awake ye! Kor. 39.3

qaivildla tile carry ye meat as a present! Kor. 63.12

qalqala tik go away! Kor. 14.7

yewnivoldne they shall tell Kor. 22.5

tyavi* yan I shall die Kor. 33.1

tiyayai trn 1 will go home Kor. 30.5

missavi&quot;yala we shall die Kor. 16.9

Derived modes in -jykin:

2d pi. yaglaiJcine
f
tiJcwha,i are you doing? Kor. 24.8

3d dual vai lce they two are Kor. 48.7

3d pi. Tciya wlaike they awoke Kor. 12.6

vanvolai lce they lived Kor. 43.7; 45.5; 62.7; 12.6.

&quot;kokaivilai Tce they are cooking Kor. 27.4

Eiikayalai lce they are snoring Kor. 28.4

3d sing. lelapittonvo ylcin he looks up Kor. 42.8

Icani tiykin he is fishing Kor. 45.1

va ylcm he lives Kor. 18.4

1st sing, tigitta tiykin I am hungry Kor. 35.5

tiyanlannivo
1

ykm I shall feel smoky Kor. 37.10

1st pi. mititvanvolai lcm; we remain Kor. 17.11 72

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 48
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Subjunctive:
1st sing. maninmila tiyTcin I should feel elated Kor. 84.17

Imperative:
2d sing. qiwiykm-4 -gi say! Kor. 25.4

TRANSITIVE VERB

Transitive Forms

FIRST AND SECOND PERSON FORMS

Past I and subjunctive:

ti lhi-git I have thee for something 15.8 (I 1*)

ndnti-git they bid thee 19.5 (I 1)

mmlett/ttik let us carry you away! 74.15 (I 2)

ne ntitik he bid you 74.24 (I 2)

nayo* mule they visit us 34.6 (I 3)

nantimla nmilc they press on us 63.9 (I 3)

Future:

nara nmugit they will kill thee 37.10 (III 1)

nara nm&ntik it will kill you 70.12 (III 2)

Derived modes:

nayo rkm-e-git they visit thee 52.4 (IV 1)

nanmirkine mik let them kill us! 67.33 (IV 3)

THIRD-PERSON FORMS

Past I and subjunctive:
tre tyd n I brought it 20.1 (I 4)

ti lhi d n if I should do for it 38.12 (la 4)

milu fd n let me see it 19.5; 20.2 (la 4)

mipe nria n let me catch him 66.16 (la 4)

m,itlu d n we saw it 33.7 (I 4)

napela a n they left it 30.12 (I 4)

minpe laa n let us leave him 29.11 (I 4)

gina n li ngd n thou hast put it 38.11 (I 4)

tule tinet thou hast stolen them 18.1 (I 5)

nenu net they ate it 14.8 (I 5)

d nlu net they might see it 62.1 (la 5)

yopa nnen he visited him 7.4 (I 6)

lu&quot;nin he saw it 18.11 (I 6)

m yo nen they would visit it 53.1 (la 6)

timne nat he killed them 34.1 (I 6 )

pmlo nenat he asked them 13.9 (I 6 )

iu ninet he said to them 8.10 (I 6 )

* Numbers in parenthese refer to the table of forms on pp. 741-743.
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Imperative:

qdgti gm fetch it! 30.9 (II 4)

qdrri lhin put it down 40.6 (II 4)

qaipugun put it on! 16.6; 37.8 (II 4)

qatei lcigrnet make them! 49.4 (II 5)

qre tmet fetch them 73.11 (II 5)

Future:

tre ntmin I will manage him 67.22 (III 4)

mirraitf nin we shall see him 66.30 (III 4)

mirn wkut-hit we shall bind thee 23.8 (III 1)

repli tkunmet thou wilt finish them 49.5 (III 5)

ra nmugnen he will kill him 37.14 (III 6)

Derived modes:

qoi pitkoi vurkin thrust it in all! 72.24 (IV 4)

til/u rkinet I do them 29.2; 30.5 (IV 5)

nata rkmat they left them 68.17 (IV 5)

timi rlcmen he kills him 23.5 (IV 6)

te gnrkmin he threw him 10.10 (IV 6)

timi rkmenat they kill them 44.8 (IV 6
)

nelu rkm they saw it 7.8 (IV 4)

Intransitive Forms.

Past I, and derived form:

ine lhii* thou hast for me 25.1 (I 8)

gma n inelu i thou hast seen me 22. 10 (I 8)

enapelarkme tik ye are leaving me 10.5 (IV 9)

inenreqeurkmi tik what are you doing to me? 10.10 (IV 9)

inentE 7e urkin thou causest me pain 31.11 (IV 8)

mitiwltu tirkin-i-git we bind thee (IV 1)

Imperative:

qmJilhi* give me! 15.12 (II 8)

qenata ge* move to me! 37.10(11 8)

qenankergipa tye? dress me! 48.9 (II 8)

qigite fkui* look at us! 35.7 (II 8)

qeine tkutik carry ye us away! 74.12 (II 9)

qinerri lhitik (qinerri Itilc 23.7) let ye me go! 24. 1 (II 9)

qenagia tyitik haul ye me up! 67.8 (II 9)

qineiu* tik look ye at me! 70.31 (II 9)

qaivalponaurkme tki hit ye them on the head! 69.32 (IV 10)

qd?m utki eat ye it! 14.7; 33.12 (II 10)

qata gitki pass it! 70.10 (II 10)

qata Lin^stki answer 3^6 them! 11.11 (II 10)

qanmMwkuilci light ye them 68.13 (II 10) 72
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Future:

raala nitki ye will pass it 64.20 (III 10)
relu* niiki ye will see it 64.21 (III 10)

Nominal Predicative Forms

napela -um they left me 31.9 (I 11)

nancaatwa wTcum, they cast me off 31.10 (I 11)

nanlimalawa t-e-um they make me obey 21.3 (1 11)
For examples of verbal nouns, see 95.

KORYAK

1. Stems with terminal vowel form a diphthong- with the ending

-ykin of the derived forms.

ti-tva lkin
&amp;lt; ti-tva -ykin 1 am

ti-cvifilcin &amp;lt;ti-6vi -yJcin 1 cut

va ykm he lives Kor. 18.4

2. The g of the suffix is never dropped.

ti-cvi -gdn I cut off

3. Stems with terminal consonant have for the derived forms in

-ykin the form -ikin, an auxiliary vowel being introduced on

account of the formation of a triconsonantic cluster.

tivalo mekin (Chukchee tuwalo mirkm)&amp;lt;.ti-valom-ylkin I hear

tapatekin (Chukchee tapatrrkin) &amp;lt; t-upat-ykin I cook

ti vikin (Chukchee tiurJcm) &amp;lt; t-iv-ykin I say

4. Terminal v of the stem (which corresponds to Chukchee u) is

not regularly assimilated b}^ the initial g of the suffix.

ti vgafk 1 said

In other cases vg is changed to wg, which corresponds to the

Chukchee wkw.

tyi wgi (Chukchee trl wkut)&amp;lt;t-y-w-gi (ChukcheQ&amp;lt;t-r-iu-git)

I shall say to you

quvrijas qi wgi die! Kor. 35.1

5. Terminal t does not influence the g of the suffix.

pElqaftgi
he grew old

6. Stems in terminal I of Koryak I, which correspond to stems

in T of the Chukchee, form the derived modes in -tflcjn (Chukchee

-rwlcin).

Kamenskoye Chukchee

ti
s
i/ikin ti

srir~km I cross over
.* / A.
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7. Terminal t before 7 either forms the Koryak analogue of L or

drops out.

gapa Len&amp;lt;.ga-pat-len he has cooked

gapE lqalin&amp;lt;ga-pE

r

lqat-lin he has grown old

Examples:

tiyanu wgl I shall swallow thee Kor. 78.18; 84.24 (I 1)

miti mtingi I shall carry thee Kor. 21.4 (la 1)

mininyai tala-ge let us take thee home Kor. 33.3 (la 1)

afntai lci-gi one should make thee Kor. 38.4 (la 1)

nalmlaiJcine tiJc they do to you Kor. 64.17 (IV 2)

minyai tatik I ll carry you two home Inc. 4 line 6, p. 63 1

(1# 2)

nenenela mik he appears to us Kor. 29.9 (I 3)

nanafyivafwmik he is reproaching us Kor. 74.19 (I 3)

nalnilaikine mik they do us Kor. 64.16, 62.5 (IV 3)

lu* wa n thou sawest it Kor. 23.8 (I 4)

miyo
&amp;gt;

ogan let me visit him Kor. 20.7 (la 4)

mitlcf wlcfn we found it Kor. 26.9 (I 4)

qiytf thm bring it here ! Kor. 29.4 (II 4)

minu mkawin I will lay it aside Kor. 49.10 (I 4)

tiyai lmm I ll give him Kor. 12.3; 76.17 (III 4)

tiyannawtina nnin I ll give you }^our wife Kor. 13.3 (III 4)

ya nmmm you will kill it Kor. 76.7 (III 4)

natalaikme m,ik it has caught us Kor. 66.7 (IV 3)

ti nmin I killed him Kor. 20.5 (I 4)

lif nin she found it Kor. 24.3 (I 6)

tai kinin he made them Kor. 20.9 (I 6)

nayo
fonau ye visit them Kor. 24.7 (I 10)

qutei lcininau you are making them Kor. 50,7 (I 10)

quplca wnunenau it could not do them Kor. 40.2 (I 6 )

nayo*nvo ylcinenau the}^ visit them Kor. 61.8 (IV 5 )

yilenvo \jkinen she turns him Kor. 19.2 (IV 6)

yawa ykinen she has him for Kor. 22.6 (IV 6)

ina nui he swallowed me Kor. 84.13 (I 7)

tenanikyo nnrvoi he wants to awaken us Kor. 39.4 (I 7)

ninanuva* an let him swallow me ! Kor. 84.15 (la 7)

yena nmi she will kill us Kor. 96.14 (III 8)

gina nu swallow me ! Kor 84.22 (II 8)

qinanu wgi swallow me! Kor. 84.24 (II 8)

qenanyaiicini gi cheer me up ! Kor. 84.27 (II 8)

qinamlila!tik ye louse me ! Kor. 24.9 (II 9)

qinatinunla!tik prepare ye provisions for me Kor. 13.4 (II 9)

qwuLa gitta tie ye her ! Kor. 23.4 (II 10)

1 \Valdemar Jochelson, The Koryak. Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vol. VI.
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qi wgutca tell ye him ! Kor. 74.20 (11 10)

qiyo*ola gitca visit ye her! Kor. 23.7 (II 10)

niyannepnivoi gum they will keep me back Kor. 60.5 (I 11)

naya nuw-gum they will eat me Kor. 78.21 (111)
For examples of verbal nouns, see 95.

75-74. Predicative Form of Nominalized Verb

73. FORMS DERIVED FROM INTRANSITIVE VERB

Nouns, adjectives, and pronouns are combined with the suffixed per
sonal pronouns of the first and second persons, and thus express the

idea TO BE . Verbal stems are nominalized in the same manner.
In the third person such verbs take the affixes

1. sing, m gin }

I oi et
ne 1S ma conc* ltlon or performs an action

2. sing, ge lin

pi. ge linet

one who has attained a condition or who has

performed an action

The second form may also be used with nouns, and expresses ONE

WHO HAS -
. In the singular a connective i occurs between the

verbal stem and the suffixed pronoun. In the first person singular of

verbs ending in a consonant the connective i forms a syllable and the

initial g of the suffix gum drops out. In Koryak, on the other hand
;

it is retained. When the stem ends in a vowel, the i forms a diph

thong with it and the g of gum is retained. The following table illus

trates these forms.
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KORYAK
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Koryak:
Nouns :

1st sing, qla
1

wul-e-gum I am a man Kor. 22.1.

1st pi. ~kmi
fni-mu f

yi we are children Kor. 70.20.

Nominalized verbs (a) :

3d sjng. na 6anvoqen he was the one who was urinating
Kor. 14.2.

mqahaianvoqen he was the one who began to

cry aloud Kor. 78.10.

3d du. nalniqa tvuqinet they were the ones who were

quite successful Kor. 88.21.

3d pi. nanyamca caqenau they are those that taste of

fat Kor. 25.5.

1st sing, nannidvma w-gum I am one who is getting

angry Kor. 31.2.

2d sing. nita witkiTii-gi you are one who is doing mis
chief Kor&quot;. 82.9.

Nominalized verbs (6) :

3d sing, gaya lqiwlin he was the one who had entered

Kor. 14.1.

3d du.
yata wanlenat they were the ones who had
moved on Kor. 19.9.

3d pi. gaqi tilinau they were the ones who were frozen

Kor. 14.2.

1st sing, gatuyikmina t-i-gum I am the one who has

given birth to a child Ivor. 64.12.

1st pi. gano
fl-mu yu we are the ones who have be

come Kor. 37.4.

2d sing, galu tai-gi you are the one who has urinated

Kor. 66.6.

74. FORMS DERIVED FROM TRANSITIVE VERB

The nominalized form of the transitive verb has in the n(i)- form

throughout the prefix we-, which makes the verbal theme passive.
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gape lalen he was leaving him, or he was left

genlete n-muri he was the one who took us away 74.23

geniggewgu ulinet he was the one who awakened them 12.12

I Examples, Koryak:

(a) nenaainawnivo qen she was the one who called him Kor. 74.29

nenanunvo qenau she was the one who ate them Kor. 59.9

ninatailcinvo qenau she was the one who made them Kor. 59.5

nassi nvo-gum they are the ones who are untying me Kor. 39.3

nenemeye ye-ge art thou the one who is seeking it? Kor. 49.9

nenavos nvo-mu yu we are those who find them Kor. 59.9

(b) gewflivo lenat they were the two whom he told Kor. 13.2

ga nmilenau they were the ones whom they had killed Kor. 12.8

ganta wiikrnau-mu yi we are the ones whom they have defiled

Kor. 29.6

ganta wiikrnaw-i-g-i thou art the one whom they have defiled

Kor. 31.1

75-81. Notes on Certain Verbs

75. To be, #

The Chukchee verbal stem -it, Kor. Kam. -it, expresses the idea

TO BE. In the pronounciation of men the t is lost in Chukchee in

intervocalic position. The women say instead of i irkin of the men

i tiSsm. In other words with terminal t of stem they may drop it,

as in yilqaessin he sleeps.

i lrlcin^ Kor. Kam. iti ykin he is

me nki nit-turi? where are you?
mi nkri ni tqinf how was he? 17.12

It is used with the verbal noun in -td, and with the noun in -nu (see

95, p. 784, 103, no. 34).

cauhiwa -va rat ti mqug viri td-n i irkin the Reindeer Chukchee

people are partly self-destroying

Ta n nithit um em-vi td ni tqinet the Russians are just dying

len-gami tvata i tyi he could not eat 80.7

aqami tvdka qi tyitik don t ye eat (of it) 64.19

e rmu ti tyd
s
~k I was a chief (literally, I was what serves as a chief)

gai mihlo tri tyd* 1 am going to be rich

qaremena no ri tyd* thou shalt not be it 23.6

li e-narau tilo mmi nmik (&amp;lt;mm-it-mik) let us really try to get

wives 57.1

ena nmihi i tkal-i-um 1 am not a murderer 24.8
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It seems possible that the element i in the nominalized verbs is

derived from this stem (see note 1 p. 734).

nu-wa lom-e-um I am hearing

ni-yi lqdt-i-utn I am sleeping

76. TO LIVE, TO BE -tvg

This stem occurs both in Chukchee and Koryak. It expresses a

longer duration than it.

dqdline td ti tyd lc I was in fear

em-dqdline td titva as
~k I was continually just in fear

va rkin (Chukchee), va ykin (Kor. Kam.) he lives

awgo lika tilva rkm I remain without an assistant 124.5

ni mnim vai h mteqai va rkin a settlement then quite near is 7.7

i lukd qatva rk.in remain without motion! 57.3

mi nkri mititva rkin how shall I be? 124.3

em-nu nitm mi nlcri ni tvaqen how are those from the mainland?

13.9

wu tku nitvai gir you. stay here 7.5

It is used as a synthetic element in many verbs.

ratva rlcm (&amp;lt;ra-tva) he house-lives (i. e., he is at home)
oratvafrkrn ( &amp;lt; ora-tva) he stays long

waqotva lik (waqo-tva) he (remained) seated 102.24

afnqdk nimitva qenat (&amp;lt;nim-tva settlement remains) they lived

on the sea 13.3

nuwkotitva qen (&amp;lt;wkot-tva) he was tied

gawkotitva ta being tied 122.24

qamitva to eajb

eulete l-va lin being of elongated form 91.15

In Koryak the stem it occurs much more frequently than tva in

independent form.

En ni n va lin (Chukchee), snnd f an i talcfn (Kor. Kam.) one being

thus

Still in compounds the stem tva occurs with great frequency.

vaha le-tva ykin (Kor. Kam.) he is seated

Some stems when combined with va lin do not take the ablaut:
o

minkri-va lm of what kind *

me 1

cen lcu-wa le-um I am a fairly good one

A number of stems expressing qualities form adjectival forms by
composition with -tva- (it- Koryak), in the form va lin (i tala n

Koryak) (see p. 814). 76
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Icoulo qu-wz lin (stem Icoulb qi) round
wi dhrfl-vz lm (stem wi cJiiri) flat

Koryak:
qo loH-i tala n (stem qo lon) round

vicJirym-i tala-n (stem vichiym) flat.

In all these cases the stem takes the suffix (i)n, which in some

positions undergoes phonetic modifications; as ta num-va lm a good
one, from ta nin-va lm.

The stem in composition with va lm may also take postpositions.
e mpum-va lin or empa

1

qu-wa lin (stem imp) the one who is

downcast

vicha qu-wa lin flat

This form frequently expresses the comparative:

qa tvum-va lm (stem qetv) the stronger one

Kor. qa
f
tvin-i tala n (stem qatv) the stronger one

ga mga-qla ulik qa tvum-va l-e-um I am stronger than all (the

other) men

gum gmi Tc mai Efiku-wa l-e-um I am greater than you 92.11

The allative with va/lin signifies possession of a quality to a slight

degree.

6eute tu-wa
f

lin (stem ciut) somewhat low

tane tu-wa lm (stem ten) somewhat good, moderately good

77. TO BECOME nel

The stem Chukchee ?ie/, Kor. Kam. ?ial is used much more fre

quently in Chukchee than in Koryak. It is combined with the noun

in -nu (see 103, no. 34).

gu muk emno l-to
f

tugo qine lhi* become ye what serves as my
spleen companions

1

(i. e., became ye my friends)

nrka nQ nine ligit youjhave become a walrus 10.11 (also 10.8)

gmni ~ku ne lycft they became the quarry 12.2

ne us qdtu gene Lin he became a woman 116.21

mi mlu gene Lin it became water 101.27

cfqa -rlcila gene lium I became one to be pursued hard 17.6

em-gmu n-ni~ki td ne lyi* it came to be just midnight 9.11

girgo l gene Linet they came to be high 9.4

cftt4oba nine lqin he came to be in front 8.7

ne lirkin (Chuckee), na UJcin (Kor. Kam.) he becomes, turns into

The corresponding Koryak stem is used but rarely.

1 See The Chukchee, Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vol. VII, p. 563, Note 2.
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78. TO TAKE OB HAVE SOME ONE AS - In

The Chukchee stem/;?, (medial /A), Kor. Kam. 7/7, signifies TO TAKE OR

HAVE SOME ONE AS SOMETHING. The direct object is in the absolute

form; the indirect object, in -nu (see 103, no. 34).

li nirTcm (Chukchee), liniykm (Kor. Kam.) you take him for

gitta p-qla ulQ mi lhigit let me take you for a clever man

giu ni lhdqinet ne ltut as unknown ones they had their skins (i. e.,

they did not know them)

pu relu nalhinno cfn they began to have him for a slave 8.2

va lat n lhe nine lhdqin he has knives as wings 15.2

wi yolu qinelhi rkm have me as a servant 95.7

leule wu ine lhii* he has me as something to be wronged 25.1

With nouns expressing emotions this verb is used throughout as

indirect object, to express emotional conditions.

yei vecu li nirTcm (Chukchee), yaira cn lini ykm (Kor. Kam.) as

one serving as (an object of) compassion you have him

te nnu li mrkin (Chukchee), fa nnu lini ykm (Kor. Kam.) as one

serving as Jaughing-stock you have him

re qd leule wu ge lluum what made me a laughing-stock? 117.19

pegci nu ti lhigit 1 have thee as an object of interest 15.8

pegci nu ine lhii* you. have meddling interest in me 22.9; also 15. 8

79. TO MAKE SOME ONE SOMETHING rtc

The stem, Chukchee rtc (medial tc], Kor. Kam. ytc (medial ), Kor.

Par. yss (medial ss), signifies TO MAKE SOMETHING INTO SOMETHING.

The direct object is in the absolute form; the indirect object, in -nu

(see 103, no. 34).

ritti rkm (Chukchee), yMi ykin (Kor. Kam.), yissi yTcm (Kor.

Par.) you make him into

Enqa n val rafwku tcinin moo-qa an& mitci rkin that here doe, one

serving as sledge train reindeer I shall make her

elqu tka ritcinin he made him not standing 115.4

efoi iiq&ikii neTe tcnnuk they will make us childless 39.4

pai wakv n tcinin he rejects it 13H.28

80. TO HAVE SOME ONE FOB SOMETHING rt

The stem, Chukchee rt (medial nt), Kor. Kam. yt (medial nt) takes

the direct object in the absolute case, the indirect object with the

ending -nu.

ekke wi. ti ntia n Ri nto I have Ri nto as what serves as a son

78, 79, 80
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It is often combined with the verbal noun of transitive verbs in -id

to express the same idea, thus forming a periphrastic expression.

The verb rt is referred directly to the object of the transitive verb,

to the nominal form of which it is joined.

gumna n binl t lif td trenti ninet qa at myself as something to

look on 1 shall have the reindeer (i. e. I myself shall look on

the reindeer)

lun-lu td m ntdqinet not having seen they had them (i. e., they
had not seen them) 11.9

nti rkin (Chukchee), yiti yTcin (Kor. Kam.) you have him for

en ne gina n enneflca qdnti ginet do not you carry them out 88.3

ungetafta nine nti-um I have them to look after 92.36

tule td nine nti-um ora weLat I also treat the people as something
to steal (i. e., I can steal people) 93.14

gina n tule td nine nti-git you steal them 93.15

em-ginfi td nine nti-git you lay in ambush for them 93.21

81. NOTES ON CERTAIN KAMCHADAL VERBS

The special verbs discussed in the preceding pages are repre

sented in Kamchadal by a number of very irregular forms of a num

ber of evidently related stems: cA, ck, for the present or derived

forms; T, ZA, /&, for the indicative and exhortative. The forms

with fc correspond, on the whole, to the transitive forms of the

paradigm on pp. 744-745, although not all the forms can be inter

preted in this manner. The derived form of the intransitive form

is defective, only the second person singular and the third person

plural being found. The verb, when relating to objects or animals

(i. e., not to persons), has forms which recall the transitive forms.

Their use corresponds to the use of the Chukchee stem tva.

Kamchadal Chukchee

Icima nk thi jin gti mik va rkm it is (belongs) to me
Icima n Vin gumni n va e it was mine

Both constructions, with the locative-possessor s and with the

possessive cases, are found.

The personal form is transitive, but has peculiar endings.

tcki nin p!e ~ki I am to him (as) a son

81
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VERBAL STEM h, ck, 1&quot;, Ih, Ik
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xe Icfo lki milk not coming- I will be

dlxtalka tlsjhin I like thee (dlxtalka modalis of LIKING; (t- J;

Is stem; -j- present; -hin thee); compare Chukchee alliu-

tilhirlcini git (alhu as object of LIKING; t- 1; Ih- to have for
;

-rkin present; -igit thee)

Fa rnal ml lin I will kill him (Va mal to killing; m- let me; U
stem; -in him); compare Chukchee am-tma1 mi ntiden (am-

merely; tm-to kill; -a modalis; m- let me; -nt medial stem;
-dsn him)

VERBAL STEM issi

This stem corresponds to Chukchee t6-
9
Kor. Kam. &$/-, and ex

presses nearly the same idea as the last verb.

qam Ice -jlcek ti ssihin I do not accept you (qam not; Icej to

accept; -leek negative ending; t- I; issi stem; -hm thee)

compare Chukchee ehn-ei mitka ti tcigit (ehn Ted nega

tion; ei mit to take; t- I; tc stem; -git thee)

VERBAL STEM tel

The stem tel has a meaning similar to the last two, but expresses

prolonged action. It follows Type II of the transitive verbs.

xtel tite lijnin I came to fear him (xtel fear; t- I; tel stem; -j-

present; -nm [I] him)

THE PERSONAL TRANSITIVE FORMS.

A number of intransitive verbs have forms analogous to the

personal transitive of the auxiliary verb (p. 767), which are used to

express relations to a personal object.

tvetatkdjuj~kipnen I am busying myself on their behalf (t- I;

vetat to be busy; -koju inchoative; -j- present; -kipnen see

p. 767.

i*sx txi in no niiv intilitkdjujlcipni n they always bring food

to their father (i
ssx father; txi in their; no nul1

modalis,

with food; intil to bring; -t durative; -kdju inchoative; -;
-

present; kipnin as before)

The Chukchee sentence

tu mgiturn e ce muwi dsn I will cook fat for my companion

(tu mgitum absolute form, COMPANION; e ce modalis; WITH

FAT; m- LET ME; uwi TO COOK; -arn HIM) is quite comparable

to this (see p. 741).
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82. Predicative Forms of Pronouns and of Numerals

Indefinite (interrogative) pronouns and numerals are frequently

used in predicative form, and take all verbal forms. They may also

take verbal affixes, but of these only a few are in frequent use.

Chukchee Koryak Kamenskoye

req new * WHAT
re qdrkin (req + rkin)

(n eu

ya qi~km
l

(yaq + ikin)

ya qiykm Kor. 28.10

yiyaqa wikm
to cause)

raqino rkin (-nno to yagnivo ikin

begin)

raqicna tirkm (-dnat

annoyance)

yaqicna tekin

nike

nike rlcin

riniJce urJcm

nireq

nireqe urkin

mi Linen

miLinkau Jcin

Here belongs also

terlce urkin

nika Kor. 80.9

nika ikin

nika lkm

niyeq

niyeqi wikin

mi Linen

miLinka wekin

tcfika wikin

what do you do,

want?

what do you make
him do?

what do you begin
to want? (expres
sive of annoyance)

what do you want?

(expression of

strong annoy
ance)

SOMETHING

you do a certain

thing

you make him do a

certain thing

TWO

you are the second

FIVE

you are the fifth.

what number in the

series are you?
Koryak :

ya qlau what are they doing? Kor. 24.5

yaqlaiJkine tik what are you doing Kor. 24.8

gaya qlinat what happened to them Kor. 30.9

niya qi-gi what is the matter with thee Kor. 39.5

The predicative numerals are freely compounded with other verbs.

gumni n e lcik Tcitu r mmgitka wkwe? (Chukchee) my son last year
ten reached (gumni n nry; e lcik son; ~kitu r last year; jningit

ten -Iceu verbal suffix of numerals; gi 3d sing.)

Jciu Jci timiLinkedwkwafk 1 staved there five nights (kiu lci passing

nights; t- I; miLin five; -keu verbal suffix of numerals; -gti
ek

1st sing/

i Koryak II taq WHAT; ta qatkm WHAT DO YOU DO, WANT?

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 49 82
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KAMCHADAL

The indefinite (interrogative) pronouns of Kamchadal occur also

in predicative form. At present only a few forms of the present

tense are used.

Enka nejb what are you (sing.) doing?
snka nejcx what are you (pi.) doing?

lajc how are you (sing.)?

la jci*n how are they ?

sxuzijb you (sing.) do a certain thing
nusn sxu sijtm Cija l-~ku txa n there the people of Crja 1-kutx

live (nu n there; sxu sijhn they do a certain thing; -& 7i plural \

The use of pronouns or pronominal adverbs is much more com

mon, perhaps due to Russian influence.

Enka nke Tc!oj for what do you come?
lact cunljt how do you live ?

Sentences which contain the verbalized and the nonverbal pronoun
also occur, and are probably the result of a mixture of Kamchadal

and Russian syntax.

Enkaj Icimma tE nijin what now have I done to him ?

E nkaj s nin what now has he done to him?

s nlcaj Eiik!d lbinin why did you (sing.) come to him?

We find even the following compound of the pronoun with

allative post-position and verb :

Erikank!d Umm = Enka nke klo Umm (cf 59, p. 731)

There are also two demonstrative verbs:

tea here te a-sijk here I am
hei look here! he yisifo here I am (close to the

person addressed)

Both contain the auxiliary verb si (see p. 767).

83-90. Syntactic Use of Tenses and Modes

83. Declarative Mode

Declarative forms of the simple, derived, and nomiiialized forms are

used to express the predicate in declarative and interrogative

sentences.

Simple forms:

nawane ti i wkwi* he said to his wife 83.23

gi thrn lu nin he saw a lake 37.4
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ni nqdi ra nmugnen she will kill the child 37.14

ralaulafwa tinocf thou wilt do wrong 21.5

Ttuwi cm tre
f

tya n I brought children s death 20.1

Derived forms :

mic irngumge erlcin we are terrified 63.4

tmqae rkm 1 refuse 19.7

ti mqulc pela arkin some are leaving 8.9

Norninalized forms :

ndg dlile tqin re mkin the people were at war 97.23

nre s qiuqin ne m qat the woman entered 63.3

eq-alvam-va li-tQ re ye are quite strange 63.4

em ra getule Leet they have stolen clothing 13.6

elere i dost thou feel lonesome? 96.2

Examples of interrogative sentences are

Simple forms :

e1ieTiitm i hast thou become a shaman? 18.4

me nko pi ntiqattik whence did ye appear? 74.21

mi riki-m ra tvaa? where wilt thou live? 108.25

Derived forms :

re qarkin what are you? 18.9

re qd timi rkmZn what has killed him ? 23.5

Nominalized forms :

mi fikri gewokwe t-i-git where have you gone?
mi fikri ni tvaqen how is he? 13.10

re q-i-git what do you want? 18.12

gei demit-tu mgi-gir hast thou brothers? 99.18

Koryak:

Simple forms:

nawa lcak naya tin they brought the daughter Kor. 86.20

to/pica vik olnaqa tilc 1 could not strangle myself Kor. 35.2

tiyayi lqatm 1 shall sleep Kor. 31.8

tiqa payiik 1 killed a wolverene Kor. 59.1

Miti nak ena nme, enapa te Miti has killed me and cooked me
Kor. 96.7

Derived forms:

tigitta tiylcin 1 am hungry Kor. 35.5

Enna an Amamqu tinu vanvolai lce thus Eine mqut and his peo
ple were living Kor. 45.5

penye lcmen talai vik he rushed at it to strike it Kor. 53.3

milu ykmi/nau she was looking for lice Kor. 59.4

pelhannivolai lce they began to have nothing to eat Kor. 95.17

83
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Nominalized forms:

vaf yuk gayo^olen vai amn aqu then they found a large river

Kor. 21.3

galcfwkali lin wu Tka they painted her face with coal Kor. 31.9

gaqqaika makata ganof l-mu yu we came to be with (to have) a

small kamak Kor. 37.4

na cnin nenanyopannivo qenau outside they were hung up Kor.

60.9

atau na no snnas an nitva nvoqen that one was living thus

Kor. 61.3

na no minima tq^en that one is telling lies Kor. 62.3

In the indefinite nominalized predicate the subject pronoun may
be repeated to emphasize the question.

geet-tu ri tu ri have you come ?

Impersonal verbs do not differ from the ordinary intransitive

verbs.

ile erlcin (Kor. Kam. muqa tikin\ Kamchadal txujm or dxitjd) it

is raining
ile tyi (Kor. Kam. muqa thi*

;
Kamchadal dxun) it has been

raining

Wfleuru i* winter came 14.9

celhiro e* it becomes red 23.9

84. Tenses

Tenses are not clearly distinguished. The declarative form of the

verb, unless modified by the future prefix, is used to express a past

action, although cases occur in which only a present can be meant.

tiqewganno a h I begin to be called 94.31

In Koryak the declarative form is rarely used in narrative, while

it is in common use in direct discourse.

mai, ya ti halloo, have you come? Kor. 68.12

titfn ti nmin I killed Raven-Men Kor. 20.5

In Chukchee its use in narrative is very common.

e nmen nild rui- then night came 36.12

lu ur w&hau noe* then he began to speak 31.11

The derivative is generally used to express a present continued

action, but it occurs also frequently in narrative. This use is more

frequent in Koryak than in Chuckchee (see 87).

The nominalized verb (a) expresses a continuative regardless of

time. When coordinated with another verb it expresses contempo-
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raneity (see 88). The nominalized verb (&) is used commonly in

narrative to express the progress of an action. When coordinated

with another verb, it expresses an antecedent (see 88).

The future is formed by the prefix re- and the correlative pro

nominal forms. Quite commonly the future is given the form of an

exhortative.

85. The Subjunctive

The subjunctive (a) and (b) are, the former an exhortative form, the

latter the form used in conditional and other subordinate clauses. The

former is frequently used for expressing the future, particularly when

it implies the idea of intention.

Subjunctive (a):

nuwa lomgcfn let him know
va nivan nuwa lomgcfn he would not hear anything
mewkwe tyaflc let me depart 17.10

milimala wfloafJc let me begin to obey 21.4

mmranto mik let us leave the town 56.8

niyi lqatyaFn let him sleep 9.1

ni&a atvaasn let her be cast away 39.3

mi ilhir let me give thee 15.13

mimata gir let me marry thee 77.1

mmlete itik let us carry you away 74.15

niro q ya rat vaneva?i afnlif net three houses, not at all they could

see them 61.10

neuwi rit a nei mityd
sn she would take the soul of the woman

37.11

Koryak :

| minyaitila mik let us go home! Kor. 26.8

I nayanva nninin let them skin it! Kor. 26.10

1 mmilqala mik let us go! Kor. 28.5

mikipljs qewla tik I will stun them with blows Kor. 29.7

ya qu-yak quwai matin a ntai lci-gi into what desirest thou one

should make thee? Kor. 38.4

Subjunctive (b) does not appear very often in the texts.

e ur En ni n ni f

tya~n, qora ni minifyilhit if you were like this,

we should give you reindeer

Enqa n ni gite nin, nu wi d n if she should look upon that one, she

would die 37.12

ia m leule wu ti lhi d n why should I harm her ? 38.12

va nsvan nute s qdn ni yo nen he would not at all reach the ground
52.12 85
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Enqa n ora weLat e dda mHva nat, m tviikui vunet viu ta if the
men had stayed on the surface, the whalebone would have cut
them down 68.26 (Enqa n THAT; ora weLan MAN; -tva TO REMAIN;m -for full form nani -

}
cm- TO CUT; -tku suffix ALL; -Iv suffix

GREAT QUANTITY; mut WHALEBONE; -a subjective)

tite un im gumna n wu tku ti nfi
f

qa n if only I could keep it

R 45.21

dite un Icinta irga memilqa a ne na lpmrie if only good luck
wouid give me seals R 46.42

tite un v&wgento e* in order that he should give up his breath
R 49.15

ekena n gumna n ti
s
pi red n I wish I would (rather) take it

Koryak:
me nqan ni tva an how could she be? Kor. 34,12

nani wm one might say Kor. 25.2

86. The Imperative

The imperative expresses command, but also the idea of obligatory

future.

nota s qeti qacipe tyi* into the ground plunge! 17.2

qineti nui* haul me up! 131.22

ne lvul gagti gitki bring ye the herd! 129.19

qmilhe tyitki lower ye me! 131.15

Koryak:

appd , qakya wgi grandfather, get up! Kor. 31.9

quwa nilat open your mouth! Kor. 34.7

qa lqathi go away! Kor. 35.3

ne nalco qiycf oge data me then you will find an old woman Kor
51.1

Quyqinn aqundkqiyaipila tik live ye with Big-Raven! Kor. 62.2

qanto tik go ye outside! Kor. 74.12

qi wgutca tell ye him! 74.20

87. Derived Forms

The derived forms express continued action. For this reason they
are found most frequently in direct discourse when a continuous

condition is described.

ia m terga arkin why art thou weeping? 48.12

gum ne uk tile rkin 1 am walking about to get a wife 57.2

mithitte urkm we are hungry 70.24

Jcele td nayo rkm-e-git the kele are visiting thee 52.4

86, 87
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Koryak
mitipa lai

fkmen we are thirsty Kor. 16.9

yaqlailcme tiJc what are you doing? Kor. 24.8

Icolcaiwlai Tce they are cooking it Kor. 27.4

tita
e
2iyJcin I am feeling unwell Kor. 84.26

In Chukchee the derived forms are not often used in narrative as

an historical present, while in Koryak this use is quite common.

temyu tiirkin ELO, she was deceiving her mother 29.2

pulcirgi
s

. Aiwana chin um nitvi ikurkm re w. He arrived. The

Aiwan was cutting up the whale 46.10

e nmen ye gichm rmri rlcinin he was carrying about a walrus

penis 67.10

See also 8.1, 9; 9.7, 8; 16.3

qole-tke unvuk ewkwe erkit, evi ra getule Leet. E nmen ewkwe tya
e
t

during another night they were about to leave, having stolen

clothing. Then they left (gul ANOTHER; tkiu TO PASS THE NIGHT;
-nv PLACE OF [ 109, 50], -k LOCATIVE; ewkwet TO LEAVE;
evirit CLOTHES; -a subjective [ 37]; tulet TO STEAL; getule

Leet

&amp;lt;ge-tulet-linet) 13.5

Koryak
gaimannivo ylcin he had a desire Kor. 12.2

lumneua ylcrn she was following Kor. 23.3

vanvolai ke they were beginning (and continued) to live Kor.
43.7

nanonvo ylcinenau they were beginning to consume them Kor.

42.7

This form is used even when it is difficult to conceive of the

action as continued:

nito ylcin he went out Kor. 12.5; 72.15

njvo ykin she began Kor. 72.16

yalgi wilcin he entered Kor. 13.9

newnmo ykmenat they began to say to both of them Kor. 12.7

A habitual action is expressed in the following example:

ca man Enqa nena gmnig-gili liqa gti timi rkmenat also by this

one are the little game-procurers killed (i. e. he is in the

habit of killing the hunters) 44.8

With the imperative the derived forms express a continued con

dition, or a repeated action.

ilu Jca qatva rkin stay without motion! 57.3

qaivalponaurkme tki you will hit (the children) upon the head
69.32

quwalo mirkm listen! 32.1 87
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Koryak
aqalkai aka qiti ykin-i -gi do not cry! (not be without crying)

Kor. 37.1

The derived forms in the future are sometimes used to express a

remote future.

miqami tvaaFTc I shall eat now

miqami tvarkin 1 shall eat later on (perhaps to-morrow)

inenreqeurkini tile what are you going to do with me? 10.10

ti gtirkm I am going to bring it 57.4

Koryak

tiyanto ylcin I shall go out Kor. 14.5

tiyanlannivo yJcin I shall begin to feel smoky Kor. 37.10

In some cases it seems to express a repeated or customary action.

trereviliiku nirkin I shall (occupy myself with) selling R. 46.43

The exhortative of the derived forms is used like the future.

minqami tvarkm let us continue to eat! 65.4

mmiwkurlcini git let us tie thee! 20.9

88 Nominalized Verb (a}

The nominalized form (a) of the verb, ne gin expresses the con

dition of an object or a person, or the condition of performing an

action. Its use is not confined to intransitive verbs which in this

form often have the meaning of an attributive term (see p. 713), but

it is also used with transitive verbs. When the noun to which the

nominalized verb stands in an attributive relation is the subject of

a clause, the nominalized verb often indicates that the two verbs

express contemporaneous conditions or actions and may be trans

lated by the conjunction WHILE. Examples of the attributive use of

this form have been given on p. 713. Additional examples are the

following :

u nel va rkm nime yEnqin (there) is a large thong-seal 70.7

nicu uqin Ice rgdqai a bright little hole 74.2,3

Koryak :

nspplu qin a small one Kor. 15.2

gatai
Uinnima yinqin he made it (one that is) large Kor. 15.4

nima ymqin nai iiai the largest mountain Kor. 42.2

Examples in which the form (a) has a predicative meaning are

more numerous.

qada ken lo qad nu uqin, qol um nite Loqen l#
f

qac one-half was

black, the other half was red 88.15,16
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niu laqin it was long 91.24

yara ni nite nqin the house is good 92.9

mi nkri ni tvaqen how (of what kind) are they 13.10

wu iku nitvai -gir you are staying here 7.5

niggi nqin mereqa gti they are eager for us 8.9

mpmaci ynin neine tqin the old man was the one who called out

86.13

ninei mitqin u nelti he was taking thong-seals 67.18

Koryak :

mlJiiJcyu qin it is watchful Kor. 39.9

mma lqin it is good Kor. 64.24

nanni6vma w-gum I am angry Kor. 31.2

nitinpuvaqa tqen she is one who is striding and pecking Kor-

47.11

Tanno nigala qenau the Chukchee were the ones who passed

by Kor. 66,12.

Examples of relative clauses:

mpinawqa gcmin . . . pciko lbinin nine nfaqin it was an old

woman . . . who was carrying a butcher knife 85.20,21

git kele ta nayo
f

iJcm-e-gityou are one who is being visited by the

kelet 52.4

yara qai . . . Tcele ta nena f

yo
$
qen it was a small house . . . which

was visited by the kelet 51.9

Ko*yak :

veli ln^L nenataikmvo qenau (those are) thimbles that had been
made Kor. 60.8,9

Miti nak nenaainawnivo qen ,
e wan it was Miti who called him

she said Kor. 74.29

niqalhai aqen he was* the one who was crying Kor. 37.1

nmnipnivo yen they were the ones who began to keep it Kor.
41.9

Examples of temporal coordination:

ti ttil nenarhipteu qen, E fnk i ne wan ure wlcwi* (at the time)
when he pushed the entrance, then the wife appeared 53.5, 6

qdn ver ni nqai nite rgilatqen, qan ve r i wkwi* uwa qu6 when
the child cried, the husband said 38.3

qaia qan e ur neimeu qin, ewkurga nigmteu qin whenever he
was coming near, again he fled (was in flight) 66.14

nrtinpice tqenat . . . En qa m . . . qple-ra gti qa tyaH while

they were stabbing them . . . then ... to another house
he went 12.9, 10
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Koryak:
nenavosnvo-mu yu e en ganu linau when we find them they
have been eaten Kor. 59.9, 10

mi mla nrnu qen, qalne-key gate wlalen when a louse bit (ate)

her, then they shook her combination suit Kor. 76.4,5

On the whole the forms in ne qin are used much more frequently
in Chukchee than in Koryak, in which dialect the progress of the

narrative is more prominent.

89. Nominalized Verb (b)

The nominalized verb (6) ga lin expresses a completed transition

and may often be translated by TO HAVE BECOME.

ya rat qano twe len she was one who had (become poor), R 45.22

no c-e-um gene l-i-um poor (I) I had become R 45.28

Koryak:

gama lalin it had grown better, Kor. 14.11

gaqi tilinau they had became frozen Kor. 14.3

In narrative it expresses the progress of action, but apparently

not with the same intensity as the verbal forms.

gumni n pe nin-ne w gewi lin my former wife died R. 45.29.

yicemre tti gettwile mnet a company of brothers went to sea in a

boat 64.3

e ur girgrronta Len a f

ttwild then day broke while the boat s

crew was approaching 10.9

Koryak:
va f

yak gaya lqiwlin afterwards he entered Kor. 14.1

ga lqaLm he went Kor. 16.3

In a number of cases it clearly expresses temporal sequence.

e nmen gequ pqanteLin i wkwi* after she was quite starved she

said 39.1

Ai wan-a lckata ni lhin gedheiulu ulin a nqa-to rmi, FMra q urn

ni lhin getinus qice Lin e ur urn nethetau qen mende ti the

Aiwan s son had hidden a thong on the sea-shore, then (when)
he had tugged the thong, then he made him fall into the

water 48.3-5

gitte ulit urn nan, Ici pu-ri Lu ndus a n after they had become

hungry they saw a whale carcass 65.1

gaa lomles
n, i wkwi after he had heard it he said 56.12

panto s qeulen e ur Enqa n . . . ninerkile qin after he had rushed

out he was being pursued 57.11

89
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Koryak :

miti w gecJia Len Enk.a ta tilai vilcin ne La next day, after it

had dawned, at that place a herd was walking Kor. 21.8

With nouns the form ga lin expresses possession (see p. 712.)

0. Negative Forms

Negative forms are partly expressed by adverbs with the ordinary

forms of the verb, partly by the derivative in $ M, which is either

nominal or forms nominal predicative terms. The particles which

may take the ordinary verbal forms are

va nevan not at all (see p. 882)

qdrem always with the future or exhortative (see p. 882)

ta inam always with the future (see p. 883)

See also e Le, en ne, ui nd (p. 883).

The forms in e led and in egn- will be found discussed on pp. 818,

821 et seq.

In Kamchadal the negative is expressed by the derivative in

x m

e lei for intransitive verbs, x e hie (see p. 826) for transitive

verbs. These are nominal in character. Predicative terms are

formed by means of auxiliary verbs.

x enu lci ml* ik I will not eat

x enu Jci Icsi xc do not eat!

91-94. Syntactic Use of Nominal Forms

91. The Absolute Form

The absolute form of the noun and pronoun is used to express the

subject of the intransitive verb, and the object of the transitive verb.

Independent pronouns may be added to the verb in this form for the

purpose of emphasis.

Subject of intransitive verb:

yaaipu ye tyi* rifrki from afar a walrus came 8.5

Tcitve yu i wkwi* tbe old walrus spoke 8.14

mu ri . . . mirreyi lqatya? we shall sleep 9.3

rirkanpina &hmpilq&e rkin the old walrus dived 9.6

re mkin m lqatyafn the people shall go 13.12

i rgi re nikm the people crossed over 13.13

ri rki ge pkiLin a walrus arrived 8.6

nitdrme&ingin ramki ynin the great people are doing acts of vio

lence 11.3

90, 91
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Koryak:
attae

yol-ya mkin galai vrnvolen people (from) down the coast

walked about Kor. 41.1

Ama mqut e wan Eme mqut said Kor. 40.7

i npi-qla wiil gewnivo len the old man said Kor. 47.1

nalvila n aqu . . . gdlanvo ylcrn a great herd began to pass Kor..

51.9

nafwis qat va ykin a woman was there Kor. 52.1

Object of transitive verb:

u ttuut ticvi afn I cut wood

yo nen lauti ynm she pushed the big head into it 28.6

uwi lkan qatei lcigm make a woodpile! 31.12

wu rgirgin walo nunonen she heard a noise 32.10

Jcokai nin yrre nnin she filled the kettle 33.10

neuwi rit cfnei mityafn she would take the woman s soul 37.11

ma6-ew[/a n titvu rkin I tell it as an incantation 39.13

u ttuut ne npuafn they stuck a stick into the ground 40.9

Koryak:

tiycf an I npi-qla wul I found an old man Kor. 52.4

gaqa yihdin lo
f

lqal he chopped up the face Kor. 53.6

qai-mi mi6 gayo olen she put into it a small louse Kor. 55.1

ci lul cmtcu ykinin he cut the tongue Kor. 56.4

Eni n Tcmi nipil gaqulumti lin he carries his son Kor. 57.9

The absolute form is also used for the indirect object.

tu mgitum muwi dn let me cook for (my) friend

gumni n e Jcik Jceli tuld m,i lpinhga n I will give money to my son

92. The Subjective

The subjective expresses the subject of transitive verbs.

wo tqan nan a acek Eni ~k-ELi ga Ici plinen the father struck this

young man (wo tqan this; nan here; a adek youth; Em Tc sub

jective third person singular pronoun; ELI gin father; rfcpl

to strike; -nin he him)
imilo re rrika nape lacfn ni mnun the whole people left the camp
to urgin tiLo mnen Tcele ta the kele opened the door-flap 106.16

kitve yuta i unin the old walrus said to him 8.7

Aiwhuyanpma 6ha pmlo nenat a St. Lawrence old man asked

them 13.9

Ta n na gaio* laat the Ta n nit attacked them 97.25

mergina n m& f

reg-ra lc ne wanti gi wa we in our houses to our

wives say 84.16

92.
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Koryak:
attof yol-ytf nika gava loinlen the people down the coast heard it

Kor. 39.7

Amamqu tmdk u tti-yu ni gatai ~kilin Eme mqut made a wooden

whale Kor. 40.8

iLas

ga ini wi mother told me Kor. 46. 1

an afnak ini wi grandmother
1 told me Kor. 46.2

I npi-qlafwula gai liLin Ici plau the old man gave him mortars

Kor. 51.5

Icmi na gama talen the son married her Kor. 80.1

mi mla ninuqin the louse ate her Kor. 76.4.

gumna n nawa kak tiyai lrnin 1 will give (him) the daughter
Kor. 12.3

In passive constructions with -ine, the actor is expressed by the sub

jective form.

Ta n na nini iiqin she was told by the Ta rrnit 98.8

The subjective is used with some transitive verbs to express the

object with which something is done to some one. In these cases the

person to which something is done is given the absolute form.

Such verbs are -(l)pinf TO GIVE, o nti TO REFUSE.

gumni n e Jcifc ~keli tuld mi lpm?iga n I presented my son with

money
teki chd qena lpmfige* I present thee with meat

This form is especially used when an intransitive verb is made

transitive

tu mgitum e ce muwi a&amp;gt; n I shall cook for (my) companion (with)

fat

qla ulyai riqamitva
1 urkinen tenm netd he made the little man eat

(with) a shellfish 9.8

In Kamchadal also the subjective form is used with transitive

verbs to express the object that is used in the performance of the

action expressed by the verb.

he ulil* xkoka-jujcx (with) a fish-head cook! compare Chukchee
E nni-leu td quwi tilc

The subjective is used to express instrumentality and modality.

anqafta leule wu ge lhi-mu ri by the sea we were badly treated 65.27

genilule nnilin Tcenunene td he moved it with the staff 101.8

e tin yiki rga pi rinin it took its master with the mouth 104.33

qrilu tkui valafta move about with the knives ! 16.4

mu Ld gakanoi pUlen with blood he is besmeared 19.3

1 Treated here like a personal name.
92.
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Koryak :

vcf ga tyancnna, wiiJcininin I shall tear him with (my) nails

Kor. 84.16

tui-ni lna gata lcyilin they throw (it) with the harpoon line Kor.

41.3

ma qmita tuva muntatik I lost a tooth by means of an arrow

Kor. 33.1

asla ta awyenvo ylcin he eats (with) excrements Kor. 12.5

ai lcipa gapi wyalin she threw about (with) fly-eggs Kor. 45.2

vala ta gaqa yitulin he chopped it up with a knife Kor. 53.6

vai cita qatha ai they two went on foot Kor. 22.8

93. Locative, Allative, and Ablative.

The locative expresses the place where something is or happens.

tottdgnik in the outer tent 52.7

To tEii ^i mtva qen it stays on the other shore 52.11

enno fkinik tardngcft they pitched their tent on the slope of a

hill 56.9

Telqapik . . . geke nilit in the Telqa p countiy they were driv

ing reindeer 61.8

em-ni lhin nuwotitva qen ti irikik only the thong remained tied to

the hummock 62.7

ne wdmlc pela nen he left him with the wife 105.7

re mkilc oratva e he stayed long with the people 54.2

gini lc caudu ge eLin a reindeer-breeder came to thee 46.11

Koryak:

i yofg ga plin to the sky it was fastened Kor. 19.3

gumni n ya yak valai lce my things are in the house Kor. 19.9

gu /nma a!nqak ti yak I hit (on) the sea Kor. 26.2

ha nilco va amik yiwgidi ta there in the river have a drink! Kor.

32.1

gdla lin va amik he arrived at the river Kor. 32.2

gawya len ena tik he was caught in the snare Kor. 36.6

The allative expresses
1. The direction toward.

a qa -kamaanve ti nine il-i-um I give them to the possessors of bad

dishes 96.7

~kala
f

gti qaine utkurkin call to your kele 102.5

Tcalafgti mpenrite tqen it rushed at the kele 104.25

dei vufkui* nimmme ti he went to a camp 105.5

notas qacikou ti nicipe tqin he dives into the interior of the surface

of the ground 131.7

Tnairge ti, girgola!gti nuwethau qen he talks to the Dawn, the One

on High i35.16
93
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Koryak :

ga lqaLin e?e ti he went to the sky Kor. 14.9

e e tin gani nlalin he threw it to the sky Kor. 14.10; 15.7

qalte nnin ganqu lin yayabikoi tm the stopper was thrust out

into the house-interior Kor. 15.2

panenai tin gayi nalin to the same place he flew Kor. 15.5

yaite ti ga lqaLin he went to the house Kor. 17.3

gata wanlenat Qoyqmn aqoyilcai ti they moved to Big-Raven s

Kor. 19.9

2. For, on account of.

qaa gti gilo len sorrowful on account of the reindeer 48.12

uwaqode gti gilo rkin do you sorrow on account of the husband
48.12

&quot;

mlvau qen Ergip-ya lheti\\Q was tired on account of the bright moon
14.11

The allative is often used to express the indirect object, correspond

ing to our dative, even if in the incorporated pronoun the direct object

is used.

gu muk-akka gti Iceli tidti mi ilinet I will give moneys to my son.

The ablative expresses the direction from; also along.

qeti-notas qepu nipiu riqin from the frozen ground he emerged
102.18

qole -notai pu nua lomga
sn I heard it far and wide 104.14

terkira irgepu mye tqin he came from sunset 105.14

yorocikoi pu nuwa lomqen he heard from the sleeping-room 106.13

eucaipu mmno cfn let us begin from below 131.5

pepeggupu nei mitycfn they took him by the ankle 35.3

pottmai pu eimi nnin he took it by the holes 47. 2

Koryak:

ega nko nalqaine w-gum from the sky have 1 been shot Kor.
&quot;

33.4

Icipla giginko gatepmtolen out of the mortar it peeped Kor. 53.3

rnane nqo yatha anf nuta nqo. Whence did }^ou bring her?

from the country Kor. 60. 10

94. Designative.

On account of its nominal character 1 have not included in the list of

post-positional suffixes the element -nu (see 103.34), which, however,

is used syntactically very much like the suffixes treated in the last

section.
94
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Taaro n- Va irgu um qan ve r he became Sacrifice-Being thus 41.9

Vai rgu ne Le n (destined) to (be) a
&quot;Being&quot;

he became 41. 10

yara no ne lyi it became a house 43.5

nnra nnen . . . taikaus gio lvu he spread it for a place to wrestle

47.4

wi yolo mi lhigit let me have thee as assistant 124.2

gaqanqa ane niya anat let him use them for driving reindeer

124.8

Koryak:

mal-i f

yu nincf lin a good sky let it become! Kor. 20.2

ya qu mintaikila -gi into what shall we make thee? Kor. 37.9

Tcmena tmvu no tan nilai -gum for delivery in the country I

went away Kor. 60.6

i ssu gana Hinau they became dresses Kor. 60.10

a nku nalnilaikine mik we are rejected (put to refusal) Kor. 62. 5

95. Verbal Nouns

As stated under the sections dealing with various post-positions

nominalized verbs appear often with these endings. Following is the

series of forms observed.
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It expresses temporal coordination:

kile nin e ur vai tergate ti he pursued, however, while he (the

pursuer) was crying 57.9

e ur snqa n tergate ti ni nerkile qin while he was crying he pur
sued him 57.il

gevin vuten ne ulin fiitou ti he laughed secretly as he went

out 71.30

Hitou ti Td tkit mten new-i-um as I was going out I laughed a

little 72.13

a un-tipainou ti nibu uqin Tce rgaqai wurre tyi* girqo l while she

was singing, a little hole appeared above 74.2

le utti nitou ti n nrininet he carried the heads going out 86.8

a un-wefhawe ti . . . while they were talking, he . . . 100.9

LOCATIVE

In Chukchee and Koryak the locative seems to signify AT THE

PLACE, AT THE TIME.

qaine i yi lqanftok roar at the time of beginning to sleep 10.6

geri nelin puke rmok he flew up when (the other one) arrived 15.4

piike rmok ncipeu nin when he arrived, (the other one) made him
dive 19.12

awkwa tmok nimeineu ga tvulen a tti?i when he left, he promised
to sacrifice a dog 101.21

a mTcm-wolqatve nnok every time when it began to be evening
104.12

qaa gti qa tik qa lak.q i tyi* he had no knife while going to the

reindeer (qaa reindeer; -gti to; qat to go; a &a without; va la

knife; it- to be; -gi* he)

e mkin -Iciyeu ki nenaio gen whenever she awoke, she shoved it

in 29.2

qemi -pli tlcuk at the time of having finished eating 33.11

Koryak.

gas s alviye lin vi*ya tvik she remained all day, being dead Kor.
64.9

The stems Ivau NOT TO BE ABLE, nkd TO REFUSE, always govern the

verbal locative:

lus
Jc nilva w-e-um I could not be seen 22.9

nenalwau qen lu*Jc he could not find her 38.7

upau lci tilvo. urkin I can not drink (upavf to drink; t- I; Ivau to

be unable; -rkin present)

qai rik tilwa urkin I can not seek for her 38.8

veldrkilek luva wlcwe* he could not pursue him 15.6

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 50 95
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taq_-aim,e tik pinlo ik& mitilva urkm we can not divine how to get

provisions 101.13

pintiqatiK nilvau qen he could not disengage himself 101.34

glike tik ni nkdqin she refused to marry 26.1

mnkdtqinet piiki rik they refused to come 106.3

glike tik aa lomlcElen not (listening) consenting to marry 26.2

In Koryak the verbs nvo TO BEGIN, ^&amp;gt;7/
TO FINISH, nkau TO CEASE,

pkau NOT TO BE ABLE, always govern the verbal locative.

ganvo len giya pdak she began to sing Kor. 16.10

ganvo len tilala tik it began to bubble Kor. 17.2

ganvo len nawa kcik Icitai nak they began to scold the daughter
Kor. 17.8

ganvo len tenma witcuk she began to prepare Kor. 18.3

gana nkaulen trnala* tik they ceased to carry it out Kor. 41.8

ganka wlinau tula tile they stopped to steal Kor. 41.9

quqka wnunenau yanikya wnak it could not awaken them Kor.

40.2

tapka vik olnaqcCtik I could not strangle myself Kor. 35.2

napkawnrvo yTcin tula tile they could not steal it Kor. 39.8

tawi tkiftik gava nnintalen when pilfering she lost a tooth Kor.

34.3

gana
f

linau pa yittok they came to be eating blackberries Kor. 41.6

gapli ttulin IcuJcai viJc she finished cooking Kor. 51.2

ganvo lenau yu ltka he began to eat them Kor. 57.1

It serves also as iterative of numeral verbs.

Chukchee

nireqeu lci the second time

nirogau lci the third time

In Koryak it is also used in those cases in which the Chukchee uses

the allative.

valo mik tigaima telcin I want to know (valo m to know; t- I;

gaimat to want; -ekin present)

THE SUBJECTIVE

The subjective is used to express an adverbial idea.

wgfq^ta tuwane rkin I work sitting (wa qe to sit; t- I; wane to

work; -rkin present)

am-ipa wa nitvai gum 1 was just drinking (am- merely; upau to

drink; ni- indefinite tense; tva to live, be; -igum I)

lun -iwlcuti ta i tyi not drinking she was (i. e. she did not drink)

37.3

lun-i ra i tyi* not crossing it was 41.5

95
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lun-lue ta m ntdqinet not seen they had them 11.9

weiha wa qdnti gin speaking do to her (i. e. speak to her!) 29.12

li en dq-eine wa quli td only badly crying (and) sounding 57.6

The analogy between this form and the nominal subjective ap

pears very closely in those cases where the adverbial idea expresses

instrumentality.

tadai wewa lauti ynin nineninnuteu gin by means of striking he

made the big head swollen 48.10

etti-7cip6e
f
iva by striking with a stick 48.10

The verbal noun in ge ta is often used both in Chukchee and in

Koryak as an imperative.

ganto ta, gi wd go out and say!

gi wd say! 21.11

gaa iwta he shall go first! 84.13

In other cases it has the meaning of a present.

mergina n gi wd we are wont to say 84.16

Koryak :

gayi s qata sleep! Kor. 31.8

gala xtata wu ttau, gafa nnivota take these along, haul them away!
Kor. 51.6

The corresponding forms of the transitive verb occur in the past,

future, exhortative, and in the derived present and exhortative (see

68, p. 741). They are also used impersonally.

auito
,
mi nkri re ntin, ra nmin well, how will it be done? will

there be killing?

ga nma killed

rd nut gelu td whatever seen

tu mgitum raf nutqdid ga lpinfa give something to (your) com

panion
COMITATIVE I AND II

These forms express an action done while the subject of the sen

tence performed another action. Comitative I is used when the

subject of both actions is the same; Comitative II, when the two

subjects are distinct.

Examples of comitative I:

terga nma ninegepciygi ugin weeping she kicked it 31.8

uwe ma takrmla gnenat when cooking she prepared marrow for

them 33.11

95
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gi nmil yi llcama garetelai gum recently, while I was sleeping, I

dreamed it (gi nmil recently; yilqa to sleep; ga igum I; retela

to dream)

Iciydwlcwi* eaamya ma he awoke while the}7
&quot;

(he himself and his

dog) were galloping about 104.36

Examples of Comitative II:

ipau maci equ likd while (the others) are drinking, be silent (tipau

to drink; e Tea negative; quli noise)

Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, when used in verbal forms, may
have the Comitative II, which is used when the subject is the same as

well as when two distinct subjects are concerned.

mifike Tdn lu a n nans gatima ci when you have found this, bring
a woman 99.23

equ lfica rolma ti be silent, since you are weak (e Jed negation ;

quli noise
;
rol weak)

minke lcin poi gin lu a n flaus qatima di where did you find the

spear being a woman 99.22.

KAMCHADAL
nilcemadi at night 56.8

Kamchadal has only two forms.

-koj (intransitive); -c, -I (transitive) and

Tdenk
The former is simply the inchoative of the verb, which is used

as a noun in absolute form.

qe teP nu Tc6j enough to eat .

tu tun txlil I could not beat him

In the negative form the ending -Tc6j is not used.

xe nu lci it is impossible to eat (xe Jci negative, p. 826)

xe txle icic it is impossible to beat him (xe Tele negative of

transitive verb, see p. 826)

xe nu olki it is impossible to eat (-61 to desire, p. 808, no. 64.)

The second form expresses an action done at the same time with

the one expressed by the predicate of the sentence. It is derived

from the Tcf- prefix of the corresponding form of the noun, and the

suffix of the possessive.

Tcl-nu enk qam qe lkek while eating I do not talk (nu to eat;

qam not)

96-129. COMPOSITION
96. Introductory Remarks

We have seen that in the formation of grammatical forms both pre

fixes and suffixes occur. Their use is much more extended, and they

96.
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serve to express a great many modifications or amplifications of the

meaning of the stem. It is difficult to draw a sharp line between the

grammatical endings and those that add new significance to the word.

From a purely morphological point of view the two classes merge into

each other; and neither can a sharp line be drawn between the nomi

nal post-positions treated before, and others of similar meaning, like

-nu (p. 798, no. 34), -mil (p. 798, no. 30), -in (see below); nor can the

nominalizing endings in -in and -n be sharply separated from other,

analogous forms. For this reason I repeat the nominal endings here in

their proper places with reference to the sections in which they are

more fully treated.

Neither is the line of demarcation clear between affixes and compounds
of independent elements. This appears most clearly in those cases in

which the same element may appear either as a prefix or as a suffix,

like qai and mil\ and also in those cases in which an element appears

rarely alone. The line of demarcation between particle and incorpor

ated adnorninal or adverbial element is indicated through the occurrence

or non-occurrence of vocalic harmony in the group.

The use of affixes is very extended, and a series of prefixes as well

as of suffixes may appear combined.

gamitva-dhat-i-flo -rkm he begins to gobble down
ru-wcike-8 qe-tJiat-a u-rkin he makes him sit down once with great

force.

97-112. Suffixes

97-109. Nominal Suffixes

97-105. DERIVED FROM NOUNS
97. Nouns in -hi and -n

These have been discussed in 45-49, pp. 707-713, and in 51-

55, pp. 714-719. Here belong also the nominalized verbs (a) and (6),

which have been discussed in 73, 74, pp. 758-762.

98. Augmentative and Diminutive

1. -\n~, subjective -inln, AUGMENTATIVE. The suffix forms plural

and oblique cases regularly.
1

va /E knife valai nm large knife

tf ttm dog as
ttiynm large dog

afttiynepu from the large dog
re mkm people 13.10 ramki ynm big people 11.3

AiwJiuyanpina&hi ynm old big
St. Lawrence man 13.11

i Mr. Bogoras thinks that this suffix may be related to mciil. This does not seem quite probable ,

because the vowel e of this word is weak. F.B.

97,98.
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Some words do not take the suffix -m-, but use the definite form in

its place.

ne wqn woman nawa ncmm the woman, the

Kor. Kam. i nui nin large woman

big nose Kor. 72.12

2. -n*a kii, -n*(t(j?u AUGMENTATIVE (Kor. Kam.).

va la knife vala n aku large knife

afttan dog atta n dku large dog

qlawul man qlawuln a qunqo from the

vai amn aqu big river Kor. 21.3 big man

Quyqmn a qu Big Raven Kor. 24.5

Tcuka -yitin a qu& bigkettleful Kor. 43.1

3. -CJO AUGMENTATIVE.

nawqo llun the big; wife 39.5; 40.1* y o

petti-walkafrglhe ti to the big old jaw-bone house 59.8

4. -qdi DIMINUTIVE. Plural, oblique cases, and definite, are formed

from this freely. This is evidently related to the stem qqiu

SMALL. It may also precede the noun, and be used in both

positions at the same time. When preceding the noun it

means THE YOUNG OF AN ANIMAL; compare also gain FAWN;

ge yigei FLEDGELING.

kuke -qqi a little kettle

gi lgi-qai a small skin 45.6

qla ul-qai a small man
wa Igara-qai small jaw-bone house 44.13

mpi ne w qayik to the little old woman 45.2

ni nqai child 42.8

nmqdEtile ki to those with children 20.7

mpmawqa gcmm the small woman

qdi-u nel young thong-seal 70.26

gai-a ttigai pup
gai-i-li ggai cub of wolf

qai (Koryak) is used only as incorporated adjective. Its use

is very frequent.

qai-qla wul-pel a very small man

qai -na wis qat little woman Kor. 33.10

qai-Tca mak little kamak Kor. 38.9

qai-pipi
f
~kalnu little mice Kor. 25.6

qai-lca mak-pel little kainak Kor. 37.2

98
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-at SMALL AND MISERABLE (Kamchadal).

ki stai a miserable little house (kist house)

Jccxai a miserable little dog (kocx dog)

5. -pil DEAR LITTLE.

ekke pU sonny
tu mgdpil -dear little friend

Koryak:
-pil (Kor. Kam.) dual and pi. -pilaq (with the endings -t and

i

u); -pi (Kor. II), express the DIMINUTIVE.

nawa n-pil small woman (Kor. Kam.)

nawan-pjflofqit two small women (Kor. Kam.)

nawan-pila qu small women (Kor. Kam.)
qla wul-pel small man

milya qpil a little shell Kor. 23.8

va gilnipel a small nail Kor. 23.7

vi ivitpil a little ringed seal Kor. 24.4

-pilifi (Kor. Kam.) the last suffix -pil with the additional

suffix -in conveys the sense of ENDEARMENT.

atta pilin doggy
vai ampilin a little river Kor. 17.2

ilu pilin little (shaman s) wand Kor. 27.7

ni lnipilin little thong Kor. 39.4

6. -cax, -ex, -ex DIMINUTIVE (Kamchadal). The diminutive of the

plural is formed by the suffix -6 added to the plural form.
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99. Collectives

8. -yirin or -ylrln a company; (Kor. Kam. -ylssari) the stem of

the noun yi riir or yi riir FULLNESS, CONTENTS.

newd nyirin a company of women
ra yinn a houseful 45.13

Kor. Kam. nimyi sscfn people of a village Kor. 70.9

Compare walqa crriir a jaw-bone-house-ful 54.13.

9- -giniw GROUP OF (Kor. Kam. -giniu).

rae neu (Kor. Kam. rq-ge new) group of houses (i. e., village)

yara -ge new a group of houses 111.15

u mqa-gi niw a set of polar bears 113.29

yi cemit-tu mgi-gi niw a set of brother-companions 113.28

uwi riiqai-gi niw a lot of little souls 122.31

Kor. Kam. qana tila-gi niw a lot fishing with drag-nets Kor. 70.10

10. -ril (Kor. Kam. -yij) set, collection (used only for inanimate

objects).

o rgurel a caravan of sledges
a fmril (Kor. a m-yil) a set of bones, i. e. a skeleton

Koryak mu u-yil a line of sledges, a caravan Kor. 78.5

11. -ret SET, LITTER (Kor. Kam. -yat).

vg rat (Kor. Kam. va yat) a group of beings (i. e., family group)

yibemre tti a set of brothers 64.3

ple gret a pair of boots

li liret a pair of mittens

12. -tfcU INDEFINITE COLLECTIVE.

ne lhitkun all kinds of skins

gi nnikiikun various kinds of game
oraweLd iken men living in various places, people

This suffix is also used with adjectives and pronouns:

mainiya mfken everything big

rd
f

nutetkun (r& neetkuri) all kinds of things

dine waq panra ikeqaia tei mitya
sn somehow with all kinds ol

small leg-skins I bought it (i. e. I succeeded in buying it

with a small number of leg-skins, i. e., cheaply).

13. -mh NUMEROUS (Kor. Kam. -ink) is used to express plurality.

yara nikin (Kor. Kam. yaya wikiri) a cluster of houses (collective)

rirk& mkithm several walrus 102.17.

a ttwili
f

m~kidhin the great assembly of boatmen 11.5
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Compare the stem mJc in the independent forms

mtikici ynm the more numerous ones 11.7

mu Tcitm more numerous 12.3

ntiftrikaqin numerous 12.7

and in the compound form

mug-gitka k with many legs 119.9

14. -ffrg, the stem of the third person plural pronoun E TTI, serves to

form the plural of proper names and of some other words

designating persons, when these appear with the suffixes

-gupu and -~k and with the particle re en TOGETHER (p. 794,

no. 18). (See 44, p. 706.)

qlauli rgupu&amp;lt;qlaul-irg-gupu from the men

qla ulirik&amp;lt;qla ul-irg-k by the men, with the men

qlafiding-re en &amp;lt; qla ul-irg-Tc-re en with the men

The possessive form s rgin is used in the same manner.

orawela rgentln&t belonging to the (human) people

100. Comitatives

15. ga ma COMITATIVE (Kor. Kam. awun ma) not used with

names of persons, for which re en is used.

galela ma (Kor. Kam. a wunlela md) with the eye

go rguma with the sledge 15.4

gata ttiwalmg* with the splinters of thigh-bone 33.11

gamtfiimg,
with blood 43.8

ganeriqai ma with children 50.6

gaprg rma with the aorta R 2.2

gcf twuma with the boat 71.4

galau tima with the head; i. e., the whole body 137.8

Kor. Kam. awun-qama mawiih the dish 64.7

Kor. Kam. a wun-e 1 nvelma with the nostrils

Compare the nominal derivatives of verbs, in -ma (64, p. 738;

95, p. 787).

If,! m (Kamchadal). Comitative.

~k!lu lum with the eye

16. ge(t)d COMITATIVE (Kor. Kam. ga \_t~\a) \
not used with names

of persons, for which re en (p. 794, no. 18) is used. (Com
pare 37, p. 697.)

gdile ta (Kor. Kam. galila ta) with the eye

mpma chin gene wdna an old man with his wife 28.1 (subject)

ELI git gene wdna the fathers with the wife, i. e. the parents
28.4 (subject); 39.11; 33.9
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Kor. Kam. gaqqaiJca malcata, with a small spirit Kor. 37.3

Kor. Kam. ga ttata with a hatchet Kor. 56.3

Kor. Kam. gaqla wula with her husband Kor. 68.7

Verbal:

ne us qat genutegci td, notaipu gelei vd the woman while walk

ing in the wilderness, while walking in the country, she -

28.5

notai pu gelei vd nd usqat, vai ELCL while the woman was walk

ing in the county, her mother 29.4

sn qam ELi hin gette td gi wd then the father with sudden

doing, with saying 29.11

L7. -tnacl verbal noun expressing MEANWHILE (Kor. Kam. -tna ci)

(see pp. 738, 788.)

18. -re en added to the locative, TOGETHER. It is used principally

with nouns designating persons, and replaces the comitative.

Its vowel does not form an ablaut.

gmnu g re en together with me
Omru wgena-re en together with Ornru wge
tu mug-re en with the strangers 59.1

ni lhi-re en together with the thong 44.12

101. Locatives

19. -tkin SURFACE (Kor. Kam. &quot;thln^tclni)\ used chiefly in oblique

cases.

orgu tk\nik on the sledge

orgutkina ta along the surface of the sledge
on the body 8.11

on the sea-ice 9.1, 2

gelgeli tk^niJc on the sea-ice 7.3, 5

Icano tkingupu on the crown of the head 8.2

ik on the water 9.3

on the top of the pillow 44.2

In the absolute form the suffix designates THE POINT OF.

ydqa tkin point of nose

rithi tkin finger-tip (stem rilh)

yeci tkithin tip of tongue 40.4 (stemyil)

Koryak :

va gitcmu yu Tcka eating points of nails Kor. 57.1

opithnik on the point of a beam Kor. 72.13

20. -#- absolute form -s*qan; -caq absolute form caqan TOP

OF; OVER, ON TOP OF (Kor. Kam. -
ty,

absolute form -
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tree-top

qtti qa, k on the top of the tree

over the door

notai nin lake-top-big-land, i. e., the land over (near)

the lake 144. 3

tne s qa-re mkin people of top of dawn R 2.11

nute s qak on top of ground, i. e., on the ground 98.24

Koryak:

na nkalqak the top of it Kor. 78.15

va yamilqak on top of river Kor. 25.8

wu gwulqak on top of pebbles Kor. 25.8

yas qalkai tm (ya-s qa-lqa-eti) to the house top Kor. 36.1

ya s qdlqak on the house top Kor. 84.12

wapis qdlqalc on top of slime Kor. 25.7

21. -yi9 -gin THE BASE OF; in oblique cases, UNDER

utti gin base of the tree

Qttige ngupu from under the tree

uttigi nki under the tree

cothefTiki under the pillow (&amp;lt;cot-gin-~ki}

nute s yagi nJci underground
notas gaye ngupu from underground 143.6

Koryak:

e n migenka under a cliff Kor. 13.6

qas wuge fiki at the foot of the stone-pines Kor. 21.7

plakgefleftifl into the bottom of the boots Kor. 14.2, 6

ganlcagene ti into the bottom of that one Kor. 40.9

atvigcne ti into the bottom of the boat Kor. 41.5

22. -cfcfit TOWARD; not in oblique cases

anqgfgget toward the sea

utti
1

ggit toward the wood

yaka gget noseward 45.2

tiLe
cjge

toward the entrance 62.9

e ekeggit toward the lamp R 2.6

23. -y$wkwi (absolute form -yi wfcwin) THE SPACE ALONG .

anqaye wkwtyi the space along the sea

a
r

nqa-cormiye wkwi along the seashore 66.12

anqayewkwefta along the sea, on the sea

notas qaciyeu ~ki along underground 44.12

I have found also the form

ree wkwa&amp;lt;ret-yefwkwe along the tracks

.)

&quot;
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24. -ciJftf, (Chukchee, Kor. Kam.) INSIDE OF; also with neutral u.

u tcilcu in the wood
utti cilcu within the tree

yara ciltu or ra diku within the house

kegri cilcu inside of palm 20.3

Tcona rgitiku inside of leg of breeches 28.6

wus qu mcilcu in the dark 34.5

yilhi ciku in the moon 41.8

ple hiciJcu in a boot 43.4

This suffix appears often combined with locative elements.

o nmicikou ti (Kor. Kam. aninkahlco ltl from amnlta-ciku)

inward, into the inside

o nmitilco ipu from within

encihou ti into the clothes 32.4

din&ikou ti into the fire 31.13

yorocikou ti into the sleeping-room 28.7; also 28.8, 35.3

yikirgicikou ti into the mouth 50.3

qaa6ilcoip&, from the reindeer-herd 51.2

memlicikou ti into the water 17.4

notaa qatikou ti into the ground 18.7

notas qacikoi pu from underground 44.12

Koryak:
wus (]u

rmciku in the dark Kor. 16.10, 17.5

yayacikoi tin into the house Kor. 15.2

qaya falcu in a covered sledge Kor. 52.1

aia tiku in the storehouse Kor. 55.5

The Kamchadal cack INSIDE corresponds to Chukchee ciJcu. It is

used as an independent adverb.

ci mtenk cack in the ground, inside.

Here may belong also Kamchadal 6acxe
f INWARD.

25. -lllwjL AMONG THE MULTITUDE, one of the suffixes of plurality.

qaa liku among the reindeer

utti -liku among the trees

niMri g-liku among us

26. -qac, -qal BY THE SIDE OF (Kor. Kam. -qal)

-tyficI near, close to (Kor. Kam. -qaca)

qa ptenqac by the side of the back 11.8

ya aliUqac by the rear side 12.3

ti
r

Linqac by the side of the entrance 53.3

gitka nqac (Kor. Kam. gitTca nqal) at the feet

m&/

rigga& (Kor, Kam. m& riqqal) by our side

gmikqa c by thy side 9.3
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gitkaqa ci near the foot

monqqa di near us

Notafrmenqaca near Notarmen 121.10

ra-gro lmmqal from the rear side of the house 51.10

A great number of adverbs are derived from this suffix.

wo tmqac (Kor. Kam. wo tenqal) on this side

va Enqac (Kor. Kam. vaienqal) halfway on this side

All forms with -gac (Kor. Kam. -qaT) may also form oblique cases.

nwnqqacai pu (Ch.) from our side

Kor. Kam. wotenqalai ti to this side

anqanqata gti to the seaside 49.6

anqanqacai pu from the seaside 49.8

ya
f

almqacai pu from the rear side 12.4

yarau -lifiafnlinqac-vaflin being from the other side of the

houses 11.7

qaca lcen the other one of a pair

qaca Jcenata with the other hand 20.5

With the adjective suffix -Icin they form adjectives which are in

frequent use.

menqgaftken being at my side

wor

tinqaftken being from this side 14.2

Kor. Kam. wo tenqala Tcen being at this side

Kamchadal:

qo lln NEAR TO, CLOSE BY, corresponds to Chukchee qa h, Kor.

Kam. qa ca. It is also treated as an independent adverb.

ki marik qo lin (Chukchee gumu k-ga ti) near me

27. -tyl PART OF, PIECE OF (Kor. Kam. -#).
menigi tul (Kor. Kam. manigi tol) a piece of calico

qa atol (Kor. Kam. qoya tol) a piece of reindeer (meat)

mi mlitulqdi a little particle of water 134.17

teki chitulqdi a little piece of meat 134.31

Kor. Kam. pelhinolni tola piece of reindeer mane Kor. 92.11

The Kamchadal uses a separate noun for expressing this idea.

a nccax txa ltxalin a small piece of meat (anc- piece; -cax small;

txa ltxalin [adjective] of meat)

28. kit (Kamchadal) INSTEAD, IN PLACE OF.

vi le-ktt in place of payment
101.
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29. -xol (Kamchadal) ALONG.

cemt-xgl along the ground (stem cimt ground)
e -xgl along the water (stem i water)
ktxoj-xol along the road

102. Similarity

30. -mil IN THE SIZE OF, AT THE DISTANCE OF (Kor. Kam. -tnte

-mis). (Compare 113.10,11); also 105, 42 -m.it which is a

variant of this stem.)

nei mil as far as the mountain

minke mil (Kor. Kam. menke mis) of what size? how much?
94.32

*

Eri wmil like them 14.9

muru wmil like us 10.6; 16.7

gumu wmil like me 16.13

utte mil size of a tree 20.2

rora mel size of reindeer-fly 23.3

oraweLgf-mel like men 64.11

rirJca mel like a walrus 10.8; 12.1

qaa mel size of a reindeer 122.23

Possessive forms with the suffix Icin added to the suffix mil are

gumuwmi ikin according to my wants
muruwmi tkin according to our wants

31. -wiirrin SIMILAR TO, LIKE.

pin-wurnn flour (literally CINDER-LIKE)
See sna n tini t wii rri nitqin thus she was 26.9

32. -Wd t SIMILAR TO.

33. -chica SIMILAR TO (Kor. Kam. -china).

qaciki checa (Kor. Kam. qla widiche na) similar to a man (i. e.
y

transformed shaman 1

)

103. Purpose

34. -IIU, -U MATERIAL FOR; WHAT SERVES AS SOMETHING; SERVING A

PURPOSE; SERVING AS SOMETHING.

pMlcu qai mit lcin take it for boots (i. e.
,
to make boots of it)

This suffix is used with various verbs to express the idea TO MAKE

SOMETHING OUT OF, TO CONSIDER AS SOMETHING, TO BECOME

SOMETHING.

ekke nu ini lhigit let me have thee as a son

1 qaclk or qlik is an obsolete form for qla ul MAN.
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-nu after stems ending in a vowel.

lile nu serving as an eye
nrka ne as a walrus 10.8

e

gaqanqa ano for a driving reindeer 124.8

qaremena nQ ri tya* you will not be the one to serve this pur-6

pose 23.6

Tcn nkon-rafno serving as a ball-shaped house 130.22

Jce nidvmu that which serves as a bay 133.4, 9

afqaf-ge
Uine that which serves as a bad ice-floe 133.10

ter-irga t-palo ta ne what serves as a beaver that has just shed

hair 137.2

-u after stems ending in a consonant.

ne wanu for a wife

taikaus qio lvu for a place to wrestle 47.4

lumetu nu ri tya
s you will be for me like lumetun 23.7

Tcei nu what represents a bear 136.20

qorainf^tilo to be used as herdsmen 50. 9

le* nvo for looking on 19.2; 23.1

nraqa unve what for? 19.1

enagya gtacho va irge what serves as life-giving being 21.6

wi yolo for assistant 124.2, 4

Koryak Kamenskoye:

, -%. The use of this suffix is the s me as in Chukchee.

lila nu as an eye
akka nu as a son

nafwanu as a wife

qoia no as a reindeer

tomnena nu as a cover for the roof-hole Kor. 37.9

Jculip6inaf1lu as a vent-hole plug Kor. 38.1

qangekiplena fiu as a means of striking the fire Kor. 30.7

ya qu into what Kor. 38.4

dai udhu into a working bag Kor. 38.4

35. -7fi (ka) (Kamchadal) corresponds to -ni, -tj, (No. 34) of

Chukchee.

p!l ~ki as a son

ni Jci as a wife

ole naka as a reindeer (ole n from Russian (XieaL; the old

Kamchadal word Icoj is also still in use)
lule lci as an eye

36. ~sx (Kamchadal) is synonymous with the last, but is less frequent.

plesx as a son

nesx as a wife
103
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37. -Iqal DESTINED FOR
,
MATERIAL FOR

, (Kor. Karn. -

This suffix implies the future.

ple lcilqal (Kor. Kam. pla Tcilqal) material for boots

uw& qucilqal bridegroom to be, destined to be a husband

ELd lqal stepmother, serving as a mother

Kor. Kam. nawa mlqal bride to be, destined to be a wife

liflqal (Kor. Kam. los 1qal Kor. 53.5) a face (perhaps; some

thing destined to be looked on) 88.14

rlpd Ihilqal destined to be a dried walrus hide 46.11

With verbal stem, in most cases with the passive participle -(y)o:

tai kryolqdl material (for work)
nrre lyolqdl destined to be put down K 2.5

yime yolqcil destined to be hung R 2.6

ro olqal food R44.ll
male dkilgal means of getting well 135.10

timyo lqal (Kor. Kam. timyo lqal) destined to be killed (epithet

used like SCOUNDREL)

104. Possession

38. -yanv-, absolute form yan PROVIDED WITH (Kor. Kam. yanv-,
absolute form yana)

(a) As a nominal suffix, yanv means PROVIDED WITH.

da g-gan (Kor. Kam. cai-ya na) one who has tea, rich in tea

qa a-yan (Kor. Kam. qoya-ya na) one who has reindeer

tan-lcamaanve ti to those provided with good dishes (ten good;

foraedish) 92.21

(b) With intransitive verbs it indicates the person who performs an

act once or habitually.

tipa w-gan (Kor. Kam. apaw-ya na) the one who drinks

qami twa-yan (Kor. Kam. awye-ya na) the one who eats

(c) With transitive verbs it indicates the object of the action, and

has a passive meaning.

yi l-yan (Kor. Kam. yil-ya na) what has been given
ro nikaw-gan (Kor. Kam. yomlcaw-ya na) what has been hidden

(d) With adjectives it indicates a person having a certain quality.

qatvu-ygfn the one who has strength

mqini-ya n that which is big
a tqend an (Kor. Kam. &*

r

6den-ya
r

na) the one who is bad

Oblique cases are derived from this form. In Koryak these forms

are not of frequent occurrence.

mainiya nviik at the big one (Koryak the same)

inpiya nvit the older ones 108.12
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39. -lq(dri) ABOUNDING IN (Kor. Kam. ~

m,i
f

mlilqan (Kor. Kam. mi mlilqari) place abounding in water

wata pdqan (Kor. Kam. wata pilqan) place abounding in

reindeer-moss

105. Miscellaneous

40. -i/gch, -ggcfo RECEPTACLE (Kor. Kam. -yoch}\ perhaps from

the verbal stem yo- TO PUT INTO, yo rkin (Kor. Kam. yo ykin)
HE PUTS INTO.

mitqo othm (Kor. Kam. initqi yothin) blubber-bag (stem mitq

blubber)
tai ochi-poka ikinik in bottom of bag 29.3

Kor. Kam. Icawa
1

ssodJiu for wallets Kor. 46.2

41. -fait a space of time (Kor. Kam. -nit).

gflg net the whole day 21.1 (stem a lo day)

(Kor. Kam. gi winit) the whole length of the year (from giwik

[only in the locative] in the year)

42. -mic A CERTAIN AMOUNT, with nominal and pronominal stems

indicating persons; also with verbal stems (compare 102, 30

to which the suffix is clearly related).

qaineu
fmi& at the distance of a shot

gtimu wmic as much as I need

gumuwmi tkin it is as much as I need (i. e.
;
I have nothing to

spare)

43. -hwU9 -WklV- PROTECTOR, AVERTOR

mudu kwun shirt made of calico (lit. louse-avertor, because the

Chukchee think that the shirt is worn to collect lice from
the body).

tainiTcwut charm-strings (lit. misfortune avertor)

106-109. DERIVED FROM VERBS

106. Abstract Nouns

44. -(/fryin. If the base contains an I, it is often changed to 6.

ABSTRACT NOUN; CAUSE, SOURCE, OBJECT OF AN ACTION (Kor.

Kam. Cjenin, -gitnin; Kor. Par. -cjenln, -glcnin).
Note that the initial g follows the phonetic rules 7.

t +
gi&amp;gt;ti;

6 +
gi&amp;gt;6l;

u + gi&amp;gt;wkw; u, o +
gi&amp;gt;ou

qalhilo urgegit you are source of sorrow 20.7

palqa tirgin (from pelqat) old age (Kor. Kam. palqatlie nm or

palqa thitnin [from palqaf])
3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212-51 105, 106
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pere irgm the place which he had taken 23.9

te lhirgyi or ts Virgin 24.3 (from tel) illness, pain, cause of pain

yaiva cirgin (from yeivet) (Kor. Kam. yaiva thitnin [from

yai vac]) compassion, cause or object of compassion
limvitte irgm object of pity 11.3

wu rgirgm noise 32.10

ve irgm death 22.1

ve? irge-git thou art source of death 22.7

gmta wlcurgefgit (from grnteu) (Kor. Kam. ginta whitnege) thou

art the cause of my flight (i. e., you have frightened me)
te tirgi-t^re (from tsl) ye are the source of my pain (i. e.

, you
have hurt me) (Kor. Kam. te 6hitne-to o)

ye mgumgi rrgin object of fear 29.8

ana dirge-git thou art source of trouble 21.2; 23.11

Koryak:

vantige nin dawn Kor. 18.1

vetke gitnm annoyance Kor. 20.9

This suffix may be added either to the simple verbal stem or to the

verbal stem with added suffixes. The latter form expresses more

particularly the process of an action. The former is sometimes used

to express the object or the source of the action.

nirkda tirgm the feeling of shame

nirlci tirgin
the object of shame

wu rgirgidhm noise 15.1

am-mye irga only by breathing 24.4

With the stem tva TO BE, this suffix expresses the idea of QUALITY.

Yai vab-va irgm quality, substance of compassion; Merciful

Being

(Kor. Kam. vage nin or va gitnin) being, mode of life, sub

stance, deity

With adjective bases this suffix also expresses qualities.

(from e tqin) (Kor. Kam. aHqe ngitnin [from
or cf tqin]} badness, spite

rgin (from iu l) length

inpu urgm (from rnp[u]) old age

With substantives it expresses the condition or state of the object.

cf mgirgm (from a ttim bone) condition of the bones (i. e.,

of the body)
etti irgin (from u ttuut wood) degree of woodiness
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The range of abstract nouns compounded with these nominal suf

fixes is quite considerable, and these are in common use.

va irgm (Kor. Kam. vage niri) being, substance, custom, be

nevolent being, deity

yai va6-va irgm(Koi\ Kam. yai vat-xage nm) compassion-being,
merciful deity

a nan-va irgin(K.QY. Kam. a nan-vage niri) shaman s spirit deity

tam-va irgin goodness, condition of goodness
taifti irgm (Kor. Kam. tainige nin) sin

qas mu urgin (Kor. Kam.) misfortune

There are also a number of concrete nouns which are formed with

this suffix:

yiki rgm (Kor. Kam. tiki tnm Kor. 56.8) mouth
Kor. Kam. p6a ggitnin (plak boot) boot-string Kor. 59.3

45. -j, -J (Kamchadal) form abstract nouns of simpler and more lim

ited sense than those of Chukchee and Koryak. This suffix is

probably identical with the c, I, of the transitive verbal noun
I (p. 748) which has the sense of the infinitive.

co nlej life tcuncjlc 1 live

ta lcalej song ttakacjk I sing
ojilaj blow tujiljin I strike him

noj
l food tnujJc I eat

pilhetej hunger tpilhe tijlc I suffer from hunger

famine
j

46. -n$, absolute form -ntytn (Kamchadal). Abstract noun.

i! no ntim (stem nu) food

he lnum (stem hil) drink

conlmtim (stem cunc, cunt) life

107. Passive Participle

47. -?/&amp;gt; (Kor. -yg 9 absolute form -ygri) expresses the PASSIVE PARTI

CIPLE; (in Koryak with the meaning of the future). It forms

plural, dual, and oblique cases like all substantives.

pela yo the one who is left (Kor. Kam. pelayon the one to be left)

In Chukchee the suffix is contracted with terminal consonants, and
elided after vowels, according to the phonetic rules given in

6-10.

Chukchee Kor. Kam.

tai ~kio&amp;lt;tai ~ki-yg the one made tai lciygn that to be made

yi Lo
&amp;lt; yi l-yg the one given yi lyon that to be given

1 This word is applied almost exclusively to dried fish as the food par excellence.
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Chukchee Kor. Kam.

ipa wgo&amp;lt;ipafw-yg that which apgfvyon that which is to be

has been drunk drunk.

lt&amp;lt;jj o&amp;lt;kor-yo that which has ko ryon that to be bought
been bought

yito ot born ones 42.7

oraio tmat born ones 21.2

a n nene li nyo made to be the

object of anger 42.3

timyo one killed 43.8

npalqafwgo one drowned 49.9

NOTE. Several transitive verbs with the prefix em- MERE, ENTIRE,
and the suffix -lin, express the passive participle, the same
as -yo.

em-re tilin (stem ret to buy) what has been brought; or

ra j o or am-ra j o all that has been brought

(-yanv, see 104, No. 38.)

108. Instrumentality

48. -inen, suffixed to verbal stems, expresses INSTRUMENT (Kor.
Kam. -inan).

tewe nan (stem ten) (Kor. Kam. tewe nan [stem tew]) paddle,

oar 73.11

qeli nen (stem qeli to paint, engrave, write); (Kor. Kam.

qalibi nen [stem qalidit]): pen
tei kinen (K. K. inataiki nan) instrument (for work)
wane nan instrument for work
le e-tewenana ta with a genuine paddle 31.4

(Kor. Kam. tomnena nu as cover for roof-hole Kor. 37.9)

me stems use with this suffix the prefix ine- (Kor. Kam. ina-)

See pp. 736, 819, no. 28

ena nvenan (stem nv [initial run] ,
tinvi rkin I scrape); (Kor.

Kam. ena nvenan [stem nv\ tinve kin I scrape]) scraper

49. -ich instrument (Kor. Kam. -itfl).

gitte within (stem gitteu to wipe, -in absolute form); (Kor.

Kam. gitta witnin [stem gittaw]) wiping-cloth

uneci dhin thong of thong-seal hide 102.13, 30 (from unel thong

seal)

memide dhm thong of seal-hide 134.31 (from memilsQSL\)

Kor. Kam. ymootne nqo from the vent-hole Kor. 54.7

108
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109. Place

50. -nv PLACE OF (absolute form -n) (Kor. Kara, -nv [absolute

form -nu]).

van (stem tva~)\ (Kor. Kam. va na [dual, plural, va nvit]) place

of being
waketva n (stems wake and tva)\ (Kor. Kam. vagalitva na [stems

vaga li and tva]) place of sitting

notagcenve pu while walking in the wilderness 29.4

ralqa nmvuTc on the house-site 31.6

raleya n sliding-place 114.16

tila n (Kor. Kam. tila n) place of moving, trail

tila nvun place of trail 36.12

tila nvuk on place of traveling 43.1

taikaus qio lvu for a place to wrestle 47.4

oodve nvipii (better ootvi nvipu) from the playground 74.17

oodvi nvrJc on the playground 74.18

oodvinve ti to the playground 74.20

It also expresses an action in progress. In this case it appears

generally with the designative suffix u.

etinva tmve tiye tya Jc I came to get the position of house

master R 287, footnote 1.

yaqqai um yagta lmv& tiye
f

tyd lc did I come for the sake of

living? R, 239, footnote 2.

riraqa unve for what purpose? 19.1

Koryak :

Tcmena tinvu nilai -gum I came away to bear children Kor.

60.6

Jciplo nvu for the purpose of striking them Kor. 31.3

110-111. Verbal Suffixes

110. ADVERBIAL SUFFIXES

51. &quot;ivulhl expresses RECIPROCITY (Kor. Kam. -vilnl).

penfuu lhirkit (stem penfi to attack wrestling) (Kor. Kam.

penn i vilnAit [stem penn \ dual) they close for wrestlingM ulhirkit (stem lu to see) (Kor. Kam. lu^ vilnikit [stem Iue
])

they see each other, the}
7 meet

galtfolhwcina -me re we have seen each other 121.15

52. -s qiu expresses AN ACTION PERFORMED ONCE ONLY (Kor. Kam.

-s-qiw).

yetis qi urkin (Kor. Kam. yatis qi wikm) he comes once

(Kor. Kam. tiwis qe wekin) he kills once

109, 110
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taikaus qio lvu, for a place to wrestle once 47.4

qamggeus qiwkutki make them wake up all at once 56.3

ganto s qeulen rushed out 57.11

Koryak :

mmticatis qiwnau I ll look at them once Kor. 33.10

quvi yas qi wgi go and die! Kor. 35.1

gawyis qi wa eat! Kor. 36.1

mintu las qewlan let us steal it! Kor. 39.1

myaiitcus qi wak I will slide down-hill Kor. 42.1

Also in the form Iqiu

gatomnalqi wlinat they stopped the smoke-hole Kor. 57.7

53. -let expresses a FREQUENTATIVE, DURATIVE, or more generally
INTENSITY OF ACTION (Kor. Kara. -\at9 less frequently -cat).

nitola tirkrn (Kor. Kam. nito-laftekin) he goes out often

timitqftirkin (Kor. Kam. t^mila!t$kiri) he kills many
ninletele tqin it flashed out always 32.8

qulile tyi* gave voice repeatedly 33.1; 55.8

niqulile tqin they are noisy 60.9

nit% rgilatqen he cries aloud 38.3

niteplennile tqin she made many boots for him 112.24 (stem plek-

boots; ten to make [ 113, 2, p. 821])

Koryak:

ganvo Ien tilala tik it began to bubble Kor. 17.2

yiylculafti you were soft Kor. 26.7

galdlannivo yJcin she passed by often Kor. 84.19

mqulila tqin he sang vigorously Kor. 68.17

54. -yw(u)9 -yv(u) expresses a FREQUENTATIVE (Kor. Kam. -yv[)9

tala iwurkin (Kor. Kam. tdta ivekin) he strikes many times

ninemilki ywunin let it bite him! 104.29

Kor. Kam gaitoi vilenau she brought forth many Kor. 44.7

55. -f (Kamchadal) expresses the durative.

ti ntilietijm I bring it always (t- I; intilis to bring; -t always;
-/ auxiliary vowel; -jin I it)

56. ~cet weakens the intensity of the action, A LITTLE, RARELY.

nitoca tirkin or nitoda arkin he goes out rarely

ten neufa tirkm or ten neuce erkin he laughs on the sly

mafCLuta arkin he rights rarely

penrita arlcm he wrestles rarely

minpo ntoceta let us eat liver ! 43.7

marauetino e~ he began to chide 56.1

HO
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57 &quot;C-ir expresses a frequentative or intensive.

ten neuti rirkm he laughs all the time

walomce rirlcin he gathers news continually

maraude erkm he fights always

penfice erkm he rushes at him

Kor. Kam. qulumticitalat they carry something large on

their shoulders (qulu large; imti to carry) Kor. 57.9

58. -ntet indicates INCREASED ACTION, often with somewhat altered

meaning; and with intransitive meaning (Kor. Kam. -ntat).

duwi rk-m (Kor. Kam. cvi l- cuwinte tirkm (Kor. Kam. cvin-

Icin) thou cuttest it ta tikin it is cut through in

several places); it is divided

into several parts

rg orkm (Kor. Kam. clio i- rgonta arkin (Kor. Kam. dkgn-

Tcm] he tears out hair ta tekin) he becomes bald

irgiro Tc at dawn 10.4 girgironta Len dawn came 10.9

qu pqalin lean 80.5 gequpqdnte Lin she has been quite
starved

59. -S qi-cet a compound suffix formed of -s qi SINGLE ACTION, -6et

homologous to -let INTENSIVE ACTION expresses an action

performed suddenly with great force and rapidity.

qu tirkm he stands up qutis qify tirlcin he jumps up
nito rkin he goes out nitos qZca tirkm he rushes out

gantg s qataLen he rushed out 57. II 1

gape nfis qibaLen he rushed on 44.4:

getinus qice Lin he gave a sudden tug 48.4

gereli s qiceLin she suddenly pushed it in 89.4

60. ~a\a (Kamchadal) weakens the intensity of the action.

tnu alajk I eat but little (t I; nu to eat; -jlc I)

the lalajTc 1 drink but little (t I; hel to drink)

61. -#$, with verbs, expresses ENDEARMENT and DIMINUTION;

evidently related to -qdi ( 98,4).

ma nen-n&taipu yetqdeti from what country hast thou come,

my dear?

62. -keu, with transitive verbs, gives them a PASSIVE meaning, and

conveys the idea of DERISION of the subject.

kema wkurgeum re tkewiutn I am a source of delay, my humble
self has been brought here

kauitfrtfi cqiiflika they will hear your despised self, do

not make a noise

i Evidently better, panto s-qecaLin.

HO
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63. -fang, -no expresses the INCHOATIVE (Kor. Kam. -nvg; Kam-
chadal -tyju, -k$j, -kju, m

j^)- Since these elements occur

independently, the forms are in reality compound verbs. The

independent stein in initial position is fioo, in medial posi
tion -mgo, (Kor. Kam. nvo-, Kamchadal uju-)

no orkm (Kor. Kam. nivo ikin, Kamchadal ujujlc) he begins

In all three dialects the idea of the beginning of an action is ex

pressed with precision, and the inchoative forms are there

fore very common.

yilganno rkm (Kor. Kam. yilqannivo ikm, Kamchadal nulcci-

~kju
f

j~k) he goes to sleep

tipaina
fnnoes he begins to sing 59.9

nimne nnoe he begins to take part in the thanksgiving cere

monial 59.3

gaplitko nno lenat they begin to finish 30.12

Koryak:

gewnivo lenau they began to say Kor. 22.7

gafa nnivota haul them away! Kor. 51.6

geprnvolai lce they began to go upstream Kor. 61.7

64. -ol
y
-6 (Kamchadal), with transitive verbs -a, -a, expresses the

desiderative. The same form is used to express the future.

_ (stem nuke) I wish to sleep, 1 am going to sleep

tcejajlc (stem tcej\ I leave tcejij~k) I wish to leave

65. -vatg (Kamchadal) expresses intention to act, and beginning of
o

an action.

tultikva tgjin (stem ulclc) I am going to have a look at him
tno vatojk (stem nu to eat) I am going to eat

66. -chat expresses ANGER OF THE SPEAKER. (Kor. Kam. -enat)
qamitvacha trt kin or qamitvacha arkm confound him! he eats

pmtiqaacha tycfn the bad one appeared 27.3

garaqechg!LCH what has the bad one done 31.9

ti&6ka!ty& the bad one perished 43.11; 44.5

timi bhannen he killed the bad one 44.5

am-rave^ha n-na nalicha tye? you bad one want to die 65.23

Kor. Kam. nitocria tekrn he lumbers forth

67. ~tk-%. This suffix has been discussed on p. 736 (Kor. Kam. -tcy).

pela tkolit those who had left her 33.8

This suffix also transforms transitive verbs into intransitive

verbs. The subject is then placed in the absolute form
;
the

object, in the possessive form. These forms, however, are

used only with personal pronouns.

gumu lci git pela tkerlcin you leave me
HO
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The suffix -tku (Kor. Kam. -tcu) also indicates prolonged or

increased action.

vili urkin (Kor. Kam. vili vikin he makes peace with) he buys
mli ikurkm (Kor. Kam. mlMulkin) he trades

geilitkoi vulin u Tckdm they distributed vessels 14.1

timifkoi vuk slaughtering 49.3

timi fkenenat he killed all 61.4; 112.3

m,inranm,utko ninat let us slay them all 101.19

vt*ikoca a t they all died 112.2

timi tkerlcin (Kor. Kam. timi t&ftkin) he kills many

Koryak:

gadvi tdulmauthsy&YQ all cut entirely Kor. 47.7

gaplitcu linau they finished it Kor. 50.1

lelapittonvo
f

ykin he looks up Kor. 42.8

gaLapitconvo len she looked around Kor. 44.9

yenottonvo yhin he is eating Kor. 13.6

gaqannitdonvo len she was jealous Kor. 96.1

Paren qigiteikin gin look at it! Kor. 101.11

tigilnu-6u du-naw-4-Hm snow-shoe-strings-verily-eating-woman
am I (tigi lnm snowshoe-string; -u to consume -6u 6u

[&amp;lt;
iku-

tku] verily; naw women) Kor. 59.7

The suffix -tku is always used in the transitive verb to indicate the

forms THOU us; YE ME, us (see 63). It gives the verb

a generalized form. For instance:

pela tJcee thou leavest a number (meaning us)

pela tketilc ye leave a number (meaning ME or us)

The element ine- has the same sense, but the two are never used

together (see 113, 28).

68. -tVl TO ATTAIN A CERTAIN QUALITY, TO BECOME (Kor. Kam. -tvi).

u mitvi rkm (stem us
m) (Kor. Kam. umitvi Tcin [stem urn]) he

becomes broad.

gititve rkin (stem g^} (Kor. Kam. gititveflkin) he becomes thin

ene netvii* he acquired shamanistic power 19.12; 18.4

ene nitvi-turi you acquired shamanistic power 18.3

nwnqitm qin it diminished 20.2, 4

nupliftvi qin it becomes small 20.3

w-ulqatvi i
s

it grew dark 54.9

Kor. Kam. qamalitva ihitilc cause it to become better Kor. 13.2

Kor. Kam. vi ya/tvilc to fainting Kor. 64.9

69. -cet with adjectives: TO FEEL (Kor. Kam. -cat).

mittenice erkin we feel good 69.8

t&nMtirkm (ten good) (Kor. Kam. taftifa tikin) he feels good
tanice tinge? he began to feel well 33.5

gmice tirkin (Kor. Kam. omi6a f

tekin) he feels warm
110
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70. -ew, -et, are often added to the stem, but the meaning of these

suffixes is not clear.

eime u to approach eimet to take

tin&u to call einet to roar

ureu to appear 53.6 ureut

omau to get warm
ulveu to remain motionless

37.2

yigreu thirsty

wethau to talk

puulqeu to float

ptk$u to hit

marau to quarrel
meteu to be unable

teiTceu to wrestle

ten neu to laugh

tumgeu to become friendly

numekeu to gather
notas qau land approaches
limala u to obey
i?au unable

Iqdineu to shoot

Ar/y0w to be awake
Icimeu to cause delay

Icorgau to be glad

y^lhau fear

terkeu to be a certain num
ber on a series

Possibly related to the preceding is nleu (Kor. Kam.-em) adver

bial suffix. The Koryak form is not used very frequently (see p. 842).

mme lew qatva e? be kind (to us)! a common form of prayer

mte l$u tirkipli a^n I struck him painfully (td to suffer, to

have pain)

niglau qatvatrkm be sorrowful! (glo SORROWFUL, here con

tracted with au\ tva to be)

nime leu well (mel good); (Kor. Kara, nima leu [mal good])

ni tceu heavily (ltd heavy); (Kor. Kara, ni t&au)

Some adverbs are formed in an irregular manner.

a tqeuma (from e tqin bad; stem dqd R
62.72)

gi tteii hungry

gittekau guide

ginteu to flee

Ipuuret to exchange
ewk.wet to depart
# to fall

ergewet to be submerged 17.4

full

to visit

yuulet alive

wettat to tear with antlers

ventet to be open
vinfet to help

pelqdntet to return

pekagtat to fall down

/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;^

tired

tautauat to bark

tergat to cry
to steal

to plunge

Kor. Kam. a tciaau (from a ttin bad; stem

aqa}
Kamchadal hd gd (from e dfJcelax bad)

110

badly
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r (Chukchee med^mel good; En Jci thus) well

i na (Koryak ni naqin quick) quickly

71. -rti forms the INCHOATIVE of impersonal verbs expressing phe
nomena of nature (Kor. Kam. -f/^).

ile erkin it is raining iliru rkm it is beginning to

rain

yoa arJcin(Kor. K&m.yoyoa -
yooro rkm (Kor. Kam. yoyo-

tekin) the wind is blowing yo ekin) the wind begins
to blow

ld lenru i winter came 14.9

aive dirok in the evening 26.3

irgiro rmok (stem irg 27.13) at the beginning of dawn 26.9

laelas nroma at the beginning of cold 33.6

githaro Tc in the beginning of the autumn 33.6

irgiro Jca not dawning 56.9

iliru i* it begins to rain 116.8

gcfligtiygiro ten the snow began to drift 94.28

The same suffix is used with stems of different character.

ceUuro e it becomes red 23.9

nitergir& qen he began to cry 55.3

Koryak:

gawyalyo len a snowstorm set in Kor. 15.1

laqlanyo ykin winter came Kor. 72.5

pina tilcin it is snowing penayo ekin it is beginning
to snow

72. -ru is used also to express GREAT NUMBER. This suffix is differ

ent from the preceding.

qarru as
t they came in great numbers 67.16

ivaqoro aH they were sitting in great numbers 68.29

I Kor. Kam. gawya lyolen a strong snowstorm came Kor. 15.1

I laqlanyo ykin winter came strongly Kor. 72.5 (see above).

111. DERIVED FROM NOUNS

73. -nlta TO FETCH (Kor. Kam. the same).

raTi-nita rkrn what are you going to fetch? why do you come?
ananalmta lit shaman fetchers 45. 7

Koryak:

yax-nita ykm what are you going to fetch? 111
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74. -tuwe, -tv TO TAKE OFF (clothing) (Kor. Kam. -tiva).

Jce ttuwa e* he took off his clothes 109.15

Tcettuwa nnen he undressed her 50.11

nidvituve qin he took off his outer coat 57.3

wuti cfiitvue he took off his overcoat 35.5

meregtuwa e he brushed away the tears 49.9

nine&inqetiiwe
f

qin, (n-ine-diflke-tuwe-gin, bifike saliva) he re

moves saliva 134.27

Koryak:

mmeyeyitva qen he brushed off the tears Kor. 36. 10

gatamtiva len he spit out bones Kor. 56.8

ptai-tivai he took off his boots

75.
-^&amp;gt; (-?/, -gupa) TO pUT ON CLOTHING; -ip after vowels; ep

after consonants; -gup after diphthongs ending in i and in

a few other cases (compare the ablative -ipu 42, p. 704)

tiqalei pua, k&amp;lt;t(i} -qdi -&-($) -d Jc I put on my cap

tereptiaflc &amp;lt;t -ir -ep -(u) -a lc I put on my fur-shirt

tilconai
f

gupga k&amp;lt;t(i) -kgnai-guii-ga ~k 1 put on my breeches

keregupge &amp;lt;Jcer-gup-gi she put on her dress 52.9

76. -gili- TO SEARCH FOR (as in hunting) (Kor. Kam. the same).

Tculte -ili rkit they are looking for thong-seal sole-hide

ginni g-gili liqdgti little game-procurers 44.8

piligili lit food-procurers 44.9

Qinni/g-gili lit game-procurers 44.9

77. -ty TO CONSUME, TO EAT (Kor. Kam. -u) (perhaps related to the

verb nu [initial ru], Kor. Kam. yu [initial nu]).
1

Ennurkin (Kor. Kam. snnu lkin} he eats fish

pgntg rlcin (Kor. Kam. pgnto lkm) he eats liver

Icimlu aft they ate marrow 33.12

minpo nto&ta let us eat a little liver 43.7

nipo ntoqen he ate liver 43.9

qaponto tik eat liver! 64.21

also

gamemEl& len he caught a seal 43.2

Koryak :

mita ttayi pnula we eat inner skin of dog Kor. 48.9

tiya yilku I ll eat pudding Kor. 30.2

also

tiqa payuk I orot a wolverene Kor. 59.1

1 ru rkin (Kor. Kam. yu ykln) he eats it.

111
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112. Adjective and Advert

ADJECTIVE (Kamchadal)

Adjectives are formed with the suffix

78. -lax (sometimes -Jaw)

o mlax deep (cf . Ch. urn broad)
iu lax long (cf . Ch. iul long)

o lolax small

The plural is formed with the usual suffix -(i) n.

o
f

lolaxien Ici
f
sti n6 small houses (diminutive form)

This usage differs from that of Chukchee and Koryak, where the

plural attribute is used in synthetic form.

qai-yaraqa
f

gte (Chukchee) small houses

In forms with post-positions the adjective in -lax is placed before

the noun.

o lolax-lce stcanke to the small house (diminutive allative)

It seems not unlikely that the synthetic use of attributive stems

has disappeared under Russian influence. Russian and

Koryak adjectives are often used by the Kamchadal, in

their foreign form, almost without change.

niru qin xva U a sharp knife (niru qin is Koryak)
rfmi tqin Tttca mjanV a wary man (n mi tqin is Koryak)
nve lhaqen u h a straight tree (nve thaqen is Koryak)
nve

f
t/iala

sn u l

hi*n straight trees (nve thalcfn is a Koryak
form)

vo stroi xvalc a sharp knife (vo stroi is Russian)

There is no phonetic assimilation of any of these adjectives.

A few predicative forms correspond to the Chukchee-Koryak
forms in ni

&amp;lt;?/??.

Icfni tain the clever one (from ni ta sense, wit); cf. m-gitte p-

qin (Chukchee) the clever one.

79. -#, -aq, are sometimes found with attributive stems. These

forms are generally compounded with verbs. This form is

probably identical with the locative form of the stem.

widha qu-wa lrn the flat one

Tcoulo qu-wa lin the round one

empa qu-wa lin the downcast one

Jcoulo qi qatei lcigin (Kor. Kara, qo lon qatai Tcigiri) make it round

em elvula q re rrikin ralai vunnoe only in a different manner

people shall begin to walk about 86.14 112
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80. -yut DISTRIBUTIVE NUMBERS (K.
4K. -?/#dual, -V%wgl \&amp;gt;\.

(See also 123, p. 839)
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A number of predicative stems do not form the nominal form in

-lin ( 54, p. 717), but always use the form in -(i)n com

pounded with valm.

wi tkim-va lin (Kor. Kam. vi
f

chiyifi-i tala ?i) the flat one

e mpum-va lm the one downcast

Kor. Kam, qo lon-italcfn the round one

These Chukchee forms may also take the ending -q or -aq (see this

section, No. 79). The compounds with va lin, when referred

to a locative case, express the comparative. They are used

frequently in this connection.

ga mga-qla ulilc qa tvum-va leum I am stronger than everybody

(gemge- every; qla ul man; -Jc possessive; qetv strong; -i-

um I [ 73, p. 758])

113. Prefixes
1. CtO- A LITTLE.

eto -qaia qan a little afterwards 45.11, 136.24 (sto
f

51.4)

mac-eto pel a little better 135.7

2. e mkln- EVERY.

a mkm-aiveche ti every evening 28.9

e mkin-kiyeu Jci at every awaking 29.2

3. tllV- QUITE.

tilv-am-gina n quite you only 30.4

tilv-a mman quite alone 31.6, 13; 58.9

tilv-ui nd quite nothing 56.4; 60.1

4. tfnki JUST is used less frequently, generally with a deprecatory

meaning.

tink-am-gumna n just I only
tink-ui nd just nothing
trnk-ui na rdnut he has nothing at all R 63.88

tmk-a tqeuma quite badly (see 125, p. 842)

5. pic- only, merely.

6. Im- (Kor. Kam. Imin-, Kamchadal mlni l) ALL.

i me-ra&quot;nut all kinds 111.28

i mu-gmni lcd all kinds of game 128.9

Koryak

imi-pla lcu all boots

noo wge all the boiled meat Kor. 28.6

qdi-vai amti all little rivers Kor. 17.1

The form irnilo 28.9 occurs as a particle, and independently with

noun and without; imi lm takes the same kinds of forms as

nouns in -lin (see p. 717). 113
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The Kamchadal form mlni l forms

Allative minela nke

Allative, possessive, instrumental mtni linlc* less often mie
l.

7. em- MERE (Kor. Kam. am-, Kamchadal em-). The prefix is

always used with Chukchee distributive numbers.

em-ne us qdtti(Ko\\ Kam. cfm-fia wis qatn, Kamchadal em-Hi m
cxi n) mere women

em-a ttnn mere bones 35.5

em-mu Litd all with blood 40.10

em-ne nfi all these 41.10

em-nu nicit those from the mainland 64.12; 65.26

diq-em-nu nqi far inland 114.25

em ginu n-niki ta midnight 9.11

qm-none ti just inland 67.19; 114.24

am-gina n only thou 30.3

am-taaro na with all kinds of sacrifices 41.9

a?n-ravescha n na merely to die 65.23

am,-ya ata only by using it 143.3

Koryak:

am-terepro nau entirely silver Kor. 22.10

am-ma ~kil-ne eta only with two diaper-strings Kor. 23.5

am-ma na just in different directions Kor. 25.6

8. pll- (with nouns) EVERY.

gaplilcoi nilen every one has a tea-cup

niplitante nmuqen they were applying everything 41.3

9. me*-, mlq- SMALL.

10. mec- SOMEWHAT.

met -Tci it somehow 40.7

mec-telenye pkin somewhat of old 61.5

mac-ya a far enough 62.12

mac-ewga n as an incantation 39.13

med-d qdlpe somewhat quick 45.10

11. mel- LIKE (Kor. Kam. maj-).

mel-uwde
quc it seems like a husband 49. 9

12. tnite- ACTUALLY.

mite -vilin actually dead

mite -gmni lc actually game 84.28

13. timfle - ANY (Kor. pa^a ).

timne -me nin whosoever

timfie -rd
&amp;gt;nut whatsoever
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tumn-alva lag wheresoever 24.11

tu mne-me mliken, ginni Tc any kind of water game 25.6

timn-anqa!gti somewhere to seaward 13.1

14. ter- HOW MANY (Kor. Kam. ta*y-).

tar-qa ata ewkwe tyi* with how many reindeer did he drive away?

15. ciq- EXCESSIVELY.

ceqi-ya g,
too far

eq-a lvam-va lag how very strange! 76.5; 63.4

tiq-etn-nu nqi far inland 114.25

teq-a lvam va lin being very strange 29.8; 38.8; 63.4, 6; 86.27

dig-etuwa Jc all at once 43.10

16. chi- HARDLY, always used with the negative (probably from

gihi, as in nigi dhigin RARE).

acheqamitvaka almost nothing eaten, hardty am^thing eaten

17. ll- (only with certain pronouns and pronominal adverbs) EVERY.

li-me riki everywhere
li-me nlco from everywhere

18. Hi-, Ihi-, III-, Ihi- TRULY (Kor. Kam. IIgi-, Ihi-).

lifi-ten-evi rdlin really well closed 33.3

li e-ta?uce tinoee she began to feel trul}^ well 33.5

nilhinu inkdqin really quite numerous 111.16

le!e-tewenana ta with a genuine paddle 31.4

li e-narau tile really wife seeking 57.1

Li i-i ppe quite truly 57.2

Kor. Kam. nilhe,ni ktaqen a very hard one

19. piI- (Kamchadal) quickly.

II xpil-nu xt, you eat quickly

20. X i- (Kamchadal) quite, very.

I

%~ptyx very large

i

K i-tini nlax very pretty, very good

21. Ihi-, Tii (Kamchadal) actually, truly.

t-l i-tpi lijlc I really shake myself (i. e., 1 can shake myself
properly)

22. kit- (after prefixes -yt-) VERY (Kor. Kam. kit- [after prefixes

mgtilaulau qen he mocked much 143.1; 144.4

gagtan ninai pulen she was very angry 89.3

gagti-palka La n very decrepit 111.26

qagtiqami tvatilc eat ye enough! 65.16

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 52 113
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When this prefix is used with the nominalized verb in ni gin,

ty either precedes the prefix ni-, or the ni- may be repeated initially

Tcim-nimai Efiqen or mgti-nimai Enqen it is quite large

23. qtyn- SINGLE (Kor. Kam. qun-).

qon-mi nga with a single hand 67.19

qon-qa a with a single reindeer

qon-ra lin with a single house 34.1

gona cinkma with nine (i. e. with a single [finger remaining]

behind) 147.1

24. yemge- EVERY (Kor. Kam. ga mya-).

ge mge-gmni Jc every kind of game 41.11

ge ?nge-ni Jci?i everybody 66.28

ga mga-ni mgupu from every settlement 36.1

ge mge-nute qin from every land 11.5

Koryak:

ga mga-qai-na wis qat every little woman Kor. 34.9

ga mga-olgiwe tin to every cache Kor. 66.17

25. paLa- (Koryak) ANY (Chukchee tlmft e- (see No. 13, p. 816) ).

paLa -ma Tci whosoever

paLd -yi nna whatever

26. Iwfi- NEGATIVE PARTICLE, always used with nominal forms of

the verb. There is no corresponding form in either Koryak

or Kamchadal.

lun-i rd not crossing 41.5

lun-iwkuti td not drinking 37.3

lull-res qi
fwdi tyd t they did not want to enter 115,19

lun-lif td not seen 11.9
41

tegge liu lun-i lhilm has no desire 93.32

luii-dei vd without walking
lon-ena tvata without promises 101.23

lon-ipa ulm not drinking
lon-wa loma not heeding 21.13

With the auxiliary verb -nt- (initial nt-}, it is the usual form of ex

pressing the negative of the transitive verb.

lun-lu td ti ntigit I had thee an unseen one (i. e., I did not

see thee)

27. egn- sometimes replaces the negative particles ui fta, e Le, and

en Ue .

qgn-aqami tvakg, do not eat!

agn-a nmulca without killing R 44.11
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28. ine- transforms transitive verbs into intransitives, either without

other change of meaning or with the significance TO DO ON

BEHALF OF ONE S SELF. The object, when retained, is

expressed in the locative.

tinenlete erkin Ici mitik I take the load away for myself (t- I;

nlete to take away; -rkin present; Jci mit- load)

The use of ine- in the transitive verb has been discussed in 63,

p. 736.

Examples are:

enapela e? thou leavest some one (namely, me)

enapela tik ye leave some one (namely, me)

See, also, 110, 67,

29. inen- TRANSITIVE (see U fl(/), 114, 2, p. 821).

30. la\k- (Kamchadal) HOW MANY, SOME; used independently in

the plural.

la li
en Tccxosn how many dogs ?

laWn ~klxdl olxta tockepnin he passed there a few days

114. Inclusive Affixes

1, To cause to.

(a) With intransitive verbs.

Chukchee. Kor. Kam.

r(i)
- u (after terminal vowel) y(i) v

r(i)
- - eu (after terminal consonant) y(i) aw, av

r(i) et (after terminal u diphthong y(i) at

iu, eu, au)

After verbal prefixes, the /(/), y(i), changes to n(i).
1

n-qamitva -u-rlcm-en he was made to eat 9.8 (from qamitva)
n-tEl-e u-rkin you cause to be unwell (from tsl)

n-nelkiwe -n-nin he was made to sit on it 8.11

n-gg-eu -nin he awakened him 7.5

ni-nto-w -nen he made him go out 60.3

n-pintik-eid-nin he made it appear 9.8

ga-n-echet-au
f
-len he made it jump off 47.7

riyirrau n&nat they caused them to be anointed 74.33

ineqali leeuki (we) induced her to marry 26.5

gantdmgaulen has been created 42.1

amntona tkElen she does not make it go out 54.6

qamntoHafty& cause him to go out! 54.7

i See also p. 735.
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Koryak :

y-awy-a t-ikin you cause to eat (from awyi)

yi-tdl-a w-ilcin you cause to be unwell (from tal; tc\-i -ikm

you are unwell)

yiyigi^ha wik tickling (him) Kor. 18.9

qinathileu make it warm! Kor. 29.3

qanva Tcymtat tear him up Kor. 30.7

tenanikyo nni vol it begins to awaken us Kor. 39.4

ganipga wlenau he made them climb up Kor. 43.4

ganvaqyila wlen she made him stand with legs apart Kor. 80.20

(b) With transitive verbs.

Chukchee Kor. Kam.

r(i)
- - net y(i) w, v

ri-Tceto-naft-i-rkin you re- yi-Jceto-v-e fcin you remind him

mind him (from Iceto to (from Iceto)

remember)

(&amp;lt;?)

A number of verbs have no suffixes, but only the prefix ^(/)-Kor.

Kam. y [/]-)

r-ere erkm you cause it to fall down (from ere e)

ra tvunen she carried it in 28.7

reimeu ninet it approached them 41.4

rintminet she threw them out 87.30

Kor. Kam. yi-kima w-ikin you detain him (from Tcimaw to be

(d) A number of intransitive verbs belonging to group (a) become

transitive.

ru-wethaw-a?t-i-rkm you speak to him (from wethau to speak)

ru-wet hawau nen it talked to her 32.3

In Kamchadal two prefixes are found, n- and Lin-. Of these,

the former corresponds to the Chukchee- Koryak forms

t-i-n-lci le-j-in I surround him (from Jcile; t-Jci le-jJcIturn around)

t-li -nu-j-in 1 feed him (from nu to eat; t-mi-jk 1 eat)

t-lin-hi l-i-j-m I give him to drink (from hil; t-hi l-i-jk I drink)

t-o-n-d-i -j-m I cause him to lie down (from d; t-col-o-j~k I lie

down)

NOTE. Certain verbs may be used both intransitive and transi

tive :

tupa urkm I drink ni raq da gte napa unea they have

drunk two pieces of bark tea

ne us qatgi ulin the woman Ta n na g.i ulin the Tan nit told

said 98 .7 him 98.5
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2. te ft(I) TO MAKE SOMETHING (Kor. Kam. ta ?1[J]). This may
be related to the verb teiki (Kor. Kam. taiki) TO MAKE.

tirvu nirkm he makes sharp things, i. e., arms (stem irv);

Kor. Kam. tisvi nikm

niteplennde tqin she made boots for him 112.24 (stem plek-

boots; -^frequentative [110.53])

When this prefix is used with verbs, the additional prefix inen- (Kor.

Kam. inan-) is generally inserted. It indicates the transitive.

The meaning of the compound is causative.

tinenye nnirkin (Kor. Kam. iindnyd nfyikiri) you make him

come

tenanting I nirJcm you cause it to create itself, and from this

the noun Tenanto mgm 1

(Kor. Kam. Tenanto mvin) one who
causes things to create themselves (i. e., Creator)

tenqnyi ln-ora
fweLan a person who causes one to give (i. e.

beggar)

3. re n(l) expresses the desiderative (Kor. Kam. yan[I]). The

prefix and suffix of these forms are identical with those of the

future, but the suffix is placed immediately following the

stem and is itself followed by the suffixes belonging to the

tenses.

rapa wnirkm (Kor. Kam. yapa wnekin) he desires to drink

(stem: Ch. icpau, Kor. Kam. apaw)
rerku rnirkm (stem rkur) (Kor. Kam. yaiku ynikin [stem ilcuy])

he desires to buy

rantg ninoi he wanted to come out 83.10 (stem nto to&quot; come out;
-nfio to begin)

rave dka n na do you want to die? 67.1 (stem vie to die; -hat

&quot;[110.66])&quot;

mre vfinqin he wants to die 99.27

nerelus

nirkm-i-git they want to see thee 19.6

Koryak:

tiyayi lqatin I want to sleep Kor. 30.3

tiyayai tin 1 want to go home Kor. 30.5

ganka wlinau ya s qannik they ceased to wish to go Kor. 58.2

e M, eka (Kor. Kam. aki, alta\ Kor. Par., eki,
a foe-, Kamchadal 7ci &, (ffyfeiw, fikan) NEGATION,

expressing WITHOUT .

i This form is different from the form for HE CREATES THEM. The &quot;Creator&quot; is therefore, even in

grammatical form, only a &quot;

Weltgestalter.&quot;
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The compounds formed with e Jci are nominal. They are

formed from both nominal and verbal basis.

anvenaiika gti gewku Lin he tied her to an unbroken (reindeer)
50.12 (nvineu to break a reindeer; -gti allative [ 40]; ge
lin [ 74]; wJcut to tie)

elile Tci eyeless

aa lake a person without knife

em nniJci nameless one (
= fourth finger)

Koryak:

I
a xgiJce Jcuma ti the hairless one grew angry Kor. 24.8

The compounds formed with e Jed are used as complements of the

verb.

equ lilcd qdne lhitik make yourselves voiceless 60.10

i mlikd titva ae
Jc I was without water

ake nJca ne lytf it became lightless 94.11

eni nqdikd nere tcimuk we shall be made childless 39.4

res qi wkwi* a JcerJca he entered without clothing 35.10

a Tcerka nan ra gtie
5 he came home without clothing 35.10

aiwa nJca mitine l we came to be without an Aiwan 47.12

aqami tvdka titva ak not eating I was

awgeikinka not saying anything 26.6

e Le e lqdtd not going 46.8

aurrikegti not appearing 66.10

aa lomka heedless 67.9

e Le eu weika not appearing 62.1

akerkitvi*at they took off clothes (they became without cloth

ing) 47.5

e gripgi* awgentoya nvuJca she felt pain the breathless one 63.8

(e grip to feel pain; -gi [ 64]; wgi- breath; nito to go out;

-yanv verbal noun [104.38])

eqdnne tkd gene Lin he had become without moaning (i.e., he

had ceased moaning) 34.7

ets lJcd nine lqin he came to be without suffering 25.11

Koryak :

dkmi nika gi Linat childless they were Kor. 43.8

aqalhai aka qiti ylcin-i -gi not crying be! Kor. 37.1

akle woka tinas hJc without bread I remained Kor. 16.2

ava leika yanafla ntilc you will be without blubber Kor. 80.13

gumna n ui na yi nna ei liTca ti ntigcfn (Chukchee gumna n

e Le rd* nut e ilkd ti ntids
n) I not anything (not) given I had to

him

In some cases, particularly with ui na NOTHING, THERE is NOTHING,

the forms in -lea appear apparently predicative, presumably with
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omission of a predicate of existence. More frequently the forms in

-Icdlin are used as predicative forms (see p. 824)

ui nd aa raka nothing, houseless (i. e., there was nothing, not

[even] a house) 31.7

ui nd eleu tiled nothing, headless (i. e., there was nothing, not

[even] a head) 47.8

ui nd epi nkd (Kor. Par. e Le epi nke) there is no powder

Koryak:
ui na ana wtinka he had no wife Kor. 50.5

ui na a nvilka he did not stop Kor. 51.8

ui na ava leika? is there no blubber? Kor. 80.12

ui na ~kama lcanu ana f

lca (I) did not become a kamak Kor. 88.10

ui na ane lhiyipnuka (we) do not eat inner skin Kor. 49.1

Transitive verbs, when adding e lea to the stem, have a passive

meaning; with the prefix ine- placed immediately preceding

the stem, they have active meaning.

Passive:

anintona tJca n tirkin you make him one who is not caused to

go out (i. e., you do not make him go out) 54.10

evegi tkiikd teu lanen he shook what was not dug out with the

nails 47.2

enni uka mi ni ntmet let us have them not sent over (i. e. I

wish we had not sent them) 58.2

e Le enu* Jca not being eaten 48.8

alo lca gti va ls-um I am not seen 22. 10

elus
~kd not seen ones 62.1

e Le a lomlca it was not heard 60.10

Koryak:
uina i wka ga ntilen he was not told so Kor. 62.3

Active:

ena nmvka rine ntii* thou wilt be one who does not kill 99.9

inenvente tkdl-i-git thou art one who has not caused it to be

open 88.27

inenu ~kdli-muri we are those who do not consume it 35.1

gumna n enalwau JcSl-e-um I am not unable to do it 92.30

inelu* lcalinet he has not seen them 70.33

inegiteTkalin,
e Le she does not look at me 88.31

The form e Tea is always used for the negative imperative, with the

particle en ne .

en ne eLepkd do not look 32.6

en&quot;Tie inegite lca do not look at her 37.9

en fie aipuka do not put it on 37.8 114
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en ne aa qelca do not sit down 37.13

en-He a tvifkoka do not tell 66.29

en ne aqami tvaka qi tyitik do not be without eating 64.19

(without verb 65.30)

en ne nrowa ta, ata ha qanti giiki do not pass it at a dis

tance 70.9

en ne gi inu e lhika do not attock it 70.14

en ne ena nmuka don t kill me! 103.30

en ne ineqephikci do not kick me! 31.12 (31.11 is the same form

without en ne }

Koryak :

Tcittaf atawdlnila ~ka do not look back! Kor. 51.6

Icitt-a wyika qi thi* do not eat!

Kamchadal :

|| jak-nu Tcek (ksixc) do not eating (be) !

Without en ne
,
we find

ate rgatka do not cry! 7.6

ineqe pliika do not kick me! 31.11

Koryak:

|

annuwai lca do not leave anything! Kor. 46.2

Here also the auxiliary verb is usually omitted.

Apparently in the form of an adjective, we find

na qam um e un aqora inretka Ai wan then, however, the Aiwan,
carelens of the reindeer, ... 48.6

qora ni envineiikti yilhe nnin he attached an unbroken reindeer

50.11

Derived from the negative suffix -Tea are -IcElin, -Icdlin (Kor. Kam.

-kalcfn), formed with the suflix -lin (see 48, 73, 74). This

form, in accordance with the character of -lin
}
is more mark

edly predicative.

imli ~klin he is waterless

Koryak Kamenskoye:

I wotta lcin dke ykiltfn that one had no cloths Kor. 78.14

Kamchadal:

ildilkin without tongue

qaqe lcan without nose

Tci mma gam ni ~kin 1 am not wifeless

The verbal character appears most clearly with pronouns of the first

and second person.

anto ~kl--git you do not go out 54.10

vou do not hear 54. 11
o
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alrma lk&l-e-git you do not obey 54.11

e Le ena nmidu i tkal-i-um I do not become a murderer 24.8

e Le enpilku wkal-i-um I am not vanquished 15.9

inenvente tkcbl-i-git thou art one who has not caused it to be

open 88.27

gumna n enalwau TcEl-e-um I am not unable 92.30

eiwule tkEli-mu ri we do not know it 34.8

inenu lcdli-muri we do not eat 35.1

e Le aqami tvdkdl-e-um I did not eat

Koryak Kamenskoye:

ui na awyikalai gum I did not eat, but ui na a wyika ti tilc not

eating I was
ui na api nJcalaigum I am without powder

Kamchadal:

qam nu lcek tsilc not eating I was

qam nuke nkin (Jci mma) 1 did not eat

Examples of verbal forms of the third person are

e Le alrmalau lcslen he is one who does not heed 15.12

aqla ulTcElen she was without a man 28.2

amata lceltn she was unmarried 28.2

aa lomTcElen shp, did not listen 26.2; 54.7; 56.2

6it evi ~kalin refinkin formerly people were death-less 42.2

Enfa q urn ELCI evif Tcalin now the mother was immortal 41.12

e Le anto JcEl&n she did not go out 54.9 (without e Le 54.5)

va nevan antg TcElen not at all she went out 54.8

emite t-wn ataa nkslen te rgilin since she did not touch the cry

ing one 56.6

va nevan eu rrekelin it does not appear at all 62.2

eres qiu lcdUn sna n dini t he himself did not want to enter

103.17

emitJcatvu Jc&lin the blubber was not scraped off 47.1

nene neg&i anmtofia tkslen she did not cause the child to go
out 54.6

aa lomlcElenat they did not listen 13.5

eyi lqdkElmet they were not sleeping 34.3

inelu* ~kalinet he has not seen them 70.33

inegite lcdUn she did not look at me 88.31

A few constructions of -Tcalin with ui na seem quite analogous to

forms in -led with this particle (see p. 823).

ui na aaflomktlen they do not listen 56.2

ui na aJce rikalen there was nothing, without light 40.9
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Enqa n ui nd cit ene nJcdlin that one was nothing, before not

with guardian spirits 60.1

Kor. id na ama yrfikale-i-gum I am not large

Decidedly nominal is

elile lc&ldqagti little eyeless ones 45.1

In Kamchadal the adjective suffix -te(112, 78) before the negative

changes to -tix.

~ki
rmma qam uluU xkin I am not small

Kamchadal X e Jci with intransitive verbs, we Jcic with transi

tive verbs, form the negative. These are nominal forms,

which are given predicative forms by means of auxil

iary verbs (see p. 779).

x enu lci impossible to eat

x etxlekic impossible to beat him

x e is presumably of the same origin as the particle x enc.

115-121. Word-composition

115. Introductory RetnarJts

Stems may be compounded in such a manner that one stem which

qualifies another is placed before it. The two stems together form

a unit which takes morphological affixes as a whole prefixes pre

ceding the first stem, suffixes following the second stem. The first

stem, therefore, always terminates without morphological suffixes,

the second one begins without morphological prefixes. If in the com

plex of stems a strong vowel or syllable occurs, the whole complex

takes the ablaut.

main-a i-~kale li-6u mni (Kor. Kam. main-a 6i-lcale li-u mna) a

big fat speckled buck

Each stem ma}7 retain the word-forming suffixes or prefixes enumer

ated in 97-114.

Composition is used particularly for the following purposes.

1. When the second stem is a noun, the first element is an attri

bute of the second.

2. When the second element is a verb, the first element is an

adverbial qualifier of the second. Here belongs particularly the case

that when the first stem is a noun, the second a verb, the former is the

object of the latter.
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116. Attributive Composition

Attributive composition of two nouns is used when the first noun

expresses the particular species of the class expressed by the second

noun. These are used in the absolute form as well as with post

positions.

1. The first element expresses the particular species of the class

expressed by the second term.

ga lga-na lhm bird-skin 7.9

n rka-Tca la walrus spirit 8.4

pa nvar-n rkat two-year-old walrus 8.10

n rka-npina chin walrus old man 9.6

qiwhiia -npina chaqai Eiwhue old man 11.10

eiwhue -ora!weLctn Eiwhue person 12.4

tiwliue -ne ut Eiwhue woman 12.5

wo lqi-vairge ti to the Darkness- Being- 18.11

ora wdr-ra mka by human people 21.8

a nqa-vafirgm sea-being 25.4

Jce ls-ne wtin kele wife 38.11

as

l-qla ul excrement man 39.9

poig-tftteot (Kor. Kam. poig-o ttoot) spear wood

pih i nti-pna wkun iron file

rae
-pi nil (Kor. Kam. yaq-pi nil or yaqa -pniT) what news 11.2

lile -du rmita on the sight border (
=

just out of sight) 11.8

ra g-co rmik on the house border 12.12

Koryak :

nawa kak daughter Kor. 12.4

pilvi*nti-yi*nnailoPn with iron antlers Kor. 21.8

yi lhiliu finger-gloves Kor. 22.2

lawti-Tci ttidflm head-band Kor. 17.12

vai-lci ltipilin little grass-bundle Kor. 27.8

The following special cases deserve mention:

The words qlaul (Kor. Kam. qla wul) MAN, new (Kor. Kam. naw)

WOMAN, are used to express the idea of the nomen actoris, and are com

pounded with verbs as well as with nouns. Thus we find

tu li-new (Kor. Kam. tu li-naw) stealing-woman (
= female thief)

vi n vi-naw (Kor. Kam. vi n vu-naw) secretly-acting woman
(
= female lover)

Kor. Kam. tdla -qla wid striking-man (
= blacksmith)

Compounded with a noun is

pilm nti-qla! ul iron-man (
= blacksmith)
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The stems qlaul and qlik (Koryak qhk) in first position express also

MALE.

qla ul-lceinin (Kor. Kara, qlik-Tcai nin) male bear

For most animals the word cu mna (Kor. Kam. cu mnd) is used to

express the male.

dumna-n rJci male walrus

Kor. Kam. ttimna -mdmil male thong-seal
For females the stem new (Kor. Kam. naw) is used.

ne-e lcik (Kor. Kam. naw-a Jcik) daughter 28.2

new-Jcei nm (Kor. Kam. naw-lcai nin) she-bear

fteuwi rit female soul 37.11

The Koryak word mtalafn (Kamchadal mtilx m

) is a contraction of

oya mtavdcfn PERSON (qla wul in Koryak desi ates a male adult

person), and means literally THE ONE WHO WALKS OPENLY, and

is meant to designate man as walking visibly, while the spirits

walk about invisibly.
1 The Chukchee has the corresponding

word ora weLati, which has the same derivation. Compositions

with -mtdlcfn are applied to a number of mythical personages.

snni -mtala n Fish-Man, Fish-Woman
Valvi -mtalcfn Raven-Man

The Chukchee use in these compositions the element qlaul.

E nm-qla ul Fish-Man

E nni-new Fish-Woman

The Kamchadal forms in -mtilx are probably borrowed from the

Koryak.

Eli he-mtilx (Koryak ilve -mtalcfn) Wild-Reindeer-Man

tepa -mtalx (Koryak Tcitepa -mtalcfri) Wild-Sheep-Man

2. In nouns with suffixes, composition is used to express a number

of relations.

(a) The material of which an object is made.

ra -~kupre ta tgm.nm with what kind of a net did he kill it? (rdq

what; Icupre net; t\in to kill)

ko ne-Jcupre ta tmrien he killed it with a net of horse-hair (kg ne

horse [from Russian KOHT.])

(b) The idea PERTAINING TO.

tala n-ramlcepu tuwa lomggfn I heard it from people of past times
*

(telenyep long ago; remTc- people; walgm to, hear)

i The Koryak have also the term oya mya for PERSON, which is supposed to be used by the hostile

spirits only, and designates man as the game pursued by the spirits. In Chukchee myths the term

ora wtr-va rat BEINGS WALKING OPENLY (^MANKIND) is used
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(c) Parts of a whole.

ya al-gitka ta geggil-geptilin he has kicked him with the heel of

the hind-foot (ya dl hind; gitka foot; -ggil heel)

(cty Possession.

gumu lc e Tcke-nalvulepu qdimi tyin take it from my son s herd

(gftmiile my [possessive]; e lcke son; nelvul herd; -gupu from

[ 42, p. 704])

NOTE. In Koryak the possessor may take the same suffixes

as belong to the possessed object. This seems to be always the case

in the locative.

gumi Tc Tcme nifiqo nalvila nqo qakmi tm take it from my son s

herd

3. An intransitive verb (adjective) may be combined with a nomi

nal stem so that it qualifies the latter. These compositions are used

particularly in oblique cases.

iul-u tta (Kor. Kam. iwl-u tta) with a long stick

mtiTii-lile t (Kor. Kam. maifti-ltla t) big 63
7es

Tci -stenk in the large house

) pi. tan-qla ulte (Kor. Kam. malqla wul^ dual mal-qla
-

wulte) good man
ta n-um-va lm good one

mainu-wa l a large knife 16.1

pu gli-lauti ynin big bare head 27.13

afqa -lce le-fie us qat bad kele woman 37.11

a qa-grepqai bad little song 59.5

teg-ne us qat a nice woman 62.13

nito -du mni a shy buck 49.5

Jcorga
-da ut a livel}

7 man 40.3

lii-ten-em ralin really good cloths having 33.3

ng-a ttin a shaggy dog 72.28

elh-u lcwut a flat stone (
=

anvil) 77.12

yitko mk-ufJcwun divining-stone 101.3

Koryak:

s nnu mal-fia witkata this is a good woman Kor. 19.1

mal-qlafwul a good man Kor. 19.10

tan-i yu to (be) a good sky Kor. 20.2

Tca li-qa nyan ornamented (spotted) palate Kor. 20.2

qai-fiafwis qat little woman Kor. 25.1

qai-lca mak little kamak Kor. 35.5

mal-lcdl-yekoi gu-wal knife with well ornamented handle Kor. 46.8.
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4. When the theme of a transitive verb appears as the first part
of a compound, it has a passive meaning:

teik-evi nn (ready) made clothing 86.22

af fti-yfto-Jcamaanve ti to (by) dog-snilfed-(at)-dishes 96.10

tot-tai
r
~ka-lcamaanve

f

ti to newly made dishes 96.18

t&r-igto -qaie no to a newly born fawn 129.13

117. Incorporation of Noun

A nominal stem may be incorporated in the verbal complex, and

then forms a unit with the verbal stem which it precedes. The incor

porated noun may express the subject of intransitive verbs, the object

or instrument with transitive verbs.

(a) Intransitive verbs which incorporate an inanimate noun as sub

ject express a verbal concept relating to a person.

uwi Jc pli ikurkm the body becomes ready
but twuwi Tc-ti-pfa ikurkin I become body-ready (i.e., I am grown
up)

va li nito rkm (Kor. Kam. va la mto ykni) the knife comes out
but vala-nto rlcin (Kor. Kam. vcda-nto ykin) he is knife-coming-

out (i. e., he draws his knife)

nuwge ntoqen he is one whose breath goes out 126.9

awgentoya nvitka he is without breath going out 63.8

niqolento arn his voice goes out 127.8

(b) Verbs with incorporated nominal object. It is hardly feasible

to draw a sharp line of demarcation between verbs with incorporated

object and the verbal suffixes which form derivatives of nouns ( 111,

Nos. 73-77). These are -nita TO FETCH, -tuwe TO TAKE OFF, tp TO PUT

ON -gill TO SEARCH FOR, -u TO CONSUME, TO EAT. Owing to their

meaning, these would hardly be expected to occur without object, and

they are always suffixed to it or the object is always incorporated with

them. In the texts the incorporated object is used most frequently in

phrases in which the action is performed habitually on a certain ob

ject, although incorporated forms that express single actions that are

not performed habitually are not absent. On the whole, this process

does not appear very frequently in the texts.

tiqaanrna tirlcin (Kor. Kam. tiqoyanma tekni) orll slaughter rein-

tmmi rkin qa at (Kor. Kam. tinme Tcin qoya wge)] deer

qena-take chi-lpi nrige me meat give!

gumni n e Jcilfc qa-Jcale tol-lpi nrr-gm my son money-give him I

i/tti-mldrkin (Kor. Kam. a-uila ylcin) he breaks a stick
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ri lhi-6vi rkin (Kor. Kam. yi lhi-bvi ykm) he cuts a finger

~kale -ipurkin (Kor. Kam. pafika-tpdlcm) he puts on a cap

qaa-nma arkm (Kor. Kam. qoya-nma tekm] he slaughters reindeer

tikoinmto rkm I take out glasses

tileu trpi gtirkm I have a headache

gelen tilvilin he cut off her head 86.7

mlautipaftqen she boiled heads 43.12

nabipaftinat they boiled fat 14.7

?ienavenpa tqen he put cloths on him 127.1

minpetare ra let us search for food 119.18

valamna lin knife-whetter (vala knife) 44.4

niqaa nmatqdn he slaughtered reindeer 48.8, 11

niquimeviriu gin he turned the upper part of his trousers outside

(qu yim upper part of trousers; viriu to turn out) 46.7

geleutirgi
tkuta scratching the head 126.7

nenaveruwanla!gen he asks for clothing 126.10

Jce rgupge he put on the dress 52.9

qartfthtipge?
follow the trail ! 52.8

tiLi-lo Jc looking for the entrance 131.1

mtiLare rqen searching for the entrance 131.1

qnaunrafgtatye? take your wife home! 115.8

va la-n nra knife holding 106.13

ginafn inenmuLigrele t-i-git thou art the cause of blood-vomiting
93.11

omqa -penra tye* they attacked the bears 115.12

Koryak:
i gayunyupe nyilenau they attacked the whale Kor. 41.3

gaqoleya wage (qole voice; rya wa to use) use your voice ! Kor. 48.7

| qangelnplena nu (to be used) to strike the fire with Kor. 30.7

I gavannintalen she lost a tooth (
rca

tnnilnin tooth) Kor. 32.8

The attributes of the object may be included in the compound.

ti-maini-lau ti-pi gtirlciji (Kor. Kam. ti-mai ni-la wti-pi Tctikin) I

much head suffer

Verbs with incorporated object are intransitive. They may be made

transitive, however, when they are refem d to a new object.

qaanma arkin he slaughters reindeer

qaanmi rkm he slaughters reindeer for him

tin lhrivi
git (Kor. Kam. tiyi llu&vi gi) I finger-cut thee (i. e., I cut

your finger)

In a number of Koryak examples verbs with incorporated object

appear as elements of incorporated complexes. In these cases they

are always treated as intransitive verbs.
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qim-a lu-ufcu-naw-i-um hard-excrement-eating-woman am I Kor.

47.4

tigi
rlnu-na f

w-iy-um snowshoe-strings-eating-woman am I Kor. 47.4

(c) Verbs with incorporated noun expressing instrumentality.

9tti-kip#wa by striking with a stick 48.10

ni-ke g-tegilinitku qinet groping about with the palms 73.26

gamoLetino laat they are covered with blood 91.27

Koryak:

|
tilmmilula tikm he licked with the tongue Kor. 56.3

118. Composition of Verbal Stems

Compounds consisting of two verbal stems are quite common. In

all of these the first stem appears as qualifier of the second stem.

te rgi-pli tke finished crying 27.11

a un-re na-tila gti with easy flying motion 16.8

7iu-waqe-tva
f

qenat sitting they were 62.9

qami-pli tkuk(KoY. Kam. afwyi-plithik) eating finishing (i. e. after

the meal) 33.11 contains the stem of the compound verb

qami-tva TO EAT.

vi yi-tiui wunin breathing he drew them in 61.4

Koryak :

ga-mlawa-nka w-2en.shQ ceased to dance Kor. 48.6

g-aioya -nkaw-len he refused to eat Kor. 51.3

gen atixtat-paa-flvo -lenat to send them away ceased began they
Kor. 72.2

119. Adverbial Composition

Intransitive verbs are combined with verbal stems in the same

manner as they are with nouns, and then assume adverbial functions.

Stems expressing modality, quality, quantity, appear frequently in

this position. The forms are quite analogous to those treated in

116.3.

ine-ten-mpi lkuum thou hast well vanquished me 17.7

qa-tan-yoro-tukwa t-ye arrange the sleeping-room well 58.6

tur-qi tilin newly frozen 13.7

tur-ure
f

tilin newly born 21.6

ter-kalenno qenat newly adorned ones 29.1

lie-fiarau tile trul}
r
wife-seeking 57.1

cfqa -rkila badly pursued 17.6

tur-ewkwe tyi* he departed just now

ti-ten-yilqa
f

tya ~k (Kor. Kam. ti-mal-yilqa tiTc) I slept well
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Koryak:

aqaLapnivo ykm looks badl}
7 Kor. 13.8

ga-aqai
f

pa,Lm it fitted badly Kor. 34.9

ga-qayichilannivo len it began to be a little light Kor. 18.1

ga-qa yi-6ulin he chopped it small Kor. 53.6

tan-a wyenvoi he began to eat well Kor. 20.7

ga-mdl-mai vulen he bit well Kor. 41.4

ga-mdl-hintafwlen he fled well Kor. 41.7

ga-twyi-kmina t-i-gum I have recently given birth Kor. 64.13

Verbal nouns are treated in the same way.

a ridhi-tva rTcm (Kor. Kam. a 1

yitni-tva ykiri) you are lying on the

side

120. Multiple Composition

Compound terms may include more than two elements of the classes

described in the preceding sections.

a?qa *-lu mni-ne us qat (Kor. Kam. aqa -ltfmfia-na wis qat) a bad,

laz} woman
cauduwa -gai midi-lau Uinm reindeer -breeder -rich-man R59.4.

tan-e lbi-ten-poi gm a good, heavy ice-spear

ti-mei ni-leu ti-pigtirkm (Kor. Kam. ti-maini-lau ti-pi lctikin) I

greatly head am aching

qine-cl in-mi mli-i lhi* give me warm water!

i6u-wgi-ne lirkm heavily breathing he becomes (i. e. he sighs)

nel-ep-Tilhi linin thimble-put-on-finger, the second finger
t-uwa? qi&i-lqar-re tint I husband-destined for brought to thee

(i. e. I brought you a suitor)

Other examples have been given before.

121. Composition in Kamchadal

The composition of words in Kamchadal is quite similar to that

of Chukchee and Koryak.

Jce li-yu nyucx (Chukchee Tceli li-rtfw) spotted whale

However, the collected texts show that the use of compounds is

much more restricted. Besides, constructions are found that do not

agree with the synthetic method of Chukchee and Koryak.
ni mcx in p!\b! child being a woman (i. e., daughter)

(Chukchee nee lcilc, Kor. Kam. naw-a Tcak woman-child)
In Kamchadal ololaxi n ~ki sti

snc SMALL LITTLE HOUSES the adjec

tive remains an independent word, as is indicated by its being in

the plural form.
3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 53 120, 121
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122. Consonantic Shifts

It has been stated before that the consonants I and 6 are closely re

lated. A comparison of the parallel forms in I and 6 show that the

former sound applies often to generalized terms and continued actions,

while the latter expresses the special term and single momentary
action. This explanation applies well enough in some of the follow

ing examples, but not by any means in all of them.

It would seem as though this process were no longer free. Still, a

few times I heard the change introduced as though it were still

functional :

palomtE lirkin &ndpa6omtE
f

lirlcin he listened

The following examples will illustrate the differences in meaning of

the parallel forms:

leivu, 6eivu TO WALK

/ forms:

ga mga-notai pu nilei vuq_inet they traveled through every country
17. 9

gamga-vairgepti nilei vuqin he traveled to eveiy being 18.5

nute s qak pagtalkoi pu nilei vuqin he traveled through the clefts

of the ground 22.6

yei velqdi Icu likd ralai vinnoi an orphan child shall (from now on)

travel alone 24.10

Jceimi tild lei vuk rd t

nutqditi ge ild to traveling shaman small

things must be given 25.9

gumna n atca ta lei wukin mi ilhir give you the means of trav

eling secretty 93.4

atca ta fjalei wui* walk about in secret! 93.5

notai pu lei wulit lif ninet he saw them walking about in the coun

try 113.11

ia m nilei vutku-i-gir why don t thou wander about (all the time)?

87.18

6 forms:

lautitkina ta tei wuikui* he walked (for a little while) on the heads

8.6

Tcita m mi6ei vufkuae
Jc let me go 79.27; 80.10

qla ul ptiki rgi* ceivutkulm a man arrived walking 86.26

irga tik etei vutkuka mi tyd k tomorrow not walking let me be!,

i. e., tomorrow I shall not go 87.9

ne me cei vutkui* again he went 87.25; 88.1

ne tne tvei vutkurkin again he was going (for a short while and

once only) 88.7
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luwi (initial), Ivi (medial); tuwi (initial), 6vi (medial) TO CUT

I forms:

geleu tilvilin the head was cut off 86.7

d forms:

necvitkid vuafn they cut it off 27.3

nine cviqin, nine nuqin he cut it and ate it 43.10 (see also 72.18)

nitvi tkurkrn resw he was cutting the whale (when the other

arrived 46.10)

lela lfuchin gecui lin he cut the eye 106.19

ginone ti cuwi nin he cut it in the middle 109.33

Tcile (initial), rkile (medial); Jcid (initial), rkite (medial) TO FOLLOW

as
qa -rkila difficult to be pursued 17.6

Ttileu ?nilva
rwkwa*n I should not be able to follow 17.5

Tcila wke? she followed 31.2 (here a single act)

Tcile nin he gave pursuit to him 57.8

6 form:

hicauta tytf he ran off quickly 57.5

Tcipl (initial), rkipl (medial); Jcipc (initial), rkipc (medial) TO STRIKE

I forms:

TCI plinen um leu tik he struck it on the head (as he was accustomed
to do) 110.26

gafrkiplilen he struck her (until she let go) 31.4

6 forms:

E nikit Jcipdi ikonen suddenly he struck it 35.11

ninemnnuteu qin etti-lcipce wa he makes it swollen by striking
with sticks 48.10

nenarkipceu qin he gave it a push 53.5

lilep (initial), Lep (medial); tidep (initial), 6ep (medial)

I forms:

lile pgi* she looked up 7.6; 79.11; see also 107.14

q&Lefpgi* look up! 79.11; see also 107.14

Lile purkm^Q looks on

6 form:

6i6e pgi they looked about 86.22

ndMurkin he inspects

talaiwU, tacaiwu to strike

nitalai wuqen they strike him 59.7

natacai wuan they struck him once 59.5

pli, p6i to finish

uwi lc pli ikurkin his body becomes ready

-i-pti tkurkm I become ready-bodies, i. e., grown up
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-Iqiu verbal suffix expressing requested action; -s qiu verbal suffix

expressing single action

I form:

nitule Iqiuqinet they would come to steal 13.4

6 (s ) forms:

ganto s qeiden he rushed out 57.11

qaniggeus qi wkutki go and wake them up at once 56.3

-liku AMONG A NUMBER; -diJcu INSIDE

I form:

utti liku among the trees

6 forms:

ple JcidiJcu in a boot 43.4

wus qu mdilcu in the darkness 34.5

-qal, -gad by the side of

ragro lmmqal from the rear side of the house 51.10

gimkqa d by thy side 9.3

-Iqctti, -s qan TOP *

I form:

TcovvVlqan top of glacier 91.16

&amp;lt;5 form:

gi this qdn surface of lake 144.3

nute s qan surface of ground 98.24

mel-, met LIKE TO

I form:

mel-uwa?qu& it seems my husband 49.9

6 forms:

med-d &amp;gt;

qalpe somewhat quick 45.10

mab-eto pel somewhat a little better 135.7

A number of nouns show generally the I forms, but have in cases

when parts of the object or special forms of the object are named

6 forms.

ye lithm tongue 40.10 yeh ikidhin tip of tongue 40.4

n lhin fingers ritfu tkm finger-tips

(qlik) man qdtilci dheda the man trans

formed (similar to a man)
2

u nel thongseal unebi thm thong of thongseal
skin 102.13, 30

memil seal memice chm thong of seal skin

134.31

iSee also-Zgan ABOUNDING IN (104.39).
* Sec Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vol. VII, p. 449.
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mULi blood gamobepilen full of dried blood

68.2

Also:

tsl sick tE
1

dirgin disease 133.7

lasfls winter da 6E cold

To this group may be added, as also differing in regard to the spe

cific character of the term :

lu* rkm he sees M-tu mgin or lue-tu mgin old

acquaintance (
= seeing com

panion)
lele lhm mitten ce-mingi Linin glove (

= mitten

hand)
li glig egg tig-i

-ttim egg-shell (
= egg-

bone)
velo lhin ear vilu -ttim or vicu -ttim auricu

lar bone

vilu ptirkin he marks the ear emtu ptiki (reindeer) without

(of the reindeer) ear-mark

Attention may also be called to the relation between the nominal

endings -thin and -Ihm, which have been treated in 52, 53, and which

may also be considered from this point of view, -Ihin being used in

nouns with indefinite meaning, -thin in those indicating particular

representation of the class of object.

In other cases the forms in I and
&amp;lt;5,

while related, do not differ in

their more or less specific character, but in other ways:

qulile erkin he cries qutite erkin he shouts, makes a

noise

gemle lin it is broken gemte tkulin broken to pieces
timi lm itflo net the whole day &mir

&i-6o
f
ft&t or umi 6-de6o net

a long time

anqa li-ra mkm maritime peo- anqa ti-ra mkm reindeer-breed-

ple ers who come in summer to

the seashore

li nilm the hearty one, avenger 6ine erkm he yearns for some-

(from li nlin heart, Unile er- thing
km he avenges)

123-124. Numerals

123. Introductory Remarks

The system of numbers is derived from manual concepts. Even

the expression TO COUNT really means TO FINGER (Chukchee ri lhirkm,

Kor. Kam. yilne lcin, HE COUNTS [from stem nlh-, Kor. Kam. yiln, FIN-
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GER] ). In a number of cases the relations between the numerals and
manual concepts can easily be given.

Chukchee Kor. Kam. From stem

five ming HAND (con
tracted from the

absolute form

Kor. Kam.

mi Linen

am-niro otken eight

qon a dinJcen

imngi tken

qonyafahnm nine

mingi tten ten

fal/ii nken fifteen

qli Tckin BELONG- qlilc

ING TO A MAN
twentv

am-niro Jcen JUST

THE THIRD (i. 6.,

of the second

hand)

qon-ya abi (Kor.
Kam. qon-ya waci

probably ONE BE
HIND i. e., one fin

ger left over)
BELONGING TO THE

HANDS, refers evi

dently to the com

pletion of the

count on two
hands

may be derived

from stem gitka lk

FOOT, referring to

the five toes of

the first foot,

added to the ten

fingers

a man, refers to all

the fingers and
toes. The form

qlik is obsolete in

both languages.

Larger numbers are composed with qli lckin or with the ordinary

modern word qla ul (Kor. Kam. qla wul) MAN.

The term qlig-qli lckit or qli lckin qla ul FOUR HUNDRED is the high

est term of the older Chukchee numeration. Every number higher

than four hundred is called giyeu -te gin LIMIT OF KNOWLEDGE. In

modern times this term, under Russian influence, has been applied

to express the idea of ONE THOUSAND. This recalls the old Russian

term for TEN THOUSAND TMa (Greek fwptac), which literally signifies

DARKNESS.
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In Chukchee, 11, 12, 13, etc., contain the particle pa rol (also pro

nounced pa rod) BESIDES. This element, however, may be omitted.

It is not used in Koiyak. The numbers 9, 14, 19, 99, are negative

verbal forms containing the negative prefix and suffix e JcMin (see

114, 4).

ammgitkau ~klen not being the tenth

akil/nnkau JcSlen not being the fifteenth, etc.

When used as nouns, all numerals may take post-positions. When
numerals stand with nouns with post-positions, they form compounds
with the nouns for which the stems without affixes are used.

mingit-kale Ma tahni-pli tkeafk I pay my debt with ten rubles

paper money (mingit ten; ~kale tol scratched one; -a instru

mental; tf-I; acin debtiplitko to finish)

Numerals are also compounded with personal pronouns.
Chukchee Kor. Kam.

nire-mu ri ni ye-mu yi we two

nlro -mqre niyo -mu yu we three

ni re-tu ri fti ye-tu yi ye two
nire rgeri niye thei ti they two

Numeral adverbs are formed with the suffix, -ce, -ca (Kor. Kam. -da)

(see 112, 81), from the stems of the cardinal numbers, except qune da

ONCE (Kor. qu n ac Kor. 53.2), which is derived from gun SINGLE.

nlra ca, giwi Jcinek on passing the year a fourth time 12.8

Distributives are formed with the suffix -yut; (Kor. Kam. -yut

[dual],-^tt iop/ [pi.], see 112, 80), from the stems of the cardinal

numbers. In Chukchee they have also the prefix em- JUST ( 113, 7).

Ordinals are expressed by the verbalized numerals, except ONE.

nireqe urkin (Kor. Kam. niyeqi wikin) he is double, he is the

second

Collective forms are derived from the numerals with the suffix,

-nlen (Kor. Kam. -Ian) (see 124, p. 841).

The Kamchadal numerals have almost been lost, and their place

has been taken by Russian numerals. Only the first four numer

als are still in use, side by side with their Russian equivalents.

The word lunejin HE COUNTS is also derived from the stem lux

FINGER (absolute form lijxluxd).
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1

Numerals Cardinal Iterative

1 Iconi n gun
2 TcasX) Tca cix ntel

3 6oJc tol
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Chukchee. Koryak Kamenskoye.

16 Tcilhi nilcEnne n mingi tik Enna n mi -

pa rol Linen

nlra

gi tik qonya acininpa rol19

20 qli Jcfcin

21 qli lckik snne n

pa rol

30 gli JcJcig mingi -
[qli lcilc mingi tcen

tken pa rol \niyo x mi ngitu

40 ni raq-qli Mm f*#9* :&**
( nayax mi ngitu

50 ni rdq-q li
lclcig

ming i t~ken

pa rol

60 niro q-qle ~k~ken

ni yax (jli
lcit e n lci

mm gi teen

mi Linen mi ngitu

niyo x qli lcu

snna n miLinen mi n

gitu
na yax qh ku

mi Linen mi n-80 nlra q-qle ~kken

gitu

99 amiLinqlekkau -

Jcslen

i*n 7 A {miLiften qli lcu
100 miLinqle lcken ,.- , ,

[mingi teen mi ngitu
200 mingitqle lcken mingi tcen qli lcu

400 qHg-qWkkin qlik-qli Tcu

Numerals are verbalized by the suffix -eu (Kor. Kam. -aw, -(i)w).

Chukchee Kor. Kara.

nireqe urkin niyeqi wikin he is double, he is the

second

nlroqa urlcin niyoqa we~kin he is threefold, he is

the third

-nleft (Kor. Kam. -latt) with numerals form collective terms.

Chukchee Kor. Kam.

snne nlen Enna nlan a single one

nire nlen niya qlan two together

nlrg nlan niyo qlan three together
nlra nlan naya qlan four together
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125-131. Adverbs.

125. MODAL ADVERBS.

Modal adverbs are formed by means of the inclusive affix

n(i)-eu, (Kor. Kam. n(i)-au) (see p. 810.) These forms are parallel

to the adjective form n(i)-qin (see 49).

nime leu well (Kor. Kam. nima lau) stem Ch.mel (Kor. Kam mal)
nime leu qatva e be kind (to us) ! a common form of prayer.
mmei neu ga tvulen a f

ttin he made a great promise, a dog 101.21

nu mkeu Ici wkiw ni ndqin the nights passed (there) became

many 108.8 (ki wkiw is sing.; nti nikeu adverb).

These forms however are not used very frequently, especially in

Koryak. In most cases they are replaced by adverbial composition

(see 119, p. 832).

Kamchadal -q designates adverbs.

omq deeply (adjective o mldx deep)
me daq far (adjective me talax distant)

~k!ijhiq shallowly (adjective ~k!ijhilax shallow)

NOTE. I have found a few forms in Kamchadal which corre

spond to Koryak forms:

rfmi ta (Kor. Kam. rtmi tau) warily (adjective rfmi tqin)

nit ra* far.

Other adverbs of modality are derived from verbal stems in an

irregular manner.

a tqeuma (Kor. Kam. attinau regular) badly R 62.72 (stem a*ga,

Kor. Kam. ae
qa

m

, adjective form e tqin, Kor. Kam. a tdifl)

me 6En ~ki (me6&amp;lt;mel good; sn Tci there) well 67.22

me cEn Jcu-wa l-e-um I am a fairly good one 114.34. Here med

does not assume ablaut (see p. 763)
me rinre slowly (stem-nr; adjective form ni nfdqin slow)

A number of synthetical bases are used as adverbs, either without

any change or mostly with added -irqi,-aki,-eti which are locative and

and allative suffixes (see 95). The same bases are used also with

va lin (Kor. Kam. i taltfn), (see 76).

As adverbs they always have the ablaut, those without suffix as

as well as those with the suffix -i,-qi, although the locative generally

is used without ablaut.

Adverbs without suffixes are

o ra openly 121.30; stem ure (Kor. Kam. o yan] (see p. 862.)

oma ka (Kor. Kam. oma lca Kor. 61.2) together; stem umeke
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ye ta in readiness 105.20, slowly 64.17 stem yite

a lva (Kor. Kara, a lvan) wrongly, go away! Kor. 37.5 stem elvt

(Kor. Kam. alva)

With suffix -hi, -qi

te Jci of cylindrical form; stem tik.

Jcoulo qi (Kor. Kam. fco Zoft) round; stem Jcuwl.

a rkici (Kor. Kam. aylcida) aslant, stem arkit (Kor. Kam. aylcit)

a rkici qata e (Kor. Kam. ay lcica, qata wan) more aslant!

ve ti truly 120.24 (ve te 107.8); stem vefh

ve tire straight (irregular) ;
stem vefh (adjective form nuwe tMqeri)

ge me without my knowledge; ge mu 103.5 (Kor. Kam. a mu
Kor. 55.3). This form is designative; stem -(t)7i$m not to

know.

raihema un without my .knowledge 11.9. The affix re eu is

causative.

qewe ti without my knowledge 120.37; stem -(t)hiu not to know;
allative.

pulJiirra
f

Jci flatly; stem p^lhim
apaqa Li(n) (Kor. Kam. apaqa di) face downward; stem apaqan.

pi tvij pitva ki double; stem p$v
e mpu(n}, empa Jci downcast; stem imp
ti mla, iimla, ~ki close to; stem tgml

yi 6Jii(n), yidha lci uninterrupted, stem yidh

and several others.

Those with the suffix -eti, -gti express a diminished intensity of

the adverbial term:

teute ti somewhat low; stem tint

qaLe gti somewhat lazy; stem qtiLi

yorge ti somewhat foolish; stem yurg
1

qewregti somewhat hasty; stem giwri
tane ti somewhat better; stem ten

All these forms combined with -va lm (Kor. Kam i talan) are com

monly used to express the absolute form of the adjective.

In Chukchee some of these adverbs may form with the prefix

ti tiki quite ( 113, 4) a kind of superlative.

titik-a tqeuma quite badly
tink-& qalpe with great hurry
tiflki-me

1

rinre quite slowly

1 See also yorgitu-wa llchln a foolish one 65.3.
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Some others may form diminutives, as

Tcifkinn u qai very little 118.6

qaiaqan G qai a trifle more 106.6.

6i
f

m6eqai very near 100.15

vi n VEqcii very cautiously 106.16.

126. LOCATIVE ADVERBS.

For demonstrative adverbs see 57.

Chukchee.
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nuwolvenafta tvaqen across sitting was carried 145.3 (n(u) gin

nominalizing prefix; wulv across; inefte to sit on a sledge; tva

to be)

qumugga gna in my presence
eulete l-va lm of elongated shape 91.15

ya rau-lilia rilinqat-va lin to the houses from the other side

being 11.7

te rki-irgo l at sunrise 104.16

va am-girgogca gti up river 119.14

IcamU ii -ya rak around the tent 104.20

yoro wti Icamle li sleeping room all around 12.10 (yoro wti al-

lative)

ve emilc va es qa ta he lived close to the river 122.8

Nota rmenqata close to Nota rmen 121.10

Chukchee

ti te

s n Jci

127. Temporal Adverbs.

Kor. Kam. Kamchadal

ti ta Kor. 27.7 i te

s nlci Kor. 39.2 lcnasn, nur

Iu ?nnal9.1 gu mlan Kor. 84.11 te nax

pi ika-lumna

ya nst 43.9 ya not

yep ye ppe
te le 7.1

telenye p 112.20 ankiyep
tite ep titoo n

gi
nmil 83.19

gmmiye p

.1;36.9 a thiKor. 30.9

ai give Kor. 78.26 a tinflc

(aiVEri-yep)

aigo on

aigoond a p
(aigoon-yep)

irga ti~k

Icitu r

Tcituje p
(Jcitur-yep)

qlarik

miti w Kor. 21.8 ajujlc
vo tin-ai nun i xdtu

when
then

of late

again
double again, i.e.

the third time

at first

still

in olden times

long ago
from what time

on, after a long
time Kor. 57.5

recently
from recent time

on

now, at present

yesterday
from yesterday
on

lately

from late times

on

to-morrow

last year
from last year on
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Chuckchee

Jcitur-no on

yawn nak

pe Le 20.2

pi tkd-yawnak

&H7.6

pa nena 54.9

Kor. Kara. Kamchadal

ya wyin

pa nena

Kor. 15.6

quli ninek

aiolc 118.20

na nEnqab

qole-t-cflo

aivs na nen

gad
imi6160 net

guli nilcak

vafyuk Kor.

21.3 vtf ak

Kor. 56.5

qole -alo

aigiv-ai gi-

vedna

a mnuc, Kor.

53.1,a
fwun

a mnut Kor.

54.5

a mkmito 112.8

(e mk in every)
60 probably
ana 1 ogous
to 6e nu
meral ad-

verbial
;

a suffix)

ai num Kor.

61.1

a rnliin

quli -ihi vnk

diq-etuwd k 44.4

wu tku

127

yu laq Kor.

16.2; 64.10

wu t6u Kor.

31.2; 41.2;

47.9; 80.2

woe tvafl Kor.

96.8

Icondpol

many a year ago
next year
soon

the year after

next

before^this

another time

early

afterwards

Iday after to-mor-

J row

day before yes

terday

always

all the time

long ago

after that Kor.

II

in future years
all at once

(ciq see

113.13)
for a long time

just then
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Chuckchee Kor. Kam. Kamchadal

un fku itu pil after a while (see

eto pel Oh.)

akila c Kor. just now

27.4; 28.3

akiltf t Kor.

27.5

ve iha-qo nom just now
Kor. 56.10

pice Kor. 14.11 for a while

qoLa Kor. 70.14 aftera while

qu lin Kor. 60.2 afterwards

nmvo q Kor. 13.5 - many a time

A number of these are adverbial phrases:

quli ninek at something else (from quli some, ni ~kek see p. 731).

qole-t-a lo
f another day

imidico net all days

rrga iik on to-morrow, etc.

Other adverbial terms are derived by means of post-positions from

the forms here given.

irgate ti towards to-morrow

irga thupu from to-morrow

Others, like lumfta AGAIN, yanet AT FIRST, do not take post-positions.

Seasons of the year, sections of the day and night are expressed

by the locative

wulqatw Jc in the evening time 120.3 (wu lq darkness -tvi to at

tain a certain quality 110, 68)

la le n~ki in the winter 51.1 (stem ld len)

irgiro Jc at dawn (pg dawn; -ru: phenomena of nature (110, 71)

Following are some examples of their use.

yep still

yep wu kwu ya rani na qam but the tent was still stone 107.11

yep irgiro ka while (the day) was not yet dawning 56.8

mi nkri re lqu va ma yep while he is still in the inner room 135.15

telen-ye p in olden times 61.5

telen-ye pkin belonging to olden times 61.5

yep e 6hi not yet
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gl nmllkin lately

e nmen lu ur gi nmilkin ro o then there was the one who had

lately been eaten 35.9

me mElqai gi nmilkin sni n timyo yarro nen the seal he had lately

killed, he put in his bosom. 43.8

gi nmilkin lo
f
o the one recently seen 104.8-

pe nin(e) as before

pe nin nrma yEnqanachin of large size as before 20.5

pe nin sni n i giikin lus
lqal it was his face as before 77.14

pe nin tautawa tilin as before he barked 104.13

peninei -git lei wul-i-git from olden times on thou art travelling
133.12

pa nenareleulewe urkin will you as before do wrong? 20.12-21.1

pa nena mlcitima tqen he was as before extending his hands 47.8

qan ve r e nmen irga tilc pa nena wulqatvi i* at this time then in

the morning it became as before dark 54.9

go ongan panena gti genlete td that to the former (place) is carried

133^2

Koryak :

assa lcin pa nin gayo
s olen the one of the other day (who)

before had found him Kor. 52.6

pa nena . . . ga npilen another time he stuffed it in Kor. 15.6

qa wun pani ta mi kinak nayamata ge though some time thou

wilt marry some one Kor. 78.17

pa ninau vaca pgicnu . . . the scars of former times Kor. 86.1

Clt FORMERLY

a msn cit gtimu w-di mgutd as
qa -rkila gene l^i^um before this, in

my own mind, I have become one who can hardly be pursued
17.6

snqa n ui na cit ene nkdlin that one formerly had no spirits 60.1

6it vai Ice ls Eccaka ta nilei wuqin formerly there ke lE wandered

outside 6 1.6

qailo qum cit kime k me csn*~ku-wa l-eum in truth formerly I was
a fairly good one 114.34

cit um wutkekinei -gum formerly I belonged to this place 97.10

guiwele Li n cit one who had formerly had evil charms 50.11

6it mitu ren milc en ge nu ni rd-mu ri before we were born to

father, we two E.44.2-3

The following example seems to refer to the future:

cit ELigiqai gupu ta a t e un ui na, after some time they passed by
the father s place and (there was) nothing 109.34-35

tele in olden times

te le e nmen . . . ndqalici tqinet in olden times, then they were

at war 7.1
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pe Le soon

naqa m pe Le numqitvi qin but soon it decreased in size 20.2

pe Le neu ttm topa wkwe5 soon the bitch was 104.7

a chi va n this time

acJii va n qo npu mala ti this time it grew much better Kor.

20.5-6

e
1 Shi-van ti nmin this time I killed her (Lesna) Kor. 97.13

acJii va n qaye m this time not Kor. 54.3 (see also Kor. 20.5;

54.3)

a chi just now (i. e. before a little while)

a cJd ni w-i-gi qanga tiykm now you said, &quot;it burns&quot; Kor 30.9

adhi lcin nenenaye ye-ge? wert thou looking for it just now?
Kor. 49.8-9

acJiiTci cu-ai naka now do not cry! Kor. 60.7

See also Kor. 68.13

128. Miscellaneous Adverbs and Conjunctions, Chukchee.

On the following pages I give a list of adverbs and conjunctions

without attempting to differentiate between the two groups. The

meaning of many of the adverbail or connective particles is so un

certain that a division seems hardly possible. Many of them have

such nice shades of meaning that they can not be rendered ade

quately in English.

The use of such particles is much more extended in Chukchee

than in Koryak. In Kamchadal most of the particles, particularly

most conjunctions have been lost and replaced by Russian loan

words.

The particles occur frequently in groups as will be seen for in

stance in the use of urn, ELo n, a msn, etc. Some are always post

positional and tend to unite phonetically with the word they modify

(see examples under urn)

, Im, -in an emphatic adverb. It is always postpositional
and seems to emphasize the word to which it is attached

Following nouns:

snfa q ne us qat urn . . . ganra gtaLen then the woman . . .

took it home 28,5-6

penyo lhin um rilete tyi* the hearth blazed up 32.3

wu rgirgm um vai ge pkiLin the noise reached there 32.13

inpina cliin um ELI gin gene wana the old father and his wife 33.9

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 54 128
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Enqa n E n Jci erre 6 ne us qdt, . . . qora Jc um uwd quc there was

only she the woman, . . . with the reindeer (was) the hus
band 51.9-10

uwd qucitd um by the husband 39.6

yorou ti um to the sleeping room 39.10

Following pronouns :

wo tqan um vai this one here 45.12

snqa n um vi n vi te rgilm this one who was weeping secretly 49.1

gumna n um I 137.1

Following verbs:

teqe lignin um a mi she made a cap too 28.8

ye tti-m vai she came there 29.13

qapleta t um qora ni the reindeer fell down 51.6

guq, gemi s qdlin um, a m it is deep! 53.1

mmpela a n um let us leave it 53.1

The emphatic um appears frequently in combination with other

particles. Examples of these will be found on the following pages.

I ml also, furthermore,
I mi am-viye irgd gi lhin naranauno nin furthermore, by only

breathing on the skin, he shall be cured 24.4-5

i git i mi yei velqdi Izu lika ralai vinnoi furthermore, from now
on an orphan child may travel alone 24.10

imi nounou lin in C LB wu iku epJd rkalin g u nurlc not even a

hair here would reach me 93.6

i gir i mi Nota s qa-Va irgm narataaro ninoflin from now on,

furthermore, the Ground-Beings shall be given sacrifices 25.1-2

Enqa at gei lqaLeet I min they also were sleeping 55.2

ina n exhortative particle

pu ru ina n wo tqan va ls mi ilhir in exchange let me give thee

this knife 15.12 (see also 93.30; 103.31; 104.3)

ina n am-taaro na, qatci gitki no ta-nda irgiikon only with sacri

fices provide the ground-crevices 24.1-2

le uti-tELe n ina n nanwa q&a n let the head-sufferer be seated!

45.11

In the following example ina n appears with the future:

ina n tre etyd* me&-d qalpe I shall come quickly 45.9-10

The following are probably derived from the demonstrative

stem En

s nlklt all at once

na qam s nilcit pai ga mti npuqen um but all at once they struck

him with a spear 36.2
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In most cases E nikit appears in coordinate clauses and may be

translated AS SOON AS

e nmen E nikit rilu fku then all at once he moved 16.5

E nikit uwi Jc Icipci tk&nen (as soon as) he struck the body (i. e.

himself) 35.11

E nikit um naramata git (as soon as) they will take thee 36.9-10

E nikit gai mi cm nigite afn (as soon as) they looked upon the

wealth 107.16

E nikit recipe tya
s
(as soon as) you will be submerged 114.22

E nikit ne rgid n ilule tyi* as soon as he was loose he stirred 102.25

E nikim gite nin ... as soon as he looked on it 23.9

Enna nl in like manner

E nra q then (see under e nmen}

Enqana ta therefore (instrumental of Enqa n, BY THAT)

Enqana ta E nqu tilgi rkrnet therefore I gave them up R46.39

Enqana ta no c-e-um gene l-i-um therefore I become poor R45.28

gano twey-gum Enqana ta qo n pu therefore I became quite poor
R45.28

Enqana ta ilva -neta gti titegge nirkin therefore I wish for the

wild reindeer country R46.52

Lnqana ta caucuwa -ra mkicha a f

ttin niggi pqin therefore the

reindeer breeding people keep dogs R53.31

En*ke mTr, Eti qe mlr, En ke mir e ur moreover (see also

ache mira)
En qe mir e ur as

qa -ra mkicliin ya
f

rat moreover, they are very
bad people R 53.20-21

En qam then (see under e nmen)

En nata l THIS TIME.

En nata l um li iti lhi-gir from now on I shall know thee 93.21

l Enqa n ru nin this time she ate 90.6

l anqanqacagti . . . ri ntminet this time she threw them
seaward 49.6

En nata l Idrvete ru qinetei kitilc from now on jostle me! (literally

with elbow jostling do me) 61.3

sn nata l um revi
f
ntilc this time (if you do so) you will die 64.19

En nata l um qalheqami tvatik of that you may eat your fill 65.31

En nata l um qa s qace wkwi* this time he did it in earnest 83.20

En nata l um lu-ora weLan this time they were real people 84.29

En nata l um i ppe gina n i me rd nut em-ginri
r
ta nine nti-git

this time evidently you for everything lie in ambush 93.20

En nata l um na nmirkin-e-git this time he will kill you 114.32

En nata l Enqa n errettegin this time it is ended R4.50
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nkri gratis

En fli n thus

nignopitva qen sn ni n in diku he remained crouching thus in

his coat 7.4

sn ni n um nan nipiu riqin thus that one plunged along 8.11-12

qagno pge* . . . En ni n crouch down thus 32.4

e LB su ni n va la inenu kali-muri not of [thus being] such we
eat 34.9-35.1

Also 9.4; 15.4; 90.1, 10; 94.1; 95.34; 105.17

En &quot;flu thus

E n fiu-wa l-e-git such a one art thou 70.25

En nu-wa li-t& re such are you 106.28

Wn ftot thus

ni wlcwaen s n not they spoke thus 78.4

ti wkw&k s nnot I say thus 15.8

ELO n emphatic particle

gik ELo n oh! 10.1

ELo n ginni lcu ne lyd t now they became (our) game 12.2

gilc, e nmen nipe aH. ELO U re mkm tumge wkwi* oh, they landed.

Now the people became friendly 14.1

ELO U sn nu -wa le-git such a one art thou 21.11

ELo n mirn wkut-hit let us bind thee 23.8

ia m ELo rbten ne urkm why doest thou laugh? 30.3

ELo n nara nmugit they will kill thee 37.10

ELo n vai tiyi lirlcin-ir-git this one I give thee 104.1

ELo n gina n ELO U Piii yn-i-git thou art Rheum 103.21

i git um ELo n but now! 123.18

Here belongs also

e miLon somewhere 97.23; 121.1 (&amp;lt;emi-ELo ri)

e miLonai nin (augmentative of e miLon) 43.6

awe tuwaq suddenly, at once

awe tuwaq ewkwe tyi* suddenly he left R 13.27

yilg-awe tuwaq nans qati ynm orgu ikim Tcenema nnen at once

he tied the girl to the sledge R 13.23

a inEn wn ELo n expresses displeasure, somewhat like German

&quot;aber doch&quot; without disjunctive meaning.

gik, a msn um ELO U notas qa vjhwe* Oh, the land is near 8.8

(&quot;aber das Land ist doch nahe&quot;)

guq, a msn um ELO U ti mquk pela arkin oh, some are leaving 8.9.

guq, a mEn um ELO U . . . re mkm qainunre lqid oh, the people
will come 10.3-4

guq, a msn um ELO U miniwkurlcin-i f

-git
let us tie thee 20.9;

see also 23.13
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um ELO U e tqi nintewimin ge t-i-um I was badly tortured

by them 21.9

a msn um ELO U Nota s qa-Va irga ini wlcwi I am told by the

Ground-Beings 23.11-12

guq, ELo n um a msn ga mga-vairge pu timete wlcwa lc among
all beings I could not do it 18.9

ELO U um a mEn, wctqanai nm ELo n garaqecJia ien that big one,

what has the bad one done! 31.9

arnsn um ELO U wot uwa qucita ai mak em e
f

lu getei Jcilin this

husband made the whole carcass into excrement 81.11

a msn um ELO U ne us qdt-i-gir so you are the woman 136.15

a mEn seems to introduce an unexpected event AND THEN UNEX

PECTEDLY or to introduce an entirety new idea, to which emphasis

is given 40.4; 41.12.

a mEn um e nmen petiyo lhin nuurgirge tqin and then unexpectedly
the hearth made a noise 32.8

e nmen um uwa quc qla ul a mEn um nitvetca qen wulh-e rdqaia
a mEn um vai li i-ten-eviralin then the man, the husband, was

standing there unexpectedly with a little thin fur shirt, unex

pectedly really well clothed 33.2

also 24.1; 29.11; 33.11; 39.3, 4, 5; 38.9, 11; 81.1; 88.8

am.) dmsn oh! (another idea) 56.8

,
a msn-! 58.7

a!mEn-um 8.10; 9.5; 13.10; 9.13; 39.3; 58.5; 65.20; 77.29; 80.25;

89.9; 93.31; 99.1; 101.2

a minam (= amEn-um 15.10)

a mEn um not! such a one 98.33

a mEn um ELo n 8.8, 9; 10.3; 39.1, 13; 41.6; 64.1; 81.11; ELo n
urn a mEn 31.9 (see under ELo n) it should not be expected, but

a mEn um qare m 16.9; a mEn garem but I will not! 16.1

a mEn um naqa m 39.4; na qam a m.sn 63.11; however
venli i um a mEn 40. 7

a ml
tepe lignin um a mi she made a cap too 28.8

nananaqa gcmin um a mi geggeu lin the little child awoke 55.3

telenye p um a mi long ago 61.5-6

Tcirga m um a mi . . . well (if you had found him) 121.4

a nI an emphatic particle ( ?)

e nmen a ni qanu r gun nute s qdn then certainly just like ground
8.6

e nmen a ni gilu ikulin then she practised shamanism 39.7 (see

also 39.8, 9; 40.4; 102.15; 104.35; 105.2, 15; 109.32)

gecenite Lin um a ni she was startled 29.6-7
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genpeu lin um a ni he became quite decrepit 107.26

a ni,geilitlcoi vulin u Jdcam so they distributed vessels 14.1

a ni,gilu tkulin he beat the drum 107.9

a ni,getipeine lin he continued to sing 102.17

a ni a ttau for no particular object 30.4

a ni qu num&anto e* oh, look here! come out! 81.27

atau without purpose; for no particular reason; it does not matter

atau
,
li enre qarlcin (you went to no purpose) what is the matter

with thee? 18.6

atau
,
lo nvo (to no purpose, only) in order to be looked at 19.2

(also 19.6; 23.1; 30.4; 48.12; 125.1,6)

ata um ni rgipa tqen to no purpose was he discussed 15.7

g
ei nlceli y-gir, a ttau it is your (own) tattooed face; (you act) to

no purpose 77.8

attau girgo l-qla ule nine lhdqin for no particular reason he

takes it for the man above 124.6-7

guq, attau -qun o rgoor ye taqdtci gin just get (your) sledge ready
105.20 (see also 119.18)

e, gu nd, a ttau oh, well, it does not matter 78.7

guk, attau gumi Jc oh, it does not matter, with me (sit down) 78.24

ache mlra, ache mlra-n-e ur moreover (see also sn lce mir)

a limi disjunctive

a limi alo ~ka gti va ls-um although I am invisible 22.10

a limi va ls ra qalqal however, there is no need of the knife 57.4

Ica Jco, a limi inelu kalinet he has not seen them anyway 70.32

ya am tile lit a limi lu ur nan titqa nninet but it swallowed them
71.3

a limi quwalo murkm um ve ti do obey! 88.10

a limi ene nilin however, he was a shaman 105.1

a limi kamagra nnoi he really gave a start 101.16-17

a-ltymna expresses surprise (see lu mna)

g.uc[,
a-lu mna gai ve git oh, is that so, is it thou? 97.13

a-lu mna is that so ? 121.1
;
125.7

a-lu mna no on me nin who was here ? 109.21

a f

qdlpe quickly 122.2

ei uJe, ai ek

ina n ai ek neu tte pilc trenurete ur let me in due time make it

appear (be born) through a female dog 121.31

gik,gini lc ei uk ekalu lc oh, in due time (I see) thee at last 19.4

En qa m ina n ai ek . . . re etya then after a while ... he shall

come 83.5-7

Also 118.20
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e un seems to be a connective with weak temporal tone.

mi nlcri, e nmen, ge mge-ni kin ni nqai nena gtoqen, e un navis
qin

how, then to whomsoever a child is born, and (then) it dies 20.8

ni lhd ge wkuLin e un ninenlipe tqdet with thongs he is tied and

he breaks them 20.9

e ur %)ulci rgi e un nelld rJcafit then she came and they had gone
abroad 31.2

e ur snqa n a ttwet geti nenemn, e un gepli tkuleet and that boat

was loaded and they had finished 31.1

qagno pge
s

. . . e un eLe pkd sit with head bent down . . . and

do not look 32.4-5
&quot; en ne eLe pka&quot; e un walo mge

&quot; Do not look!
&quot; and she obeyed

e un nine cviqin and they cut it 72.18

e un gepelqaruceu linet ne wanti and their wives had become de

crepit with age 72.29

6eq-alvam-va lit, e un I pe ~kele ta gayo laat how very extraordi

nary! and evidently they are visited by kelet 106.8

e nmen e un E n lci nitva qen i me-rd nut and then there was

everything 106.32

e un ya,ra n& nine lqin and it became a house 107.14

gik, npe t um e un! (now they are coming!) 11.10

gilc, neqe m e un qare m e un, gik oh, but it was not there 27.11

gai micin nigite as
n, e un IcuJcwa t-Jcolco nalJiin they looked at the

wealth and all was turned into dry leaves 107.16

NOTE: Not to be confounded with the prefix e un- ACTUAL, PRIN

CIPAL, as in e un-ne lvul PRINCIPAL HERD; a un-geta gti JUST IN THEIR
SIGHT 83.28

ewr, etir-um is connective AND with the added connotation AT

THAT TIME; it always refers to two events taking place at the

time.

ra gtiaft, En qafm e ur lumnena e* they went home, and at the same
time he also followed 120.26

e ur girgironta!Len^ cf ttwila nicajnitaqen at that time the dawn
came, (and) a boat s crew crept up to him 10.9

e
rurnrka tai unin,

^E ur yj lqa narayo git, muru wmil qaine i&quot;

at that time the walrus said to him, &quot;At the time when sleep
overtakes you, roar like we

(do)&quot; 10.6

e ur um qo laro as
t, Aiwhuanpina cJidqai gi ulin at the time when

they began to make a noise, the little old St. Lawrence Island

man said 11.10

cf ttwu-ye nki mgite qin, e ur um geyi reLin they looked into the

canoe and at that time it was full 67.6

e ur is used also quite frequently as conditional.
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e ur lumetu nu ri tya ,
rine new~kwa at the time when you are

lumetun, you shall make me black 23.6 (
= if you are the same) ;

also 24.2
&quot;

Icita m e ur li e-va inliki ganau tin-e-git, vai u niki qagti gin this

time if you have indeed married among real gods, then bring
a polar bear 110.5

i ti~k e ur tegge nirkm, gina nci mnutaii actually you want it, do
as you please

euLu mna&amp;lt;e ur lu mna or, or again.
euLu mna e ~kik or again the son R 23.88

but e ur lumna 98.9

Before the initial n of the following word e ur changes to e un (see

7.20; 11). See 20.8; 72.18

Still e un and e ur are not identical, e ur being used as connective

AND between separate nominal (or verbal) forms while e un is not

so used.

getlu ta e ur geleu tirgitkuta with blowing or with scratching the

head 126.7

ilh-a ttin e un, e ur urn uneci chin also the white dog and the

thong-seal 102.29; also 97.18

also 8.7; 9.2; 21.6; 31.1, 2, 3; 98.9

NOTE: Between proper names, instead of the connective e ur, the

plurals of the personal pronouns may be used.

Gi ihilin e m Tna irgin genewtu mga Sunset and Dawn are con

nected by group marriage R 228, footnote 1 (lit. Sunset they

Dawn)
mu ri Qla ul I and Qla ul (lit. we Qla ul)

eple un
Ici tam gun eple un li i enenitvi e* well, did he really obtain

shamanistic power ? 18.4

ewkurga, ewfourga-m however

e wkurga, tu mgitum ui na however, companion none (i. e. my
companion is not with me) 11.1

e wkurga, ginencennitew-i-git however, you have frightened me
15.10

e wkurga tilv-a minan trene lha, (if I do so) however, I shall be

all alone 31.13-32.1

e wkurga Nota s qa-Va irga nenanwethawa tqen however, the

Ground-Beings spoke to me (against my will) 24.9

egei ,
e wkurga ca mam all right, however, (it will be) in vain

&quot;

108.30

e wkurga-m cotoleu o ce mne Th-i-um, however, that under my
pillow I have for my leader 128.13
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ewkurga-wi iLo n vai nitermece nqin however, he does much vio

lence 66.26

See also 45.7; 66.14; 79.20; 84.6; 85.8

e pte likewise, in the same manner

qan ve r Icime lc ena nmue e pte gum at this time almost you
killed me likewise 121.16, 17

attau a ttu milhi a n e pte gum simply as a dog I ll use it (I)

likewise 135.20-21

e pte ginni g-gili lit ne mdqai gina n nena nme-git likewise the

ganie procurers also thou has killed 44.9-10

a mEn urn ELO U e pte gum minau tmga lc let me likewise take a

wife R12.8

emlte t at once, just now
emite t urn muwe nnitaaq I shall go for (my) body 31.12 (see

32.2 emite t urn in final position

emite t um te rgilin ra qal nan even thus crying for what? 27.12

guq, emite t um evi rit qatei kiginet oh, at once clothing make!

49.4

emite t-um tipela nat mme lqinet I just left them in safety (
= good

ones) 53.4

emite t-um ataa nk&lin te rgilin they did not touch the one who

cried, (so at once . . .)

emite t um qagti gin bring it at once 111.3

emite tim tigiie a n I looked on her 88.30

e tl evidently, probably.
e

ftim vai nipa tqenat ven va Jci evidently they cooked them

secretly 9.9

e tim nu tenut minnei meukwa n evidently we are approaching
land 9.11

e
f

tim am gemge-nute qin evidently from every country 11.4

e trm a mEn tkuwi cin tre
/

tya n evidently I brought Children s

Death 20.1

e tim Tce lelc qdU lcetyi evidently thou wilt marry a kele 26.2

e tim wu iku evidently he is here! 125.2

e tim nlro rgari there many have been three 97.26

ELo n um e tim evidently that! (a term expressing annoyance)

31.10; 108.22

e tilIn necessarily

eto

Eto qaia qan npkire nnin after a while he brought her back

51.4

e nmen eto qaia qan um gre lgi after a while he vomits 136.24-25

qai vE-mac-eto pel indeed I am a little better 135.7-8
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erre c git eto pel thou art most fit 135.19

Eto pel En ~ki iwku& i* she better drank then (i. e. she could

drink then) 37.4

e toqon wo tqan qaimi tgin will you take this one?

e toqon mirrenu tergi-git shall we bury thee rather in the ground
1

?

R 60.23

e nmen, En qam, snra q THEN, coordinating conjunctions. Of
these enme n seems to express the most definite temporal

sequence, En qa m a closer temporal connection, while Enfa q
should be translated in turn and indicates a still closer con

nection. It seems to depend upon the liveliness of the narra

tive which of these three is used. The first one is the most

frequent connective conjunction, although a constant use of

En qam is not rare 62.6 et seq.

The difference between e nmen and En qa m appears most clearly

when their use alternates; as in the following examples.

En qa m Enqa n Umqdqdi ind nlhindigiwe nnin ne us qdt. e nmen
lu ur e gripgi

5 At that time U mqaqai pointed with his finger

at the woman. Then thereafter she felt pain 63.7-8

En qa m Enqa n Umqdqdi inti geginteu linet; e nmen gu ttirgin

qa at nerri net at that time U mqaqai and his people fled; then

the others untied the reindeer 63.10-11

En qa m nite ginqin . . . e nmen niten ne w^i-um . . . En qa m
gi ulin At that time she sniffed .... then I laughed a

little; . . . then she said 72.11-13

e nmen ya yak qamitvaca qen mi tqak, En qa m Enqa n riyrrrai -

nenat then the gulls ate all the blubber and at that time they
anointed them

en men uwi lkan qdtei Jcigin . . . En qa m dincikou ti qineni ntii-

then make a woodpile and throw me into the fire! 31.12-13

In all these examples, the impression is conveyed that En qa m sig

nifies a closer connection than e nmen.

The form Enfa q is parallel to me rgm-faq WE NEXT 69.22 and

gum-faq i NEXT 77.21 Its meaning IN TURN THIS TIME appears

clearly 17, 23, 96.11.

Enfa q appears also together with e nmen
e nmen nute s qdn Enfa q nuweihau qen then this time he spoke

to the ground 15.9-10

e nmen Enfa q ya yakit namingukwa arkinat then in turn he re

warded the gulls 74.28-29

In the beginning of a story e nmen means ONCE UPON A TIME.
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e nmec because

va nevan ni tvinen, e nmed um nayilhau nen she did not tell him

anything because she feared his anger 88.22-23

e nmec um e un pulci rgi
5
ya rak garancemau len uwd quc when

she came home, her husband had broken the tent 30.10-11

e nmec um nan e chi wulqdtvi i*, kenkele nnin because of this,

before evening came, he made her descend 97.5-6

e nmec d qdlpe because of this, hurry up!
e nmec gepli ikulin and already it is finished

e nmec qui mik ta la iorkin already I soil my trousers 94.19

e nmec wi yolu qi nelhi rkin already you shall have me for a

servant 95.7, also 95.15

ece nur ecit ur
ece nur vintuwi lin it shall be (this way) a well trained one 24.6

ece nur . . . veime nu nere lhinin it shall be (this way) one who
is kindly treated 25.8-9

guq, ece nur ye ta qale tik it shall be this wayl (you shall) move
on slowly 65.28

ecu ur yep vai atevga ika vai yegte LeH it shall be this way! as yet
without crying (shall be) those living R 54.40

eclii before

e chi ras qeuno a t cit nepi rirJcin qla ulqai before they could

enter they attacked the man 85.15

e chi yilqd tydt ganto len before they had gone to sleep he went
out 8.4

e chi eime wJcwi5
irgrro nnoi before it approached the dawn

came 9.12

See also 10.9, 12.10, 11; 13.3; 20.3; 31.3; 55.6, 8; 97.20

Followed by -rkin WHEN ABOUT TO

e chi pelqdnte erTcin . . . gapekagta Len when about to come
back, she fell down 97.20

e chi cit qami tvarkin lu ur pi rinin when she was about to eat,
after that he caught her 87.12

e nmen e chi re nild te grirkmin lu ur i wkwi* then, when the
bow-man was about to fling the harpoon, after that he said

10.10

elhlle nfoi in case, if

elhile nki relue nin in case you should see him
erre c only

erre c qun ne ekik an only daughter R 12.10

erre c Enqa n ne ekik (there was) only that daughter 28.2

erre c niro rgan there were only three of them 34.3

na qam erre c yi liil ru rkmin he eats only tongues 49.3
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erre 6 um am-giika t gegnu linet only just the legs were left 51.4

erre c ai koldk moLi ynm um on thebedskins was onlyblood 56.4-5

erre t-te gin limit of end (i. e. it is the end); from -tegn limit (only

in compounds) 64.2

erre c mi mil, ya
/
rat mi mil nine uqin a inkinico only waterj

verily water they were consuming in quantities R 32.28

eke in but (weaker than naqa m)

eke in git niru l-i-git; gi newdn um gumna n me cen Tci tre ntinin

but you are weak; I, on the contrary, shall do it very well

ekdlu k

gmi k ei uk ekdlu k at last for thee 19.4

ekena n, ecena n I wish I could (with subjunctive 6)

ekena n gumna n ti pi retisn I wish I could take it

eke upcl and now, but now
eke upci tipli ikurkin and now I am finishing it

ia m&amp;gt;iyam why 19.5

ia m ELo n ten ne urlcm why are you laughing 30.3

ia m pegdi nu nine lhi-gir ora weLan why doest thou meddle with

man? (lit. to meddling interest doest thou become) 23.11

ia m gemge -gmni lc qo nmuean why do you kill all the game?
92.32

iu kd oh if ! I wish

guq, iu Jca qaia qan minqami tvarkrn I wish we could eat more

65.4

guq, iu ka mmpontorkin-e-git I wish I could eat of your liver!

95.19

iu kd no onqan mini nmurkin I wish we might kill this one 70.22

i ppe, yl pe actually

En qa m i ppe mukici ynm . . . gata len then actually very

many . . . moved 11.7

En nata l um i ppe gina n this time it is really thou 93.20

e un I pe ~kele ta gayo laat now really kele visit them 106.8

i pe-qun really 45.3

gum, gu nd li i-i ppe ti urkm I, indeed, quite truly say 57.2

fr tik

i tilc a msn drunte erkm in reality thou desirest 24.11

qare men ora weLan, is tik um Ice ls (she is) not a human being,

in reality she is a ke lE 29.9

qare men ie ti~k lu mnil this is not a real myth 61.5

gik, attau i tik um tislus aen in vain, if in reality I had seen

him 121.6

gale ocma -mere ie tik um in reality we have met 121.23
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Nota s qa-Va irga leule wu ine lhii li eni tilc the Ground-Beings
induce me to do wrong, just really 25.1

li en ie
tilc amni cvmla gu mik nniJce urJcin qare m milimala n-

noa lc just really the angry ones order me to do something,
let me not obey them 21.10

i tig lu mna Tno tirge-git in reality again, thou art Tno irgm
i tig lu mna qailJiina n get ene netvii in reality again he has

acquired real shamanistic power 19.11-12

ie nqun lest

nenaio qen i nqun nere lu nin she shoved it in, lest they should

find it 29.3
*

i nqun vai Jcmtaya n ragno urkin ve ti gmni lc lest even the

lucky one should feel great scarcity of game 42.3

nini uqinet, titi t remle gitlci, i nqiin nere lu nm he said to them,
&quot; You will break the needles!&quot; lest they should look at them
82.12

i qlt now
i gir I mi Nota s qa-Va irgin narataaro nifloflin now also the

Ground-Beings shall be given sacrifices 25.1-2

qu num i git um mmra gtatya n let me now take it home 121.28

i
f

git-um-iLo n o ra tiyo wkut now I have come to thee openly
123.18

ya net first

go,gum um ya net oh. I first 43.9

ya ntfa separately, alone

mtJciu qin ya nfa she passes the nights by herself 28.3

yat rat very (sometimes ya
f

daf)

nithi lqinet yaf rat very hot ones 9.9

ya
f

rat nite/nqinet very good ones 14.8

mte nqin ya
f

rat a very pretty one 36.3

enenitvi i5 ya
f

rat he acquired great shamanistic power 35.10

ya
s/ran niglo qen she sorrowed very much 27.10

a msn um ya
f

rat verily! 85.2

yaka n- hln probably 9.13

ydqqdi a particle giving a slightly emphatic shade to the phrase,
like German

&quot;ja&quot;

ydqqdi m qa m pe Le tre etya* I ll soon be back (ich werde ja
bald wiederkommen) 30.8

ydqqdi um qu num tu ri qare mena-tere ye are not (human
beings) (ihr seid ja doch nicht Menschen) 85.4-5

mi nkri-m-e un ydqqdi gumna n milu a n tuwelvada arkm how
is it then? I shall find him. I am unable to do it (ich soil

ihn ja finden) 124.3
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yaqqai -nan git tratara nna for thee I ll pitch the tent (fur

dich will ich ja das Zelt aufstellen) R 61.38

ytiqqai ora weLa-tainatidha til-e-git you are a murderer of men
(du bist ja ein Morder) 94.6

yaqqai um rd nut what is it? (ja, was soil das denn?) 111.3

ydqqdi um yagtale n vo tiye
f

tyd k have I come for life? (bin ich

etwa gekommen, um mem Leben zu erhalten) 113.26

ye li i (evidently containing the element li i TRULY, REALLY, see also

ULi i, venli i, miteli i, qaLi i, qum i)

e nmen ye li i snqa n is he the only one? 21.13

ye li i gumna n rather (let) me (be the one)
Also R 12.7

yu raq perhaps.

opo po exhortative

opo po garai -git minle git thou hast a home, let me take thee

there 89.7

opo pu mmpa awkut let us stop! 98.6

opo pe mitalai ruut let me give thee a beating R 61.50

o ptlma like (see Koryak Kamenskoye opta)

o ra openly

gina n qanra gtatya n o ra if thou shouldst take it home openly
121.30

i git-um-iLo n o ra tiyo* wkut I have come to thee openly
123.18-19

uru ur it seems that

u rri thus, so

u rri nuplu tvi qin it was so small 20.3

u rri li nki numqitvi qin thus becoming it decreased in size 20.4

qagno pge endikou ti u rri Efi ni n sit with head bent down in

your clothes thus 32.4

u rri mingi Limn n nnin thus he did (with) his hand 57.10

u rri nan gmi n . . . thus it is yours . . . 93.9-10

wu rri thus

na qam um neyule tqin wu m still he was alive (although he

was) in this condition 50.3

e nmen vai wu rri snqa n gama tinolen there thus that one

dragged her 51.1

snqa n sna n dini t wu rri ni tqin that one there herself was

thus 26.9

e nmen wu rri puulqe wlcwi then he floated thus 77.23

e nmen E nikit rilu tJcu wu rri girgola qti
there at once he moved

thus upward 16.5

u ntw&k greatly, strongly
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uLi i in this case indeed (or besides indeed ?) (containing the ele

ment li i REALLY, TRULY; see also ye li i, venli i, miteli i, q&Li i,

gum i}

um i yara ni gamata gin wu kwen then take also my stone-house

92.4 (in the same way 92.14, 24; 93.3, 8, 18, 26)

ve tl really, truly, very, at once
;
an intensifying particle

ve ti veime nu nere lkinin truly friendly he will be treated 25.9

veil gmni Jc Urn a msn nenankettuwa tgen truly they made game
scarce by means of magic 42.4

ve ti nimei sngin he was very large 73.9

ve ti nige tvugin he was very strong 47.3

ve ti nara nmuntilc it will kill you at once 70.12

ve ti-m res/w nena nmugen he killed really (many) whales 73.3

a limi quwalo mtirkm um ve ti but obey me strictly 88.10-11

trafiauti nirkm ve ts gun I shall marry at once 57.2

nire vi /

Hgin ve ti he really wanted to die 99.27

ve ti, gaya arkinat nan do sing it again! 120.24

vetci in um, velci in for my part granted!

ve noin
ve nom srgma n let them (be) 55.11

Also 56 . 1

ven va kl secretly (see vi n vi}

venli i unexpectedly 60.7; 61.2; 69.33 (Bogoras: still, meanwhile,

notwithstanding), (containing the element li i REALLY, TRULY;
see also ye li i, ULi i, miteli i, qtiLi i, quLi i)

qdn ve r met -ld it venli i um a mEn rnna gti nine lqin at this

time somehow unexpectedly to the other side it came (i. e.

nevertheless it came across somehow) 40.7

venli i leu ti Tci plmen unexpectedly he hit him on the head 45.12

qai vE teinele erkrn, venli i aa lomka i irkin indeed, I blame him;

unexpectedly he does not obey
na qam pa nena venli i nuurgeimeu gin but unexpectedly more
thunder approached 69.30

ne me cuwi pit nimei netqin venli i unexpectedly the remaining
piece also was growing in size 72.18

venli i mtiu qin unexpectedly he is persistent 137.15

Also 74.4; 137.13

vele r, vele r-um, vele r urn iiau AT LEAST (Kor. Kam. va lari)
limited qualification of action)

gailo Tcim m,i n~kri, vele r-um wo tqan indeed, how then, at least

this one?

vele r-um micagaro a*Tc at least I will eat some sugar E, 65.124

vele r-im yara ni ga tvata although a house had been there

(lit. at least with house s being) 31.6
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vele r cimce ta qenata ge
5 at least move near! 37.10 (see also

37.9,13)

vele nm mitwet Tia urkm at least I can talk with thee 32.1

vele r-qun, vele s -qun at least (with a shade of anger) R 72.20

vien*
&amp;lt; viyen just, simply

tilcimice erkin am, w en mewkwe tyaflc I am staying too long,

just let me depart
vi en puTci rgi

6 euno a t he just arrived (and) they began to

speak 110.3

go,
vi en qra gtitik just go home! 45.9

vi en aa f

lomkEl-e-git thou just doest not listen 54.11

vi n*vX, ven va kl secretly 108.14

pILa f

, pILa q apparently, pretending

piLa vi lin pretending death 82.4; 124.6

plciyi that is all! 107.21 (from stem pi to finish)

mel, mec, like, somewhat like (see 113.10, 11).

met
ka ko mei oho, there! 14.5

met -ki tkit, met -7ci it (?)

me cicu besides

i tkenin um me titu erga wkvie* he robbed him and ridiculed him

besides

mac exhortative particle

mac gumna
fn let me be the one!

mac irgina n let them be the ones! R 62.70

ma cinan&amp;lt;mac-Ena n let it be (impersonal)
ma cinan cei va let it be (done) on foot R 60.21

mite of course 121.6

miteli i undoubtedly (containing the element li i REALLY, TRULY; see

also ye li i, ULi i, venli i, qaLi i, quLi i}

miteli i tila nvu va rkin riLU undoubtedly there is a stranded

carcass 64.18

miteli i ranto a5 undoubtedly she will come out 82.21

miteli i Jcithin u qai rakerga tya* undoubtedly a small bright spot

will appear 118.6

wiitiu (perhaps miihiu } I thought
mitiu ene ndi-git I thought thou wert a shaman 22.3

mitiu Jce
f

le-i-git I thought thou wert a kele 15.11

miti um ELo n qaigi pe viri irlcin we thought he really wanted

to die R 52.7
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tarn, tagam all right!

ge, tarn! oh, all right! 121.28

gi, tarn, a msn! oh, all right then! 84.14

/, tarn! yes, all right 84.19

te naq if perhaps (always with future)

te naq nara nmi-um if perhaps they should kill me

te ce-n how many times

ne me te &e-n giiwi i* again how many times a year passed (i. e.

after several years) 12.8

naqa m however, but

utte mil nimayEnqana dJiin naqa m pe Le numqitvi qin like a tree

was he large, but soon he decreased (in size) 20.2

nara nmunqen na qam . . . nenalwau qen they wanted to kill

him, but . . . they could not do it 36.1-2.

na qam nm ni uqin ne me but they ordered him again 59.6

u ttdqai na qam snqa n gelelu qdglin it is little piece of wood!

But it has whiskers 75.4-5

na qam demi ngit yito nenat but (this time) she pulled out a pair
of gloves 111.5-6; also 76.4, 6, 24

na qam um is more strongly adversative

guq, naqa m am re qd but with what then? 34.9

naqa m um no onqan but this one 35.1

na qam urn tew^mu Lilin but this one s blood was good 117.14

na qam um niqe tvuqin but this one was strong 66.20

With a msn it is strongly adversative

e nmen gu ttirgin qa at pe Leqdi nerri net, na qam a mEn

Umqaqai in . . . nenalwau qen then the others reindeer

quickly were untied, but on the other hand Umqdqdi&quot;s

. . . could not 63.11-12

a msn um naqa m inpilu ikul-4-git you on the other hand, are

an old shamanistic practitioner 39.4

naqa m lumna (literally but again) . In this complex the adver

sative meaning is not always marked. It seems to mean AFTER
ALL THAT HAS HAPPENED.

naqa m lumna na wtmge* after all, he married 58.7-8

naqa m lu mna gaa qelen after all he sat down 98.24

na qam lu mna inennike wkwis after all I am treated thus

98.28-29

na qam lu mna ceq-e dcaq after all, quite on the surface
( ?)

102.25-26

inenpelqu uikalin um wot, naqa m lu mna he can not be van

quished, after all 114.27

na qam lu mna i liil ui nd ne lyi* after all, the rain stopped
116.11-12

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 55 128
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naqa m lu mna ginni Tc reurre tyd* after all that has been

done game shall appear 25.6

Clearly adversative are:

naqa m lu mna awge ikirika nevertheless they did not say

anything 26.6

e nmen im-nike fet mlcamagra qen, naqa m lu mna vas
glmin

no mrdqen then the whole night he struggled, however
the grass (with which he was tied) was (too) tough (to be

torn) 20.10-11.

It is also used before nominal forms, pronouns, and nomi-

nalized verbs

Icicauda tye
5 na qam wus qu mcilcu, na qam nilci td he

galloped off notwithstanding the darkness, notwith

standing the nighttime 57.5

na gamyo yogan ve r . . . naa lomga n notwithstanding
the wind, just at that time they heard it 34.4

ene nilin naqa m go rgulen but the shaman had a sledge
14.10

naqa m am-gina n but only thou (i. e., but you are all

alone) 30.3

Apparently following the verb to which it belongs :

gape nfilen na qam, ganmiikoi vulen but they were at

tacked, they were slaughtered 12.4

ni ndqin um naqa m but this one was swift 40.4-5

ne me again
ne me gitte wkwi* again thou art hungry 9.13

ne me cipe tyi* again he dived 10.1

yu, ne me oh, again 36.6 !

ne mdqdi also

e nmen um Ai wanat um ne mdqd i they are also Aiwan 7.9

e nmen ne mdqdi, geri nelin then he also had flown up 15.3

e pte ginni g-gili lit ne mdqdi gina n nena nme-git likewise the

game procurers also thou hast killed 44.9-10

nemdqdi gumna n I also 93.13

ne mdqdi Enqa n ene nilin nipe gtimet also that shaman is hauling
a sledge 14.12-15.1

neqe m but, nevertheless

gilc,neqe m e un qare m e un, gik oh, but it was not there 27.11

neqe m um li i-vennolm nigtaqin ve -re mkd nevertheless having

just died, he is taken away by the dead people K 52.12

cf mquq partly, somewhat
ci mquq nu mkdqin re mkin nimitva lin somewhat many people
were encamped 58.9
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di mqiiq snqa n niqulile tqin in part they were noisy 60.9

ti mqtik Icuke ciku e ret mtva qen partly in the kettle boiled meat

was (left) 75.11

e nmen vai ye tvue* ci m^ulc then it grew somewhat brighter

94.22-23

ca ma also

cafma Enqa n mac-ewga n titvu rkin also this is an incantation I

tell 39.13

ca ma mu La e ur also with blood (they sacrifice) 41.11

ca ma li en ai malcik naslai oqen he also defecated on the carcass

81.6

ca ma qu tti ga nmilaat also the others were killed 98.3

tmin-la li-me re vai ca ma we come here also carrying antlers

121.20

ca ma nuwethau 1

gaol oraweLa -mel they also talk like men 64.10

guq, a msn um na qam um gai mic-ai wan 6a ma oh, he was how
ever a rich Aiwan 50.7

See also 42.3

ce mit therefore

&e mit gu muk ena- tvat epki rlcti mtva qen therefore to me prom
ised gifts do not come 93.16

go, e ur qii num te met li i iulule tyi
5 lu mna, walqa Linin oh, and

therefore really has become long again the jaw 45.8

ce net since, because

ce net im wnre tilit nu mqtigtiet since there are many helpers
R 4.44

te net um qaalvilu En ni n nu rri nitva qen since the buck is there

on its back B, 4.34

te net ves
licJiin, ia m mmyo asn since he is dead, why should

we visit him? 108.13-14

de flet umEnne n -mi mlci giwkuci ta since they drink one water
R 45.13-14

te net gumni n E fnm-ku pren u ina Enmeqa eti tralva wnm since

I have no fish nets, I cannot trade in fish R, 46.47-48

gu }
6e net &amp;gt;1m ili La-muri oh, since we are on an island! (an

exclamatory phrase) 11.11

cite un
cit gumik ga tvalen, tite un ta nnik titva rkm um i git before it

was with me, and later (now) with the Russians I am staying
now R 45.19

tit ai vanana me tal nnfirkinin . . . cite un um gumna n wu iku

ti nfi qa n before the Aivan kept the medal, . . . and later

(now) here I should (like to) keep it R 45.20-21
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dite un akka gti titegge nirkm and later (now) with (my) son I

should like (to be) R 46.38

dite un leinta irga, memilqa a na na lpmfie
e later on (now) good

luck may give me seals R 46.42

cite un a ttilu a lvanqan nita qenat and later on some dog-drivers
were moving on in unwanted directions R 32.38

inpic-elcke td nn lpinnen dite un ve -wgento e the eldest son was
with him later on then he gave up his breath (i. e. that he

might die an easier death) R 49.15

le nltaq already ( ? )

le mtaq um napela an um vai ne elcilc already they had left this

daughter 30.12

lenrta q um . . . dumna dhm na nmugaen already they had slaugh
tered the reindeer-buck R 52.7

H en- and simply, and only; restricted action

nineimeu qinet, li en a ttd gape nrcilen they approached, the dogs

just jumped at them 11 1.21

li en elhipera rkin e ce it is simply white with fat 81.27

ta yolhin um lo lo Wen the needle-case was simply his penis 82.13

See also 67.19; 81.6; 86.8, 12, 25; 87.1, 28.

H en- i tlk (see i tiJc um) I tell you what (implying contempt)
R 61.1

li en i
f
tilc ~kema wkurge-git and let me tell you that you are caus

ing delay
li en i

f
tiJc ra nnitae and may I ask you what do you want here ?

li en um i tilc e tqi and really, as I tell you, it is bad 11.3

attau li en utterly in vain (see atau p. 854)

tyu, before vowels lu un just, just like

loon-ai vE just yesterday

li i really

sn nata l um li i ti lhi-gir from now on I shall really know thee

93.21-22

li i enenitvi i he has really acquired shamanistic power 18.4

In ur AFTER THAT, THEREUPON always refers back to a preceding

event.

e nmen ai gepu eine ufkui*, goq, lu ur qa at ye tycft and he called to

the east; oh, thereupon reindeer came 108.32

atdau luwau nen, lu ur yopa tye? she could not wait, thereupon
she went to look 30.13

lu ur wethau noe* thereupon he began to speak 31.11

lu ur pmtiqoro a?t thereupon they began to emerge 102.23

Tciye wkwaft. e nmen lu ur qla ul ye tyi* they awake. Then, after

that, a man came 66.11
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rilhmdigiwe nnin, e nmen lu ur e gripgi* he pointed at her with a

finger; thereupon she felt pain 63.7

See also 8.5; 10.8, 10; 15.1; 29.6; 61.9; 68.11; 70.27

lu un matdi ynin eunoi thereupon the father-in-law said 114.9

Ivb mna again

gu, me nko lu mna pi ntigatyi* oh, whence doest thou appear

again? 10.12

ra tnota thit lu mna what are these again? 14.3-4

naga m lu mna . . . ergewe tyi* but again he dived 17.4

See a-lu mna p. 854.

rlpe t even

ripe t terga tye he even began to cry

eyi lqakMinet ripe t ELI git without sleep were even the parents
34.3-4

lile -mi mlti nipyudi tqin ripe t the eye fluid even spurted out

106.19

ripe t ge mu li ngd n you did not even mind it 109.25

e nmen ripe t tena lai okwut I even eased myself over you 109.23

rattqn*fiaufiln enough 65.6

re en I confess

-rmn with personal pronouns MY, THY, HIS TURN (perhaps &amp;lt; snraq

um, gum-ra q um it is my turn)

e un nipampide teqen snfa m ci cJimcilcu atinra lm he puts on

tufts of reindeer hair in their turn in the armpits of the owner

(i. e. the owner puts on . . . ) R 4.46

Enra m rimne td gaikola Leet this time they spread the skins the

inside upward R 59.13

Enra m nimtu mqaqai eftinga ikMin on his part their camp com
panion has no child R 12.11-12

klme l, qlme l at once ( ?)

Icime l e lliu ine t&ii* at once he has a liking for me 137.14 (see

also 137.5, 11)

Enqa mnaics qate ti qime l then at once (he said) to the woman
58.6

klme Jt almost

Icime k miti nmuut almost we killed thee 10,11

a mEn-um-iLo n ti nma, ine ntii* Jcime Jc but now you did almost

kill one 123.17-18

qcin ve r Mme Jc enanmue5 e pte gum this time you have almost
killed me 121.16-17. See also* 66.35; 71.6; 85.27; 128.12.

kita 9 fclta m, kitau
Jcitau

fatau qun, mi nkri ni tqin now then ! how was he ? 17.12 (kitafm

gun 18.1) 128
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Jcitau qun a tti yna ninenyegtele nmik well then! the big dog
saved us 106.26

na riko go ahead! (bring him) here! 20.1

fc/to m46.4; 79.1
; 80.10; 87.8; 94.9; 110.20; 113.21; 124.2; Tcita m

qun 16.6; 18.4; Icita m qu num 21.5 well then!

Icita m nu nfi now then (bring home) here! 23.2

guq, Tcita m lu mna well! now then again! 68.17

It may be separated from the imperative or subjunctive by a

clause

Jcita m e ur li e-va irinki ganau tin-e-git qailJima n get, vai u mki

qagti gin now then, if among real being (gods) thou hast married

really, here a polar bear bring! 110.5-6. Compare 110.9-10.

klta tkE unfortunately 25.12

hl tvil-qwn, notwithstanding

kl nmal together (?)

Tci nmal minune lmilc let us go for fuel! 30.6

ki nmal . . . piligili lit . . . gina n nena nme-git thou wert

killing at once ( ?) the food procurers 44.9. See also 83.26

klrya m Urn a mEw, Ttlrqa m urn a ml well now! 121.4

kite seldom

M tMt a little

Tci ikit mten ne w-i-um I laughed a little 72.13

Id fkit qanve ntetyi* open it a little 94.21, 34

Jci ikit nuurre tqinet they were a little visible 95.30

ku likd alone 24.10.

qaia qan a while

e nmen qaia qan tile aH they walked a while 64.8. See also 66.8.

gukfiu Jca qaia qan mmqami tvarlcin I wish we could eat a

while 65.4

qaia qan e ur neimeu qin for a while he approached 60.13

qaia qan e ldi-gelenno e* ven-cumn a cTiin for a while the trained

reindeer-buck was looking for urine R 13.26

Eto -qaia qan nplcire nnin after a while he brought her back 51.4

qtiLi i eto -qaia qan gewkwe Lin after a while he departed 45.11

qai vE indeed, truly, really.

qai vs qine ilhi* really, give (it) to me 16.1

snqa n qai vs lu metui-gir thou art really lu metun

qai vE-m I mi yei velqdi nu tek tumn-alva lag rayi lqanno indeed,

also a little orphan in the country anywhere may (will) sleep

24.10-11
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guq, qai vE-mnan me dEn lci tre nti nm oh, indeed, I shall be able

to manage him 67.22

Also 23.6; 80.27; 85.3; 92.23; 97.14

qailo klm
gib, qailo lcim re qd qdta Linifki with what will you answer 14.2

qailo Jcrm mi nkri mini ntin how shall we act 53.1

qailo kim wu fku nn nti-gir how should I keep thee here 109.30

qailo Jcrm pe nin wolvitva lin before he was motionless 125.4

qailo Jcim eLe/nyutd rin lpinnen the younger brother accom

panied him B, 50.22-23

qailhlna n*cjet, qaglena nget and actually

qailhma n get li e-iamce tmoe and actually, he began to feel quite
well 33.5

guq, qailhma nget um ne lu n and indeed, they saw it 10.3

qailhma nget ni rgipatqen and actually, he was talked about

17.5, 7

Also, 15.7; 18.3; 67.22; 80.27; 104.9

qa tin just so 127.10

qalelE vertically

qdi-I pe, qdigi pe really, in truth

qai-i pe li e-va
finnki ganau tin-e-git really among the gods (real

beings) you married 110.30-31

miti um ELo n qaigi pe viri irkin we thought he really wanted to

die R 52.7

qdi nun it seems (Kor. II, Fallen qa inun Kor. 90.2)

qd inun tu rgin re mkiNe tqi it seems your people are bad 8.9-10

tu rgin re mkm qa inun re lqid it seems your people will appear
10.4

qa inun meti u rine lhii* certainly I shall not be believed by
them 19.8

Also 21.2, 5, 12; 24.2.

qdnu r like, as

gene Li net qdnu r pe welti they became like bladders 9.4

mi nkri va lit qdnu r a ttwukin pu ttinet how big! like holes of a

boat (cover) 14.6

naqa m lu mna qdnu r memli&iTcou ti ergewe tyi* but again as into

[the inside of] water he dived 17.4

qdnu r ve le ti gilo len as for a dead one she mourned 27.12

e nmen qdnu r a ttin are ta ni ntdqin then like a dog they held

him back 66.17

Jcele td va nevan elue Jcd qdnu r mergrna n i git Tca malc va nevan
eu rrekfMn to the spirits they are invisible, as to us now an
evil spirit is invisible 62.1-2
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. . . qanu r vai mu rgin re mkin like our people here 61.6

e nmen a ni qanu r gun nute s qdn then it was just like earth 8.6

qanu r qun wi lquul just like coal 22.7

qanu r gun mthi lqinet they were like hot ones 9.10

e nmen qpl qanu r inpina chin gene wand then another one, like

the last (namely in the preceding story) an old man with his

wife 28.1

qanu r li en ne ntid n just as though simply they did to him 35.4

e nmen qanu r qun mciite ruqin then it was as though they were

heated 9.8

qdn ve r the fundamental meaning seems to be AT THIS MOMENT,
AT THIS TIME

qdn ve r gal&olhiocina -mo re just at this moment we have met
121.15

qdn ve r ginmi Tkinek til-eime wani tqinet at this time they drew
nearer 103.8

qan ve r gitte picin kele lcin i wkwi* at that moment the leader of

the kelet said 104.26

e nmen qan ve r neime wkwdsn qdn ve r um aPtti ynm um
wefhau noe at that moment they approached and at that

moment the dog began to speak 103.19

Taaro n-Va irgu um qdn ve r . . . Va irgu ne
fLe n a Sacrifice-

Deceiving-) Being at that time ... a (spiritual) Being he

became 41.9-10

Often it may be translated therefore.

qdn ve r um tergila tiftoe* therefore (at this moment) she began
to cry 31.7

lu ur wo tqan qdn ve r wu rgirgin walo minonen afterwards, there

fore, she began to hear this noise 32.9 (in the following lines,

however, the translation AT THIS MOMENT is suitable)

qdci -qu num as you like it( ?) R 54.36

qtiLi i
(&amp;lt;qa[t]-li i) but in fact (containing the element li i REALLY,

TRULY; see also ye li i, ULi i, venli i, miteli i, quLi i)

ni mnim vai ci mceqdi va rkin, Eiwhue n qam % a settlement is

quite near there, but in fact St. Lawrence Islanders 7.7

qdLi i git but in fact, it is you 23.5

qdLi i Re Wcenit but in fact, they were Rekken 34.5

qdLi i eto -qaia qan gewkwe Lin in fact after a short time he de

parted 45.11

qdLi i rie lin in fact (it was) the dead one 52.2

qdLi i Enqa n . . . e tm ye tyi* in fact this was the master

70.28-30

qdLi i pinle nenat in fact, he asked them 70.30
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qdLi i notas qa urlcit in fact they were digging the ground 71.9

qdLi i qun snqa nat tei n nicit in reality they were murderous

68.20

qdLi i urn gun qdi-a ttiqdi in fact it was (only) a pup 80.4

qdLi i snqa n . . . ELQ! in fact that was the mother 85.21-22

qdLi i pala wJcun yara ni in fact a funeral circle 108.17

qeteu even now

garaqetha Len qeteu what has the bad one been doing, even

now 31.9

qete m, qette m, kete m just, just like

qette m gu mnin yara ni just like my house

Jcete m pli tku just as it is finished R 3.24

qo nlrl, qo nlrl-m, qo nlrl e ur (contracted also qi en-e ur)

since

qol qoi maron wu thidi, tu mgin Enqa n qo ninm genewtu mgeLeet

snqa nat the other rear sleeping room was in the middle, a

strange person s (not a member of the family) that, because

they were wife-companions (lived in group-marriage), these

53.9-10

qo ninm da ma qo der-qla ul-e-tim snqana ta no o-e-um gene l-i-um

because also a gambling-man I was, therefore poor I became
R 45.27-28

qo ninm gumni n i git i ralqal u ina . . . tre lqdtya
s
q Velew-

Tcwaygo uti because my now clothing material nothing . . .

I ll go to Merchants Point (i. e. because I have no material)

R 46.43-44

qo mri tilv-e tqin-i-git since you are utterly bad

qo ninm e un ELI gin I nu viri tdgi Lin since (the) father has also

died a voluntary death R 49.11. See also R 32.37

qo ninm Ene nene eine wti da ma i liil urn, qa Jco because he calls

the East wind, it rains 132.20-21. Also R 13.21

qo n*pi quite

qo n pu vie i he was quite dead 83.21

qo n pu nimi tvafino aH they began to be quite a camp 107.19

gik, qonpu ninenmelewe tqin he is made quite well 127.3
;
135.12-13

qwn, qn num, qun-um probably an emphatic particle, stronger

than urn (p. 849) and ELO U (p. 852). It stands in second posi

tion, generally following another particle

qdnu r qun wi lquul just like coal 22.7

e nmen qdnu r qun nidiite ruqin they were just as though they
had been heated 9.8-9

qdnu r qun niihi lqinet just as though they were hot 9.10

qd nur qun mi mlik just as though (they were) in water 101.32
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e nmen a ni qdnu r qun nute s qdn they were just like land 8.6

a ni gun qrilu tkui valata thus it is! they move about with the

knives 16.4

a ni qun Wen re pfcirgd
e

ratopa wkwa* thus it is! simply you will

come home, she will be pregnant 104.4

a ni qu num te kidlun qdnu uiki thus it is! then eat the meat!

14.6

a ni qu num qanto e* come out! 81.27

a ni gun, i ppe qun thus it is! really! 94.8; also 45.3

terga tye
5
qun um he cried 116.7

Tci tam qun eple un li i enenrtvi i* did he this time attain shaman-
istic power? 18.4

Icita m qun mi nkri ni tqin how is he this time ? 18.1

kita m qun e nni67un qai pugun this time put on the necklace

16.6

Jcita m qu num minirri l-Tiit this time we will let thee go 21.5-6

Icita m qu num ineLe tti qatvu ginat this time what shall there be

for payment? 102.11

Jcitau qun a tti yna ninenyegtele nmiJc this time the big dog saved

us 106.26-27.

Tcitau qun mi nkri ni tqin how is he this time 17.12

attau -qun non um Tno tirgma minpedare ra we are just going to

Tfio tirgm for food 119.18

attau -qun o rgoorye ta qdtci gin just get the sledge ready 105.20

e nmen -qun ra gtie* ELO! then the mother went home 30.10

qdL i i um qun qai-a
s
ttiqdi in fact, it was only a small pup 80.4

In the following examples qun follows verbs, verbal nouns and

pronominal forms.

nipe as
t qu num s n lci they went ashore there 71.12

panta tik nimpe qinet qu num gi leaping it went ashore, indeed!

122.16

a un -geta gti pilhrrra tyd
5
qu num he makes himself flat before

them 83.28-84.1

ti nunin qu num he pulled it out 84.7

ei miunin um qun he caught him 121.13

vi lin um qu num snqa n nine lqin dead that one had become

(he had died) 125.10

yi
s lhin um qu num }

rd- nut it was the moon, what was it ? 86.26-27

rd nut qu num lo nil what was it ? walrus-blubber 47.4

i me-rds nut qu num everything 107.2

mi nlcri qu num mifhitte urkin it is because we are hungry 70.24

cei vufkui nrmnimeiti
, qu num a tto rguqaia he went to the camp

with a dog sledge 105.5
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According to punctuation qunum is in initial position in the

following example

ge, tarn! qu num i gitum mrura gtatya
en let us take it home now!

121.27

It seems, however, that instead of ge }
tarn we might read Jcita m

asp. 21.5

quLi i in this case indeed (containing the element li i REALLY,

TRULY; see also ye li
f

i, ULi i, venli i, miteli i, qdiA i}

qum i va anqan a ttin ni ilhit in this case indeed I will give you
that dog 121.24

cjeceu kl together.

cjithite against one s will

gi newdn besides

ne wciq strong emphasis
ne wdq gi wd you do say 21.11

ne wdq ninemirlce w-i-um I have been working hard 81.9

qai vE ne wdq Ena n cini t mini uqin indeed, he himself did say
it R 50.23

ne wdq qai vs and indeed

129. Miscellaneous Adverbs and Conjunctions; Koryak

Iml also

I mi gaaqai paLEn also it fitted badly Kor. 34.9

i mm yuqya nu gana
t
linau they also become bumble bees Kor.

45.3

gayai tilen nevertheless he came home Kor. 42.8

. . . pla lcu wu gwa gayi lin also (her) boots they filled

with stones Kor. 28.7

Also adj. Kor. 66.8, 72.14, 76.19

ina n-awi wut quickly Kor. 70.12

Enna n that one alone

Enna n Jcoro wapel gana
sflin only the cow was left Kor. 78.12

Enna niku from that time on Kor. 80.7

Enqa ta

Enka ta tilai viltin ne La then a herd was walking about Kor.
21.8

Enqa ta gassa len qata p-vai am then he dragged a net along
the bottom of the river Kor. 70.11

E nki then, at that very moment
nki yu lasn gaplitcu linau then they finished what was to be
eaten Kor. 50.1

i tiyanu wgi then I shall eat you Kor. 78.18 129
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E f

riki Enni mtila n pipi t&uykm s riki qata p-e mat va ykm then

Fish-Man was combing his hair; then a load of winter-fish

was (there) Kor. 86.16

Erike Enni mtila n then (there was) Fish-Man Kor. 88.15

Eflnafan thus

snna fan thus it is! Kor. 78.2

galqaLin qaicayici na Enna an wus qu mcilcu she went groping
thus in the dark Kor. 16.9-10

Enna fan vanvolai lce thus they lived Kor. 43.7

EnHa an gayiltelnivo lenat thus thevbegan to lie downKor.82.10

gina n Enna fan ina nti thou didst thus to me Kor. 88.2

qo La Enna fnac Yayo ca-nawgut gai liLm after a while they

gave Fox-Woman to him Kor. 70.14

Enna nvot gani kalimau all at once something happened Kor.

70.17-18*

Dual forms:

Enna f

anet gana tvilen thus they brought him in Kor. 59.2

Enfia
fanet patta la mani ti gayi ssalinat thus the two filled

with dried meat two bags Kor. 70.21

ayi kvan at least Kor. 18.1

Ina n-auoi wut quickly Kor. 70.12

avi ut Kor. 44.5

a tvun (Kor. II, Kor. Paren, Lesna e wun Kor. 96.30; 97.17)

a wun gaya lqiwlinau and so they entered Kor. 80.18-19

a wun im-la
fwtalin and so his head became hairless Kor. 82.13

a wun ui na and then there was no one Kor. 96.12 (
= e wun

i fka Kor. II, Kor. 96.30: e wune Le Paren, Kor. 97.17

atunu p (?) Kor. 64.11

a wgi falsely Kor. 88.14

am (Paren im)

qun-am nu tdk ui na ane lhiyipnuka even in the open country
we eat no inner skin Kor. 49.1

pe nin qun-im TJwe npilrfi the same (former) little U wefi

(Paren) Kor. 92.7

a men
a men gawgu iAn and they tied her Kor. 23.4

a men e wan and they said Kor. 23.6; 28.1

a men yi nna and now what! Kor. 28.2

a dhi a men gti mkift ni wi-gi just now like me thou wert talk

ing Kor. 29.2

a rmi I do not know Kor. 55.3

atau vainly Kor. 61.3

ata mtim in vain Kor. 30.8
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as*s*o f since

as s o qati since you went away Kor. 18.5

a ccic, acco c (Ch. erre 6) that is all, only, no more Kor. 62.8;

70.8 aMo 6 Kor. 66.19; 68.19

a nam then, and so

me nqan a nam gi Linau how then did they become? Kor.

61.9-10

a nam . . . gala lin then he came to him Kor. 63.6

Also Kor. 66.6; 78.1

a nam-es/en all right then! Kor. 30.5; 31.8

e en a nau all right then! Kor. 32.1

a naqun and so Kor. 36.10

anuva t just as, just when
anuva t niyatilqi wqin, E fnki mityi lqala just when he was
about to come, we went to sleep

a 11ml I wish it were!

a limi vai cita I wish (we would go) on foot Kor. 21.2-3

gina n a limin qeti gin I wish thou wouldst take it Kor.

72.24-74.1

alva other

alva lin it is of different material Kor. 76.23

a ~kye% also

gayo olenan, a kyel ipa na they put it into it, also into the

soup, Kor. 28.6

es en (Ch. e ur) then, and

gayo olen, es en gavi yalin he visited him and he was dead
Kor. 20.8

ya nya e
fen na witqatu partly also women Kor. 44.2

e
s en . . . gamlawanka wlen and she ended her dance Kor. 48.6

gakya vMnau es en yaq ni lnin ni tin they awoke and what

thong was there ? (i. e. and there was no thong) Kor. 40.5

e enac once upon a time Kor. 58.4

e wun (see a wuri)
matula tm e wun missaitila nin they stole it but we shall bring

it back Kor. 40.8

i pa really; indeed Kor. 37.8

i pa a nam gi ssa but really thou Kor. 66.6

Also as adjectives:

i pa Jcmi nm the real child Kor. 68.11

gumni ni pa gla wul vi gi myreal husband died Kor. 21 .10-22. 1

i pa li ge-ta ta our real father Kor. 74.20

i na* quickly Kor. 39.2

qaye m i n a niya tin he did not come back quickly Kor. 72.19
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i n-ac enough! Kor 30.4; 86.11, 18; 88.15

inya wut (?) Kor 16.5

i nrniq really, in truth

i nmiq tapananivo yJcin in truth it began to be heavy Kor. 51.8

i nmiqu num all right! Kor. 28.1-2.

Also Kor. 61.3; 62.3

ini nninlk in this manner Kor. 14.3 (from ini nnin such)

o ya openly
ui na o ya a tvaka she was not (there) openly Kor. 76.14

o pta also (Lesna: THE WHOLE; Kamchadal o ptima THE WHOLE);
Chukchee o ptima LIKE)

a din o pta gei liiAn he also gave him fat Kor 15.4-5

qla wul o pta snka ta tilai vikrn a man also was walking there

Kor. 21.9

Quyqinn a qu o pta e wan Big-Raven also said Kor. 29.5

qo La ai ak o pta . . . gayo olen an other one she also put into

the storeroom Kor. 55.1

See also Kor. 56.5

oma ka together
Ama mqut a nke o maka kana trylcrn Ememqut was fishing

together (with them) Kor. 44.10

e en na nyeu oma lca I ssa and then together they (were her

children) Kor. 61.2

osnnen verily, indeed, Kor. 59.9

u nmi (?) Kor. 74.10

ya wac (?) Kor. 64.9

y anya (Ch. ya nfa) partly, separately

yaq (indefinite pronoun, see 59) and now
wu thn yaq yi nna and this now, what is it ? Kor. 36.9

ame yaq na wis qat well, how is the wife Kor. 68.2

gm-ya q thy turn Kor. 46.7 (See yaq, 59, p. 729)

ya qam only

ya qam ai lcipa gapi wyalin only (with) fly-eggs she scattered

Kor. 45.2

ve lo ya qam ninataikinvo qenau she was only making thimbles

Kor. 59.5

ya qafi why
ya qan ya ti why hast thou come Kor. 64.1

yaqqai -qnn (Paren yaqqai -qun Kor 92.5) then

ye ll

ye li gayi ndlin and so she flew away Kor. 46.5

e
fen ye l ganekela len and so she felt ashamed Kor. 60.1
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vi yan, ve en ( ?)

vi yan iskula ti (if that is so) then you were cold Kor. 26.2

vi yan lelapi tconvo ykin nevertheless he looked up Kor. 42.8

no, no vi yan Jcisva cilc va ykm of course, it is there on the

cross-pole Kor. 68.5

vi yan gapanqai pilen (without clothes) but with a cap Kor.

76.22

vi n va, vi n VT secretly Kor. 61.1; 76.14

vat yuk afterwards Kor. 14.7; 19.5

va f
a7t Kor. 56.5; 64.9

van (never in initial position; perhaps related to the Chukchee
demonstrative particle nan which is also used adverbially).

ui na-van mirika lcila not by anybody else Kor. 40.6-7

qaye m na no-van minutnana wge not those I shall be able to

eat Kor. 55.8-9

a mhn-van Tcitve -li ga penci ylcin after that he rushed at her

every time (Paren) Kor. 92.10

pa La perhaps Kor. 60.5

maci maybe
ma ci wu ttuk mayhap (it was) here? Kor. 49.7

ma ch vi lJca va ykin mayhap a fork is there Kor. 19.7

me ce mima tage mayhap 111 marry thee Kor. 32.6

mal well

mal-kit properly Kor. 15.6; 74.6; 88.9

mal-lci til very well ! Kor. 21.5

Also met -ki ikit

male ta quietly Kor. 54.7

ma kiw somewhere Kor. 80.9

me nqan how Kor. 82.4; 84.21; 88.1

me nqab mi qun mai milc how indeed shall I get water? 16.7-8

me nqan mi qun how, indeed? Kor. 17.12

mi qun (Parenmu qun Kor. 92.23) indeed ;
an intensifying particle

mi qun nana nqin indeed he is a shaman Kor. 42.9

mi qun Ama mqut e wan Ememqut said even (this) Kor. 64.11

ya qu mi qun qatai Jcigm what indeed will you do ? Kor. 76.7

Also 16.3, 8; 17.12; 39. lO; 84.21; 86.12

(ti wgak [literally: I SAY] it seems Kor. 57.9)

ti ta when
ilus pilin ti ta mlnelo 6ola when we find a shaman s wand Kor.

27.7

ti ta gu mma tm tik when was I at home? Kor. 68.13

ti ta o pta ninanuva /an let him also swallow me Kor. 84.15

ti taq mu yu mitaHtayi pnala when did we feed on inner skin of

dogs Kor. 48.9 129
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tito-o n after a long time Kor. 57.5

tilme very; very much Kor. 16.1, 8

ca myeq indeed Kor. 24.2

cemya q really Kor. 56.1

cemeces n it is so! Kor. 46.4

cini t since

cini t Ennae an gi ti since thou art so Kor. 56.9-10

ll glqai much less Kor. 49.1

ll gan simply
li gan mimtelhiyalai lce simply they were resplendent Kor. 44.3

klma Jt almost Kor. 21.7; 84.13

kale LE, qale LE vertically

ke nam Kor. 39.3; Icena m Kor. 40.3 already

ki wan truly Kor. 26.9

kit, ki tll see mal-kit

ki, klc (never in initial position) and

ya qkin-ld and what for ? Kor. 26.10 (for ya qkin see 47, 59)

Jti tan; kltta then (?)

Jci tan amyaqalhefte tin taya nikin then she wanted to go to the

porch Kor. 33.8-9

gu mma Tcitta tu lcwak I am caught Kor. 36.10

Tcitta atawalnila Tca do not look back by any means Kor. 51.6;
52.10

Tci tta negative particle; see 131.3, p. 883 (Ch. en ne}

M tMt a little

ki kit; Ivi Mc as soon as 84.3

Ici ldt gayi ltilen as soon as he went to sleep Kor. 84.3

Jci Jcid gaya lqiwlin as soon as they entered Kor. 72.21

qai gut indeed Kor. 84.23

qa wun though

qa wun pani ta mi JcinaJc nayamata ge though later on thou

wilt marry someone Kor. 78.17

qaci n
qadi n plakgefle tin nas

anvoqen for he had passed water into

the boots Kor. 14.2

qaci n qp npu niTci ta ganaf Len therefore altogether it became

night Kor. 16.6

qa tin milya qpil because it was a small shell Kor. 23.8

gayo olen, qatin vi tmtpil they visited her, for there was a

small ringed seal Kor. 24.4

qati n sna n tawi ikinilc for she (had been) pilfering Kor. 34.3
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na nyeu qa&i n Yaqyamtilaf nu for those were Bumble-Bee-Men

Kor. 44.6

qa cm ui na ana IuJca gati lcalen for without chewing he swal

lowed her Kor. 84.1

qa cik

gi ssa qa cik ui na a lva a tvaka for this reason will you be

(feel) wrong Kor. 18.7

gu mma qa diJc oyamya -gum for am I human game Kor. 42.6

qun, qun-am
gina n gun nita iviJlcini-gi so thou art playing mischief Kor. 82.9

qu nam nu tdk ui na ane lhi-yipnuka even in the open country
we eat no inner skin Kor. 49.1

pe nin qun-im Uwe npilin the same (former) little U wen

(Paren) Kor. 92.7

qu nam mu yi . . . oya myan miti nmm even we too (alone)

have killed a man Kor. 68.3

qu nam gun Kor. 74.17

ve tha-qo nom just now Kor. 56.10

qo npO, very, quite (qon pu Chukchee; xe Kamchadal); Kor.

13.10; 15.8; 41.8, etc.

ytimjan again Kor. 15.8; 18.8; 19.8 etc.

|

na nyen then 63.10; 72.8; 74.3 etc.

130. KAMCHADAL CONJUNCTIONS

Most of the Kamchadal conjunctions have been replaced by the

Russian (local) forms.

ij dai (H, ^aa) and

je (me) but

tolko (TOJIBKO) merely, only

dotopera (AO Tonepa) until now
potom (HOTOMT.) after that

Other conjunctions of Kamchadal origin are still in use. Among
these I mention

TidU, Mlceq it is time ! then, now, altogether Kor. 99.5

This particle is used quite frequently with a great variety of mean

ings. Its use has even influenced the local Russian dialect inasmuch

as the Russian adverb nopa IT is TIME is used also as a conjunction,

although this does not agree with Russian usage.

-ilme, -me (never initial) AND, AND NOW, corresponds to the

Chukchee -urn K. K. -am.
-ke (never initial) AND, AND NOW, but more emphatic than -me.

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 212 56 130
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-ven (never initial) Kor. 98.9. This emphatic particle cor

responds to K. K. van, and may have been borrowed from

Koryak.
Jcat THEN in the beginning of tales corresponds to Chukchee

e nmen.

e wun AND, AND so corresponds to Ch. e un, K. K.; a wun, K.

Paren e wun, but may also have been borrowed from Koryak.
IdCt HOW IS IT, WHEREFORE.

131. NEGATIVE ADVERBS

1. va nevan negative particle, NOT AT ALL (stem probably vane).

This occurs either alone or with other negative elements.

va nevan ninutewurre erlcmen not at all land appears 7.3

va nevan nuwa lomnen he would not hear anything
va nevan gina n li i qalhi ginl have you no knowledge at all? 38.4

yi liil rurkinin te lcichin va nevan tongues he eats, meat not at

all 49.4

va nsvan nute s qdn ms
yo nen they did not at all reach the ground

52.12

va nevan ne nlu? rkinet Icele ta the kele could not see them at all

100.29

va nevan na*nayilhau nen a* ttm they were not at all afraid of

the dog 105.25

va nevan anto lclen ne us qdt the woman did not go out at all 54.8

va nevan qare m nuwa lomnen he would not hear anything
va nevan dsnlu* net they could not see them at all 61.10

va nevan eLe a lonika they did not hear anything 60.10

va nevan elu* ~kd they are invisible 62.1

va nevan eu rrekeiin it is not visible 62.2

2. qar&m; Kor. Kam. qaye m; Kor. Par., qeye m; Kor. II

(village Qare nm and others in Kamchatka i gut); Kamchadal.

wenc, x*e. Used always with the exhortative, or alone with

exhortative meaning, and ignifyirig negative future.

qare m mini nmitilc we shall not kill you 13.4

qare m mine etyafk I shall not become black 23.6

qare m mMmno aen I shall not treat him 24.10

qare m mmmu ut I will not kill thee 98.25; 99.7

qare m mra gtia
e
Jc I will not return home 99.2, 24

qare m ELI go, rinenyegtele tya? father will not allow me to live 99.15

qare m mi Uhd n I will not do it 99.20

qare m mi ilhit I will not give it to thee 15.13; 16.9

qare m miye tyafk I will not come
a msn qarem! but no! (i. e., I shall not do so) 16.1
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qare m. i git! not now! (i. e., I shall not do so from now on) 21.1

qare m! no! (i. e., I shall not do it) 99.13

Kor. Kara, qare m mla lc, Kor. II. i hut mlee
lc, Kamchadal x end

mnuk I will not eat

Koryak.
a&iiva n qaye m this time I shall not! Kor. 54.3

qaye m na no-van minutnana wge I shall not be able to eat

them Kor. 55.8

qaye m enalha lmik he will not catch us Kor. 72.19

Even future imperatives take this particle.

qare m quwtf tik do not die! (i. e., you shall not die) 64.16, 17

Derived from qare m is the verbal form qare men (Kor. Kam.

qiyme en Kor. 38.5, Kor. Par. qisme nen) it is not so, not true.

qare men tf tik lu mnil it is not really a story 61.5

qaremenai -gum I am not this one 23.5

qare men ora weLan he is not a human being 29.9

qaremena lgum qla ideum I am not a man

qaremena lgit qla uUgit thou art not a man

qaremZna lgum niru lium I am not feeble

qarg mena igit niru ligit thou art not feeble

qare n&amp;lt;en niru lgin he is not feeble

qaremenai- gum ne usqatium I am not a woman 116.31

Kor. Kam. qiyime w un impossible! Kor. 14.3.

3. en fte Kor. Kam. kl tta, Kamchadal jak, we do not! (see 114

p. 823)

4. elo NO e[o (Reindeer Kor.) 30.9

els no 30.8

ras
t urif-elo what is the matter with you? nothing 53.6

4a. ca matn NO! i DO NOT WANT TO (referring to future events) 78.6;

used with future indicative. There is no corresponding form
in either Koryak or Kamchadal.

ca mam I do not want to 98.5, 8

6afmam tre ilhit I shall not give thee

5. e ^e NOT, signifying simple denial Kor. Par. e Le, Reindeer Kor.

e Le, Kor. II.
, village Qare fim and others in Kamchatka elfa,

Kamchadal qam Kor. Kam. ui ftd instead (see below). See 15,

12, 21.3, 24.8

6. ui ftd NONE (with nouns; substantives and adjectives). (Kor.

Kam., ui fta, Kor. Par., ui fta e Le, Kor. II., village Qare nin

and others in Kamchatka em, e mtna NOT. The Kamchadal uses

qam (see above, under e Le). Kor. Par. uses also e Le alone
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ui nd epi nka I have no powder
See also 18. 5*; 22.3; 27.9

Without the negative prefix-suffix we find

6ai ui nd, ta aq ui nd, tam-va irgin gwnni n no tea, no tobacco,

mine is a good life!

(Kor. Par.) e Le epi tike I have no powder
Derived from this particle is ui nilm HAVING NONE.

ui nilium epi nlcEli/um I have none, I am without powder 59.2

132. Interjections

Chukchee and Koryak are rich in interjections. These may be

divided into several groups; namely, a) ejaculations expressing a

state of strong emotion, without definite tone; ft) exclamations

expressing assent, disapproval, surprise, fear, pain, question, call,

and answer, etc.; c) onomatopoetic interjections, sound pictures,

imitations of sounds, such as singing of birds, thumping of stones,

swishing of rapidly moving slabs, etc.
; d) words and phrases used as

exclamations. Some of these are derived from pronominal or con

junctional stems, while others can not be reduced to such sources,

at least not at present.

a. Ejaculations

a! 45.3 (Kor. a! A! Kor. 55.5) oh!

gain 104.48 oh!

o! 63.9 oh!

e! 85.12; 90.6; 91.7 ah!

e/ 101.20 all right

go, go! K, 65.119 (call)

ga, ga! 122.1 call

gi, gi! R 72.16 ah, ah!

gei!
QQA oh!

ggg! (Kor. ggg!) yes !

guy! 10.3; 52.3; 53.1; (Kor. geJcl
Kor. 50.4) ugh! oh!

goql
24.1 108.32; gik! 10.1; 11.2; gi! 68.30; R 69.35; Kor.

51.1, 5; 58.6

gu! 26.4; go! 69.7; 108.19

ogogogogoi! 70.2 oh, oh, oh!

ugugugugul 29.7 uhuhuhuh !

Koryak
e! oh! Kor. 47.1

ye! ah ! Kor. 49.2

eni l oh! Kor. 64.19

132 afie l Kor. 49.3 ine l Kor. 27.6
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b. Exclamations

Their stems are independent and some of them form derivatives.

go! expresses ignorance: i DO NOT KNOW!

qona arldn to speak always of one s ignorance; to answer: &quot;I

do not know.&quot;

Assent:

i! 9.6, 13; 66.25; 84.10 (Kor. o! Kor. 30.2; 38.6) yes.

// 84.19 ah!

egei
l 133.24 R 71.5; R 73.34 (Kor. uga ) all right!

assent and approval.

egei l 75.30 oh!

taga ml R 59.9, 16; R 66, 134 (Kor. toq! to! Kor. 35.3;

Kor. 45.8) come! well!

faga m is used also as the usual leave taking.

taga m tewkwe erkm! R 41.98 (in Koryak toy is used as

leave taking) good-bye ! I am going.
The usual greeting is ye ti? or less frequently ge et-i-git;

R 62.62; R 76.25 (Kor. ya.tifHA.VE YOU COME? as

greeting)
The answer is // yes! or /, tiye tyatfc! yes, I have come!

Greeting borrowed from Russian, toro ma (sflopouo) (Kor.
toro va) how do you do ?

tarn contracted from taga m, mostly with an ejaculation

preceding, COME! WELL!

ee, tarn! 30.9; 89.23; e tarn! 90.3.

i, tarn! 84.19.

gi, tarn! 84.14.

Assertion :

gu na! 82.16; 85.6; R 76.27 sure!

gu na, qai vs 24.8 indeed, yes !

Calls:

mei! 76.22 R 73.32; R 59.11, from man to woman 53.6;
Kor. mail Kor. 64.24 amei! Kor. 63.6; mei! Kor.

32.5; here addressed from a man to a woman; me! Kor.
100.5 K. Paren ve! Kor. 101.13; Koryak II Qarenin
mei Kor. 102.4 there, you! you! halloo!

na ul 45.3 (Kor. na wal) call among women
wui l 83.13; R 72.15; goi 60.2 (Kor. goi !) answer to call

yago l 67.8 (Kor yawo ! Kor. 33.9) halloo

wdgo&quot;. R 125.22 halloo! there, take it!

Disapproval :

e wi! 120.10 so!

ee l 81.17; 83.14; is it? (doubt and disapproval)
eei ! 108.19 aha! (doubt and disapproval) 132
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Surprise :

Used by men
Jca ko I generally reduplicated JcaJco, Jcako! 8.5; 12.6; 68.31

oho!; qako! 84.10; qako,qako! 77.26; 104.14; ga Jco21A

JcaJco, mei I 14.7; R 64.93. ga Jco mei!, go to mei!

Used by women
Tce Tce l 52.2; 71.26.

Ice lce, na ul!

Jceke
,
JceJce

,
JceJce ! 29.7 great surprise and fear

Koryak, for both sexes.

6e Kor. 47.6 (surprise and disapproval) ugh.

qe e Kor. 82.14 surprise
Fear:

gokkoi ! 63.1 oh, oh!; gogpi ! 18.8

Kokkoi ! 22.5 surprise and fear

akakaka! 87.14 sudden fright

Question :

waf (Kor. vaf Kor. 46.10) would you?
amto ? 13.9; 80.4; R 92.18 (Kor. amto ?) well? what news?

also used as a conjunction: amto gitka lhin? how is

your leg ?

Pain:

gi,gi,gi R 74.46 (Kor. mikikikik! Kor. 29.1) sudden acute

pain

ge y ge, gel 63.8 (Kor. igigi ! Kor. 23.9) crying

Warning :

ga, ga, ga! 85.17,28 (Kor. got!) off! look out!

Laughing :

ga, ga, ga! R 79.10

gigi l 30.2

gm! 30.2 laughing of a skull.

Anger :

gm! R 72.20 (Kor. gm! Kor. 31.2)

gum! (terminal) 61.2

iaga m, qapa ae, gum! 61.2 well, cease, will you!
Miscellaneous :

qp! (Kor. qol Kor. 49.6) I do not know

yau yau! 66.17; R 73.35 wait a while! (Kor. ya wo)

c. Onomatopoetic Interjections

qa,qa,qa.! R 140.10; R 277.8, yapping of fox

gin, gin! 105.27 barking of dog
m-m! 106.15 mumbling of ke le (hence derived a noun

mu umgm KELE S MUMBLING)
Icabeu

,
Icdbeu l R 307.8 cackling of ptarmigan 132
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ana
,
ana

,
ana ! 84.8 crying of small infant

ew, ew, ew! R 104.47 singing of thanksgiving ceremonial

tig, tig! 68.25 swishing of slabs of whalebone

piw, piw! 68.8 thumping of stone on the ground

pig, pig! 76.3 thudding of small objects on the ground

pr! 88.17 sound produced with lips

(Koryak) valcikiki ! Kor. 46.1 jabbering of magpie
Shaman s calls

egegegegei ! 15.7; 68.28; (Kor. ogogogogoi !); 66.35 (here

merely fatigue, though borrowed also from shamanistic

practice)

ototototototoi ! 59.4

otatatatatatai ! 59.4

Answer to shaman s call

git, git, git, gige t! 39.9

ge we, gewe! R 306.1 raven s shamanistic song

go on-lcale
, go on-Jcale R 314.23 (Kor. qo on, qo on Kor.

48.2; annjann! Kor. 47.2; Koryak, umyu mKor. 90.15;

Kor. II Pallan, raven s cawing) raven s shamanistic song

ge we, egegegei ! R 122.2 mosquito s shamanistic song
R 306.7

qaia qan, qaia qan! foxes shamanistic song (a little more !

at the same tune onomapoetic)

ge wye, ge wye Ico onin R 315.31 polar bear s shamanistic

song
Calls of reindeer-herders

9j 9} 9) 9&amp;lt;l) 90(li 90(L
! 32.11 for driving the herd

ga, ga, ga, gaq, gaq, gaq!
eia

,
eia

,
ew, ! R 307.13 for calling a broken reindeer

(chiefly in offering it urine)

qrr! R. 4.38 the same; also reindeer s snorting, onomato-

poetic

Interjections are often used in groups

guq, i! 9.13; gik,
i l 65.26 oh, yes!

ee, ta m! (see before)

gei, gu nd! 69.4 oh, indeed !

d. Words and phrases used as interjections

ma nken, ma nken um 9.5; 64.7, 14; 68.16 oh, my!
tite net! 64.15; 68.16; 80.22 (great emphasis) used also in com

pounds with personal pronouns in verbalized form

tite net-i-git it is wonderful with you
tite ftet-tu ri (plur.) it is wonderful with you
tite flet-ve rin it is wonderful with him (stem verin unknown

otherwise) 132
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ij tu n-nikelc! oh, my! sudden surprise; (tur new; nikek verbal

noun of indefinite verb nike (82)
edhinre wan! 80.23 oh, goodness !

am no t amsn\ R. 73.27 (surprise and anger; em mere

113.5) not demonstrative particle (57) amsn adversative

conjunction p. 853) how is it then!

deq-a lvam va hn! 76.5 (113.15) how very strange !

ve nom wonder and blame; in compounds with subjective form

of personal pronoun
venom gina n 55.11

;
109.24 something like our WITH YOU !

alu mna! 120.16,23 (a ah, lumna again) only think of it!

sudden surprise (see also p. 854)

nire qin-um! I do agree! 84.19; R 62.58; R 65.112 regular

nominalising form of indefinite verb req (82)
rere q-um R 75.6 I do agree ! (causative re-requm)
re qu lu mna the same! R 73.24 (re qu designative of req what;
lumna again)

ra qal 80.25 what of that; (req what; al otherwise unknown)
u nmun a ni, u nmun a m-m e un 84.26; 87.7 Oh, how bad it

is! (u nmun very, a ni-m even so; e un and so)

KAMCHADAL

tea there ! qu call
;
ha lloo !

tie there, take it! he, hei answer to call

nux here! qa what do you want?

ee yes xi surprise

133. Euphemism
For diseases, dangerous animals, and unfortunate events or condi

tions, euphemistic phrases are in use, some of which express the

idea to be stated by the opposite idea.

mgittdpqin (literally, clever) fool

tikay$tu-wa lm (from diJca yon-va lm intelligent) silly

erme urkin (literally, he acquires force) he becomes possessed

by madness
also

emtine urkin (literally, he reposes) he dies of hunger
uulvihd (literally, black wild reindeer) brown bear

lei widin (literally, the one who walks about) wolf

re qatkurkm (literally, something is happening) contagious

disease is spreading
va irgitkerkin (from va irgin being) disease

133
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134. New Words.

On the whole, Chukchee and Koryak have not borrowed many terms

from the Russian, but have rather coined new words for new ideas.

Following are a few examples of these.

Chukchee

e rem

te qenan

teq-e rem

tin-Tcoi ftin

wm gun
tin-u Jckdm

MiM
Tceli tul

ta aq-Tcoi nm

emte -qal

yarafr-e lckam

aima lqal

ilh-u lckdm

Kor. Kamenskoye

a yim

ta qana

taqa -a yim

anan-ya n

e tti-koi nin

gid vm
puti Tkan

crqa -mi mil

kali tul

Tca nba

commander (literally, strong

man)
tribute (literally, thing for

bowing down with)

chief officer of district (liter

ally, tribute-strong-man)
church (literally, spirit-

house)

glass- (literally, ice-cup)

fortified log-house
bottle (Russian 6yibiJKa;

in Chukchee literally, ice-

vessel)

brandy (literally, bad water)

letter, book, writing (literally,

carving)

ruble, paper ruble (literally,

piece of carving)

tobacco-pipe (local Russian

raaaa, borrowed from
Turkish, in Chukchee
literally, tobacco-cup)

(one side of) horse-pack (liter

ally, carrying-side)
flat brand}^-keg (literally,

drum-vesse
)

long brandy-keg (literally,

thigh-bone)

plate (literally, white vessel)

Russian loan-words are always modified to suit the phonetic charac

ter of the language. The Koryak, even those that have no r, retain,

however, the Russian r.

Russian

caxapi, sugar
tobacco

tea

horse

rump) cards

134

Chukchee
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CHTJKCHEE TEXT

THE WOMAN WHO MARRIED THE MooN 1

E nmen 2
qol

3
yara 6hin,

4 ne us qat
5 um 6

qol
3 ora weLa-

Once a certain house, woman certain human

na us qat
7 uwa qu6ita

8 E nku 9
ge tdilin,

10 e nmen 2
gequ pqaLin,

11

woman the husband. to rejection
*

used her, then she was starving,

elvetine ta 12
gene Lin 13

em-qu pqata.
14 E nmen 2

gite .
15 Qan ve r

crawling on &quot;she became just by starving. Then she was After that
all-fours hungry.

um yara 6hm
4 lue

nin,
16 res qi wkwi

6
,

17 ie pgi
fi

,

18 e ur 19 teik-

a certain house she saw it, she entered she looked at the made
about same time

evi rin 20
gaimei vulen,

21 e ur 19
upa lha 22 keme ni 23

geyi reLin,
24

garments were hanging, at the with tallow a dish was full,
same time

niqami tvaqen
25 um 6 e nmen,

2
li en* nipli tkuqin,

26 mgmteu qin
27

she eats and then, just she finished,
*

she fled

nota gti.
28

to the country.

i From W. Bogoras, Chukchee Texts; Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition Vol. VIII,

pp. 86-89.

ONCE UPON A TIME, also connective AND THEN, THEN; always in narrative (p. 858).

Absolute form; with non-personal nouns the synthetic qqli is also used ( 60, p. 732).

Stem ra HOUSE; yara probably reduplication from rara; -thin A PARTICULAR ONE ( 53, p. 716),

absolute form; here in predicative sense THERE WAS A PARTICULAR HOUSE.

Stem lieu FEMALE; -s-qdt a suffix, probably related to others in -s-q-, but not free. Absolute form
as before.

6 Particle, indicating that the whole story is well known to the narrator, and is supposed to be
known to the hearer ( 128, p. 849).

I ora wer+lafn WHAT BELONGS TO THE HUMAN RACE ( 54, p. 717) ; r+l in contact form L ( 7, 17; p. 654)
the strong vowels of the word produce ablaut in the second part of the compound ( 3, p. 646)
The first part of the compound has dropped the suffix -n of the absolute form ( 115, p. 826).

Subjective form in -ta ( 37, p. 697); here as subject of transitive verb ( 92, p. 780).

s nku; verbal stem xrik TO REJECT, TO REFUSE; u suffix (103.34) expressing purpose, depending,
upon the following verb.

10 ntii rkin or ntci rkm to make some one something ( 79, p. 765); stem rtS initial; tt medial ;gelin
nominalized verb (6) ( 73, p. 758).

II Stem qupq(dt) TO STARVE; yelin SHE WHO HAD ATTAINED A STARVING CONDITION (73); (,&amp;lt;t+

(17).
&quot;Stem elvetia, -et adverbial suffix ( 110.70, p. 810); 3 Nominal Form 1,3 ( 64; 95, p. 786).
w Stem nel ( 77); ye-lin (see note 10); t&amp;lt;l+l ( 7).

&quot;era- MERE ( 113, 7, p. 816) ; qupqdt TO STARVE (see note 11; -a Nominal Form I, 3 ( 64, 95).
!

ffltteu TO BE HUNGRY.
&quot;Stem lu* TO SEE; -nin HE HIM ( 67, p. 741).

&quot;Stem res-qiu TO ENTER; -pi*
HE ( 64, p. 738); wkw&amp;lt;u+g ( 7.2; 72.4).

u Stem iiiep related to lilep TO LOOK ( 2; 122, p. 834), also ite TO LOOK; -pi*
HE ( 64).

WJ128, p. 855.

*&amp;gt;Stem teik TO MAKE; evi rin GARMENT, absolute form ( 30, p. 691), here subject of intransitive verb

( 91, p. 779) ; composition see 116, 4, p. 830.

Stem y^m TO HANG; suffix yv(u) frequentative or intensive (110.54); pa len(\ 74, p. 760) ;
with

ablaut (3).

n&pQ lhm TALLOW; subjective form in -a expressing modality (37, 92); with ablaut (3).
**keme ni DISH, absolute form in -ni ( 30); absolute form as subject of intr. verb ( 91).
&quot;Stem yir FULL; with suffix -et ( 110, 70); gelin (see note 10); L&amp;lt;t+l.

23 Stem qqm, compounded with tvq to be; nqin ONE WHO is PERFORMING AN ACTION (73, p. 758);
with ablaut (3).

&quot;Stem pi and suffix -tku ( 110, 67), compare pldgi it is ended; nqin see note 25.

17 Stem ymt; with suffix -eu ( 110, 70); ?i qin see note 25.

**Stem nuij; -^j after vowel, allative (40); ablaut ( 3).

891
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Qla ul 29
puki rgi

3 deivutku lm. 31 Yi lhin 32 urn 6
qu num, ra nut. 33

A man came walking. The moon really, what.

&quot;Guq, ceq-a lvam-va lm,
34 ra nut 33

lei vurkin 35
qamitvala arkm,

36
&quot;

Oh, quite extraordinary being, what is walking is eating much,

u kkam-yi riir 37 te lpirkm.
38 &quot; Ne me irga tik 39 ewkwe tyi .

40

vessel-full is finished.&quot; Again in the morning he started.

Elve lin 41
li en ple kit 42 nenai puqenat,

43 na qain eu rrekfslin 44

Other ones just boots he put on, however not appeared

ne wan. 45 Ne me qati ,

46 e ur19
Enqa n47 ne us qat

5
puki rgi

6
,

80

a wife. Again he went, at the same then the woman came,
time

upa lhin22 ne me lu nin. 18
Qamiitvala tye ,

48
qan ve r gin kew kwi5

.

49

the tallow again she saw it. Sheatemuch, after that
*

she grew fatter.

Qla ul29 iim6 ne me ragtie .

50
&quot;Guq, u nmun a ni.

51
Ceq-a lvam-

The man again came home. &quot;Oh, how bad! Quite extraordinary

va lin. 34 Ra nut33 iLo n52
qamitvala arkm ?

36 Kita m e ur19
irga tik39

being. What th ~i is eating much? Well then this in the
time morning

eSei vutkuka53 mi tya k!&quot;
54 Ne me am-gmotilo

55 ne lyi .

56 Lu ur57

not going let me be!&quot; Again mere mid-day it became. Thereupon

ne me no ti
58

ye tyi ,

59 res qi wkwi 17 urn6 ne me, takeche ti
60

qati .

46

again behind there she came, she entered again, to the meat she went.

Probably reduplicated absolute form from astern qla (qlafl) (29); q before consonant becomes*

( 7) ; absolute form as subject of intransitive verb ( 91).

3 Stem pukir in initial position; pkir in medial position ( 12, p. 662).

&quot;Stem Seivu, related to leivu ( 2, 122); -tku ( 110, 67); -Irn ONE WHO ( 54). See note 35.

32 Absolute form; predicative.
33 Sec 59 p. 729; absolute form.
3

f&amp;lt;7-

EXCESSIVELY ( 113, 15); elve DIFFERENT; alvam-va lm EXTRAORDINARY ( 112, 82, p. 814) stem

tva- TO BE, initial va- ( 12.2, p. 661); -lin ( 54).

wstem leivu, related to teivu (note 31); -rkin derived form ( 64, 87).

3 See note 25; derived form ( 64, 87); -^FREQUENTATIVE, ( 110.53 with t dropping out in intervo

calic position (10).
Vu kkam DISH, stem yir FULL, here reduplicated absolute form ( 29).

^Stern telp; derived form (see note 35).

&quot;Stem irg dawn; a locative form (38). Compare irgiro nftoi IT BEGAN TO DAWN 9.13; iryiro k at

dawn 1U.3.

Sj; Stem ewkw with suffix -et ( 110, 70); ty&amp;lt; t+ g ( 7. 26, p. 654).

elve DIFFERENT, OTHER; -lin absolute form ( 60.3); singular and instead of plural ( 46, p. 709). The

strong form alva signifies AWAY!
Plural.

Stem ip&; prefix ine- making transitive verb intransitive, here passive (113, 28); n qin, ONE

WHO is PERFORMING AN ACTION ( 73), plural because referring to pie kit: THOSE THAT ARE BEING PUT

ON ( 74); with ablaut (3).
&quot;Stem urr(eu) often medially wurr; ekslin negation ( 114, 4; p. 824).

45 Derived from neu FEMALE.

Stem medially Iqdt; 3d person past, more frequently qci tyi*; ty&amp;lt;t+g ( 7. 26, p. 654).

Demonstrative (57).
See note 36, ty&amp;lt;t+g ( 7. 26, p. 654).

Stem gin-k+eu ( 110, 70); wkw&amp;lt;u+g ( 7.2).

&quot;From ra house, probably the allative form ragti
which serves here as verbal stem:

tl&&amp;lt;t-yi&amp;lt;
with

ablaut (3, 7).

si Particles (128, p. 853).

62 128, p. 852.

&quot;Stem teivu, see notes 31 and 35; -tku ( 110, 67); e kd negation ( 114, 4), see also note 44.

&quot;Stem it to be, 1st person subj. (a); ty&amp;lt;.t+p ( 7. 26).

&quot;cm- MERE ( 113, 7); pino n middle; Ho -, a lo DAY.

&quot;Stem nel- TO BECOME; ly&amp;lt;l+g (7): see Note 13.

7
126, p. 868.

M Demonstrative particle (57).
w Stem yet- TO COME.

teki 6hin MEAT; allative form in -eti ( 53, 40).
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Ne me e6hi 6it61 qami tvarkm,
62 lu ur57

pi rinin. 63

Again before as be- she ate, thereupon he took her.

fore

&quot;Akakaka I ilu ka64 a lva!&quot;
41

niqama graqen.
65

&quot;Gu, e unan 66

&quot;Ah, ah, ah! motionless away!&quot; she struggled. &quot;Oh, so

gina n.&quot;
67

-&quot;Gu na, a lva,
41

qine rrilhi*!68 uGu na, ilu ka, 64
Qare m69

&quot;

thou.&quot; &quot;Oh, away! let me go!&quot;
&quot;Oh motionless. Not

mmre qewkur,
70 mimnilo ur. 71

Gik, ia m nilei vutku-i-gir ?
72

I shall do anything to thee, I will question thee. Oh, why art thou walking about?

Qai vegeti nve-gir?&quot;
73

&quot;Ui na.&quot;
74

&quot;E mim?&quot;
uUwa qucita

8 E nku9

Indeed thou hast a master?&quot; -
&quot;No.&quot; &quot;Where is he?&quot; &quot;My husband to rejection

gine tcilin,
75

genancaatvau len,
76

ginenqu pqeulin.&quot;
77

&quot;Eirqa m 78

used me, hecastmeoff,
&quot;

he let me starve.&quot; &quot;Then

va nevan 79 wu tku 80
yara ciku 81 re qan

82
qinelu

e
rkm.&quot;

83 &quot; Va ne-

notatall here inside of the something thou hast seen.&quot; &quot;Nothing.&quot;

house

van.&quot;
79

&quot;Guq, a men 84
urn, miraata

git.&quot;

85

&quot;Oh, then let me marry thee.&quot;

Ma taaen. 86 Ne me cei vutkui*. 87
Wulqatvi k88 urn6

puki n. 89

He married her. Again he walked. In the evening he came.

Before, formerly ( 127, p. 818).
82 See notes 25, 36, 48; here qamitva, derived tense in -rkln ( 64, 87).

w Stempiri to take; -nin he him ( 67).
* ilu TO MOVE; eka negation ( 114, 4). The initial e is contracted with the t of the stem.
K Steinqama gra; n qn ( 73); with ablaut ( 3).

5126. p. 855 .

67 Subjective form ( 56); presumably as subject of an idea like YOU HAVE EATEN IT.

Stem initial nrril, medial ml; ine- ( 67; 113. 28); q gi
s imperative 2d person sing.

^Negation with exhortative meaning ( 131.2).
7 Medial form of the causative prefix n\ stem raq WHAT, SOMETHING; eu ( 110.70); predicative

form of the indefinite pronoun; 111 git LET ME THEE, subjunctive ($ 67); wku&amp;lt;.u+y;
in place of

git

we have here and in the next word the alternating form gir.

&quot;Stem *pnlo; initial iormpinlo-: medial form -mnilo-; mgit LET ME THEE, see note 70.

&quot;Stem leivu, see notes 31, 35, 53; -tku ( 110, 67); predicative form of nominalized verb ( 73).

&quot;Stem tiinv MASTER ( 48, 73).

MNO( 131.6).

&quot;See note 10; here with the prefix -ine- referring to the first person ( 73) .

78 See note 75, the same form; stem -caatv-; rau CAUSATIVE ( 114, 1).

&quot;See note 75, the same form; stem qupq TO STARVE (see note 11); r $u CAUSATIVE ( 114, 1).

&quot;Conjunction ( 128, p. 858).

131.1.

80 Demonstrative ( 57); as particle vai; stem ivut-; locative in -k.

See note 4; -Siku inside of, nominal ( 101, 24) .

82
rg&amp;lt;? SOMETHING; here absolute form (irregular) used as object with the verbs iu TO SAT, lus TO SEE

BStem lu* TO SEE; derived tense in -rkm (64); ine- ( 113. 28); q- imperative ($ 64); here used as a

past ( 85).

&quot;Conjunction (128, p. 853).
w Stem mata TO TAKE, TO MARRY; subjunctive (a), mgit LET ME THEE ( 67).

Stem mata TO TAKE, TO MA.RRY; -nin HE HER (67).
87 Stem eivu+tku, see notes 31, 35, 53. The g of the ending -pi*

has dropped out on account of its

intervocalic position.

wstem wulq EVENING, compare wu s-q DARKNESS; a locative form (38); -tvi to become (110, 68)

Initial stempt/fcir, medial pkir; abbreviated termination for -gi*.
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I wkwi*90 En-no t
91 nawane

ti,&quot;

92
&quot;En -fie

93 a ntoka94 ralkofrkoi pii.
95

He said thus to his wife, &quot;Don t not going from the inside of the
out inner room.

MinreVqiumik,
96

li en
6ot-tagne ti97 ple kit42 qani ntminet.&quot;

98

Let us enter, just pillow edge to boots throw them.&quot;

E nmen2
ri ntininet. 99 E nmen* lu ur57 vai100 keme fii

28
,
em-keme ni55

Then she threw them. Then there- here a dish, a mere dish
upon

res qi wkwiV7 e un101 ere ta102
geyi reLin. 103 Qami tvaa t,

104 ne me
came in, then with being full. They ate, again

boiled meat

li eir ne nvua n105 keme ni,
28

irga tik39 urn6

kiye wkwa*t, 10fl E un101

just they put out the dish, in the morn- they awoke. At that
ing time

keme ni23
gite nin 107 ne us qata,

108
genu mkeulin 109

.

the dish she saw it the woman, it was put in its proper place.

Ne me 6eiVutkuR 87 Ge lvulin,
110-- ct

Gik,irga tik39um 6 minine t6imikin

Again he went. He obtained a Oh, to-morrow let us have a thanks-
wild reindeer, giving ceremonial.

Tai nikwut112 en -fie
98

gma n67 enne ka113
qanti ginet.&quot;

114 E un 101

The charm-strings don t
*

thou not carry have them for And so
out ones being thus.&quot;

nayopa tya n 115 gna tfciyo
118 ilvilu ,

117 e un 101 tai nikwut112
gene Linet. 118

they went to it made to be the wild rein- and so the charm-
&quot;

were on it.

thanksgiving deer, strings
ceremonial

Guq, yilqa tya t.
nl

Irga tik89 urn8
kiye wkwa t,

100 ne me
Oh, they slept. Next morning they awoke, again

M Stem iu-
t suffix -gi*; wkw&amp;lt;u+g (7).

n See 58, p. 727.

92 Stem newdn wife:. -Iti ALLATIVE ( 40).

131.3.

&quot;Initial stem nlto, medial nto TO GO OUT; j kd not (114.4).
&quot;Stem relku; -dlku interior (101. 24); -iptt ablative (42).
Stem res-qiu TO ENTER; subjunctive (a), minmlk LET us (64); see Note 17.

97 ot PILLOW; te gin edge; -Hi ALLATIVE (40); PILLOW-EDGE i. e. THE OUTER TENT.
w Stem int; r- to cause to (

114. 1 c); qdninet THOU THEM, imperative (67).
&quot;Stem and prefix as in note 98; -ninet HE THEM ( 67).
100 Demonstrative particle; stem wut- ( 57, p. 723). See note 80.

wi
128, p. 855.

e rrf boiled meat; -a instrumental (37)
&quot;B Stem yir FULL. 3ee note 24.

10* See notes 25, 36, 48, 62; here 3d per. plur. ending -paft,
with intervocalic g dropping out; ablaut ( 3).

105 Stem nv.
!o Initial stem kiy+eu, medial gg+eu, suffix -eu; wkw&amp;lt;u+p (7).
107 Stem gite TO SEE, -nin HE HIM (67).
&quot;See note 5, -a SUBJECTIVE as subject of transitive verb.
109 Transitive prefix r

,
in medial position -n -( 114.1); Stem umk+eu ( 110. 70); ge lin ( 73).

&quot;ostem ilv WILD REINDEER, -u to consume ( 111, 71); gelin ( 73).
111 Stem ineti TO HAVE A THANKSGIVING CEREMONIAL (perhaps ine+ti but never used without ine;

cf. Kor. Kam. ina- 6ax-at); subjunctive (a), minmik LET us (64).
U2 tai nikulhin pi. tai ilikut MISFORTUNE-PROTECTOR; Stem fatfkz TO TRESPASS; -fctcfc protector (105.43),
U3 e fcd negation (114,41. If it were affirmative this would be a verbal noun in-(t)d dependent upon

following verb ( 80, p. 766); stem, initial rne, medial nne.
&amp;lt; Initial stem rt, medial nt; qdginet THOU THEM, imperative ( 67).

&quot;Stem ygpqt to visit; n$ gafn THEY HIM (67).
&quot;Stem inetc, see note 111; -yo past participle ( 107, 47); ablaut ( 3).
117 Stem ilv, absolute reduplicated form (29).
&quot;Stem net; gelinet, 3d person plural ( 73).

&quot;Stem yilqdt TO SLEEP; ty&amp;lt;t+g ( 7).
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6ei vutkurkm. 87
&quot;Re qiim

82 a m6n84
i unin,

120 So onqan
121 6e ml122

he was going. &quot;What then he said to her, That trunk

eirne 93 enve ntetka123
qanti rkm. 124 En ne 93

pegdi nu
125 e lhika. 126

don t not opened have it for one Don t for object of nothavingit
that is thus. concern as one.

A hmi 127
quwalo murkm128 urn8 vS ti.

&quot; 129

However obey truly.

Gik, e nmen2 cei vutkui
,

87 6e fiil
122 ruwentedewiu nin. 130 E un 101

Oh, then he went, the trunk she opened it. And so

E rrki 131
fie usqat

5 n6nanva tq6n,
132 en men2 lu lqal

133 6ma ta134 va lin,
34

there a woman was placed then destined to split being
be a face

qa6a k6n135 le qac
138 nu uqin,

137
qol

138 tim6 nid^ Loq^n
139

le
e
qad.

186

one side side of face black, the other red side of face.

E nmen2 ne us qat
5

yiki rga
140

puke nnin: 141
&quot;Pr.l&quot;

Then the woman with mouth made a noise at her: &quot;Pr!&quot;

E nmen2
gite nin,

107 e ur18 nan 142 vai100 vie
i
e
,

143
pkagta ty6 .

144

Then she saw her, at that that one here died, she fell down,
time

E nrnen2 rinennoma nnen,
145 mmkri146

nayilhau qn, 147
qailo qim.

14

Then she closed it, how she was afraid of course.

Ptiki rgi -m
149 uwa qu6.

150 Res qi wkwa t.
151

. Va nSvan79 ni tvinfin,
1 &quot;

He came the husband. They entered. Nothing she told him,

J2 Stem iu TO SAY; -nin HE HIM ( 67).
121 THAT YONDER, independent form ( 57, p. 723).
&amp;gt;n Absolute form (28).
123 Stem vent TO BE OPEN; r et CAUSEATIVE ( 114, 1); e kd negation ( 114, 4).
i&quot; Stem rt, see note 114; derived form ( 67) .

I25 pegcin CONCERN; -nu SERVING FOR ( 103. 34).
i2 Stem -In ( 78) ; ekd negation ( 114, 4).
127 Disjunctive conjunction ( 128, p. 854).
128 Stem walom TO HEAR; imperative of derived form ( 64) .

129 Particle ( 128, p. 863).

Astern vent TO BE OPEN; r et CAUSATIVE ( 114, 1); -6ewu contracted from tet yw(u), (100.54,56);
she opened with great care and after several attempts; -nin HE HIM (67).

&quot;I Locative.

w-n-tna-n-va-t-qln ( 74; also 114.1).
!33 103.37.

1S &amp;lt; Stem tin; suffix at; verbal noun in -)o dependent on the following participle va lin.
135 quta ktn belonging to one side (47).
136 lu FACE; -qa SIDE OF ( 101, 26).
1 37 See 49.

iss See 60, p. 732.

139 n gin (49)

^oyiki rg^n MOUTH; -a subjective (37).
i -nin HE HIM (67).

&quot;2 Demonstrative (57).
&quot;3 Stem vi* TO DIE, vi i &amp;lt;vi* gi* with loss of intervocalic g ( 10).m Stem pekagt-; suffix at

iStem om(r); rat (114.1); n-ln^n prefixes, nn transitive, In- intransitive (?).

&quot;Stemmife (58, p. 727)
n7 ayllhau; nqin ( 73).
i Particle ( 128, p. 871).
K9 Contraction of Urn.

IM Absolute form (28).
lr&amp;gt;i Ending wkwa t

&amp;lt;u-ga*t.

152 Initial stem tuw, medial tvu; nintn (67, la 6).
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e nmec 153 urn6
nayilhau ne&quot;n.

154

because she feared him.

PJe kit42
ri ntminet&quot; eot-tagiWti,

97

The boots she threw pillow-edge to,
them out

e nmen2 a teak-155 luwa wkwa t
156 kama gti.

157

then to wait they were unable for the dish.

Guq, uwa /

quc
150 ure wkwi*,

158
&quot;Guq, qa ko. Tite net-ve rin. 159

Oh, the husband appeared, &quot;Oh It is wonderful

EmVq 160 e mi? 161
Qai vE e Le162 6e nil122

i nenvente tkal-i-git?&quot;
163 -

Now where is it?

&quot;E Le.&quot;
163

&quot;No.&quot;

Indeed
&quot; Na qam
&quot;However

not

um
the trunk

qatvu gun!&quot;
165

tell!&quot;

Inegite kalin,
169

She did not see me,

kapleta tye.
5 &quot; 171

she fell down.&quot;

Guq, 6 eq-a lvam-va l-e-git.
173

Oh, quite extraordinary you are.

not you opened it?&quot;

Gu mi quwalo murkm,
ie4

where is it? Do listen,

tu wnen,
166 u Emite tim167

tigite a n. 164

&quot;

Namely
&quot;

I saw her.

tipuke tya k,
170 lu ur57

I made a noise, thereupon

Qairve r
After that she told him,

e Le. 162 Yiki rga
140

With the mouth

la m agero lkal-e-git?
173 Atta um174

Why dost thou not obey? With reason

e un101 uwae

qu6ita
8 E nku8

ge tcigit.
175 Ya rar176 rai qine ilhi.&quot;

177

behind there give me.&quot;and so the husband from
there

deserted thee.

E nmen2

Then
rinirgirgeu nin. 178 E nmen2 ei ui*

he drummed on it.

En qa m 78

Then
lu ur57

there

upon

Drum

j
179

Then she revived.

gagtarrninai piilen,
180 keme ni23

gereli s qideLin.
181

she was quite angry, the dish she pushed in strongly.

! See 128, p. 859.

JMSee note 147, transitive form; nntn (67, la 6).
155 a tfa TO WAIT ( 95, p. 786).
w Initial stem luw+au, medial Iv+au TO BE UNABLE ; 3 p. pi.

157From keme ni dish;
-&amp;lt;#j

ALLATIVE; with ablaut ( 3).

IM Initial stem ur +eu.
159 It is a wonder! (Interjection),
iw From demonstrative stem En.
i* 1 Interrogative adverb.
m Negation ( 131.5).
&amp;gt;M Stem vent, see notes 123, 130; ret CAUSATIVE ( 114, 1); ikdlin NEGATION (114,4); 2d person

verbalized noun ( 73).
i Stem waloin TO HEAR, LISTEN, OBEY, see note 128; derived tense, imperative.
IBS stem tuw, see note 152; imperative.
i Stem tuw; -nin HE HIM; with ablaut ( 3).

iw em-lie t-um ( 128, p. 857).
i68 Stem gite TO SEE; tlgcisn I HIM.

Stem gite TO SEE; ine-&quot;( 67); ikdlin negation ( 114, 4).

i? Stem puket; tigafk I, intransitive ( 64).

171 3d person sing.
i7* See note 34; 2d person, nominatized verb ( 73).

i Stem y&r$ TO OBEY; ekdlin negation ( 114, 4); 2d person sing.

&quot; atau -um BUT WITH SOME REASON ( 128, p. 854).

&quot;52d person nominatized verb ( 73).

w* Absolute form, perhaps for rar-rar (29).
&amp;gt;
77 Stem yil; q-ine gi

s THOU ME, imperative; transitive form.

178 r eu TO CAUSE; -nin HE HIM.
&quot; Stem ei u, with vocalic u; therefore with loss of intervocalic g of the suffix -gif.

u*-gti very ( 113, 22); stem an-iiin ANGER; ipu TO PUT ON; gelin ( 73).

&quot;i Stem reli; -s-qttet INTENSITY ( 110, 59) ; gelin (73).
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Irga tik39 urn6
kiye wkwart,

106 rile rkmin. 182
Tunin,

120
&quot;Atta um174

In the they awoke, he carried her He said to &quot; With reason
morning (back). her,

uwa quita
8 E nku9

ge tdigit.
175 Opo pe

183
garai -git,

184 minle
git.&quot;

185

the husband from he deserted thee. Let! thou hast a let me carry thee
there house, (back).&quot;

ELi geti
186 rile nnin,

187
npkire nnin,

188 mata lm189
i unin,

120
&quot;Guq,

To the* father he carried her he took her, to the father- he said to

(back), in-law him,

a men84 iim gumna n 190
i tik191

gmfi tik192 tilva wkwa n.&quot;
193

then I indeed &quot;watching 1 could not do her.&quot;

182 Stem *rle; initial rile, medial nle; derived form; -nin HE HIM (67).
183 An exhortative particle ( 128, p. 862).
18&amp;lt; Stem ra HOUSE; gara lin HE WHO HAS A HOUSE, 2d person sing. ( 73).

Astern *rle, see note 182; mingit LET ME THEE.
ELI gin FATHER; allative ( 40).

w Stem *rle, see note 182; -nin HE HIM.
88 stem pkir to come; neu causative (114, 1); -nin HE HIM.

189 From mata TO TAKE, TO MARRY; absolute form.
190 Subjective form (56).
191 Adverbial.
192 ginHt TO WATCH verbal noun in -k depending on the verb Ivau.

MS initial stem luv+au, medial Iv+au cannot; tigafn i HIM.

3045 Bull. 40, pt. 211 57



KORYAK TEXT

LITTLE-BIRD-MAN AND RAVEN-MAN

Valvimtija^ninti
1 E 6i2 Pici qala n3

nawinyonvo yke
4

Quyqmn a
Raven-Man the two they Little-Bird-Man wanted for a wife at Great-

qu yik.
5

Quyqinrra qu Pi6e qala nan 6
gaimanfiivo ykin,

7 e wan,
8

Raven s. Great-Raven to Little-Bird-Man had desired, he said,

GiimnaV fiawa kak 10 Pi6e qa]a nan6
ttyai linm.&quot;

11 Miti e wafi,
8

&quot;I daughter to Little-B ird-Man I shall give her.&quot; Miti said,
&quot; Giimna n9 nawa kak 10 Valvi mtila nan6

tiyai hnm &quot; Vae

yuk Val-
&quot;I daughter to Raven-Man I shall give her.&quot; Afterwards Raven-

vi mtila n3 vi irva nitoi kin,
12 af

la ta13
awyenvo ykm,

14 atta wawa15

Man secretly went out, with excre- he ate, with dog carrion
ment

awyenvo ykin.
14

Kiyaw laike,
16 r/nki 17 vanvolai ke 18

qapa au19
qu tti

20

he ate. They awoke, there are lying wolverine some
(skins)

i u wi. 21 Newnivo ykinenat,
22

&quot;Mi kinak23
ga nmilenau?&quot;

24 Valvi m-
wolf (skins). They began to say to both, &quot;Who killed them?&quot; Raven-

tila n,
3 &quot; Gumna n.&quot;

9

Man, &quot;I.&quot;

oFrom W. Bogoras, Koryak Texts; Publications of the American Ethnological Society, Vol. V, pp.
1219.

1 -laen HAVING THE QUALITY OF ( 48); -inti dual of personal nouns ( 35).
I Personal pronoun, 3d person dual, absolute form.

-lasn as in note 1;

&amp;lt; flaw WOMAN; / auxiliar vowel; -nyu TO WORK AS A HERDSMAN; -nvo TO BEGIN ( 110, 63 ) ; -yke derived

form, 3d person dual
( 65). See Publications Jesup Expedition, Vol. VII, p. 579.

* Quyqin RAVEN; used only in augmentative; -n-aqu AUGMENTATIVE ( 98.2); y(/) personal plural suffix

far-wgi ( 35); -k LOCATIVE ( 38).

-nan ALLATIVE used with personal nouns ( 41).

Tgairnatio DESIRE; -nvo TO BEGIN (110.63); -ykin derived form (65).
8 Stem iu TO SAY. Irregular adverbial form, used as a quotativc, SAYS HE.

Subjective form ( 56).
10 flaw FEMALE: akak SON.
II tr- 1; ya- FUTURE; yil- stem TO GIVE; -nin HIM, future ( 68).
u ftitn TO GO OUT; -ikln derived form, 3d person singular.
13 Subjective here as instrumental; stem a Z EXCREMENT.
&quot;Stem awyi; -nvo TO BEGIN ( 110.63): -ykin derived form, 3d person sing. ( 68).

I6 attae DOG; awaw CARRION; subjective here as instrumental.

&quot;Stem kiyau TO AWAKE; -laike 3d. per. plural, derived form.

Locative adverb.

&quot;8tem tva TO BE, in initial position ra ( 18, p. 674) ; -nvo TO BEGIN; -laike 3d per. pi., derived form.
I9 qapa au, plural in u ( 34, p. 732).
** Non-personal form, dual ( 60, p. 695).
11 For tfu wgi plural (34).
astern iu TO SAY; -nivo TO BEGIN; nykmejiat derived form, 3d per. dual ( 68, p. 744).

Subjective form (39).
**Stem tint, in medial position nm TO KILL ( 18); go. linau nominalized form of transitive verb, 3d

per. pi. (I 74).

898
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W yuk gawya lyolen,
25
qo npu Enfia

/an 26 arna latca. 27
Quyqinn a-

Afterwards
*

a snowstorm came, altogether thus not getting Great-
better.

qii nak
28

gewnivo lenat,
29

&quot;Toq, qamahtva thitik!30 Ma ki31
yamah-

Raven told the two of them, &quot;There, ye two make it better! Who makes it

tva tin,
32 na nyen

33
tiyannawtina rmin.&quot;

34 Valvi mti]a n, &quot;Gu mma35

better, to that one I shall give the wife.&quot; Raven-Men, &quot;I

mimalitva tik.&quot;
36 E wafi,

8
&quot;Qinatinunla tik!&quot;

37 Sinvo q pja kijfm
38

shall make it better.&quot; He said, &quot;Prepare the provisions for A number of boots
me!

42
gatai kilinau. 39 Ga lqaLin.

40 E nki17 vanvo ykm41 e irmigenka,
they made them. He went. There he stayed under a cliff,

yenotconvo ykin.
43 Pici qala n3 mtonvo ykin,

44 Enke /17 vafivo ykin,
41

he wanted to eat. Little-Bird-Man went out, there he stayed,

awyenvo ykin.
14 Cemya q Piceqajanai tifii

45 Valvi mtila^n 3

aqa-Lapni-
he ate. Of course on Little-Bird-Man Raven-Man badly

vo ykin.
46 Pici qaja n yalqi wikin,

47 ui fia iVka48 eninvo ykin.
49

looked. Little-Bird- entered, not saying he was.
Man

Valvi mtila n E nki17 va ykin.
41 Enna an26

qo npu vuyalarmivo ykin,
50

Raven-Man there staged. Thus altogether there* was a snowstorm,

ui naama {atca.
27
Go, va yuk gaya lqiwlin,

51
i mi-pla ku 52

gaqi tilinau,
53

not not it became Oh, then he entered, all boots were frozen,
better.

qaci n plakgene tm54 na /

canvoqen,
55 ini nninik pla ku

52
gaqi tilinau. 53

mean- into the boots he urinated, therefore, the boots
&quot;

were frozen,
while

&quot;Qiylme wun, i ya n71
gaci malin.&quot; Va yuk Pici kala n gewnivolen,

58

&quot;Impossible, heaven is broken.&quot; Then Little-Bird-Man they s-aid to him,

&amp;gt; Stem in initial position vuyal medial wyal; yu verbal suffix, phenomena ofnature( 110.71, p. 811)

go, lin nominalized form of intransitive verb
( 73).

26 Demonstrative adverb ( 129, p. 876).
27 Stem mal GOOD; a- lea negative ( 114, 4).
28 Subjective in -nak (39).
29 Stern iu TO TELL; -nivg TO BEGIN; galinat nominalized form of transitive verb, 3d pers. dual ( 74).
so Stem mal GOOD; tva TO BE; qgitik imperative, 2d pers. dual ( 65).
3i Absolute form ( 58, p. 726).
32

t/a- future.
33 Absolute form of demonstrative (57).
3&amp;lt;

tiya- 1st pers. sing, future; -nin 3d pers. sing, object.
35 Absolute form (56).
ss lst person sing, exhortative, intransitive.

vqinalatik imperative, YE ME; t(a)fifo MAKE (114.2); inu PBOVISIONS.
^Stem plakxooT, -Inm ( 52); -u PLURAL; more frequently pla ku.
39 Stem taikl TO MAKE; ga linau nominalized form of transitive verb, 3d pers. pi. ( 74).
&quot;Stem Iqat TO GO; nominalized form, 3d pers. sing. ( 73).
41 Stem tva

t
in initial position va TO STAY; -nvo TO BEGIN; -ykm derived form.

u-ffin BASE ( 101.21), locative.

i/e-DESiDERATiV; nu TO EAT; -tu intensive action 110.67); -nro TO BEGIN; -ykm derived form.
44 Stem ftito TO GO OUT; -nvo TO BEGIN; -ykm derived form.
-#/ allative ( 40) : with nasalization added to terminal vowel ( 18, 41).
Stems aqa BAD; lila, TO SEE; yp TO PUT ON; nivo-ykin as in note 44.

tfya lqiu, Ch. re s-qiw TO ENTER; derived form.

stem iu TO SAY; a ka NEGATION ( 114, 4); a contracted with t to i.

Stem it; -nivo-ykrn as in note 44.

&quot;Stem mtyql in medial position wyal; -at ( 110.70) (see note 25).
51 yalqiw TO ENTER (see note 47); galin nominalized verb (73).
nimi ALL ( 113.6); -u plural ( 34).
53

qit FROZKN; ga linau nominalized verb, 3d pers. pi. ( 73).
M plak BOOT; gin BOTTOM; -iti ALLATIVE

( 40).
w a 2a URINE; -nvo TO BEGIN: nqin nominalized verb ( 73).
M Compare note 29; here 3d pers. sing.
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&quot;Toq, gmya q
57

qmalatva t!&quot;
58

&quot;Qiyime en, gi niw 59
gii mma35

&quot;Oh, thou now make it well!&quot; &quot;Impossible, Kite to thee
&quot;

I

tiyanto ykin,
60

pjakgefie tm54
tiyaa

ecanvo ykm?&quot;
61 Gewnivo lenau62

shall go out, into* the boots shall I urinate?&quot; He said to them

Quyqiniraqu nak,
28

&quot;Qalqala tik,
63 kitta fi ana wtiiika!&quot;

64 Va yuk
Big-Raven &quot;Go away, there unmarried!&quot; Then

gewnivo len,
62

&quot;Atau -qun.&quot; Qo La65 aca pil
66
ga kmiLin,

67
qalte nnin,

68

he said, &quot;Well now.&quot; Some small fat
* he took,&quot; a stopper,

wulpa pel;
69

ga lqaLin
70 e

ee ti,
71

gayi iialin,
72

gala lin,
73

iya
e kin74

a little shovel; he went to the sky, he flew up, he came, the sky s

c6ma thitnin75

qalte nna
76

gai pilen,
77 aca pil

66 ee tm71
gani nlalin;

78

cleft with the stopper he closed, little fat to the sky
* he threw;

picV gama lalin. 79

for a it grew* better,
while

Gu mlan gayai tijen,
80

gu mlaii gawyalyo len. 25 Na nyen
33

Again
&quot;

he went home, again tnere was a snowstorm. That

qalte nnm68
ganqu lin81 yayaftikoi tin,

82
nEpplu qin

83 mi qun. E wan,
8

stopper came out into the house, small one even. He said,

&quot;Qiyime wun. I ya
en71

gaci malin.&quot; Quyqinn aqu nak28
qalte nnin68

&quot;Impossible. The sky
*

is broken.&quot; Big-Raven the stopper

va sqin gatai kilin39 nima yinqin
83

gei liLin,
84 a cm66 o pta nima jrnqin

88

another one he made a large one he gave it, fat also large

gei liLm. 84 Ga lqaLm
70
gu mlan, panenai tin85

gayi iialin. 72 Gala lin,
73

he gave. He went again to the former place he flew. He came,

pa nena85 na nyen
33

qalte niiin68 mal-kit86
ga npilen,

87 tala wga
88

that time that stopper well he closed it, with a mallet

57
gin- thou; -yaq indicates that another person is to perform an act which the subject has performed

before.

58 Stems mat, tva WELL, TO BE; imperative.
6 Second person personal pronoun gin- ( 56; 129, p. 878 under yaq).
60

tiya- 1, future; stem nito, medial nto; derived form.

si See note 55, 1st pers. sing, future, derived form.
82 See notes 29, 56; here 3d pers. pi. instead of dual.

Astern Iqat TO GO; qalatik imperative, dual.

&quot;a ka NEGATION ( 114, 4); naw WOMAN.
6s Indefinite pronoun ( 60, p. 732).

&amp;lt;*aa FAT; -pil SMALL ( 100.15).
67 Stem akmit; ga tin nominalized verb ( 74).

68 Absolute form (30).
69

-pil small ( 100.15) ; here with ablaut.

&quot;Stem Iqat TO GO (see note 63); gattn nominalized verb (73).
71 Absolute form i yafn SKY; -lii allative.

72 Stem yina TO FLY UP; galin nominalized verb.

73 Stem initial tila, medial la TO MOVE, TO GO; galin as before.

Belonging to the sky (47).
7 Absolute form.
T6 Subjective as instrumental ( 37, 92).

&quot;Stem aip TO STOP UP, CLOSE; galin as before, here with ablaut.

7 Stem inla (Ch. inf) TO THROW; gra-lin nominalized verb.

&quot; Stem mal GOOD.
w Stem yait (allative of ya HOUSE) TO GO HOME.
i Stem yiqu, medial nqu TO COME LOOSE, TO COME OUT (like a plug out of a hole).

Stems yaya- HOUSE; -tiku INSIDE; -it! ALLATIVE, with terminal nasalization.

Kplu SMALL; nqin ( 49) ma y(i)n LARGE.
84 Stem yil, medial yli TO GIVE; geili^in instead of gai liLin irregular.

8ft panina before, former; absolute form pa nin; adverb pa nena AGAIN, ANOTHER TIME; itl ALLATIYE,

with terminal nasalization.

ec ma l-kit WELL, ALL RIGHT (Ch. mef-ki tUt, mef-ki il SOMEHOW); mal (Ch. met, mel) see 113.10 and

11; (Ch. ki tkit, adverb, A LITTLE).
s7

yip, medial-np TO STICK INTO, TO STUFF INTO; ga-lin with ablaut.

w Subjective as instrumental ( 37, 92); stem jafa TO STRIKE.
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gata lalen,
88 na nyen

33 a cm66 e e tm71
gani nlalin,

78
gii mlan a lala89

he struck it, that fat to the sky he threw it,

*

again with snow

ga lmelin90
qoqlo wicnm;

91
qo npu garna laleri.

92

he shoveled the hole; altogether it became better.

Gala lin;
73 na nyen

33 Valvi mtiPan aqa mru 93

ga ccilin. 94 Miti nak 05

He came; that Raven-Man to hate they had. At Miti s

enyei na vaga lekm,
96 newnivo ykin

22 Valvi mtila n
, &quot;Mefiqanqa ce 97

near he was sitting:, she said to Raven-Man, &quot;How

enfrivo ykm,
49 mine a latcinvo ykm ?

&quot; 98
&quot;Mi qun,

99 ui na yu laq
100

it happens to thee, quite thou smellest of &quot;Why, not a long time
excrement?&quot;

akle woka 101 tina hk. &quot; 102 Gewnivo jen
56

&quot;IVac, ga lqata!
103 Ui na

without bread I have been.&quot; She said, &quot;Enough,

&quot;

go away! Not

mi qun amajatva tfia
104

i ti!&quot;
106 Ga lqaLin.

70 Pici qala nak 28 na nyen
33

even not making better thouwert!&quot; He went. Little-Bird-Man that

Yini a-nawgut gama talen. 108

Yini a-nawgut married.

Toq, galai ulin,
107

inya wut gamuqai ulin. 108 Valvi mtilaen
Oh, summer came, then it was raining. Raven-Man

ti ykitiy
109

gaya luplin.
110

Qa6i n qo npu niki ta gana
/

Len. lu

the sun took in mouth. So altogether night it became.

Va yuk gewnivo jen,
56

&quot;Can ai
, qaiinu ge!&quot;

112
&quot;Me nqac mi qun

Then they said, &quot;Can-ai ,
fetch water!&quot; &quot;How even

mai mik?&quot;
113 Va yuk gewnivo len,

56
&quot;Me nqan mine miti-

letme draw water?&quot; Then they said, &quot;Why quite we

pa lai kinen. 114 Va }
ruk missavi

yaja.&quot;

115 Ga lqaLin
70

qai^ayici na. 118

are thirsty. Then we shall die.&quot; She went groping,

Enna an wus qu mciku,
117 va yuk ga nvilin,

118
ganvo len 119

thus in the dark, then she stopped, she began

89 Subjective as instrumental; absolute form ds
lal, a-la l

90 Stem a lme.
! Absolute form as object.

62 Stem mal GOOD.
93 aqa nn-in hate, stems probably ae

q BAD,a w/n AKGER; designative form in -u (94).
9&amp;lt;See 114,4.

&quot; Locative form (42).
96 Stem vagal, medical tvagal TO SIT DOWN.
^Stem mik WHERE; -r/aca NEAR ( 101.26).
98 Stem a-l EXCREMENT; -tt TO SMELL OF.

M Stem mi* ( 58, p. 726).
10 Stem yul LONG; -aq adverbial suffix ( 112, 79).
wi aka negation ( 114, 4).

i 2 Stem nal TO BECOME (77).
IDS Verbal noun in -a used as imperative ( 95, p. 787).
10* From aka negation ( 114, 4); mal GOOD; tva TO BE.

&amp;lt; stem it TO BE (75).
IDS Stem mata TO TAKE, TO MARRY.
107 ala SUMMER; -yu suffix, phenomena of nature ( 110.71).
i8 muqa RAIN; -yu as in note 107.

io9 Reduplicated absolute form (29).
no yalu TO CHEW; yop TO PUT ON (see Note 46); yalup A QUID.
in Stem nal TO BECOME( 77); go tin nominalized verb ( 73); L &amp;lt;l+l ( 18).
112 Stem aim TO DRAW WATER; qge imperative.
lt3 Subjunctive (a), l?t pers. sing,
m Derived form, 1st person pi.

us Future, without ending -mik (65).
&quot;8 Verbal noun in -a expressing modality ( 95).

7 Stems wus DARKNESS; -ciku INSIDE ( 101.24); um is an unusual form of the connective vowel (see

18, 1): the parallel form wus-qu mciku is found in Chukchee.
u 8 Stem nuv, medial nv TO STOP.

us Stem nvo TO BEGIN.
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giya pcak.
120 E wan,

8
&quot;I min qai-vai amti 121 alna wee

ye.&quot;

122 Va yuk
singing. She said, &quot;All the little rivers are stingy.&quot; Then

gani kalin 123 Enkai ti
124 vai ampilm,

125
ganvo len 119 cilala tik. 126

itdidso to that place a small river began bubbling.

Gayi ccalin 127 milh-u kkam,
128

yaite ti
129

ga lqaLin,
70 milh-u kkam 128

She filled a Russian vessel, to the house she went, a Russian vessel

gemtei pilin;
130

qla wul gala lin. 73
Gapkau len,

131 e wan,
8

&quot;Giimna n,
9

&quot;

she carried on her a man came. She could not he said, &quot;I,

back; (carry),

gumna n mi mtin.&quot;
132

Gayai ti]en
80 wus qu mciku. 117 Ka nyen

33

I will carry it.&quot; she came home in the dark. That one

galimnena len 133 vai am. Gewnivo len,
56

&quot;Eni n ma ki?&quot; E wan,
followed the river. She was told,

&quot; That one who?&quot; He said,

&quot;Gii mma 35 Vaiamenai -gum.
134 Giinina n 9

yai vacu 135
ti tcin 136 Ena n

&quot;I am the River. I pity had that

giya pcala
e

n.&quot;
137 Ganvo len 119 nawa kak 10 kitai nak. 138 fta nyen

33

singer.&quot;

*

They began daughter scolding. That one

Vaia mrnak 28

gama talen. 108

River married her.

To, va yuk qo npu wus qu mciku
117 vanvolai ke. 139 Gewnivo len 56

Oh, then altogether in the dark they remained. He was told

Vai am, &quot;Me nqail
97 niki ta 140 mititvanvolai kin?&quot;

141 E wan,
8

&quot;Men qan
97

River, &quot;Why in the night we remain?&quot; He said, &quot;Why

mi
qun?&quot; Lawtiki l^icnin 142 vi tvitin 143

gai pilen,
144

ganto len,
145

ayi
-

indeed?&quot; Head-band of ringed seal thong he put on, &quot;he went out at

kvan gaqayi6hilaniiivo len;
148

vantige nm
147

gato mwalen. 148 Va / -

least a small light began to be; dawn was created. Then

yuk gewiiivo len,
58

&quot;Me nqafi
97 mi ntin?&quot;

149 Yini a-na wgut
*

they talked, &quot;How shall we do it?&quot; Yini a-na wgut

120 Stem giyapca; verbal noun, locative form ( 95, p. 785).
121 qai- SMALL, related to Chukchee suffix -qdi ( 08.4); -nti, after terminal TO of vaiam, -ti dual ( 34).
1 22 3d pers. dual ( 65) instead of plural; stem aln STINGY.
143 nik-a SOMETHING ( 60); &amp;lt;7a

lin verbalized.

i&quot;-#/allative (58).
125 Diminutive in -pil, absolute form in -ift ( 30).

&amp;gt;2Stem cilal+at TO BUBBLE; verbal noun, in -k, dependent on fivo TO BEGIN (seenotes 138, 150).
i27 Stem yicc TO BE FULL.

wmilh STRIKE-A-LIGHT, FIRE (see Publ. Jesup Exp. Vol. VII, p. 18); u kkdm VESSEL.

yait TO GO HOME (see 95); verbal noun allative.

M Stem imt, imti TO CARRY; -yop TO PUT TO; ga lin with ablaut.
&quot;I Stem pkau TO BE UNABLE.
132 Stem imt TO CARRY; subjunctive (a) 1st pers. sing, subject, 3d pers. sing, object.
i33 Stem limnena TO FOLLOW.
IM Stem vaiam RIVER; -ena suffix for living being; nominalized verb, 1st pers. sing. ( 73).

iMyai vac TO HAVE PITY WITH; designative in -u ( 94).

nttm i HIM ( 65); stem -t (79).
&quot;7 Compare note 120.

iss Verbal noun in -k dependent on fivo TO BEGIN (see notes 126, 150).

i39 Stem tva, in initial position va TO BE; nvo TO BEGIN; -laikeZA pers. pi., derived form.

i&amp;lt; Stem niki night; probably verbal noun in (t)d, although the verb has usually the suffix yu ex

pressing phenomena of nature. (Ch. niki ru rkin NIGHT COMES).
1&quot; Stem tva TO BE; 1st pers. pi., derived form.
&quot;2 Compound noun lawt HEAD, ki lcrtnin BAND (from kilt TO TIE ( 53; 106.44).

i Reduplicated form retained in a derived form in -in ( 29, p. 690, note).
m Stem yop TO PUT ON.

iStem nto, in initial position nito TO GO OUT.

nsyoi- SMALL; tfh TO DAWN, TO LIGHT ftivo TO BEGIN; galin nominalized verb.

J&amp;lt;
7 Stem vant TO DAWN; ge ftin ( 100.44).
H tomwa TO BE CREATED.

Stem yt, in medial position nt TO DO, MAKE ( 80).
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ganvo len119 tenma witcuk,
150

Vajvimtila^yikin
151

gala lin.
73

&quot;Mai,

began preparing, to Raven-Man she reached. &quot;Halloo,

Valvi mtilafn va ykm?&quot;
152 Va cvi-na ut 153 e wan,

8
&quot;Va ykin.&quot;

Raven Man is staying?&quot; Raven-Woman said, &quot;He is.&quot;

Gewnivo len Valvi rntila n, &quot;As s o qati ,

154
qo npu a lva titva nvok.&quot;

155

He was told Raven-Man, &quot;Since you left, altogether wrong I was.&quot;

Gayo^ olen 156 Valvi mtilae
n, gewnivo len, &quot;Gi ssa 157

qa cik ui fia

She found Raven-Man, he was told, &quot;Thou really not

al va a tvaka? 48 Qe nnivo?&quot;
158 Qa pten

159
gayi ltilen,

160
yai na161

wrong wert? Wilt thou stay so?&quot; The back he turned, to the front

yili ykinin.
162 Gu mlan qa pten li ykin.

163 Va yuk ganvo len 119

she turned him. Again the back he turned. Then
&quot;

she began

i6hi nik 164

yiyigicha wik,
165

gacechenqatvifivo len;
166 cake ta 187

in the armpits tickling, putting her hands in his armpits; the sister

gewnivo len,
56

&quot;Quya qi?
168 I nac! E nnu mal-na witkata.&quot;

169 Va yuk
said, &quot;What is the Enough! This one a good woman.&quot; Then

matter with thee?

Enkai ti
124

ganvo len,
119

&quot;Gm, gm, gm!&quot; Qo yifi
170

yilenvo ykinen.
171

thereto he began, &quot;trm, gm, gm!&quot; To the other side she turned him.

Va /

yuk gaktaca chaLen,
172

&quot;

u
Ga&quot;, ga, ga!&quot;

Ti ykitiy
109

gace pfiitolen,
173

Then he laughed aloud, &quot;Ga, ga, *ga!&quot; The sun peeped out,

rVa g
174

ga plin,
175

qo npu gecha Len. 176

to the sky it fastened itself, altogether it became light.

150 Stem tenm TO PEEPABE; verbal noun in -k dependent on nvo TO BEGIN (see notes 126, 138); -leu in

tensity of action.
151 -yikin a personal allative form (see 41 and 44).
152 Derived form of stem Lva, in initial position va TO BE.
153 Va ivKValvi ( 16.3; 122).
iw Stem Iqat TO WALK, in initial position qaf, 2d pers. sing.
i stems tva-ftvo TO BE-TO BEGIN, tik 1st pers. sing.
156 Stem yo TO VISIT.

57 Absolute form (56).
158 Stem it TO BE nivo TO BEGIN; q ()( 68), no personal ending.

9 Absolute form.
i&amp;gt; yilt TO TURN; galin nominalized verb.
161 yaina TO MEET; adverbial: face to face.

itiyj causative; li TO TURN; derived form, HE HIM.
i 3 Stem li TO TURN; derived form.
1M Locative.
165 yl aw causative; yigich TO ITCH.

Stems 6ihini ARMPITS; qatv TO PUT IN; -nvo to BEGIN.
7 Subjective as subject of transitive verb.

198 yaq WHAT; predicative form ( 82); second person ( 68).
iss maZ GOOD; flaw +ltqat WOMAN; here subjective.
i qo yiii allative of qoyo . (See 43, p. 705.)
i i See note 162; the same form with added nvo TO BEGIN.
i prefix kt VERY ( 113.22): acaihat TO LAUGH; ga -lin with ab.aut.

s stem lilep, medial Lep; for 6ep, see 16.3; 122. fiito TO GO OUT
174 Locative (see note 71 ).

1 * Stem op TO FASTEN ITSELF.
&quot; Stem eth, idh TO DAWN (see note 146).
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